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DEAR LADY DISDAIN
CHAPTEK

I.

A BOOM on the ground floor, octagonal in shape, -with an old
and picturesque fireplace filling up one of the narrower s i d e s stopping up the corner, if one may say so—and with windows
in two of its sides, is filled with the morning sunshine. The
room and its furniture make an odd contrast, for the furniture
is new and the room is old. The chimney-piece is of tiles that
tell in their pictorial ornamentation many a scriptural story.
The ceiling is painted in colours once gorgeous, now faded. A
broad-backed and large-limbed goddess floats there, half clad in
volumes of bright blue drapery, upon clouds solid-looking as
her own substantial frame, and amid bulbous Cupids and masses
of hothouse flowers. The walls are of a dark and closely-grajfed
wood, and are all in panels of various sizes—two panels to each
side of the octagon—and pictures, no doubt, once filled each
compartment. The windows look upon trees and foliage so
thickly set that a stranger suddenly dropped down in the room
might fancy himself in the apartment of a palace adorned by
Verrio, and planted in the midst of courtly park. He might
have been right enough as to the palace, but a glance from the
window "will quickly dispose of the park. The trees are set in
the gardens of the Thames Embankment, and the octagonal room
with the goddess floating on the ceiling is on the ground-floor of
a house in one of the streets running to the river from the
western end of the Strand.
The present occupant of this room was immensely proud of
it. He was almost in love with it. Hunting about for lodgings
which sheuld be conveniently central for the West End, the
9
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theatres, and the British Museum, he had seen the word " Chambers " in one of the windows of this house, and he was attracted
by the trees in the gardens of the new Embankment. But when
he went in and saw the chambers; when he looked at the
chimney-piece of tiles and the painted ceiling; when he found
that every room in the house had its history, that famous nobles
and foreign princes had occupied that room, that celebrated
beauties had swept up and down those broad staircases; he
entered into possession without more words, and felt as proud
as if he had come into some great inheritance. The suite of
rooms consisted only of this one and a bedroom that opened out
of it; but the present occupant wanted no more. There were not
many residents in the house besides himself. Every chamber
was occupied, but most of the occupants only used the place
for ofiice business of some kind, and went away in the evening.
Breakfast is laid upon a sadly modern and common-place
table in the middle of the room; breakfast is the only meal the
tenant has in his chambers, and it is supplied to him by special
stipulation, and as an extra, or " hextra," by the elderly person
in charge of the house. A new.?paper lies on the table along
with some letters. These latter are nearly all addressed to
" C. J. Pembroke, Esq.," but one in a woman's hand is addressed
Tully and formally to " Christmas John Pembroke, Esq.," and
Christmas as a man's first name is not seen every day.
Enters from the bedroom a tall, slight, and boyish-looking
young man in an old velvet coat. He has brown hair and a dark
complexion, and a moustache not yet very thickly grown on a
face that otherwise is smooth as a girl's. He does not look like
a Londoner—perhaps the wrist that shows itself from the
sleeve of a coat which has shrunk, or which he has outgrown, is
a little too brown and muscular for London rearing. Besides,
he looks rather fresh and contented with himself and with life
generally for a London youth. He gazes up at the ceiling and
all about the room with irrepressible admiration. He has not
nearly got over the proud sensation of ownership. He has to
stop and think about it, in fact, to take it all in. Then he looks
out at the trees and at the glancing river. I t is June, and
London is delicious. Since he arrived there have been hardly
any wet days, and since his coming into these chambers absolutely none at all. And yet he is not merely London's lover,
but London's devotee.
Then he looks at the letters on the table, and he is about to
open one of them, which is evidently an invitation of some kind,
when he sees the letter which is addressed in the handwriting of
a woman. He is just at the age when the sight of his own name
in a woman's hand sends a thrill through him. He ought first
to have •wondered -who the -woman could be, for he did not kno-sv
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of any lady in England who was at all likely to write to him or
who knew his name so precisely. But the first idea which comes
to him is an odd little feeling of -wonder whether, with the progress of the movement for woman's equal rights, women will
insist on writing in the same sort of character as men, and quite
an earnest hope that it may not be so—it is so interesting to see
a letter addressed to one in what we know to be a woman's hand.
Then he sets himself seriously to wondering what woman it can
be who writes to him, and he wonders about this, and turns the
letter over and over, and tantalises himself, and is positively
afraid that when he does open it it will resolve itself, as so many
of his letters do since he has had his name painted on the side of
the hall door, into a circular inviting him to buy cheap sherry,
coals, or shirts.
At last he opens the letter.
It was dated from a place which, as well as Christmas could
make out the word, was called " Durewoods," in one of the
southern counties on the sea.
" I have seen in the papers the name and address of Christmas
John Pembroke, described as a young man. I never heard of
any Christmas John Pembroke but my old and dear friend who
left England when I was young, and of whose death I read a
year ago. If you are his son, will you kindly write a line, and
I will write to you again ? You must have heard your father
speak of me, if I am not addressing a stranger. If I am, pray
excuse what must seem a very odd intrusion; and let me add
that I am now an elderly woman, and am only seeking to hear
of a very old acquaintance."
The letter -was signed " Dione Lyle; " and if Christmas is not
a very common name for a man, certainly, in our day, Dione is
not a familiar name for a woman. Dione! The young man
started when he saw it.
He read the letter over and over again, and, although he was
alone, with glowing cheeks. It sounded like a mild and melancholy reproach. His father had asked him to find out if he could
a certain lady—an old friend—in England. This was on that
mournful journey towards home, when his father was breaking
down, and began to be conscious that he was not destined ever to
see the country of his youth any more. When the young man sat
by his father's dying bed, the last words that came clearly from
his lips were " Dione, Dione!" and then the dying man murmured
hastily—oh, so hastily and unintelligibly—some counsel, some
instruction, something which poor Christmas could not make
out, and then sank back and all -was over. That was a year ago
—already.
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Never in the course of all the years.during which Christmas
had lived with his father—they two alone, so far as anything
like home life was concerned—had he heard him say anything
of this lady until it became clear enough that the elder man -was
destined not to reach England. Even then, in the first instance
at least, he had only said that he hoped when Christmas got to
London he would find out a lady who had been an old and dear
friend, and whom he should like Christmas to know. Christmas
remembered this, but was not prepared at once to connect that
association with the name which was breathed from the dying
lips—the one strange name. Now the name lay there before
him; and he felt at once that some sad sweet story must have
blended it -with his father's latest memories. Christmas had
almost no recollection of his mother, except that she never took
any interest in him or seemed to care about anything; and she
died long ago. She died at Nice, where the boy's earliest distinctness of recollection settled itself around her. Then his
father, who was a scientific engineer, took the boy out to California, where he engaged himself in railway making while
Christmas went to school in San Francisco. The opening up of
Japan invited English skill and science, and the elder Pembroke
resolved to go there; he took Christmas with him and educated
him without help of other teachers. He was a very kind and
even affectionate man, but he always seemed absorbed in his
business when he was not occuiDied in the education of his son.
One day he told Christmas calmly that he knew he could not live
much longer, and that he should like to see England once more,
and should like Christmas to live there always. It was on the
voyage to San Francisco that he found himself dying, and then
he told Christmas so, and quietly said that he had expected to
be able to return to Japan after a short stay in England, and
after ha-ving settled Christmas there, and had left his business
aflairs unarranged—that Christmas had therefore better return
from San Francisco to Japan, and arrange matters as well as he
could before going to England. He gave him some names of
persons he was to see in London, and various counsels and
recommendations, and at last the end came, and he cried out
the name of " Dione, Dione! " Then his grave was made without hands in the Pacific, and Christmas was alone. He only
remained in San Francisco for the next steamer to Japan. He
arranged his father's affairs, closed his accounts with the East,
crossed the Pacific again, and then the Atlantic, and -was now
preparing to think about beginning a career in London.
It was with a start of surprise that the lapse of time now
suddenly impressed itself on him. His father was a year dead.
A whole year since he heard that cry of " Dione!" So many
weeks to return to Japan, so many months there, so many to get
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to London, with short delays in America, and a year -was gone,
and it must be owned that during all that time he had hardly
once thought of his father's old friend. How indeed could he
have possibly found her, or even gone about finding her ? The
chance that allowed her to see his.name was the mere fact that
he had intervened in a street quarrel and been summoned as a
witness in a police-court, and had given his name and address,
which accordingly got into the papers. Never before had he
been a -witness in any law court; never before to his knowledge
had his name appeared in print. How many years might he
have lived in London and never encountered such a chance?
Why on the very night which brought his name into publicity, if
as he hesitated in Pall Mall, he had turned up St. James's Street
instead of walking on and then turning up the Haymarket, he
never would have had to appear as a witness, and his father's
friend might never have known of his e'5:istence! " I begin to
believe in Destiny," Christmas said to himself, pleased as we all
are to think that Destiny has a particular eye upon us.
He held the letter open in his hand, and thought of all
these things, and felt, in the odd way of mortals, a small and
trivial difficulty presenting itself most prominently to his mind
amid so many serious reflections and saddening memories—a
little difficulty which pushed itself out with absurd proportions
as in a badly adjusted photograph a hand or a foot projects
itself into grotesque dimensions. This was the question of the
manner in which he was to address the lady; whether he was
to assume that she was married or an old maid—Mrs. Lyle
perhaps or Miss Lyle; and he asked himself whether in the
event of the conjecture which he would have to make turning
out a mistake, it would be better to err on this side or that.
Would it be safer to run the risk of addressing an elderly and
unmarried lady as Mrs., or an elderly and married lady as Miss?
He decided that it would be better to write to Miss Lyle. A
married lady would not take great offence at being mistaken for
a Miss, but an elderly spinster might well feel uncomfortable
if she were addressed as a matron.
The whole thing put him out a little for the moment. I t
made him feel remorseful, as if he had neglected something.
He thought, too, that he had no right to be there enjoying the
novel delights of London when his father was so lately dead.
He forgot his breakfast, and was about to begin a reply at
once to his unexpected correspondent, when he heard a quick
heavy tread outside, and then a knock at his door. He called
" Come in," and a head appeared at the door, which was presently followed by a stalwart body. The visitor was a tall
soldierly-looking man, with a fresh florid face, short thick yello-w
moustache, bright blue eyes, and very short yellow or sandy
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hair. He wore a frock coat buttoned across his broad and
somewhat swelling chest, and a crimson tie, and carried an
umbrella tucked under his arm, as a man might carry his
sword. His waist was tightly drawn, and as he entered the
room and bowed he clicked his heels together. This was
Captain Cameron, the hero of the quarrel with the police in
which Christmas had interfered and which brought his name
into the papers.
"How do you do, sir? I'm afraid I have intruded at an
awkward hour—too early a call ? "
" Not at all," said Christmas, glad perhaps to be interrupted
at the moment. " Won't you take a chair ? Have some breakfast ; I haven't begun."
" Breakfast, eh ? Well, I don't know, I don't often eat breakfast—what you English fellows call breakfast."
" We English fellows ? You are English, surely ? "
" N o t I, sir. I'm a Highlandman—a Hielan'man, sir! I
represent a great clan. But I've been out and about the world
so much that—I am a good Highlandman in heart, mind—I
hardly know what to call myself in habits. I'll tell you though
what a Highlandman never could learn to be—and that is, ungrateful ! I've not forgotten how you interfered to help me out
of a scrape—and took some trouble too: and that's -why I've
called to offer you my cordial thanks."
" Don't tallc about it—'twas nothing."
" Nothing to a gentleman—that's true enough—and of course
you couldn't help yourself—you had to behave like a gentleman.
I didn't think there -were any gentlemen left in England. I
thought the race was extinct here, like the wolf and the wolf-dog,
and the ghost, and all the other grand old things that made the
l^laco worth living in. But I see your breakfast is getting cold.
Now I insist on your going on with your breakfast, or I shall
think myself in the way and go."
" All right—if you really won't join me."
" No, I thank you. But if you don't mind my smoking a
cigar ? "
" Not the least in the world."
" Won't interfere with you at all—sure ? "
" Quite sure."
" Then I'll just puff a little and we'll talk. I say, what a
charming place you have here! How did you get at this place ?
That ceiling—I tell you, sir, that ceiling looked down on soma
Court beauties once. It's Verrio, no doubt. Merry Monarch, and
Castlemaine, and, what's her name ?—Stewart—and that sort of
thing. But I wouldn't have that furniture, you know, if I were
you—not that modern sort of thing. Eegular London lodginghouse sticks. I'd clear that lot out."
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" But I don't know any better."
" No ? Just let me put things to rights for you. I know a
man now up in Holborn—by the way, how they have ruined
Holborn; I'd never have known it again! What was I saying ?
—Oh yes, about the furniture. I know a man in Holborn who
would give you just the right things—genuine furniture of the
very date, and very cheap. He wouldn't do it for you perhaps—
I mean if he didn't know you; but he'd do it for me. This is
really a charming place of yours; it must have a history. I
should so like my sister to see it—my sister, Mrs. Seagraves.
She'll be dehghted to know you. I'll take you to her house."
" You are very kind, I am sure," murmured Christmas.
" Oh, she'll be delighted, and you'll be charmed with her I
know. Everybody is. We're very fond of each other, although
we don't agree about anything."
" Indeed ? "
" Not about anything, sir—anything! She's a Eadical, and
an advanced thinker, and God knows what other stuff. I don't
mind—women must have their nonsense, and she's been a good
sister to a confoundedly wild brother. Well, you told me you
had been a long time out of London, like myself ? "
" I have been out of London since I was a boy. I had almost
forgotten its very streets."
" Well, how do you like it, now that you are here ? "
" I am delighted with it—I love London! I walk miles along
the streets—every name brings such associations with it. I
want to see every place that has any memory about it. I rush
to the theatres, no matter what is going on. I ' tear round,' as
the Americans say. I can't settle to anything yet. I—oh, I beg
your pardon."
He thought Captain Cameron was going to say something,
and he stopped, a little ashamed perhaps of his enthusiasm. The
gallant Cameron was leaning his chin gravely on one hand, which
he supported upon the handle of his umbrella, as if it were the
hilt of a svrord; and with the other hand he had removed the
cigar from his mouth. I t was this action which made Christmas
think he wanted to say something.
" No, I beg your pardon," said Cameron; " I did not mean to
interrupt you. I like to hear you talk in that way—^it's so fresh.
It's like—now what is it like ? Like hearing some old air that
one hasn't heard for ages; or the smell of something—lavender,
perhaps—that used to be about the bedrooms long ago, when one
-was a boy! Jove!—what a difference twenty years can make!"
" Then you don't like London quite so well ? "
" Like it ? I am sick of it! I hate it! There hasn't been a
gentleman born in London for the last twenty years. The age of
gentlemen has gone, sir, and of gentlewomen! What does a
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London girl talk of to-day ? Eadicalism and blasphemy—nothing
else. What is society in London ? Freethinking schoolmasters,
and the literary puppies of Eadicalism! Look here, now, I'll
give you an instance. I went the other morning to have my hair
cut, in a barber's place that I knew well twenty years ago. The
name was changed, of course—I didn't mind that. Everything
changes here now-a-days? The fellow who cut my hair, sir—a
fine strapping young fellow, too, nearly six feet high, and with
the air of a soldier about him—I found out that he "was a Volunteer—what do you think he discoursed about while he -was cutting
my hair ? "
" Eadical politics, I sujDpose, taking London on your account
of it."
" The doctrine of Evolution, sir—Darwin and Huxley, and
the lot of them—hashed up somehow with the good time coming,
and the universal brotherhood, and I don't know what else!
Think of that 1 That's progress, I suppose I My sister says so.
I told hei% and she wants to go and have her hair dressed by my
philosophic barber!"
" Then you are a Conservative ? " said Christmas. " I don't
know much about English politics yet."
" Good heavens, my dear sir, neither do I ! What could I
know or care about their confounded pettifogging parochial
affairs ? I serve the cause of gentlemen all over the world. I
fought for the Turk against the Eussian, and for the Pole against
the Eussian, and for the Southern gentlemen against the Yankee
pedlars and wooden nutmeg sellers. Now I am engaged in my
own particular cause again. I am going to serve the King!"
" The King 1—what king ? "
" There are only two kings in Europe," said Cameron, rising
solemnly from his chair, as if to do reverence to the sacred names.
" His Majesty King Henry the Fifth of France, and his Majesty
King Charles the Seventh of Spain !" Here he raised his umbrella with the action of one who gives a military salute -with a
sword. " I would serve Henry the Fifth of France if he would
only make a trial of his rights in the field, sir; but failing that I
give my services, such as they are, to the King of Spain."
" You are fighting for the CarHsts, then ? " Christmas asked,
with some curiosity. He had a vague notion somehow that the
Carlists only existed in newspapers and telegrams; and to meet
one face to face in London seemed almost as interesting as meeting with a Crusader.
" Well, yes. I am going to fight for them. I have been over,
and his Majesty was very kind; but these Spaniards are so
jealous of foreigners. I want to do something here which would
give me a claim—raise money, get arms—so that they must give
me a position equal to my rank. I was a brigadier-general in
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the Confederate army. I resigned my commission because they
wouldn't take my advice and I saw that things were going to the
dogs. I knew it. I told poor Lee. He wouldn't see it. I resigned. No matter; I can't take a lower rank than that now
anywhere. The King can't refuse me that. He ought to know
how to treat a gentleman; don't you think so? I ought to get
that rank."
" Certainly, certainly," Christmas ans-wered, hurriedly, perceiving that something was expected of him.
" You think so—you really think so ? You think I am not
wrong in insisting on my proper rank ? "
Christmas again muttered something which might be taken
for assent, although he could hardly understand how such great
devotion to the cause of Legitimacy could be reconciled with the
gallant champion's anxiety about his own personal dignity.
" I am glad to hear you say so," Captain Cameron said, extending his hand and exchanging a solemn and formal grasp with
Christmas : " I am very gl-ad to hear you say so. The dignity of
the military profession shall never be degraded in my person,
whatever England may do. I was in the British army, as you
are probably aware. I was once proud—proud, sir—to hold a
captain's commission in the British army. I need not tell you
that I am no longer proud of it. I have left that service, sir.
You will not regard me now, if you please, as a British officer.
No; I beg of you not."
" Certainly not, if you don't wish it. But I really don't know
why."
" Good heavens! Don't know why ? A gentleman, as you
are, not know why another gentleman should not choose to be
considered a British officer now ? Of course you've been living
out of civilisation; that explains. Why, sir, the British army
now is to be officered by shoeblacks and potboys."
" Oh, come, that won't do even for my ignorance," said
Christmas.
" I t ' s the same thing. What is there to hinder it? I tell
you, my dear fellow, your tailor's apprentice might have a commission now if he could only get up a httle patter of knowledge
and pass a ridiculous examination. And don't you see these are
the very fellows to have the impudence to try for commissions;
and they'll get them too, by Jove! Wait till England gets into a
war, though, and see if she doesn't miss her gentlemen. Well,
let who will stand it, I'll not; and so, my dear young friend, I
serve his Majesty the king of Spain."
Again he raised his stalwart form and saluted the absent
monarch with his umbrella.
"Well, sir," he said, about to take his leave, "we must see
something of each other. I kno-w the town, and can be useful to
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you. I'll get you the furniture we talked of whenever you like;
and you must dine with me and come and see my sister. I shall
be in London for a few weeks yet. I think I shall have to take
an office—a room, you know; quiet, and all that—recruiting.
Don't you see? Somewhere in this quarter. I wonder now
couldn't they give me a room in this place; it would suit my
book capitally. I'll ask the housekeeper as I go out. But you
haven't fixed the day to dine -with me and be introduced to my
sister. I know you'll like her"; she's a remarkably clever woman
—^just in your line."
Captain Cameron must have been peculiarly quick of discernment if he had already discovered what Pembroke's line was.
Certainly our young friend himself had not yet found it out,
although he had been trying hard for some time. But he was in
the delicious Cherubin age, which sees in every petticoat a possible
divinity—that charming poetic season just following, by so
strange and sudden a revolution, the schoolboy time which detests
and despises all girls. To Christmas the very name or thought
of a woman was interesting, and he therefore listened with far
greater attention to Captain Cameron now that he had heard of
a clever sister,
Captain Cameron stood meanwhile holding the handle of the
door; and while still speaking to Christmas he heard footsteps
in the passage outside, and with his habitual quick-glancing
curiosity he looked over his shoulder through the half-open door.
Suddenly he flung the door wide open, plunged into the passage,
and called " Sir John! Sir J o h n ! " and Christmas sa-w him shaking
both the hands of a tall and portly personage.
" Come in, Sir John! Come i n ! " and the gallant Captain
with gentle force drew his friend into Christmas's room. " Now,
my dear fellow," ho said " I do ask you to observe this extraordinary coincidence. Here is the very man of all others that I
want. I hadn't the remotest idea where to find him, and when
I come to make a call on you—whom I saw for the first time the
other day—I rush into the arms of my old friend. Let me make
my friends acquainted. Sir John, this is my young friend Mr.
Pembroke. Pembroke, I am sure you cannot but know the name
of Sir John Challoner; it has a European—no, by Jove! a worldwide celebrity."
" Although you didn't know where to find me," said Sir John
with a soft smile.
Sir John Challoner was one of those men whose presence seems
to fill a room. Captain Cameron was tall and sinewy; Sir John
was tall and full. He had a splendid head of dark hair, and his
beard and whiskers were glossy in their darkness. His forehead,
his teeth, the one hand which was ungloved were very white.
He looked a little too large for a lady's doctor, and a little too
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well dressed for a banker. He might have been a president ot
the Eoyal Academy, or the chairman of a School Board perhaps.
There was something at once grave and gracious about him
which diffused an atmosphere of dignity through Christmas's
little room.
" We are very intrusive, Mr. Pembroke," Sir John said, in a
full sweet voice. " I have had the pleasure of seeing you before
now, when your door happened to be open, and I could not help
glancing in at your painted ceiling. I attend the board meetings
of a company which has chambers on the first floor. We have a
painted ceiling too; but not, I think, so fine as yours."
" Won't you come in and look at it ? "
" Thank you, not now, certainly, while you are still at breakfast. We have disturbed you too much already."
" And how are you all at Durewoods—isn't it Durewoods ? "
Captain Cameron asked. " And how's my Lady Disdain ? "
Sir John smiled quietly.
" She has grown a tall woman now," he said. " But we must
not intrude on Mr. Pembroke any more just at present. Will you
come upstairs with me, and I'll then accompany you with
pleasure ? "
So they took their leaves at last: Sir John with a gracious
urbanity which left in the innocent mind of our English lad from
Japan a vague impression that the great man—^for Christmas
was sure he must be a great man—had taken a special liking to
him.
When they had gone, Christmas read over again the letter of
Dione Lyle. He did not know that he quite liked the prospect it
opened up to him. It was almost painful, in one sense, to think
of meeting this unknown old friend—perhaps old love—of his
father's. I t was like the lightning on a record of some weakness
which marred the sacredness of his father's memory. Then the
unknown Mrs. or Miss Lyle—she must be elderly, and perhaps
would be withered and dull. Perhaps, too, he did not quite
relish the prospect of having to leave London so soon, when he
found it so very delightful. Besides, he shrank from the chance
of being questioned about his family affairs—he knew so little
about his mother. On the whole he felt uncomfortable—filled
with a vague presentiment of something chilling and discordant.
Yet he sat down at once and wrote a genial answer to the
letter, and expressed his desire to be allowed to visit his father's
old friend. He said but little in the letter about his father. He
thought he would wait for all that until he saw the lady, and
could form some opinion as to the probability of his father having
really cared about her. As he addressed the letter it struck him
for the first time that the place which Cameron had mentioned
to Sir John, and where he assumed the latter to be living, had a
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name which sounded very like that of the place from which
Dione Lyle dated. That surely, he thought, would be the very
oddest of odd coincidences, and who, I wonder, is my Lady Disdain ? For his quick Cherubin ears had caught that name.
He threw himself upon his sofa, looked at his pasnted ceiling,
and thought.

CHAPTEE

II.

" I N A BALCONY."

Two or three days after the visit of Captain Cameron, Christmas
found himself comfortably alone in a first-class carriage of one
of the railway lines that connect London with the south-west
coast. He had received a letter from " Miss " Lyle, as he now
assumed her to be, asking him to pay her a visit of a few days,
and he had plunged into the expedition at once. He had prepared for the -visit mentally as for something melancholy and
almost funereal, but just at present the sun and the scenery
were too bright for anything gloomy to keep in the mind, and
the run southward on the railway was a revel of delight to our
youth. He had to change from his train to one upon a branch
line less known to travel, and it was near to evening when ho
found himself deposited on a little pier in a nook of a broad
blue bay, all glittering in the sun, and there seemed no way of
getting any farther. When he asked a railway porter what he
was to do next, he was told that the Saucy Lass would be up
presently, and he waited for the coming of that ill-mannered
demoiselle to help him to his journey's end. Very few passengers
had come with him in the train, and of these only one apparently,
a tall rather good-looking young man, who carried a rifle case,
and had a sort of soldierly air about him, seemed to be going
farther. This young man had come all the way from London,
for Christmas remembered seeing him on the platform in the
morning. Several persons were waiting for the boat who had
not come in the train, for it need hardly be said that the Saucy
Lass proved to be the little steamer that presently came puffing
up to the pier, and having put ashore her passengers landward
bound, turned round, took on board Christmas and his companions, and promptly plashed and spluttered out into the bay
again.
The Saucy Lass churned her way pleasantly through the
waves, and Christmas stood in her bow smoking a cigar, and
very much enjoying the scene, the air, the water, the sun be-
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ginning to sink upon the tremulous sea, and the half-romantic
novelty of the whole expedition. It was a huge bay that the
steamer was crossing, a bay with islets rising here and there,
one covered with trees and soft verdure, one rocky and bare;
another with some buildings on it like a fort or barrack of some
kind. The Saucy Lass stopped at one or two little fishing villages
and landed a passenger on a small stone pier, or, where there was
no pier, screamed with her steam whistle for a boat to come off
and relieve her of the traveller who desired to go ashore just there.
The land ran up in considerable acclivity from the sea. It was
well covered with wood in some parts, from amid which could
be seen some pretty turrets or imposing roof; and a yacht lay at
anchor here and there, an appanage doubtless of these pleasant
residences. Where the bare soil appeared through wood or
grass it was of a deep soft red. Everything was beautiful, and
yet Christmas Pembroke hoped, as the steamer stopped at each
place, that that would not prove to be his destination. For he
saw no spot that seemed to him likely to be the retreat of his
father's old friend. He could not associate her in his mind with
turrets and a stately mansion and a yacht, and he could as yet
see nothing between these and cottages of the poorest kind.
And now looking westward to the horizon he could see nothing
but the broad open sea, over which the sun was hovering in
preparation for a plunge. By this time the boat had given out
nearly all her passengers. Two or three women with heavy
baskets, and a respectable looking personage in black, whom
Christmas at once set down as a Methodist preacher, made
up, with the tall young man already mentioned and Christmas
himself, almost the whole of the company.
Pembroke
preferred to ask no questions about his destination. The mystery
was far too pleasant to be voluntarily dispelled. If there
were really some fairy islet just under that glowing sunset,
and now hidden in its glow, all the better.
The steamer, however, suddenly turned from the sunset, and
ploughed into a deep indentation of the shore, which was completely hidden by hills and trees until its opening actually presented itself. This proved to be a bay opening out of a bay—a
small bay from a larger. The water darkened between the hills
that now almost shut out the sun. The hills themselves seemed
more sombre in their foliage. It was like a sudden passing
from sunlight into evening shadow. The plashing of the steamer
sounded noisy and intrusive in these quiet waters with their
twilight shores. Christmas felt glad that there were other
persons in the boat bound for the same place as he. He would
not have liked to be solely responsible for the boisterous and
bustling invasion of the puffing, vulgar Saucy Lass.
Christmas was yet of that age when one always feels a little
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nervous about arriving at any new place. He had not lived long
enough or learned to think enough about himself in order to
come to the conclusion that all people and places are very much
alike when one comes to know them, and that it is not worth
while troubling one's self beforehand with what he is certain to
know all about in a few minutes or hours. He was now beginning to feel uncomfortable, and to wish that his destination
were reached and the novelty of the thing over, anyhow. I t
was a relief to him when he saw at last a pier projecting itself
into the water; and he could make out, in the gathering twilight,
some white cottages a little way off, and roads rising high among
the trees on the hill, and in the distance the roof of what seemed
a large hall: and he knew that he had arrived. In a moment a
plank was run out, and there was a little bustle of men on the
pier, and the women dragged their baskets on shore. Christmas
seized his little portmanteau, and strode on to the pier, with a
delicious sense of fragrant hedgerow smells and summer evening
atmosphere, and the breathing of trees and the salt savour of
the water all blended with an odd feeling of perplexity—not
quite knowing where he was or what he was to do next.
Nobody expected him, apparently, or paid the least attention
to him. As he stood on the pier a little confused, and looking
vaguely around him, a small open carriage drawn by two ponies
rattled down the pier, and he saw that a lady was driving. For
a moment he wondered whether this could be his father's old
friend; but he soon saw that the lady was young, and that the
other person who sat with her in her carriage was apparently
her maid. The carriage stopped at the steamer, and then
Christmas saw the respectable person he had taken for a Methodist preacher come out, dragging a ham^Der towards the carriage,
and he was clearly only the young lady's servant.
" Not coming after a l l ! " he heard her say when the man
in black had answered some eager inquiry. "How very
disappointing! What am I to do ? "
Her servant apparently had no suggestion to make, for he
only began fastening the hamper into the carriage, and he then
turned the horses' heads round.
By this time it was clear to Christmas that nobody was waiting for him. He saw the captain of the steamer coming ashore,
and he was just about to ask him whether he could direct him
to the house of the lady who was to become his hostess. But
the lady in the little carriage had seen him, and evidently
remarked his forlorn and embarrassed condition. She whispered
to her maid, and they both looked at Christmas, and then the
lady spoke to the man in black, who presently approached, and
touching his hat, asked him gravely if he would mind speaking
to the young lady.
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Christmas did not mind speaking to the young lady—or,
perhaps, we should rather say, he did mind speaking to her, for
he was a good deal confused, and was concerned more than a
travelled youth ought to have been by the thought that he was
in an awkward position.
" Pray excuse me," the young lady said, leaning forward as
he approached; " I think you must be the gentleman Miss Lyle
expects."
"Judging by appearances," Christmas replied, " I must
rather be the gentleman whom Miss Lyle does not expect."
"Than you are he; I thought so. She doesn't expect you
to-day, I know. Will you get in and let me take you to her ?
We pass the gate."
" You are very kind," murmured Christmas, " but I ought
not to give you any trouble."
" There isn't any—we shall pass her house, and I could not
for her sake leave you drifting about here."
The maid and the man had by this time seated themselves
behind. Christmas got in beside the young lady feeling that his
adventure was beginning very agreeably.
" Let me relieve you of the reins," he said.
" Thank you; but hadn't I better keep them ? You don't
know the way, and it grows dark. Now, then!"
She shook the reins, and the ponies rattled off. They
clattered along the stony little pier, and struck off to the right.
The village, or rather cluster of houses, lay on the left of the
pier, for eyes looking inland. The lights were already beginning
to twinkle a sort of thick yellow colour, as village candles by the
seaside usually show. The hills and trees behind the village
threw an immature darkness over the evening, and left to our
new-comer only a confused and delicious sense of foliage, and
sweet scents, and soft sky, and twinkling lights, and smoke
ascending straight from the chimneys into the quiet air, and a
throbbing sea. Along the verge of the sea they drove for a few
minutes, and then turned up a steep road or lane nearly thatched
over by the intertwining trees. The horses slackened their pace
a little here.
Christmas could not manage to see his companion's face, for
she had her veil do-wn, but he was sure he saw her eyes sparkling
brightly through the veil, and the girl wore a very pretty straw
hat with a drooping feather, and she had no chignon, and all her
movements were free and graceful, and she seemed perfectly
mistress of herself and of the situation, and her voice was sweet,
fresh, and animated. He was quite sure, therefore, that she
must be a lovely creature, and he felt excited and interested and
happy.
" You know Miss Lyle ? " he asked, as the pace of the ponies
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allowed him a chance of being heard. "Perhaps you are a
relative ? "
" Oh no—only a friend."
" Do you live here ? " Christmas was longing to ask, but he
repressed himself.
" You have never seen Miss Lyle ? " she asked.
" Never."
" How strange! But you are a relative of hers ? "
" No, indeed. My father and she were old friends."
" Yet you have never seen her ? "
" I have been living out of England for a long time. I only
returned a short time since."
" She will be glad to see her old friends again," the young lady
said thoughtfully. " She is just the woman to have friends."
" There are no old friends to be seen," Christmas answered.
" My father is dead."
" I am very sorry," she said, looking at him quite earnestly.
" My father is all the world to me."
" She has no mother," Christmas thought.
They reached the top of the hill, turned again to the right,
rattled a few yards on, and stopped at a gate.
" This is the place," said the young lady. " Eing the bell,
Martin, and loudly;" this was to the servant. Then to Christmas,
who had descended, and was beginning to thank her: " Not a
word of thanks, please. Good night. I shan't wait to see
Miss Lyle now—I should be only in the way. Good night."
And so she gave her bridle reins a shake again, and the little
carriage disappeared in the gathering dusk, and Christmas was
left, portmanteau in hand, standing at the gate.
The bell had been rung so loudly that Christmas felt as if the
responsibility of its shrill echoes was rather too heavy a burden
for him to bear. But it was echoing for some time before any
particular effect seemed to come of it. Christmas had no opj^ortunity of forming an opinion as to the style of Miss Lyle's
residence, for only an ivy-grown wall and a small gate or door
of solid wood presented themselves to the road on which he
stood. At last he heard a strong heavy lumbering sort of tramp
ascending apparently some steps on the inner side of the wall,
and the door was opened by a tall, grey old man dressed somewhat like a boatman. Christmas asked for the lady of the house
and gave his name. The man listened apparently with great
attention, but said nothing. He simply took Christmas's portmanteau and with a courteous gesture invited him to enter. A
covered passage; a sort of arcade, with many steps and full of
ferns and flower-pots, led downwards, and was lighted by the
soft glow of an oil lamp. Christmas at first supposed that his
guide was deaf or dumb, but as he began to descend the steps
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with careless foot, and eyes wandering over the flowers and
ferns, the old man touched him on the arm, and said with great
deliberation—
, "Mister! Slow—None-quick. All right?"
Christmas was less concerned about the kindly admonition to
take care of himself in the descent than relieved to find that his
escort's sententiousness apparently only came from a limited
knowledge of Enghsh. So far there was not much of commonplace about the household. From the depth of the covered
approach he was shown directly into the house, and passed
through a circular hall, softly lighted, into a reception room,
where he was left alone a moment or two, and began to glance at
books and engravings without seeing them. Then a pretty freshcheeked and neatly-dressed country maiden came in, and told
him her mistress had not expected him that day, but that she
was very glad he had come, and please would he lilje to go to his
room? So he went to his room, which was up one flight of
stairs, the whole of the little house having apparently but two
floors; and he found his room a very comfortable and rather
luxurious little apartment, with a window that opened on a
balcony; and his mind was distracted from the work of dressing
by the books, engra-vings, bits of old china and Salviati glass
with which tables, shelves, and chimney-piece were crowded.
He hurried, however, to get dressed, for he was growing more
and more impatient to see his hostess. When he left his room he
met the little maiden again, who asked him would he please to
come into the balcony-room. He followed her into a room on
the same floor, the whole front of which apparently was balcony.
Here he was left alone for a few moments. Then he heard steps
—some very heavy—and the door opened; and the old man he
had seen before came into the room, bringing with him and
supporting on his arm a living picture from Gainsborough.
The lady stood there in the faint light of the lamps—a lady
with full fair hair, and complexion at once bright and delicate,
and large deep eyes. She had a shawl of some soft light-blue
material thrown around her, above a dress of grey silk. There
was something old-English, pictorial, uncommon about the effect.
Where Christmas stood he could hardly perceive, what with the
faint light and the softly rounded outlines of her face, and the
fair complexion and the bright hair, that the lady was not young.
It was only when he approached that he could see the cruel lines
beneath the eyes which told that Age and Decay had opened their
entrenchments. A strange feeling of admiration, compassion,
and reverence came up in the .young man's fresh and boyish
heart.
She held out her hand and welcomed him—with gesture and
look rather than words. Then she spoke a few words to the old
0
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man in a dialect Christmas did not understand, and the man led
her to an arm-chair and seated her there, and left the room.
There -was a moment of silence.
" Now," said Miss Lyle," come near, and stand up and let me
look at you. Yes, you are like your father! You carry your
name written on your face—but he was handsomer, I think,
when he was your age. I have not seen him for many years. I
never saw him since ho was young—since we were both young.
That seems so short a time— and now I am talking with his son!
We were great friends, and I must be fond of you for his sake.
Did he ever tell you anything about me ? "
Christmas shook his head.
" Never talked of me ? "
" Never—until—until he felt himself dying, and then he told
me that there was a lady in England, a friend whom he valued
highly, and he wished me to know her."
" And he told you my name, then ? "
" Not even then."
"Then"—and her voice grew rather tremulous—"how do
you know that I am the friend ? "
" Because," said Christmas, looking down and speaking in a
low tone, " he called out your name twice just before he died."
A flush passed over her face, and she remained silent for a
moment or two.
" That is enough," she said at length ; " come nearer—stoop
down."
Christmas approached and bent down. She drew him towards
her, and kissed his forehead.
" That is for your father's memory, and for his sake," she
said quietly. " I hope you will be like him, my dear. They tell
nie young men in London are very different now from what they
were when he was young, and I. He was very poor when he was
young, and so was I. He had great gifts—he might have made
a name, perhaps; but he had too pure a heart for much ambition.
We went our way*—things ought to have been different. I
suppose," she said, almost sharply, " your father appeared to you
quite a common-place, unheroic sort of person—the elderly man
who gave you money ? That, I am told, is the way with London
lads now."
" I am not a London lad," said Christmas, with some resentment in his voice. I'm very fond of London, but I know nothing
about it, and my father was the only friend I ever had. He
didn't talk sentiment, perhaps
"
" As other people do ? " said the lady with a faint smile.
" N o : he did not—even then—I mean ever. But he was the
truest gentleman and the noblest creature I ever knew. And if
you think I oughtn't to talk about him I can only say that he
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was a"a older friend of mine than of yours. Well, and so you
have been all over the world ? You must tell me all about your
travels. I don't want to known anything about your family
affairs or your private life in the past, though I hope you will
make me a little of a confidant in the future. Now you must
have some dinner. I hope you are not an epicure, like the young
fellows in the clubs of whom they tell me."
Christmas murmured something about not giving trouble.
" But you must dine. There was nothing to be had on the
way here, I know. I will keep you company, although I dined
earlier, for I did not expect you so very quickly. I thought you
would be too much engrossed with London to come away all at
once and entomb yourself in the country with an elderly woman
—an old woman I suppose you think me—just because she once
knew your father."
" I hope I have not come too soon. I ought to have given
you some longer notice, perhaps," Christmas said, for there
seemed a certain tone of perplexity and dissatisfaction in her
voice.
" Oh, no." She touched a beU near her; " Janet, some dinner
at once, and wine—you know: only don't keep Mr. Pembroke
waiting too long. Oh, no (again turning to Christmas), not too
soon for me, but I thought perhaps in a few days the place would
be quieter."
It seemed quiet enough to Christmas now; he did not know
what need or opening there was for greater quietness.
" I thought, perhaps, to have studied you all to myself a
little—no matter. But that is the reason why you were not
expected, and why no one went to the steamer to receive you.
Apropos, I hope you had no trouble in finding your way ? "
" I was very fortunate, on the contrary: I met a young lady
who showed me the way."
" Met a young lady ? What young lady ? Is that a
chivalrous youth's fine way of talking of a fisher-girl ? "
" Oh, no; a young lady who wore a hat and feather, and
drove in a pony carriage."
" She showed you the way ? "
" She brought me to the gate very kindly in her carriage."
" Mr. Christmas, I begin to think you are not quite so modest
a person in the presence of young women as you seem to be in
the company of their elders. What on earth made you address
that young lady without any manner of introduction? Are
these the manners of Japan ? "
Christmas laughed and coloured a little. " In fact, I didn't
address the young lady at all. She saw that I was a stranger
and didn't know what to do, and she sent her servant to me, and
then she said she knew you, and she offered me a seat in her
carriage."
«
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" And you took it of course ! Well, how do you like her ? "
" I didn't see her face well," said Christmas; " I t was
growing dark, and she had her veil down."
" Indeed, and didn't once throw up her veil—just for a
moment ? "
" Not even for a moment."
" What a pity! But you'll see her face to-morrow, without a
veil—thai 1 can promise you! What an odd chance that she
should have been there just at the time. Well, it can't be helped
now."
"AVill anything dreadful happen?" Christmas asked, with
a smile.
" Nothing dreadful will happen to her, I am quite sure."
" She seems a very nice girl," said Christmas, plucking up
courage.
" She is a very nice girl, Mr. Christmas—if you will use
words in a wrong and slangy way. She is a very nice girl to me,
and a very good girl. But I am a friend and a woman—a woman
thirty years too old for rivalry. My old follower Merlin—the
man who gives me his arm—I am a feeble walker—adores her,
and so does Merlin's dog. They all spoil her—/ don't; but she
is fond of me all the same, I thinJc. But Merlin and Merlin's
dog and I may be very happy and safe where other creatures
are in danger. Dinner, Janet ? Thanks. Now, Mr. Christmas,
if you will give me your arm, and let me lean rather heavily on
your shoulder as we go down stairs, we can do without Merlin
for once. I used to be a good walker long ago. When we have
dined we will come back here and sit in the balcony."
The tete-a-tete dinner was at first a little trying to Christmas,
who was rather a shy youth. His hostess did not eat, but sat
and helped him and talked to him. Her manners were quite new
and strange to him, and, indeed, he knew very little of the
society of women. In Miss Lyle there was a curious mixture
of the grace of youth and the easy, self-possessed confidence of
age. When he listened without looking up, he might sometimes
have thought that he was listening to a grandmother, and sometimes to a woman of five and twenty. Even when he looked at
her, and her head was turned half away, and he only saw the
fair hair, the softly rounded cheek, and the shoulder, he might
have believed her still in the very prime of her womanhood.
Her manner, too, puzzled him, and her allusions to her early
poverty. Now she seemed like one always accustomed to something like luxury, and always used, too, to admiration. The
disappointment which sometimes expressed itself in her manner
was rather that of one who has won and found success itself a
barren thing, than of one who has tried and failed. Certainly
nobody could have answered less to Christmas's preconceived
ideas of an old maid.
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When dinner was over—and it was a very nice little dinner—
they returned to the balcony-room as it was called, and they sat
in the balcony. It was a soft, mild evening, and the air was
sweetened by the smell of flowers and grass, and savoured by
the keener breath of the sea. The night was clear, although no
moon had risen; and from the balcony the eye wandered over
trees and a scattered village down to the sea. The silver-grey
of the sea was blackened at one point by the long pier, at the
end of which the light of the Saucy Lass now " stuck fiery off."
The balcony was low—but one short flight of stairs above the
ground floor.
Miss Lyle settled herself in a chair in the balcony, and then,
leaning over, called to Janet, who heard her from beneath, and
brought her a shawl, in which she wrapped herself. Whenever
she wanted any attendance she thus leaned over the balcony and
called for Janet.
" I pass all the fine evenings in this balcony," said Miss Lyle.
" I sit and dream here, and I live in the past and the present at
once. Now I want to hear a great deal about yourself—what
you have been doing, and what you are going to do. I have
talked in the same way with your father!"
And Christmas soon found himself talking, as if to some
confidential and sympathetic old friend of his past life, his education, his career, as yet unbegun, until it seemed impossible to
believe that he had only left London that morning, and that he
still hardly knew who his companion and hostess was.
A little pause came at one time, when Christmas had been
giving some reminiscences of his life in Japan, and had made a
casual allusion to his father's death. He did not like to touch
upon the subject, for it affected him even yet almost as much as
if he had been a girl thinking of her lost mother—for all his
delight in London, his painted chamber there, and his holiday.
His hostess looked silently over the water, leaning her arm
on the balcony, and her chin in her hand.
" It grows late," she said, suddenly, " and cold, I think. Our
early summer evenings are chill here, and you must be tired.
You were asking me something, were you not ? about Merhn, I
think—was it ? "
Christmas did not remember that he had been asking her
about Merlin, but he did not say so; and he was glad to hear
something about the odd old man.
" Merlin," said his hostess, " is a Breton; he was a boatman
and a fisherman. When I had a home in Brittany, in one of the
places on the coast, I was fond of boating, and he and his son
were my boatmen. The son had a fine voice and some musical
taste, and I knew people then, and tried to help him to become
a singer. He died, poor fellow!—he was drowned trying to save
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some people; and Merlin had no one left: he was a widower.
I Avas coming here to settle, and he liked to come with me. 1
couldn't do without him now—you will find him very useful.
He must take you out in a boat to-morrow. I hardly ever go
now. But you must humour his one weakness, mind, Mr.
Christmas."
" Only tell me what it is."
" He thinks he speaks English, and if he doesn't understand
what you say he will never admit it. Speak to him as if he did,
and he will generally catch up some idea of what you mean. I
can't help you to understand him—you must do the best you
can—for you don't understand his own language, I suppose.
His French is still worse than his English."
" I shall manage to get on with him," said Christmas. " It
shan't be my fault if we are not friends. I w-as afraid at first
that he was dumb."
" Oh, he has plenty of talk when he likes, and he thinks he
knows everything. He sometimes almost talks me to death, but
I don't mind. I t comes naturally to me to humour him now,
and I suppose he finds it natural to humour me. He looks to
me altogether, and he is really attached to me. When you come
to my time of life, Mr. Christmas, you will perhaps understand
the value of having some one—any one—attached to you. But
I hope that you will not have had my experience, and that you
will have closer ties. Still, Merlin is better than no one!"
Her voice seemed to have grown old in a strange sort of way
as she spoke.
" How delicious the sound of that sea is," Christmas said—
to say anything.
" It tells you of the future," said Miss Lyle, looking kindly
at him, " and me of the past. That is why the sea is such good
company; it has a tone for every one's mood. It is better than
music, I think, for music jars terribly sometimes. Can you
sing?"
" After a fashion," Christmas answered.
" You shall sing to me, but not now; some other time. I t is
late, and you want rest. Good-night, Chris! "
He had never been called " Chris " in his life before, but only
formal "Christmas." But there was something inexpressibly
touching in her tone, and he knew that she was not thinking of
him then.

(
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CHAPTER i n .

THEIJE was great joy on the night of Christmas's arrival—but
not for that event—in the house of the widow Cramp, who lived
in one of the best of the cottages near the sea. Mrs. Cramp's
son had come all the way from London to spend a whole week
of holiday with her. Mrs. Cramp had at one period of her life
been a lady's maid, and then she married a ship carpenter, who
settled her in Durewoods while he made his voyages: and he
built the house for her in which she still lived. He was a careful, saving man, and when he died at sea he left her tolerably
well to do—that is, above actual want—and with one growing
son, who it had always been his wish should never go to sea.
Mrs. Cramp had a step-brother in London, Professor Carpetts,
of Camden Town. Professor Carpetts had, in the strictest sens(^
taken his degree and his title. He had conferred his rank upon
himself, and was a professor of hairdressing. Professor Carpetts
offered to bring up young Natty Cramp to his own calling, than
which nothing could be more genteel; and young Natty was sent
to London accordingly. Every year since that time Natty had
come to Durewoods to spend his week's holiday with his mother;
and so he came this year. He is a tall young fellow, naturally
inclined to stoop, and therefore occasionally pulling himself up
and standing with preternatural erectness. He has thick fair
hair, and a growing moustache, to the development of which
every secret known to Professor Carpetts' branch of science had
been applied with zeal and hope. Natty has a good-looking but
rather sheepish face, with prominent blue eyes and colourless
eyebrows. He strode aJong to his mother's cottage with a military-looking black portmanteau in one hand and a rifle-case in
the other. He was, in fact, the tall young man who had been a
fellow-passenger with Christmas in the Saucy Lass, but the
moment the steamer reached the pier he leaped ashore like
another Protesilaus, without the catastrophe. So he had not
seen what became of Christmas.

Mrs. Cramp had been watching the approach of the steamer
from the first moment when its smoke was seen above the headland that guarded the inner bay. She was waiting at the door
for her son, and gazed with full dehght and pride at his tall,
swaying figure as he drew near.
" Why, Natty, how you have grown, I do declare. Never! "
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" Five feet eleven and a half, mother. All but six feet.
Think of that!"
"Your poor father was five feet ten in his stockings—and
you've outgrown him! Well, well." And a tear of maternal
pride sparkled in her eyes as she wished his father could see him
now.
They had entered the house now, and Natty was putting
down his portmanteau.
" Now I know what's in that," said his mother, glancing
proudly from the portmanteau to the son.
"Yes, mother," Natty replied, with a sort of blush. " I t ' s
the uniform. To-morrow I'll put it on. You haven't an idea
how well it looks. And the sword bayonet."
" The gun isn't loaded, Natty?"
" Loaded! Oh, no. Mustn't carry one's rifle loaded at
ordinary drill or ]3arade, mother," Natty replied, with an air
at once careless and soldierly.
Natty Cramp had, it is almost needless to say, become a
Volunteer. He had marched in Hyde Park before royal personages. His mother was perfectly convinced that the Queen
must have looked at him and singled him out from all the rest.
Natty laughed at this nonsense of his mother's, but he had a
secret modest hope, which hardly dared to acknowledge its
existence, that he was not quite wrong when he fancied one
memorable day that the Princess of Wales did cast a glance at
him. Natty was that day driven into a mood of passionate
loyalty. Ho had read of the Swiss Guards—he had read many
books—and he thought no success on earth could be more
enviable than the pride and delight of giving up one's life in
defending the threshold of some (we do not say which) lovely
princess.
" No-w, Natty dear, you'll have your supper," his mother said,
soothingly. " You must be tired, and hungry. You'll not mind
having your supper in this little room to-night, will you, dear ?
But you don't know where you're going to be put to-morrow, I'll
be bound. Come now."
She was a comely woman, verging on fatness, and had
dressed herself for this occasion, so that she looked quite the
lady, as all her neighbours would have wilhngly said of her.
Indeed, they looked up to her greatly as one who had seen in
her day the interior of grand houses, and could speak beautiful
English. Natty surveyed her with eyes of no little pride;
although, needless to say, he had seen ladies. In his occupation
one sees ladies pretty often, and ought to know what they are
like. He was studying his mother's coiffure with something of
a professional air, and his attention was therefore a little distracted from her question.
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" No, mother: I don't know."
"You are to have the drawing-room and bed-room all to
yourself. I wouldn't let them. Natty, not to any one this week.
No, says I to myself, my son is a man now, and a Volunteer, and
when he comes for his holiday once in the year his mother isn't
going to let him play second fiddle to any lodger. There, Nat! "
Nat's face glowed with good-natured pride. Since his earliest
days that drawing-room, as it was called, had been a sacred
apartment in his eyes. Mrs. Cramp had always helped out her
means of living by letting that room and bed-room to such
lodgers as might happen to come that way during the summer
and autumn, and while it was not so occupied she still held it
ready for any emergency. There were one or two families of
wealthy people near who might sometimes find that they had
a guest too many for their accommodation, and would send a
young bachelor now and then to sleep for a night or two at
Mrs. Cramp's. Therefore the front room and bed-room were
always chambers of great distinction in the eyes of Nat, and his
own installation there now was a tribute to his dignity of manhood and position such as a gracious Sovereign could hardly
have surpassed. He made some weak and stammering protest
about his mother putting herself out for him, but was immensely
delighted.
Then supper was prepared, and Mrs. Cramp looked on happy
to see her son eat. The supper was a little of a trial, too, to
Nat's good nature and filial devotion. His mother had taken
unspeakable trouble to heap the table with all the dainties which
Nat had loved from his childhood. There was the strawbeny jam
which she had for years and years regarded as identified with
the rejoicing of his annual holiday. There was the cake which
she always made with her own hands, and according to his
particular fancy. She could not believe in a holiday of Nat's
without that cake, and she had often been haunted with cruel
misgivings that his wife, when he got one, would never know
how to make that cake, and would not allow his mother to make
it for him. Alas! Nathaniel Cramp, the Volunteer, the romantic
student and reader of books, had outgrown that jam and that
cake! He smoked cigars now, and had coloured a meerschaum,
and had succeeded to all the embarrassing and mournful dignity
of manhood. But he knew how his mother had striven to please
him, and he would have suffered any inconvenience rather than
allow it to be seen that she had taken all her trouble for nothing.
He did his best. He trampled down the pride of rising manhood,
and he endeavoured to discipline his rebellious palate. But
though he could eat the jam and the cake, he could not put on
the old air of boyish relish. His mother saw it and felt a little
pang. The pride of having a grown-up son has its alloy, too!
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The scent of the strawberry jam had for the moment something
oppressive in it to her. I t brought her heart, as she might have
said, to her mouth. For the first time she realised to herself
the truth that she must lose her boy.
The mother's pride, however, turned itself again to rejoice in
the son who was a man, and she began to ask after his affairs
and his prospects.
"And so you've gone into Wigmore Street! I remember
Wigmore Street so well—when we were living in Harley Street—
that's when I was with Lady Sarah. I t must be changed now
ever so much. Wigmore Street! That's a great step for the
Professor, Nat."
" For Mr. Carpetts, mother." Nat moved about in his chair
rather uneasily. " H e don't call himself Professor now, you
know."
"No, Nat? Why n o t ? "
" Well, you see. Professor won't',do in a place like Wigmore
Street. Professor is all very well for Camden Town or the
Surrey side—they wouldn't know. But in the West End people
know that a hairdresser ain't—I mean isn't a professor. People
would only laugh at him. No respectable person would enter
his cutting-room. It's vulgarity, mother—it's only fit for a
Cheap Jack. I told the governor—I mean, I told Mr. Carpetts—•
so. It's absurd, you know," continued Nat, waxing angry.
" When we talk of professor now in London, we mean a man
like 'Uxley—like Huxley, mother—or that sort—not hairdressers."
" Yes," said his mother, " I suppose so, Nat." But she was
sorry for the loss of the title. " Then you'll not call yourself
Professor Cramp when you come into the business.
"Mother," said Nat, gravely, "don't you deceive yourself.
I'll never come into that business."
" No, Nat! Good gracious, dear, why not ? "
" That's no business for a man—for one who feels that he is
a man! I can bear it for the time, but not for ever. Is this an
age when a man—a man!—ought to spend his life dressing the
heads of a parcel of women ? "
"Are they very vexing, Nat dear—hard to please, and all
that?"
"Who, mother?"
" The ladies, you know, who come to have their hair dressed.
I know something of them, Nat; but you mustn't mind them,
dear. They're all like that, you know."
Nat fidgeted much in his chair, and looked at his mother
uneasily, and with a little impatience. He could hardly stand,
even from her, any allusion to the dressing of ladies' hair—the
particular branch of his calling in which he was most successful,
and of which unluckily he was most ashamed.
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" Oh, it ain't that, mother—I mean it is not that." Nat had
imposed upon'.himself the penalty of always dehberately correcting himself when he said anything which he considered ungrammatical or vulgar. " I don't care about that in particular. I
hate the whole business. I'll cut the whole concern. I am not
made for that. Is this an age, mother, when a man with feelings
and a soul, and no end of aspirations, ought to be cutting people's
hair ? "
"But, Nat, my dear boy," his mother pleaded, alarmed at
these tokens of a rebellious spirit, " somebody must do it, you
know."
" Let 'em do it—anybody who likes! There are cads enough
who are fit for nothing else ! Let old Carpetts do it! Mother,
your son is made for something better. We live in a great age,
mother."
" Yes, dear."
" An age of progress and of science! The old world, mother,
is gone up in fire!" Nat exclaimed fervently, adopting some
words of Carlyle which had stamped themselves deeply on his
memory.
" Good gracious," murmured Mrs. Cramp.
" A new order of things is coming; and the priesthood o*"
greatness is to have its turn. What are ranks and classes when
compared with Immensity ? The creed of the new world is
Evolution and the Brotherhood of Man!"
" Nat, my dear, I don't like to hear you talk that way."
"You don't understand, mother," and he now spoke in a
lordly and protecting sort of way, " and it would only trouble
you if I tried to explain. But this isn't a time for a man who
feels that he has thoughts and a brain to spend the fruitful years
of his life in a hair-cutting room. Don't be alarmed, I shan't
do anything rash; but when your son comes next year you shall
see before you, mother, a man—a man who has proved his title
to manhood—and not a barber's boy!"
He rose with the fire of his eloquence and emotion. But in
rising he knocked over a tea-cup and felt rather foolish, for he
saw his mother look alarmed at her fallen china.
"'Tisn't broken, mother," he said, and he put the cup uninjured in its saucer. But the spell was broken if the cup
was not, and he could not resume his interrupted outpouring
of soul. " After all, she couldn't understand me," he thought.
" I should only alarm her."
Indeed he had alarmed her. She kept glancing at him
uneasily every now and then. She saw that she and he could
understand each other no more, and that her boy was drifting
out on some sea where she could no longer be his guide or even
companion. It might perhaps lead to glory and greatness. Why
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should not her boy become a great man ? But anyhow the days
were gone when she could receive all her son's confidences in his
holiday and be his provider of joy. Nat had relapsed into silence.
Mrs. Cramp rose and took up the pot of strawberry jam, out of
which so little had been eaten, and put it away with a sigh.
The action was sadly symbolic. The little sweet-meat pot
became for the moment consecrated into a sort of funeral urn in
which the ashes of a happy anxious time were enclosed.
Mrs. Cramp felt no wonder, hardly any new shock, when,
after she had told him a good deal of local gossip, Nat rose,
stretched himself, and said he would smoke a cigar on the road
to the pier.
" And don't you wait up, mother. I'll look the door."
In that quiet place the hall-doors usually stood open until
the latest inmate was going to bed. Even if that latest inmate
should forget to lock the door it would not matter much.
Mrs. Cramp obeyed the orders of her son now as she used to
obey those of his father. Perhaps she had never since her
widowhood began felt so keenly how much she missed her husband. She felt so helpless and ignorant, so powerless to do
anything but see her boy drift away from her. She had a vague
idea that perhaps he was in love with some lady above his
station. She could not sleep for perplexing and profitless
conjecture.
Meanwhile Nathaniel soothed his lonely spirit by walking
down to the sea and smoking a cigar. His mother's conjecture
about a love affair v/as wrong. Nat was not in love as yet with
anybody but himself, and not in love with himself in the strict
sense, but only with the possibility of himself, a sort of glorified
Eidolon of himself which he had constructed, and up to the
standard of which he hoped to bring himself one day. He had
never felt any pulsation of love for one of the ladies who came
to have their hair dressed in Camden Town or even in Wigmore
Street. They were not generally young in either place, and
when they were young they were not always pretty; and even
if they were pretty they did not look so with their hair down
and their peignoirs around their necks. Moreover, thoso in
Camden Town he usually looked upon as ignorant and vulgar
young women who probably went with excursion parties to
Epping Forest, and those in Wigmore Street were coldly insolent
and evidently looked on him as what Shelley calls (Nat read
Shelley) a " mechanised automaton."
Nor was there any particular purpose indicated in Nat's
eloquent outpourings. He -was only a cleverish untaught youngfellow who, by force of reading everything he could get at, had
read himself into self-conceit and discontent, and who was therefore in imagination constantly striking the stars with his sublime
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head. For a long time poor Nat had been compelled to lead two
lives quite distinct from each other. There was his real life
when he worked and drudged faithfully in the calling which
gre-w every day more and more distasteful to him. There was
his ideal life when he sat up of nights in his bedroom reading
" Locksley Hall" and " Clara Vere de Vere," and Mrs. Browning's
"Lady Geraldine," and Eobert Browning's "Evelyn Hope;"
studying Darwin, and Mill's " Liberty," and Carlyle's " French
Eevolution," and any of Huxley's lectures that he could get;
and he mixed the whole up together in a melange of half-comprehended poetry and quarter-comprehended philosophy and
science. It was a delightful part of his ideal life, too, when he
joined a Volunteer Corps and wore a dark green uniform and
carried a rifle with sword-bayonet, and marched at Wimbledon
and was inspected in Hyde Park. These days of military masquerade were a sort of heroic heaven to him. Other young men
whom he knew were but Tom, Dick, and Harry in their Volunteer uniforms. Nat in that garb was a hero of romance, a
splendid soldier of fortune, a Quentin Durward, a D'Artagnan,
a Claude Melnotte, a wild-Mahratta-battle warrior. Of late he
had indeed begun to feel some scruples. He attended scientific
and quasi-religious lectures on Sundays, and he had spoken
in the discussions of broad-thinking philosophical societies; and
he was not quite sure about the fitness of the hero's trade for
the great service of humanity and the future. Still the uniform
had its fascination, and the heroic dream was not all dreamed
out yet. These were Nat Cramp's two lives. We have called
the one real and the other ideal; but Nat was convinced, and so
perhaps should we be, that the real Nathaniel Cramp was the
hero of the ideal life and that the other was only his soulless,
bloodless shadow.

CHAPTER IV.
"MY

LADV DISDAIN."

DufiEWOODS was, generally speaking, the name of the place in
which Christmas found himself quartered for the hour. But it
was not easy to say that there was any particular district or
area specially covered by the name of Durewoods, or, indeed,
any particular place to which the name strictly applied. The
httle arm of the sea, the narrow inlet from the great broad bay,
at the inland end at which the village stood, was never called
Durewoods bay or creek, or anything of the kind. Probably the
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beautiful growth of trees that covered the slope of the rising
shores on either side had once been called Durewoods, and hence
the name had spread itself over the whole place. But these
woods were not now called Durewoods; they were simply called
" the plantation." Neither was the village called Diu'ewoods;
people only spoke of it as " the cottages." The village had, in
fact, no corporate existence, no soul, and no name. It never did
anything as a community; it never acted together, or had any
apparent consciousness that it was a whole. The cottages were
there—had been built there somehow for the convenience chiefly
of the fisherfolk; and that was all that anybody knew. The row
of tenements in front of the water was called " the cottages," the
few residences of a better class that stood on the hills were
spoken of as " the houses," and the one large and pretentiouslooking mansion was the Hall. Probably this had once been
called Durewoods Hall; but, if so, the name had lapsed into
disuse. Yet the place, taken collectively—Hall, houses, cottages,
and all—was called Durewoods. The Saucy Lass came and went
between " Durewoods " and other places, and she lay generally
of nights off " Durewoods " pier.
There were very few families of what might be called social
position living in and about Durewoods. One or two retired
officials of the Customs had come thither from the large seaports
near and settled for the quiet and the cheapness. A clergyman
and a Dissenting minister, and a doctor who was attached to a
neighbouring dispensary were there; and the captain of the
Saucy Lass walked home to his family abode there among the
trees every night. These and a few other residents occupied
" the houses." The Hall had been for many years unoccupied
until it came by some legal process or other out of the hands of
its ancient possessors into those of a clever, handsome, portly
gentleman from London, who was vaguely known down there as
having something to do with companies and finance. This gentleman came to Durewoods several times before he made up his
mind to occupy the Hall himself. He brought down architects
and surveyors, and various men of business from London, and
studied the matter a good deal. At last he made up his mind,
had the place put into repair, closed up half the building, furnished the rest, employed gardeners on the grounds, which were
not large, and spent great part of one mild winter there. Presently he brought his daughter there, his only child—he was a
widower—and settled her there with a housekeeper and a
companion; and he used to bring friends down every now and
then. The clergyman, the minister, the doctor, the retired
Customs' officials, and the captain of the Saucy Lass, all thought
Mr. John Challoner a great man, and were delighted to be in his
favour; but Durewoods, as a whole—if we may speak thus of
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it—never took to him. To Durewoods he was always a stranger;
and he sealed finally its mind against him when he decided upon
occupying only half the Hall. In time he became Sir John
Challoner, Baronet; but Durewoods did not care. Of course, in
Durewoods we do not, in this sense, take in Mrs. Cramp. She
herself was but a settler and a stranger. She had been a lady's
maid; she had been frequently called in to assist Sir John's
housekeeper at the Hall, and she had a sort of professional
devotion to her social superiors anyhow.
Another stranger and settler was Miss Lyle. The pretty
little place which she occupied now had been discovered and
bought up for her by Sir John Challoner, and the house was
altered and almost rebuilt to suit her peculiar tastes and habits.
6he came there with her trusty henchman. Merlin, several years
ago, and hardly ever stirred outside her own gate, unless when
she went upon the water with Merlin for her boatman. So far
as people knew her, they liked her, and the parents of Janet-—a
Durewoods lass—and Janet herself, were greatly attached to her.
As for Merlin, his popularity was soon universal. He fell in
with the ways of the fishermen like a brother of the craft, and
would pass hours with them lounging along the shore, examining their boats, and helping to mend their nets. How any
interchange of ideas was at first effected it would be hard to
guess, but Merlin and the fishermen seemed from the first
to understand each other, as dogs or horses do. Merlin used
to stroll round to the cottages -when the husbands were at sea,
and reassure the wives if the expeditions proved long and dangerous, and sing strange wild songs to the children, and tell
thrilling stories of adventures which had befallen himself on the
waves. These were nearly all narratives in pantomime, sharp
fizzing sounds being understood to represent flashes of hghtning,
vehement undulatory motions of the hands being unmistakable
symbols of the mountainous billows, and, of course, the dullest
spectator could not fail to comprehend the final tableau, which
pictured Merlin himself swimming heroically to the wreck, or
rowing his boat thither, and saving somebody under conditions
of difficulty unparalleled. Merlin soon became an authority,
and a rather dogmatic one, upon most things, and acquired such
a hold over the respect of his neighbours, that even the fact of
his being seen to cross himself and tell over his beads like a
faithful Catholic, did not unseat him from his position of dignity.
There was, indeed, one legend which he was particularly fond of
telling, and which might, under other conditions, have wrought
him harm with his compeers. This was a tale of a fearful storm,
in which some fishers, and it was generally understood Merlin
himself among them, had become involved off the coast of
Brittany, and in which their lives were positively forfeit, until
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suddenly the skies opened, a light shone on them, and a lady
appeared in the heavens—beyond doubt the Virgin herself—and
guided their boat safely to a peaceful creek where the storm
raged no more. But, luckily for Merlin, the description of the
lights " on the top," by which he meant " above," and the frequent repetition of the word "she," misled his auditory, and,
aided by the happy effect of his gestures, they always understood that at the critical moment the lights of a Channel steamer
hove in sight, and that the imperilled boatmen were quietly
taken on board. So that the story, however thrilling and dramatic, did not tax their powers of sound Protestant belief any
more than the melodious narrative of the vessel's rescue in the
Bay of Biscay.
Merlin's popularity reflected itself a good deal upon Merlin's
mistress. She was understood to have been a very great person
of some sort, and to have lived in some splendid world whereof
Durewoods had but a vague conception, and to have now retired
into a sort of half-penitential privacy. Sir John Challoner and
his guests always treated her with great respect, and whenever
an artist or a group of artists came—as sometimes would happen
in the summer—to make sketches at Durewoods, they always
sent up their cards to her house, and were generally received by
her. Durewoods was in a sort of way a little proud of this.
In this place had Miss Marie Challoner spent some seven or
eight years. She had for society first her governess or companion, and then Miss Dione Lyle. As she grew up, being an
independent and spirited young woman, not, perhaps, very easy
to please in friends, she got rid of all professional companionship,
and pleased herself by not even having a housekeeper, but
taking the reins of domestic government in her own hands. It
amused her to learn how to regulate and order things, and even
to make mistakes and find out by experience of mistake the way
to the right. When she was in any household difficulty she
consulted Mrs. Cramp, and when she was in any intellectual
perplexity she betook herself to Miss Dione Lyle. So her life
went on, its highest effort at variety being when her father took
her for a few days to Ostend or Paris, or, perhaps, Brighton; for
he was a busy man, who rarely cared to go beyond the distance
of a night's post from London. For the most part, she had to
find her own intellectual and moral food as best she could around
her; to live on the green leaves of her own trees, so to speak, like
the sloth, whom otherwise she did not in the least resemble.
Miss Challoner had driven to the pier on the night of Christmas's arrival for the purpose of meeting her father. She found,
instead, only his servant, who brought a message to tell her that
he could not come for some days, and that he would then bring
a few guests with him. This was a double disappointment to
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her; first, because her father had not come at once, and next,
because when he was to come he was to bring guests with him.
Miss Challoner did not greatly care, as a rule, for her father's
guests. They wanted colour, she said.
My Lady Disdain was an early riser, although by no means
given to early going to rest. On the contrary, she revelled a
good deal in the unholy pleasure of sitting up till all hours in
her bedroom, reading of nights. She had a great deal of spare
time when her father was not at home; and it would have hung
terribly upon her hands sometimes but that she had a very
active intellect, and was fond of reading. She knew nothing, as
yet, of a London season. Her father had preferred to keep her
in the country thus far, but he talked now, as she was nearly
twenty years old, of setting up a regular establishment in town,
and introducing her formally to London life. She had, hitherto,
only known London as a child knows it; as a place where she
was taken to theatres, and had drives in i^arks. She had gone
through the earlier part of what is understood to be a girl's
education in Bath and in Paris, and when she was twelve years
old she settled down at the house which her father had bought
at Durewoods. Here she had no companionship when she had
got rid of her governess but that of her father when he could
absent himself from town, and that of the visitors he brought
with him, and the school friends who occasionally came to .spend
a few weeks with her, and, for some years, the frequent association with Miss Lyle. Therefore, this young lady lived a good
deal of her time in romance, in looking out for adventures, of
which she was to be the heroine, and in wondering that nothing
particular was ever happening in life. She would sometimes
have welcomed anything almost, even pain itself, which varied
a little the sweet monotony of her existence. So whenever a
new acquaintance came in her way, she eagerly approached him
or her, sought out for something refreshing and remarkable,
generally failed to find it, and then let the new comer pass. She
-«'as perfectly sincere where sometimes people thought her insincere ; utterly unaffected where censors occasionally complained
of affectation. She had no more idea of deceit or fickleness
when, having welcomed a new acquaintance yesterday, she
turned away from him or her to-day, than one who, seeking to
arrive at a particular place, and thinking he has found the right
way, turns down a certain street in eager hopefulness, and then,
seeing that he is mistaken, turns back and tries another. Has
the street he leaves a right to complain that it has been treated
badly? If not, then neither had any of Miss Challoner's acquaintances a right to say that she had treated them ill, when,
finding that there was nothing specially interesting or fine about
them, she showed no further care for their society.
D
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This morning of which we are now talking, Miss Challoner
felt rather anxious to know what sort of person Christmas
Pembroke, Miss Lyle's guest, might turn out to be. She was
pleased with the chance-meeting at the pier, and she took him
under her charge out of pure good-nature. This was the more
good-natured on her part because in the evening dusk he seemed
to her at first only an overgrown boy, and she was not fond of
boys. Their shyness, their brusque indifference to all topics but
their own, their big hands, their stolid or boisterous egotism,
their savage blindness to all beauty of scenery, sun, or sky, their
clumsy prosaicism of nature, hurt her sensitive sestheticism.
When she first took up Christmas Pembroke she assumed that
he would prove to be only a stupid boy. But the few words
which they interchanged, and the one or two glimpses into his
past life which his words gave, and particularly the manner in
which he spoke of his father's death, showed her that he had
at least had some of a man's troubles, and touched her quick
sympathies. Even if he was little better than a boy he had not
been brought up as English boys are. He must have some other
topics besides those which the boys have in Punch.
However, the duties of life had to go on, and the young lady
set herself to perform her part of them. She would have to
make some preparations for her visitors, and she thought the
best thing she could do would be to go at once to the cottages
and consult Mrs. Cramp. So she ordered out her little ponycarriage, and with the Methodistical Martin seated behind, she
drove along the pleasant roads under the trees. She was fond
of driving, and indeed of all exercises—riding, walking, swimming, and rowing. Likewise she was fond of doing things for
herself, as she had preferred to be her father's housekeeper
rather than have the duties handed over to somebody else.
Many of her energetic and independent ways might have earnedi
her in London the reputation of eccentricity, but here in Durewoods she could do as she liked, and she was one of those happily
moulded women who cannot do anything ungracefully.
The little carriage rattled up to Mrs. Cramp's door, and
Marie Challoner leaped lightly out, and threw the reins to her
servant. The door stood open, and the visitor came plump into
what might be called Mrs. Cramp's parlour. But Marie suddenly
stopped on the threshold, for an unexpected sight met her eyes,
and an unwonted form obstructed her progress. This was a
tall, martial figure in dark green uniform, with a belt and a
cartouche-box and a sword-bayonet, and wearing a smart kepi.
The warrior was exhibiting himself as on parade for the benefit
of Mrs. Cramp, who looked on with delighted eyes. The rustle
of Miss Challoner's dress disturbed the parade. Mrs. Cramp
stepped forward, all beaming with pride and welcome, to receive
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the young lady, and the soldier turned round, started, blushed,
plucked off his kepi, let it fall, made an effort to pick it up, missed
it, and looked remarkably confused.
Mrs. Cramp was only happy and proud.
" This is my son. Miss Challoner; my son Nathaniel. You
used to know him, but he's outgrown everything this year or
two."
Nat, it must be owned, looked rather abashed for a warrior;
and hardly raised his eyes to meet the large, deep, friendly eyes
that turned so suddenly on him.
" This your son—this my old friend Natty ? " the young lady
exclaimed. " Why, so it is! Natty himself, turned into a tall
soldier—a field officer, or a general, or something! I should
never have thought it! But now that I look at him I can
discover some likeness of my old friend when he was a boy."
" He has grown. Miss Challoner, sure enough," his mother
observed with pride, as Marie put her hand frankly into that of
the awkward and palpitating youth.
"What am I to call you now—not Natty any longer, I suppose?
Mr. Nathaniel ? or Captain Nathaniel ? That is a very becoming
uniform—what is it ? "
"It's the West Pimlico Volunteers, Miss Challoner," said
Nathaniel, rising to a certain confidence in the pride of being
a Volunteer, and picking up his kepi.
" You look quite a soldier. Natty—oh, I mean Mr. Nathaniel."
" Do—do call me Natty," the Volunteer pleaded; and he took
courage to look up into her bright, kindly, and yet humorous
eyes. " It sounds so delightful—^just like old times."
" Well then. Natty!" the obliging young lady answered.
" Natty! Yes, it does sound like very pleasant old times. Are
you fond of reading still, Natty ? He used to be quite a student,
Mrs. Cramp—don't you remember ? I used to lend him books—
poetry, I think, for the most part. Yes, and he used to write
verses! Do you still write verses. Natty ? Yes—you do; I can
see it in your look! You must show me something you have
written—you must indeed."
" That he shall!" his mother declared.
"And you must come and see me—you must bring him,
Mrs. Cramp. To-day will you come?—any time before three.
I have some fine photographs—but you see all these things in
London, I suppose, more than we do down here in the country.
Mrs. Cramp, I want to talk to you a moment or two about
things. Papa puts all sorts of arrangements on me that I
don't understand in the least. I don't know what I should do.
Natty, if I didn't have your mother sometimes at my right
hand."
So with a pleasant smile she dismissed Natty, out of his own
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door step, as it would seem. Natty lounged round the house,
got in at the back-door, stole up to his bedroom, and began to
take off his uniform. He was, perhaps, rather glad that he had
been seen for the first time thus arrayed; but he felt that the
uniform had not, after all, produced much effect upon Miss
Challoner. She had evidently understood quite well that poor
Nat was only masquerading—showing off his fine things to his
delighted mother, and she clearly did not regard him as a
genuine soldier. How kind she was—and how beautiful! He
should never have known her again. And what divine eyes!
How frankly and sweetly she had spoken to him—and she had
promised to call him Natty! His head was all on fire. j\lust
she know that he was a hairdresser ? Oh, his mother, he knew,
would tell her everything! Would slie countermand the permission to visit her when she heard of the calling he followed ?
Poor Nat felt as if the story of Aladdin were filling his mind,
and he blushed and trembled to think that at that very moment
his mother might be descanting to Miss Challoner on his good
prospects as a hairdresser. Aladdin, to be sure, was a tailor's
son; but then he was not himself a tailor; and he had such
tremendous advantages in the way of supernatural auxiliaries
over poor Nathaniel Cramp.
Meanwhile the Princess Badroulboudour(that surely was the
name of Aladdin's princess) was not thinking at all about the
Aladdin of the West Pimlico Volunteers. For the moment she
had probably forgotten his very existence, for she was busily
engaged in talking over some household arrangements to be
made in preparation for her father's coming with his guests.
But she was the kindest and most affectionate of girls, and she
was really very glad to see Nat for his mother's sake and for his
own, and she wanted to talk with him and show him some friendliness. She had no more idea of being constrained or formal, or
even patronising, to young Cramp, than to the faithful old servant
and friend, his mother. So when she was leaving she reminded
Mrs. Cramp again that Natty was to be brought to see her; and
she looked round for him near the door, and if he had been there
she would have allowed him the privilege of helping her into
her little pony carriage; but he was not there, and she got in
very well -n^ithout him.
Meanwhile Nathaniel, peering very cautiously from his bedroom window, watched her departure. He was in his shirtsleeves; and he would not have been seen in his shirt-sleeves
by HEE—not for all the world. Kneeling on the floor, and
peering with uttermost caution from beneath a corner of the
blind, Nathaniel saw the back of her hat and the flutter of her
feather as she drove away, Then he heard his mother calling
him, "Natty! Natty, dear!" and he turned from the window in
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deep depression; which only began to be dispelled when his
mother told him that Miss Challoner on leaving had renewed
her invitation, and that he was to see her that very day.
That morning Christmas and his hostess were again in the
balcony. She sat in her accustomed chair, which was moved
for her according to the progress of the sun, so that she might
always have the freest and finest view of the scene. Christmas
-«'as enjoying to the full the air, the trees, the sun, the breath of
the sea, and the novelty of the whole situation. Miss Lyle apparently had put away the manner of almost querulous melancholy
which had come over her the night before; and she was giving him
some descriptions of the place and the people. He then learned
for the first time that one of their neighbours was Sir John
Challoner. Whereupon Christmas told her how he had had a
chance introduction to Sir John Challoner a few days before in
London. If ho had been perfectly candid he would have told
her likewise that it had given him a certain little thrill of surprise
to find that he had already made the acquaintance of " My Lady
Disdain; " but when is youth candid in such things ? Christmas
said nothing of My Lady Disdain, although he could hardly have
told why he kept secret the small fact that he had heard of her
by such a name.
" I beg your pardon," Miss Lyle interposed, suddenly, "is
there not some one tapping at the door ? "
Christmas stepped from the balcony into the room to see.
Just as he did so, the door of the room opened, and a tall girl
entered quickly; so quickly that her eyes met his before he had
time to think that he had better not stare at her. He knew at
once that it was his kindly guide of the night before—the
seemingly undisdalnful Lady Disdain. It was not by her face
he knew her, for he had scarcely seen her face then, and he did
not look long at it now. He was aware of the presence of dark
eyes—of dark brown hair, coming rather low on the forehead,
and gathering in thick, short curls around the neck; of a bright
complexion, and lips that had a certain humorous expression
about them; and, in short, a general influence of youth, and
health, and high spirits, and originality; and he suddenly felt
himself very young, and was convinced that he looked awkward.
The young lady had not, for her part, the slightest shade of
awkwardness.
" Pray excuse my coming in. I came to see Miss Lyle, and
as no one answered to my tapping I took it for granted that she
was in her balcony. I see you don't recognise me. I brought
you here last night."
" It was dark then, and I hardly saw ; but I thought it must
be, and I hope you will allow me to thank you."
" Indeed I will not. I see she is in her balcony." And ther
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Christmas saw the young lady embrace the elder, and settle
around the shoulders of the latter her discomposed shawl and
take a seat familiarly beside her. Christmas quietly added
himself to the group.
" I knew you would come this^ morning, Marie, my dear,"
said Miss Lyle.
" You always say I may come any morning, don't you ? "
" And you don't always come. But this morning I knew."
" Did you really ? How did you know ? "
" Shall I tell you outright? "
" Oh, yes; don't make any mystery."
" Because you were curious about my visitor, and you wanted
to see what he looked like in the day. Come, Marie, confess."
" Indeed, it was. I mean that was the reason why I came.
Now I have corrected myself in time, have I not ? I saw you
smile. But your friend can hardly understand this. I should
tell you," and now she addressed herself to Christmas, " that
Miss Lyle is always terribly severe on the way in which women
answer questions. She says we always answer to something in
our own minds, and not to the question. So I always try to
correct myself in time. Let me see. What was it I was answering ? Miss Lyle asked me to confess that I came here to-day out
of curiosity, and I said at first' Indeed it was'; which, I suppose, would hardly do as an answer in a printed dialogue, and
so I corrected myself."
" We have not much to occupy ourselves with here," said
Miss Lyle, " and I amuse myself now and then with playing
schoolmistress to Miss Challoner, and correcting her spoken
style; as I shall yours, Mr. Christmas. But you see what a
truthful pupil she is, and how readily she confessed that it was
curiosity and not friendship that brought her here so early this
morning."
" I don't want to deny it," Miss Challoner said. " Why
should I ? " She looked to Christmas for reply.
" I don't know," Christmas answered, being thus appealed to.
" W e so seldom see anybody here—any new face—that a
stranger of any kind is an object of wonder and delight."
" So there is no compliment to me ? "
" Not the least in the world. But, Miss Lyle, I have had a
double gratification for my curiosity already this morning. I
have been up very early and caught two—I don't like to say
worms for fear of seeming rude—perhaps glowworms, then."
" Who was the other victim ? " asked Miss Lyle.
" Natty Cramp—dear old Natty Cramp turned into a British
Volunteer, or grenadier, or whatever it is. I had not seen him
for years. I was always away from Durewoods somewhere when
he came to see his mother."
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" My dear," said Miss Lyle, gravely, " you really must not
bewilder poor Natty Cramp. Unfortified towns ought not to
be bombarded, I believe. When is your father coming ? "
" Not for a week now. I am very sorry; I am so lonely at
home. And when he does come he is bringing some people,
which will be just as bad."
" Not for a week ?" Miss Lyle said, and she said it in a
meditative, half-regretful sort of tone. "Then you. Mistress
Marie, I suppose, are to be at large here for the next week ? "
" She speaks of me as if I were a sort of wild animal—•
' at large!'—some dangerous creature, like a panther."
" So you are, my dear," the elder lady said composedly. " I
shall be very glad when you are sent to London and put through
a season or two there. That will tame you perhaps. Meanwhile
we have you here, and must only make the best of it."
" Do I seem a very disagreeable sort of a person ? " Miss
Challoner asked, turning her eyes fully on Christmas, and
without the least appearance of coquetry or affectation.
" You seem very kind," the young man answered; " and you
are very handsome."i
Miss Lyle looked up amazed.
" Thank you," Miss Challoner said, with perfect gravity, and
without lowering her eyes or showing the faintest light of a
blush. " I am very glad you think so."
Christmas himself was much more confused by his abrupt
compliment than anybody else. He had not meant to give out
his opinion so bluntly, but it escaped him, and he now felt
positively grateful to her for the easy and kindly way in which
she had received it.
" I am always criticising her," Miss Lyle said, hastening
perhaps to cover Christmas's confused retreat from the dialogue,
" and finding fault with her—the way she wears her hair, and
all manner of things. I want her to be perfection if she can.
So she likes a compliment now and then."
" Now," said Marie, rising, " I have come to offer my services
as a guide. If there is anything I specially delight in it is
acting as a guide and showing a stranger all our beautiful
places. I am a capital guide hereabouts, for I know all about
everything."
" I intended to send Merlin out in the boat to-day with
Mr. Pembroke, to show him some of our pretty inlets," said
Miss Lyle. " If you insist on going, Marie—well, I don't know
that I can prevent it."
" Will you not come ? " Christmas asked her.
" No, thanks. The trouble of getting in and out of the boat
is too much for me, and would be a great deal too much for
anybody who had to endure my company. I look out upon
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nature from my balcony—only too happy to have one. I once
used to look down upon a crowded street from a garret among
the swallows."
" I knew you -would not go, of course," Miss Challoner said;
" and that is why I offered my services. Merlin can't talk to
Mr. Pembroke, and I can tell him everything—if he would like
me to go."
" I only wish I knew how to thank you for being so kind,"
said Christmas.
" She is a good girl," said Miss Lyle, " and kind, but I don't
know that it is only kindness in this case. She has to lead a dull
life of it here; and since you did happen to come at this time I
shall be glad if you can help to make a day or two pleasant to
her. My dear, would you mind going down and telling Merlin
about the boat? He understands you, and he isn't always
pleasant with Janet."
" I know I am being sent out of the room, as children are
when something is to be said about them which they are not to
bear," Marie said with a laugh as she went upon her errand.
" She has some sense," Miss Lyle quietly remarked, when the
door closed behind her. " I hope you have some sense too,
Mr. Christmas. I am very fond of that girl, but I told you I
would rather have had you here when her time was a little more
occupied. You have seen her father? What do you think of
him ? "
" I couldn't well form any opinion. I only spoke to him for
a moment. He seemed a little pompous, I thought."
" W a s there no sort of insight? You have been about the
world a good deal, and I thought young men knew everything
now. No matter, I shall leave you to judge of him for yourself—•
only, Mr. Christmas, it -was not by romance he came to own the
Hall. Your father and he started in life together, and so did I.
We three were all poor to begin with. Sir John, I suppose, is
rich now. You know whether your father became rich—I don't;
but if he did the money must have forced itself on him, or he
must have greatly changed."
" He never cared for money," Christmas said proudly. " I
am poor—I am glad of it."
" So am I, dear,—very glad. Well, then, keep to your independence. Be a friend of this romantic girl if you like—flirt
with her if she likes; but don't—don't make a fool of yourself-—
that's all. Well, Marie, is Merlin ready ? "
Marie stood on the balcony again, bright, eager, glowing with
youth and frank kindliness and beauty.
" You are growing a handsome girl," said Miss Lyle.
" A compliment from you is something to treasure, really,"
Marie said, and she kissed Miss Lyle on the forehead and blushed
at the compliment this time.

(
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CHAPTER V

THE sun shone with the tender beauty of an English June, with
mild bright warmth and poetical freshness which are so rare in
other chmates, and which may help to compensate the Briton for
his want of the Italian sun's golden glory and the melancholy
loveliness of the Indian summer—that gentle carnival of the
season's sweets and tints which in the Atlantic States of the New
World precedes the lenten frosts of winter. A fine June day in
England ought to be consecrated to the youth of the world.
Christmas Pembroke felt its influence, although only in a
vague and half-unconscious way, as he accompanied Miss Challoner to the boat. This was the first holiday on an English hillside in June, and it was the first—positively the first—time he
had ever undertaken a ramble -with a beautiful girl. To Christmas Miss Challoner was bewilderingly beautiful. There was no
friendly critic near to point out her defects. Any half-dozen
young ladies, or indeed almost any half-dozen young men, for that
matter, might doubtless have shown how in every feature and
tint and movement she fell short of perfection. Every such
critic could perhaps have named some other woman who deserved
admiration ever so much more; and who probably failed to get
it. But as there was no such critic near to guide his taste,
Christmas was left to the fulness of his own enthusiasm.
The way to where the boat was lying ready for them was a
steep and winding path through Miss Lyle's little demesne. I t
was indeed a very little demesne for a region where lands and
tenements were so cheap, but it allowed of a few minutes'
delightful descent before the boathouse, the boat, and the water
could be reached. Christmas had at first felt some dread that
talking to a young English lady whom he assumed to be of high
aristocratic rank and ways would be very embarrassing and
difficult. But Voltaire's "Jngenu" himself could hardly have
found much difficulty in talking with Miss Challoner. If that
young lady had needed anything to set her at her ease her
companion's blunt, fresh declaration about her being so handsome would have supplied the want. Here was no young London
prig drawn by Leech, no stiff and heavy headed wallflower of the
London season.
As they descended Miss Challoner stopped and looked back.
Miss Lyle was seated in her balcony leaning upon her hand and
looking after them. She smiled and nodded to them, and then
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relapsed into her former attitude and into an expression of quiet
melancholy.
" She is a picture—always," Miss Challoner said to Christmas.
"Everything she does seems as if it were done in an attitude for
a painter, and she never thinks about it. She must have a story
in her past life. Do you know it ? I don't ? "
" I know nothing but that she and my father were old friends.
I am half bewildered to find myself here, not knowing why I am
here, or why everybody is so friendly to me. I wonder sometimes if I am the real person at all—the person Miss Lyle takes
me to be, or only an innocent impostor."
" Then you really know nothing of Miss Lyle ? "
Christmas told her in a few words all that he knew. He
might as well do so at once, for he felt that he could keep
nothing from her. She questioned him with an easy confidence,
which was a hundred times more fatal to the life of a secret
than the most ingenious inquisitiveness might have been. She
listened with great attention and remained silent for a while.
" I t is strange," she said, " and it seems sad. I don't well
know why, but I can understand that she would naturally feel
a great interest in you," and she threw a quick inquiring glance
at Christmas, wondering whether he had sprung to the same
conclusion as she had done. " I have heard," she added, after a
pause," that she was once a great artist—a musician or singer,
and that she withdrew from the world very soon, and came and
settled herself here. In summer she almost lives in that balcony.
Papa knew her long ago, and he looks after her money affairs for
her now, I believe; but I don't think he would like me to ask
any questions. Besides, I know enough. I know that she is a
living, breathing picture, and that I am very fond of her, as you
will be, if you are not already."
Here the discourse was broken in upon by a peculiar cry like
part of the refrain of some monotonous uncouth piece of ballad
music. It only came from Merlin, who waited for them in his
boat, and thus signified his presence. They were now within a
few paces of the boat, but Merlin always invited his passengers
by the same peculiar cry which years ago had called his fellows
about him when the fishing-boat was to be launched from the
Breton shingle. As Christmas handed Miss Challoner in he
looked back and could still see the balcony and Miss Lyle leaning on its edge.
That was a happy day for Christmas—a day that passed like
a dream. He had come out to see the water and the scenery,
with Miss Challoner for his guide, that he might miss no sight.
Old Merlin rowed silently as the mysterious boatman made of
metal in the Arabian Nights. The sun was bright; the long
narrow land-locked strip of sea was blue and glittering with the
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light of the sky on it; the woods sometimes crept down to tho
edge of the water. There were pretty places to be seen here and
there, and there were little stories to be told, associations to be
brought up, local anecdotes to be mentioned. But Marie soon
fancied that her companion was a perfect Gamaliel as regarded
these things. He hardly looked at the places she showed him,
and he always, when he could, conducted the conversation away
from the scene actually around him into some channel along
which flowed naturally the memories and^associations of her own
life and the bubbles of her own fancies.
"You don't care about my explanations and descriptions,"
she said at last to the happy Christmas, who reclined in the
stern of the boat, trailing one hand through the water, and looking at her. " I am a capital guide; I know all about this place,
and you hardly listen."
" I prefer to hear you talk about yourself."
" But you have eyes for that beautiful little inlet there, with
the birches growing just out of the water ? You do see the beauty
of things like that ? If you lived here you would have to study
tints and leaves and water, for we have nothing else to think of."
" I see the beauty of it all; but I care more for beauty
"
and Christmas confused himself a little, for he was actually going
to say that he cared more for beauty like hers; but he checked
himself in time, and said, " I delight in it all as a whole, but
perhaps I am too new to the place to appreciate the details."
" You have not cared much for nature and scenery, I am
afraid."
" I have been too busy with other things—helping my father,
and being taught by him. Everything is new to me here; and
all the novelties confuse me. Being absolutely my own master
is even still the most confusing thing of any."
" But you will have some careCT to follow ? "
" I suppose so. I must have when I find out what it ought
to be."
" Have you no particular tastes ? You ought to have some
inclining of some kind already. How old are you ? "
Miss Challoner always assumed a sort of superiority in tone,
as if she were the elder person. This was lucky for Christmas,
who was rather shy.
" Nearly twenty-two."
" So much as that! I never should have thought it! Why,
you are quite a man! "
She turned towards him, and fixed her eyes upon him with a
look of curious interest as she said this; and she really felt an
additional interest in him because of her surprise. But the tame
companions of Alexander Selkirk's solitude could hardly have
shown less fear or shyness at the sight of a man than did Marie
Challoner as she studied Pembroke's face.
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" You ought to have found your path before this," she said,
gravely. Tell me, now—have you no marked tastes of any
kind?"
" Since I came to London I have been in love—with London.
That is the most marked taste I have yet found in myself"
" I don't know London -n'ell; I hardly know it at all. But
we are going to have a house there in the end of the year, or the
beginning of next, or some time. You must show me London.
Only I suppose we could hardly go about together in this sort
of way—say, in a hansom cab."
" I suppose not," said Christmas, with, for the first time, a
sinking heart, as he thought of the society in which she would be
certain to move in London, which he assumed must be that of
the very highest aristocracy.
" Then let us make the best of our time now—and we will
land just here on this bank, and walk a little, and Merlin -«'ill
wait for us. You must see some of the paths of these woods, for
they are such favourite walks of mine. Are we not very fortunate in having this long narrow stretch of bay ? You see it has
all the beauty of a river, and yet it is the sea. Now I can
actually see the horizon—of the great sea over which you have
sailed from the East."
" Not exactly the same sea."
" Oh, I know all about geography, and the map, and Mangnall's Questions; but the sea is all one—it's just the same sea;
it is the sea, and that's all about it. Half the pleasure of my life
is in standing among these woods, on what seems to be the bank
of a narrow green river, and looking out there to that horizon,
and knowing that that is the same sea that washes the shores of
Italy, and Greece, and Egypt, and Arabia, and
•"
" And Japan and California," suggested Christmas, in order
to bring himself somehow within her horizon.
" Oh, no; I have never thought of these places—they have no
poetry or romance about them. Who cares for Japan and California ? Yes, I do care for them now because you were there;
one feels an interest, of course, in a place when somebody you
know has been there. But still there is not much of the breath
of poetry about them. I should never care to go to such places,
or see them in day-dreams. Merlin " (and she spoke now in a
peculiarly loud, clear tone, as the boat ran in to land), " Have
you ever heard of California—the place called California ? "
" Much things—yes. Have heard of much things—things here
—many! " And Merlin tapped his forehead as the treasure-house
of kno-wledge, with much complacency.
"Of California?"
"Ah—yes, yes, yes, yes! Much gold—aha! much gold.
Down—in the floor."
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" I n the earth?"
" Yes, yes, yes—earth—floor; the same."
" Would you like to go there ? "
" No, no, no! All black there—nigare. I know."
Christmas was interposing an explanation as to the complexion of the natives of California, but Merlin only shook his
head, and repeated, " Black, black, all black—nigare. I know."
" You will find," said Miss Challoner, in a low tone, " that
Merlin has caught up your words for all that; and he will soon
get into talk with you as if by accident, and find out all about
California, and astonish our natives here with it. He never
could condescend to sit and be corrected in knowledge by you
in my presence; but he will get it all from you afterwards; and
then woe to the Durewoods ignoramus who shall dare to assert
in Merlin's presence that the population of California are all
negroes. Now will you give me your hand? Thank you.
Merlin will wait."
They stepped ashore and began to ascend a winding path
that mounted upwards through the woods, and Christmas
entered upon his first walk under trees with a young woman.
For the woods and the path, and the soft bright mosses beneath
their feet, and the little streams that sometimes sprang from
under green-covered stones and ran to meet them; for the sunny
openings here and there between the trees, and the deep blue
overhead, Christmas had no eyes. The sweet-singing English
birds sang in vain for him. Yet not perhaps quite in vain.
Perhaps some tone of music coming from some outer source,
from the skies and among the trees, did blend itself into his
consciousness. Perhaps the voice of a song-bird will always
from that hour bring back to his mind delicious associations of
happy expansive moments, when his soul seemed to be filled
with exquisite emotion. Not quite in vain, perhaps, did the
startled squirrel bound so prettily away, and then peer so
knowingly from his shelter in the high branches. Not in vain
was the sky so blue. All went to make up the hour, and the
picture, and the dream. But Christmas did not then know it.
He only knew that he was walking by the side of Marie Challoner, and that his heart was beating, and he could have vaguely
said with Browning's lover, " Who knows but the world may
end to-day ? "
If the talk had been left to Christmas, there probably would
have been but little of it, but his companion, who was quite at
her ease, talked of many things, and in particular pressed her
questions about his inclinations and his career with an interest
which almost finished by intoxicating the poor youth.
" You must not stay here long in this lotos-eating land," she
said, " or you wfll soon become like the rest of us. Miss Lyle
positively must send you away very, very soon."
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Poor Christmas!
" I only came last night," he said in a remonstrating tone.
" Oh, yes, of course. I don't mean that she ought to send
you away this evening; but soon. You ought not to waste too
much of your time among us. Now let us stand here in this
little hollow for just a moment. Do we not seem alone in the
world here—as if there were no people on the earth but only
you and I ? "
Only you and I—alone in all the world! She had not the
faintest thought of coquetry or of suggestive love-making when
she spoke those tempting, thrilling words. She touched Christmas on the arm lightly, to call his attention, and she looked all
round her and then inquiringly into his face to see if he, too^
appreciated the peculiar and lonely beauty of the scene. It
was very lonely. There was a sudden dip or hollow, a little dry
basin, among the woods just there, and one could see neither the
path that had been mounted nor any path yet to climb—only
what seemed from that point of view illimitable trees around
and the illimitable sky above.
Christmas could not venture to look into her eyes.
" I love this sudden bit of wild loneliness," she said; " I
always bring strangers to see it."
Christmas was restored to himself for the moment by these
simple words; and he praised the spot so warmly that his companion really thought his interest was in it.
" Now," she said triumphantly, as one who has extorted
praise for some favourite object from unwilling lips, " now for
the contrast. Just a little higher up—a little more climbing—
and you shall sec."
They mounted up higher and higher among the darkling
trees. The path was a little steep, and Miss Challoner did not
speak. Suddenly they emerged clear from the wood upon a
smooth grass-grown hill. Higher still, up to the top, and then
Marie turned round and showed him the great bay with its
islets and its yachts and its vast horizon, while beneath them, on
tlie side which they had ascended, were only trees to be seen.
The narrow little inner bay and its village had disappeared. It
seemed as if they stood on a peak in the ocean.
" There," exclaimed Marie, proudly. " Turn your eyes upon
that broad sea, and think of the little nook of pathless wood we
seemed to be in a few minutes ago."
" It is like San Francisco Bay," said Christmas. " I almost
think I can see Saucehto or Alameda, or that I am lookins out
to the Golden Gate."
^
"The Golden Gate! That sounds like poetry. You must
tell me all about the Golden Gate. But not now; some other
time. I could not hear of anything which might compare too
favourably with that scene just now."
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" There are none of your beautiful English woods at San
Francisco," said Christmas. " Dry sandhills are there."
i-^ " Then I am glad there is something in which our scene surpasses your San Francisco Bay you seem so fond of. I don't
want you to forget this when you leave us, even for the memory
of San Francisco."
" I shall not forget this," said Christmas quietly, " when I
leave it."
" Why should not that bay, that lovely bay, have its Golden
Gate ? " Marie asked. " I feel as if I were looking through a
Golden Gate now."
" So do I," said Christmas; and he meant it. He was indeed
having his first glimpse through a golden gate through which
youth is always eager to pass.
" I will sit on the grass for a moment," said Miss Challoner.
" I feel tired, and it is so delightfully warm."
So she sat upon the grass, and Christmas threw himself beside her there, and they looked out over the sea and talked of
anything that came up. Christmas began to develop to her a
variety of views of life which an hour before had never occurred
to him. He told her of his life and of the places he had seen,
and she listened to him and stimulated him to more talk, and
became greatly interested in his boyish simplicity and his masculine combinations of reading and experience.
" I am so glad you came here," she said at last, " and that I
knew you. We are dull here now and then, and -we are glad
when an interesting new comer brightens oru" lives. I hope we
shall be friends."
" Are you faithful in your friendships ? " Christmas asked,
plucking the grass up and not looking at her.
" Oh, did any one say I was not ? Come, now, do tell me.
I do believe somebody did."
" Nobody did. I only asked."
" I thought perhaps Miss Lyle had been warning you against
me. J think I am very faithful in my friendships; but there are
so few people whom any rational creature could care to have for
friends. I am her friend, and that's one reason why I should
like to be a friend of yours."
" Should we not wait a little ? " Christmas asked. " You and
she, I mean, until you see whether I am worth having as a
friend."
" She believes that you must be, because of your father.
And I
"
" Yes, and you
?"
" I take her opinion in everything. And besides—^— "
"Besides; yes?"
" You seem to me a friend whom I could like. But perhaps
you don't like m e ? "
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" I like you immensely."
" D o you? I am very glad. But do you know that we
ought to have returned long before this ? I see that it is three
o'clock, and we have a long, long way to get back. And I forgot all about poor Natty Cramp. He was to have come to see
me, and he is probably there now; and only think of the time
he will have to wait 1"
Cliristmas had a vague idea of having heard her and Miss
Lyle that morning talking of Natty Cramp, and he felt very
angry with Natty, and cordially wished that he were in some
other and distant part of tho world—say at Saucelito, within
sight of the Golden Gate.
They were very pleasant, however, and full of talk as they
came down the path through the woods, and Miss Challoner
talked with such openly avowed perplexity about her embarrassment on account of Natty Cramp that Christmas at last grew to
have only friendly feeling for poor Natty. When they reached
the strand a little embarrassment awaited them. They found
Merlin gesticulating and calling to them.
" None-quick! Slow—all right—halt!"
The tide had fallen, and the boat could not get so far up on
the shore but that a yard or two of clayey surf several inches
deep lay between the dry part of the strand and the little craft.
Merlin's gesticulations and his rapid preparations showed them
that he was trying to get the boat into some favourable position
preliminary to doing something, Christmas did not know what.
" It's nothing," Miss Challoner said, composedly. " Merlin
will come out and carry me in when ho has got the boat all
right. I t often happens; but I am sorry for you. Do you mind
having your feet wet ? "
" Como with me," Christmas suddenly said, the colour all
rushing into his handsome boyish face. He lifted the girl off
her feet, and bore her in his arms through the sui'f, stepped into
the boat, and did not put her do-n'n until he could place her
securely in the stern. She looked a little surprised and amused,
but was not all discomposed.
" Thank you," she said. " I did not mean to have given you
tho trouble; but you are very strong."
Christmas had never felt such a thriUing little moment before,
and he was thankful for his strength.

( w )

CHAPTER VI.
"ONE

W K I T W I T H MB IN SOUR M I S F O U T U N E ' S BOOK."

PooK Natty Cramp had, indeed, a good long wait of it. The
worst thing about his waiting, or, at all events, one of the worst
things, was that he did not precisely know in what capacity he
was waiting. His mother, who accompanied him, was in a
manner free of the house, and went down among the servants at
once, and made herself quite happy. But Natty was left to wait
in the library, and was shown in there evidently as a matter of
favour to his mother, instead of being allowed to remain, as he
had modestly proposed to do, in the hall. He found the long
delay very trying. He might have felt happy enough if he had
been an ordinary visitor; but there was his mother going about
among the servants, and he had already been presented to the
servants as " My son Natty—don't you remember Natty ? " All
this was humbling. To be called Natty by Miss Challoner had a
certain delight about it, even though it reminded him of the
social gap between them; but to be called Natty by the cook had
no delight in it at all.
So Natty walked up and down the library, and now and then
took up a book and tried to read. He could not read. Every
sound he heard seemed to him to announce the coming of Miss
Challoner, and made him start with fear and hope. There was
a great deal of fear mingled with the hope, for poor Natty
trembled at the thought of being alone with her, and not knowing
v/hat to say to her, and stumbling over his words, and seeming
uncouth and clownish. There in that library how many
imaginary conversations did he not go over, in each of which he
said fine things, brilliant things, witty things; in which he
proved that he had a lofty, aspiring soul, and convinced Miss
Challoner that, despite low birth and iron fortune, he had in him
the material that makes great men! As time wore on, however,
and she did not come, the style of the imaginary dialogue began
to change, and he found himself growing rather sarcastic and
proudly scornful, and saying bitter things, to let the disdainful
lady of rank know that Nathaniel Crump held himself not inferior
to those on whom fortune, and not their own desert, had conferred the accidental boon of social position.
" This is no country for a man to live in," Nathaniel at last
exclaimed. " I'll not be the slave of caste ! The Old World is
used up. For men of spirit and soul, the only home is the giant
Republic of the West. She shall hear this
Oh, I say!"
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His mother had interrupted him, coming softly into the room.
" Were you saying poetry. Natty dear ? You must say one of
your poems to Miss Challoner."
"Perhaps she isn't coming," Natty faintly said, with sinking
heart, and all the proud resolves gone at the sound of her name.
" Oh, she'll come, dear; for she said she would. She's quite
too much the lady not to come. Something has kept her unexpected ; but she'll be here soon."
" Mother," Nat exclaimed, bitterly, " you don't understand
these people!"
"What people, N a t ? "
" People who boast of their rank—people like her! What do
they care for us ? "
" My dear boy, why do you talk in that sort of way ? Me not
know my Miss Challoner? Why, God bless you, I knew her
since she was a child! Of course she cares for us—that she does,
believe me. We're not like her in rank, Nat, but we're content—
and she don't mind, bless you."
" Contentment," replied Nat, " is the virtue of a slave."
" Gracious!" exclaimed his mother.
" Of a slave," repeated Nat; " and the days of slavery
are
"
He stopped in his eloquence, however, for a civil maiden
appeared at the library door, and said Miss Challoner had como
in, and please would Mrs. Cramp and Mr. Natty walk upstairs.
Natty's face grew red, and his hands became nervous; and he
followed his mother upstairs as unheroic a being, to all appearance,
as ever hugged a chain.
Miss Challoner was in a little room, her own, which looked
over the gardens and the trees. The Hall ended off at either side
with a rounded projection, which might, perhaps, be described as
a tower, and in one of these projections Miss Challoner had
chosen her room. It looked, therefore, inside like a room in a
castle or a turret, with its rounded form and its windows opening every way; and this peculiarity enhanced immensely in
Nathaniel's eyes the romantic effect of his presentation to the
young lady in her home. The furniture was somewhat massive
and heavy, newly made for Sir John Challoner after the most
approved medieval fashion. The fireplace was low, broad,
antique; the curtains were dark; the glass in the windows was
of lattice panes. It seemed to Nat as if he wore introduced into
a castle chamber at the bidding of the chatelaine. There was the
chatelaine herself. She had been reclining in a great tall-backed
arm-chair, with one of her feet on a footstool, and as she entered
and rose to receive him, Nat could see the foot itself in a pretty
shoe, with a high heel, and a great buckle and rosette of ribbon
across its instep; and then she stood up and rested inadvertently
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one hand upon an ebony table, whereon it looked white enough
to have belonged to the white-armed goddess herself of whom
Nat had read in Pope's translation. But at that moment Nat
was not thinking of anything classic. His soul was filled with
the Middle Ages, and with castles, and with sweet peerless ladies,
who smiled even on lowly squires from the sombre surroundings
of feudalism. Miss Challoner stood with such unconscious ease
and dignity, and smiled upon Nat with such kindly dark eyes,
that he saw in her a very chatelaine and Lady of the Land, and
a benignant patroness; and when she held out the white hand to
him, he felt as if he ought to have dropped on one knee and
pressed the hand to his lips.
Miss Challoner's friendly words, however, and much more the
voice of his mother, in unconstrained though very respectful
fluency of talk with the chatelaine, recalled him to modern hfe,
and he was able to take a chair and enter into conversation, and
show himself, as his mother afterwards told him, quite the
gentleman.'' Miss Challoner was fond of good photographs of
foreign buildings, and from picture galleries, and had many fine
specimens to show him; and Nat's discursive reading furnished
him with something to say about each of them. She had, also,
a book filled with photographic likenesses of living celebrities;
and this proved a great thing for Nat. He had seen nearly all
the eminent Englishmen, and she had seen none of them. He had
had orders again and again for the Strangers' Gallery of the
House of Commons, and he had attended all manner of public
meetings in St. James's Hall and Exeter Hall; and he had heard
all the great preachers, and never, when he could help it, missed
a chance of hearing Professor Huxley, and he knew Mr. Carlyle
and Mr. Browning by sight. Therefore Natty started off in a
description of each one of these great persons, whom Miss
Challoner only knew by reading and by hearsay. He told her
v/hether each photograph was a good likeness or not, and if not
wherein it differed from the original; and whether or not it
accurately conveyed the expression of the original, and how that
expression varied when the original was speaking, and so forth.
Nathaniel's favourites were the poets, the preachers, and the
philosophers. But he was especially eloquent and instructive
about the preachers and the philosophers. He had heard them
preach and lecture, whereas he had only seen and read the poets;
and he generally contended mentally with the preachers, and
strove to be the faithful appreciative disciple of the philosophers.
He had, therefore, a great deal to say of both these classes of
public instructors, and he grew quite warm and animated in his
descriptions.
Miss Challoner listened to him with a great deal of genuine
interest, and envied him his chances of seeing and hearing such
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men in London. Mrs. Cramp afterwards declared that to see her
there listening to Natty, quite interested and respectful-like, as
if she was learning from him, was something she could never
have believed.
It was beyond measure delightful, inconceivable to Nathaniel.
When in the course of his description his eyes suddenly looked
into hers, and he saw in these such kindly, genuine evidences of
interest in what he was saying, a new page of life seemed to open
for him. How many times after did he recall the memory of that
bright day! Indeed it never left him. Surely My Lady Disdain
or the Princess Bradroulboudour had made two youths very, very
happy that day! If so, she ought to have all the praise, for she
meant nothing else.
But Natty's mother gave him hints that he must not take up
Miss Challoner's time any more, and Miss Challoner herself
thought perhaps that the visit had lasted long enough. So
Natty rose in a sort of alarm and confusion, thinking he had
stayed ever so much too long and done something dreadful.
And then Miss Challoner felt impelled to say something to
reassure him, and to show that she really felt an interest in him.
So while they were standing up, she said—
" I don't think I asked your mother what you are doing now.
Natty ? What is your occupation ? I hope it is something that
suits you, and not too much work."
" He don't like his occupation. Miss Challoner," Mrs. Cramp
hastened to explain. " He don't like it at all, and he wants to
give it up."
" I have given it up," Nathaniel said, in a firm and almost
stern tone. " I t never suited me. But it was not your fault,
mother; you meant it for the best."
" What is it, Mrs. Cramp ? " asked Miss Challoner. .
" It's the occupation of a hairdresser, please miss."
" Of a hairdresser ? " said the young lady. " A hairdresser!
Oh, no. Natty, you are quite right. That certainly is not the
kind of work Nature intended you for, I am quite sure."
" Thank you, Miss Challoner," said Natty, gravely—and he
threw a proud glance at his mother—" I thought you would
say so." .
" It's a very light business," pleaded poor Mrs. Cramp; " and
it's very respectable. And such good prospects—and a relation
of my own, too. Natty would be as good as certain of succeeding
to the business."
" But Mrs. Cramp, Natty wouldn't care for succeeding to such
a business as that, or for succeeding in it. No man of spirit
^Y0uld—I wouldn't, if I were a man."
" Oh, but you, miss—of course it's different."
" Still, Mrs. Cramp, your son is quite right. I like his sense
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and spirit. Oh, no; he must not be a hairdresser. It would be
absurd—a tall strong young man like that; why, he might as
well be a milliner! I am so sorry I did not know of this long
a g o ; " and the young lady put on as grave and earnest a face as
though she could have known of anything very long ago.
Nathaniel hardly knew whether he was any longer treading
upon firm earth, so elated had he become.
" I don't want to be vain. Miss Challoner," he proudly said;
" but I do think I am capable of something better than that."
" Oh, yes; I know you are."
" And pray. Miss Challoner, don't suppose it's any feeling of
shame—of false shame, that is—at my lowly station—that impels
me. I hold that in whatever station of life a man may be born,
he may act a noble part in it."
" Indeed he may, Natty; you talk very sensibly. The time
has gone by, I hope, for stuff of that sort—I mean for stuff about
station and caste, and all that."
" Natty's eyes hghted, and he stood more erect than before.
Why, what was this but an avowal from Miss Challoner's own
lips that she shared his theories of man's natural equality?
Which, indeed, she did—as theories, so far as she had thought
about them. But now she only meant that the time had gone
by for stuff about a man's being kept down in the world and
prevented from seeking his proper place by any supposed oppression of caste and class and bloated aristocrats. For the moment,
however, more than all this, she was thinking of what she could
do for Natty.
" I don't know much about business, and occupations, and
careers," she said. " I wish I did. But I do know that the
dressing of hair cannot be the natural and proper calling of a
tall, strong young man, who has intelligence, and cleverness, and
ambition^I do know that much. I will talk to papa the
moment he comes; he knows all about such things; and he
shall find something more fitting for you. Natty. He will do it,
I am sure, for me."
Mrs. Cramp was longing to explain that Nathaniel having
served through all his long apprenticeship had only now his
career and its profits fairly opening upon him, and that he could
hardly afford to begin all over again. But she was borne down
by the resolve of Nathaniel and the warm encouragement he met
with from Miss Challoner.
" Meantime, I'll speak to Miss Lyle too, I think, about this,"
said Marie. " She knows a great deal about life, and she would
sympathise, I am sure, with your son's desire to find some better
occupation. Mr. Pembroke perhaps, too, ought to know something of the world; he has been a great traveller for so young a
man. Have you heard of him, Mrs. Cramp ? "
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" No, miss."
" He is in Durewoods, on a visit to Miss Lyle, now. He is the
son of a very old friend of hers, who is dead. He must be about
Natty's age—a little older perhaps, and he is about Natty's
height. I like him very much. I have been with him in the
woods to-day showing him all our beautiful spots, Mrs. Cramp,
and that is the reason I was so late and kept you waiting so
long."
" Oh, please. Miss Challoner, don't name it," the polite Mrs.
Cramp interposed.
How Nathaniel Cramp wished she had not named i t ! How
dark his horizon suddenly grew ! In the woods all day with a
young man—a stranger; a gentleman, no doubt, who would dare
to despise any fellow man who could not boast of rank, and a
stranger who had travelled all over the far lands which he,
Nathaniel Cramp, so yearned to see ! For him poor Nat had
been kept waiting all that time. Alas, what wonder ! He was
not a gentleman; he had not travelled.
" I—I beg pardon. Miss Challoner," he said, " I haven't the
pleasure of the gentleman's acquaintance."
" No, Natty, I know that; but I am sure he would be glad to
make your acquaintance, and to tell you anything. But perhaps
you would rather not!"
" I think. Miss Challoner, I would rather not."
•
" You are very independent. Natty, I see. Well, I like you
all the better for i t ; only I thought that perhaps a young man
about your own age, who had seen the world—and he is not a
tremendous person—a bloated aristocrat, and that sort of thing,
as people call it, don't they ? Still, you don't like it. Very well,
but you don't mind my speaking to papa."
" You are very kind, I'm sure," Nathaniel began, " and I
can't express my thanks, but then
"
"Natty's very much obliged. Miss Challoner," the prudent
and propitiating mother hastened to interpose; "and I know
he'll be only too proud of anything you can say of him to your
papa. You may say he is a good young man. Miss Challoner,
and has been a good son and a comfort to his mother. Your
papa will be glad to hear that of him, I know."
" Indeed he will, Mrs. Cramp, and I could have believed it,
even if you had not told me. Well, Natty, perhaps you will
leave it in my hands! I will take good care of your spirit of
independence, for I like i t ; but you must let me speak to papa
about you. I am quite determined you must not be a hairdresser. Please let me have some share in helping you to find
work more fit for you."
" Oh, Miss Challoner, Natty can't be too thankful, he can't say
what he feels."
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" Who can, Mrs. Cramp ? One should be a great poet, I
suppose. Natty, to say all that he felt; perhaps even great poets
can't always do it. But you must both come and see me again
before Natty returns to London."
So Miss Challoner talked on to stop all expressions of gratitude,
and so she pleasantly bowed her visitors out, if bowing them
out be not indeed an unreasonably formal mode of describing
her frank and friendly way of dealing with Nathaniel and his
mother. She was perfectly sincere and good-natured in every
word she said to them, and was filled with a determination to do
something which should put Natty in the way of making his
fortune. She was in great spirits, and was longing to do good to
somebody, to help in making somebody happy, because she herself had been so happy that day. There was much in Christmas
Pembroke which impressed her sympathetically, and her whole
sensitive nature vibrated to sympathies. She had always yearned
for some friend about her own age, and she had now a vague,
sweet hope that Christmas Pembroke might prove the longlooked-for friend and brother of her regard. For she led usually
a lonely Ufe enough, this poor Lady Disdain, as some of her acquaintances called her; and she wanted some one to think about,
and now and then exchange ideas with. Therefore she was for
the time very happy in thinking that she could serve Natty
Cramp, and that she would probably like Christmas Pembroke
much, and could concert with Miss Lyle some way of serving
him too.
These two young men ought to have been very happy when
so handsome and so clever a girl had set her heart on serving
them. Christmas Pembroke, of course, did not know of her
kindly purpose. She could not offer to speak of him to Sir John
Challoner,- and find some occupation for him. Yet some words
which she had heard from him made it clear that he was not rich,
that he had his way to make; and although his way would, of
course, be something much more lofty and brilliant than poor
Natty Cramp's, yet she was not quite without a hope that she,
too, might be able to influence it. That, however, must be
thought of carefully, and Miss Lyle must be consulted. But to
Natty Cramp she could talk out, with no concealment, about his
prospects and what she hoped and resolved to do for him.
Meanwhile, the object of all this kind purpose accompanied his
mother silently as she left the Hall. Natty was not happy. Even
if he had not heard of the stranger with whom Marie spent the
earlier part of the day, and of his travels, he still would have felt
dispirited and broken down. The very kindness of Miss
Challoner's manner, the warm frankness with which she talked
of speaking to her father on his behalf, oppressed him. His
position was made so clear! How different things seemed when
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they were looking over the photographs, and he told her of this
or that great personage whom he had seen, and she listened; she
really did listen. Since then the disillusion had been terrible.
That was delicious poetry: this was dry, grim prose.
" You ought to be very much obliged to her. Natty," his
mother said, as they came out on the road; and there was a sort
of remonstrance in her tone, as if she would imply that he had
not shown himself sufficiently obliged.
" Mother, I am obliged to her."
" Don't you think she is a dear, darling girl ?"
" We do not know her," Nathaniel answered, coldly. " People
of our station cannot know her."
" Why, Natty, how you talk! Nobody could know her better
than I know her—bless her! "
But Natty remained silent, and his mother, wondering at his
manner, could only sadly conjecture that his holiday was dull
now down there, and that he was already longing to be back in
London.
That night Nathaniel Cramp again wandered from his
mother's cottage, and tried to divert his thoughts by smoking
a cigar on the pier. The night was soft and warm, with faint
promise of a later moon, and even still some tinge of light low
down by the horizon -«'here the sun had sunk. Natty lounged
along the pier and listened to the -^'aves, and looked up at the
sky, where a star here and there was shining, and he chafed
inwardly that there was not a storm—a wild, driving mass of
clouds scurrying across the sky before the wind, a scared and
ghost-like moon, and a wreck. Something Ossianic would have
been in keeping with the temper of his soul, and with what
seemed to be his fate. He would have liked a wreck, and to
stand there and see a spar drifting on the water, with a white
arm clasping it, and a pale face pressed to its tossing side; and
then to have plunged into the waves and breasted and battled
his way to the aid of the victim, just as her relaxed hands were
loosing their hold; and to have saved Her or died with Her—
for, of course, it would and must be She! Or he would have
liked to die anyhow. Death comes in with delightful ease and
welcome in the dissatisfied dreams of robust youth. Nat would
have liked that he had perished in some heroic effort to do something in the sea, and that his body had been washed ashore—and
that she might hear of his fate. Suddenly, however, he remembered his mother, and thought how sorry she would be and lonely,
and he made up his mind rather sadly that he must scheme out
his dreamings so as to absent him from felicity awhile, and in
this harsh world draw his breath in pain. Then he wished that
he could see a ghost; that some dread messenger from another
sphere would come to him, and by his presence make Nathaniel
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Cramp a different being from ordinary men. If anything out of
the common would only happen—anything, anything, so that
life should not go on as it had done before the eyes of tho
chatelaine had rested kindly on him!
He was now at the seaward end of the pier, communing, poor
fellow, with his own absurd, fantastic thoughts, and becoming,
in his egotistic extravagances, akin with all the heroes and all
the fools. He turned round, and was walking slowly inward,
when he saw a spark of light in mid-air, just before him. It
was nothing supernatural, however: only the light of a cigar.
Presently a man came along, smoking. Natty would have
avoided his fellow-being just then, but on a long and verynarrow pier, when one stands at the seaward extremity, it is
not easy to avoid a new-comer. Natty stood still and looked at
the sea, in the hope that the promenader would simply walk to
the end, turn back, and go away. But the promenader with the
cigar stopped too and looked over the sea. There was a moment
of silence.
" Will the fine weather hold ? " the newcomer asked, speaking
right out, in a frank and social sort of way.
" I should think not," Nat answered, slowly and gloomily;
" I should say, certainly not! a storm is coming. There will be
wrecks!"
" Do you think so ? I shouldn't have thought that. Do you
learn that from the red light on the horizon ? "
"There is," Nat solemnly said, " a lurid light on the
horizon!"
He was thinking of his horizon.
" And you think that threatens a storm ? In this latitude
and in such weather I should never have supposed that. But
I dare say you know this place ? "
" I know it," said Natty, " too well."
The new-comer—it was only Christmas Pembroke—looked at
him with a little surprise.
" I t ' s a beautiful place," Christmas said. " I don't think I
ever saw a more charming place. I think a man might be very
happy here."
" Happy ? Here ? Is any one happy anywhere ? What is
it to be happy ? "
" I have been very happy here," Christmas said, with a pang
going through him as he thought how soon he should have to
leave the place ; " but I don't live here. You do, I suppose ? "
" N o ! I don't live here. I don't live
" "Anywhere,"
Nathaniel was going to add, but he checked himself, and merely
added, " I don't live here now."
" Will you have a cigar ? " Christmas asked, presenting his
case.
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" Thanks. Much obliged. You're very kind, I'm sure. I've
smoked my last," and he laid a melancholy emphasis on the
word " last."
" You can light it by mine. I haven't any matches left."
Their heads approached each other, and their faces were for
the moment iUumined by a little throbbing circle of fire. Natty
saw a young and handsome face with a moustache, which
moustache he owned, with a thrill of pain, was much better than
his own. The little aureole of fire in which both their faces were
circled for a moment, like the faces of the wan pair in Love's
aureole, whom Mr. Dante Eossetti tells of, flashed now a sort of
revelation on Natty's soul.
" I—I beg your pardon," he suddenly said, drawing back,
and stammering with excitement; " but did you say that you
were a stranger here ? "
" Certainly—yes. So I am."
" You came down, perhaps, yesterday from London ? "
" I did. To be sure, I remember now. Didn't I see you in
the train ? "
" It doesn't matter," Nat exclaimed. " Enough that I saw
you! Perhaps you are staying at Miss Lyle's ? "
" I am staying there," said the amazed Christmas. " Why
do you ask ? Have you any objection ? "
" Take back your cigar—I want none of it! Take back your
cigar!"
" My good fellow," said Christmas, coolly, " people don't
usually take back lighted cigars which other people have begun
to smoke."
" Then let it perish!" Nathaniel exclaimed, and he flung the
cigar wildly out to sea, and stared with excited eyes.
" Let it perish by all means; but the next time anybody
offers you a good cigar let me advise you to make up your mind
first whether you mean to smoke it and be civil before you take
it in your hand. Now may I ask who you are ? No, though.
I don't want to know. You are the rudest and most uncivil
person I have ever met. But I suppose you have been
drinking."
" Drinking!" Nathaniel cried. " Drinking! It's false!
You insult me! It's a lie!"
Christmas made an angry movement, but he checked himself
in a moment, reflecting that he had to do with some absurd
country bumpkin who was probably half tipsy.
" You are a remarkably odd and eccentric sort of young
man," Christmas said quietly; " and I should strongly recommend you to go home at once. There are no police here, I
suppose, or you would run some risk of being locked up."
Christmas turned and was about to walk away, -when the
excited Natty interposed—
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" No you don't! You don't get off in that sort of -W6y, without
apologising to me for the words you have used. Apologise!
apologise! or you don't leave this spot! "
He seized Christmas by the breast of the coat. The young
man not knowing now whether he had to do with a genuine
manaic, flung him roughly off with a push—a very strong and
sudden push, though certainly not a blow. Christmas was far
stronger than Natty, and Natty staggered back, slipped, recovered
his footing, plunged again awkwardly, and at last, to Christmas's
utter consternation, tumbled backwards off the pier into the
water. A wild cry came from Natty as he disappeared into
the dark and heaving sea. Christmas sprang to the edge.
Happily the tide was full, and the fall was not much. In a
moment Christmas saw a wild, pale, affrighted face with its eyes
starting appear above the water some yards away; and that
moment he flung himself into the sea.
Christmas had learned swimming in seas where people grow
as familiar with the water as with the land, and he saw at a
glance that the owner of the affrighted face could not swim
a stroke. He had taken in, too, at a glance, the whole situation.
There must be a very strong current seaward to have carried
Natty so far from the pier in an instant, but, on the other hand,
there was a great iron ring attached to the pier, and once get to
that and all difficulty would be over. Let the sinking man
blunder his worst, and clutch and cling his awkwardest,
Christmas thought he could manage that, as he dashed into
the water.
It seemed remarkably cold, even for night, in summer, and
Christmas for a moment felt himself borne vehemently outwards,
and could see nothing. One confused second, and he found
himself entangled in Nathaniel Cramp's bewildering legs and
arms.
" Don't cling about me too much," Christmas roared, " and
I'll get you in! Don't drown us both!"
Nathaniel had full consciousness, and tried hard to be heroic.
There was not indeed one atom of the coward about him, but
Alexander the Great, if he were in the sea and could not swim,
would have found it hard to keep from clutching anybody who
came to save him. Natty positively did try. He made almost
superhuman efforts of will that he might not grapple round his
rescuer. That was a moment never to be forgotten—the darkness, the noise of the waves, the water dashing over his head,
the helpless feet plunging wildly for a foothold, the agonising
effort not to clutch at the rescuer, and the seemingly endless
endurance of the trial. Christmas seized Natty by the neck
with one hand, and then with one or two desperate exhausting
efforts dashed at the ring, missed it, and both went down; came
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up again, still holding his prey, saw the ring once more, apparently dancing up and down before him, and clutched it firmly
this time.
" All right now," he said, cheerily; " we're safe enough. See
if you can't scramble up my shoulder and get on the pier." He
was beginning to form a better opinion of his companion's sanity
from the manner in which the latter had behaved himself in the
water.
Natty scrambled up pluckily and easily enough, and then,
kneeling on the pier, held down a hand for Christmas.
" Take my hand; do take my hand!" he exclaimed.
" I f I pull you over?"
" Give me your hand," Nat screamed.
Christmas caught his hand, and for a moment they very
nearly did go over. But Nat stuck fast, and in another second
they were both on the pier dripping and puffing side by side.
" Will you ever forgive me ? " Nat pleaded, heedless of his
river-god condition. " Can you ever forgive me ? I beg your
pardon again and again. I was a savage and a beast. I don't
know what took hold of me."
" I'm glad I was able to take hold of you," said Christmas.
" Never mind about the rest," and he began to laugh.
" But I didn't mean what I said. I didn't indeed. Something
put me out, and I thought
I don't know what I thought.
Do forgive me."
" No matter now," said Christmas. " We must get away from
this; then we can talk."
" But you do accept my apology ? I am not like that
I want to be like—like a gentleman. Will you shake hands ?
Do!"
" To be sure I will," said Christmas, holding out his dripping
hand. " Fellows who have clasped hands as we did just now
ought to be good friends. But, I say, you know this place ;"can't
we go somewhere and get ourselves dried ? Is there any sort of
inn or public-house ? I can't walk home to Miss Lyle's in this
state."
" Come to my mother's," said Nat, eagerly, delighted to be of
any service. " It's quite near, and we'll have the place all to ourselves. She'll be in bed, and there's a fire."
" Come along," Christmas said, right joyously ; and they ran
along at full speed.
The high powers had heard Natty's prayer in part. He had
been in the waves, but he had not rescued anybody. His body
had been brought ashore, but not dead; only wet. He had had
an adventure, but it was not romantic or heroic.
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CHEISTMAS and Nat had a brisk run to the widow Cramp's, stamping the water out of their clothes as they ran, and laughing a
good deal. The whole adventure gave Christmas downright
pleasure, for his mind was beginning, to be perplexed and disturbed by doubts and pains hitherto unknown to him, and he
found it a relief to be torn for the moment away from himself—
from brooding, into any kind of action. The accident had done
Nat a world of good; it had brought him to his senses—at least
for the hour.
A fire was still burning in Mrs. Cramp's house. The nights
usually turned rather cold in Durewoods until the summer had
advanced farther on its way. The glow was very welcome now
to our dripping youths. Nat brought down all the clothes he had
and all the towels, and the pair scrubbed themselves dry, and
then Christmas put on some of Nat's ordinary clothes, while
Nathaniel himself mounted, for lack of any other, the proud
Volunteer uniform. Then Nat discovered a bottle of brandy, and
they had each a glass to keep off cold, and they found that
Christmas's cigar case had kept its contents dry through all the
fight with the waves and the current, and they sat one at each
side of the fire and Smoked, and were very cheery.
" Better not talk about this thing," said Pembroke; " people
would only laugh at us."
" It ought to be told," Nat answered conscientiously, " how
you showed such courage, and saved my life—and I didn't
deserve it of you."
" Of course any fellow who could swim was bound to do that;
I don't care to have that told; we shall only look foolish."
"But I behaved so badly," Nat ruefully went on; " I was so
rude, all about nothing. The truth is this, and you may laugh
at me if you like—I hate my occupation, and my mother was a
servant once, and I keep thinking everybody is looking down on
me, and I heard of you knowing Miss Lyle, and—and—Miss
Challoner and that—and I took it into my stupid head that you
must look down on me too; and so I made a fool of myself."
" My good friend," Christmas said coolly, I have only just
come to England after living nearly all my life in places where
people know as much about the distinctions of English society
as they do of what is going on in the moon. Let me tell you
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that the world doesn't concern itself half as much as you think
about what people say and do in London."
" But we are in London now—I mean we are in England—
and that makes all the difference, you know," Nat said with sad
conviction.
" It does make a difference," Christmas owned, with a consciousness that only that very day he had been thinking of the
possible barricade that might arise between Sir John Challoner's
daughter and himself when they were all in London. " It makes
a confounded difference, and I sometimes wish I were back in
San Francisco or in Japan."
" Then you won't blame a fellow too much if he sometimes
loses his temper thinking of these things," Nat said. " Eemember
that I'm ever so much worse off than you. You are a gentleman,
anyhow—I am not."
"Then why don't you go where people think less of these
ridiculous distinctions 1 Why do you stay in a place like this ? "
" Where can one go ? "
" Go ? Anywhere. Go to Japan—go to America and get out
West. What do they care for gentlemen out there ? "
" I have thought of it," Nat said, rubbing up his hair with
his hands. " I have dreamed of it many a night. But I have
hoped for a time here when manhood would assert its proper
place—I have even dreamed of helping in the coming of such
a time; I do try to help it all I can."
" A man must have some fair amount of self-conceit, mustn't
he, to believe that he can do much towards the bringing on of the
good time coming ? Take my advice, and don't wait for that; it
will come without your help or mine if it is to come," Christmas
said rather sententiously, for he began to think his companion's
ideas of himself a little absurd.
" I have great faith in the future," Nat declared with a
vehement effort to pump up again his old enthusiasm.
" So have I—so much faith that I don't think it needs any
guidance from me. Anyhow I must go now—I only hope I
shan't find the house locked up."
" Shall I walk with you and show you the way ? Then if the
house is locked up you can come back here, you know."
" Oh, no, thank you. I mustn't bring you out of your home
so late. I know the way quite well."
Nat came out with him to the door, and they crossed the
threshold together. The moon had just begun to show itself
above the trees amid which the Hall was standing. Both the
young men looked in the same direction—perhaps at the moon,
perhaps at the trees that were now so dark in their outlines
beneath it on the hill.
" You don't feel that sort of thing ? " Nathaniel said suddenly.
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" What sort of thing ? "
" That discontent with life and classes and wealth, and all
that? You don't ever sit and think of a better time when
equality and humanity shall prevail ? "
" I have been too busy," Christmas said, " and too much out
of the world—I mean out of your world here—and I haven't had
time."
" How happy you must have been out there ! You have
come back to a country where everything is sacrificed to caste
and the ascendency of rank; where the aristocrat is everything
and the man is nothing."
This was a rather favourite period of Nat's, and he waxed
sonorous in the delight of rolhng it out to new ears.
" Eather odd," Christmas said; " you are the second person
with whom I have exchanged a word on the condition of England
since I came to this country; and the first man said exactly
the opposite of all you are saying now. He insisted that England
was given over to Eadicalism and Eed Eepublicanism, equality,
socialism, the rights of man, and I don't well know what else,
and that there were no such things as gentlemen in the country
now."
" But I suppose he was an aristocrat himself ? "
" He seemed to think he was or ought to be; I don't know."
" There it is, you see; he growls because humanity dares to
approach too near to the bars of his privilege! If he felt the
realities as we do! If he knew what caste still is here!" and
Nat gazed wildly in the direction of the moon or the Hall—it
might have been either. " But it's no matter. The thing must
end some time. There is a world elsewhere."
" You seem to me to be cut out for an orator," said Christmas,
smihng.
" I have sometimes tried to speak:—but it's no matter. No
more of that. I detain you. Good-night."
Christmas bade his new friend a hasty good night and hurried
away. He did not want Nat Cramp to accompany him. He
wanted to walk alone in the moonlight up that road under the
trees, and he meant to pass Miss Lyle's gate, late though it was,
and go on until he should reach the gate of the grounds, amid
which the Hall stood. What to do there ? Nothing, except to pace
up and down slowly ^before the gate a few times, and look in and
see some trees and shrubs. In one sense he was farther from the
Hall there than if he had been at Nat Cramp's door, for now he
could not even see the roof or any part of the Hall. But he could
see the trees which perhaps now she saw, and he was nearer to
her by a few hundred yards than before—and what need to explain more fully how Christmas delighted and teased himself
with the absurdities which have teased and delighted all genera-
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tions of men ? One sensation had lingered with him all the day,
pervading and suffusing all his other emotions like a perfume:
the thought that he had carried her for a moment in his arms.
He wanted to be alone, too, that he might think over something Nat Cramp had said. " You," that is, Christmas, " are a
gentleman, anyhow." This was exactly what now tormented the
mind of our ingenu. Am I, he asked himself, what people here
would call a gentleman ? He was not without a full conviction
that in the better sense of the word his father's son was a true
gentleman, or ought to be. His father had always seemed to him
the very type and picture of a dignified, self-reliant gentleman,
with high culture and refined tastes; and Miss Lyle had called
him the finest gentleman she ever saw. Christmas knew well
enough, from his reading of English journals and books, that the
education his father had given him -n^as much broader and better
than that' which young English gentlemen usually receive.
Christmas knew several languages and their best literature, and
he had had a good scientific education too. He knew something
of music ; he knew a good deal about trade and commerce, and
had ideas on steam and machinery and na-vigation. He was
perhaps a little vain of having seen so much more of the round
world than most young men of his age. Therefore he was by no
means wanting in modest good opinion of himself. But would
all this do much for him in English society if he had not birth
and position ? Would he, in short, be received on equal terms
among the London people whom Sir John Challoner knew ? He
had been very philosophical about distinctions of class where Nat
Cramp was concerned; but his philosophy could do little to fence
his own breast against doubt and vexation.
Of all this he had never thought in Japan, or even in London
when he first came there. He had looked upon London as the
playground of his first great holiday; and he had loved it and
his free life and his chambers and the goddess on his painted
ceiling. He envied not a king; he was the equal of any man.
Only a few hours have passed a-way and a girl has smiled a
kindly smile upon him; and already what a craven he is becoming, and how he vexes himself about his position, and his lack of
position, and what people will think of him, and all the rest of
it! Is this the first flower of that passion of love which is, or is
supposed to be, all ennobling; and does Love in this case begin
by threatening to turn a brave young man into a snob ? Alas!
it is to be owned that the birth even of love takes place amid
some ignoble associations, and is not an event all poetic and
sublime.
This sort of feeling, however, was only Christmas's nightly
tormentor as yet. Every night it came out of its cave within his
breast, like the hag out of the chest in the room of the merchant
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Abudah, in the " Tales of the Genii," which people once used to
read, and vexed and tormented him. As yet it scarcely ventured
to brave the light of day and the voices of bright companionship.
For if earth ever held a happy youth, that fortunate boy was
Christmas Pembroke during the few enchanted days that followed
his arrival in Durewoods.
This was the programme of his occupations. After breakfast
he walked or drove or went in the boat with Miss Challoner.
After luncheon he walked or drove or went in the boat with Miss
Challoner. Late in the evening Miss Challoner sat in the balcony
with Miss Lyle, and he stood behind them. He then accompanied
Miss Challoner to her gate, and perhaps even to the door of her
house; for although sometimes her manservant and maidservant
together came to escort her, and the latter was never absent, and
the roads about Durewoods on a summer's night were as safe as
the corridors in Miss Challoner's own house, yet Christmas could
not think of allowing the young lady to brave the dangers of the
outer world without his protecting arm to ensure her safety.
Added to all these occasions of happy meeting. Miss Challoner
more than once came and dined with Miss Lyle.
Miss Lyle looked on at all this with eyes of half-melancholy
amusement, blended with a certain distrust. But she saw nothing
better for her to do than to let things take their course. She
knew that Marie Challoner was not a coquette in any sense of the
word, and she did not believe the girl had any sort of inflammable matter in her heart. Marie had a free, friendly, half-boyish
sort of nature which at least for the present seemed to turn -with
impatience and even contempt from sentimentalisms and lovemaking. It was Miss Lyle who, observing the scornful way in
which the girl was accustomed from her very childhood to drop
the acquaintances she had suddenly taken up if they proved uninteresting, and her indifference to flirtations and sentiment, had
called her Dear Lady Disdain after Shakespeare's Beatrice.
Some time. Miss Lyle thought, she will really be touched to the
heart, and then her love will perhaps be profound and passionate,
but the time is not yet. It was clear that Christmas Pembroke
had not touched her, and Miss Lyle thought that since they had
come together somewhat against her inclination, the safest course
she could take was to let them meet freely as friends without
even a hint of danger. In any case the danger would only be to
poor Christmas's heart: and he—well, he must only get over it.
He is very young, she thought, and he will have time and chance
enough to recover and to form new impressions; and men survive
deeper wounds—and women too, she thought.
Meanwhile, Sir John Challoner, who had always kept his
daughter secluded away at Durewoods in order that she might
not come upon London until he had settled all the conditions
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under which she could best make an impression and had the
people in his mind whom she was to impress, heard without any
alarm of her acquaintance with young Pembroke. Marie wrote
to him a long letter every morning, and as every letter contained
a great deal about Mr. Pembroke and his goodness and his
cleverness and so forth. Sir John was easy in his mind. Had she
mentioned him once and then not again perhaps her father might
have been a little uneasy, but the free and frequent descriptions
of the new acquaintance set his mind at rest. Perhaps if he
could have seen his daughter seated on the grass while this
handsome young man reclined near her and looked into her eyes
when they were not turned on his and looked away when they
were, he might not have been quite so tranquil. Perhaps if he
had seen the expression of deep interest with which she listened
while Christmas warmed into eloquence about his future career
and the great things he hoped to do under the impulse of an
inspiration which he did not venture to define—perhaps Sir John
might have seen good cause to hasten his coming to Durewoods.
Yet there would have been no need so far as any interests of his
were concerned. Marie Challoner's bosom rose and fell with
regular and tranquil respiration, her pulse temperately beat time
and made healthful music.
But poor Christmas! Never in life was youth more profoundly and passionately in love. He was so happy now and had
such free access to her society that he did not yet know all the
depth of his wound. He will feel it soon: he will know that he
has it in his heart. Now his new hajjpiness keeps his pulses
stirring and hfe is all ecstasy—in the day. When he walks out
late of nights to smoke a cigar as he did on the night when he
literally fell in with Nat Cramp—for Miss Lyle allows of no cigars
in her little cottage—he is stricken by a terrible foreboding of
the blank sort of life he is to lead when he goes back to London
and has the painted goddess on the ceiling—the ceiling he was
proud of the other day—for his only present divinity! A sickening sensation passes through him as he asks himself what possibihty there is for him but disapix)intment. Our young hero is
not merely a young fool. He knew the strength of his own feelings just as he knew what weight he could lift or what distance
he could walk. He knew that his present emotion had nothing
to do with the light and passing sentiment which a raw young
man mistakes for first love.
Miss Lyle was wholly mistaken when she rested her hopes
for his safety upon Marie Chal.juer's untouched heart. He would
have had a hundred times more chance of escape in the beginning
if the girl had been a little in love with him or had been flirting
with him. She would have been timid, embarrassed, reticent in
the first instance, unreal in the second. But now she gave to
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him in their conversation with entire unrestraint all the full
freshness of her intelligence, her broad liberal nature, her
emotional sincerity. A girl in love cannot help, consciously or
otherwise, deceiving her lover. Her timidity compels her to
half-concealment, or her longing to please him leads her to assume
what she has not. Marie Challoner had no such need or way.
Christmas saw her intellect and her nature exactly as they were.
And even had he not loved her, he must have admired her, and
must have felt sure that such a woman could give him the life
companionship which his nature would have sought. There are
first-love natures, if one may use such a phrase—natures that
never take fire until the one, die Eine, comes with the torch.
These are rare natures anyhow—and when they are found, are
found more often, perhaps, in men than in women; but they do
exist, and are very practical realities. Such a nature will move
on for twenty years from the supposed first-love season, and
never glow under any influence until the right one, die Eine,
comes, and never glow at all if she does not come. But let her
show herself when he is at the first threshold of youth, and the
inextinguishable fire lights up that moment. There is a story of
a beautiful alabaster lamp which would allow no candle to burn
within it, and the king and the queen and all the princesses,
sages, courtiers, magicians, priests, and what not, came to try
what could be done, and they could do nothing; and so the
beautiful lamp was given up as a bad job in lampmaking and lay
neglected on the table, until one day a stranger girl, there for the
first time, took it up and breathed lightly by chance on it; and
sjiddenly its taper burned, and could never after be put out.
Doubtless had she come that way the very first day it would have
answered to her inspiration just as well.
For the present, however, Cliristmas Pembroke is happy—in
the day. Sometimes in their walks they—he and she—come upon
Nathaniel Cramp, glooming about in lonely places ; and Marie
is always friendly and sweet to him, and Nat's face brightens.
Nat and his mother have been up to the Hall once again to see
JIarie, and Marie has taken good care to be punctual this time,
and not to keep them waiting for her. Also Nat has been invited
by Miss Lyle to tea, and Marie is there—and Christmas of course
—and Nathaniel has at first comported himself with a proud
humility rather odd and absurd to see, but he has thawed under
friendly influences, and been happy; and Christmas and he went
that night in companionship to smoke their cigars, and Nat cannot help liking Christmas and thinking him a nice unaffected
fellow—and Nat is very miserable.
One memorable morning—memorable at least to ChristmasMiss Challoner brought a piece of news which everybody ought
to have expected.
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" Papa is coming to-night, at last, Miss Lyle; and bringing
all manner of people with him. I am so delighted, and disappointed. I wish he had come alone."
" Do you expect him to settle down quietly in the country
with no companionship but yours, my dear ? " Miss Lyle asked.
" I do expect it sometimes; but I suppose it is an idle
thought. I could always be so happy with him. We have
always been such friends. Miss Lyle, he and I. We can talk of
everything; and he suits me so well because he allows such
splendid liberty of opinion, and never wants people to think in
grooves."
" You will have to think in grooves when you go to London,
Marie."
" Then I shall exhibit my ideas performing in grooves for
the outer world, and relieve my mind when I am alone with
papa. I don't know that I am delighted at the prospect of a
London season, but I suppose I shall get used to it. I do know
that I shall always be glad when the time comes round for
returning to Durewoods—and to you. Miss Lyle."
" People always say that sort of thing—girls, I mean," said
Miss Lyle. " The day you are leaving for London, Marie, find
your favourite spot in Durewoods, and look long at it, and take
a tender farewell of it. You will never see it again!"
" Never see it again—my Dm-ewoods ? Miss Lyle, do you
sit there so calmly and smile so blandly at me and prophesy my
death before I even come of age ? "
" No, dear, not so. What I mean is that the same girl who
now looks at Durewoods will never look at it again. That's aH.
But you have to dree your weird, you know, like all the other
young women."
Marie made no answer, and there was silence for a moment.
Then Miss Lyle, looking up, saw to her surprise that there were
tears in Marie's dark eyes, and that she was trying to conceal
them. This was a sensitiveness for which Miss Lyle had not
given her credit.
" My Durewoods! " Marie murmured in a low tone as if to
herself. They were now in the balcony, and her eyes seemed
to absorb the scene with the eager, craving gaze of an affection
which is about to lose the loved object.
At that moment Christmas Pembroke entered, and interrupted the conversation. Miss Challoner and he were going out
together. In that irregular little colony Miss Challoner might
be said to call for her cavalier of mornings instead of being
waited on by him; the reason was that as Miss Lyle hardly ever
went out it had long been Marie's habit to call in ujpon her any
morning at any hour—and the visit of Christmas Pembroke
made no change in their ways.
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Christmas heard the news of Sir John Challoner's coming,
and he felt that his time of abiding in a terrestrial paradise was
gone. He looked from tho balcony over the scene, and the sky
seemed somehow to grow dark.
" I think we are going to have rain," he said.
" Oh, no; the sky looks bright and beautiful," Marie remonstrated, still mentally hugging her Durewoods.
"Does i t ? " He looked moodily down. Miss Lyle looked
keenly at him, and believed she read him like a book.
" Who are coming with your papa, Marie ? "
" Captain Cameron—you remember him. Miss Lyle—and Mrs.
Seagraves, his sister, and one or two other persons too tedious to
mention."
" Anybody in particular ? "
" No; I think not. Some people whose names I don't know."
" Names of men, dear, or names of women ? "
" Of both, Miss Lyle. I hardly noticed who they were. I
shall have enough of them soon."
" Very likely. Now don't lose this bright morning. I don't
want Mr. Christmas here to miss any chance of stamping Durewoods on his memory."
Thus admonished they went forth, and found the faithful
Merlin waiting in his boat for them. Christmas was moody and
sententious for some time.
" Will you come to the hollow in the wood, where we went
that first day ? " he said, abruptly.
" If you wish. I am always glad to go there."
Merlin made for the shore, and admonished them as they
were getting out with his favourite caution, "None quick,"
which was his way of advising people to go not quickly but
slowly.
" Short—none long!" he added. " High tide, la limonadt I "
and he gesticulated dramatically to signify that the water would
soon be high and billowy.
Christmas thought of the happy chance which on that first
day enabled and emboldened him to bear Miss Challoner in his
arms through the surf. This day he did not believe he should
have the courage even if need were.
They entered the wood and began the ascent, he rather
silent, she doing her best to keep up a conversation, but now
and then glancing in wonder at him. They reached the little
hollow.
" I am tired," said she, and sat on a great moss-covered stone.
" Of the walk ? " he asked gloomily.
" Of the walk up-hill. And perhaps of the day altogether.
You are not a good companion, to-day, Mr. Pembroke. Why is
that ? "
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" I am sorry I cannot amuse you better," he began.
" So am I. Why are you so strange ? "
" I ought to leave this place," he said, not looking at her.
" I am passing my days here in idleness. I ought to have been
in London long before this doing something."
" You ought not to stay too long here," she said, " that is
certain. This place is not for you—I mean for any young man
of spirit and energy. But I suppose Miss Lyle would have been
disappointed if you had gone any sooner. And you have not
been here much more than a week, after all."
" I shall go to-morrow—early in the morning."
" Oh! please don't do that, or I shall be so disappointed.
You will not ? Miss Lyle won't let you if I ask her."
" Why should you ask her ? "
" Because I want you to know papa, and him to know you,
and you both to like each other. I have set my heart on that."
" You are very kind," murmured poor Christmas sullenly,
and wondering how he could be sullen with such friendly dark
eyes looking earnestly at him.
" You don't seem glad that papa is coming. Why is that ?
I thought you would have been glad."
" It is because I am selfish," Christmas said, with gallant
self-conquest, " because when Sir John Challoner comes, and his
friends, I shall not see so much of you."
" Why not, if you wish ? Papa will be glad to see you every
hour of the day if you like. He likes everybody whom I like—'
not a great demand upon his good nature, for I don't like many
people."
Christmas was softening.
" But we can't walk together, and come to this place this
way," he said. " There -will be always people. Your time will
be always taken up. And then I must go to London. And
then this is the first holiday I have ever had, Miss Challoner,
and it is nearly over."
" Yes," she said gravely, " it is nearly over for both of u s ;
but we could not be always making holiday. I envy you, who
are going to London to do something. I am going to London
soon, and Miss Lyle has been filling me this morning with the
saddest forebodings. She speaks as if I were to be transformed
into a different creature the moment I go to London, and were
never to care for this place any more."
" I suppose it must be so," Christmas said, gloomily, and in
the tone of one on whom a long experience of London life had
wrought a stern con-viction.
" You are as melancholy a prophet as she! I defy augury.
No power on earth can change me to this dear place."
" I am afraid I was not thinking of Durewoods." He spoke
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with his eyes turned away, and he kept harpooning at the
mosses of the rock with Marie's parasol, which he was carrying
for her.
" Of what, then, were you thinking ? and what is it that
must be ? "
" I was thinking that when you go to London your time will
all be occupied; and you will have so many friends; and you
will forget me."
" Why should I forget you ? I have often told you that I
don't care about people in general; and I thought we had sworn
an eternal friendship."
" Do such friendships last ? "
" With me, I think so. I haven't had much experience, but
I think so; if people trust me, and believe in me. Why should
I forget you, and these days ? I propose to myself to follow
your career always, and to be glad when you do great things.
We shall see you in London often, of course."
Christmas looked imploringly into her eyes. He could not,
boy that he was, mistake the earnest and friendly expression
that he saw there. She was very kind to him. She wished
indeed to be his friend—and he was in love with her! If there
had been one gleam of alarmed emotion in her eyes, if one tinge
of colour had risen too quickly on her cheeks, if her eyelids had
drooped even an instant as he looked at her, the poor lad must
have broken out in a rhapsodical declaration of his love for her.
How near she was to hearing the first avowal of a man's passionate love for her, and as wild a torrent of love delirium as
ever insane mortal poured forth! One instant of struggle went
on in the young man's heart, and then his chief desire came to
be that she should not know it. There, if she could only have
understood, was the first step in his manhood's career—earnest,
truly, of honest things to come. He had conquered his emotions
—at least he had stifled them. He crushed them down in his
heart, trampled on them, stamped them into silence, and she
knew nothing then.
" I'll love her all the same," he seemed to protest to his own
heart. " I'll love her as much as I like. She can't hinder that;
and she shall never know."
So he talked of their meeting in London, and of things in
general, and the place and the scenery, and what not; and they
turned to leave the hollow. A little sweetbriar branch had entangled itself in the sleeve of her dress; he removed it for her,
and when she was not looking he hid it in his breast. They
w-ent down the hill together, and found the boat waiting for
them, and there was no need to lift Marie into it this time.
Nat Cramp was wandering moodily among the trees. He
saw the youth and maiden coming down, and he fled from the
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sight into the woods. Despite the honesty of his better nature,
he was inclined to gird and swear against the haughty and
happy young swell who might walk with Miss Challoner. " He
ts a handsome fellow," Nat owned with bitterness of heart; and
he fiercely envied Christmas Pembroke, who began to feel as if
it would be a relief to him to be ordered for execution.

CHAPTEE VIII.
A PRIESTESS OF THE FUTUEB.

evening Christmas, sitting with Miss Lyle in the balcony,
talked to her of his speedy return to Lonrion.
" You are right to go, my dear,'' she said, " and it would be
only selfish of me to wish you to remain here any longer. But
we have established a friendship, Chris, and every now and then
you will come down here and spend a day with me. You will
not feel that you are alone in the world, at all events; nor shall
I. It makes me happy to have found the son of my old friend.
I owe him so much, and I can only try to work the debt out by
doing my best to help his son. That is the steamer coming in,
is it not ? "
Christmas had, despite of himself, been closely watching the
approach of the steamer. But when she got to the landing place
on the pier she could not be seen from the balcony, and therefore
Christmas could neither know whom she brought nor who went
to meet her.
" I suppose Sir John Challoner is in her," Miss Lyle said.
" I want you to know Sir John Challoner; he could be veiy
useful to you in London."
" I don't think I care to know people who are very rich,"
said Christmas, "and proud, and all that. I suppose he is a
proud sort of man, and I don't want to be patronised. Miss
Lyle."
" Still, I should like you to know Sir John Challoner. You
will find him interesting; he is a remarkable man. I don't say
that you will like him in everything."
"Do you like him?" Christmas asked bluntly.
" My dear Mr. Christmas! an acquaintanceship like that of
Sir John Challoner and myself is not to be wrapped up in the
word like or dislike. I couldn't.finish him off in that easy sort
of way. You might as well ask me if I like or dislike the
ground, or the trees, or the lapse of years, or the law of gravitation, or something of the kind. You are free to form any
THAT
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opinion, and to like or dislike him as the impression comes. I
have heard of his doing many good things; I never heard of his
doing anything bad. He is a successful man, Chris—very successful—they say."
" I suppose so. My father knew him, I think you said, :Miss
Lyle ? "
" Your father and Challoner and I started in life together;
we were all friends, and we were all poor. We separated, and
went on our fool's-errands—some of us. Two of us sought
success after our own heart and found it, and I hope it has done
us good. It was a fine thing when it came, and worth the
sacrifice truly! One of us declined to push for any success;
and if life were a fairy story, Chris, he would have been sure
to find it first and best of all; but then he didn't. You will
know all about it some time, but for the present I want you to
judge Sir John Challoner for yourself. How do you like his
daughter ?"
Truth to say, Christmas had been expecting some question
about Miss Challoner all the time, and had been schooHng himself to bear it. He looked boldly up into Miss Lyle's face and
said—
" I like her very much. She is a very clever girl, I think,
and quite unaffected. I have known so few girls. Miss Lyle,
that it isn't much of a compliment to say I like her the best of
any I ever met, but I do all the same."
" I am glad to hear it." Miss Lyle had looked somewhat
anxiously into his face. " Nothing could have pleased me more.
I hope you will always be friends. I believe, for all people say,
that there can be friendship between man and woman; and you
and she ought to be good friends."
So the subject passed away, and Miss Lyle was evidently
relieved. Christmas felt, with a certain drawback of shame and
with much pain, that his pious fraud had succeeded, and that he
had played with success thus far the part of Spartan boy, which
he had imposed upon himself. When he left Marie Challoner
that day he had rigorously made up his mind that come what
would he would not move through life a disappointed lover
craving for compassion.
Perhaps there are occasions when the Hercules-choice of a
man's whole career depends not so much on what he really is as
on what he gives himself out to be, even to himself. A modern
soldier, whose name has become almost proverbial for reckless
dash in battle, has left it on record that he was terribly afraid in
his first battle, but that he pretended to be fearless, forced himself to believe accordingly, and so learned to get rid of fear in
the end. Suppose he had been perfectly sincere from the first,
might he not have remained a coward to the last ? The necessity
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of keeping up the reputation which he had voluntarily assumed
rescued and, in time, regenerated him. Something like a similar
crisis had now presented itself for the choice of Christmas Pembroke. If he had given way and confessed himself, it is only
too likely that the strength and backbone of his character
would have given -way, and he would have been a limp and
nerveless creature all his hfe through. There may have been
within him some instinctive knowledge of this inspiring him.
He may have thought, " It is Now or Never with me; yield now
and yield ever." It may have been wounded youthful pride, so
infinitely more sensitive and exacting than the tempered pride of
later years, toned down by many shocks. I t may have been
some melancholy conviction that his father had, for whatever
cause, dispensed with the reward of love, and borne his modest
life with patience and without complaint. Be the cause or
causes whatsoever might be, the Hercules-choice of Pembroke's
life was made.
Nothing said by anybody, even by Miss Challoner herself,
could alter the reality. If she loved him their future might look
difficult and cloudy enough, for she was rich no doubt, and her
father was said to be ambitious, and he, Christmas, was comparatively poor and had all his way to make; but the future
would at least be their future. But now he had simply to walk
his own way alone. No power on earth could alter the plain
fact that she did not love. The one only thing left for him to do
was to conceal his wound, and let none be distressed by it but
himself.
To himself, however, Christmas made full confession. He
recompensed himself for his Spartan-boy endurance when other
eyes were on him, by crying out, metaphorically at least, to himself Next day he went out and mooned about the woods. He
did the shabbiest things, ^ve are ashamed to say, and v,-e only tell
of them because he too had the grace to be sometimes ashamed
of them, and to try and not to do them again. For example, he
ought to have resolutely avoided coming in the way of Marie,
and yet he hung that day about the places where he might
perhaps meet her, even though he knew that if he were to see
her then she must have some companions whom he would have
hated to meet. He started when he heard a sound of footsteps,
and felt as if the most painful and humiliating thing that could
occur to him would be to be found by her and her friends lurking about her father's gates. Then he grew angry with himself,
and went away; and again he told himself that he didn't want
to meet her, didn't wish to meet her just then, and that there
was not the least chance of his meeting her; and so he passed
by the gate again defiantly. Such odd blen dings of strength and
weakness had this poor young lover, such brave and resolute
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self-repression, such sudden fits of incapacity to struggle against
himself. Many of us were young once, and may remember some
such unheroic moments.
Meanwhile, during his fluctuations and wanderings, Marie
Challoner did pass out of her father's gate, bright, happy, and
full of pleasant talk; and Christmas missed seeing her. She was
going -svith her father and two of his friends to pay Miss Lyle a
visit. They stayed a long time; so long, that when Christmas
returned to Miss Lyle's he found them there still. Fortunately,
he was told by Janet wh<m he entered that such visitors were
with Miss Lyle, and that she wished to see him, and so he was
prepared for the little ordeal. The room seemed full of flickering
faces as he entered, among which he only saw distinctly that of
Marie Challoner, with her beaming eyes of friendly welcome.
He had a vague consciousness of being called up to Miss Lyle by
Miss Lyle herself, and being presented to Sir John Challoner,
and hearing Sir John say that they had met by chance before,
and that he knew Christmas's father long ago. Then Christmas
dropped out of the group somehow, and Miss Challoner gave him
her hand, and said something friendly; and he saw that Sir John,
bending over Miss Lyle's chair, was engaging himself wholly in
conversation with her, and he was wondering vaguely who the
strangers were, when one of them, a man, turned round, and
there was a mutual recognition.
" Hullo 1" exclaimed Ca])tain Cameron, " this is a surprise!
My friend Pembroke here ? My gallant young friend and
auxiliary! Why, Miss Lyle, there is a magic about you which
produces these things. Nov;- this gives me an opportunity I had
long been looking for. Pembroke, oblige me—this -n'ay. I want
to present you to my sister, Mrs. Seagraves. I say, Isabel ? "
Isabel turned round and showed to Christmas a somewhat
faded and thin but rather pretty face, with cheek bones a little
high, probably in evidence of her Scottish origin, and large
hollow eyes. She wore her reddish yellow hair in a kind of
elaborate unkemptness over her forehead like a thatch. Her
waist was so arranged by nature or art as to seem to begin immediately beneath her arms, and her dress descended long and
lank from girdle to heel. As far as one might judge she seemed
to have reduced her attire to the minimum of possibility in the
matter of petticoats, and might be described as sheathed rather
than draped in the tawny-green garment which covered the uninterrupted slenderness of her long form. Mrs. Seagraves
usually held her head on one side and spoke from under eyes half
covered by their languid hds.
" Isabel," said Captain Cameron," allow me to present to you
my very dear young friend Mr. Pembroke, of whom I have often
told you. Pembroke, my sister is an advanced woman, as she
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calls it, and I dare say you agree in all her views : all you young
people do now, I believe."
" I hope Mr. Pembroke is of advanced views," said Mrs. Seagraves, extending her hand with especial graciousness. " Indeed
I know he is; I can read it in his eyes. Miss Challoner—but
please mayn't I call you Marie ? Oh, do let me call you Marie;
it is so sweet. I may call you Marie—may I not ? "
While appealing to Marie for her consent, which had been
asked and readily accorded two or three times that morning,
Mrs. Seagraves held Pembroke's hand in hers and would not
release it, and Christmas began to feel awkward and to fancy
that he must look ridiculous. Marie being thus appealed to,
looked round, and Christmas could see a gleam of humour in her
expression. She almost smiled at him, and he could not help
smiling in answer. Mrs. Seagraves was too much occupied in her
own conceits even to suspect that anybody could see anything to
smile at in her.
" Marie, then—oh, yes, Marie! You can see by his eyes—
Mr. Pembroke's eyes—that he has enlightened views of things.
Don't you like his eyes ? "
Mr. Pembroke seems to have good sight," said Marie.
" Yes, thank you, I have pretty good sight," the inspected
young man acknowledged.
" But your views, Mr. Pembroke ? You are advanced, I
know. You have thought of things—you are not like other
young men. I do so like young men who have thought of things."
" I don't know that I have thought very much of anything,"
said Christmas; "and what are advanced views, Mrs. Seagraves ?"
" Oh, you know. Not limited views; not narrow. Boundless,
you know—free. No cramping conventionalities. Freedom from
the world's restraints and trammels! Of course I don't mean
freedom from all restraints—oh, no, that would never do, and I
am the last person to approve of that. But from some restraintssome restraints—those that cramp; those that repress
"
" Didn't some great man say that only in law can the spirit
find freedom ? " Marie asked. She kne-ft' it was Goethe, but did
not care to seem too learned.
" Did he ? Only in law—is it ?—can the spirit find freedom ?
How very delightful!—I do like that. No, I don't exactly like it,
because I don't quite agree with i t ; but of course we must have
law. Not narrow law—that we protest against—but free law—
the law of freedom! Yes, that is it, the law of freedom. That
is what we want." Mrs. Seagraves was quite happy at having
found a phrase. " That is what your great man meant, Marie—
the law of freedom. Don't you think so, Mr. Pembroke ? "
" I should say that was exactly what he meant," said
Pembroke.
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" Marie, you hear ? Mr. Pembroke agrees with me that that
was what he meant, your great man."
" I am sure Mr. Pembroke is an authority," 3Iiss Challoner
said gravely.
" Of course he is, dear. Anybody with such an expression,
and such clear, enlightened views, would be an authority. You
see our great difficulty of the future is to reconcile freedom and
law. But if you have the Law of Freedom the problem is
solved. Freedom and Law—law I'w freedom—don't you see ?
That was what your great man meant. You must find me out
his name ? "
" I think it was Goethe," said Christmas, whose father had
well grounded him in great authors and sayings.
" Goethe ! Of course, how very like Goethe I I do so love
Goethe!—at least I used to love him long ago; but now I don't
love him; oh, no! I don't like him at all! That is, I like him,
you know, of course—we all do; but I don't believe in him
quite so much. A conservative intellect, a little narrow—no, not
narrow—perhaps I shouldn't say that; but narrow for him,
narrow for what he ought to have been. We are so very advanced
now, I have quite given up German philosophy of that time—
not given it up, you know; I don't mean that—but I don't read
it quite so much. You have read a great deal, Mr. Pembroke, I
am sure."
" We had nothing to do in Japan but to read. We had hardly
any society. But I ought to have read more than I did."
" Japan! You have lived in Japan! How very delightful!
How I should like to live in Japan! No, not to live there, of
course; but to see it, to travel there. I don't think I should
though; they have strange ways there. Don't the ladies there
•—haven't I read something very strange, and some peoiDle would
call it shocking, perhaps ? How very strange ! Perhaps you
have seen them yourself? But I am sure you have not, and
then, perhaps, it's not true."
Christmas could not well say whether it was true or not, as
he had not the least idea what Mrs. Seagraves meant.
" B u t things are very much advanced in Japan, are they
not ? " she went on. " I am told that the advancement in Japan
is something marvellous. Not what we call advancement, of
course. Oh dear no! Of course not. But still advancement,
you know. We have been advancing here, Mr. Pembroke, during
your absence, with giant strides. Well, not perhaps exactly with
giant strides, because when one comes to think of it, we really
ought to have done a great deal more than we have done, and it
makes one despondent sometimes. I often think we are not
advancing at all—indeed I do. But we are, you know. Oh, yes,
-R-e are! It would be very sad if we were not making progress."
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" I am afraid Mr. Pembroke has not quite formed his opinions
yet," Marie said. "Perhaps he doesn't even know which is
advancement and which isn't." She was maliciously amused.
" I don't believe anybody does," Captain Cameron interrupted.
" Tell you what, Isabel, you ought to adopt some plan like that
they have, or used to have, in the French army with the raw
recruits to teach them to know right from left: twist a wisp of
hay round one leg and something else round the other, and
call o u t ' h a y ! ' when they wanted the fellov\? to move the right
leg, and the name of the other thing, whatever it -was, when they
wanted him to move the left. Let a wisp of straw be worn by
the advanced people."
"My brother is such a reactionary," Mrs. Seagraves said,
smiling sweetly on Pembroke. " I despair of him. At least I
don't despair of him. Oh, no! not quite so bad as that. I have
good hopes sometimes for him, if he would amend."
" Like auld Nickie-ben," said Cameron. " I aiblins might, -we
dinna ken, stiU hae a stake."
"Oh, for shame, Eobert! How can you speak in such a
way ? Not that / mind, of course; but still the allusion to auld
Nickie-ben—Miss Challoner might not like."
" Pooh 1 My Lady Disdain doesn't understand a word of it.
What do people of this generation in England know about
Burns ? You may bet your pile, as the Californians say, that
Miss Marie hasn't a notion of who Nickie-ben is."
" I am very fond of Burns, and I know that Nickie-ben is—•
Pluto, shall we say!" Marie promptly replied.
" Oh, I do love Burns! and I love auld Nickie-ben, Mrs.
Seagraves said. " Not love auld Nickie-ben himself, you know.
Of course not—what an idea! But the thought, I mean. So
generous, so enlightened! Not advanced, of course—oh dear
no 1 Very much the reverse, in fact. There is no Nickie-ben
for us, Mr. Pembroke! "
" I am delighted," Christmas answered.
" Oh, yes! I foresee that you and I shall agree in most of
our opinions. You will come and see me in London ? Eobert
has pledged himself for you. I mean to take you with me to the
Church of the Future."
" Why don't you call it the Paulo-post future ? " asked
Captain Cameron.
" Eobert, how can you ? Mr. Pembroke, I know will be
greatly interested. We hope to do great things with the Church
of the Future; and I shall enlist Mr. Pembroke. Miss Ly?e, do
you know I have already enlisted your young friend, Mr.
Pembroke, for my Church of the Future ? What a very delightful
young man he is, and such a charming talker! But one mustn't
say so—one mustn't let him hear one say so; he might be spoilt:
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young men are so easily spoilt. No, not spoilt, you know. I
would not say that; but vain, perhaps—vain you would say."
" He shan't become vain here," Miss Lyle said, " for I shall
devote myself to undermining any good opinion of himself that
you may have helped him to form, Mrs. Seagraves."
" You can't say that ho isn't a charming talker," Mrs. Seagraves said, smiling benignly, and with full sincerity, for she
really believed that she had had quite a delightful conversation
with Christmas, whom she had scarcely once allowed to open
his lips.
"Christmas," said Miss Lyle, "Sir John Challoner wishes
very kindly that you would dine with him to-day. I have told
him that as this is your very last day here I could hardly spare
you all the evening, but I have promised for you that you will
accompany him and our friends, and take luncheon at the Hall."
" Then this is your last day—your very last ? " Miss Challoner
said.
" My very last."
" Just now," Sir John said, with gentle correction. " You
will come, Mr. Pembroke ? "
" Oh, yes, he must come," Marie ordered.
" I must come, indeed; I am delighted," said our young
lover, really filled with delight, and saying to himself that as he
had made up his mind to bury his love in the most secret and
profound depths of his heart, the more friendly he appeared the
better. Perhaps in those depths of his heart there was a feeling
of unspeakable relief that Captain Cameron was the only man
present besides Sir John Challoner and himself. There would
be no pang in seeing Captain Cameron paying friendly attention
to Lady Disdain.
As they were going out, Christmas was about to take his
place straightway by Marie's side, and indeed she invited him
with a look of friendly peremptoriness. But Mrs. Seagraves
said—
" Such steep steps! Mr. Pembroke, do please give me your
arm. I want to talk with you. Eobert, dear, do give Miss
Challoner your arm."
" Thank you. Captain Cameron, but I don't need any support,"
said Marie. " I am accustomed to these steps."
"Of course she disdains my support," said the brave Legitimist. " The old story! I never could win the favour of My
Lady Disdain! Challoner, why don't you have this girl tamed ? "
" I suppose we have all helped to spoil her," Sir John said
sweetly. " With me she does as she pleases. It is the old story
with me, Cameron; this is the second generation of it with me,
Mrs. Seagraves."
"Give me your arm, Captain Cameron. I ask it now that
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1 may show how good I am," Marie said, as they came out on
the road; Mrs. Seagraves, Pembroke, and Sir John Challoner
together, Marie and Captain Cameron behind. As they sauntered
along, Mrs. Seagraves pouring forth her double stream of talk,
which now laved this side of a question and now that, they came
upon Nathaniel Cramp lounging drearily along the road. Christmas nodded a friendly salute.
" Surely," Mrs. Seagraves said—" oh, surely yes! I do know
this gentleman?"
Nat bowed with semi-martial grace, and raised his hat, and
murmured that he had had the honour of being presented to
Mrs. Seagraves in Avenir Hall, London.
" Why, of course—how could I have forgotten ?—so eloquent a speaker, so profound a thinker! This gentleman—
Mr.
"
" Cramp, madam," Nathaniel said, driven to bay, and full of
deep regret that he could not give any name which had at least
two syllables in it.
" Cramp of course—Mr. Cramp. How could I have forgotten?
Such a very remarkable name! No, not remarkable though, oh
no, not remarkable in any disagreeable sense, you know—quite
the contrary; but still a name that one ought not to forget,
don't you think so? Mr. Pembroke, this gentleman is one
of the most earnest supporters of the Church of the Future."
"Good morning. Natty," said Marie, now coming up, and
giving her hand to the blushing lad. "You never told me
anything about your Church of the Future."
" Why—hullo ;" exclaimed Captain Cameron; " if this isn't
my freethinking
" he was just on the verge of saying
" barber" when he checked himself; "friend of Wigmore Street!
I say, young man, haven't we met in Wigmore Street ? "
" I have seen you there," said Nat, with lips compressed, and
defiant; " I'm not ashamed of it."
There was an involuntary smile all round. Nat only meant
to convey that much as he disliked his abandoned profession, he
did not blush for i t ; but his words sounded as though he meant
to disclaim any inclination to blush for having met Captain
Cameron.
" Much obliged, I'm sure," said Cameron, with a jolly laugh.
" I beg your pardon," Nat said, conquered by the good
humour; " I didn't mean that." (A slight inclination to
renewed mirth was visible. Marie remained now, however,
perfectly grave.) " I only meant that I'm not ashamed of
having been there—but I've left it now. I don't care for an
occupation like that."
"You are quite right. Natty," spoke up Marie from the
gallant Cameron's arm. " Papa, you know Natty Cramp—Mrs.
Cramp's son ? I want you so much to know him."
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Hullo, my Lady Disdain?" Cameron interjected. " I say,
young fellow, you look a good deal more like a soldier than like
a
like a civilian, I mean. You ought to come with me and
serve the King."
" I am a Eepublican," said Natty; " I don't believe in kings."
" How delightful! " Mrs. Seagraves said; " how very nice not
to believe in kings!"
" Pish!" Captain Cameron objected; " What does it matter
whether you believe in them or not, as long as they are there ?
My good fellow, what's the use of being a Eepublican where
there isn't a Republic ? "
" True," said Nat, " I admit that." He spoke with a personal
and grim significance.
" Eight!" exclaimed Cameron, in mistaken triumph over a
supposed concession. " I thought I could bring you to something. I could make a man of you; I know I could! Never
mind your father, my Lady Disdain. This young fellow is
made for war, not finance, I know. He's in my line, not Sir
John's. Come and fight for a real king and a good cause,
Claude Melnotte."
This was an unconscious home-thrust, for poor Nat had lately
been yearning in his secret heart for some such possibilities as
those that dawned upon the darkness of Claude Melnotte. But
he thought of the Eepublic, and the Church of the Future, and
he resolved.
" You're very kind," he stammered out," and I am very much
obliged; but I'm a Eepublican on principle."
" Good-morning, Natty," Marie said, coming to the rescue, as
the patronising Legitimist now turned scornfully away. " We
shall see you again—you must come up very soon."
"That's my Radical barber, Isabel," Captain Cameron said,
recovering his good humour as they moved away. " That's the
fellow I told you of. He seems an honest fellow, though a fool."
" A barber!" said Mrs. Seagraves. " How charming—what
a very delightful idea! I do so love to know a barber—when he
has intellect and high thoughts—not a common barber, of course.
I never knew that barbers had such advanced views. I shall
always love barbers for the future—not love them really, you
know; but feel that they are men and brothers. So very, very
refreshing!"
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CHAPTEE IX
" H E E FATHER LOVED ME—OFT INVITED

ME."

" I KNEW your father so well," Sir John Challoner said, " that
I feel as if you and I were old acquaintances, Mr. Pembroke.
Miss Lyle has told you, of course ? "
" She told me that you and my father began life together,"
said Pembroke.
This conversation took place in the library of the Hall, to
which Sir John at once led Pembroke, leaving Cameron and
somebody else, whose name Christmas did not quite catch, " to
amuse the ladies while we begin—or might we not almost say
revive ?—an acquaintance."
" She didn't tell you that we were rivals at one time, did she ?
No ? Well, I think we were; and I was not the favourite one,
Mr. Pembroke, as you may suppose! We were perhaps a little
estranged at one time, but I think we remained friends always.
I certainly never changed my opinion of your father. He had
great taknts, but no ambition. I had—well, not much talent,
and great ambition. I t was perhaps the old story—the old
fable; the hare and the tortoise. Your father ought to have
made some way in life. He could have if he cared about such
things."
" He was thought very highly of in his own profession," said
Christmas. " I have seen his name mentioned in newspapers
since I came here."
"No doubt, no doubt. I heard his name mentioned every
now and then. But what I mean is that he might have got on
here in England if he had tried."
" But why should a man trouble himself to try for what he
does not value ? " asked Christmas.
" A very sensible question. I have put it often to myself. I
suppose people say I have succeeded in Hfe, Mr. Pembroke—
don't they ? "
" Miss Lyle has told me so. I hardly know anybody else in
England."
" Well, I have succeeded in a certain sense. I never dreamed,
when I was a boy, of anything like this," and Sir John threw a
comprehensive glance around him, taking in, apparently, not
merely the library and the Hall, but his whole worldly position
and possessions. " I was a little disappointed in early life ; and
I turned my attention then to making a .way in the world. Will
you be shocked if I say that I was mainly impelled by a spirit of
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disappointed rivalry with your father ? I will show him, I said,
that I can succeed in something. Strange, is it not ? Well, I
got on. I went into the great field of modern adventure—railways and finance. I married, Mr. Pembroke, for money—strictly
for money; and I dare say I was happier on the whole than if I
had married for love. My wife has long been dead, but her
daughter has taken her place. I hope you like my daughter? "
" Everybody must," Christmas replied.
" Glad to hear you say so—I think her perfection, of course.
People say she is good-looking, and I know that she is good.
She is clever, too, and will have ambition when she goes a little
into the world and sees what life is. Well, I employed my -wife's
money for our common advancement. I got into Parliament. I
made myself useful, and I made myself troublesome; and I am,
accordingly, a baronet. I am not content; I have two things
yet to accomplish. I want to be in the House of Lords, and I
want—as a first step—to be of society."
"But you are in society already, surely," said Christmas,
conscious in his heart of a vague wish that Sir John was not
in society.
" In society, yes; but I said of society. You perceive the
difference ? It is considerable; but you have not yet been in
the way of observing our trivial distinctions. Well, Mr. Pembroke, I don't mind telling the son of an early friend that though
I am in society there, I am hardly yet of i t ; and I mean to be.
Many things were against me hitherto. I was known to have
risen from the ranks, of course, and my wife was not a person
of birth or great culture, though very good and sensible, and
clever too. My daughter has education as well as talent, and
she may perhaps—of course, one can't say— she may marry
somebody in and of society. That would be a good thing, but
of course she will always be free to make her own choice. I
should not pretend to control her in the least. You see my
ambition, Mr. Pembroke, and perhaps you don't think very
much of it."
" Oh, I don't say that; I suppose a man must have ambition
of some kind—here in England at least," Christmas answered
despondingly, and almost regretting he had ever come to the
land where it is not even enough to be in society if one be not
also of society.
" You'll find it so, believe me. Even our aristocracy here
have found it out. The idle days of being a gentleman and nothing
else have gone by. A duke toils at the head of some Government department. A marquis's heir works night and day—
Whitehall in the morning, the House of Commons at night. Not
only that, but the younger sons of the aristocracy are actually
pushing themselves into business—into finance, and even into
trade."
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" I am glad to hear it," said Christmas, resolving to overwhelm Natty Cramp with this knowledge on the first opportunity,
but longing all the while to be in the drawing-room with the
ladies.
" There's a young fellow inside, Eonald Vidal, the younger
son of Earl Paladine, a very old Norman family—you will meet
him in a few moments—who seems to me to have a positive genius
for finance; I am bringing him out. He is a very clever fellow;
at one time he thought of giving himself up to art, and he shewed
great promise, but now he is taking to finance. He wants money,
Pembroke, but he is of society ; I have money, but—well, I said
that before. Yes, I know a younger son who is a ne-wspaper correspondent and another who is a partner in a coffee warehouse.
Well, that is a change since your father's early days and mine!
That brings me back to your own affairs. We must have a long
talk over them when I return to London; we should not have
leisure and quiet to-day. You have a profession ? "
" I suppose I might call myself a railway engineer, but I don't
much like the business, at least here," said Christmas. " I think
of going back to Japan, or to India."
"Oh, no; at least we will think over things first. I can
perhaps help—or at least advise you. I can tell you many things
•—I observe life a good deal in intervals of occupation. I want
you to regard me as a friend, Pembroke, and to consult me freely.
No, no, don't let us talk of thanks—your father's son has a claim.
Come, I wanted just these few words of talk; the rest will keep
for London. Shall we find Mrs. Seagraves and Marie ? "
This conversation did not run on as smoothly as it has been
set down here. Sir John kept moving about the library, taking
down a book here and there, and inviting Christmas's attention
to this or that particular edition. Sometimes he picked up from
a table or a cabinet some little object of art or curiosity and
showed it to his visitor; once or twice, as if unconsciously, he
took a letter that lay open on his desk, and, asking Christmas if
he cared about celebrities, remarked that it was in the handwriting of some great Minister or other eminent personage. This
might be kindly good-nature wishing to amuse its visitor, or it
might be the ostentation of a nouveau riche. Even a more critical
observer than Christmas might have found it not quite easy to
decide which was the impulse. Perhaps Sir John was inspired
by neither one feeling nor the other, but was only anxious to find
out what were the tastes of his visitor, as Ulysses tested the inclinations of the disguised Achilles.
" If you were staying longer in Durewoods," Sir John said,
" I would ask you to make this library your place of study or
lounge; But you will come here again; you will come here
r.gain."
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As they left the library, and passed through halls and corridors. Sir John still kept drawing Pembroke's attention to this
or that object of interest or object that ought to be interesting.
But if his design in such a course were to discover what Christmas's tastes were, he must have been disappointed, or must have
come to the conclusion that Christmas had no tastes at all. For
the poor youth had so much to do with keeping down his feelings
on other subjects that he could not get up any decent seeming of
interest in pictures, books, or curiosities. Every sentence of Sir
John's friendly and confidential exposition of his own hopes and
plans seemed to put Christmas more and more distinctly outside
the threshold, so to speak. Marie Challoner had talked so kindly
and openly to him, that Christmas had felt within his own breast
something of the gloomy grandeur of a disappointed lover. Sir
John seemed to have, in the easiest and most unconscious manner,
conveyed to our hero a conviction that even in holding such a
thought in his secret heart he was guility of a preposterous
absurdity.
Sir John often leaned in an almost affectionate way on
Christmas's shoulder. They came thus to the door of a drawingroom, were they heard sounds of music. Sir John was talking
with Christmas in the friendliest confidence. Suddenly, as they
entered the room, as if reminded of himself, he withdrew his arm,
and resumed at once his habitual manner of composed and somewhat cold urbanity. The change was that which would naturally
be made by a man of warm and genial friendship who nevertheless did not choose to wear his heart upon his sleeve. It thus
impressed Christmas, and he felt grateful for the sincerity of the
friendship it implied. He was glad of a little friendship just
then.
Mr. Eonald Vidal was seated at the piano, on which he had
been playing, while Mrs. Seagraves and Miss Challoner stood near.
Captain Cameron was leaning with his manly back against the
chimney-piece, and looked as if he bad had enough of music.
The moment Sir John and Christmas entered the young man
stopped his playing and twirled himself quickly round on his
piano stool until he faced the company. He was a bright, handsome, yellow-haired young man, with a soft complexion, and a
faee almost feminine in its outlines, although his figure looked
solid and strong enough, and he had very white fat hands. He
wore a long silky, light brown moustache, and no beard. He was
the sort of person whom an admiring young woman might take
as a model for a troubadour in a picture. If this was embryo
Finance, then Finance seemed happier than most divinities in
her power of disguise.
" No more of that from yours truly," Mr. Vidal promptly said.
" I know how Challoner feels when people are playing music at
him."
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" I don't think I ought to be charged -with ever showing a
want of patience," said Sir John, smihng.
" No, but of course one feels that one isn't in tune when everybody is not as much of an enthusiast as Mrs. Seagraves, for example. I know Cameron hates music; but then we don't mind
him—he has to suffer."
" I like music immensely," Cameron said, " but not that sort
of effeminate music—only fit for boys and girls fancying themselves crossed in love. I like ' Scots wha hae,' or the ' Flowers
of the Forest.' There was a piper in our regiment—long ago, in
the good old days before Progress—if you only heard him—oh!"
And in despair of conveying any adequate idea of what this
musician could do. Captain Cameron stopped short abruptly.
" I believe it is not usual to introduce people now," said Miss
Challoner; " but I do it
"
" Therefore you do it, perhaps," Captain Cameron interrupted.
"Therefore I do it, if you like," said dear Lady Disdain,
graciously. "Mr. Vidal—I want to introduce Mr. Christmas
Pembroke and you to each other. Mr. Pembroke has lived in
Japan, and grown familiar therewith all the hideous things that
you have been trying to persuade Mrs. Seagraves and me to
admire."
" Oh, but I do admire Japanese things," said Mrs. Seagraves.
" I think everything Japanese is so very lovely. Not everything,
of course; because, as Marie says, some Japanese things are
hideous. But we need not admire the hideous; we may select
and keep to the beautiful. Now the colours of that fan which
Mr. Vidal so admires, could anything be more lovely? "
"But that isn't Japanese," Christmas said, to whom Mrs.
Seagraves had handed the fan; " that thing was never made in
Japan." Perhaps he was not sorry to have an opportunity of
contradicting somebody.
" Oh yes! surely yes! that is Japanese; Mr. Vidal says so."
Mrs. Seagraves pleaded as earnestly as if she were Appealing to
Justice against some darksome wrong.
Christmas shook his head. " That thing was never in Japan,
I can assure you; unless somebody took it out there and brought
it back."
" So much for enthusiasm," said Cameron. " Let me look at
it. Why, of course it isn't Japanese—unless the Palais Eoyal
is in Japan. Is this your connoisseurship, Vidal ? Eh ? Am I
to judge of your music by this—your—what d'ye call him—
Chopin?"
" Oh, Chopin is divine, a divinity!" Mrs. Seagraves exclaimed.
" I hope he is; for some of you would be simply Atheists
without him," her brother remarked.
" I do so love Atheists," said Mrs. Seagraves—" at least I like.
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them, they are so very interesting; but of course one is sorry for
their opinions, you know—only they are so nice! I know such
very delightful Atheists!"
Mr. Eonald Vidal lapsed out of the general conversation the
moment anybody who professed to know anything intervened.
He drew Marie away, too, and began to describe the Wagner
music to her. He talked with immense vivacity, and he knew a
good deal of many things; but he never thought any point worth
arguing, and he had no faculty of improving his own knowledge
by any supplementary information. If he did not seize upon the
right idea at the first flash, he never got at it afterwards. He
liked to be an authority upon everything, and to direct people
how they were to think. He was a good-natured youth, with a
manner which seemed brilliant, because he talked very quickly,
and passed with a leap from subject to subject. But he never
said a very clever thing, and never understood a joke. He got
on particularly well with women, who liked his quick talk, and
his free familiar ways in which there was not a hint of impudence or anything offensive. He was free with women, almost as
if he were one of themselves; and most of them liked his ways
and petted him. He could play on the piano wonderfully, sing
finely, was wild about Chopin and Balzac and pre-Raphaelitism;
and could tell ladies exactly how to think and talk on these subjects; and how to arrange their china and their Salviati-glass ;
and how their dresses ought to be made, and what colours harmonized with what; and what flowers were allowable in one's
bonnet or one's hair.
Christmas observed him with half contemptuous sullenness,
thinking him a fribble and a sort of epicene creature, and growing every now and then ashamed to find how like his own sentiments towards the British aristocracy were becoming to those of
Nat Cramp. Christmas was wrong in his judgment. The Hon.
Eonald Vidal was no fribble. With all his superficial way that
young man was really very clever, and he was profoundly in
earnest in everything he talked about. If he lectured ladies
occasionally on dresses and bonnets it was as the exponent of a
deep theory in art which prescribed a purpose and a colour for
everything, from a fresco in a church to a ribbon in a girl's hair.
Sir John Challoner drew Christmas into the recess of a
window.
'• You will like to observe things," he said. " You see in our
friend Eonald Vidal an illustration of a new figure in our age.
There is the son of an earl, brought up to do nothing, who is
sometimes, I can tell you, my master in bold and subtle financial
combinations, and who once, when he had cleared twenty thousand pounds at a stroke, spent the whole of it in becoming lessee
and manager of a theatre because he thought he had discovered
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a new Siddons, and had a theory of his own about the drama, of
modern life. He has founded no end of amateur musical societies,
and he has sung as first tenor in an Italian theatre. He knows
the ways and the people of the House of Commons, of which he
isn't a member, better than I do; and he knows a hundred times
more about the fashions in ladies' dress than my daughter. A
few centuries ago he would have been a crusader and a troubadour."
" That is progress indeed!" Christmas said, beginning to
think that he found a fine quality of satire and cynicism developing within him.
" From a crusader to a financier ? " Sir John asked with his
quiet smile.
" To a stage manager, I meant."
•' The crusades were on a larger scale certainly," Sir John
said. " In that way we have degenerated. But I am glad to see
an earl's son in business—and he and I are in a sort of partnership, did I tell you ? His father and mother asked me, Pembroke
•—made it a positive favour on my part."
" That is progress," Christmas felt impelled to say, but he was
not quite certain whether Sir John had been speaking seriously
or satirically. He had been observing Marie's father as closely
as his condition of feeling allowed, but he could not yet make up
his mind as to whether Sir John was a cynic or a sycophant in
his dealings with the families of the peerage.
The visit was disagreeable to Christmas. He had hardly any
chance of speaking to Marie at luncheon, and Mrs. Seagraves
bored hira. He got away at last as quietly as possible, saying
nothing which could remind any one that that was the last day
of his visit to Durewoods. Marie did not even notice his going,
as Mr. Eonald Vidal, full of spirits, was telling her something
very interesting apparently at the time. Christinas passed quietly
out of the house and out of the grounds. He found Miss Lyle
in her balcony, leaning over and talking to Merlin. She told
Merlin that Mr. Pembroke was going away to-morrow, and
added, "We shall be lonely here. Merlin, shan't we? "
" No, no, none-lone; none-lone!" the old man said in earnest
and almost angry remonstrance. " Mademoiselle, n o ' "
" Why not. Merlin ? "
" Mademoiselle have m e ! " and he smote a great blow on his
chest to indicate apparently that there he was and there he
remained, like Marshal MacMahon.
" Merlin doesn't endure any rivalry, you see," Miss Lyle said
with a certain gratified expression.
MeanwMle Merlin, who was, as will be understood, underneath the balcony on the grass, was apparently in some embarrassment. He was looking downwards, as if searching for
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something. He had a dim idea that what he said must have
grieved Christmas, and he was trying to find something consoling
and complimentary to say, and English words to put it in.
Suddenly he caught the idea, and looked up.
"Mademoiselle Marie lone. Oh, yes, yes! Mademoiselle
Marie,she lone! Yes, yes! Mademoiselle Leel none-lone. No!"
"Mademoiselle Marie seemed very happy just now," said
Christmas, in explanation to his hostess, for Merlin had not
waited for any answer or comment, but disappeared into the
house.
" I am not sorry to hear it," said Dione. " I was a little
afraid—shall I confess it ? that you might fall in love with her,
Chris; but I am glad to see that you are heart-whole; that
shows some sense, and I think the more highly of you. It would
never do, Chris, believe me; and if you are at all like your
father, I should be sorry to see you made unhappy for the best
woman that ever lived!"
Never hero bore up better than Christmas did all that evening under trying conditions. He was hurt to the quick, and he
could not and would not complain. Why should he complain ?
he asked himself. He was only an acquaintance, like another;
he had helped Miss Challoner to pass her time for a few dull
days, and now livelier companions had come and he was naturally forgotten. It served him right, he told himself, mentally.
Had he always remembered the sweet, kind woman—his father's
friend—seemingly his own only friend—when a pretty girl
smiled on him ?
So he rallied up, and pulled himself together, and made
himself as agreeable as he could to Miss Lyle, and was prepared
to leave Durewoods the next morning with a heart steeled firm
by philosophy and rigid endurance. Alas for the philosophy and
the endurance when, as Miss Lyle and he sat in the balcony
after dinner, and looked over the sea, a flutter and s^f irl of rather
impetuous petticoats was heard in the room, and presently Marie
Challoner was with them on the balcony, looking brilliant with
motion and haste and friendly good nature.
" Am not I a wild girl. Miss Lyle ? I don't wonder if you
scold me. I have left my people, and escaped for a moment, all
alone, and with this shawl over my head. I had not a chance of
saying one word of good-bye to Mr. Pembroke to day, and he
vanished somehow, and I couldn't let him leave us in that
way."
" You are a good creature, Marie," said Miss Lyle; " but
isn't this rather an escapade ? "
" Oh no! I shall be back before I am missed by any one. I
shall fly back. But to part in that way would have been so unfriendly."
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Pembroke stood silent. He was overwhelmed with emotion.
He could not speak as yet, and he knew that both the women
looked at him.
"Good-bye, Mr. Pembroke—no, not good-bye, but au revoir.
We shall .see you in London."
" Don't forget me," stammered Christmas, trying to smile and
look pleasant.
" Come to us, and don't allow us to forget you—au revoir!"
" I must see you safely home."
" Indeed you must not! Have I not broken bounds, evaded,
escaped, to say a parting word, and to pledge you to see us in
London ? Would you betray me ? " Good-bye for the present;
good night. Miss Lyle : don't be too angry with me! " and she
kissed her, then wrapped her shawl again over her head, and
there was an undulating of skirts and a rustle of silk, and she was
gone.
" Those girls!" said Dione. " But why do I talk of girls ?
No girl but herself would have done that."
The moon just then rose, and Christmas remained silent.
Next day Christmas stood in the stern of the Saucy Lass, and
looked back upon the place where he had been so happy. He
could see the roof of the Hall, and the trees that sheltered it; and
could trace the double row of trees that marked the steep road
up which he had driven with Marie Challoner that first night,
and the woods that sloped down to the water—the woods which
held the broad, lonely hollow, where he and she had stood side
by side! Only a few days ago—he could hardly convince himself
that days so few had passed. And everything—the very sunlight
included—had been changed for him. He felt exalted into a
kind of sublime wretchedness. He was half wild with love and
the struggle for self-repression and boyish shame. He felt as if
he could not leave the place. He had half-crazy ideas of leaping
ashore and hiding himself in the woods—in that fatal hollow—
and waiting there in the hope that she would come there, perhaps
that very day, and seeing her once more. If she had any feeling
for him she must come there—she would come; and he should
see her, and speak with her once more—even once: and what
matter if he died then ? For his was the happy melancholy age
of egotism when we beheve in our hearts that Fate must surely
be willing to make our lives into something dramatic, and to
bring down the curtain for us at any moment when we give the
signal.
Perhaps he might even have committed some absurdity of
the kind he meditated, but that the Saucy Lass rang her bell,
blew her steam whistle, and moved away from the pier. She
moved slowly seaward a few hundred yards, and then, as if the
Destinies meant to torture poor Christmas by keeping him still
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In sight of his lost Elysium, she suddenly came to a stop. There
she remained motionless. A bank of clay, which sometimes at
low water obstructed the little estuary's course, had lately been
increased in bulk by the washings of some unusually high tides,
and now the tide being far on the ebb, and the Saucy Lass rather
heedlessly steered, she had run her bows and her keel into it,
and stuck fast. So there stood Christmas, while the captain and
crew were striving to get her off; and he could see the roof of
the Hall still, and could, in the words of a once famous adventurer, have " flung a biscuit ashore "—and he could not get
there. He was kept there, neither living nor dead. To think
that all this time he might as well have been on shore; that he
might have seen her once again; that perhaps that very moment
she might be in that hollow of the woods! He chafed and fretted
against the powers above, and the mud bank, and the Saucy Lass,
and.Destiny.
An hour went on, and the Saucy Lass had not gone off. She
must wait now for the rise of the tide, it seemed, and that would
be some time yet. Meanwhfle the weather had begun to change.
The sun, which had looked with unpitying brightness on poor
Christmas's pain, was now covered with clouds, and a little chilly
wind blew, and presently the heaven was all grey. Then came
a heavy dull drizzle, and the sea became of lead under a leaden
sky; and the sea birds flew low down to the water, and sent forth
dreary cries. The Hall and the woods and the village were seen
no more: went out in mist and in gloom. Then it rained heavily,
and everything seemed miserable.
Christmas felt a dismal satisfaction in the new aspect of the
scene and the condition of the weather. They suited with his
humour. Besides, they settled the question of returning to the
shore. He might wander in vain through the dripping woods
on such a day as that! He must go his way—all he asked now
was that the Saucy Lass would go hers, and take him from that
place.
At last the movement of the steamer's paddles told him that
she was about to work herself free. At the same moment he
heard the sound of oars, and saw that a boat had come up to the
side of the steamer. In an instant Nat Cramp, portmanteau,
rifle-case, and all ready for travelling, scrambled on board, and
Christmas and he exchanged a greeting.
" I wasn't quite certain about going back to-day," said Nat;
" mother would have liked me to stay. But where's the use, and
having to go at last? And when I found that the steamer hadn't
got off, I took it as the hand of Destiny, and I came."
Christmas was a little amused at the thought of Destiny's
hand troubling itself to make a special sign to Mr. Cramp. But
he had been thinking, vaguely, perhaps, but still thinking, about
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Destiny's interference in his own affairs, which seemed quite a
natural and proper sort of thing for Destiny to do.
" Going to London ? " the one child of Destiny asked of the
other.
" I ' m going to London—yes, in the first place," Nat said
gloomily; but I shan't be in London for long. I have made up
my mind, I told my mother so; and that's one reason why I was
glad when the boat stuck, you know, and let me get away. I
couldn't stand her sorrowful face the whole day, you know."
" No," said Christmas, " I suppose not." But he was not
thinking of the face of Nat's mother.
" I can't stand this place—I mean England—much longer,''
Nat said; " oh—we're going at last."
The Saucy Lass was quite free now, and she splashed her way
towards the grey waters of the broad bay. Christmas and Nat
stood in the streaming mist and looked back, and tried to see the
shore and the woods.
" Yes, I'm going away," Nat said, returning with a half audible
sigh to his own affairs. " I mean to leave this old used-up
country. I'm sick of it! Nothing but classes and ranks, and
siristocracy, and caste, and all sorts of things like that! What
way is there for a man of any spirit here ? None, sir—none. I
hate the whole thing. I shall seek out a career for myself."
" Where are you going ? "
" To the West of course, the New World. I'll take your advice. The young Eepublic beyond the western waves ! " And
Nat flung the arm which did not hold the rifle-case proudly
abroad, as if he were doing homage to the Eepublic that " rears
her crest unconquered and sublime above the far Atlantic."
Indeed, the poetic youth had those very lines of Byron's in his
mind at the time, and he would have burst out with them if he
had not feared that Christmas would smile. For poor Nat had
a terrible fear of being laughed at by persons whom he presumed
the world regarded as his social superiors. Thus, Eepublican
and democrat that he was, he paid the tribute of his enforced
homage to worldly position and rank twenty times a day. He
was afraid of it even when it presented itself to him in the modest
disguise of so unpretending a person as Christmas Pembroke.
Thus in the classic days people were vaguely conscious of the
presence of an awful deity, and were moved to fear even though
the god showed himself in the form and aspect of some ordinary
mortal.
"Going to the States? Quite right," said Christmas. "Of
course it's the best thing you can do; you will be sure to get on
there. Go out West—that is your place."
" I'll make a name there," the enthusiast exclaimed • " and
people here ghall hear of me before I come back to England
again."
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"What would you come back for? What do you want
here?"
" I don't know," Nat said wildly, not daring to confess that
he felt himself in imagination dragging at each remove a
lengthening chain, and that all his dreams were of bursting in
some day upon the stage of English life a splendid personage
with name and money from the Eepublic beyond the Atlantic.
" Don't think of coming back," the kindly Christmas went on,
in the full belief that he was giving the best possible advice.
" Go out there determined to stay. Send for your mother when
you get settled, and have her out there."
Nat looked a little gloomy. " Are you remaining here ? " he
asked, tentatively.
" I have to remain here for some time. I don't know what I
shall do with myself yet. My father wished me to Uve in England
—why, I don't know. I sometimes wish I never had come here,"
Christmas added, desperately. " Does it always rain like this ?
Is the climate always so detestable? I hate that sort ot sky and
an atmosphere like this."
The Saucy Lass rounded the headland and was in the broad
bay, and Durewoods was extinguished.
Meanwhile Marie Challoner, weather-bound, was endeavouring
to the best of her power to amuse her father's guests. She played
a game of billiards with Captain Cameron, and she showed her
prints and photographs and music to Mrs. Seagraves; and she
played chess with Mr. Eonald Vidal, and he sang to her, and she
sang to him. She was sorry Christmas had gone, but glad on
the whole that she had known him ; glad, though his coming had
brought with it some little forebodings perhaps of perplexity and
pain. She thought of him with kindly memory, and with hope
to meet him again, and she even missed him, and wished that she
had had him for a brother, or even a cousin perhaps. And if the
day had been fine and she could have got away she would in all
likelihood have gone to the beautiful httle lonely hollow in the
breast of the wood where she had been with him. But if the day
had been fine she would probably have taken Mrs. Seagraves and
Mr. Eonald Vidal too.
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CHAPTEE X.
" I S DUEEWOODS NOT THE S A M E ? "

MOST of us believe in an ideal Self—something moving dimly in
advance of us in life and kept apart from us continually by
practical business, or by fits and starts lost sight of as the real
man wanders away after temptation, but still to be seen every
now and then in glimpses. This is perhaps the Genius of the
Eoman mythology which pertained to every individuality. It
is the image of what one would have been if everything had
gone exactly as it ought to have gone : if we had not been so
poor when we were young, or so rich when we were young; if
this person who has hardly any excuse had not tempted us; or
that other, who has absolutely no excuse had not thwarted us.
The world and the flesh and the other influence must have
taken a terrible hold of a man when he is not allowed sometimes
to catch a glimpse of this ideal Self.
The world and the flesh had not so blurred the eyesight of
Sir John Challoner but that he sometimes saw, or fancied he
saw, this ideal Self. It was visible dimly when he read in his
library, but far more clearly and certainly when he was in the
company of his daughter. I t pleased him to think that in
her company—that is, when they two were alone—he was then
and only his real self. Perhaps a critic, if he could have known
of this belief and analysed the evidence that supported it, would
have said that Sir John Challoner, in his daughter's company,
was only performing a part in order to hold her esteem and
affection and be a hero in her eyes. But Sir John always told
himself that with her he was what he would have been in the
world and in life if things had gone otherwise; if he had not
been driven to take up with ambition; if getting on in London
were not so exacting a pursuit; and if a ma,n who sprang from
nothing had not so much to contend with. The unhappy artist
in Murger's " Bohemia " cries out over the coffin of his mistress
that it is his youth they are burying ; if Sir John Challoner had
been doomed to stand beside his daughter's grave he would have
felt a similar pang of tortured egotism, and bewailed his ideal
Self buried along with her.
Sir John was late in going to rest and early in rising. He
accommodated himself to at least half the proverbial conditions
of amassing health, wealth, and knowledge. His daughter, as
we know, took after him in sitting up late, and—sometimes-^in
rising early. Sir John knew that while he was in London Marie
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was in the habit of sitting up in her room reading for hours after
every other creature in the house and in Durewoods had gone to
bed. He never advised her against such a practice or even
suggested to her, as elders are wont to do, that late hours and
lamplight were likely to wither the roses of her youth. He
never crossed her in anything, and hardly ever gave her any
direct advice. He had an idea that elder people commonly lose
their influence over the young by boring them with advice which
young people never take except under coercion. Besides, he
told himself that be was by no means sufficiently certain about
anything to make it worth his while to lose the full confidence
of his daughter by preaching to her this line of conduct rather
than that. When Sir John married he found that his wife had
strong religious convictions. He had none himself; he did not
care much either way, he said, for that sort of thing; he was far
too active and busy to have time to think about such subjects.
So he told his wife that she was free to bring up the children in
any way and to any faith she liked. That was only fair, he
thought, as she had some decided opinions, and he had not. If
her creed proved to be right in the end, the children would
clearly have gained by it; and of course if he proved to be in
the right they would be none the worse. " The children " turned
out to be only Marie, and when Sir John was in Dui-ewoods he
went to church with Marie on Sundays if she wished it.
The result of all this was that Sir John always seemed a
delightful companion and a sort of hero to his daughter, and
that he had a genuine influence over her, which would have
weighed heavily upon a man endowed with a profounder sense
of responsibility.
The night of the day when Christmas left for London Marie
sat up reading in her turret chamber, the room in which
Nathaniel Cramp had done honour to the chatelaine. Two
soft lamps hghted the room, and, though the rain was still
falling heavily, one of the windows stood open, and the sharp
little wind that had blown all day switched a long branch every
now and then dripping across the opening. Marie put down her
book occasionally and looked out across the wind-shaken trees
and over the gusty sky with its hurrying and ghost-like clouds.
She felt very happy in the poetic variety of the wild wet night.
In the country you must live on sensations or be content to
vegetate; and Marie could not vegetate. So after a lovely
summer day there was delicious variety in the stormy anachronism of wind and rain; as company pleased her after solitude,
and then when the company had gone, welcome to solitude
again. It'amused and pleased her father often to observe how
many of his peculiarities she had.
Marie was expecting her father to come to her room. She
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knew he would come when the latest of his guests had left him.
About eleven o'clock he made his appearance and settled himself
down, as was his wont, for a talk.
" You are never sleepy at night, Marie—still the same ? "
" Never, papa. Is that a very bad thing ? "
" I suppose so; you are like your hapless father in that way.
We can't help it, dear; and we still live. Good people always
go to bed early."
" So I have always heard. But it is so delightful to read at
night."
" It is—and you look wonderfully well, Marie. How do yoii
like Eonald Vidal ? "
" Well, I don't know. He is very new to me ; and he is odd,
and he seems clever. Is he old or is he young ? "
" Doesn't his face tell his story ? "
" He is handsome! and of course he looks young. But he
seems to have withered up prematurely—he reminds me of the
stories of changelings—Welsh fairy stories, are they not ? And
Breton, I think—old Merlin has told me of such things."
" Old heads are on many young shoulders in London now,
Marie—shoulders of girls, dear, as well as of boys. I sometimes
think we of the elder generation are the only young people; and
I would insist upon it everywhere but that I am afraid to argue
myself young now would only prove me old."
Marie looked with a smile of admiration at her tall, handsome,
dark-haired father.
" Mr. Eonald Vidal must be about a century and a half older
than you, papa. We count time by heart-throbs, you know—so
Festus says—was it not Festus ? "
" Then you think palpitations of the heart have made Vidal
grow prematurely old ? I shouldn't have thought that, Marie;
but I am glad if you think so."
"Heart! No, I didn't mean that; I applied my quotation
badly. I don't suppose he has any heart to speak of"
" Perhaps he doesn't wear it on his sleeve for young women
to peck at."
"Daws I think it is in Shakespeare, papa; but daws and
young women I suppose are pretty much the same."
Sir John smiled.
" He is a very clever young fellow, Marie; he has plenty of
brains."
" Yes, I suppose so. But why does he talk of lace ? "
" Of lace, dear ? "
" He talked to me a great deal to-day about lace and old
china."
" Well; old china wasn't so bad perhaps. This age of progress,
you know, has discarded Greek art for old china, and we have
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thrown over the Venetian school of colourists for the artists of
Japan. Vidal always likes to be abreast of the latest intellectual
developments."
"And the lace?"
" That was to please you, I dare say. He doesn't talk to me
about lace. Men of a certain order of mind always mean to pay
a compliment to a woman when they assume that she only cares
about lace and that sort of thing. But if you show Vidal that
that is not your line he will very soon find some other subject.
I'll tell him, if you like, that you are a very clever, intellectual
young woman, and that you care no more about lace than he
does."
" Oh, please don't do that—it would frighten him; he would
think me a sort of Minerva, and I shouldn't like that. Let him
think me as silly as he pleases. I like him very much as he is;
he is quite an odd and curious study—and when is he going
away ? "
" He never stays long anywhere. But you will see him very
often in town. How do you like young Pembroke ? "
" Very much. There is something about him so fresh and
unstudied. He seems so young; and yet not stupid and awkward
like a boy."
"He is the son of one of my oldest friends—you know,
Marie ? "
" He told me, dear; and Miss Lyle too. I hope you mean to
be very kind to him."
" I think I shall take him under my charge altogether, if I
can—if he will fall into my ways. He is very young
." Sir
John hesitated.
" But he will grow, dear,—he will grow. I am so glad to
hear that you will help him on. I was going to make it my
humble petition to you—on my knees, if you insisted—that you
would do something for that good, clever boy. I suppose he is
poor—at least not rich. He told me that."
" Making you his confidant already, Marie ? "
" Oh yes, papa. I think I asked him to tell me all about
himself; and he told me everything—everything! But your
suspicion is wrong, papa, for all that."
" My suspicion, Marie ? " Sir John asked, a little uneasy that
she should think he had any suspicion.
" Yes, dear; I saw you smile! You think he was trying to
secure my influence with you—that was your idea. Confess."
" Sir John smiled again—this time a good deal relieved.
"You were quite wrong indeed, papa. He had nothing of
the kind in his mind. On the contrary, I think he is full of a
sort of fierce independence—like some wild bird. We must be
very cautious with him or he will fly away."
n
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" Well, Marie, we will respect Ms spirit of independence. It
is not a fault which troubles us too often in modern life. I am
so glad to find that you like this young fellow, for we shall see
him pretty often in London; and I meant to ask you, Marie, as
a favour to myself and for the sake of times that you can't
remember, to be specially friendly and attentive to this poor
lad."
" How glad I am that I know him and like him so much
already! I have grown quite attached to him; and this is not—
I see you smile again—this is not one of my sudden likings, and
I shall not drop him in a moment. I have made him a study,
and I am sure I know him thoroughly; and I feel convinced
that I shall always like him."
" I hope so, Marie. Why I want you to be especially civil to
him is this—we shall have many men among our acquaintances
in London of very different position and fortunes and prospects
from poor Pembroke ; and men of course of far greater t a l e n t men of name and mark and all that; and I should be sorry if he
thought that we looked down upon him, whatever they—I mean
whatever others—might do."
" No one ever shall think that of me," Lady Disdain said
with generous warmth.
" Nor of me, dear."
" Oh, they couldn't think it of you. You are always doing
generous things. Nobody thinks you could be impelled by any
mean feeling. But women are so ungenerous sometimes—I don't
mean to be so, and people shall know it."
Sir John then turned the conversation away to other things.
Marie did not forget to ask for his influence in some way or
other on behalf of Nat Cramp; and Sir John, premising that
from what he had observed he fully believed Nathaniel to be an
inflated young idiot, promised nevertheless. It was Miss Marie's
sincere opinion that her father could make the fortune of any
one whom he pleased to patronise. They then talked of books
and new poets. Sir John always took care to keep up with the
new things, and to profess to admire them, whether he did or
not, if his daughter did, lest he should seem in her eyes uncompanionable or elderly; and he always took care to avoid professing undue admiration for things which "were so in his time."
At last he rose to go away. His daughter stood up, threw one
arm around his neck, and kissed him. He held her apart for a
moment, and looked with admiration and a sort of wonder, real
or assumed, at her tall and finely developed figure.
" Why, Marie," he said, " you are a woman at last—a grown
and even a tall woman! You were ^ little girl the other day,
and now you are fit to be married! v\7'hen we go to London in
the winter you will have suitors enough, I dare say. But we
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mustn't take up with the first comer, Marie—you and I. You
are far too clever and too handsome a woman not to have ambition."
" Is ambition so fine a thing ? " Marie asked thoughtfully,
and without noticing her father's praises.
" I s anything fine?" Sir John said, with a slightly cynical
movement of his shoulders. " I don't know, Marie, if anything
in life really deserves to be called fine. But ambition survives
most things in certain natures; in people, perhaps, like you and
me. And when one has great influence one can do great good."
" That is true," the girl said slowly, " that is quite true."
" People rail at ambition, my dear, who have not the capacity
for success. If I had not been ambitious, Marie, how could I
ever have been in a position to do any good, or lend a helping
hand to mortal? I have done some good in my time, and shall
again, and so will you. You will have influence and power some
day. I see it! And you will use it well! Yes, love, you are
quite a woman! At last—so soon! Good night, Marie."
He kissed her affectionately and left the room.
Marie stood for a short while where he had left her, and
alone though she was, her face seemed to glow. The long, sweet,
blank days of girlhood were over, then, and she was a woman!
And there was a great world in which she was promised a
career, and influence, and rank, and power of doing good. She
might be of herself a benefactress and an influence, and be
looked up to, and feel that she was something in existence. She
had not thought of such things for women. A man may know
or dream that he is on the threshold of a career; but the life of
a girl is so diff'erent. And yet now here are promptings and
counsels which tell her that she, too, may have ambition and
success. Her heart palpitated.
She turned to the window and looked upon the tossing trees
and the wild waste sky.
" I wish the night were fine," she said half aloud. " Is Miss
Lyle right—already ? Is Durewoods not the same ? "
That night Marie dreamed of being a great princess, and
of becoming a splendid patroness of Christmas Pembroke and of
Natty Cramp.
Sir John went down to his library meanwhile, and began to
turn over a number of business letters, proposals, and sketchedout projects, which he had put aside in the day for more deliberate consideration. But he seemed to have less than usual the
power of turning his mind full on to these drier matters of
iDusiness. He had a plan more intimately concerning himself in
his thoughts, which he meant to work out if he could. So after
a while he put his papers away, and nursed his knee, and
thought over things. The more he thought the more he felt
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satisfied that he had hit upon the right policy to bring about the
results at which he was aiming. The appearance of Christmas
Pembroke upon his scene had been to him a very unwelcome and
ominous apparition. The young man was handsome, attractive,
fresh and winning in his ways, and he presented himself under
romantic circumstances as the son of an old, long-lost friend and
rival, and he came under the picturesque patronage of Dione
Lyle. Here was something quite different from an ordinary
young fellow turning up in the beaten way of London society; and
Challoner knew that his daughter was impulsive and romantic,
and he had little doubt that she could, under certain conditions,
be self-willed.
Besides he had a strong conviction that Miss Lyle had
brought forward this youth with a set purpose. He felt sure
that Dione had brought his daughter and Pembroke purposely
together. Dione had loved the lad's father, and she was full of
romantic ideas, and Sir John always suspected that she owed
him a spite because of the efforts he had made long ago, when
he cared about such things, to keep her and her lover asunder.
He did not know that Dione, or anybody, had ever found out
•what stratagems he had employed for the purpose; but he
assumed that she had, and that even when she was most civil to
him she cherished a spite against him. For himself, of course,
he had long ceased to have any ill-feeling to anybody on the
subject. He was now exceedingly glad that Dione Lyle had not
married him, and he was rather sorry the elder Pembroke had
not married her if he really cared about her so much as all
that. But women. Sir John always understood, never forget
any sentimental injury. He had for a long time been doubtful
whether she really suspected the injury, but now that she had
so suddenly brought this lad from Japan plump on the scene
Sir John was convinced that she knew it all, and that this was
her revenge. So like a woman—so remarkably like a woman!
Eomantic and malign at once—exactly a woman's scheme! Sir
John thought it thoroughly out, constructed for himself the
whole labyrinth of a woman's mind, and then explored it from
end to end. He smiled to think how completely and easily he
had discovered the plot. He settled it for himself that Dione
Lyle was resolved to punish him, to mar his ambitious schemes,
and to reward the son of her old lover by marrying Marie
Challoner to Christmas Pembroke. Considering the peculiar
life his daughter had led, her loneliness, her blended cleverness
and innocence, he owned to himself that the thing was shrewdly
thought of, and that under favourable circumstances, and with
guardian-eyes less watchful than his own, it possiblv mieht
have succeeded.
•'
^
The one part of the scheme which he thought clumsily
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worked out was the story about Dione Lyle having only learned
of Christmas Pembroke's existence by a chance paragraph in the
newspapers. That he thought was poor—it was too obviously
absurd. It was thoroughly feminine. It amused him to t link
of his old love fancying she could get him to believe that. He
had no doubt young Pembroke believed it; for the boy was
evidently quite ingenuous and simple, and it was the sort of
romantic thing which a boy would like to believe. But Sir
John Challoner had lived rather too long in the world to be thus
deceived, and he felt sure that Dione had watched for years over
the career of her old lover's son, and probably had been the
means of inducing the elder Pembroke to start with the boy for
Europe. Sir John was a clever man, but in studying human
nature his light was not sufficiently dry, to adopt Bacon's
phrase. He came to every subject with a previous theory, to
which all inquiries and discoveries had to fit themselves. That
theory was that everybody had a motive. For the not inconsiderable number of persons who even where their own interests
are concerned are incapable of devising a secret motive, or keepit in force half an hour, who never think of deciding anything
until the decision has to be made, and who then do just what
they think right and fair—for this happily not inconsiderable
class he made no allowance.
Seeing the plot, then, how was he to countermine it ? Not
certainly by the silly and vulgar old devise of endeavouring to
keep his daughter and Pembroke asunder. He was not enough
of an old stager to have any faith in that sort of thing now.
That is the way, he well knew, in which blunder-headed parents
have over and over again driven girls into objectionable love
affairs and odious marriages. Sir John made up his mind at
once to bind Christmas Pembroke to him by the strongest ties of
gratitude and interest, and thus to become the boy's master, to
press the lad on Marie as an object of friendly and patronising
attention, and at the same time to keep gently touching, thrilling, causing to echo with long vibrations, the chord of ambition
and of self-love which he believed to be in his daughter's heart
as in the heart of every woman. To do him justice, he was too
fond of his daughter to be content with the mere prospect of
preventing a foolish match. He was anxious to save her from
the pain and disappointment of a foolish love. Thus far, he
thought, things had gone very well. He drew a good augury
from the manner in which he had seen his daughter's eyes light
up and then sink when he spoke to her of ambition.
How incalculably stronger ambition was than love the successful man well knew. He had outhved all the emotions of his
youth in regard to love affairs ; but Ambition, though she had
httle of the virgin, had always kept her lamp burning in his
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heart. He knew quite well now that if he had married Dione
Lyle when he was young she would long ago have wholly ceased
to interest him, even though they might have led never so
happy a life together. In his proposed policy with regard to
Christmas there was a considerable amount of genuine good
nature; for although he felt towards his daughter an almost
painful, almost distracting affection, yet he thought any youth
to be pitied who, without wealth or position, could persuade
even her to marry him for love. Not only would it be infinitely
haj^pier for Marie not to marry for love, but it would be happier
likewise for Marie's lover. He was convinced that in the depths
of his daughter's dark eyes he saw the germs of a fire more
powerful and enduring than that of love. Once set that fire of
ambition burning, and it would leave no place for feebler lights.

CHAPTEE XI.
"GATHER YE HOSES WHILE TE MAY."
V/HAT was the curious, hardly explicable impulse which kept
Marie from visiting Miss Lyle for some days after Christmas
Pembroke had left Durewoods ? Miss Lyle herself would probably have smiled in her good-natured, half-melancholy, halfsatirical way, and assumed that the absence of the handsome
young man was explanation enough even if Marie had not new
guests at home to amuse and distract her. Dione would not
have been offended or annoyed. Girls must be all hke that, she
thought; and she -n'as rather pleased that Marie should have
liked the son of her old friend so well as to think the balcony a
different place when he v/as not there. But perhaps Marie's
kindly friend misjudged her. Marie may have kept away for
another reason. She drew back for the moment from Miss Lyle
perhaps as a Eoman Catholic who feels subtle doubts arising in
his mind about the truth of the faith in which he has been
nurtured might shun the presence of the teacher whose counsels
he begins to fear are no more for him.
" What is ambition ? " Marie asked aloud one morning at
breakfast. Only Mrs. Seagraves, Captain Cameron, and Mr.
Vidal were with her. Sir John had breakfasted earlier and was
writing letters in his study.
Captain Cameron was engaged with a radish, which constituted the staple of his ordinary breakfast. Mrs. Seagraves sipped
some tea, with her head drooping gracefully to the left She
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wore a morning dress of pale blue muslin with white lilies
curiously enwrought.
Everybody looked up as the question was propounded. Mr.
Vidal did not burst forth with a rapid dissertation to settle tho
matter, as he usually did when any one had a doubt on any
subject; and as the company generally expected explanations
from him no one said anything. So Marie gravely rejjeated her
question—
" What is ambition ? "
"A conundrum, Miss Challoner?" asked Mr. Yidal lazily.
" If so, I give it up."
" No; I ask for information, as the people say in the House of
Commons or at public meetings, I believe. What is ambition ? "
"It's the last infirmity of noble minds," Captain Cameron
explained, being driven to bay.
"But what does that mean, Captain Cameron? what does
that tell m e ? "
" Nothing, I suppose. I never looked much into the meaning of it; but everybody quotes it."
" What is the last infirmity of noble minds ? "
" Why ambition, of course. Didn't I quote it for you ? "
" Yes; but what does that mean ? "
" There you have me," the Legitimist said gravely; " but I
think ambition is a splendid sort of thing. I don't believe a
man is worth his salt who hasn't a touch of ambition."
" Oh, I love ambition!" Mrs. Seagraves said, -ndth enthusiasm, and with her head more than ever on one side, and one
taper finger lightly supporting her chin. " It is the nurse of
everything great. I should like to be ambitious—it must be
so nice! Of course I shouldn't like to be ambitious in the
wrong sort of way. I hate that sort of ambition—Napoleon and
Alexander the Great, and people like that. I used to love them
once—when I was a girl. I was quite in love with Napoleon—
oh! quite in love, I declare. Not really in love—downright love
—and besides he was dead; but in love as girls are with heroes.
But I don't love that sort of ambition any more."
" Ambition in a man I understand," said Marie, not greatly
enlightened by this last expression of opinion; " b u t in a woman?
What has a woman to be ambitious for ? "
" You are quite right," Captain Cameron approvingly answered, though in fact no opinion had been offered; " it's absurd
and ridiculous and unladylike. There won't be a lady left in
England soon if that sort of thing goes on."
Captain Cameron was evidently regarding feminine ambition
as a new development of woman's rights. Mrs. Seagraves broke
out with a fresh burst of enthusiasm for woman's ambition.
Mr. Vidal, who did not care for discussions, or general conver-
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sation, said nothing. And Marie found that she could hardly
get her question satisfactorily answered just then.
Indeed she had not started the subject with any idea of
obtaining enlightment for herself, but partly because it was
pressing on her mind, and partly because she was curious to
know whether Mr. Vidal was himself an ambitious man. Sir
John Challoner's words had left a deep and in many ways an
alarming impression on her mind, and they seemed somehow to
chime in with Miss Lyle's prediction—that once she left Durewoods she would never return to it with the same feelings as she
had now. It may be that Marie was only too conscious within
herself of the first throbbings of an emotion which had started
into life, at her father's words.
Mr. Vidal was a disappointing person at first. Marie was
left a good deal in his company, for her father took charge of
Mrs. Seagraves, and Captain Cameron generally went off on
restless excursions of his own. Vidal apparently did not care a
straw for woods and water and scenery. He hardly looked at
anything out of doors. He talked almost incessantly; and talked
a great deal about art, about pictures, and even about landscapes; but he never seemed to allow his eyes to rest upon
anything in nature. He told Marie all about the present
season of the Eoyal Academy, and the past seasons, and the
Salon in Paris; and he assured her that somebody of whom she
had never heard before was by far the greatest English artist
now living, and that somebody of whom she was equally ignorant
was a mere charlatan and trickster whom all the world now was
finding out. He told her how very absurd Lady Letitia
Severance was making herself with her collections of china,
which were not the right things at all, and in fact were absolutely
worthless. He had brand-new opinions upon everything. Any
celerated artist of past or present time whom Marie in her
innocence happened to mention with admiration he assured
her was cared for by nobody now, and was found to have a
thoroughly false method. He rattled off the names of strings
of poets and other authors of whom our untutored heroine had
never heard, and he assured her that these were the persons who
now absorbed public attention; and he went into fluent and
gesthetic dissertations upon their respective merits until Miss
Challoner felt perfectly ashamed of her ignorance. It was the
same thing with music, of which he convinced her in the easiest
and most offhand way that she knew absolutely nothing, or
rather that she was much worse off than if she had known
nothing, inasmuch as all her ideas were wrong, and her teaching
had been imparted on a false method. Then he went on to the
opera, and told her all about that; and then he analysed the
merits of various theatres and actresses, and explained an
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entirely new dramatic principle, to which he meant to give a
chance as soon as he could get hold of a theatre and raise the
money somehow. In the famous fateful little hollow among
the woods he engaged in a voluble and earnest dissertation on
the absurdly erroneous principle on which some people were
now decorating their ceilings.
Mr. Vidal was an entirely new creation to Marie Challoner.
He seemed wonderfully clever, she thought, and he appeared to
know everything and every one; and he was necessarily, therefore, interesting if you could only keep your attention fixed all
the time. But that was not easy in the open air for a girl who
was fond of the effects of light and shade, and trees and water,
and who was longing, at every step to call attention to something
that she thought worth looking at. It was true that Christmas
Pembroke, too, seemed at first to have no eyes for the scenery,
but then he could see things when they were pointed out, and
his ways and talk were all more sympathetic. Christmas seemed
very young to her; Eonald Vidal appeared very old. She remembered what her father had told her about Vidal's talent for finance
and his love of enterprise and speculation, and it became a marvel
to her how he contrived to find time in life for so many things,
and for the elaborate culture of so many various fields of knowledge. She gave up the sun and sky for the moment, and set
herself seriously to study this new phenomenon.
"You seem to know everybody, Mr. Vidal—poets, painters,
authors, politicians, actresses."
"Yes, I know a lot of people; I like to know people. Of
course one doesn't know life if one doesn't know the men and
women who make it up. Look at the things you read or the
things you hear said in the House sometimes about foreign
politics by fellows who only pick up their notions out of books.
Things can't be known in that way. Go to the places; meet the
people; talk to the men; smoke a cigar with them; set them
talking—that is the way to understand questions. Men study
history—all right of course; very good. I make a point of going
and hearing a few debates in Berlin or Versailles, and I have a
few chats with Bismarck and Thiers and Gambetta. It's the
same thing at home. I want to see things from everybody's
point of view. I know Bradlaugh, and I know Odger."
" And all the poets and authors ? Some of them I am
ashamed to say I am not at all acquainted with."
" 1 know them all. Some of them, you know, one meets in
society, quite often; but a lot of them live rather to themselves,
in out of the way places, and people don't always know how to
get at them. But I find my way among them easy enough, for I
know ever so many of the newspaper men—in fact, I write a
good deal for one or two of the papers."
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" How can you find the time for all that ? "
" Why not ? There is plenty of time in life if people only
were quick and knew how to make use of it."
" And in all these pursuits now—art, literature, journalism,
criticism, finance—and Japanese fans and old china—which
really is the one that most attracts you? I am positively
curious to know that, if I am not rude in asking ? "
" You couldn't be rude in asking me anything. Miss Challoner.
Well, you see, as to that, none of these things is really in what I
consider my vocation."
" Indeed! not even finance, in which papa says you are so
clever ? And do you know, Mr. Vidal, I am not sure that I
quite understand what finance means ? "
" Oh, you wouldn't care to know. I t wouldn't interest you
at all. But as to my special vocation—you were kind enough to
ask ? No, it's not finance. My game of life, if I had my way,
would be politics."
" Indeed ? But you are already engaged in politics, I
thought ?"
They were now on the top of the hill, from which the view
extended at one side broad over the outer bay, to the horizon
beyond which lay, in Marie's favourite fancy, the shores of the
wondrous lands of poetry and romance, and the children of
the sun.
"You really must look at that view," she said almost
pathetically. " Every one admires it. Is it not wonderful ? "
" Beautiful, beautiful! I have seen something like it somewhere—can't quite remember where; perhaps it's in one of
Saltmar's pictures; year before last, I think. Yes, it was in
that. Very fine view indeed! You are very fortunate. A little
windy here, isn't it ? Your veil was near going. Don't you like
the tawny-green veils, with the Egyptian gold on the edges ?
You haven't seen them ? You would be sure to like them. Tell
Challoner to send you some. I'll let him know the place to get
them. They are made specially, and a great many nice women
have taken to them lately.
" Well, we were speaking of politics," Marie said, giving up
the view from the hill for good and all. " I was rude enough to
be curious about your vocation."
" Oh, yes. Well, Miss Challoner, my strongest desire is for
political success. I want to be in the House of Commons "
" A t last he is in earnest," Marie said to herself, and she was
glad of it. Vidal had stopped short as they were descending the
hill, and he looked with a certain strength of resolve on his
handsome face.
« But I suppose you could easily get there," she said. " It
surely is not difficult for one like you."
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" It isn't difficult to get in, perhaps, although it costs a deuced
lot of money—excuse the expression. Miss Challoner, it slipped
from me—a great deal of money in these days; and I haven't
much money, as you know I dare say—almost nothing of my
own. I did make some few thousands once or twice under
Challoner's directions; but I muddled the money all away on
theatres and fads of that sort; and perhaps might do the same
again if I had the chance. But it isn't merely getting into the
House. I know I could get in there. I want—to tell you the
truth—to be Foreign Minister. That is my ambition."
" Ambition! Then you too have ambition ? "
" Every one has, I suppose. You have, I am sure."
" -Why do 3'ou think so ? "
" I don't know that I could give a very clear answer. Something in your look, perhaps. And every woman of spirit who is
worth anything has ambition."
" But ambition for what ? What can a woman be ? "
" She can be an influence—a power. She could be the wife of
a statesman, and do great things in politics herself. She could
be a queen of society. Oh yes, a woman might do great things
—and help a man to do great things too."
Marie became thoughtful for a moment, and Mr. Yidal too was
silent. Then she started a different subject.
" You who know so many artists, Mr. Vidal, and are so fond
of music, ought to pay a visit to Miss Lyle—Miss Dione Lyle.
She is a delightful woman, and a picture in herself."
" Challoner has told me of her—of her being settled here I
mean. I always thought she was living in France somewhere."
" Did you know her, then ?"
" I remember having heard her—years ago, when I was very
young."
" Indeed ? " Marie asked eagerly. " What was she—a great
singer ? "
" The greatest concert-singer of her time—English singer, I
mean," he said. " At least so I am told. But her style is quite
out of date now."
" She retired very early and unexpectedly, did she not ? "
" I believe so; there was some romantic story about her, I
think; but I have forgotten-what it was, if I ever heard it.
I should think her voice must have been going; women don't
give up a career like that without good reason, you know."
" But she is not hke most women, I fancy."
"No? Perhaps not. Of course you can't count on what
some women may do."
" Then she really was a success ? " Marie said meditatively.
" She really reached the height of her ambition—in the career
that she had chosen ? "
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" Well, yes—I believe so."
" And stepped down from the height again ? "
" For some reason or other—yes."
" And is forgotten now ? "
" I should think pretty nearly forgotten."
"So much for ambition! Was it worth the trouble, I
vender ? " Marie asked rather of herself than of him.
" One can't help it; one has to go on."
" What does it come to in the end ? "
" Why, what does anything come to in the end ? " Mr. Vidal
asked. "Nobody thinks of that in the beginning. And if he
did it wouldn't matter three straws—he would go on all the
same—if going on was his way, I mean."
" I have an idea—I don't well know why," Marie said, striving
to interest him in Miss Lyle's story, because just now it filled her
own mind greatly," that she made a sacrifice—of some kind—•
to her ambition, and that now she thinks it was not worth the
sacrifice."
" I dare say—very likely. But then if she had done the
other thing she would probably think now that that was the
sacrifice."
" Men might," Marie began, " but a woman—I don't know,"
and then she stopped, thinking it absurd to set about discussing
sentimental problems of life with Mr. Vidal.
"There's a good deal of nonsense in the world about the
pecuharities of men and women," said Vidal. " I have studied
women a good deal, and I think they are just about as practical
and ambitious as we are, in the long run. Anyhow life is a tempting game, and some people, man or woman, can't keep out of it.
They can't sit on the bank and look on; they have to go in, even
if they make a muddle of it and have to sneak out beaten in
the end."
" I don't believe it," exclaimed Marie. " Yes, I do, though,"
she quickly added.
'•' That's as Mrs. Seagraves might have put it," Vidal said
and then they both laughed, and the subject was not brought up
again. Marie started her companion oft" on some other topic
whereon he could dissertate uninterrupted until they returned
home. She felt wearied and depressed somehow after her walk;
but she was now satisfied that there was more in Mr. Vidal than
she thought when he talked to her of lace.
Not many days after this Dione Lyle received a parting visit
from Sir John Challoner and his daughter.
" We are going sooner than I intended at first," Sir John said.
" I shall take Marie to Pau for a short time. Cameron is to cross
the Pyrenees, and I shall go with him that way as far as I can.
I should like to have a look at things in that region. Partly
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business, partly pleasure—so men like me have to combine
things, Miss Lyle."
" Has Captain Cameron talked you into Caiiism ? " Dione
asked.
Sir John smiled. " Oh no; I am only a man of business, not
a political partisan. But he wants me to do things which would
be fairly enough in my line if I could see my way. Anyhow
Marie will have a holiday, and then we can settle down for the
winter and the season in London."
Marie had hardly spoken thus far.
" I do so much want to get one of those roses. Miss Lyle,
from your hedge down by the water," she said. " May I have
one ? "
" Of course, dear. Shall I tell Janet to get you as many as
you like?"
" Thank you, I should much prefer to go down and get them
for myself."
" As you please, Marie."
Marie rather hastily left the room, and was presently seen
near the rose bushes at the water's edge. Dione and Sir John
both looked for a moment in silence at her.
" Marie grows a beautiful girl," Miss Lyle said. " Take care
of her, John."
" You don't think she looks unwell, or delicate ? " he asked
anxiously. " You don't mean that, Dione ? " These two never
addressed each other in so familiar a manner in the presence of
any listener.
" Oh no, she seems to me in the full glow of health. I mean
to take care of her happiness."
" Do you think anybody could care as much about her happiness as I do, Dione ? "
" No; but you may not be the best judge of what constitutes
a woman's abiding happiness. Look here, John Challoner, you
are a sort of hero in that girl's eyes—try to keep up your
character. Don't teach her to sacrifice herself to your ambition,
' or to hers, I don't care which."
" ' All for love' or 'the world well lost,' I suppose is your motto
now, Dione ? I t was not so once, I think. But I'll take care of
her. I am going to take care of your young friend, too—Pembroke's son. I mean to help that lad to make his fortune if I
can—for the sake of old acquaintanceship. We don't lose all
our human feelings in the City, Dione."
Miss Lyle looked up with surprise in her soft melancholy
eyes.
" Are you really going to be so kind to him, John, for the
sake of old friendships ? "
" Why should you doubt it ? "
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" I ought not to have doubted it, perhaps; but I am glad to
hear it—and I believe it, and I think there is a great deal of good
in you, after all! Well, I have some schemes of my own vaguely
shaping themselves for him too."
" I know you have," Sir John thought, with the quiet satisfaction of one well on his guard, but he said nothing.
" And I will tell you of them some time, when I hear from
you how he gets on, and all that. I feel really grateful to you,
and I think," she added, smilingly, " I may trust your daughter's
happiness to you, after all."
At that moment Marie entered the room with her freshly
gathered roses and memories.
" And you are going into the great world, Marie! " Miss Lylo
said. " Do you know that I feel a little like the old broken-down
discharged soldiers I used to see in French villages taking leave
of some bright young conscript? Well, you must be sure to
come back unwounded and tell us of the wars."
Marie hardly spoke. She was much more moved than she
had expected to be. A kindly embrace, a glance backwards, and
the parting was over.
So Durewoods is to remain a lonely place for some time to
come. Dione Lyle, sitting in her balcony, is to watch the trees
growing browner and redder under the darkening skies of autumn,
and is at last to retire from her balcony altogether, and look
through the glass of her windows at the rain-beaten sea, where
in the winter months the Saucy Lass makes but one passage each
way every day, and the wind tears spitefully through the now
bare and ragged branches on Vvdiich lately grew the roses gathered
by Marie.

CHAPTEE XIL
THE OnUECH OF THE FUTURE.

THE happy days when we were so miserable! Will Christmas
Pembroke at some later time look back and think the days happy
when he was so miserable in his chambers, under his painted
ceiling, after his return from Durewoods? Certainly he then
thought himself very unhappy, and he sometimes envied with a
bitter envy the French artist in the story whose only love was
for a lady who lived then, and who lives still, in the Louvre, and
who is called La Joconde. How he wished that he could love the
goddess who floated on his ceiling! And when he first came to
London he almost loved her, though her limbs were somewhat
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large and her face rather wanted for expression. She was then
a part of the whole new chapter of his life—of his freedom,
which, however, melancholy its cause, brought his first great
holiday—of London—of an opening career—and of hope, and
morning, and youth, and brightness, and all the rest of it. Now
she was rather irksome to him, for she was so very very unlike
Marie. Twenty times a day he wished he had never gone to
Durewoods—had never seen Marie Challoner—had never come
to England. For many a spell he found himself in good truth
sick of life. We smile at these love-pains in later days; but,
good Heaven, how real they are, and how cruel they are! A
young man vexed with them is many a time more sincerely ready
to welcome Death than the serenest old philosopher who has
grown into a conviction of the worthlessness of life.
" I suppose my father bequeathed this sort of thing to me,"
he said to himself once with that complacent mournfulness of
consolation which comes to us when we think that Destiny has
marked us out. " I t ' s our luck, I suppose. He had to go
through hfe disappointed, I know now; and why shouldn't I ?
He was a hundred times a better man."
If Christmas had but kno-wn it, his love, hopeless as it seemed,
was his best stroke of fortune. Coming as it did so early, and
taking so powerful a hold, it purified and dignified his youth.
Heaven knows what temptations in his London holiday and his
freedom might have proved too much for him, but for this strong
love of his. " Lord of himself—that heritage of woe! " Christmas was no longer lord of himself. The memory of a girl whom
he had known for a few days held him in bondage, now bitter
and now sweet; but always saving. He chafed against it often,
and asked what he had done to deserve such pain and the barren
promise of a life withered apparently in its spring—but he never
broke away from it. Probably, too, his love was all the stronger
because he desired no confidant. There are young men, as
there are young women, who must tell the story of their feelings
to some one, and whose load is really lightened by such effusion,
and who are fain to hear the one loved name repeated anyhow.
Our Spartan boy from Japan had hardly any of this sentiment.
He could tell his tale to no one, and he feared even to hear her
name mentioned lest he should start and betray himself. He did
his worship in the catacombs.
I t is a Sunday morning, still in the summer, although
London's season is fading. The day is fine and sunny, the church
bells are tolling, the chapel bells are clinking, and the peculiar
population of the London Sunday are abroad. There are the
girls in their finery, with their gloves so admirably fitting, and
their bonnets so exceedingly chaste, and yet in each of whom
the most casual glance recognises Mary Jane of the kitchen dis-
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guised as a lady and going to meet her young man. There is
the young man himself with shiny tall hat, and gloves which he
carries in his hands, and a cigar, and the way in which he holds
that cigar between his lips tells, one knows not how, that it is
a part of his Sunday get-up, and that a clay-pipe is his more
familiar solace. There are the pair, to look at whom would surely
have filled the heart of the author of " Sally in our Alley," with
sympathy and compassion—the tiny milliner girl and her tiny
lover; the little, full-grown, slim woman and the little stunted,
full-grown, pale young man with the weak moustache and the
narrow chest. With great pride the little maid looks towards—
even she can hardly look up to—the little man. She belongs to
a milliner's dressmaking-room, and he is perhaps an assistant at
a clothier's. They are very happy now as they go for their
Sunday walk. They will marry with fearful prematureness, and
she and he will soon trundle a perambulator on the Sunday;
and presently she will have to stay at home and mind the other
babies, and the husband is far too decent a fellow to seek after
the ideal in drink and the public-house; and so he and she put
through a wan monotonous life, and will probably die early.
Even the police-court and the leading articles trouble themselves
not about him and her.
Some part of the Sunday crowd passes along the Embankment under Christmas's windows as he smoked a cigar and looked
out and indulged in easy moralising, and glanced again and again
at a kindly letter from Dione Lyle. One phrase in it touched
him keenly and curiously. Miss Lyle was describing something
new or altered in her house or garden, and she used the words
" When you were here." When you were here! The words
seemed to Christmas to be charged with unspeakable pathos.
When you were here !—when things were as they cannot well be
again ; before the gates had closed behind you; before the time
of roses was over. He put the letter down, and happening by
chance to look up thought the smug face of his floating goddess
detestable, and half resolved to have her painted out.
Christmas had luckily something particular to do this Sunday, and he took up a card that lay on his chimney-piece to
remind himself once more of the time when he had to keep his
engagement. The card was an invitation to attend at noon of
that Sunday a meeting of the worshippers of the Church of the
Future, Avenir Hall, Hope Place, West Centre. Pembroke had
not yet worshipped in the Church of the Future, although he
knew some of its leading disciples or prophets. Indeed, he had
paid a good many visits to the house of Mrs. Seagraves, who
received her friends on Sunday afternoons during certain months
of the year. She had come to have a sort of interest in his eyes
from the fact that her brother had gone off in the company of
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the Challoners towards the Pyrenees, and she might perhaps any
day chance to have news from Marie. Of Nathaniel Cramp, too,
Christmas had seen something. Nathaniel now had absolutely
severed himself from the haircutting, and was preparing for his
grand enterprise. Christmas rather liked him, and liked the
memories of Durewoods which his very presence brought; and
was amused and yet sympathetic when Nat hinted, in a dark
and gloomy way, at misprized affection and the pangs of hopeless
love. He was too much engrossed, however, in his own thoughts
to allow' his curiosity about Nat to get any farther than a vague
wonder as to whether it was a Durewoods lass or some Wigmore
Street shop-girl who was working such ravage in the heart of
his forlorn friend.
" What a lucky ass he is," Christmas thought, as he left his
lodgings to attend the meeting at noon, " with his Church of the
Future! I suppose that sort of thing occupies him and consoles
him, and makes him fancy himself a high priest and a prophet,
and I don't know what else! I wish I had a Church of the
Future, and were a prophet."
For the occupations with which Christmas endeavoured at
once to open up a career for himself and to drive away thought
were rather of a dry and prosaic nature. He had become
a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and he read a
good deal in the British Museum, and he was preparing something very elaborate on the prospects of railway extension in
Japan, and he attended meetings of the Geographical Society
and the Society of Arts, and he sometimes had wild ideas of
trying to get attached to some African exploring expedition. So
far, however, he was living on his modest income, and had not
yet earned a sixpence; and decidedly it is a loftier sort of
business, and more grateful to the heroic soul, to be engaged in
founding a Church of the Future than in speculating as to the
extension of railways in Japan.
The Church of the Future did not look a very inspiring
institution in the present stage of its existence. Of course it
was only beginning; and Eome looked a poor thing enough
when Remus leaped its wall; and every one laughed at the ugly
duckling. The Church of the Future was yet in the ugly duckling stage of its growth. The meetings or services were held in
a shabby little hall of a shabby street in the West Centre; a
hall which was habitually used in the week as a dancing-school,
and occasionally hired as a concert-room or a place in which
some personage, misled by a mournful ambition, attempted to
attract an audience to a course of lectures. The little platform
had a dismal transparency behind it, the forms whereon could
but dimly be made out in the wan daylight that underwent a
process the reverse of filtration through the dull window panes;
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and when studied carefully, as Christmas now had leisure to
study them, they proved to be a circle of gentlemen in blue
swallow-tail coats, light yellow trousers, white stockings, and
dancing " pumps;" and of ladies in lank semi-transparent garments clinging to their limbs, and shppers so very much cut off
the foot that it was marvellous how they held on at all. This
melancholy cve^v was supposed to be emblematic of the delights
of the dance, and had thus been an emblem since at least the
childhood of Madame Vestris. Rows of seats were arranged
down the hall, and there were two private boxes level with the
platform. Very few votaries of the Church of the Future had
come when Christmas took his seat. There were two ladies with
short-cropped-hair, of whom one wore spectacles; and there
were three or four young men who looked like overworked and
sickly artisans; and there -was one elderly man with long grey
hair thrown back, and eager moving eyebrows, who would to a
more matured and better informed observer than Christmas have
suggested associations of the old days of the People's Charter.
Christmas was thinking of backing quietly out and waiting in
the street until more people should come, when Nat Cramp
bustled in, all nervous and hot.
" We're not very punctual here always," said Nathaniel,
" but they'll come in before long. We have been holding a
council meeting—and, in fact, I'm afraid there's only too much
likelihood of a schism."
" Indeed ? How is that ? " Christmas asked, making the best
effort he could to seem deeply interested.
" Yes;" and Nat rubbed his hair wildly. " It's the difficulty
about a definition, you see."
" A definition ? Definition of what ? "
" What constitutes membership—don't you see ? Some of
us think the Church of the Future ought to open its arms to all
the world—all the world ! "
Christmas could not help glancing round at the benches,
still almost as empty as before. A straggler just at that moment
looked doubtfully in and then withdrew—
" It's for the future, you know," Nat said as if in answer to
Christmas's glance—" and here are some people, you see."
(Three more came in.) " But we must build for the future."
" Shingle out into the fog ? " Christmas said, quoting an old
joke from the Western States of America about a fog so thick
that a man engaged in " shingling " or roofing his cabin went on
unconsciously thatching the fog for yards beyond the roof.
" What's that ? " Nat asked sharply.
" Oh, nothing of any consequence. Just a Western way of
putting the thing. Excuse my interruption."
"There's Mrs. Seagraves," whispered Natty, bowing and
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blushing confusedly as that lady with three or four companions
entered one of the private boxes. Mrs. Seagraves smiled sweetly
upon Christmas, and then held her head much on one side and
contemplated three lilies which she bore in her hand.
" Well, the schism—the definition ? " Christmas urged.
" There are some," Nat went on solemnly, " who hold that no
one who believes any of the tenets of the older Churches can be
a member of our Church. I don't say that there isn't a great
deal to be said for that view of the case, mind you—but I think
it is better that we should set the example of being broad. I
don't see that a man is necessarily disqualified for being a
member because he believes in a future life."
" Certainly not," said Christmas, gravely and much amused.
" Perhaps he can't help it, poor fellow. It may not be his fault
•—he may have been badly brought up, you know. And then he
may repent."
" Yes, yes," Nat said rather hurriedly, and perhaps not quite
sure whether Christmas was serious.
"Besides," Christmas added, "if you only receive those
who already agree in everything, how are you to make any
converts ? "
" Well, anyhow, I'm afraid there's going to be a secession,"
Nat said ruefully. " There'll be a second Church. The worst
of it is that old Mr. Tyas, of Hornsey, is at the head of the
secession, and it's he who has always made himself responsible
for the hire of the hall and the gas and all that. It soon won't
matter much to me, you know—I shall be far away. But I don't
like to see a cherished hope fade—another hope—and just as my
lecture has come on to be read at last! Good morning; I must
join the council—we ought to be beginning."
Nat nodded gloomily and withdrew.
By this time a few persons more had dropped in, and the
hall was now about a third full. Presently the council emerged
from a side door. Nathaniel Cramp was among them, and looked
preternaturally sheepish, bashful, and withal self-conceited because of the paper he held in his hand, and which he was soon
to have the honour of reading. The council consisted of ladies
as well as gentlemen, and oddly enough, all the former were of
what would be called good social position, while the men were
either artisans discontented with existing Churches and social
arrangements, or retired tradesmen who had taken late in life to
the study of Strauss and Huxley. Mrs. Seagraves, though she
might be called a Lady Patroness of the Church of the Future,
did not take a seat at its council board. The ladies of the
council were four in number; three elderly and for the most
part of imperious manner, as they came in a little heated by
discussions in which working men had differed in opinion from
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them, or, as the ladies would themselves probably have put it,
contradicted them. The fourth was an unmarried girl of twenty
at most; a pallid pretty girl, with quivering eager lips and
bright eyes. A sort of murmur went round the audience as
this lady took her seat. She was evidently regarded as the
young Hypatia of the movement. She was understood to be
one who had no patience or pity for illusions and wrong opinions,
and who in her zeal for Science and Truth tore off Nature's veil
with fearless hand.
Each visitor on entering had been presented with a little
programme of the day's business, and Christmas now glancing
at his saw that the proceedings were to be opened with vocal
music, that a gentleman whose name was unknown to him was
to read a "selection" from the works of great thinkers, also
unnamed; that Miss Sybil Jansen was to address the assembly
on the Oneness of Life, and that Mr. Nathaniel Cramp was to
read a lecture, after which music again; and so the close of the
cerem.onies. Christinas felt not the slightest doubt that the pale
pretty girl with the eager lips and eyes was jMiss Sybil Jansen,
and he began to feel a little more interested than before. He
therefore grew observant. He noticed with some curiosity the
different demeanour of the young woman and the young man
while both were waiting for their turn in the performance. Miss
Sybil was evidently impatient for her hour to come. She bit
her lips; she clenched her little hands, one of which was ungloved and very white; her little bosom heaved, and she glanced
every now and then at the singers or the speaker, longing to
know if their part of the business was nearly over. Poor Nat
Cramp sat clutching his manuscript and his hat, a very picture
of awkward and self-conscious misery, every now and then turning pale and sickly of hue, and moistening his dry, hot lips with
a restless tongue. She waited as if for a triumph; he as for an
execution. Is this the superior self-reliance of woman, Christmas asked himself; the natural awkwardness and diffidence of
man? Or is it that she really has something to say and is
absorbed by the zealot's longing to deliver her message, while
poor Cramp only thought of showing off his talent, and now at
the critical moment is losing faith and courage ?
The singing was mildly didactic, with a good deal about
brotherhood in it. The selections from great thinkers were bits
from Herbert Spencer, Mill, Richter, and Walt Whitman. At
last even this was over, and Miss Sybil threw back her hair from
her forehead, shook out her skirts, and sprang to the front with
the introductory words, " Men, my brothers!"
She had a singularly musical voice, with a sort of metallic
vibration in it, and it was so clear and sweet that it saved the
excited maiden any need of screaming, which it is to be feared
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she would have done if need were. She seemed very angry
with life and law generally, and her short pretty upper lip had
really a sort of scornful turn upwards, which Christmas assumed
to be the curl of pride, so familiar to the lips of the heroines of
literature. For a while he paid no attention to what she was
saying, and listened only to the musical impassioned voice, and
watched the sensitive features all aflame with emotion. It was
as if he were listening to some orator or actor who spoke a
foreign tongue. The mysterious, almost magnetic, influence
which at once brings speaker and audience together, and which
more than any quality capable of clearer definition constitutes
the difference between oratory and the very best kind of speechmaking, seemed to be possessed by this excitable young person.
A square-browed young fellow, evidently a mechanic, who
sat next to Christmas, followed every sentence with panting chest
and with a low smypathetic murmur. They did not applaud in
the Church of the Future. He once glanced at Christmas as if
he must find some sharer in his admiration.
"Isn't she splendid?" he asked in a whisper behind his
hand.
" Very remarkable," Christmas murmured, and he spoke in
all sincerity.
" Did you never hear her lecture on Joan of Hark ? "
" Never."
" You should hear it. Talk of Spurgeon! " and he gave a
contemptuous growl. "But she's fine to-day. I tell you her
blood's up to-day."
The young lady's blood probably was up, but it scarcely gave
much tinge of colour to her cheeks. All her blood must have
gone into the indignant tones of her eloquence, and perhaps into
her flashing eyes. Christmas tried to follow the discourse, which
appeared to be quite extemporaneous, but he soon lost himself in
its whirling clouds of words. The speech appeared to be a
rhapsody of denunciation against everything as it is, and of
ecstatic faith in the all-healing virtue of having no faith. So far
as Christmas could understand, it was the passionate proclamation of a dogma to the effect that nobody must have any dogma.
About the speaker being thoroughly in earnest there could be no
doubt. Christmas could see that tiny beadlets of perspiration
stood on that excited upper lip. She glowed with indignation
against the world's ways and sects and principles and laws, and
she insisted that " man was taught to sell his manhood for an
illusory and unattainable bribe," and that "woman was purchased like flesh in the shambles." She grew yet more passionate
against Churches and superstitions, and, fired with the heat of
the dispute in which she had lately fought alone against all the
other ladies of the council, she declared with burning side glances
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at them that all Dogma was Superstition, and that Superstition
meant the Living Death.
" That's it! " Christmas's neighbour approvingly murmured,
" that's right! Now she's thrown away the scabbard!"
Christmas did not understand the merits of the quarrel well
enough to know whether he ought to applaud or condemn this
policy of desperate war. He had, indeed, only a very faint idea
of what the young lady was talking about, or what it had to do
with the Oneness of Life. But he found it remarkably odd and
interesting to sit under the preaching of a pretty and angry girl
of twenty with a sweet strong voice, and to hear her pouring
from her dainty and delicate white throat such impassioned
words of eloquence against things in general, including the
Hereafter.
Christmas could not help wondering where Mr. and Mrs.
Jansen were all this time, and whether they approved of this
performance on the part of Miss Sybil. But however that might
be, Miss Sybil brought down the house, if such language may be
used of so small and decorous an assembly. When she finished
in a blaze of half-poetic rhapsody, like the bouquet of a display
of fireworks, and then dropped all palpitating and with tearflashing eyes into her chair, there ran a genuine thrill of emotion
through the little assembly, and of honest wonder and compassion through the unaccustomed heart of Christmas Pembroke.
Mrs. Seagraves, from her box, cast two sudden and successive
glances at our wondering and pitying hero. The first said as
plainly as words could have expressed it, " Is she not a splendid
creature ? " and the next instantly added," But you must excuse
her, you know! "
There was one in that assembly who could hardly excuse her,
(ind that was not Christmas. It was Nathaniel Cramp, for when
he rose, all confused and stammering, to read his lecture, the
worshippers of the Church of the Future began to melt away.
The gentleman who had read the selection from the works of
great thinkers rose, and somewhat unluckily perhaps, intervened
to solicit a full hearing for their friend and brother Mr. Cramp,
on the ground that this was probably the last time that brother
and friend would appear among them, as weary of the Old
World, its kingcrafts and superstitions, he had resolved to seek
the freshening air of the Great Republic of the West. So the
audience put up with Nat, but did not care at all about him.
His sentences were long-winded and full of commonplaces. He
read very badly; he could not raise his eyes off his manuscript;
he stammered and went wrong, and had to try back; his hps
grew dry and he choked; he could not get on quickly; he did
not know how to condense or skip a page, and the lecture was
very long. It closed with a quotation from a poet of the day
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whom the lecturer did not name, and whom Christmas conjectured to bo Mr. Nathaniel himself. The citation seemed only
to recommend humanity to " press forward into the future,"
which Christmas thought humanity could not very well help doing
anyhow. Nobody took heed. The Church of the Future had
ceased to listen to its brother's admonitions. Nat's essay was an
unredeemed and ghastly failure. He sat down, or rather he
collapsed. Then there was more singing, and the ceremonies
were over.
Christmas lingered a moment, and Nat came to him, trying
to look calm.
" It was a failure, my lecture," he said, with a dismal smile.
" They were all against me. Her chatter carried the day. It
was in vain for me to strive. I wish I hadn't read the lecture.
I ought to have spoken it."
Christmas had no idea of what the controversy was, or indeed
what Nat had been lecturing about. He only thought that Nat
had been very dull, and that the young lady certainly had not
been dull.
" She is very pretty," Christmas said, " and of course that
counts for a great deal. But I don't like to see a girl make a
display like that."
" Nor I," said Nat, who had always before been a devotee of
woman's mission to speak in the churches; " it isn't her place.
But I don't know that speaking is my gift, at least to an audience
like that. They are ungrateful; I sometimes almost wish I
had taken Captain Cameron's advice and joined the Carlists!"
" But you are a Republican ? "
" Still," said Nat gloomily, " it is a Cause, you know. It is a
grand thing to have a Cause to fight for."
" If one believes in it, yes."
" Belief," said Nat, " is Fate."
" Very likely; but how does that help you ? "
" Well, I am going to the United States, and I may find a
career there. There at least
"
His words were cut short by Mrs. Seagraves, who had now
emerged from her private box.
" Mr, Pembroke, Mr. Pembroke! You are coming to me this
afternoon ? "
" You are very kind, Mrs. Seagraves, but
"
" Oh, no, don't say the word. You must come—you really
must. I do so want to introduce you to my dear young eloquent
friend. Miss Sybil Jansen."
And Pembroke glancing involuntarily towards the entrance,
saw the colourless pretty face, the tremulous lips, and the sparkling eyes of the young Hypatia. Curiosity prevailed, and he
promised to make his appearance in Mrs. Seagraves' drawingroom that afternoon.
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"She didn't ask me," Nat Cramp said as the ladies disappeared, escorted by one or two men whom Christmas did
not know. " I could have told you beforehand that she wouldn't.
Oh no, sir—not hkely! The Church of the Future is all very
fine, but will they ask a poorer member under their roof, sir ?
Tell me t h a t ! "
" I don't see that your Church of the Future is very different
from any of the little congregations of the present or the past,"
said Christmas—" in point of liberality, I mean. You appear to
me to wrangle over dogmas quite as much as your neighbours."
" She might as well have asked me to-day, though," Nathaniel
continued, still brooding over his private grief. " She knows
I am going away, and she needn't be afraid I'd trouble her too
often. But it's no matter!" he added, in the tone of one who
thinks the world ought to come to an end.
They were now nearly alone, and they moved towards the
door. Christmas was rather pitifully impressed by poor Nat's
outspoken egotism, and the manner in which Republicanism,
Church of the Future, and all, resolved themselves into Natty
Cramp's personal ambition, and Natty Cramp's longing to get
invited into any manner of society.
" Which way are you going ? " Nat abruptly asked.
" I am going towards Portland Place, but I am in no
particular haste to get there."
" True," Nat said with subdued scorn. " Mrs. Seagraves
lives in Portland Place. I suppose she thinks that's a grand
aristocratic quarter; but it ain't—I mean it isn't. I tell you
that, Mr. Pembroke, as you are a stranger. Don't you be
deceived. Portland Place isn't by any means an aristocratic
quarter."
" I'm very glad," said Pembroke. " I t suits me all the
better."
" Will you turn into Regent's Park before you go to your
friends ? I shan't see you any more perhaps."
"Come," said Christmas, feeling sorry for Nat's condition
of general discomfiture. " I am glad you gave me a chance of
having a talk with you before you go. I know two or three
people here and there in America, and I want to give you a few
letters of introduction; it may do you some good—anyhow a
man can't have too many friends in a new country."
" You are my only friend," said Nat, effusively; " you saved
my life, and do you know I wish sometimes you hadn't saved it ? "
" Saved your hfe « You mean that I was the cause of your
nearly losing your life."
" You brought me out of the waves off Durewoods pier
"
" Having awkwardly upset you into the waves off Durewoods
pier."
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"No, no," said Nat with a wan smile. " I t ' s very kind of
you, but it won't do! It's very good of you to forgive me, but I
must remember that it was in defending yourself against my
stupid rudeness that you upset me. I'm not ungrateful. I try
not to be, though I am afraid sometimes I was born with a very
ungrateful heart. If you only knew the things I think of sometimes !"
" My good fellow, if we all only knew the things each of us
thinks of sometimes I suppose we should all be very angry with
each other."
" But you are so happy. You have everything."
By this time they were in Regent's Park, and in a place
tolerably sequestered for the Sunday.
" In the name of the Devil, Cramp," said Christmas, seating
himself in one of the iron chairs, "how do you know that I am
happy ? And why are you always going on as if I were some
favourite of fortune—some fellow born with a silver spoon in his
mouth ? I have my way to make as well as you, and I have
neither kith nor kin; and I haven't a friend in the world but
one kind woman, who knew my father before I was born."
" I am unhappy," Nat pleaded; " I am not fit for my sphere;
I was born for something better; and I am condemned to obscurity. A cloud hangs over me; and then my life is darkened
—there are hopeless obstacles!"
Christmas felt no doubt that he was now approaching the
tender subject of the love affair, and he knew well enough that
his friend only wanted to be allowed to pour out his griefs into
some confidential ear. But Christmas, as we have already said,
had a strong dislike to such confidences. They seemed to him
unmanly and craven. He especially shrank from them among
men. If he could voluntarily have made any confession of his
own love pains, it would probably have been to some kindly
woman. But effusive confidences were not much in his way, and
he did not want to hear Nat Cramp's story of his love and his
disappointment, and the girl from Wigmore Street whom Christmas's imagination had created as the cold and cruel heroine of
the romance. So he put away the subject of conversation and
confidence thus offered to him, and he began to speak of Nat's
prospects in America and the people who might be of service to
him, and the letters he was to have, and at last they parted and
Christmas knew nothing of the love-story of his blighted friend's
life.
It did Christmas some good to observe Nat Cramp's absurd
weakness and egotism. " I must do my best," he thought, " not
to make an idiot of myself, and go about the world whining o-ver
my disappointments and wrongs, and trying to get people to pity
me,"
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He turned and looked back at poor Cramp's tall and stalwart,
though rather loosely-built figure, and thought he could see
feebleness of character in his very walk as he slowly sauntered
away amid jostling perambulators, nursery maids, long-legged
privates of the cavalry, artisans carrying babies, and lads smoking Sunday cigars. " I dare say I could be just as great a fool,"
Christmas thought, " if I hadn't him for a warning;" and with
this invigorating reflection he braced up his energies as with a
tonic, and, determined to keep all brooding thoughts about himself as much as possible out of his head, he strode rapidly
towards Portland Place.
Mrs. Seagraves lived in a large, handsome, old-fashioned
house. She had a good deal of money, and she might be called
in one sense a young widow. But no suitors came around her,
for it was well known to all whom it might concern that Mrs.
Seagraves would never marry again. A young Scottish girl of
good family, and with a marvellously slender income, she had
attracted the attention of a more thaia middle-aged barrister from
London, a Queen's Counsel in large practice at the Parliamentary
bar, who during a visit to Edinburgh was charmed first with
Miss Isabel Cameron's skating, and next with her vivacious and
delightful conversation. He married her and took her to London,
and died ten years after, leaving her a considerable fortune,
which, however, was to cease to be hers in the event of her
taking a second husband. Mrs. Seagraves had not the most
remote idea of making any such sacrifice. She was very happy
with her freedom and her fortune; and with her usual brisk
communicativeness she told every one the condition on which
she had her money, and her determination not to forfeit the
money for any of the children of Adam. So she had no end of
acquaintances and no beginning of suitors.
Mrs. Seagraves' house -^'as crammed with pictures, busts,
books, curiosities of all kinds, old china, Japanese fans, and such
like. It might have reminded the visitor, as he entered, of one
of the curiosity shops in Holborn which Thackeray so loved.
The history of the fads of a whole generation or more might be
traced out by a careful excavation of the contents of that building. The investigator could dig his way down through stratum
after stratum of whims embodied in substantial remains. Mr.
Seagraves had been fond of collecting pictures—old masters, or
what he believed to be such—old engravings, and rare editions
of books. He and his wife went to the East, and brought back
a perfect store of shawls, pipes, swords, and clothes of all kinds
from Turkey and Egypt. Mrs. Seagraves took for a while to
potichomania, then, to photography, then to collecting postagestamps, then to bicycles, then to spiritualism and flower-drawings
by spirits, then to old china, and then to articles from Japan.
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If you wanted the monuments of her energy and enterprise you
did not even need to look round, for you could hardly help
stumbling against them everywhere. The old masters which
her husband had collected were gradually being edged out of
their places by the revivalisms of a newer school which claimed
an older origin. Round-faced Madonnas, with no particular
expression about them, were impinged by gaunt demoiselles
whose waists began immediately under their arms, whose gowns
were of a dull tawny green, clinging to them like the wetted
drapery of Canova's figures, and who generally bore lilies in
their hands. Even these latter now were threatened rather
seriously by an invasion of almond-eyed and weak coffee-complexioned beauties in robes as clinging, but of varied and gorgeous hues, who typified the contribution to European decoration
made by the art of the land which had been until lately Christmas Pembroke's home.
Mrs. Seagraves' Sunday evening receptions were generally
well attended, but chiefly by people whom nobody ever saw
anywhere else. They had a sort of little fame in their way—the
power of which was exactly opposite in its quality to that of the
heat of a fire, and increased proportionately with the square of
its distance from the source. The people even in Cavendish
Square probably had never heard of them, but French artists
and poets had talked of them in Paris, and owing to the descriptions given by several correspondents of the journals. New York
was under the impression that Mrs. Seagraves' receptions were
about the most remarkable thing in London, while Chicago
firmly believed them to be the principal object of a visit to
Europe. The people who went to them were not vapid people,
at all events. Everybody was more or less of an original; had
done something remarkable, or at least ridiculous; or had some
theory or mission; or led some school or had just abandoned and
renounced some school; or had views on Life and Hereafter or
the marriage contract which the general run of his or her
neighbours did not share.
When Christmas entered the drawing-room it so happened
that the first objects which met his eyes were the sparkling eyes
of Miss Sybil Jansen. She was standing up near the chimneypiece talking to two or three persons, and with her back turned
to the door. I t was in the mirror over the chimney-piece that
her eyes met those of Christmas. Miss Sybil immediately looked
away, and turned with her side to the mirror. But presently
Mrs. Seagraves ghded amid her clinging draperies up to Christmas, and saying, " I am so glad you have come—I do so want tf»
introduce you," drew him along by the hand, and presented him
to Miss Sybil Jansen.
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CHAPTER XIII.
" ENDYMION ? "

SiE JOHN CHALLONEE had a house in one of the finest and newest
parts of South Kensington. It was built of grey stone, or
material which looked like stone; it raised its massive proportions above a wall of stone, and it had a broad carriage drive. It
stood with others in a private road which had gates and a lodge,
and a painted board stuck up to warn everybody concerned that
cabs and tradesmen's carts were not to make a thoroughfare of
that dignified enclosure. Sir John Challoner's house displayed a
little square tower or belvidere or some such erection on its roof,
and looked very fine and imposing, albeit a trifle new, cold, and
crude. Perhaps it would not be too much to say that an intelligent observer might have seen Modem Finance in every outline
of it.
If the exterior looked rather new, the furniture on the contrary looked very old, or perhaps it would be more proper to say
did its very best to look old. Everything had been ordered regardless of expense from upholsterers who had a special gift for
the revival of medisevalism. The necessity of conveying ideas
compelled scholars, while Latin was still the language of European culture, to introduce a great many mock-Latin words in
order to give names to things which were not in existence even
when Apuleius wrote. So the genius of these gifted upholsterers had to supply them with mediseval ways of constructing
articles of furniture and ornament of which the Middle Ages
knew nothing. The effect was highly pleasing and artistic to
those who regarded things with properly-tutored eyes, but to
those not so trained it was somewhat angular, uncomfortable,
and out of keeping. It gave to the uninitiated something like
the sort of impression which might have been produced by the
spectacle of a noble guest in armour endeavouring to eat one of
Gunter's ices through the bars of his helmet.
The house, however, had a fine library well fitted up, and it
was in this library that Christmas Pembroke found himself about
five o'clock one March evening several months after the occurrences mentioned in the last chapter. Christmas now was a
regular attache, if we may use the expression, of the financial
house of which Sir John Challoner was the head, and his special
occupation and province was the supplying his chief with ideas
and facts on the subject of railway extension in Japan and in the
East generally. Into this work Christmas had thrown himself
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with tremendous energy, and he had developed a great deal of
talent and judgment. He worked hard, partly out of gratitude
to Sir John, who had been very kind to him, partly because it
was his nature to throw his soul and energy into any task he
undertook, and partly because in the literal over-taxing of his
energies he found the best means of striving against the love
which was so hopeless. He was almost becoming used to think
of Marie Challoner only as the daughter of his chief, who -oas
soon to marry a man of social rank and to make a figure in
society.
Marie herself he had not lately seen. Her father left her with
some friends in Paris when he returned from Pau, and during
three months or more Pembroke was free of Sir John's house, and
was often there, without dread or hope of seeing her. She returned in January, and made for a few weeks some acquaintance
with London society, but it so happened that just at that time
there were some arrangements to be settled, some people to be
seen and talked to, in the North of England, and Sir John entrusted the mission to Christmas. When he returned to London
Marie had gone into the country on a short visit to some of the
family to which Mr. Vidal belonged, and before she returned
Christmas had been sent off somewhere else.
Thus it happened that when Christmas came back to London
on this particular evening he assumed that Miss Challoner was
still in the country. All the previous night he had sat up
writing out a memorandum on one of the special subjects in
which he was concerned for Sir John Challoner's use, and he got
into the train at the northern town whither he had been despatched about seven in the morning. He reached London at
four, and having gone to his chambers he then set out forthwith
for South Kensington, believing that the library there was the
most likely place in which to find Sir John at such a time, and
eager to show him his work.
Sir John had not come in yet. Christmas, as we have said,
was free of the house, and he went into the library to wait for
his chief. The lights were burning, there was a cheery fire on
the hearth—the whole place looked bright and inviting; and
Christmas sat in a great easy chair, which the spirit of medisevalism had happily permitted to pass in unchallenged, and he
began to read over his manuscript again. Perhaps it was the
subject; perhaps it was the style; perhaps it was the labour of
the previous sleepless night; perhaps all combined; that fell
heavily upon the lids and the senses of our young hero. Anyhow,
jfter a while he lay back in the chair, and the manuscript
dropped from his hand, and he fell fast asleep. He sank into a
confused dream, during which he passed from Japan to Durewoods, and from Durewoods to Saucelito in San Francisco bay.
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and thence to the City, London, with all the time the rattling
and the motion of the London and North Western Railway
dinning in his ear. Every now and then, too, Marie Challoner
came and looked at him, or from various disguises looked out
upon him. Once the floating goddess of his ceiling gazed down
upon him with the face and the eyes of Marie Challoner. Then
the form of the goddess and all her surroundings faded away,
and only the eyes of Marie Challoner remained, and there looked
so fixedly, so piercingly into his that in his dream he said to
himself if they continued thus to look at him he must awake.
And he did awake, and there, sure enough, were Marie
Challoner's eyes turned upon him. Before they could change
their expression he caught the look of kindness and of something
like compassion, and then he sprang up ashamed of having been
found asleep.
For Marie had returned home the night before, and had
entered the library not knowing that he was there and saw him,
asleep in the chair, and could not help looking at him with eyes
of kindly interest. He seemed so pale, she thought, and wasted
—very handsome, indeed, and far more masculine in appearance
than when she saw him last; but so pale, and even in sleep so
earnest and thoughtful! She did draw near, and even bend a
little towards him, noting the lines of his face; and she, too, was
a little embarrassed when he awoke so suddenly.
" Oh—Miss Challoner !"
She held out her hand. " I have not seen you this long, long
t i m e ! " she said.
" I am ashamed of having been found asleep," Christmas saidj
ordering himself into composure. " But the truth is that I was
-n'riting all last night" (he stooped and picked up his manuscript),
" and travelling all the day, and I came in here to wait for Sir
John Challoner, and so I fell asleep."
" You were writing all night ? Are you becoming an author ?
I should be so glad."
" Oh no! only doing some work about railways and that kind
of thing. You wouldn't care about it. I mean no lady would
care about it."
He thrust the manuscript rather confusedly into his pocket.
" You seem to me to have changed a great deal—and in such
a short time," said Marie.
" I have been working pretty hard," said Christmas; "and I
suppose I grow, as the little French conscript promised to do,
in the presence of the enemy."
" Have you heard from Miss Lyle lately ? I think of her at
this moment because the very last time I saw her she compared
me to a French conscript going to the war. I remember it well.
Now you compare yourself to a conscript in the war.'
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" I didn't borrow the comparison, however," said Christmas,
smiling in rather a constrained way.
" No, I don't mean that; but it is a coincidence, or an omen
perhaps. Is real life then actually a sort of war ? "
" I suppose so; but I like it."
" You don't work too hard, I hope ? "
" No; oh, no. I can stand any quantity of work. It does mo
good."
" But you -o'ere writing all last night. I am afraid you are
overworked," she said, kindly, and making a sort of approach to
the familiarity of their earlier acquaintanceship.
" You are very kind," Christmas said; " but I am really not at
all overworked."
There was a pause. Both were standing. Christmas held the
back of the chair in which he had been seated when she came in.
" I hope," Marie said, gently, " that you like papa."
" Nobody ever had a kinder friend," Christmas replied, in a
tone of genuine enthusiasm, and much relieved to be able to give
full expression to his feelings on any subject. " I thank Heaven
for having sent me such a friend; and I thank you too," he added,
in a tone of some diffidence.
" Marie slightly coloured. " Then you really like him—I am
so glad; but I knew you would."
" Like him ? " Christmas exclaimed. I only wish there was
something I could do for him. Miss Challoner—or sacrifice for
him: and he should see—and you—whether I liked him or
not."
" Indeed it makes me happy to hear you say so. You know
that he and I have been always alone together, and we are so
much attached to each other. And now, up here in the world,
I have begun to find out, or to guess, or suspect—I don't know
how—that
"
" To suspect what. Miss Challoner ? "
" That—well, that papa has enemies; or at least that there
are people who don't like him. That seems so strange to me."
" But every one has enemies; every one who is worth anything," Christmas said, with genuine and youthful warmth.
" Of course Sir John has enemies! I should be sorry to hear
that he hadn't. He has to deal every day with stupidity and
cunning and craft and selfishness, and he is determined to be
truthful and outspoken and kind in spite of the whole lot of
them, and how could he escape having enemies? Why, Miss
Challoner, I know that his very kindness to me has made some
fellows jealous and angry."
" Has it really ? Then I am glad he has enemies—if such
things make enemies."
" You may be proud of it. I wish I had the chance of dealing
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J i t h some of Ms enemies," said Christmas, pushing away his chair,
Ind throwing out his chest significantly.
, . , . - , ,
.,
'^'^^ I wish you had," Marie answered, with the brightest smile
that had yet come on her face; " and I am dehghted to think
%at he has such a friend. But don't work too hard. I hope
we shall see you often. We ought to be very friendly; and we
don't seem so friendly as we were. Do we ? "
" Don't we ? "
" No—I think not. You seemed to me older than you were,
and changed a little. I don't know how. And you have not
ever asked me how I liked my long stay in France—or London
life—or anything."
" Have I not ? Well, I have not had a great many opportunities. Will you tell me all about it now ? "
But at that moment, when they were both softening into
something like friendly ease, a servant entered the library and
told Miss Challoner that Mr. Vidal had called and was in the
drawing-room.
IMarie coloured slightly for the second time. "You know
Mr. Vidal?" she said, turning to Christmas.
" I see him often. I don't know him very well."
" He is very clever—don't you think ? "
" I believe so—he talks very well, and a great deal."
" He is very much liked," Marie said tentatively.
" Liked—by whom. Miss Challoner ? "
" By people in general, I mean."
" Yes, I should suppose so," Christmas answered carelessly.
" I should think he, now, hasn't any enemies."
" You are mistaken," Marie said warmly. " He is not by any
means the frivolous person that some people think him."
" I don't think him frivolous," said Christmas; " on the
contrary, I think him very shrewd."
" You say it in an unfriendly sort of way. I have heard it
said and read it everywhere that women don't like each other,
but I think men don't like each other."
" I can't like people until I know them very well," Christmas
said. " What is the good of that kind of liking ? "
" I have liked people sometimes without knowing them very
well," Dear Lady Disdain replied. " I suppose it is a mistake.
Good evening, Mr. Pembroke; I am so glad to have seen you."
She left the room, and Christmas seated himself astride upon
a chair and leaned his hands upon its back and his forehead
upon his hands, and gave himself up to torment of thought. He
had offended her who was so friendly and good; he had been
guilty of the meanness of speaking against the man who perhaps
would prove to be her accepted lover. He had been very near
betraying his own sad secret, and in any case she must now
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despise him. What reason had he to sneer at Vidal ? Merely
because Vidal was rich and of good family, and was loved by
her. " Oh, good God!" he groaned audibly—" loved by her!"
Then he sprang from his chair and walked up and down the
library, stopping strangely enough every now and then to look
at names on the backs of books, and suddenly finding himself
thus vacuously engaged, and wondering what he was looking at,
and walking up and down the room again. " Oh, but he is not
wortliy of her," he repeated to himself, trying to cheat himself
into the belief that that alone was his reason for disparaging
Vidal. " He couldn't appreciate her; it isn't in him. He's a
man about town; a man of the world; a speculator for the
excitement of making money. He wouldn't care if he ruined
half a population so long as he did a clever thing on the Stock
Exchange. Aristocrat? Is that aristocratic—to be a Stock
Exchange gambler, and to manage theatres, and to fix the
salaries of ballet girls? Talent—culture? Is talking about
old teapots and showing women how their milliners ought to
make their dresses—is that talent and culture ? Yes; he is of
society, and he may make love to her, and -will marry her I
suppose—and I may not even think of her."
Then he asked himself bitterly what use there would be in
thinking of a girl who loved somebody else; and whether it was
not handsome conduct on his part towards Sir John Challoner
to go on in this way secretly railing at his daughter's accepted
lover. " They say it is a fine ennobling thing, love," he said to
himself with grim irony. " I find it so! It's turning me into
the meanest, most jealous, most pitiful cad!"
He went quietly out of the library. As he passed into the
hall he heard the sound of music coming from the drawing-room;
and then the music suddenly stopped, and he heard two or threo
voices in conversation, one of which was that of Marie. Mr. Vidal,
then, was not the only visitor ? " What is it to me ? what do I
care?" he murmured to himself; and he left the house unperceived,
glad that not even a servant had seen him.
When he got into the street he walked along for a considerable
distance without having any idea of a particular destination or
knowing what he meant to do with himself. He had not dined
and did not think about dining. He turned into Kensington
Gardens, and sat there for awhile vacantly observing the lights
through the trees in the direction whence he had come, and
wondering—after the immemorial fashion of the homeless—•
whether in all the houses there were any creatures as unhappy
as himself. For he felt himself homeless. His heart, his affections, his ambition, had no home. The sight of Marie Challoner
that day and the words he had exchanged with her had upset
all his system of self-discipline. He had been schoohng himself
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of late into a sort of iron self-control, and had been applying
himself to work and to study with a positive ferocity of energy,
and he had even begun to fancy himself cured; and five minutes'
talk with her—they two alone—had brought his fit again, and
banished all his reason. " What am I to do ? " he asked of his
tormented mind. "This can't go on—I could not stand it—I
must break down in some way. Should I tell Sir John Challoner
all—all—and beg of him to pity me; and let me go back to Japan,
and not to tell Miss Lyle—and not to tell Her ? No—I'll not do
that yet. I'll try to bear it—I'll make myself bear it—I'll cure
myself of this madness somehow—anyhow! I'll not give i n ! "
He jumped up and left Kensington Gardens. He had of late
been accustomed to spend his nights in the most eccentric way
when he was not working or engaged with Sir John Challoner.
He kept absolutely aloof from acquaintances, and his whim was
to range London streets in all directions until some far advanced
hour of the night. He wandered anywhere as the fit took him.
He turned into a West End theatre, perhaps, and remained there
until he was tired of the performance, which was generally very
soon; and then, perhaps, he wandered away until he found himself
near an East End music saloon, and he went in there and had a
little rest, and took to the road again. He spent evenings in the
regions round Leicester Square, and supped at French or Italian
restaurants among conspirators and Communists. Sometimes he
explored the haunts of the Italian organ-grinders in the Hatton
Garden region. He found himself sometimes, with a sense of old
acquaintanceship drawn from his memories of San Francisco,
among the Chinese of the low-lying regions of the far East End.
He talked to anybody and everybody; it relieved him to talk to
people he did not know, while he shunned any manner of companionship with any of his acquaintances. He used to walk
miles and miles and return quite wearied to his chambers, where,
when he lit his lamp, his painted goddess smiled down upon him
with her smile of vapid and provoking self-consciousness. These
nightly excursions were his only period of anything like rest, his
nearest approach to enjoyment. To this had his great holiday in
London already come!
This night, however, after he had sat in Kensington Gardens,
he did not set out on one of his familiar and purposeless tramps.
Some idea seemed to have struck him, and it was then that he
jumped up and went his definite way.
Meanwhile Marie Challoner had for her part been disturbed
in a vague way by her talk with him. It was strange the sort of
barrier which seemed to stand up between them now. A broad
distance appeared to have suddenly opened to divide them.
What had become of the bright, clever youth to whom she meant
to be so kind, and with whom she had sworn an eternal friend-
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ship ? Only a few weeks, it seemed to her, had passed since she
dreamed that she was made a princess, and that she had given
some brilliant appointment to Christmas Pembroke. Now she
found that she could hardly even be friendly with him. He was
the same surely—and yet not like the same at all. I t reminded
her of some grim old story she had read—an uncanny story
suggestive of shuddering—about a youth who left his home, and
after a while there came a being who said he was the youth,
and who looked like him, and knew all the things the youth
ought to have known, and could answer every question the
youth ought to have answered, and so was accepted by the parents
—aye, and even by the sweetheart!—as the wanderer come home.
But the exile returned was cold and melancholy, and his presence
always had a gloom and a chill about it; his shadow darkened
the household hearth; and the dog—^his own favourite dog—
always so loving and faithful—would not recognise him, or como
near him, but growled and shrank away at his approach. In tho
end it came out that the youth was really dead—lying dead far
away, and this gloomy and gruesome visitor Avas but a spirit of
evil who, for some malign purpose, had put on his likeness.
Where had she read that uncanny story ? Why did she think
of such nonsense now? " I am sure I never could have been
deceived by any goblin," she said to herself, putting herself
unconsciously for the moment in the place of the sweetheart.
Anyhow, the strange and shadowy change in the relationship
between herself and her handsome protege of Durewoods—the
boy whom she took charge of that first night—puzzled and
pained her. She seemed to have lost something that helped to
make life friendly and bright. London now appeared to have
become very lonely. She went to see her visitors—Mr. Vidal
and one of his friends—with a good deal of inward reluctance,
and she never listened with less interest to Vidal's talk or his
music, and she was very glad when they had gone. Then she
passed the library door and looked in, and seeing no one there
she went in, and resolved to wait there for her father. He always
sat there for a while before dinner.
She had not long to wait, for Sir John Challoner presently
came in, and she rose with her light vigorous movement—the
healthful, energetic movement which fathers gladden to see—
and ran to meet him.
" Mr. Pembroke has been here, papa."
" He has returned then ? He often comes and reads here. At
least he has often done so. Was Eonald Vidal ? "
" Yes, he has just gone; and Mr. Lycett
"
" Lycett of the Foreign Office ? "
" Yes, he who dined here one day lately."
" Oh yes, young Lycett. How do you like him, Marie ? "
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" Very well—I think."
" I don't see anything in him, Marie. Vidal thinks a great
deal of him. His father is a man of some brains; but I confess
I don't see much in the son."
Marie's thoughts were not in young Mr. Lycett evidently.
Suddenly she said—
" Don't you think he has greatly changed, papa ? "
"Who, my dear?"
" Mr. Pembroke. He doesn't seem like the same being to me
—the same that he was when we first knew him."
" Well, Marie, he has become a man of business since then—
and a very good man of business too; and we grow solemn down
in the City, you know. Men's minds are kept on the strain there,
and boys soon turn into men."
" But it never seems to have any of that effect upon you, nor
upon Mr. Vidal. You are always cheerful; and he is always full
of talk and spirits and nonsense."
" I am an old soldier, Marie,, and used to it—I take things
coolly now. Vidal is only, after all, a sort of volunteer on the
staff—he hasn't any sense of responsibility. He only goes into
financial matters for the amusement of the thing, to occupy himself. But it is different with our young friend Pembroke."
" Why is it so different with him ? "
" To begin with, he is new to the thing, and of course he
throws his soul into it strenuously—you should see how terribly
earnest he can be where business is concerned. He has often
sat up all night writing out a memorandum -which would have
been in time enough a week after."
" Yes; he told me he had been writing all last night."
" Just so; I never saw any young fellow who could so completely bury himself in business. Then, you know, he has his
way to make, Marie. He must get money, dear, and he has the
good sense to know it. Young fellows don't usually acknowledge any such necessity—think it unpoetio and unromantic, I
dare say—as you do, Marie, in your secret heart—confess."
" I have not thought much about it. I suppose it has to
be done. Then that bright, poetic boy is changing already into
a grim and grasping money-maker? I am so sorry—I hked
him so much. Is money worth all that—is life worth it ? "
" My dear child, if you -n'ere a man you would find—and
indeed you'll find it soon enough, although a woman—that when
people of spirit and energy go into a game they play it to win.
They play it to win! They can't help it."
" So Mr. Vidal always says. I am sorry—I think I could
keep out of such a game."
" Keep out of it—perhaps. I don't say you might not do
that, Marie; but once having gone in, you can't keep from playing your very best."
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" And that is what he has come to already—so soon! I never
could have expected that! It was I, papa, was it not, who first
begged of you to put Mr. Pembroke in the way to make a career
for himself ? I wish I hadn't done so—I do indeed! What is
the making of some money in comparison to the free, fresh life
he has left behind ? I would rather live on next to nothing and
look at the world like Dione Lyle from a balcony, and love the
sunshine and the trees, and the stars and the poets, and have
delicious dreams of something better than all this—and be
happy and poor."
" You never were poor, my dear," Sir John said, smiling at
her earnestness; " and I suspect that he was—as I was. Dione
Lyle moralises poetically over life with a substantial balance at
her banker's, I dare say. Besides, Marie—to tell you the full
truth, dear—you mustn't blame our hard City ways for all the
change that you may see in young Pembroke. There are other
emotions which impel young men to make money besides the
accursed thirst for gold, my dear."
" Oh, yes; I know. Ambition, of course—the central sun of
everybody's universe now, I believe."
" No, Marie; not that. Ambition, I fancy, our young friend
rather renounces."
" Then what is it, dear ? "
" A handsome, impressionable youth of three and twenty;
and you ask what is his prevailing emotion! I thought you
read poetry, Marie, and that you still made use of our subscription to Mudie's."
Sir John looked quietly but very attentively at his daughter.
She did certainly colour a little and her eyes drooped, but no
girl of her age hears any allusion to love without some such
passing tribute. She looked up immediately and answered
almost as if carelessly—
" Oh, that is the cause, then ? The sweet youth's in love ! I
never thought of that. He always seemed to me so like a mere
boy."
" I believe there is something of the kind going on, Marie.
I don't pay much attention to these things, and people don't
consult me very often about them; but I believe there is something. Mrs. Seagraves has hinted to me, as I dare say she will
to you, dear."
" I dare say she will. Is she herself the object of his vows ? "
" Nonsense, Marie."
" Really I didn't know. Who is the lady ? Do I know her—
is her name a secret ? "
" I don't suppose there is any secret about it. You don't
know her, though you may have seen her. Did you ever hear
of Miss Sybil Jansen ? "
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" Sybil Jansen ?—oh, yes ; a woman who makes speeches at
meetings ? But that can't be—that is too ridiculous! Isn't she
very old; and doesn't she wear spectacles and brandish a cotton
umbrella ? "
" She is very young and pretty, I am told, and she has bewitched our young Japanese. So they say, at least. I needn't
tell you, Marie, that this is not to be spoken of or hinted at by
you."
" Papa! As if I would
"
" Well, dear, you girls don't always know, I suppose, what
you would or would not, and so it is right to give you a word
of warning in time. I need hardly say that I don't like this
poor young fellow to take up with a girl like that, but he
hasn't breathed a word to me as yet. I dare say he will soon—
if there is anything in it."
" And what will you say if he does ? "
" I shall give him just the same advice as if he were my own
son. I shall tell him that I think he is too young to marry, and
that he ought to secure a position for himself first, and give
himself time, and see if he knows his own mind. I shall tell him
frankly that to marry a girl with such opinions and such a kind
of distinction around her will be practically the sacrifice of all
his social prospects. You can't drag a woman like that into
good society—it's out of the question."
" B u t if he—if he cares about her," Marie asked, with
hesitancy, and without looking at her father—" if he thinks her
worth such a sacrifice—it is not much surely. Why should he
care about society ? "
" Very good. If he understands the sacrifice, and is willing
to make it, that is enough; but he ought to be told plainly what
it is—he doesn't know anything about English life."
"And if he should persevere—if he really does care about
her—that would not change you to him, papa ? You would not
cease to be his friend ? I certainly should not."
" No, dear. He may marry whom he will for me."
" You don't mean that you don't care—that you will take no
interest in him after ? "
"No, Marie. He shall have my friendship always—and
yours, I hope. Any woman he marries shall be received by me."
" And by me," Marie said, emphatically. " I don't care what
her opinions are, or whether she makes speeches. I shall like
her because of him—at least I shall try to like her." The last
words she spoke rather sadly.
" So shall I. But we can only speak for ourselves, dear; and
you won't always be able to speak even for yourself, I suppose.
Well, there is the story. Give it an understanding; but no tongue!
Keep it to yourself until I remove the bar of silence and secrecy;
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and now go and dress for dinner. You see that the City isn't all
to blame if young men grow a little grave and pale sometimes."
" I should like to see her," said Marie, thoughtfully. " Can't
we get to see her ? " She meant Miss Jansen.
" Easily—if you care to go to one of Mrs. Seagraves' Sunday
afternoons."
" I don't much care for Mrs. Seagraves. She is too ridiculous.
She doesn't even amuse me any more. But I like her brother,
for all his nonsense about kings and divine right; and I hope he
won't get himself killed in Spain. Do you know, papa, I think
if Captain Cameron were to ask me to marry him I should have
to say yes."
" My dear, how can you talk in that way ? "
" Yes, I think I should have to accept him. Could you give
him a hint, dear ? Would it be proper ? "
" Marie! I don't like to hear you talk such nonsense. What
do you mean ? "
" Women are not generally supposed to have much meaning,
I believe, in what they say. But I have some meaning too. I
think Captain Cameron is the only real man I know—of the
unmarried, I mean. He seems to have some purpose in life fit
for a man—he has not surrendered his existence to the making
of money—or the chasing of butterflies."
" Butterflies, Marie ? "
" Silly and frivolous tastes, then. I don't know which I dislike the more, the work or the play of the agreeable gentlemen
whom we count among our friends. In their business moods
they are precocious usurers: in their hours of idleness they are
ladies'-maids a little overgrown."
Sir John looked up at his daughter in some surprise. He
had always encouraged her to talk out her mind as she pleased.
And he had often seen her in satirical moods. But she seemed
more bitterly in earnest now than was usual with her.
" I should have known even if you hadn't told me of Vidal's
being here to-day, Marie."
" Indeed, dear! How should you have known it ? "
"By your outburst against frivolous youth. I suppose he
was trying to amuse you after his own fashion. I really must
let him know what a wise young person we have here, and
recommend him to keep his levities for young ladies of feebler
mould."
" I think they would suit old ladies still better, papa. I
don't know anybody who would make a better attendant for a
careful old maid of quality with a taste for discoloured laces and
cracked china."
Sir John Challoner never lost his temper, and would not let
even his daughter se® that he could be annoyed by anything a
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woman could say. For though he adored his daughter as his
daughter, he no more considered her a creature equal to man
than a lady who loves her toy-terrier believes that toy-terriers
stand in the order of creation as high as West End ladies.
" You don't understand Vidal yet, my dear," he said, kindly.
" I don't wonder. His is a very complex character—women
don't readily make it out. But you will see some day—before
long I hope—that he has something in him."
Marie ventured no farther then, and was sorry she had
ventured so far. She went to dress for dinner, feeling miserably
out of humour with the world, and not knowing why. She sat
for a long time listless in her room, thinking what a stupid thing
life was, and how mean people's pursuits and ambitions seemed
to be, and moralising over existence in general, as young men
and women always do when they are unwilling to confess to
themselves that it is only some particular existence which concerns them. Many things, however, she acknowledged to herself
had disappointed her. She was sorry that he too should be going
in for the making of money—that he too was going to turn out
like all the rest—" he too " being Christmas Pembroke; for she
really had liked him always, she said. Mr. Vidal's conversation
had been especially out of tune with her mood that day, and she
did not like to hear her father lay such stress on the necessity of
making money. She used to hear but little of such talk from
him at Durewoods. She began to have a shadowy, half-acknowledged idea that her father making holiday at Durewoods was a
different person from Sir John Challoner the successful financier
in his ordinary life in London.
Besides—for she was a very clever girl, with eyes of keen
intelligence—she began to think that people in general did not
respect her father as she respected him—for the qualities which
she desired to respect in him. She did not like the way in
which Eonald Vidal commonly spoke to him, or of him. The
young man greatly admired Sir John, and looked up to him
evidently, but only as an eager young adventurer looks up to a
master in the craft. That was not the sort of admiration Marie
would have wished to see. In a vaguer way, too, her womanly
susceptibility to slight impressions, and her womanly observation of trifling shades of difference between one thing and
another, were teaching her already somewhat of the lesson which
Sir John Challoner himself had frankly explained to Christmas—
that a man with plenty of money may be in society without
exactly being of it. All these thoughts were pressing on her
when she suddenly and unexpectedly came upon Christmas
Pembroke in the library that day, and while his changed appearance and his seeming growth of years repressed her and
kept her at a distance, she felt her heart open warmly to him as
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he siDoke with such generous devotion of her fa'chor. Here at
least, she thought, is genuine friendship and real sympathy—
here is, thank Heaven, an unspoiled human heart. And now,
behold, he too was grubbing in the City for money like the rest;
and he was in love with a girl who screamed on platforms for
Woman's Eights! Against such trials that day Dear Lady
Disdain could at first find no rampart but in her disdain. She
seemed to be in a fair way now of earning her nickname.

CHAPTEE XIV.
SEEKING A PLIANT HOUR.

WAS Sir John Challoner then mistaken when he believed that in
his daughter's eyes and nature he could read the evidence of a
slumbering spirit of ambition and energy which could be aroused
and made to play with fervour the game which has social success
for its stake ? Was Dione Lyle mistaken ? Was Eonald Vidal,
who was of society and knew life, and who really admired the
girl, and believed that if she would marry him she could be
trained into making him a splendid wife ? As a younger son
Vidal was determined to marry for money, and had long looked
about among Manchester manufacturers and Liverpool merchant
princes for a presentable daughter, content even with such a
prospect; and he now sprang with eagerness at the chance of so
handsome and brilliant a girl as Marie Challoner. Were these
all mistaken in believing that she had spirit and ambition ? Was
she really made by Nature only to be a happy shepherdess of
Arcadian Durewoods ?
Probably they were not mistaken. But Sir John Challoner
perhaps was unwise when he sounded the praises and the glories of
ambition too much in advance. Everybody knows how a prudent
mother secures her son against captivation at the hands of some
pretty girl who is likely to be thrown in his way. She praises
and puffs the girl so much in anticipation, and so excites his
curiosity and eagerness about her, that when he sees her he is certain to be disappointed. Sir John Challoner had piqued and roused
Marie's expectations too much on the subject of Ambition. When
she saw it she was disappointed. I t seemed a poor thing, such
ambition as he could show her. She had seen very little of
London society as yet, but she was quick to form impressions,
and she was disappointed. If her father had been a great
Parliamentary leader, and had eminent public men around him,
Marie would probably have warmed to the large and thrilling
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game of life in which they were engaged. If he had been in the
centre of a circle of literature and art, and she had listened to
the talk of historians and poets, and novelists and painters, she
might have felt the ambition to be the queen or the princess of
such a coterie. But Sir John's Parliamentary colleagues were
only men who used the House of Commons as a place in which
to push their various "interests." The one or two peers who
came on familiar terms to Sir John's dinner-table were promoted
bankers. Eonald Vidal's father had not yet been persuaded to
give his presence. The ambition was an ambition to push financial and railway schemes, and to make money. The people
seemed to Marie stupid, the "interests" peddling and vulgar.
Even when she still almost shrank from the expectation, she had
expected something infinitely finer and more nobly alluring than
this. The very house they lived in, which Sir John believed to
be imposing and superb, impressed her with a sense of something
crude, false, and almost vulgar.
Sir John said well when he said to her, " You never were
poor; and I was." Mere costliness did not impress her as it
still impressed him. She had always seen money freely spent
around her, and she never thought about it. Dione Lyle's little
house at Durewoods charmed her with its picturesqueness and
its serene artistic taste, but her father's great new mansion in
Kensington chilled her almost from the first. If every one is
born either an Aristotelian or a Platonist, so everybody, be he
king or be he cobbler, is born of the artist or the bourgeois class.
Marie was of the former class, as her father was of the latter,
and she could not help looking on all things in life, great and
little, from the artistic point of view. The career which her
present life seemed to open to woman's ambition had nothing
picturesque or thrilling—in a word, nothing artistic about it.
All this produced its effect upon her mind, and its effect,
combined with still newer things, shaped itself in thoughts more
or less distressing and melancholy as she was dressing for dinner
on that day while Christmas Pembroke was devouring his way
through London streets and thinking of her. One thought was
perhaps uppermost in her mind, the idea that she at least would
be a friend to any girl whom Christmas Pembroke loved. More
than once the tears came into the generous eyes of Dear Lady
Disdain as she determined on doing heroic things to befriend
that pair and make them happy. How very happy he must be,
she thought, to have found the one he loves so soon, and to be
loved by her. And she too—she must be very happy and must
love him. " I will tell her," thought Dear Lady Disdain, "some
day—how I liked him—from the very first."
Generous resolves within ourselves beget generous construction of othei'S. Marie began to believe that Christmas was really
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working in the City only for his love, and not for the mere greed
of money-making. She softened towards him and she became
more and more anxious to see Miss Sybil Jansen.
Sir John had two or three heavy men and their wives to dine
that day, and they went away early, and then he took his
daughter to an evening party. Mr. Vidal was there, and was
looking very handsome and bright, and was talking to everybody.
He soon found his way to Marie's side, and seemed anxious to
make himself conspicuous by his attentions to her.
Suddenly Marie broke in upon some criticism he was offering
upon the music to which she had not been listening—
" Mr. Vidal—you know everybody. Do you know a lady—a
Miss Sybil Jansen ? "
"' Sybil Jansen ? Oh, yes, certainly. I have met her often."
" Indeed. Then you know her ? "
" You say I know everybody! I have met Miss Jansen at
one or two places. She is a sort of person whom some people
take up, you know. You must go to the right place to meet her.
People who hke curiosities and so on sometimes make a point of
paying her some attention. You wouldn't meet her here."
" Is she pretty, or is she clever ? Tell me something about
her."
" She is pretty in a sort of way. She has nice eyes and teeth,
I think—a pale little girl; very young, and with her little head
turned rather by self-conceit and the notion that she has a
mission."
" She makes speeches—does she speak well ? "
" Yes, I think so—for that sort of thing. I don't care about
women's speeches—in public I mean. Miss Challoner. She talks
like a little whirlwind: would give you a headache to hear much
of it, I should think."
" Did you ever tell her what you thought of her speaking ? "
" Well, no; not exactly. That would be rather rude, wouldn't
it ? I haven't quite the courage of old Lady Jervis—the old
woman; mother of the young fellow Sir Dudley Jervis; you
know.
" No, I don't know; but what did she do ? "
" She took a liking to hear little Sybil, and got some one to
take her to a lecture somewhere. When it was over somebody
offered to present Miss Sybil, and the old lady blandly consented.
So the poor girl was brought up, and Lady Jervis calmly studied
her through her eyeglass, and then said 'Miss Jansen, if you
were my daughter I'd whip you and send you to b e d ! ' "
" What a detestable and cruel old woman! Yet I don't know
that it was not better to speak in that way than to praise the
poor girl to her face—oh, I know from what you have said that
you did praise her to her face!—and then make a jest of her.
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I suppose she is very much in earnest. I think now that I
should like her."
" No, you wouldn't care about her."
" I mean to see her and make her acquaintance, for all that."
" That will be easily done if you really wish to know her and
Sir John doesn't object. But I don't think he cares much about
speech-making women, does he ? "
" Speech-making women seem to you a class something like
dancing dogs," said Marie.
" Well, Dr. Johnson did make some sort of comparison like
that, didn't he ? " Vidal asked.
Marie dropped the conversation, or, indeed, to describe matters more properly, shook it off. It offended her to hear any
earnest attempt of an enthusiastic woman talked of in such a
manner. " I had rather a thousand times be a man who could
fall in love with her," she thought, " than a man who could only
laugh at her. Why should she be laughed at ? She is trying to
do some good in the world: and I am not. She has some
purpose in living beyond making money and getting into society.
I don't see any other purpose in most of the people I know."
Perhaps if Eonald Vidal had greatly praised Miss Jansen,
Marie might have been more inclined to doubt her mission and
her merits. But with all his supposed knowledge of women Mr.
Vidal went wrong in assuming that every girl likes to hear other
girls spoken of with contempt. He quite misunderstood Marie
Challoner at all events, for she always had the generous weakness which inclines one to defend the assailed even without
much inquiry into the merits of the question. If the nature of
woman always loves to exercise itself in contradiction, as people
say, the contradiction which Dear Lady Disdain found herself
tempted to indulge in was only that which speaks up for the
weak or the unpopular.
Eonald Vidal saw that he had not quite pleased Marie by his
criticism of Miss Jansen, whom he would have praised with the
greatest readiness if he had known that it would give her any
gratification. He was a good-natured young man, who never
cared to injure anybody; but he generally found that conversations are more freely carried on by means of censure than by
means of praise. His active mind seeking everywhere for knowledge of persons, had led him to v/here Miss Jansen was to be
heard—and of course he took care to be presented to her, and
no doubt he had praised her to her face and disparaged her (he
was not much given to laughter, and had very little sense of
humour) behind her back. But it is only fair to say that he
would have pointed out the defects of his own sister with equal
openness. Marie Challoner was probably the only woman who
impressed him with any sense of genuine respect and admiration.
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He greatly enjoyed talking scandal to other women, as he liked
time-bargains with men or chaff' with actresses; but he came to
Marie always with better hopes and topics.
This night he had evidently had the hint which Sir John
Challoner promised to give him. He left Marie discreetly for a
while after the talk about Miss Jansen, but he contrived to come
near her again before long.
"So glad to find you again," he said; and he managed to
intercept others who were near her. " I have something to tell
you—stay, here is a chair—in this quiet corner."
Marie was afraid perhaps that she had been a little abrupt
in the matter of Miss Jansen, and she welcomed him with a
propitiatory smile, and took the chair which he was offering to
her.
" I am going to do something at last," he said—" something
definite, I mean. I think you will approve of it. I am going to
start upon a regular career in public life."
" Oh! I am very glad; I think you are doing quite right.
Every man of talent ought to do something of the kind."
" Thank you," he said, much more warmly than the implied
compliment deserved, and evidently determined to make the
most of it. " Thank you ! you are very kind and encouraging.
Yes, there is an opening—did you hear them talking of it tonight?—in Lord Barbican's borough—and there would be a
chance for some one who would come boldly forward on thorougly
independent principles, and try to get the seat out of the
hands of the insuiferable Barbican family. One runs a risk
and makes enemies of course; but I don't care. You see it's
this way
"
And then he drew a chair beside her, and began to give her
an account of how Lord Barbican and his family had for generations domineered over the borough, and how there was a good
chance now, with the ballot, of wresting the representation from
them, if a really independent candidate came forward who was
not afraid of the Barbicans. Every woman warms to the prospect of a combat, and feels some interest in the champion who
runs most risk; and Vidal soon saw a sparkle of ambition and
encouragement in Marie's eye. Before he had talked to her very
long she began to regard the borough as a sort of Andromeda,
Lord Barbican as a devouring sea-monster, and the handsome
Eonald Vidal as a rescuing Perseus. He did certainly look very
handsome, and he talked, she thought, very eloquently. Perhajjs she had really then misunderstood and undervalued him.
Perhaps the levity was but the indolence of a gallant spirit
waiting for its opportunity. Perhaps it was once more a
Sardanapalus rushing from his revel to the battle, or Prince Hal
venouncing Eastcheap to offer challenge to Harry Hotspur.
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Marie's rather vague ideas of political contests happily enabled
her to contemplate the coming struggle for Lord Barbican's
borough with other eyes than those of an election agent.
" I thought you would approve of this," he said, in a low
appealing tone.
" Mr. Vidal, it gives me great pleasure
"
" I have been thinking of it this long time, and especially
since that first day when we walked up the hill among the trees
at Durewoods. Do you remember ? "
" I remember the walk," Marie answered, a little pleased,
despite of herself, to know that he remembered it.
" Well, we talked then of political life and ambition, and you
seemed to encourage my desire to make some sort of a name for
myself in politics."
" Did I ? That was very rash of me, Mr. Vidal, for I knew
nothing about political life then, and I know very little now.
Did I really venture to give an opinion ? "
" Indeed you did ? I have not forgotten it. And from that
moment I determined to show you that perhaps I deserved a
better opinion than you had of me."
•' But please don't say that! If I was so rash as to urge you
to anything, it was only, I suppose, because I had a better
opinion of you than you had of yourself."
" Thank you—thank you. I'll do my best. I'll have your
good opinion if I can. I'll win my spurs. The truth is,
Challoner spoiled me—your father spoiled me! "
" I am sorry to hear that my father has spoiled anybody ? "
" I don't mean, seriously, of course; but he has such a head
for business and finance and all that; and he always told me I
had too: and he is such a thorough man of the world, you
know; and has such a tongue that he can make people do whatever he likes. I never saw such a fellow to talk people over as
Challoner is. Never, I give you my word."
Certainly this was not the sort of panegyric which Marie
would have cared to hear pronounced upon her father.
" I know so little of these things," she said, rather coldly.
" I always lived so much out of the world down at Durewoods.
My father always appeared to me in so different a light! I don't
recognise him in your praise even, Mr. Vidal."
" Of course," said Vidal, " our fathers always appear to us
in an ideal light. It's a merciful dispensation of Providence.
We could never get on if we regarded our fathers and mothers
as ordinary human beings. But you must not mind my nonsense.
Miss Challoner."
" I don't mind it at all, Mr. Vidal."
By these words Marie probably meant to say that she knew
she ought not to mind it, and that she would not mind
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it if she could. But she did mind it for all that. It_ jarred
heavily on her feelings, and even on her nerves. Was this, then,
the character which her father bore—the character of a pushing,
plausible, grasping man of the world? It was not thus she
thought of him when they read together and rambled in the
lanes together at Durewoods, and when out of the vague hints
she had heard of his early acquaintanceship with Miss Lyle she
had woven together the threads faint and light as if spun from
sunbeams, of some romantic story in which he must have played
a noble, heroic part. Even if it was only Vidal's nonsense it
hurt her to hear such nonsense spoken of her father.
Vidal could not make much further way that night. Passing
through one of the rooms presently he met Sir John Challoner.
" I say, Challoner, look here," he said, and he drew him into
a corner. " I've been putting my foot in it with your daughter."
" Indeed; What have you been saying ? "
" Well, she was very kind, and I was telling her of all my
plans, and, by Jove! I never saw her so friendly to me—when in
an evil hour I began to excuse myself by saying that it was you
who drew me into money affairs and all that, and that you were
so clever a man of the world
"
"Well?"
" She didn't seem to like it at all. I thought if I could put
the blame on you it would be all right—that she would excuse
me all the more readily, and of course you wouldn't care. But
she grew quite cold and distant at the bare suggestion that you
weren't exactly like that particular one of King Arthur's
Knights who found the Holy Grail."
" Marie has a very high opinion of me, Vidal."
" But I say—you know—what an absurd idea it is to bring
up one's children with the notion that one is a sort of divine
being! That sort of thing must burst up one day or other, you
know. I can assure you I never had any such an idea of my
father, although there could hardly be a better man of his kind.
Anyhow, Challoner, you ought to have warned me beforehand
that I was to think of you as a Bayard of Whitehall and a
Fenelon of Lombard Street, and I'd have done my best to cheat
myself into the delusion."
" You don't understand women yet," Sir John said with his
quiet smile. " Women are not to be studied merely by sitting
next to them at dinner parties, or waltzing in a crowd—or
composing the quarrels of rival actresses, Vidal."
" I wish I understood your daughter a little better. She's the
only woman I know who is worth the understanding."
"You must make allowance for her country bringing up,"
Sir John said with the slightest possible flavour of sarcasm in
his tone, "You don't often meet such girls, Vidal. But in any
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case you ought to know that women don't as a rule care to look
at things as they are, but only as they v/ould like to think them.
Even if a woman knew in her secret heart that somebody—her
father if you like in certain cases—was not an ideal personage,
she would always prefer to have him presented to her as if he
were."
" I suppose that's true," said Vidal. " In any case it's advice
I shall act upon for tlte future. But, good Heavens! to think
of a clever, quick girl of to-day having such ideas about her
father!"
" It is absurd," Sir John said, smiling in his peculiar way;
" but they are only children, you know, Vidal. Men of brains
like you and me must humour their pretty little ways."
" I only hope I haven't made an utter mess of it."
" Oh, n o ; I don't fancy it can be quite irretrievable. I'll do
my best by restoring myself to restore you too."
So they parted for the hour.

CHAPTEE

XV.

UVPATIA AT HOME.
SYBIL JANSEN lodged in a quiet street which branched off from
a considerable thoroughfare in the West Centre of London. The
houses there had been spacious mansions occupied by people of
quality in other days, but had come gradually down iu the
world. Professor Huxley has expressed some regret, in one of
his lectures, that we have not in our society, along with the
arrangements which enable meritorious and gifted persons to rise
from lowly state to high, some mechanism to facilitate or cause
the regular descent of the unmeritorious and ungifted from
high estate to low. It is a pity that the defect is not supplied,
if only that we might be allowed periodically to watch the
edifying spectacle of the deserving and undeserving person
passing each other, as in an ascending and a descending bucket,
the one mounting heavenward to Belgravia, the other mournfully
going down for his sins to New Cross. Some such process may,
however, be observed in our streets and houses. There the
descent in the social scale may be watched by the easiest
observer. The house sinks in the street; then the street sinks
in the quarter; then the quarter sinks in the city. Only it is
hard to trace out the moral. What were the sins that doomed
the house, the street, the quarter, where Miss Sybil Jansen lived
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to go down in the social rank—what the virtues which earned
for South Kensington its title to go up ?
Most of the houses in this street had their lower floors
occupied by'^solicitors, doctors, or dentists. The upper rooms
divided themselves among lodgers. Thus the houses still kept
up a sort of dignified apioearance of being offices and chambers;
not hack London lodging-houses. A good many artists lodged in
that quarter, and the passer-by occasionally met some browncheeked Eoman women with gold ear-rings and snowy chemisettes,
with supple forms and superb walk, who were the models for
peasantry of the Campagna to the rising pencils of the region.
Not far was the British Museum, whence flowed after four o'clock
each afternoon a stream of readers and students of both sexes,
alike rather careless of dress, and alike for the most part somewhat ungainly of figure. Not all, however, were careless of dress
or ungainly of figure, for Miss Sybil Jansen read in the Museum,
and her pretty face, slender form, and artistic dressing were the
admiration of many a student of the one sex, and the envy of
many even among the most learned of the other.
It was in the British Museum that the acquaintance between
Sybil Jansen and Christmas, begun in Mrs. Seagraves' dra-wingroom, had ripened into something like friendship, at least on
his side. Miss Jansen had gone in for renovating the world
on the basis of free opinions and the equality of the sexes. She
hugged to her heart and often repeated to herself the statement
in which the feelings of George Eliot's latest heroine had just
been set forth—viz., that when any good was to be done for
anybody, the heroine would have thought any allusion to the sex
of the person concerned wholly irrelevant. Miss Jansen told
herself in the fullest and purest good faith that where friendship,
beneficence, and a good cause were concerned, a question of sex
was irrelevant. If the question did not actually become irrelevant the moment it was philosophically proclaimed to be so that
was no fault of Miss Jansen. Much more pretentious and important schemes of philosophy than hers have been founded on
the principle of calling things irrelevant which yet prove themselves every now and then to have a sad and unalterable relevancy
to our life. This principle of Miss Jansen's is only mentioned
here to explain the readiness with which the young Hypatia
struck up a friendly league with our hero and walked often in
his company of evenings from the British Museum to her own
door. Sybil thought no harm, and neither surely did our often
preoccupied youth of the gloomy brow. He was lonely, and
her frank friendship pleased him. There was a good deal
sympathetic between them. He was now a little at odds with
the world; and so she seemed to be. Some things hadgone
wrong with him; to her the whole scheme of the universe
L
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seemed out of gear. He was unhappy, and certainly Sybil
Jansen was not happy.
She had often asked him to pass a few hours of the evening
with her and her mother, and he meant some time to accept the
invitation. He had once or twice entered the house with her,
and had been greatly pleased with his reception in his simple
boyish way. He had not seen her now for many days (so far
astray was Sir John Challoner in his conjecture), and he had
hardly thought of her in his work and his rushing hither and
thither. As he looked across Kensington Gardens this night he
suddenly thought of her, and he resolved to go and see her.
" They are friendly to me," he thought—and observe that even
in his thought it was " they," not " she "—" and I think they
would be glad to see me—nobody else cares particularly in
London that I know of." In this mood he made his way—'
a pretty long way—to the street where Miss Jansen lived;
and he saw lights in the windows, and the elderly woman who
opened the door and took general care of the offices and apartments told him that she believed Mrs. and Miss Jansen were
at home, and would he walk up, please? For this was no
lodging-house, be it understood, with a common servant to wait
on everybody. This was a collection of offices, chambers, and
apartments, and the elderly housekeeper who took charge of the
concern in general had nothing to do with admitting you or
piloting you into any particular department of the building.
You went your way and knocked at whatever door on whatever
floor you wanted—almost as if you were in Paris; and you could
not possibly be so lost to all impression of dignity as to suppose
you were in an ordinary and commonplace Bloomsbury lodginghouse.
So our youth found his way up a broad and very dimly lighted
stair until he came to the floor on which the Jansens lived. He
had been there before in company with Miss Sybil; that is, when
he had escorted her home—or walked with her, for she did not
care about escort—he had gone upstairs with her once or twice,
as has been said, and had been presented to her mother. He had
learned or inferred from Miss Jansen's conversation that they
lived on some very small income which had remained to her
mother, aided by Sybil's own hard work in translating for
publishers, doing occasional magazine articles, and delivering
lectures. One of Miss Jansen's faiths or dreams was that when
women got the suffrage they would be able to command for their
literary and other work reward equal to that of men. Christmas
had mildly endeavoured to question with this hope, but had little
success. He thought now, as he ascended the half-lighted stair,
that Sybil's dreams were hardly to be wondered at, and that it
would be cruel to deny her the pleasure of hope.
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He tapped at their door, and a servant told him the ladies
were in, conducted him across a small passage to the door of a
room which was dark, scraped a match and lighted a lamp in
the room, showed him in, then asked him his name, did not
wait for his card, and disappeared apparently in some bewilderment.
Christmas was left for a few moments to occupy himself in
looking over the books and papers which lay on the table. The
word " Scrap-book" in gilt letters on one volume attracted his
attention, and he wondered much how a young lady of Miss
Jansen's vigorous and exalted turn of mind could care for a
trivial and feminine compilation of that kind. He opened the
scrap-book and found that it contained only a collection of
cuttings from newspapers referring to the lectures and the
speeches of Miss Sybil Jansen.
There was a melancholy interest iu this poor little collection
of criticisms. No journal of which Christmas had ever heard
the name before had honoured the young Hypatia with a notice.
But the PecJcham Chronicle compared her to Corinna; the Deptford and Isle of Dogs Gazette said she reminded him of Sappho;
the Woman's Champion declared that Miss Jansen was the
priestess of a new gospel. There were pages and yards of this
sort of thing cut out with scrupulous neatness, and preserved
as though they were works of art. A feeling of compassion came
up in Christmas's mind, as he thought of the poor girl trying to
feed her heart on this sort of food, and believing that the voice
of the Deptford and Isle of Dogs Gazette was fame. Fame itself,
wise people say, is incense that only godlike hearts can feed
upon without withering into atrophy; but fancy a sham-fame,
the dulled reflection of a soap-bubble in a cracked glass!
While Christmas was thinking over these things there entered
the young Hypatia herself. She was dressed gracefully and
simply as was her .wont—in black silk, high to the throat, and
short at the ankle. She looked very pale and very pretty, and in
the dimly-lighted room she gave the idea to Christmas that she
was all eyes. She entered the room in the dubious way of one
who expects to meet a stranger, and then recognising Pembroke,
a very wave of welcoming expression passed over her face—
" Mr. Pembroke! Now this is kind, and I am so glad to see
you;" and she emphasised words here and there in her energetic
little way; " but I had no idea it was you. Our new servant
bungled over your name. Mamma will be so glad to see you."
" I have long been promising myself the pleasure of coming
to see you," said Christmas, " but I have been a good deal out of
town lately."
" You have just come in time for tea. I see you were looking
over my notices. I ought not to have left that book out."
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" Was I wrong in reading it ? Surely not ? "
" Oh, no; I don't mean that; but it looks like vanity ; and
men always say we women are vain. It is not vanity, however,
Mr. Pembroke—at least in my case. I am not vain, but I hope
I care for the cause which I represent; and any praise given to
me must be of service to that. So you have been reading some
of the notices ? Some of them are very good! are they not ? I
wonder if you happened to read what the Trumpet of Putney
said. Will you call me vain if I show i\ to you and ask you just
to glance at it ? "
She took the book from him with her nervous, quivering
hands, and fluttered its pages over until she found the citation
from the Trumpet of Putney. Christmas's heart sank as he
glanced over it. I t was an enthusiastic suburban reporter's
rhapsody written in penny-a-line English, no word under three
syllables, and the adjectives generally applied inaccurately. It
spoke of Miss Jansen's talents as " transcendental," and said that
her voice was as "potential" as it was musical. Yet this girl,
of much talent and considerable culture, admired it and was
delighted with it.
" I cried with joy when I read that first," she said. " It is
too much praise, perhaps, you think; but I welcomed it as a
sign that men were at last beginning to do justice to women.
You don't feel with us, I know, and I am sorry for it, and I
don't understand it. The generosity of your instincts ought to
bring you to us."
" I haven't studied the question much, so count me as
neutral. Miss Jansen."
" No. You can't be neutral. You must declare for right or
wrong—for truth or falsehood. No, no; you are under some
influence—the influence of some woman, I know, who persuades
you that we are unwomanly. Oh, how we suffer from these cold
creatures of society—these traitresses to their own cause ! "
Miss Sybil's eyes gleamed and her breast heaved, and her
little thin fingers closed as if around the hilt of some weapon
wherewith to pierce the hearts of her treacherous sisters.
" Come," she said, suddenly changing her tone, and removing,
or rather snatching, the book of criticisms from Pembroke's hand;
" you don't care about all this sort of thing, I know, and I am
only boring you to no purpose. I don't wan't to be a mere bore,
Mr. Pembroke; but if you knew how much I think about these
things! Come into the other room. Mamma will be delighted
to see you. She likes you so much; and we will give you some
tea."
Her voice sounded gratefully in Christmas's ears. He was
glad to be where he knew that he was welcome, and he had been
growing into a compassionate liking for poor young, lonely Sybil
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with her futile aspirations and her barren ambition, and her
morbid susceptibility. He had never before met any one so
terribly in earnest.
Sybil led him across the little passage, and into a room where
her mother and she usually spent their evenings. I t was a large
old-fashioned room, very neatly kept, and furnished in a style
which, to a quick and observant eye, would have told a someAvhat pathetic story. There was, for example, a superb oldfashioned piano, and there was a beautiful little ebony table,
old-fashioned too; and there were two or three fine portraits in
oil which had been done by a good hand, and had cost money
in their time. But the carpet was of the newest and cheapest
kind, the chairs unmistakably suggested a second-hand shop and
" This Cheap Drawing-room Set"—the mirror over the chimneypiece had beyond doubt once been marked with its price in
chalk in the front of some small auctioneer's store; the little
time-piece was evidently of similar origin. The same discrepancy
was in the books. There were two or three very fine and costly
old editions, and there were many of the very cheapest of
modern reprints, with their thin paper and their small overworked type. Everything bore evidence of scrupulous neatness
and of refined taste. The story told itself. The Jansens had
once had money, and now they were poor.
Mrs. Jansen was a feeble and wasted woman, with a manner
of somewhat faded and old-fashioned elegance, like that of one
who, long withdrawn from society, had fallen behind the ways
of the present. She was dressed with much greater effort at
elegance than her daughter, and might have passed off in dim
light, or to not very keen eyes, as up to the fashion in evening
costume. She gave Christmas a cordial welcome and a kind
smile. She would be very glad to have the monotony of her
life brightened occasionally by the visit of an intelligent and
agreeable young man; and if she had any dim, undefined thought
deep down in her maternal bosom about Sybil, who shall blame
her?
" Have you looked at mamma's portrait ? " Sybil asked; and
she held up a lamp for him to see the painting. " It was done
by Westwood—he was an Academician, you know." (Christmas
did not know, but was ready to believe.) " Is it not a wonderful
likeness ? "
Christmas saw the portrait of a slender, soft, handsome
woman, wearing a hat and feathers, and a dress unfamihar to
his memories of female costume. It might have been one of the
famous Miss Gunning's or one of Sir Joshua's beauties, for all
he could have told. It certainly seemed to him to have little
that even memory or imagination could connect with the worn
and prematurely aged woman who sat near the hearth where the
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little brass kettle was standing. But he praised the picture
cordially, evading the question of likeness, for he was a terribly
truthful and ingenuous youth.
" I can see that you do not think it a good likeness," said
Sybil, in a disappointed tone. " I know all Mr. Pembroke's
ways, mamma. He never can be got to say anything he doesn't
believe—he never will pay a compliment. Oh, if men were all
so truthful and honest!"
And yet Sybil seemed somehow as if she could bear a compliment or two now and then well enough.
" My dear, how could Mr. Pembroke see any likeness in that
to what I am now ? You forget the number of years and the
changes. I was only Sybil's age when that was painted, Mr.
Pembroke. I had just been married. It was like me then, I
believe—very like. I am old enough to be able to say that now
without affectation."
" It seems wonderfully like, to me," Sybil said, holding up
her lamp, and gazing fondly at the picture. " I cannot see any
change. The farthest memory I have, mamma, is of you just
like that; only not the same kind of dress; and I cannot see
any change."
" One good thing about common misfortune," said the elder
lady, " is that it keeps up a sympathy and love that perhaps
other people don't have. Sybil is everything to me, Mr. Pembroke ; and I suppose I am a good deal to her. Sybil, dear, will
you make tea ? "
Sybil bestirred herself very gracefully and prettily, and
Pembroke watched her with interest. She poured some hot
water into the tea-pot to heat it; then she poured that off again,
then she put in some tea, after a momentary mental calculation
of the additional quantity required by the presence of the
visitor; then she poured water on the tea; and then she put the
tea to draw. As she moved about he could not help observing
now and then that she had a very white and pretty arm, and he
even had a glimpse more than once of a bronze slipper, a very
neat ankle, and a scarlet stocking. An instinctive politeness
made him talk chiefly to the elder lady; but he was not thereby
prevented from following the movements of the younger.
He could not help remembering that he had more than once
heard disparaging criticism of the young Hypatia, on the ground
that she defied society—that she went everywhere without escort,
and that she lived independently, and alone—" as if she were a
young man, and not a young woman," one censor remarked. It
was true that Sybil did go to places alone, and return alone; but
Christmas thought that anybody who saw her quiet home and
her attention to her mother might have excused many of her
acts of independence, and put at least the best construction on
her doings.
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Sybil left the room once on some domestic purpose, and the
elder lady, as if she had been following Pembroke's thoughts,
said—•

" My Sybil leads a strange life, Mr. Pembroke, or what would
have been thought a strange life in my younger days. I do not
cross her, and I do not even advise her against it, for she has been
a most devoted daughter to me, and her life has been a trying one.
I encourage her in going out to places alone, for how else could
she go? And she would pine if she remained always within
these walls."
" Nobody has a right to complain of what she does, if you
approve of it," Christmas said warmly, and forgetting that it
was not the best thing perhaps to tell the mother that people did
complain.
" I suppose people do find fault with her," she said; " and
with me. But a great many people—you can't think how many
—praise her, and say that she has a duty to fulfil. And she is
really a very clever speaker—they all say—and I am glad to see
her throw herself into some pubhc cause, for then she goes about
and speaks, and is praised, and it makes her happy; and if she
did not think she was doing some public good she never would
leave me; and what sort of life would that be for a young
woman ? It is no vanity of hers. She is not vain in the least,
I assure you."
Christmas was deeply touched by these evidences of affection
on the part of mother and daughter. The girl still saw a likeness in the brilliant portrait to the worn elderly woman; the
mother could not see the little touches of unrepressed vanity in
the daughter which actually sprang to the eye of every passingstranger.
" And then," Mrs. Jansen went on with a little energy in her
usually feeble manner, " if Sybil is warm about women's rights
and women's wrongs, she and I, Mr. Pembroke, have both suffered
much from a man. We have been cruelly treated. Why is that
child poor and hardworked in her youth ? Because of a heartless man! I am not a widow, Mr. Pembroke, though you may
have thought so. My husband, my Sybil's father, is living,
and
"
She was leaning forward in her chair and speaking in tones
of keen and concentrated anger. Sybil entered, and Mrs. Jansen
leaned quietly back again.
" Sybil, my dear," she said, " I don't know if Mr. Pembroke
would like a little cold meat with his tea. Perhaps he has dined
early or not dined at all. Young gentlemen, I know, are apt to
be careless."
Mrs. Jansen belonged to the days before gastronomy had
come to be the special boast of every young man's education,
and when young men were still called young gentlemen.
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" I hope he would like some," Sybil said, " for I have had no
dinner, and I am going to have some cold meat."
Christmas had instincts far too kindly not to declare at once
that he had eaten no dinner and that he should like some ccld
meat, of all things. Poor fellow, it was quite true that he had
not dined, but true also that he had not thought about tho
matter, and now he did begin to feel hungry. Sybil left the
room again.
Mrs. Jansen at once resumed her story to Christmas—•
" Few women have suffered more at the hands of a bad and
selfish man than I have, Mr. Pembroke—except Sybil—for, however, her father may have conceived that he had a right to
wrong me, he had no right to desert that innocent child. Were
you going to ask me why I tell you this? "
This was a painful question, but Christmas felt inspired with
an answer which was at once truthful and soothing—
" No, Mrs. Jansen, I was not going to ask you that. I suppose you tell this to me because you think me better worthy of
your confidence than a mere chance acquaintance."
" That is the reason partly; but partly, too, because I should
like you to know that if poor Sybil seems to you strangely eager
to see women righted, it is because she, more than most other
human beings, has seen how women are wronged. Thank you,
Sybil, dear. Shall we have some toast ? "
Then Sybil set to making some toast, and Christmas offered
to relieve her, and with a few hints of instruction did efficiently
relieve her. In return for his education in the art of making
toast, he gave some information relative to Chinese and Japanese
ways of making tea, which was received with interest. No
women could be more easy and self-possessed than this mother
and daughter. I t was clear that they did all such lighter work
as belonged to the tea-table for themselves, and left their servant
only what may be called the heavier duties. They never seemed
other than perfectly well-bred women—ladies, as the phrase is—
when thus engaged. Christmas could hardly recognise the fierce
and palpitating little prophetess of the platform in the kindly,
genial girl who bustled about her modest rooms and made tea
and laid plates and was so feminine and winning.
After tea Christmas, who had a good baritone voice and some
knowledge of music, sang to Sybil's accompaniment several songs,
and he also endeavoured, without Sybil's accompaniment, to give
the ladies some idea of what Japanese music and singing were
like; and they looked at photographs, and they kept off the woman
question, and were very pleasant. Once or twice Christmas was
reminded that he was under the roof of an agitator or a woman
endowed with a mission, when a number of letters from the post
were brought to Sybil, and begging to be excused, she tore them
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open and found that they contained invitations to meetings and
lectures, questions to be answered, and other such incidental
intrusions on the peace of those who come before the public.
Once or twice Sybil begged to be allowed to withdraw into the
other room to answer letters that scarcely admitted of delay.
" Another word, Mr. Pembroke," said the elder lady during
one of these absences, returning with trembling lips to her former
painful subject. " There is another reason why I have told you
of our misfortunes. I know well enough what a cloud hangs
over a woman in this country who for whatever reason is separated
from her husband. I know that if she were as free of fault as an
angel there are people who would hold her in suspicion and
would shrink from her. I avoid that, for I shrink from them.
But as you are kind enough to come to see us, I think it right
that you should know I receive no one under false pretences.
Now you Icnow; and I shall not trouble you any more on the
subject."
This was, indeed, the chief reason of Mrs. Jansen's confidence.
She had acquired in her wrongs and her loneliness a sort of fierce
independence, and if she had, poor woman, any faint far thought
that possibly Christmas and her daughter might come to like
each other, she was quite resolved that he should know from the
first of the cloud, as she called it, that hung over them.
Sybil re-entered the room Avith some letters -which she had
written, and Christmas offered to post them for her as he went
homeward.
" If you don't object," Miss Sybil said, " to making yourself
an instrument in forwarding such a cause as ours—for I warn
you that they have to do with our cause and with speeches—to
be made by me."
" But I really have hardly any view either way
"
" Oh, yes; I am sure you have."
" My dear Sybil. Mr. Pembroke says he has not."
" He says it only in a qualified way, and out of good nature.
The influence I dread is not the opposition of men, but the
opposition of women through men. I fear that Mr. Pembroke is
expressing the views of some thoughtless and happy woman—
thoughtless because she is happy, and who does not consider
how very different may be the lot of others—of thousands and
thousands of others. That is the influence I dread."
Miss Sybil was growing eager, earnest, and rhetorical again.
Christmas could not imagine why she kept charging him with
thus taking his tone from some woman.
" I assure you. Miss Jansen," he said, almost as earnestly as
she had herself spoken, " I don't believe I ever exchanged a
word on the subject v/ith any woman but yourself—oh, yes;
except with Mrs. Seagraves, who is all on your side."
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"What a kind, good-hearted woman, so generous and unfettered ! I like her. I know people sometimes think her
affected and ridiculous—^I don't care! Oh, yes; she is with us.
But I think her friend Miss Challoner is against us."
The colour rushed into Pembroke's faoe. He felt himself red
and hot; he could not wholly keep down his emotion.
" I don't know what Miss Challoner's opinions are on that
subject," he said, trying to speak composedly. " I don't think
she ever said anything to me about it. Anyhow, I'll post the
letters for you with pleasure, if you'll allow me. Perhaps the
carrying them in my hand may convert me to your side."
Sybil herself lighted him to the door when he was going.
Her thin white hand felt cold and tremulous as she placed it
in his.
Christmas left the house full of kindly feeling and generous
sympathy for the woman who had been so friendly, and touched
with a special compassion for the girl thus hopelessly beating
her soft bosom against the bars of conventionality. He had not
spent so human, so friendly an evening for a long time ; and he
felt less desolate, less like a savage, and he was grateful for the
little glimpse of a quiet home which had brought him this relief.
It was very late when he returned to his lodgings, for in the
intermediate time he had walked to Kensington and paced in
the silent shadow of Sir John Challoner's house, and waited
lounging there until he actually saw a carriage come up, and
under its flashing lamps saw Sir John hand out his daughter;
and then, but not at once, Christmas quitted his place of refuge
in a near doorway, and lighted a cigar and went his way.
When he had left Mrs. Jansen's room Miss Sybil did not
return to her mother at once. After a few minutes she came in
silently.
" What a very charming young man!" Mrs. Jansen said. " I
like him very much; he has such a bright smile, I am sure he
has a good heart. Any one can see that he has not been brought
up in London; London makes young men so artificial and
puppyish."
Sybil still said nothing.
"You like him, Sybil; don't you? " her mother asked, surprised at the silence.
" Oh, yes, dear, I like him. I suppose I ought not to have
spoken about Miss Challoner," she added hesitatingly.
" Who is Miss Challoner, dear ? "
" A friend of Mrs. Seagraves—at least, Mrs. Seagraves knows
her—very beautiful, and very clever, and very rich."
" And why should you not have spoken of her ? "
" Because he—is—in love with her,"
" My dear, how do you know ? "
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" I know from his look when I mentioned her name."
Sybil sat down and silently took up some work. Her mother
looked at her wonderingly at first, then sadly, and thought of
new clouds perhaps to arise upon their pale, grey sky.
Sybil looked up suddenly:
" She is so rich," said the girl, " and we are so poor."

CHAPTEE XVL
"DEMETRIUS LOVES YOUE FAIR—OH HAPPY FAIR ! "

I T was perhaps an unfortunate thing for Christmas Pembroke
that he should have passed all the earlier part of his youth in
such isolation from the influences which surround a young man's
growing years in ordinary life. An Englishman of his age might
indeed have had no grand passion before, but he would almost
certainly have had some little anticipatory passion, some affair
Of pickets and outposts suggesting an idea of the greater ordeal
to come. At twenty-two or twenty-three years of age most men
have glided through many emotions which at first seemed to be
genuine love, but were not. They have looked into the eyes of
girls, and fancied for the hour they saw all heaven there; they
have touched tremulous hands, and whispered meaningless words,
intended to express ineffable meaning ; they have thought themselves happy, they have thought themselves wretched—they have
awaked to find themselves neither wretched nor happy; they
have come to look back on these past emotions and their passing heroines with as mild and mellowed a regret as Francois
Villon bestows on Bertha with the large foot, and the good
Jehanne whom the English burned, and Heloise, and the snows
of other winters. They have thus become acclimatised to emotion,
and when the grand passion comes (we are now thinking only of
young men pure and strong enough to have a grand passion)
they can rough through it with less of a strain upon their heart
and nature. But to Christmas Pembroke it was all new, and it
tried him terribly. I t was as if he had never seen a woman, or
known of woman's existence, until he came under the influence
of Marie Challoner. So the passion which he felt for her seemed
as if it must tear his unprepared heart asunder.
A discontented person has left it on record as his complaint
against the ways of Pro-vidence that he could always get on very
well until he allowed himself to be persuaded that he ought to
do something for the benefit of his health, and then all went
wrong. Does it not sometimes seem as if things were going very
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well with us until we took it into our heads that a sublime
moral duty bade us to follow some unwelcome course, and then
forthwith we disturbed and distracted everybody ? Marie Challoner had been urged by natural kindness, by sense of right, and
by an unexpressed idea that there was something in her own
heart requiring to be kept down and disciplined and punished
—she had been urged by all these impulses to show herself
especially friendly to Christmas since she had heard her father's
account of him. When they met after that day in the library
she always smiled on him so sweetly, and gave him her hand so
kindly, and put herself in his way to talk with him so winningly,
that the poor lad's head and heart were all aflame. There were
times when he felt as if he must take her in his arms and kiss
her. There were moments, ecstatic and agonising, when he
thought that if he had done so she would not have been very
much displeased. He used to lie awake of nights and think
over her words, her looks, at this moment or that, and asked
himself was it not possible that he had long mistaken her, and
that she was inclined to love him ? If Marie Challoner had been
the most heartless coquette she could not have perplexed and
tormented our hero more thoroughly than she did with her
generous resolve to be his friend and to do him kindness. For
in her heart, all the while. Dear Lady Disdain envied this pair
of young lovers, as she believed them to be, their romantic and
unselfish love; and looked forward each day more and more with
vague and grey presentiment to a brilliant marriage in which
she would have to persuade herself, as well as she could, that
she was gratifying her own ambition along with that of other
people.
One thing Marie had made up her mind to—that she would
see, speak to, and be very friendly with Miss Sybil Jansen. She
told her resolve to her father, and he agreed, not over-delighted
at the prospect, to take her to one of Mrs. Seagraves' Sunday
afternoon receptions in the hope that she might there meet Miss
Jansen. The day came and Sir John had to go.
" I'll leave a message for Vidal, Marie," he said, " to follow
us to Mrs. Seagraves', if he should call while we are out—he
sometimes goes there, I believe. He is amused by that sort of
thing." The affinity between Sir John and Vidal was only on
their business sides. To Sir John all amusement was weary
work, and he could not understand why anybody should impose
more of it on himself than was made compulsory by the laws of
society.
" Now this is kind of you, you dear darlings, both!" Mrs.
Seagraves exclaimed with fervour, as they entered her drawingroom, and she swirled towards them in her trailing tawny-green
silk with pale yellow flowers worked into it. " Yes, I call you
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dear darlings both of you. Sir John as well, for coming to see
me. And Sir John so busy too—with finance and companies!
I do so wish I understood finance. It must be so nice. But
exacting, isn't it 7-—oh, yes, very, very exacting'.—That makes it
so kind of Sir John, Marie dear, to break away from all his
occupations and come here with you."
" But we don't look after our finance and our companies on
Sunday, Mrs. Seagraves," Sir John gently interposed.
" No ? Is that so ? How very good of you! I never thought
you cared for any of those things in the City and business and
all that. Only women I thought kept up those usages. But I
am so glad to know: one ought to know these things. And so
you are all such Sabbatarians in the City, and so pious ? How
very strange and touching, I think! There is something in that
quite Druidical—or perhaps Puritanical rather ? Yes, I mean
Puritanical, of course. I used to love the Puritans once; and
now I am sure I shall love them again."
Marie left to her father the business of conversation, and was
searching with her eyes through the rooms, as yet without
recognising anybody. As far as she could judge by one or two
hasty glances, most of the company seemed to be studying blue
and white plates.
" Now, is there any one here you would like to know ? " Mrs.
Seagraves asked, observing that Marie had been looking round
the room. " There are some very charming people here. There
is a delightful young man; a Communist; I believe it was he
who wanted to blow up Paris. Should you like to know him ?
There is a pre-Eaphaelite poet; I do so love the pre-Eaphaelite
poets—at least I used to like them. I don't think I do now.
Where is Sir John ? "
Sir John had escaped, and was conversing -with somebody he
faintly remembered having seen somewhere once, and whose
acquaintance he was under present circumstances glad to claim.
Mrs. Seagraves brought up two or three people in rapid succession to Marie, hardly allowing one to open a conversation
before she extinguished him with a successor. Presently, Marie
heard her addressing a new arrival affectionately as her dearest
Sybil, and she saw that her hostess was talking with a very
pretty pale girl, whose hair was thro-wn back from her forehead,
and in whom she felt certain that she recognised the young
Hypatia. Marie, while carrying on as well as she could her conversation with the newest of the new acquaintances whom Mrs.
Seagraves had presented to her, watched Miss Jansen with close
interest. " She is very pretty," Marie thought, " and she looks
intellectual, and she is unconventional—I shall like her." Marie
observed, too, that Miss Jansen's sparkling, restless eyes were
turning every other moment eagerly towards the door.
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"Looking afar," Lady Disdain said to herself, trying back
upon her Byron, and persuading herself that from her passionless attitude she was only amused at such weaknesses—" looking
afar if yet her lover's steed kept pace with her expectancy and
flew."
" Do poets call horses steeds no-wadays ? " Marie asked of the
young poet with whom she was talking.
Naturally he did not understand the meaning of the question,
and he thought the young lady was speaking scorn of poetry, and
thereby implying a special contempt for his poetry. He had
heard that she was the daughter of a rich man, and he set her
question down to the purse-proud arrogance of pampered wealth
—and Marie had made an enemy.
As Mrs. Seagraves was passing at the moment, Marie touched
her arm.
" Is not the lady you have just been speaking to Miss Sybil
Jansen ? " she asked in a low tone.
" Oh yes—such a dear friend of mine! You would like to
know her, I am sure, dear Marie. I should so like you to know
her."
" I should like to know her very much indeed," Marie said
earnestly.
" I'll bring her to you"—and Mrs. Seagraves was swirling
away when Marie gently restrained her.
"Please no, Mrs. Seagraves—I'll go to her with you," and
she put her arm within that of the tawny-green lady, and was
led across the room to where Miss Jansen was seated in eager
talk with one or two men. These Mrs. Seagraves promptly dispersed.
" My dear Sybil, I am so glad to have the opportunity of
bringing together you and my very dear friend Miss Challoner—
Miss Marie Challoner. I always call her Marie. She wishes to
know you, and I am sure you will like each other—oh, love
each other! Two such noble minds—such souls!" and Mrs.
Seagraves thereupon left them and floated away in ecstasy.
Marie held out her hand, which was small and plump, and
Sybil gave hers, which was small and very thin, and which
trembled at the kindly touch of Lady Disdain. It must be
owned that the little priestess of the Church of the Future hated
her new acquaintance at that moment. Priestess and prophetess
as she was, her eyes first of all took in every detail of Miss
Challoner's dress, and she found that Marie's dress was very
costly, while she knew that her own was very cheap. In Miss
Challoner's frank manner she read insolent patronage.
" I have been wishing for a long time to know you. Miss
Jansen," said Marie, " and I came here to-day in the hope that
I should see you."
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Miss Jansen threw a look of defiance into her manner as she
replied coldly—
" You do me a great honour, and I ought to feel much
flattered. May I ask whether we agree in our general opinions? "
" I hardly know," Marie answered with a smile; " I have not
formed any very serious opinions. I was anxious to know you
for yourself, I think, rather than for your opinions."
"Friendship, I believe, is best founded on agreement of
opinion as to the purposes of life," Sybil observed; and Marie
could not help wondering that so pretty and bright-looking a girl
should care to speak exactly as if she were making a little speech
out of a book.
" What are the purposes of life ? " Marie asked undismayed,
and indeed rather amused.
" Have you never considered them ? "
" Not very deeply, I am afraid."
" Then you have no purpose in life ? "
" I should like to make people happy, if I could. Is that any
purpose ? "
^ " I n itself," said Sybil, " i t has little meaning."
" Then you shall teach me all about it," Marie said, determined
to be pleased, if she could, with this odd little book in petticoats.
" I'll learn of you, Miss Jansen, to have a purpose."
Sybil contracted her little eyebrows.
".You have no need and no impulse that way. You would
not learn. You are among the fortunate; you know nothing of
life's trials and struggles. Leave the purposes of life to_those who
have to bear its strain."
" I have not had much to do with the struggles of life, indeed,
or with real life of any kind so far. But I am sure I can
sympathise with those who are not so fortunate."
" Oh, no—your place is different. Keep to it. Miss Challoner."
" An uncivil little person!" Marie thought; but she was not
discouraged.
" Well, for the moment I have no other object, Miss Jansen,
than to make your acquaintance, and to say that I believe we
have some friends—and one or two very dear friends—in
common; and I wanted to say a friendly word or two to you.
If you don't like me I will go away," Marie said, with her usual
independent frankness; and I shall not be offended even if you
say that you don't desire my friendship. But I shall be sorry."
" You are very kind," said the little Sybil, feeling her breath
come and go with the quick emotions of her fighting soul. She
could hardly resist the genial way of the noble-looking girl who
evidently meant to be so kind—and yet what, she asked, -was
that very kindness but pity! At that moment each of the girls
seated there, side by side, became aware of Christmas Pembroke's
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presence in the room. Each, too, was aware—could not but
know—that when he saw them a light and then a shadow passed
over his face, and that he blushed like a boy.
" He sees her," Marie said to herself, and her heart was filled
with a strange sympathy, compassion, and melancholy kindness.
" He sees her," Sybil thought, and her heart beat fiercely with
jealousy and with anger.
Christmas's glance had indeed taken in both the girls. In a
moment he assumed that Miss Challoner was friendly with Sybil
out of pure kindness, and probably because she had heard that
the girl was poor, and that some people laughed at her. How
noble she looked, he thought, that superb and queenly girl, and
how her form and her features made a splendid contrast to the
slight, pale, and nervous girl who sat beside her! The contrast
told heavily against the poor little priestess of the future, and
Christmas felt sorry for her, in all his pride in the beauty of the
woman he loved. Yes, as he looked across and saw her there, he
was proud that he loved her, and once again the thought passed
through him—could it be possible that she might ever come to
care for him ? How many times within the last few days had
that strange, sweet hope flashed upon him!
People did all sorts of odd things at Mrs. Seagraves' receptions
on the Sunday afternoon. They sang and played, and were
otherwise eccentric, du parti pris. Somebody began to sing just
as Christmas came in, some "dear divine creature," Mrs. Seagraves said, " whom you must listen to," and whom she adored,
"not really adored, you know;" and therefore Christmas had to
remain where he was, and seem to listen. He was almost glad of
this, for he could look across the room at Marie, and had not yet
to break the spell of the strange hope and pride with which he
regarded her. Never before had he felt like this. There was
something in it like the pride of ownership—like the pride of the
accepted lover who knows that she is his own whom all the world
admires. Is it an omen—a presentiment ? How, his heart said,
if this very day, here in this room, some word or look or touch of
her hand should tell me
? He hugged himself in his dream,
and dreaded even the close of the song lest something should
happen to awaken him.
Before yet the song was ended Christmas saw Mrs. Seagraves
glide from her place near the piano to welcome with special
eagerness some new comer. Strange with what a chill Christmas
awakened—he could not tell why—from his dream. It was
Eonald Vidal. For some little time past Christmas had not seen
much of Vidal, and had begun to think that perhaps he had
mistaken Vidal's position with regard to Marie; or that perhaps
Vidal's recent and sudden plunge into political life had been the
result of disappointed hopes as a lover. Mr. Vidal's appearance
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now was the most ill-omened sight our poor young hero could
have seen.
" So very, very kind of you to come," Mrs. Seagraves said,
having detained Ronald's hand in hers until the song was over ;
" in the full flush of your success too; and all the world talking
of you! I am proud of this. Everybody wants to know you—
but everybody does know you as a public man now."
" We have a saying in our county, Mrs. Seagraves," said the
good-humoured Vidal, " that more people know Tom Fool than
Tom Fool knows!"
" How very delightful!". Mrs. Seagraves said, not quite understanding. " And so you are going to be a great public man, and
you are an orator. I so love orators! I should like of all things
to be an orator. I wish I could be an orator! We are all so
proud of your success—and I know one who is proud of it! Oh,
I know why you come here to-day; but I am obliged to you for
coming, all the same."
Vidal murmured a word or two of thanks for her compliments and escaped, and Mrs. Seagraves, turning round, found
herself near Christmas.
" You know Mr. Vidal ? Is he not a very charming young
man ? Oh, yes, of course you know him; you see the Challoners
so often; and don't you think his speech was very clever ? "
" Very clever," Christmas answered, who had never read the
speech, and did not know now what he was saying.
" And is this true they tell me ? You ought to know—you
are so much with the Challoners. But perhaps you don't wish
to tell anything about it ? You are so very discreet—and I like
discretion above all things myself—especially in young men—oh,
yes—especially in young men."
" I t is not discretion in this case, Mrs. Seagraves," Christmas
said bluntly; " only that I don't know what you mean."
" This about Miss Challoner and young Vidal—you know.
They are engaged, people tell me. Quite a delightful and
romantic story—they say." She leaned towards Pembroke
and whispered with great appearance of mystery, " They say
that she promised to consent only on condition of his giving up
all his frivolities and things—you know—what young men waste
their time in—and going into Parliament and making a success
there. And now he is in Parliament, and has made the success
there. Isn't it delightful ? "
" Very dehghtful! "
" Like something in a romance! I do so hope it's true! It's
like a knight going to a tournament and conquering everybody
to please his ladye-love. I do so love romantic things hke that.
At least I used to love them once, when I was young, but now,
of courso, I don't love them any more. I have grown practical
M
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and sensible. Yes, I only care to be practical now; but not all
practical, of course. One must have some feeling of the romantic
left, Mr. Pembroke ? "
" Must one ? "
" Oh, yes. You are all romantic, of course—all young
people are. And some day you will be making some great success too, to please some fair ladye. That will be so charming.
Then I shall wish you joy. Have you spoken to Miss Jansen
yet?"
Ronald Vidal meanwhile had established himself at Marie's
side; and after saying a few words to Miss Jansen, had managed
to allow somebody else to engross that young lady for the
moment, and thus had Miss Challoner all to himself.
Christmas watched them for a moment or two. There was a
look of proud humility on Mr. Vidal's handsome face as he talked
to Marie in a low tone; and our hero owned to himself that he
did look confoundedly handsome and like a troubadour, and just
the sort of man whom many women would be fond of. Still he
had thought somehow that Vidal was too much a combination of
business and pleasure—the City and the green-room—for the
higher nature of Lady Disdain. But he was mistaken—that was
only too plain. Besides Vidal had made a political success, he
had everything on his side—family, good looks, and now even
political distinction. No wonder Miss Challoner listened to him
with downcast eyes, and cheeks that coloured as he spoke!
Ronald Vidal had accomplished one of the few great successes
which remain still to mark with a note of admiration some pasKnge in the life of an ordinary Englishman. He had made a
decided hit, an unquestionable success, in the House of Commons.
He had seized a happy opportunity during some debate on a
question of foreign policy, and had displayed great fluency, great
knowledge of the subject, the places, the people whom it concerned ; ho formed his sentences clearly and well; he said some
sharp, bold things; and when he had occasion to introduce two
or three Latin words he pronounced them with that curious
inaccuracy and astounding disregard for all the possibilities of a
Latm tongue which is deemed to be the essential condition of
good torm m the English universities and tho House of Commons.
o r / ^ l o , f . ^ l ° " , ' ^ ^ S o o d fortune of all fluent and ready speakers,
wn s sPt d o w . ^ ^^^ ^?^^ ^ ^ " ^itJiout elaborate preparation he
mration In « t n T i ? ^ ^ ° ^ *^°^"S really great things with prer f ^ a A t t S t e s S i y T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

gratification and to win her approval as avowedly as any kL'gS
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ever went into the lists of the tournament to win the smile of his
lady. She had not seen him since the success, which was won in
the debate of a Friday afternoon, and of which all the daily
papers of the Saturday were talking. She had not heard the
speech, and had not expected that he would speak that evening;
and now he was telling her that even if it had been a premeditated attempt, which it was not, he would not have forewarned
her, for he declared that he never should have had the courage
to make a successful first speech if he had known that she was in
the Ladies' Gallery listening.
" You see if I had failed the first time," he said modestly, " I
could have retrieved myself perhaps the next attempt, or the
next. But if you had heard my failure, I never should have had
the heart to try again."
No flattery could be more alluring to a girl like Marie
Challoner than just this plain and straightforward acknowledgment of her influence. Ordinary compliment would have been
utterly thrown away upon Lady Disdain. She would have received
it with cold contempt or laughed at it.
But here was this
brilliant, successful youth of distinguished family and name confessing that her applause was so precious to him that the tongue
which could address the House of Commons in accents of unfaltering fluency would have been tremulous if she had been
listening. It is no wonder if Marie coloured a little and looked
down.
Christmas Pembroke still, through whatever torturing
ordeals of conversation, kept his eyes now and then on Marie.
Once he positively started, for he saw a sudden emotion pass
tremblingly over Marie's face, and he saw her eyes droop and
her lips press together, and then she said a word or two to Mr.
Vidal, who presently rose and left her, and on Vidal's face, as our
hero thought, was the light of pride and triumph. Well, he has
it—all!
What had passed was only this. Mr. Vidal hastily observed
that he had an engagement; that he had only rushed in to JMrs.
Seagraves' drawing-room to see her—Marie; and then he asked
in a low tone—
" May I call and see you to-morrow afternoon—about five ? "
What was there in these words that made Marie turn suddenly pale, and feel chill and strange ? I t was then that Christmas
started as he looked at her. She was silent and embarrassed for
a few seconds. Then she said, " Oh yes, I shall be at home,"
without looking up, and Vidal went away without another word
to her.
" To-morrow at five," Vidal said to Sir John Challoner as
they shook hands in passing. Sir John smiled and nodded.
Christmas felt like one who has received a sunstroke. Some
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heavy weight seemed to rest upon his brain. He never know how
the next few minutes passed or whether they were only minutes.
He knew that he talked to some people and laughed a good deal.
Presently a hand touched his arm gently, and, awaking again into
clear consciousness, he saw Marie Challoner. She was leaning
on her father's arm; they were going away; but some one had
stopped Sir John and engaged him in talk, and Marie, seeing
Christmas, turned and touched him. There was a strangely
weary and harassed expression upon her face, which Christmas
recalled to memory long after; but she looked cruelly beautiful
to the young man, and her eyes had a bewildered softness and
sweetness in them.
" You did not come and speak to me," she said, " and now
we are going away."
" You are going soon ? " Christmas asked, uttering any
inanity that his lips can form. " I hope you are not tired ? "
" I think I am tired—a little perhaps."
" The room is warm," said Christmas, with a bursting heart.
" It is. I have spoken to Miss Jansen, and I like her very
much. Will you tell her so—from me ? "
" I will." He had not sense enough left in him even to
wonder why he was selected to convey the message to Miss
Jansen.
" Good-bye ? " and Marie held out her hand. Good-bye! "
and it rested for a moment in his. It then did not strike him as
strange that they should have said a sort of farewell.
" Glad to see you, Pembroke—good evening; we are going,"
Sir John said looking round. " Can we take you anywhere ? "
" No, thanks. Sir John."
" N o ; you are not going yet of course. Good evening."
Sir John nodded, smiled, and made his way wdth his daughter
through the crowd, the curiosities, and the crockery.
" Is she not charming ? Oh, so charming! Don't you think
so? " Mrs. Seagraves asked of Miss Jansen.
" Who ? " Miss Jansen coldly asked.
" Marie Challoner. She is the sweetest of girls—so fresh and
unconstrained."
" She is the sort of woman," Sybil said, emphatically, " who
keeps us as we are."
" Is she really ? Does she really ? Keep us as we are ? "
When Mrs. Seagraves did not quite understand what somebody meant she repeated the words generally, turned them over
in a kind of puzzled delight as if she meant to say that she
liked the idea very much in advance, and was sure she would
like it still better when it was more fully explained.
"Yes. She is one of the women -who, having all they want
themselves, declare that women have no wrongs to complain of,
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and get praised by men for saying so. Men may admire that
sort of woman—/don't."
" Oh, but you are too severe, my dear Sybil—far too severe—
and on my sweet favourite, my model girl! No I don't mean
that, you know, not a model girl by any means. I should hate a
model girl: pattern of propriety and all that. Oh, no, Marie
isn't a model—quite the reverse in fact. Of course I don't mean
quite the reverse, you know; but you understand—and she really
is such a sweet girl. Mr. Pembroke—Mr. Pembroke, do come
here and defend my favourite."
Christmas was coming to speak to Miss Jansen, conscious
that he ought to have done so long ago. She received him very
coldly, and he assumed that she thought him guilty of rudeness.
He was sorry if he appeared so, for he felt himself so shut out of
life and lonely that he could ill afford to lose one friendly look.
" Mr. Pembroke of course admu'es her," Miss Jansen said.
" All men do, I suppose."
Christmas felt as if he were being put to the torture. He
knew that the blood was rushing to his face.
" You mean Miss Challoner ? " he said, with desperate effort.
" She is very handsome, and she is very kind—I have always
found her—— " and he could not get any further.
" Is she to be married to that young man who has just been
here—son of some lord, people tell me ? " Miss Jansen asked.
Mrs. Seagraves had disappeared.
" I don't know; I suppose so."
Sybil took a cruel pleasure in tormenting him and watching
his wincing, while she tormented herself as well.
" Is she in love with him, do you think ? "
" How should I know ?" Christmas said, with a gallant
resolve to seem easy and indifferent. "Do women fall in love
now. Miss Jansen ? "
" Not women of that sort I should think—unless loving a title
and rank be falling in love. Don't you wish you were the son of
a lord, Mr. Pembroke ? "
" Not particularly. Why should I ? "
" Then you might have a chance, you know, of competing
for Miss Challoner. Now you look angry—I like to make men
angry—it is a sort of triumph."
" Miss Challoner sent you a very friendly message," Christmas
said, determined that the spiteful Itttle priestess should have no
such triumph over him.
" Indeed! Through you ? "
" Through me."
" T r u l y ! What was i t ? "
" She asked me to tell you that she liked you very much."
" How kind of her—so patronising! "
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" No, no, she didn't mean it in that way; you don't understand her."
" No ? Perhaps not. Will you take a message from me to
her in return ? "
" I may not see her again—soon," said poor Christmas.
" That would be a pity. But if you should see her, will you
tell her that she is very kind, and that I prefer not to be
patronised, and that she and I, holding such very different
opinions, could have nothing in common ? "
" I shan't tell her that," said Christmas. " I shan't tell her
anything. And I know you don't mean what you say."
" Well, I am going," Miss Jansen said; " I am tired of this
place." She looked very pale and weary.
Christmas made no effort to be her escort. He was sorry
for her, disappointed with her. " Is this the way, then, of all
women?" he asked himself. "Are they like this: bitter,
fanatical, so wedded to their own little theories and crotchets
that they must hate and detest all who differ from them ? Or
is it simply a miserable jealousy because she is rich and fortunate ?
Are women all so mean and miserable ? "
Perhaps it would have gratified his mood at present if he
could have thought so. But he could not. He had heard from
Marie Challoner sometimes satirical and scornful words, but
never the expression of one small ignoble thought. But then
she is so happy! She has everything. And poor Sybil has so
little. " Why should I blame her ? " he thought. " Envy comes
into our hearts in spite of u s ; only women, I suppose, cannot
shut it in there and hide it."
Still, as he walked away from Portland Place, he felt really
sorry that Sybil should have shown herself so malign—merely
because Marie Challoner did not share her opinions on woman's
rights, or was richer and happier than she. The contrast set off
Marie with a lustre which was positively oppressive to him now.
How handsome she looked! How sweet she was! He had never
loved her more passionately. How often now he thought of Dione
Lyle's warnings against allowing himself to be fascinated by
Marie Challoner! What is the use of such warnings? He
could not even flatter himself that he had been deceived or trifled
with. Marie was his friend from the first, and she was his friend
now—just the same. No coquette that ever falsely smiled men's
hearts and senses away could have been so fatal in her companionship to Christmas as that sweet, serene friend. I t was all
his own fault.
That miserable Sunday Christmas walked miles and miles
until he had walked himself clean out of London. But he could
find no solitude. Even when one is fairly clear of street and
suburb there is no solitude round London on the Sunday evening.
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He went doggedly along and around, having a vague idea that if
he made himself dead-tired the mere physical exhaustion would
distract him from too ipuch thinking. Men weary in the snow
keep repeating the multiplication table, because they know that
if for one instant they relax the exercise of the mind they must
fall into the sleep of death. Christmas kept his limbs in unceasing motion, fearing that one instant's rest would allow him to
fall into the terrors of thought and memory.
The poor young Hypatia, too, had a weary time of it. She
was miserable and bitter, and her mother wondered what mournful change was coming over her girl. Sybil went to a Sunday
evening meeting somewhere and delivered an impassioned address
all about the sensibilities and the sufferings of woman; about the
bird beating itself to death against the bars of its cage; about
the heedless strength and thoughtless cruelty of man; about the
tyranny of rank and class; and a great deal more to the same
effect. More than one earnest young mechanic or clerk fell
profoundly in love with her, and thought her an angel of eloquence, and spent half the night thinking of her, and found their
lives and their surroundings mean and narrow and odious because
of her. She went home and tried her very best to be cheerful
and pleasant to her mother, and not to make short or pettish
answers; and when she was in bed, and everybody else in the
house was asleep, then she almost drowned herself in tears.
Christmas came late to his chambers, to the painted goddess
on whose ceiling he now hardly ever turned a glance. He sat
for a while and made up his mind to something. Then he went
to his desk and took therefrom, preserved with tender and loving
care, the little fragment of sweet-briar which had clung to Marie's
dress on the day when last they walked among the trees at Durewoods, and which he had treasured ever since. There was no
fire in the grate, but he lighted up some paper there and made
a great blaze and laid his bonny briar on it, and watched and
watched it until it became only ashes.
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CHAPTER XVII.
A PIOUS F E A U D .

SIR JOHN CHALLONER leaned against the chimney-piece of his
library next day in a happy and hopeful mood. Things had
gone well with him hitherto, and they were now promising to
go still better. Ronald Vidal's Parliamentary success was an
unmistakable fact, and a thing to be proud of; and it would
settle the young man down for life. Marie's friendly ways
towards Vidal left Sir John in no doubt about her answer to
the question which was to be put to her that day. She would
before long be the wife of the son of a peer, who bore an ancient
and famous title. Sir John for a moment almost wished that his
-tt'ife was living to share in the pride that was coming to them,
until he remembered that after all she was not a woman to shine
in society, and that she was probably much better off in heaven.
He was thus reconciling his mind to her unavoidable absence
when a servant brought him the announcement that Mr. Pembroke
particularly wished to see him.
" Show him in—^of course." He wondered why Pembroke
chose to be so formal when he might have come into the library
unquestioned. But he hoped Pembroke had some favour to ask.
At present it would have relieved his mind to do a favour for
somebody.
" Come in, Pembroke," he called cheerily, and Pembroke
came in, looking pale and thin and troubled. This, however,
was not evident to his patron, for, as we have said. Sir John v^^as
in a happy mood, because all things seemed to go well with him.
There was something almost caressing in his manner as he
welcomed Christmas. Indeed, he had begun to feel very parental
to the young man of late, and to think as Christmas came and
went that it must be very pleasant for a man to have a son who
could be his confidant in business.
" Sit down, my boy," he said smilingly, and pushing a chair
towards Christmas.
" I wanted to speak to you this some time back," said
Christmas, " very particularly."
" Yes ? " Sir John said encouragingly and still smiling.
" It's not about business. Sir John."
" N o ? " Sir John said with equal encouragement in his
tone, and beginning to think that he saw his way to what was
coming.
" I have been thinking over it this long time; and I was not
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certain whether I ought to say anything about it to anybodyeven to you. But I can't help it—I can't help telling it to you
—you have been so kind to me that I don't think I ought to have
any secret from you—even this."
" The young fool is privately married!" Sir John said to
himself. "Well, Pembroke," he said aloud, "go on, my boy.
We don't need so much preface, do we—you and I ? "
" I'd give half my life, I think," said Christmas with energy,
" to any one who could tell me whether I ought to speak of this
to you, or ought not. I think I ought to speak of it—but I am
so ignorant of what is the right thing."
"My dear fellow, I'll tell you without asking for any part
of your life. If you would tell this story to your father, tell it
to me."
" I t ' s not the same," Christmas said; "you will soon know
how different it is."
" Of course I don't mean to say that you could feel to me as
to your father—you needn't tell me that, my boy. But you may
put confidence in me as much as if I were."
" I t was not that I meant. Sir John, at all—it was something
quite different—you will soon see."
"Well, let me see as soon as possible, and don't have us
guessing riddles, Pembroke—or shall I make a guess ? "
" I want to leave England, Sir John."
" You want to leave England ? I certainly did not expect
that. What on earth do you want to leave England for ? "
" I think of going back to Japan."
" But why, Pembroke ? I thought that you had come to tell
me that you were anchoring here for good ? "
" Oh no. Sir John; I want to leave England because I am
very unhappy here, and I can't endure life here any longer.
There is the truth. I'll tell you all the reason, if you wish to
know it—if you don't know it already."
" Indeed, Pembroke, I do not know it—but I am very sorry
to hear of this—I thought you were very happy; and we are so
anxious to make you happy—why should you leave us ? I am
so sorry, and Marie will be
"
A sudden ejaculation, a sort of groan, broke from the young
man's lips; and his face grew crimson. He was standing now
near the chimney-piece as Sir John wheeled his chair to look
at him.
" Pembroke," said Sir John, gravely, " you had better come
to the point and tell me in plain words what this is all about. I t
is clear that I was out in my guessing, and I don't care to guess
any more."
"Well," Christmas said, with a kind of desperation, " there's
nothing to be 'ashamed of. It's not my fault—I can't help it—
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and it need not trouble any one but me. I—I'm—it's only this
—Sir John, I love your daughter! "
Sir John, too, stood up, with a flush of anger on his face.
" You may blame me if you like," Pembroke went on, now
finding his tongue fluent enough, when the ice was broken and
the worst was done, " I can bear all that—I don't deserve it;
but you may not think so. I tried as hard as any human being
could do not to give in. I have been trying for months. I never
would have told a word to mortal if I could have got over it.
But I couldn't, and now my mind is made up. I will go away,
and not trouble any one. You may blame me, if you like. Why
should you blame me ? I can't help having feelings."
"My good boy," Sir John said soothingly, "who talked of
blaming you ? But of course I am taken by surprise; and I am
sorry. You know how useless this is ? "
" If I didn't know that how should I ever be able to make
up my mind to go away ? I always knew it was useless—from
the very first."
" And when," Sir John asked, with a faint flicker of a smile
coming over his lips, " when, Pembroke, was the very first ? "
"The first day I saw her," answered Christmas, promptly.
" No—not the first—I mean the second. The first time I hardly
saw her: she had her veil down, and we only spoke a few words.
It was the next day."
"You knew it t h e n ? "
" Yes; I knew it then; at least I felt very strangely. I must
have known it then. But I didn't know then how strong it was
and how it would last. I thought I could conquer it and crush
it down; and I fought hard—you would not blame me if you
knew how hard I fought—and it was all no u s e ! "
" One word, Pembroke, before -we go any farther, although I
hardly think I need say it. My daughter, I presume, knows
nothing of this! "
" Oh no. Sir John. How could she know ? "
" Well, of course, I know you would have said nothing without
having told me first. I didn't mean that. But might anything
in your manner have led her to suspect ? "
" No," Christmas said, shaking his head, and speaking in a
tone of the profoundest conviction, "she has not the least
suspicion. She never had."
" Well, I think so too. But how do you know so certainly ? "
"Because she has been always so friendly to me. Even
yesterday," the young man added, with burning cheeks.
" I am sure you are right, and that at least is something."
" I t is something," Christmas said, sadly. " I f she ever
suspected it she would be sorry for me; and she would not be
so friendly, and I should always feel as if I had been the means
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of giving her pain somehow. Now I shall not havo that to think
of. Well, Sir John, I feel more like a man, and less like a child
or a coward, now that I have told you this, and that you know
all."
" Sit down," said Challoner, " and let us talk this over a
little."
They both sat down. Christmas buried his hands in his
pockets and gazed downwards, his head bent on his breast.
" Of course this is bad enough," Sir John began," but it might
be worse. Pembroke, you are a very young man, and you'll get
over it. I know such consolation is not quite in keeping with
your feelings just now, but you'll live this down, my dear boy.
You'll get over it."
Christmas shook his head.
" I'll never get over it. Sir John—never. You think people
always say that ? Perhaps they do, but some of them mean it
and know it. We are a terribly unchanging lot," he said, with a
melancholy smile that flickered on his pale face like a weak sunbeam on snow; " my father's last words were of the woman he—
he cared about, and I hope mine will be the same."
" Well," Sir John went on, not caring to press that point, " at
all events we may look at whatever good side there is to the
thing. Suppose, let us say, that Marie had known of this, and
were romantic and susceptible—and all that—and that she felt
as you do
"
" Oh!" Another ejaculation broke from Christmas, and again
the blood rushed into the face that a moment before had been
white. The bare thought, the mere suggestion of such a possibility sent a wave of passion through him which seemed to surge
directly up from his heart to his head.
" I say suppose that had been so. I talk to you plainly, Pembroke, as to a man of sense and of the world." (Sir John knew
that even a young lover is flattered by being regarded as a man
of sense and a man of the world.) " Suppose that had been so ?
What would have come of that ? I presume that you have been
studying my daughter's character. But you hardly know her as
well as I do. Have you seen that she is ambitious? Most
women are, but she is especially so. I have not seen in her much
of what you young people call a capacity for love. She will go
into society and shine there and be happy. I tell you, Pembroke,
I love my daughter far more even than fathers generally love
their daughters, and yet I say, with all my heart, that a young
man like you would not do well in marrying her. Does this
sound harshly? I t is the truth, my boy. There are women
whom mere love will not suffice; and Marie is one of them."
" I suppose so," Christmas said, blankly; " I don't know.much
about women—I should not have thought it."
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" Of course you would not have thought it. My dear boy, to
you a woman is an angel still."
Christmas shook his head.
"Not every woman," Sir John corrected himself; "but
perhaps some one particular woman."
" I don't know about angels," Christmas said. " I never
thought whether your daughter was an angel or not."
"They do in romances—the young men, I mean—don't
they?"
Christmas winced under this dry, chill analysis, as he might
under the touch of a cautery.
" I only know what I feel," he said, " and I could not put it
into words. Sir John. I'll put it into acts! I know what your
daughter seems to me to be."
" My dear Pembroke, you may be sure that you could not
have a higher opinion of Marie than I have; but it is perhaps a
different sort of opinion—taken from a different point of view.
A father does not need to think his daughter is perfection in
order to love her; but a young man looks at things differently."
Christmas made a somewhat impatient gesture, as if in protest.
" It's not that," he said. " I love Miss Challoner because I
can't help it, and it's my misfortune—that's all. I have to bear
the consequences, and I mean to bear them. But don't let us try
any mental analysis. Sir John—I confess I am not equal to that."
With all his grateful feeling to Sir John, a strange sort of hostile
sensation was beginning to grow up in his heart.
" Well," said Challoner, " I only meant to show you for your
own good, Pembroke, how utterly hopeless all this would be."
" I know all that. You couldn't teach me anything about
that. Sir Jolin—I always knew it."
" No, no," Sir John said, gently. " You really do not quite
understand me, Pembroke. I am assuming for the moment that
things were exactly as you would have them; that my daughter
felt as you do, and that I saw my way to give my consent; I tell
you frankly, Pembroke, that you would be doing a mad thing,
that you would be marrying a woman of ambition and spirit too
great for such conditions—you -^von't mind my speaking plainly ?
—and that before long she would regret it; and you ? Do you
think it strange that I should speak in this way of my daughter ? "
'•• No," said Christmas, bluntly, " for I suppose it is hke this
you would wish her to be."
" It is; you are quite right. I wish her to be ambitious. I
am glad she is now (and he laid some stress on the word noiv) on
the threshold of such a life as suits her. But that doesn't hinder
me from being sorry, deeply sorry, for you, my poor boy! I wish
this hadn't happened to you in my house. I ought to have
known—I ought to have foreseen."
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He laid his hand kindly on poor Christmas's shoulder. Perhaps this lad's misfortune really did touch him. There was
silence for a moment. Christmas turned towards the chimneypiece, and so concealed his face. He was very young, and he was
liit very hard. He could not have looked in any sympathetic
faee just then.
" Well," said Christmas, after a moment; " the worst is all
out now—you don't blame me ? "
" I have so often wished that I had a son," Sir John answered,
fervently. _ " If I had a son, Pembroke, I should like him—under
such conditions—to have acted as you did."
He held out his hand, and Christmas grasped it. The great
financier could have wished at the moment that his young friend
were a good deal less strong—for Sir John's hands were soft and
fat, and adorned with rings, and Christmas's emotional gripe was
like the clutch of Goetz's iron hand.
" We'll talk of this again," Sir John said, bearing the grasp
without showing sign of pain, but gently withdrawing his hand
as soon as possible; " and I don't know whether it may be necessary for you to think about leaving England, or doing anything
in particular, for some months to come at all events; and perhaps
by that time you may look at things in a calmer light. I'll
explain to you in a day or two. You see, we must do nothing
rashly—we must not call people's attention."
" One word," said Christmas: " Sir John, under any circumstances, she is not to know."
Sir John laid his hand gently on Pembroke's—
" Trust all that to me. If you were my own son, your confidence could not be more sacred. To-morrow—or next day—
I'll speak to you of this again. Now, good-bye."
Sir John turned towards the window, and when he looked
round to the hearth again Christmas was gone.
To do him justice, he was sorry for Christmas, and he was
sorry for -what had happened. But at the present moment his
principal anxiety was that there should be no going away, and
farewells, and half-ostentatious renunciations of a career on the
part of the young man. Some instinct told him that for the
present it might be imprudent to have any manner of scenes or
explanations. For all his praise of his daughter's ambition and
his professed faith in it, he dreaded the possible consequences of
her regarding this handsome, chivalrous young man as in any
sense a sufferer or martyr. " One never can tell," he said to himself, " which will have the stronger fascination for womensuccess or failure—the man who is up or the man who is down."
Also, according to his familiar fashion, he asked himself whether
it was not possible that Christmas, single-minded as he was,
might have some lurking motive of his own in making the con-
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fession he did. Suppose the poor lad had still a faint hope of
touching Marie's feelings ? Suppose the proposal to banish himself back to Japan were made with a vague idea of that kind ?
" No, he mustn't go," Sir John decided. " That would never do
—we can think of something better than that."
He looked at his watch. I t was half-past four o'clock.
Eonald Vidal was to call at five. He left the library and went to
his daughter's room.
I t was a corner room like that which she had at Durewoods,
and was chosen by her because of the likeness, and it had been
fitted up at her wish in just the same way. Marie was seated at
her writing desk when her father came in, and was looking over
old letters, unfinished sketches, scraps of verse-making begun and
put aside, and such other litter as people usually look at only in
their rather melancholy moods. Sir John thought she was
looking pale. She smiled very warmly for him, however,'and
put her papers down.
" I was looking over scraps of old verses, dear," she said.
" In Durewoods long ago—when I was young, you know—I used
to fancy myself destined to be a poet. I have been reading some
of the verses now; they are such dreadful rubbish!"
" I suppose all young people write verses—it's the right sort
of thing to do when one is young. Are you disappointed at not
turning out a poetess, Marie ? "
" Could a poetess get into good society, papa ?—a real poetess,
I mean: not a lady of fashion who writes verses.
" Why do you ask such a question 1"
" Mr. Vidal thinks professional poets are only tolerated in
society—like a sort of Christy's Minstrels, perhaps. Is that so ?
I don't know. I saw a poet the other night, and people all
seemed very attentive to him, and women were fluttering about
him. But Mr. Vidal says he doesn't call that sort of thing being
actually in society "
" Well, Marie ? "
"Well, dear—that's all. I only wanted to know. For I
should not like to have sacrificed my career for the sake of
writing poems. I shan't have to earn my bread, vou know, papa,
and I suppose my first duty is to be respectable,"
Lady Disdan was in one of her cynical moods, which were
becoming somewhat frequent of late. He did not like her
present way of putting things. It seemed hke a reproach to him,
or at least a reminder that he was still under some conditions
with regard to his place in society,
" I suppose people hke us can afford to do as they please,
Marie, I am rather too busy myself with the realities of life to
have time to think much about poetry or poets. But I always
thought that some of our poets were in very good society.
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By the way, poetry makes me thinks of music, and music of
Ronald Vidal. He is coming here at five to-day ? "
Marie coloured a little, but only said listlessly," I suppose so."
" I have had a visit already from another young lover—I
mean from a young lover," her father said, with an appearance
of easy sprightliness. " Christmas Pembroke, Marie."
" Indeed ? "
" He came to make me his confidant. Do you remember I
told you some time ago that I was sure he would keep no secret
from me ? "
" You did, dear."
" Well, I was right. He came to-day and told me all."
" It was—as you expected ? "
This easy question, put in a tone of the quietest interest,
apparently, was to Sir John like the sight of the instrument of
torture to some prisoner of weak fibre, who knows that if pressed
he will swallow shame and save himself. He was not a man of
scruples in the beaten ways of the world, but to deceive his
daughter by something even broader than an equivocation
seemed an odious act. He did not expect so direct a question;
he had taken it for granted that his daughter would assume
the purport of Christmas's confession and deceive herself. In
the one flash of hesitation it came on him oddly and with a painful sense that if he had been bred a gentleman like Ronald
Vidal he never could have hesitated. But this did not now
give him pause, and he answered—
" Yes, Marie; it was as I expected, of course."
Then it is so," said Lady Disdain. " I should not have
thought it—but how could any one judge. She seems to me so
sharp and vehement—and—^I don't know. I am glad if he is
going to be happy—I am very, very glad."
" There are some difficulties in the way just yet," Sir John
said, carelessly, " He does not think of marrying at once,—it
would be out of the question at present. And Marie, my dear
—this was only told to me—perhaps I ought not to have
whispered it even to you—and by the way," he added, with a
sickly effort at saving his conscience, " you will please to remember, dear, that I have not, in fact, told you anything of
what he said to me, and of course you won't breathe a word
of this to any one."
"You need hardly caution me, dear," said Lady Disdain,
rising grandly; " I am not likely to speak of Mr. Pembroke's
love-secrets."
" You know," Sir John said confidentially, " one must not
mind too much what boys of that age may say on such subjects.
They hardly know their own minds. Our young friend^^may
have changed his mind long before anything comes of this."
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Sir John spoke with two i^urposes vaguely present to his
mind. The one was to prepare his daughter for the probability
that Christmas never would marry Miss Jansen ; and the other,
to satisfy his own conscience that he was not doing wrong in
treating with indifference an emotion which was possibly only
the passing dream of a boy
" I should think Mr. Pembroke knows his own mind," Mario
said carelessly. " She is a very pretty girl, and very clever. I
don't think we ought to blame her if she chafes a little against
the ordinary lot of women. V/e do play a very poor part in the
world, I think."
" I hope you will play a brilliant part, my dear."
" I hope so. One ought to do something." There was some
bitterness in her tone.
" It rests with yourself, Marie, I fancy," Sir John said quietly.
" I suppose she will give up declaiming against the world's
laws," Marie said meditatively, and without replying to his
words," when she is happy. I suppose she is very fond of him."
" Oh, yes—I suppose so."
" And he is in love with her! So soon! It seems strange—
I don't know why."
A servant entered with a card.
" Vidal is below," Sir John said. " You will see him, Marie ?
I have to write a letter."
There was half a moment of silence—he looked at his
daughter.
" Oh, yes," Marie said at last, " I will see him."
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knew perfectly well that Mr. Vidal had come
for that day, and her father knew that she knew it. Mr, Vidal
had been thrown so much with her of late, and evidently by her
father's desire, that she had gradually grown to accept his attentions as a matter of course. When on a visit lately with two of
Mr, Vidal's aunts she had heard hints plain enough on the subject of his admiration for her. Still, she seemed always to shrink
from contemplating the possible result of all this, and drew back
even from asking herself what answer she ought to make in the
probable, or indeed almost certain, event of his asking her to
marry him. She had put the thought away as a nervous man,
unused to speech-making, still puts off collecting his thoughts.
MARIE CHALLONER
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and persuades himself that the chairman of the public dinner
v,'ill not, after all, call upon him to respond to any toast. Now
the moment had come, and it was too late to think of collecting
thoughts or making up mind. The response had to be given at
once.
Sir John Challoner looked after her as she entered the drawingroom, and then he went to his library. He found himself
unusually nervous, and he felt a little irritated for the moment
with the providential arrangement which had made lads and
lasses, and imposed upon fathers in his position the responsibility
of seeing that their daughters married the right man. In
financial affairs he was strong, cool, and fearless—his enemies
sometimes said unscrupulous; but he was flurried now, in his
own house, and a little abashed in the presence of his own
daughter. He seemed to have lost his courage. He could not
undersand why he felt so humbled and hurt because he had had
to deceive his daughter a little, and in a matter which probably
would have been to her almost unimportant. Nobody could say
in any case that he had not acted properly and for her good.
What would be the use of wounding her sensibility by allowing her to know that this poor boy was in love with her ?
Besides, he. Sir John, was solemnly bound not to reveal Pembroke's secret. To be sure, he had implied that Pembroke had
a secret of a very different kind, and that certai'uly was going
rather far. Still it was only a precaution of reasonable prudence
under the circumstances, and women have always to be managed
more or less by stratagem. "Good Heavens!" Sir John peremptorily asked of his unsatisfied conscience, " who ever dreams
of telling all the truth to women ? " But, again, not telling all
the truth is one thing; telling something which is not the truth
is another. And deceiving one's daughter, who looks up to him
as a guide and a light, and Marie, who was so transparently
truthful herself, and who seemed to be instinct from her very
birth with that principle of honour which is so rare among
women! In short Sir John felt that the subject had better not
be thought over too much. He put it away from him with a
resolute effort to lay the whole blame of the transaction on
Providence, which had not created him with a clear, uncompromising soul and conscience like that of Pembroke's father, or
at least set him from his birth with men of the class of Eonald
Vidal, who must always speak the truth as a necessary condition of their education.
He was waiting in momentary expectation of Vidal's coming
to him. He knew that Vidal would come to him the moment his
interview with Marie was over, and he knew that whatever were
the result Marie would be sure to disappear to her roona and not
1>G seen for some time. Sir John, usually so composed m all his
N
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ways, was almost palpitating with uneasy eagerness while that
interview was going on. The evening was grey and unusually
dark, and lights had not yet been brought. Sir John paced up
and down the room, and lost himself in vague excitement and
expectation. His thoughts wandered back and back. Suddenly
he started—it seemed to him as if he heard the wail of an infant.
In a moment he returned to himself, and knew that it was but
some sound on the road outside, but he knew too why his
imagination had deceived him. He had never walked up and
down in a library alone and in such anxiety of expectation since
the evening when Marie was born. That was the infant's cry
which now rose up out of the past and reached his ears.
He rang for lights, and almost at the same moment with the
servant Ronald Vidal entered. He was coming hastily towards
Sir John when he saw the servant at the lamps, and he stopped
short, took a book from a shelf, and appeared to be engaged in
looking for some passage in it. Challoner noticed that Vidal's
hands were trembling, and this alarmed him. Could Marie have
refused him ?
The servant left the room.
" Well? " Challoner asked eagerly.
" Well!" replied Vidal, coming over to the hearth and standing just where Pembroke had stood, with one foot on the fender,
while he pulled at the ends of his moustache and made them join
on his chin—" I believe it is well, Challoner—but I hardly
know."
" You hardly know ? Did you ask her ? "
" Oh, yes, I asked her."
" And what did she say ? "
" Well, she didn't say no."
" Did she imply yes ? "
" She did—I think so—in a sort of way."
" What a bold suitor!" Sir John said with a smile, feeling
now sufficiently reassured as to the result of the interview," who
goes to propose to a lady and comes away without being quite
certain whether she said she will, or she wUl not!"
" But that's just it. Your daughter wouldn't say anything
for certain. She is to tell me more distinctly in a day or
two."
" Meanwhile you are bidden to hope ? " Sir John said,
smiling, and thinking within himself what idiots even clever
young men of the world were where women were concerned.
" I suppose so," Vidal said; " she was very frank—and awfully
collected, Challoner; a deuced deal more than I was, I can tell
you. She said she hadn't the least objection to me, rather liked
me, in fact—quite friendly and encouraging. She said there
wasn't any reason why she should refuse me, but she would just
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think it over. I suppose it's all right, Challoner—you ought to
know—I never did that sort of thing before."
"Of course it's all right," Sir John said, almost angrily.
" What I don't understand, Vidal, is what else you would have,
or why you should think it is not all right."
" I don't know exactly, but the whole affair seemed so unlike
what one expected, don't you know? I expected something
awfully emotional; wasn't it natural that I should ? I can tell
you J was emotional enough."
" Can you remember anything you said ? " Sir John asked,
rather amused.
"Not a word. I tried to be very eloquent and touching, but
I broke down. Miss Challoner was so awfully composed—and
she wouldn't help me out one bit! I am sure girls in general are
not like that."
" My daughter hasn't been brought up like girls in general,
Vidal."
"No, by Jove!" exclaimed Vidal, with something like
enthusiasm in his tone—" if she had—if she were one bit like
girls in general I shouldn't have been as much embarrassed as
I was; but I am downright in love with her, and I only wish I
could think, Challoner, that she was in love with me."
" Girls don't like to show their feelings too readily."'
" I t isn't that; I wish it were. I know a little more than
that, Challoner—there wasn't a gleam of emotion about her. She
is not in love with me, Challoner."
" All that will come in time—at all events she's not in love
with anybody else.'"
" N o ; there's something in that. Then you think it's all
right?"
" Certainly. If Marie meant to refuse you she would have
done so at once."
" I hope, you know, that she isn't merely taking me to
please her father? We mustn't allow her to do that, Challoner."
" You are a more sentimental lover than I ever thought you
were likely to be," Sir John said, smiling.
" Am not I ? " Vidal asked simply. " Yes; you have no idea
how queerly I feel about the whole affair. I never felt like this
before—and I didn't think it was in me; I have done a great
deal to try and please her Challoner—you know. I haven't a
share of any kind in any theatre; and I've given up—e-rerything in fact. I do hope she will come to like me a little,
Challoner."
" I think I can answer for her; but if you like I'U ask her
jnyself."
" I wish you would—I really wish you would, Challoner. I
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can't bear the idea of our forcing her into anything. I sometimes think we seem like a pair of conspirators."
" V/e are only conspiring to make her happy if we are conspirators."
" I would rather make myself unhappy than her—I would
a thousand times," the perplexed Vidal exclaimed with energy.
Sir John got rid of the young lover as quickly as he could,
thinking that he had had rather more of love's raptures than he
was quite able to relish for one day. Ronald Vidal's account of
his daughter's composure and self-command pleased him greatly.
He was very glad to find that she was not one of your emotional
people, and he felt satisfied that she would make all the better
wife for not being sentimental on such an occasion.
When Vidal had fairly gone. Sir John sent for his daughter.
He had now nearly shaken off the uncomfortable impression
produced upon him by the pious fraud in which he had thought
it prudent to indulge. The first novelty was over.
" Vidal has gone, Marie," he said, as his daughter entered the
library.
" Yes; I supposed that he had gone, dear, when you sent
for me."
Sir John took his daughter's hand and drew her towards
him—
" Am I to congratulate Ronald Vidal ?" he asked in a low
tone. " Your answer, as he described it to, me, did not leave
him quite certain—and of course he is very anxious, poor
fellow.'"
" Is he very anxious ? I am sorry."
" But I may congratulate him, Marie, surely ? "
" Oh yes, dear—if that is the right sort of thing to do. But
don't you think I ought to be congratulated rather than he ? "
" W h y so, Marie?"
" I am attaining the height of my ambition, papa—I am going
to be a great lady in society. I am going to be wedded to an
Earhe's son, like the girl in the ballad. What could be a greater
occasion for congratulation ? But I don't see why he should be
congratulated."
"Not for getting such a wife, Marie? " And Sir John gently
put his arm round his daughter, and turned her towards the
mirror. She looked at herself very composedly.
" Yes," she said, " I forgot all about that. He is really very
kind and complimentary—^in the most practical sort of way too.
I suppose he does see something attractive in me. If I were a
man I am sure that is not the sort of woman I should admire."
" What sort of woman, then might you admire, dear ? "
" Something petite and sweet and gracious; full of affection
and tenderness—all that sort of thing. There are so many
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charming girls I have seen who would just suit Mr.
Vidal."
" He doesn't think so. Ilis ideal wife is one of whom he can
be proud, and whom every one will admire, and who will make a
brilliant figure in society."
" Having been specially trained for that purpose, regardless
of expense, in the fashionable circles of Durewoods," Marie said
gravely. "Well, the greater my deficiencies the greater his
generosity, papa."
"He is really very ardent and sincere in his love for you,
:Maria."
" Is he ? I am very sorry."
" Sorry, my dear ? "
." Yes. I am not worth all that warm and strong feeling. It
is thrown away on me."
"But you do feel some attachment—some liking for him,
Marie 1"
" Oh, yes, dear—I think so."
" Remember, Marie, there is not the slightest constraint or
pressure upon you. I have not even used a word of persuasion;
and your promise is not yet given. You must not marry Ronald
Vidal if you don't like it."
" I will marry him, papa, if he wishes it. There isn't any
reason why I should not. It will please him and I know it will
please you—and why should I not do what you both would
wish ? "
" I wish you would tell me exactly, Marie, how you feel about
this proposal."
" Dear, I don't feel anything. That is what surprises me. I
have no emotion at all. I don't care to be married particularly—
I would rather remain as I am a great deal; but I suppose I
should have to marry somebody at some time, and I like Mr.
Vidal very well, and no one could possibly be more kind and
considerate."
" You have no stronger feeling of any kind either way ? "
" None, dear; my mind is a blank—except for what I have
told you."
" I am sure you will be very happy, Marie, and that you will
have a good and clever husband."
" Oh, yes, I am sure."
She seemed almost absolutely indifferent to the whole subject.
Sir John was much puzzled.
" You seem unhappy, Marie."
" I am not so, dear, indeed. I am quite happy—I think."
" Not disappointed ? "
" With what, papa ? "
" Well, with your prospects, so far ? "
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" No, I think not. Things are always different in reality, I
suppose, from what people expect. Life looks a little more
prosaic as we get to know it. I used to think of something more
romantic and full of colour, and really I don't know what. I
think I am a little disappointed in myself, perhaps. I used to
think I had an emotional sort of nature, and I find that I have
not—that is all,"
" The better for you, dear child, in actual life. One cannot
be too strong,'"
" I suppose so. I t all seems so strange; I seem so unconcerned. This won't be very soon, papa ? "
" This what, dear ? "
" This marriage."
"Not if you don't wish it. Eonald, of course, will have
arrangements to make. I have a great idea, Marie, for the
meantime. How should you like to see America ? "
" America ? The United States ? "
"Yes. I have a good deal to do with several projects in
different parts of the States; and people on both sides have been
urging me to go over and see things for myself. I have all but
made up my mind to go; and if you would like to come with
me, I will make up my mind at once."
Marie's eyes fla,shed, and her whole face brightened with
delight at the prospect.
" I should love to go! I should love to go! There is
nothing in the world I should like so v/ell—to travel in America!
Should wo go far ? "
" All the way across, dear—to San Francisco and the Pacific."
" And see the Golden Gate!" The words sprang from her
lips involuntarily. With them too came an unbidden memory—
a i^icture in the mind. I n one moment she was standing on the
height at Durewoods and looking over the bay, with its islands,
and listening to Christmas Pembroke as he told of San Francisco
and the Golden Gate. The time seemed so far off and so childlike somehow in its poetic happiness, that its memory filled her
with sweet pathetic feeling, and tears started, she did not know
\thj, into her eyes. She turned her head away.
" Eonald can't very well come," Sir John said meditatively;
" but we cannot help that,"
" W e shall be all the happier to ourselves," Maria said
eagerly, and without stopping to think; " it will be delightful,
papa—you and I alone—like the old tmes!"
And now, as she looked up/her father could not but see that
there were tears in her eyes. He was touched by her affection
for him—surprised, perhaps, that there should be such emotion
in one who seemed lately so cold; and he felt proud of it. Ho
kissed her tenderly.
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" Well, my love " (even to her. Sir John hardly ever used the
word "love"), "you and I are very old friends and feUowramblers, and Eonald and you will have plenty of time to travel
together. He won't grudge me this last holiday with you.
Then that is settled, dear; and we will go as soon as ever you
are ready,"
" I am overjoyed at the idea. How long shall we be away ? "
" Let me see—it is a large place, and we shall have much to
look at. Four or five months, perhaps,"
" That will be delightful," And she went into all the details
of the proposed trip with an eagerness which amazed and perplexed her father. She was all aglow with delighted expectation
at the prospect of a trip to America, and she had hardly exhibited
even a languid interest in her engagement to be married,
" Then you won't keep this poor fellow long iu suspense,
Marie ? " Sir John said, as he was leaving her,
" What poor fellow, dear ? "
" Eonald Vidal, You will give him his answer soon ? "
" Oh, yes, dear; whenever you like. You may give it for me
—that will be best, perhaps—to-day if you wish,"
" I don't suppose he would hke that quite so well, Marie,"
her father said with a smile. " I should think he would prefer
to have his answer from your own lips."
"Very well, dear. To-morrow, or whenever you and ho
wish."
" You havo always been the best and dearest of daughters,"
Sir John said, drawing her towards him and kissing her with an
affectionate enthusiasm such as he did not often show even to
her. " You cannot but make a good wife, my love, who have
been such a daughter."
But she did not show any emotion in return, and her father
found that her lips were cold.
He was a little sorry for that, but he had never supposed
that she greatly loved Eonald Vidal, and therefore he did not
expect from her any positive delight in the prospect of marriage.
But he was as profoundly convinced as the most conscientious
and disinterested father could be that he was securing his
duughter's happiness while advancing his own ambition and
hers. " The Honourable Mrs. Eonald Vidal," he said to himself
over and over again after he had left her. Then at last he should
see himself actually connected with the British aristocracy.
Eonald Vidal had told him again and again, with the odd frankness which was part of his nature, that his people wanted him
to marry a girl with money, and thought he ought to do so, but
were terribly afraid of his either taking up with some unpresentable woman from Manchester or getting mixed up with actresses;
and that they welcomed with delight the prospect of his getting
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such a wife as Miss Challoner. All his people, he said, thought
her " perfectly splendid," and the moment the thing was settled
there was no limit to be put to the cordiality with which they
would take her up.
The American journey had been a flash of inspiration to Sir
John just now. For some time it had seemed clear that he must
go out and have a look at things in the States. At first, his
idea was that Eonald and he would go together. Then Eonald
took up with a Parliamentary career to please Marie and make
her proud of her future husband, and of course he must stick to
his work. Sir John himself had never gone in for politics, and
was therefore by no means tied to the House. Then Sir John
thought that he would go alone after the marriage of his
daughter. But now this unlucky affair of young Pembroke's
made it absolutely necessary that Marie should be taken out of
the way for the present, or else Christmas would suddenly go,
and there would be a parting and questions and all that kind of
thing; and Sir John held that women, like kings according to
the Scottish saying, were " Kittle cattle to shoe behind "—there
was no telling how they might bear with the operation which
one considered the most needful for them. So while he was
actually talking with his daughter the idea of going to America
at once, and taking her with him, flashed into his mind and
proved itself a success.
" Then, Marie," he said as she was leaving him, " you get
yourself ready as quickly as you can, and we'll have such an
exploring of the New World as Christopher Columbus never
had."
" 0 Vater, lass uns ziehn I"' Marie answered in the words of
Mignon, and she went to her room murmuring to herself the
sweet melancholy phrases of that ineffable outburst of vague
longing. " Let us go; oh, father, let us go. There, far away—
lies our p a t h ! "
Marie seemed to have hardly any feeling left within her but
a longing for the American journey. She burned with anxiety
to be going away, away, far away out of London and her present
surroundings. She would not have cared so much for travel, no
matter how far, on the European Continent. That would be
too much like the usual kind of thing; and people they know in
London might meet them there. But when once the Atlantic
interposed to divide them from all old associations, then she
thought she could begin to enjoy travelling, and the free air
would bring heahng on its wings. Healing from what? She
did not ask herself the question.
She only knew that she would enjoy the change and the
travel and the freedom, and that four or five months of respite
seemed iiow like a happy eternity—at least like a time into
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which every possible hope and joy ought to be crammed, and to
the end of which one must not think of looking. Perhaps tho
end would never come! Anyhow, it seemed to her now that
without that free holiday on the other side of the Atlantic she
must stifle as if for -n'ant of air.
She did not dislike Eonald Vidal. On the contrary, she liked
him much better than she did most other people. She had no
particular dislike to the prospect of being married. That was a
thing which must come some time, and it might as well be soon
as later. She was absolutely unconscious as yet that there was
any feeling in her heart which ought to prevent her from
accepting "Vidal's proposal. For a long time, indeed, she had
looked forward to that proposal as certain to come. Her father
had in a quiet, vague way taught her, almost by imperceptible
degrees, to look to Mr. Vidal as the husband she ought to have.
A kind of net had gradually seemed to close around her, and she
had imperceptibly seemed to part with even the power to wish
to be free. Th&e was no one else she would have cared to marry
or thought of marrying. Yet with all this kind of negative
content her heart seemed stifling as she thought of her coming
life. The very absence of emotion was terrible. The future
looked so blank—it showed in anticipation like life without air.
All the romantic dreams of her girlhood had come to this reality!
" I have no love in me," Lady Disdain said sorrowfully to her
own heart, " I cannot feel as other -women seem to feel. I
suppose I was born without any nature like that. I may as
well marry him—he is very good and clever; and I suppose he
likes me better than any other woman."
Thus she reasoned with herself as she sat in her own room
alone. She thought of Christmas Pembroke and Sybil Jansen ;
and she envied those who could love and who were loved, and
thought of her own loneliness, and at last, in the grey of the
twilight, she burst into tears.
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CHAPTEE XIX.
" o n , SAW YE NOT FAIR INEZ ? "

THE Saucy Lass bore Christmas Pembroke one evening of earlj
summer to the Durewoods pier. He had not visited Durewoods
since his first stay there, and he had often been smitten with a
sense of ingratitude towards his friend Miss Lyle. There were
reasons why for some time back he had rather shrunk from
coming under her eyes, and having perhaps to answer the kindly
peremptoriness of her questions. But she, he thought, knew
nothing of his excuse for avoiding her, and he feared she must
think him ungrateful. The fear was confirmed when on writing
to ask her if he might pay her a visit he received a reply which
he could not but regard as a little cold and curt for her, telling
him that he would be welcome. He started for Durewoods
next day.
The Challoners had left England. They were to reach New
York before the heats of summer set in, and, after spending a
few days there and in Boston, to cross at once to San Francisco,
where the months intolerable in the Atlantic States would be
delightful; and when autumn came they were to return to New
York again, visiting many places on their way. Christmas had
not seen Marie before her leaving London. Su' John had taken
care to keep him engaged in expeditions hither and thither in
the northern cities; and Christmas knew it was for the best,
although he chafed at it too. But he had made up his mind now
that he would not see the Challoners any more. He would not
see her married. He would return to Japan. It was especially
to tell Miss Lyle of his determination to leave England that he
was now visiting Durewoods. "Durewoods has been my Sedan,'
he said to himself.
The heart of the poor youth swelled cruelly with emotion as
he began to see the pier at Durewoods, and the cottages, and the
trees on the hill amid which Marie's home was standing. Durewoods without her was like the forlorn chamber when the coffin
of the loved one has been carried away. I t was like the ghost
of Durewoods. Pembroke felt a pang of remorse at the
thought that the dear, kind friend who still lived there was after
all so little to him—that her presence did not remove the deathlike atmosphere which for him now hung over the place.
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But when the boat touched the pier, and he leaped ashore,
and saw old Merhn waiting to carry his portmanteau, he
brightened up, and gave the brave Breton a cheery shake of the
hand, and asked him voluble questions about Miss Lyle and
about himself, and the boat and the garden and the fisherfolk.
" Miss Leel well—beaut'fool well—alway well. Merlin take
care of her. Miss Marie gone to Amerique—over the great sea—
near the fisheries of the Newfoundland—many fishers go there, I
know."
" Miss Lyle is lonely, perhaps, without_Miss Marie ? "
" No—no, no—not lone. Miss Leel not lone—for Merlin
take care of her. Merlin not gone to Amerique." And Merlin
chuckled much over this pleasantry, and smote his brave breast.
" You grow tall," said Merlin, as they walked along.
" Tall, Merlin ? Not taller than before."
" Oh, yes. I know. Tall!—More like man. Tall—old; very
old. You grow very old!"
Christmas smfled at this tribute to his completed manhood,
for so he understood Merhn's words. But Merlin meant too to
convey the idea that Christmas was looking paler and thinner
than he had expected to find him.
Miss Lyle received Christmas with sweet and gracious
courtesy. They dined together, and Janet waited, and everything was just as it used to be. But the news which Miss Lyle
told him now and again suggested change. Marie Challoner had
been in Durewoods for two or three days before her voyage, and
Miss Lyle had seen her several times. There was discouraging
news from Natty Cramp, whereat his poor mother was greatly
concerned. He was not getting on so well as he had expected
to do.
Then they went into the balcony, and Christmas praised the
beauty of the scene, and thought to himself of the little hollow
in the woods, lonely to him for evermore, as everything seemed
to be now. Then he said to Miss Lyle that he had something to
tell her, and she showed a friendlier interest, and listened while
he explained, as well as he could, that a life in London did not
suit him; that he didn't think he was a big enough man to make
much of a success there, and that he thought he could do better
on his old ground in Japan. At last he got to the end of the
story somehow.
" I s that all ? " Miss Lyle asked.
That was all. Christmas thought it was a good deal.
" I didn't want to say anything until you had finished. Have
you finished ? "
" Yes, Miss Lyle. That is all I wanted to say. As some of
our American friends would say, I'm through."
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" I don't understand slang," said Miss Lylo—" even English
slang. I am not fond of it."
There was a pause. Christmas wondered if she were going
to say nothing more on the subject of his resolve, ancl if the
matter were to drop there. For a while she had seemed to be
growing more friendly, but again there came a marked coldness
in her mnaner. Christmas did not wonder at that. He felt
with renewed pangs of conscience that he had been but an
inattentive friend for some time, and must not expect instant
pardon.
" Then you have made up your mind to renounce London
and go back to Japan ? " she said, at last, in a tone of some dissatisfaction,
_" I have," Christmas answered, glad that she had said anything. " I am afraid you will think me a variable personage.
Miss Lyle, without much of a mind to make up."
" It is strange," she said, following up apparently some train
of thought of her own, " 'Your father was above all things a
man of steady purpose, I begin to think you are not like him
at all, Mr. Christmas, and that I have been rather mistaken
in you."
" Well, Miss Lyle, you will do me the justice to admit that I
never claimed to be like my father, or fit to be compared with
him."
" Still," she said, in an almost irritable way, " it is strange
how the sons degenerate. I don't understand it. Where did
you learn these fickle ways, and that want of trust, which I can
tell you I like still less ? "
Miss Lyle, as Marie Challoner had said long ago, was
picturesque in everything she did. Few people look dignified
when out of humour, but in the gesture with which she drew her
white shawl round her shoulders, as if wrapping herself in a
garment of offended pride, there was something effective and
dramatic.
" Want of trust—in you, Miss Lyle ? "
" In me, yes. Do I not deserve your confidence ? Did I not
offer myself to you from the beginning A'ankly as your friend,
and how could you doubt that I was so? I tell you, Chris
Pembroke, I should almost have loved a lap-dog called by your
father's name, not to speak of his son; and I did so wish to bo
your friend, for his sake; and this is v/hat comes of it! To you,
perhaps, it may seem ridiculous that I should feel in this way.
Very well—at least you see that I do feel."
"But you are entirely mistaken, and you do me a great
-ft'rong. The thought of going back to Japan was only flickering
in my mind for some time : and Sir John Challoner asked me to
put off deciding for a little while. I did so. But now I have
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made up my mind, and I came to tell you. He does not know of
it yet—I mean I have not yet written to him."
" You choose your confidants well," Dione said scornfully.
" I don't mean merely your going to Japan, Christmas; but you
confided to John Challoner your reason for flying out of England
—you never told that to me. I waited to-day patiently to see if
that would come out even now, and it didn't! No ; your full
confidence is kept for him."
Christmas grew red and hot. He could hardly believe his
ears. Could it be possible that Sir John Challoner had actually
betrayed his confidence—and for what reason? He looked at
Miss Lyle in positive alarm and began to speak, and then became
silent.
" I will spare your blushes," Dione said—feeling some pity
for his confusion—" and I am glad you have the grace to blush,
Chris; but you might have told me of this as well as John
Challoner." Having, as she thought, compelled the young man
to feel confused, she began to soften to him.
" Did Sir John tell you—Miss Lyle, are you serious ? I can't
understand this! But if he did, then at least you must know
why I felt bound to tell him and not you
•"
" I don't see that, Mr. Christmas. But let me ease your mind.
It was not from Sir John I first heard the story—although when
I asked him he didn't deny it,"
" Not from Sir John ? Then from whom.—for no one else on
earth could have
•"
" You ridiculous boy, don't you know that men of the world
never keep anybody's secret absolutely ? They always let drop
hints. Why you should have insisted on any particular secrecy
in this affair is as great a wonder to me as why you should have
chosen him for a confidant. I presume you didn't suppose that
the thing could have been kept a secret from us all for ever, even
if you did retreat to Japan with her."
Christmas was now utterly bewildered. There was evidently
some extraordinary misunderstanding somewhere.
" I don't know what to say," he broke out at last. " We don't
understand each other. Miss Lyle."
" Come, I really begin to think you are more foolish than distrustful, Christmas, I suppose boys are shy of talking of these
things even to elderly women. But you could have found no
trustier friend than me—nor one less likely to care for social
prejudices and that kind of thing. 1 don't believe your father's
son could make a very bad choice. Well, I forgive you your
secrecy. And so you have fallen in love, my poor boy, and are
going to be married ? So soon ? "
• ••< L
Christmas started vv-ith such evident and genuine surprise that
Miss Lyle was startled iu her turn.
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"• Is this not true ? " she asked, sharply—" are you not going
to be married ? Are we playing at cross purposes ? "
" We are indeed," said Christmas, with an aching heart,
" There never was such playing at cross purposes! Who told you
that story. Miss Lyle ? Not Sir John Challoner, at all events,"
" But is that really not true ? Have you not fallen in love;
and are you not,going to be married ? "
" A man less likely to be married. Miss Lyle, is not to be
found anywhere between this and Japan."
" Oh! Have you quarrelled? "
" Quarrelled with whom ? "
" With the young lady, of course. I suppose we needn't now
make a mystery of her name—Miss Jansen."
Christmas rose from his chair in amazement. In all his
trouble of heart he was boyishly inclined to laugh.
" Is that the story. Miss Lyle—is that the mystery—the confidence?"
" But is it really not true ? Is it all a mistake or a delusion ?
Are you more deceitful than I could have believed, or are people
going out of their senses? Do let us come to some understanding."
" Miss Lyle, there isn't one single particle of truth or meaning
or anything else in that story. I know Miss Jansen; but I
never felt anything for her but friendship—and there is even
much about her that I don't like; and I am not certain now
whether she is not rather unfriendly to me than the contrary.
As for any other idea, it never even occurred to me until this
moment; and it Would be ever so much less likely to occur to
her. To begin with, she hates the whole race of men."
" Yes; I don't mind that," Miss Lyle said, quietly. " They
soon get over that—girls, I mean. But if you tell me seriously
that this is not true
"
" But, Miss Lyle, to say it is not true is nothing. There isn't
the faintest conceivable foundation or excuse for it. The wonder
is how any one could ever have thought of it. Did you say that
some one told you this ? "
" Oh, yes," Miss Lyle answered, composedly: " Marie Challoner told me."
"Miss Challoner!" Again Christmas's face burned with
emotion; and at once there flashed upon his memory the fact,
hardly noticed at the time, that Marie had sent with a peculiar
expression of look and voice her friendly message to Sybil Jansen
through him. He felt unspeakably wretched. Strange contradiction of human impulses! The one thing he dreaded most an
hour ago was that Marie Challoner should know of his love for
her. Now it seemed a thousand times worse that she should
believe him to be in love with another woman.
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" This is terrible," he said.
" Of course such things are always provoking; but one can't
help them. This seems to have been a very singular misunderstanding."
" Did Miss Challoner speak of this as a guess on her part ? "
" No. Marie Challoner, Chris, is an impulsive girl, so truthful
that it is hard for her even to keep a secret: and she said something here which aroused my curiosity, I can tell you, and I am
afraid I extorted the rest. Then she said that her father had
enjoined secrecy on her—but Marie was never exemplary in the
way of obeying injunctions."
" B'lt it was not Sir John Challoner who told her this
story?"
" Indeed it was."
" Miss Lyle," Christmas said gravely, " you are mistaken in
that, I assure you."
" My good boy, I am not mistaken. The poor girl, conscious
of having broken her father's trust, insisted, in her proud
honesty, upon telling him that she had done so and asking his
pardon, and I insisted on telling him that the fault was mine,
and of course the whole story came out then."
" Sir John Challoner said I was in love with Miss Jansen ?
Sir John said that ? "
"He did. At least I told him what Marie said; and he said
Marie ought not to have told it to anybody, and he seemed
greatly vexed at the whole affair."
Christmas was lost in confusion. I t seemed natural enough
that if Miss Challoner or Miss Lyle had made a guess of any
kind Sir John might have allowed her to remain under a
delusion rather than give any clue to the truth. But, as he
understood Miss Lyle, there was something more than this.
" Did I understand you rightly. Miss Lyle ? Did you say
that Sir John told this story—told it himself—to Miss
Challoner?"
" Certainly, Chris; he and she both spoke of it in that way.
Sir John said, more than once, that he was to blame for having
revealed to his daughter what you told him in confidence."
Christmas leaned upon the balcony and thrust his hands deep
into his pockets. He was perfectly bewildered.
" B u t there must be something in all this,'" Dione said
impatiently. " It can't be all midsummer madness. You did,
surely, tell John Challoner something in confidence! "
" I did."
" And had it nothing to do with Miss Jansen ? "
" Nothing."
" Was it any sort of love-confession ? "
With eyes doggedly downcast Christmas answered," It was."
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"And in Heaven's name, Chris Pembroke, -why did your
father's son select John Challoner of all men on earth as the
confidant of his love story ?—Oh !"
The exclamation broke from Miss Lyle because of the sudden
expression with which Christmas had looked up when she put
her imperious question—an expression which was a revelation.
" You unhappy boy," she said in a low tone, and leaning
towards him, " was H'cif it ? "
" That was it. Now you know all. Now you know why I
told him, and why I didn't tell you."
" Did you know that she was engaged to young Vidal ? "
" I did. I guessed it."
" Then what on earth was the good of your speaking to her
father ? What did you hope to get by that ? "
" Nothing."
"You had better have told me a hundred times. You didn't
suppose that John Challoner was a person to be touched by your
romantic attachment, and to say, ' Take her, my boy! Bless
you, my children' ? "
" Miss Lyle, I imagined nothing, and hoped nothing. I
couldn't endure the place any longer. I tried hard, and I found
that I couldn't do it, and he had been so kind to me that I
didn't like to seem ungrateful or changeable, and I couldn't
invent lies. I thought the best thing to do was to tell her father
all, and beg of him to help me, and to—to cover my retreat, in
fact. I suppose it was an absurd thing to do—I thought it tho
most honest way."
There was a moment's silence. The evening was darkening.
The scents of the flowers came more richly out, and the plash of
the water below sounded sadly in tho ears of the poor youth on
whom Dione turned her pitying eyes.
" I am glad you did whatever you thought was honest, my
boy," she said. "You never can be sorry for that. 'Well,
well!"
Christmas did not speak. He could not pour out his soul
readily, even to her. He was at once frank and shy, as nature
and his early way of life had made him.
" This is a great misfortune; Chris ! Tell me—do you know
yourself—will this last ? "
" Oh yes," he answered in a low tone, and without looking at
her. " It will last my time, Miss Lyle."
" Of course all young people say that; and I shouldn't mind
it much in your case, my dear, but for what I know. And so
you got this wound under my roof, my poor boy ? I wish I had
never found you out, Chris, and brought you here, for this."
"No, n o ! " h e said, eagerly; "don't wish that. Miss Lyle—
don't wish that. I have your friendship—^I couldn't wish to lose
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that, and I don't want to lose—the memory even of—anything
that happened. I'll come all right—I mean I'll fight my way on
through life."
"You would not be without the memory of your dream,
then?"
" Would my father have given up the memory of his ?"
Dione's lips trembled. She leaned back in her chair, and
remained silent for a moment.
" Now, Miss Lyle," said Christmas, " you know all; you
have got this all out of me somehow, which I never meant to
have told to anybody but one. I am not sorry, but I don't mean
to plague you any more with my troubles. I didn't come here
to make you uncomfortable. I'm not going through life with an
everlasting lament in my mouth, I am no worse off than ever so
many better fellows,"
" I thought it a bad omen at the time that you should have
met her the very first moment you stepped ashore here. I didn't
want you to meet her. Then, when the thing was done, I
thought it best to say as little as possible, and seem to make
light of everything. But I did give you a warning, Chris."
" You did, I remember. But it was too late then, and it
wouldn't have been of any use in any case—not the least,"
" I suppose not. You don't blame her, Chris ? "
" Blame her! Her! For what ?"
" You don't think she meant this—or trifled with you ? "
" Oh, no. She is as true as light. She was my friend
always; she is now. It is no fault of hers. She never suspected."
" I am glad. I should have thought so, but I am glad to hear
you say so. One word more. You have not any lurking hope—
about her ? "
" Oh, no; no hope."
" You are right, Chris. I know Marie as well as any one
can, and I know that all the world could not make her engage
herself to Mr. Vidal if she cared for anybody else. But I am
glad you have the courage to look that straight in the face. The
only thing now is—what is to be done ? "
" My mind is ciear," said Christmas; " I'll leave England and
go back to Japan."
"But why do that? why not stay firmly here and make an
honourable career for yourself? A man has some other business
in life than falling in love and brooding over it."
" I have other business, and I mean to do it. Miss Lyle, and
not to brood. But if I remained in England I should be likely
to brood on to the end of the chapter."
" There are other women too, Chris."
"There are no other women for me. Miss Lyle, and good
0
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advice is thrown away on me I am afraid. Sooner than stay
here and see her—see her married. Miss Lyle, I would leap off
the pier below and swim straight out to sea as far as ever I could
go, and sink quietly do-wn when I could swim no farther. It
wouldn't be half a bad thing to do—go down with the setting
sun,"
" You won't do that, I know," Miss Lyle said. " You'll not
do that cowardly thing, Chris. That might do for Natty Cramp,
perhaps, or some egotistical fool of his kind; not for you. But
we'll say no more of this just now. It's a surprise, and I must
think it over. You used to like to smoke a cigar in the
evenings ? "
Christmas understood the very clear hint. She held out
her hand to him, and he saw that her eyes were filled with tears.
Heaven knows what boyish impulse made him kneel beside her
chair and press her hand to his lips. Then she gently laid the
hand upon his head. There passed through Dione's mind at the
time the sweet, strange, unspeakably tender saying of the
Duchess of Orleans about Dunois—that he was a child stolen
from her.
She was glad when Christmas left her, for there was something which puzzled her in all this, and which she had not
spoken of much to him. Indeed, the moment the question
arose in her mind she kept the talk, such as it was, away from
that. Christmas had told Sir John Challoner that he was in
love with Marie. Sir John had voluntarily, distinctly told
Marie that Christmas had made to him an acknowledgment of
love for Miss Jansen. There was no possibility of mistake or
misapprehension on either side, on any point. Why did John
Challoner tell his daughter that lie ?
Strange, she thought, if John Challoner's deceits should have
come between the son, as they did between the father, and the
woman he loved and might have married!
For there could be to Dione's mind no explanation possible
of Sir John's proceedings but an anxiety to render it impossible
for his daughter to think of Christmas, and thus to hurry her into
a marriage with Lord Paladine's son. He must have feared
that Marie might fall in love with Chris. That must have been
. his motive.
But then Dione had talked with Marie only the other day in
full and warm friendship and confidence about her marriage, and
Marie had not given the faintest indication of any feeling that
could stand between her and it. She did not seem to have any
delight in the prospect, and it was only too clear that she had
no romantic attachment to Mr, Vidal. But even when Dione
spoke to her in some wonder of her seeming coldness, and lack
of interest in her future, Marie assured her again and again that
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she wag marrying of her own free will, and at no one's persuasion,
and that since she must marry she knew no one so acceptable for
a husband as Mr, Vidal, Again and again, too, had Marie told
her that she did not think she had a nature formed for the kind
of emotion which is described in books as love,
"So many girls say that," Miss Lyle thought, "until the
time comes. But I think it must be so with her."
John Challoner then must have been deceived—such was
Dione's conclusion—out of excess of caution, as was his wont.
Poor Christmas was right—Marie felt nothing for him but an
easy friendship. There was nothing to be done. The boy must
take his fate and bear it. The less said now about the misunderstanding and the perverted confidence the better. Let that all
seem to be a misunderstanding, and let it drop. She would not
argue any more against Christmas's resolve to go back to Japan;
all things considered, it would be the best course he could take.
But she could not still help wondering over the strange
stroke of fate, or whatever it was, which had brought the son of
her old lover across so many thousand miles of earth and sea
under her roof to have his heart pierced there by the daughter
of his father's old rival.

CHAPTEE XX.

THE Genius of young Liberty had indeed not yet proved propitious to Natty Cramp. He landed at Hoboken, on the New
Jersey shore of the North river at New York, one sunny and
lovely morning, and he gazed across at the somewhat confused
and unalluring river front of the great city with the air of a
conqueror. The fresh breath of freedom, he proudly said to
himself, was already filling him with new manhood. But New
York is in some ways a discouraging place to land at. There
are no cabs; and there are no street porters; and to hire a
" hack " carriage is expensive; and to track out one's way in the
street cars and the stages is almost hopeless work for the new
comer. Then the examination at the Custom-house was long
and vexatious; and yet, when Natty got through the Customhouse, he felt as if he were thrown adrift on the world without
any one more to care about him. As Melisander in Thomson's
poem declares that, bad as were the wretches who deserted him,
he never heard a sound more dismal than that of their parting
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oars, so, little as Nathaniel Cramp liked the brusque ways of
the Custom-house officers, he felt a sort of regret when they
nad released him and his baggage, and he found himself absolutely turned loose upon the world and his own resources.
This small preliminary disappointment was ominous. Natty
had come out with a little money and a great faith in himself
and his destiny. He had the usual notion that New York and
the United States in general are waiting eagerly to be instructed
in anything by Europeans, and especially by Englishmen. Having
failed utterly in London, he thought he must be qualified to
succeed in New York. His idea was to give lectures and write
books—poems especially. He soon found that every second
person in America delivers lectures, and that every village has
at least three poets—two women and one man. He had brought
a few letters of introduction from some members of the Church
of the Future in London to congenial spirits in New York, and
he made thereby the acquaintance of the editor of a Spiritualist
journal, ot a German confectioner and baker who had a small
shop on Fourth Avenue (and Fourth Avenue is to Fifth Avenue
as Knightsbridge is to Park Lane or Piccadilly), and of a lady
who wore trousers and called herself the Eev. Theodosia Judd.
The influence of these persons over New York, however, was
limited, and although they endeavoured to get an audience for
one of Natty's lectures at a very little hall in a cross street far
up town, the public did not rush in, and Nat delivered his
lecture so feebly that a few of the few who were in went boldly
out again, and one elderly man produced from his pocked a copy
of the New York Evening Mail and read it steadily through.
Yet the Spiritualist journal had had several little notices preliminary of Natty, whom it described variously as Professor
Cramp and Doctor Cramp, the celebrated author and lecturer,
from London, England; and this was a secret delight to
Nathaniel, for the blind Fury with abhorred shears might slit
away his audiences, but not the printed and published praise.
It cheered him for a little while to be thus publicly complimented, and he said to himself, with great jDride, that that came
of being in a land of equality, and that he would have been long
in London before the hireling and subservient press of that city
would thus have spoken of him.
Still New York as a community was absolutely unawakened
to any recognition or even knowledge of Natty's existence, and his
money was melting away. He " boarded" very modestly in a
quiet little cross street where he paid but a few dollars a week,
but he was earning nothing. There Avere awful moments when,
as he passed some of the showy hairdressing shops in Broadway,
and saw the richly dressed laclies going in and out, he began to
wonder whether he had not better take at once to the single
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craft and mystery whereof he was really possessed, and do for
the curls and chignons of Broadway what he had done in other
days for those of Wigmore Street. But his pride would not as
yet suffer this. He went home to his bedroom in the boardinghouse and read over again the paragraph in the Spiritualist
paper which spoke of his literary gifts, and he vowed that he
would never stoop to curl heads of hair again—never.
Suddenly another chance opened up for him. His friend the
editor of the Spiritualist journal came to him one day with the
grand news that he had procured him an appointment to deliver
a lecture in the Lyceum course of Acroceraunia, one of the rising
cities on the north-western confines of New York State. Acroceraunia was beginning now to hold its head pretty high in the
world. I t had already celebrated the twentieth anniversary of
its foundation, and as its neighbour and rival, Pancorusky City,
had long been having its Lyceum winter course of lectures,
Acroceraunia had at last made up its mind for a winter course
of lectures as well. All the leading citizens had come forward
most spiritedly, and so liberal were the promises of assistance
that Acroceraunia put itself in communication at once with the
American Literary Bureau of New York to engage a certain
limited number of " s t a r " lecturers, the other nights of the
course to be filled up with local and volunteer talent, and any
rising young lecturers who might be known to private members
of the committee and might be willing to offer their lecture for
a modest sum in consideration of the opening thus afforded.
Now the brother of the Spiritualist editor was one of the most
important men in all Acroceraunia. He edited the Eepublican
journal of that city. He -wrote to his brother in New York
requesting him to recommend some promising young lecturer
who -would not object to take twenty-five dollars and his expenses. The " stars " would not any of them shine for an hour
on Acroceraunia under a hundred dollars, and many of them
could not even be tempted out of their ordinary spheres by such
a sum as that; and some again were so heavily engaged in
advance that Acroceraunia would not have a chance of getting
them on any terms for many seasons to come. In fact Acroceraunia had only engaged two genuine stars for her course, one
to open, and one to close it. There seemed a great deal too
much local talent and Singing Society in between, and therefore
some padding of a less famihar kind had to be sought out.
Hence the offer to Natty Cramp.
Nathaniel jumped at it. He was beginning to fear that he
never again should have a chance of testing his rhetorical skill;
and besides, twenty-five dollars, look you, are equivalent to five
]DOunds, and would be a substantial gain to Nathaniel Cramp.
It so happened, too, that Nathaniel suited the conditions of
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the Lyceum course of Acroceraunia very well. That season, and
indeed for some seasons back, all the Lyceums had had some
lecturer from London, England, in .their course. But when
Acroceraunia had secured, and with immense difficulty, its two
American stars, there was not nearly enough of money still iu
prospect or possibility to enable it to get one of the British
luminaries as well. Therefore Nathaniel Cramp was positively a
godsend. " The celebrated English orator. Professor Nathaniel
P. Cramp, from London, England," would look very well on the
placards and advertisements. The people of Acroceraunia were
in general a steady-going home-keeping community. They rose
early, they worked hard, and when the gentlemen of a family
came home in the evening they generally went to sleep on the
lounge after supper, and were awakened by their wives in time
to go to bed at a proper hour. They never dreamed of trips to
Europe in the summer, and they did not take in the British
journals. For half of them, then, the name of Natty Cramp
would do just as well as that of any of the more distinguished
Britons who were stumping the States that fall.
So Nathaniel accei^ted the offer, and when the time came he
took the train for Acroceraunia. He travelled all night and
arrived at Acroceraunia about eleven o'clock next morning. He
was straining his eyes anxiously for the spires and domes of the
city where he was to make what he really held to be his debut as
a lecturer in the States; but when the train stopped he could
see no si)ires, no domes, no city. The land wherever his eye
could reach was covered with snow; he saw nothing but snow.
Natty was beginning to think this could not be the right station
at all, when the brakesman at the upper end of the car, who had
been madly straining and tugging at his piece of mechanism
like a sailor set all alone to work at a capstan, suddenly dashed
open the door and shouted " Acrocerauny!" and Nat had to
bundle himself out, portmanteau and all, as quickly as he could,
on the wooden platform of the station. He stood hesitatingly
a few moments, expecting to find some one to receive him. But
there was clearly no one there to escort him, and the train had
gone its way.
He took up his portmanteau and walked slowly, doubtfully
out of the station, wondering what he should do next. Outside
the station he saw two staggery and ramshackle looking
omnibuses waiting. One had in its day been a Fulton Ferry
omnibus in New York, and bore on its side the well-known
pictorial ornamentations, a little faded, which distinguish that
conveyance as it rumbles up and down Broadway and Fulton
Street, This omnibus now belonged to the "Acroceraunia
House." The other was in the service of the " American Hotel."
Natty thought as he had to choose he ought to give the prefer-
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ence to tlio hostelry which assumed the name of the city which
had honoured him with its invitation, and so he got into the
carriage of the Acroceraunia House, feehng very much out of
spirits, and divided mentally between an anxiety to know where
Acroceraunia was, and a feeble wish that the moment of his
arrival might be postponed as long as possible.
There was no other passenger iu the omnibus as it jolted
away. Nat was rather glad of that. He was rattled along white
road after white road until he began to wonder whether the town
had any right to consider itself as in any manner connected with
the railway station which bore its name. At last a few houses
appeared, each standing separately in its piece of ground. Most
of the houses were built of wood, and had bright green shutters
and little Grecian porticos, and every house had a clothes-line.
Natty must apparently have passed in review the " pantalettes "
of the whole female population of Acroceraunia as he drove
along. At last the omnibus turned into something which bore
resemblance to a street, or at least, was like a high road with
houses at each side. But Natty saw a little placard on a
wall as they were turning into this street or road, which for the
moment withdrew his attention from everything else, and made
him blush and feel shy, proud, terrified, and delighted. For he
could see on it the words "Lyceum Lecture Course," "This
Night," and " Professor Nathaniel P, Cramp, of London, England." Natty positively drew himself into a corner of the
omnibus as if every eye must have been looking out for him, or
as if he were Lady Godiva riding through Coventry, and had
just been seized with a suspicion of the craft of Peeping Tom.
But pride soon came to Natty's rescue again, and he felt that at
last he was coming to be somebody, that this was the beginning of
fame, and that the world comes to him who waits. He delivered
to himself in a proud undertone the closing sentences of his
lecture.
The omnibus stopped at last in front of a house of dark brick,
with a sign swinging above, and after a good deal of clattering
and stamping on the part of the horses, and cries of " Git up "
on the part of the driver, it backed up to the porch, and Professor Nathaniel P. Cramp got out. He made his way into the
office of the hotel, a gaunt, bare room with a stove in the midst,
a counter at one side, and a grave man behind the counter.
When Nathaniel walked up to the counter the grave man turned
round a huge ledger or register which lay before him, pushed it
towards Nat, and handed him a pen without saying a word.
Natty knew the ways of the New World well enough now to
know what this meant. He inscribed himself in the book,
Nathaniel Cramp, London, England. The grave man marked a
number in the book opposite to Nat's name, and handed a key
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with a corresponding number to an Irish porter, who took Nat's
portmanteau and preceded him upstairs. Tho porter opened
the door of a small bare bedroom in a gusty corridor, and showed
Natty in.
" Guess you'll want a fire built ?" said the porter.
" I should like a fire," Nat mildly answered.
The attendant put down the key of the room on the table,
and Nat observed that the key was stuck or set in a large triangular piece of metal like the huge and ill-shaped hilt of a
dagger,
" What do you have that thing on the keys for ? " Nat asked,
" To keep the guests from putting 'em in their pockets—don't
ye see • '
" And what matter if they did put them in their pockets ? "
" Then they forget 'em there, don't you see ? When a guest
is in a hurry he never rec'lects to give up his key. Last fall
every key in the Acrocerauny House was carr'd right off one
morning. Now we fix 'em that way, don't you see ? They can't
put 'em in their pockets anyhow."
And the porter took himself off loudly whistling as he went,
" The Wearing of the Green."
Presently he came back with wood and lit the stove. Natty
was too dispirited to talij. He looked out of the window at the
one long street white in the snow. Opposite was a " dry goods "
store with a liberal display of red and white " clouds " (light soft
shawls of fleecy worsted or some such material) for women, and
with some spectral crinolines dangling at the door. Next was
a shop where " rubbers "—india-rubber overshoes—were sold;
next was a hardware shop; next a grocery store; then a blank
wall ornamented with a huge announcement of some sort of isill,
and a small square bill which Natty knew to be the placard of his
own lecture. I t was now barely noon. Dinner, he had been
informed, was at two; supper at six. What was he to do in the
meantime ?
A tap at the door. Natty called " Come in," and two men—
one young, bright-eyed, handsome, and awkward ; the other tall,
hard-featured, and of middle age—came in. Nat bowed.
" Professor Cramp, I presume ? " the elder visitor said.
Nat intimated that his name was Cramp, but he did not make
it clear that he had no claim to the title of professor.
" Professor Cramp," the younger man struck in, " I have the
pleasure of making you acquainted with the president of our
society, Mr. Fullager."
Mr. Fullager and Nat solemnly shook hands.
" Professor Cramp," said Mr. Fullager, " I have the pleasure
to make you acquainted with our secretary, Mr. Plummcr,
junior."
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Nathaniel and Mr. Plummer shook hands.
" There was a little mistake with regard to our meeting you at
the depot," Mr. Fullager explained; and Nat luckily remembered that "depot," in Mr. Fullager's sense, corresponded
with " station " in Nat's. " The train was on time to-day, which
it usually is not, and when Mr. Plummer and I got to the depot
you were gone, sir."
Nat affirmed that it didn't matter at all, and that he was
much obliged. His visitors were now seated, and were waiting
calmly in silence, evidently understanding that the responsibility
of the conversation rested on him. He felt that he must rise t*
the dignity of the situation somehow. A sudden inspiration
l^ossessed him, and he said—
" Yours is a very charming town, Mr. Fullager. I t seems to
grow very fast."
" It is quite a place, sir—quite a place."
" W h a t population, now, have you?" And the wily Nat
crossed one foot over the other knee, nursed the foot with his
hand, put his head sideways, and waited for an answer with the
air of one who had studied populations a good deal.
" Well, sir," Mr. Fullager said, after some grave deliberation,
we have forty-five hundred persons in this city."
" Forty-seven hundred," Mr. Plummer said.
" I guess not, sir,—not quite so many."
" Not if you take in the houses on the other side of Colonel
Twentyman's lot, Mr. Fullager ?"
" Ah, well; yes—perhaps if you do that we should figure up
to forty-seven hundred."
"That is a remarkable population," Mr. Cramp said,
patronisingly, for so young a town." Nat hardly knew one
population from another.
" We are only twenty years old, sir."
" Twenty years only! Wonderful!" Nat observed, with an
air of dreamy enthusiasm.
Then there was another pause. The two visitors were perfectly composed. They gazed at the stove, and did not feel that
they were called upon to say anything. They had come to pay
their respects to the foreign lecturer as a matter of courtesy and
politeness, and when they considered that they had remained
long enough they would rise and go away. There are plenty
of talkative Americans, no doubt, but the calm self-possession of
silence is nowhere so manifest as among the men of some of the
States.
But Nathaniel was much discomposed, and racked his brain
for a topic.
" What kind of audiences do you have here, Mr. Fullager ? "
he asked, in another rush of inspiration,
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"Well, sir (after some deliberation), I should say a remarkably intelligent audience. You would say so, Mr. Plummer ?"
" Decidedly so," said Mr. Plummer, with a start, for he had
been thinking of nothing in particular at the time. "Decidedly
so, Mr. Fullager. Several gentlemen have told me that our
audience is far more intelligent than that of Pancorusky City."
" Oh, yes. I should certainly have expected that," said Nat,
with the air of one who was rather surprised to hear the comparison made and who would not on any terms have consented
to bring himself down to an audience such as that of Pancorusky
City. Nat was really developing a considerable aptitude for
playing the part of distinguished foreign visitor.
" Would you like to see some of our institutions, sir ? " Mr.
Fullager asked. " The City Hall, the ward schools, our water
power. Deacon Eenselar's saw mills ? "
Nat said he should like it of all things, and he remembered
that he mast call on the editor of the Eepublican journal, to
whom indirectly he owed his renewed chances of fame.
"We'll call on them both, sir," said Mr. Fullager—"we'll
call on the editors of both our journals—the Democrat and the
Eepublican. We have no politics, sir, in our association, and
they both, sir, have said kind words about your visit and your
lecture."
Nat professed himself delighted to have the chance of being
presented to both the editors, and felt indeed a great deal more
proud than he would have cared to tell. If the people at home
could only see him thus treated like a distinguished stranger
and made a regular lion of, what would they say?
So Natty was conducted over the town and had all its growing wonders pointed out to him, and was presented to the editors
of the rival journals, and was not invited to " liquor up," or, by
any form of phraseology, to drink anything. This latter fact we
mention with some hesitation to English readers, being aware of
their preconceived opinions on the subject of American usages.
It is an article of faith in England that every conversation in
America opens with an invitation to drink. Nathaniel had
already discovered that, outside the great cities where the
foreigners abound and diffuse their customs, nine out of ten
Americans rarely taste any liquid stronger than tea.
The day thus wore away pleasantly enough for Nat, who
found it more and more agreeable to be allowed to play the part
of distinguished stranger. But when he returned to his room in
the hotel, and the evening came on bringing the hour of his
public appearance terribly near, his spirits sank dismally. When
the gong sounded at six o'clock for supper, and he went down to
the lighted »oom where the guests were refreshing themselves on
tea, hot " biscuit," and preserves, he had a nervous consciousness
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that every eye was turned upon him and that he was looking
awkward. He thought it a very objectionable institution which
obliged the lecturer to take his meals in public and to be seen
swallowing hot dough, denominated biscuit, immediately before
his appearance on the platform. He would have liked so much
better to burst upon Acroceraunia all at once, and for the first
time, when stepping forward to deliver his harangue. He nearly
choked over his biscuit with blended nervousness and selfconceit.
Opposite to him at the same narrow table Nat saw a handsome man with soft blue eyes, a bald head, and a full fair beard
and moustache, who was evidently regarding the distinguished
lecturer with interest. When Nat looked towards him the blueeyed man said—•
" I think, sir, I have the pleasure of addressing Mr, Cramp ? "
Nat started and awkwardly admitted the fact.
" I have heard you lecture already—in the Avenir Hall, isn't
it called ?—in London."
" Oh, indeed," Nat replied, with an effort to be calm and
dignified, which was combated by three emotions rushing upon
him at once: a pang of home-sickness at the sound of the word
" London," a distressing consciousness that the stranger must
have heard him make a sad mess of it, and a sickening dread tha'
the stranger must have also learned that he was once a hairdresser.
" I was on a visit to Europe for some years," the new acquaintance said, "and I spent a considerable time in London,
and I went into Avenir Hall one Sunday and heard you
lecture."
" I didn't do very well that day," said Nat.
" You were evidently not used to public speaking, and you
were nervous, but I shouldn't think the worse of your chances
for that. If a man has anything in him he is sure to be
nervous,"
Nat was glad to hear that anyhow, although there was an
easy patronising way about his friend which, as a distinguished
lecturer, he hardly relished,
" You live here, I presume ? " Nathaniel said, anxious to turn
the conversation from his oratorical deficiencies,
" In Acroceraunia ? No; I live farther westward," and he
mentioned the name of a town which Nat had heard of, and
Vi'here there was a large and well known State college; " I hope
to have the pleasure of seeing you there," And presently the
blue-eyed man, having finished his supper, rose from the table,
bowed to Nat, and left the room.
If Nat had been a little less deeply engrossed in the thought
of his lecture he might have been struck with the strange and
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picturesque sights which met his eyes as he proceeded with his
friends Mr. Fullager and Mr. Plummer to the hall where he was
to confront his audience. The earth was white all around with
the crackling and glittering snow. The " red-litten windows "
of the hall seemed to have an unearthly colour as they shone
between the white of the ground and the blue of the moonlighted sky. The street and the houses were but sharp black
lines and cubes against the snow. The dark bolt of a pine
wood, from whose depths, much thinned lately, the bear had
more than once made his way into Acroceraunian streets in
Acroceraunia's earlier days, girdled the valley all around, and
then above and behind it rose the hills, through the clefts of
which a melancholy wind swept down along the frozen roads.
The sleighs came rattling up to the hall from outlying farms
and villages, and the sleigh bells tinkled merrily, and the lights
in the carriages sparkled like fire-flies out of season. Never
had Nat seen such a waste of brilliant white as that upon the
earth, such a profound blue as that in the sky; for the sky was
not black with the hue of the night, even low down on the
horizon where the moon least lighted it, but a deep purpling
blue. It was strange to turn one's eyes up to what seemed the
awful solitude of the hills, and the belt of pine woods and the
horizon, and then to drop one's gaze suddenly to the little
luminous and bustling place just around the hall. As Nat stood
on the steps of the hall which was on the side of a slightly
ascending street, the town was lost, swallowed up in shadow and
darkness, and outside the sphere of light which radiated from
the windows of the hall there seemed nothing but the hills, the
pine woods, and the snow. Where did they come from—that
cluster of people with their sleighs and sleigh-bells, and lights
and furs, and rapid feet and isleasant talk? From the drear
waste of snow around, from the black pine woods from the cold
far hills ? There was something strange, unearthly, uncanny, in
the sudden crowd and the twinkling lights thus starting up out
of shadow, out of darkness, out of nothing. At a breath one
might have thought the whole vision would disappear, the lights
would go out, the bright eyed lasses and tall sinewy lads, the
sober elders with the set faces, the stamping horses with the
rattling bells, all would vanish and leave the stranger alone with
the drear hills and the moaning pines.
But Nat Cramp did not give many thoughts to these things.
His may be called a subjective mind, and he only saw a hall
where he was to give a lecture and a little crowd of people,
whom he thought with a certain terror he should presently have
to address. He had chosen a theme which he considered must
especially appeal to the sympathies of a Republican audience.
His subject was " The Worn-out Aristocracies of Europe."
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The hall was tolerably -well filled, for people in Acroceraunia
-u^ent to every lecture in their winter course regularly as a
matter of duty. But they were, to Nat's thinking, sadly undemonstrative. American audiences, especially in country
places, hardly ever applaud. They liisten, if they are really
interested, with a motionless and an awful interest. Nat kept
his manuscript open before him, but tried to speak as far as
possible without consulting the paper. But he soon began to
feel afraid of facing the grave and silent audience. The echo of
his own words alarmed him. He lashed the weaknesses and
excesses of the effete aristocracies of Europe, and the calm
audience betrayed no fervour of Eepublican enthusiasm. He
narrated what he held to be a very good story, and on ne rit pias,
as the French reporters used to say sometimes when an orator's
joke failed to draw fire. He paused for a moment in one or two
places for the expected applause, but it did not come, and he had
to hurry on again abashed. He became cowed and demoralized.
He forgot his task, and he hid his face in his manuscript and read,
concscious that he was reading a great deal too fast, and yet
thirsting to get done with the now hopeless effort. The essay
was awfully long. Several persons quietly got up and glided
out of the hall, the soft fall of their indiarubber-covered feet
caving in Nat's ear a spectral sound. There -v\'as a pretty girl
with beaming eyes whom Nat had noticed as she leaped from a
sleigh at the door when he was entering the hall before the battle.
He saw her too when ho began his lecture, and the beaming eyes
were turned upon him. Alas! the beaming eyes were now covered
with their heavy lids, and the pretty girl was asleep. To add to
his confusion and distress, Nathaniel saw that his friend of the
supper was among the audience, and was broad awake.
At last the final word of the discourse was pronounced, and
the released audience began to melt away as rapidly as possible.
Nat sat upon the i^latform with downcast eyes, utterly miserable.
" Our audiences, sir," Mr. Fullager explained with grave
politeness, " are accustomed to lectures of about three-quarters
of an hour in length. You have occupied an hour and a half.
They are early people here, and they make their arrangements
accordingly. You wfll therefore not attribute the premature
departure of some of our citizens to any want of respect for you.
I have no doubt they all enjoyed the lecture very much."
" I t was remarkbly instructive," said Mr. Plummer.
Instructive! Nat had intended it for a burst of brilliant
and impassioned eloquence, blended with scathing sarcasm.
As they came out Nat heard a young lady say—" It didn't interest me at all; just not one bit."
" English orators don't amount to anything, I guess," was
another commentary which Nat caught in passing. For him
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the sky seemed to have turned from blue to black, and the moon
to have withdrawn her light.
He was sitting in his bedroom cold and wretched. He had
got rid of his friends of the committee, and the fire in the stove
had got rid of itself, when a tap was heard at the door, and his
bald and blue-eyed acquaintance of the supper-table came in.
For some unaccountable reason Nat particularly detested this
man.
" Come," said his visitor cheerily, and going to the very heart
of the subject at once, " you must not be east down. You are
not used to this sort of thing, and you don't understand our
people here. In places like this they have forgotten all about
the effete aristocracies of Europe, and don't care, as they would
say, a snap one way or the other, I suppose an English village
audience wouldn't care much for a lecture on the dangers of
our Third Term system. Half our Acroceraunian folks have no
other notion attaching to England than the thought that your
Queen is an excellent woman and a pattern mother. Are you
going to try again ? "
" No," said poor Nat bluntly; " I'm not."
" Well, you know, it isn't every one who can hold an audience.
I'm a wretched speaker myself, although I'm a professor. The
mistake you English people make—excuse me if I say it—is in
thinking that anything will do for us here in the States. Now I
am a blunt man, as you see. Can I serve you in any way ?
I see you have got on a wrong track, but I think there's something in you, and I love London, so what can I do for you ? "
" You are very kind—but there is nothing."
" Oh, yes, there is. Let me see. I am Professor Clinton, of
the University of New Padua; and I am going home to-morrow
—a few hours in the cars. Come and pass a few days at my
house, and we'll talk things over. We want all sorts of clever
young fellows about our university, and who knows? Come
with me to-morrow."
He clapped Nat on the shoulder : Nat burst into tears.
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CHAPTER XXI.
IN THE LIBRARY OF NEW PADTJA.

THE soft sunlight of the sweet melancholy Indian summer is
already passing like the dream of a poetic renaissance over the
woods and fields and waters of the town—the city we should
rather say—of New Padua, in one of the middle States of
America, when we meet Natty Cramp again. Several months
have gone since the scene described in the last chapter, and
Nathaniel is settled in New Padua, under the friendly protection
of Professor Clinton.
New Padua is a university town. But let not any one be
deceived by the name into fancying that New Padua is anything
like Oxford, or Bonn, or even for that matter like Cambridge in
Massachusetts, where the University of Harvard is situated.
New Padua is the seat of what people in England would call a
great popular college rather than a university; a college founded
by the State, of which it is the educational centre, with special
reference to the needs of the somewhat rough and vigorous
Western youth who are likely to pour in there. The city of
New Padua belongs to a State which not very long ago used to
be described as "Western, but which the rapid upspringing of
communities lying far nearer to the setting sun has converted
into a middle State now. The town is very small and very
quiet; remarkably intelligent and pleasant. The society, and
indeed almost the population, is composed of the professors and
officials of the college, with their wives and daughters; the
judges and magistrates; the railway authorities; the Federal
officials; the students; and the editors of the newspapers. It is a
sort of professional population all throughout. The professors of
the university are mostly men of mark and high culture. One or
two are Germans, one or two Italians; one is French. Of the
American professors, two at least bear names distinguished even
in Europe, and one of these is our friend Mr. Clinton, who is
Professor of Astronomy and is in charge of the Observatory.
Like almost all Americans, Professor Clinton is something of a
politician. He contributes occasional articles to the North
American Review, and Ti'rites not a little on European affairs in
one of the New Padua journals.
It was this latter connection which enabled him to be of
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service to Nathaniel. When the young man had been a few
days in his house, and he saw that there was really a certain
amount of literary capacity about him with a great deal of energy,
Clinton obtained for him an engagement on one of the New Padua
papers, told the editor he would find a useful man in Nat provided he worked him hard enough to work all the nonsense out
of him and get pretty quickly down to the good stuff at the
bottom. Thus Professsor Clinton started Nathaniel fairly in a
new career, liking the lad with a sort of good-humoured and halfcontemptuous feeling, and continuing always kind to him. Professor Clinton's house was always open to Nat. Many a night
when Clinton's wife and sister-in-law (he had no children) had
gone to bed, he would start out with Nat for a long walk by the
river, and would listen with kindly tolerance to Nat's theories
and hopes, and ambition and nonsense. Professor Clinton had
made in his own way all the success that was oi^en to him, and
he regarded it modestly, knowing that in the world's eyes it was
not much, but finding it enough for him. It pleased him to do
kind things and to note the human weaknesses of those whom
he served, and Natty's absurdities had a sort of interest for him.
Nat might have been happy enough in New Padua. He did
all manner of work for the paper—reviews of books, descriptive
reports of local events, and leading articles on European affairs
—which latter seemed, to many people in New Padua, to show
quite a wonderful knowledge of the famous personages of the Old
World. His pay was small, but he could live on it and wear
decent clothes. Ho " boarded " at the " Franklin House " for so
many dollars a week, and had no cares in the way of making the
two ends meet. He went about a good deals in the pleasant
society of New Padua through the influence of Professor
Clinton's introductions, and was thought by some persons to be
quite a remarkable and promising young man. He was constantly presented to strangers as " Mr. Cramp, one of the editors
of our leading journal," for in most of the American States any
one who contributes regularly to a paper is popularly rated as
one of its editors. He was the equal of anybody; and in New
Padua no one knew anything of his early career in Wigmore
Street. He began to concern himself greatly in State politics,
and already to lay down the law thereupon. He ought to have
been content with himself and happy.
One day, when Nat was at the office of his paper looking over
the "exchanges," he suddenly saw a paragraph in a San
Francisco journal which made him start and flush and tremble,
and see the chairs and desks around him flicker and rock in
supernatural fashion. For the paragraph announced that
among the last arrivals in San Francisco were the distinguished English financier and member of Parliament the Hon.
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Sir John Challoner, accompanied by his daughter; and then
there were a few lines descriptive of the programme of civilities
and attentions which the leading financiers and others of San
Francisco were preparing for their visitor. In another journal
of the same city Nat saw a long leading article about British
capital and Californian resources a propos of the visit of the
eminent British financier.
Poor Nat ! He hardly knew at first whether ho felt delight
or agony. He hardly knew, to use a vulgar phrase, whether he
was on his head or his heels. Perhaps the predominant sense
soon became one of pain. She was on the same American
Continent with him; and he had not got over his insane
passion for her one single bit. Was it posssible that they might
meet ?—and if they did, would she speak to him as to an equal!
He could feel, he could hear, a heavy, distinct throbbing in his
head. He looked to the coming weeks now with heart-sickening
longing and craven terror.
From that moment he studied the Californian papers with
eager curiosity, and was re-warded now and then by a paragraph
further reporting the doings of Sir John Challoner—and once by
a line, a thrilling line, of " personal" news which concisely set
forth that " Miss Challoner, the great English heiress, is said to
be the most beautiful Englishwoman who has lately visited the
AVest." Nat seized the sub-editorial scissors, cut this paragraph
out, and kept it for himself.
Nat made " copy," however, and rather successful" copy," of
the distinguished visitors. He wrote a long account of Sir John
Challonor, his wealth, his dignity, his splendid country seat at
Durewoods (which Nat described very fully), his town house
(which Nat had not seen), and his beautiful and brilliant
daughter. Even Professor Clinton was taken in and assumed
that Nat must have been among the intimate friends of the
Challoners in London. Another occurrence greatly raised
Nathaniel's credit as an authority on European affairs. This
was " The Cameron Affair," which seemed to New Paduan eyes
likely to embroil EuroiDO. It was the case of the gallant Captain
Cameron, who, having in some way fallen into dispute with his
Carlist chiefs, had flung up his commission, and was returning
home in disgust when he happened unluckily to fall into the
hands of the other side, and was in a fair way to be shot as a
spy. Would England claim him as a Civis Romanus ? Would
she look tamely, aye, basely, on and submit to the murder of her
gallant though mistaken son? This was the question which
Nathaniel put iu tones of varying indignation day after day in
the pages of the New Paduan journal. Natty wrote columns
about Captain Cameron, and was rather sorry when the news
p
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came one day that the gallant Legitimist had been allowed to
return quietly home.
I t was a great thing for Nat, however, and he made the very
most of it, speaking, when the news of the captive's release
came, as if it must have been the articles in the New Paduan
journal which, flashed across the cable wires to Madrid, had
effected the release of the hero.
" I was glad to say a word for poor Cameron," Nat would
observe loftily to all listeners in turn. " H e pressed me very
hard to take service with him under Don Carlos. He was kind
enough to think highly of my military capacity; but of course
my Eepublican principles rendered that impossible. He is a
man of ancient family, Cameron, an honest fellow and a thorough
soldier."
So Nathaniel was winning quite a reputation in New Padua
as a man who had been pretty intimately conerned in the great
political movements of Europe, and he began to take on airs of
authority even with Professor Clinton.
One memorable day Nathaniel walked from the office of his
journal towards the university grounds. These stood on an
elevated plain a little outside the town, a simply laid out enclosure with broad oblong blocks of building, bare almost as a
barrack, but deriving a certain picturesqueness from the situation. For standing on almost any spot of the university grounds
one could look on the river winding between the hills and bluffs,
and dotted here and there with little islets, each feathered and
tufted with trees. The peculiarity of the scene was that the
town was set back from the river and sheltered in between the
bluffs which made the river's bank, and an inland range of low
and rolling hills. So when you stood upon the university
grounds and turned your back upon the university buildings
you saw only the river, lonely, with no sign of growing civilization on its banks, looking as it must have looked when the red
man shot along it in his canoe. The very soul and spirit of
solitude might at certain soft sweet evening hours have seemed
to abide there.
The melancholy beauty of the Indian summer was on the
foliage and the water and in the sky this evening v/hen Nat
Cramp entered the university grounds. As he passed along a
glimpse of the river attracted him, and he stood at the edge of
the collegiate demesne and looked upon the scene. Its beauty
touched him. He did not in general think much about inanimate
nature; his own concerns occupied him far too much. His little
self-conceits and strivings and humiliations filled his eyes and
blinded them against the charms of trees and water, skies, stars,
and flowers, as dust might have done. His poetry had always
been only egotistical emotion put into inflated rhythm, and his
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eloquence was phrase. But he was for the moment stolen from
himself by the quiet charm of that scene. The river flowing
slowly eastward seemed to speak to^him somehow of home, and
there began to descend into his soul, mingled up with much
feeling of baffled egotism and of hopeless love, a kind of salutary
sense that he, Nathaniel Cramp, was in general httle better than
a sham and an Ass,
How far this healing mood might have grown upon him is
not likely to be known by us, A friendly hand touched him on
the shoulder and startled him,
" I have news for you," said Professor Clinton, his large blue
eyes smiling benignly. " Your friends the Challoners are coming
to New Padua."
Had Professor Clinton announced to him that his crimes were
discovered, and that the English detectives were in New Padua to
arrest him, and had he committed any crimes to merit arrest,
poor Nathaniel could not have looked more confused. He had
now and then contemplated this as a possibility. New Padua
lay not far out of the track of the great Western highway, and it
was a place that strangers liked to visit. Nat had had secret
visions at night of Marie Challoner coming to New Padua, and ot
his meeting her there—he no longer a London barber, no longer
the mere son of a Durewoods housekeeper, but the son of his
own works, and a rising citizen of the rising university town—
a man who might hold himself as good as the- best. But when
the event seemed close at hand his nerves were shaken. Would
Sir John Challoner speak to him? Would he tell people who
Nat was ? Would Marie call him " Natty," and bring him,
coram publico, news of his mother, and treat him as a kindly,
proud English girl treats the son of her old servant ? And the
unfortunate lad felt, amid all these ignoble considerations, that
he loved her more wildly than ever. The one manly, unegotistic,
refined emotion of his whole nature was just his absurd passion
for her.
He stammered out some awkward word or two expressive of
delight.
" Yes, they are coming to stay for a few days with our
president" (the president of the university)," and they are going
to see all our sights. Professor Benjamin is to tell Sir John
Challoner all about the mining resources of our State, and show
him everything. You didn't know of this before ? "
" No," said Nat simply; " how could I have known ? I didn't
see anything in the papers."
" I thought they might have written to you, perhaps,
" No, they haven't written—yet,"
" But they know you are here, I suppose ? "
" Well, I don't quite know," Nat answered slowly. " You see
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I left England rather suddenly, and my people didn't half like
my coming out here. I was always a Eepublican. I resigned
my rank in the Volunteers .because I couldn't bear arms in the
service of a monarchy, you know," the young Eepublican added
proudly.
" But why shouldn't you bear arms in the service of your
own Government and your own country ? "
" Because I am a Republican, as I havo told you.''
" Stuff and nonsense! What's the use of being a Republican
when you haven't a Republic ? "
" I remember poor Cameron saying just the same thing to me
one day," Nat remarked with a forced smile, " when he was
pressing me to take service under Don Carlos with him. But he
couldn't persuade me. A principle is a principle. So I came
out here."
" And very good of you, too," said the blue-eyed Professor,
with a smile; "just like the others."
" The others ! What others ? "
" Lafayette, you know, and Kosciusko—and the rest; don't
you see ? "
Nat did not see, and did not like that sort of thing.
" The president's going to have a grand reception for them,"
said Clinton. " I mean for your friends the Challoner.^:, Crami?,
not for your lamented predecessors Lafayette and Kosciusko;
and you are to have an invitation."
" Am I ?" said Nat, with a growing redness and dampness
ascending to his very hair; for every other emotion whatever
was for the moment absorbed in the wild joy of the thought.
•'•' Then I shall certainly see her and speak to her."
"Yes, I took care of that. I told him that you were a
personal friend of the Challoners, and that of course they would
expect to see you I didn't do wrong in that, did I ? "
For Nat's face betrayed the most unmistakable embarrassment.
" No; oh no. But I think, you know, I would rather nothing
was said about me until—^just until we meet. You see I don't
know Sir John so very well, and I'm not so absolutely certain
that he likes me—and he's an odd sort of man—and I know her
much better."
" Oho," said the Professor, prolonging the word into quite a
cadence of meaning—" is that the way ? Now I begin to see—
but you don't want to avoid them ? "
" No! no! no! " Nat exclaimed with the most genuine eagerness, a horrible alarm seizing him that perhaps Clinton would
tell the president not to invite him. " I want to see her—them,
I mean—of all things. Oh, she is a lovely girl! And she was
so kind to m e ! " he added in an involuntary triumph of his
better nature and of grateful feeling.
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" Well, well! all right," the genial Professor said. " You'll
meet them; and the president, you know, isn't likely to say
anything about you beforehand, for he hardly knows you, and
he's all full of his own concerns ; and I coulcl give Benjamin or
Benjamin's wife a hint if you like that you'd rather see how the
old man -n'as disposed towards you before you were brought
back to his recollection. Yes! I'll give Mrs. Benjamin a hint.
She's a bright little woman, and she'll understand the whole
thing."
Professor Clinton had found a ready explanation of Nat's
embarrassment. A good-looking, cleverish romantic lad, very
poor; a pretty and doubtless romantic girl, very rich; a father
purse-proud and groat in finance and Parliament—it is easy to
see why the lad should be at once, longing to meet the girl and a
little alarmed about the father. He whispered his ingenious
romance to his wife and her sister, and to Mrs. Benjamin, the
wife of the mineralogist, and it was generally understood that
there were reasons why Mr. Cramp did not -^^'ish to be brought
immaturely under the notice of his distinguished countryman,
but that these reasons did not imply any rooted antipathy
between Mr. Cramp and his distinguished countryman's
daughter. The result of all this was that at least half a dozen
ladies of New Padua had their interest in the approaching
reception at the university considerably quickened by the hope
of seeing a page from a living romance brought under their eyes
there.
The day caroe. It was known through New Padua that Sir
John and Miss Challoner had arrived at the house of the president the previous evening, but were not to be, so to speak, on
exhibition until the reception in the university rooms. Society
in New Padua seldom spread itself out much. People had
pleasant evenings in each other's houses, where they ate icecreams even in the depth of winter, and apples, and drank tea,
and looked at engravings, and had bright, genial conversation—
such genuine conversation, fair interchange of ideas on letters and
art and things in general, as one only reads of now in En.gland;
and they went home early. The ladies came very plainly dressed
on most of these occasions, and if a lady who had walked with her
husband from her own home appeared in the drawing-room in
her hat or bonnet nobody considered it odd or unseemly. Only
on rare occasions did the gentlemen come in evening dress.
But this reception of the English travellers at the university
rooms was to be quite an exceptional thing, and every lady who
had been to Europe that year, or who had got any dresses home
from Paris, was delighted to have an opportunity of making a
little display. Really the feminine beauty of New Padua was
well worth looking at, even in its undress. Perhaps it ought
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not to be called New Paduan beauty, for there were no born New
Paduans yet grown up. Twenty years ago there was no such
place as New Padua. The university had gathered a community
about it from all quarters. The principal judge and his wife
were natives of the State indeed, but came from its largest town
a hundred miles away. The president of the university came
from New York. His wife, still a fine woman, though passing
her prime, was from Maryland. Professor Benjamin was from
Ohio; his wife had drawn her early breath within sight of
Boston Common. Our friend Clinton was a Vermonter, married
to a lady from Illinois. The various foreign professors already
referred to had some of them foreign wives; and the editor of
the journal to which Mr. Cramp was attached had once been
United States consul at Athens, and had brought home to New
Padua a countrywoman of Sappho as his wife.
Nat was invited to accompany the Clintons on the momentous
evening, but he preferred to glide into the rooms of the
reception alone. Need it be said that he dressed with care ? He
had always saved and scraped enough out of his earnings to keeiD
himself well dressed, but his pride was his evening costume,
which he had hitherto had no occasion of displaying in New
Padua. In his bedroom by the ineffective light of a kerosene
lamp he took this evening costume out and surveyed it with a
melancholy affection. When all his preparations were nearly
made for leaving London he indulged in the wild luxury of
ordering a full suit of evening costume from a first-class tailor.
Then he believed himself going out to conquer the New World.
It did not seem unlikely that the costume would display itself at
the dinner table of the White House at Washington. It appeared
certain that it must delight the eyes of many a brflhant assembly
crowded in lighted halls to hear the young Republican orator
from the Old World. Alas! Nathaniel had never yet had a
chance of displaying that well-made suit of clothes. In the
States there is no uniform proper to lecturing, and audiences
rather mock themselves of the white tie and the dress coat—
despite the singular theory so devotedly maintained in England
that American men always wear dress coats. There was something Nat thought strange, significant, weird, fateful, in his
putting on that costume for the first time that night. What
might not that portend ?
Nat studied himself fondly and yet critically in the glass.
He certainly was not a bad-looking fellow, and he looked
browner, straighter, more independent, and less sheepish than
he was wont to do under the burthen of his detested occupation
in England. The coat was superb; the trousers were faultless.
As to the vest there was so little of it that it hardly called for
remark; but the expanse of snowy and glossy shirt front was
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unexceptionable. The little studs of pink coral had a sort of
poetic or romantic aspect, and the flower in the buttonhole spoke
of emotion. Natty felt almost as he used to feel when he was
new to the uniform of the West Pimlico Volunteers, and the
parades in Hyde Park and on Wimbledon Common, under the
eyes of royalty.
It was a pity that he could not call a hansom cab, leap into
it, and rattle up to the hall of the reception. But there were no
hansom cabs in New Padua, nor as yet even street cars, and
people who had not vehicles of their own went afoot into society.
In Avinter they put on " rubbers," but it was not winter as yet,
and the night was fine and the roads were dry. So Natty issued
forth in his shiny boots and with a heart quick beating. Would
she know him; would she recognise him; would she be
friendly ? Would Sir John snub him and let every one know of
poor Nat's humble beginnings ?
The gravel of the walks within the university enclosure was
echoing everywhere to wheels and hoofs and hurrying feet as Nat
entered the grounds. The reception was to take place in the
library, which was blazing vath lights: its windows were squares
of flame against the night. Many guests were going in, and the
sounds from within indicated a crowd already. All the graduates
had had invitations, and such of their female relatives as
happened to be resident in New Padua, and so there was a
goodly gathering. Nat had remained purposely late. As he set
his foot upon the steps of the outer door a terrible thought
pierced him. Suppose he had come too late; and that she had
already withdrawn? Or suppose she was unwell or fatigued,
and could not make her appearance at all ?
With a freshly perturbed heart he entered the library, greeted
as he entered with a friendly shake of the hand by the president
and his wife, both of whom shook hands as a matter of course
with every one, and neither of whom at the moment remembered
who Nat was. Nat was not sorry for that. He glided past into
the crowd. He actually passed Sir John Challoner, passed him
quite closely, brushed against him, and was not recognised or
even seen. Sir John was engaged in animated conversation with
two or three professors and a judge. Nat breathed more freely.
Had he had time for such emotions he might have wondered
at the transformed appearance of the library; at the lights, the
flowers, the green wreaths and festoons of leaves—above all, the
company. Could these be the quiet and unpretentious dames
and demoiselles of New Padua, these ladies of the floating silks,
the jewels, the bracelets, the laces, the wonderful structures of
hair ? Nat felt doubtful whether he should be justified in speaking to Professor Clinton's sister-in-law, unless she should
previously recognise him—she looked such a different sort of
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personage in a blue silk dress and a train, and with white arms
bare. True he had often seen the white arms still more bare
than that, when she was engaged in her simple and undisguised
occupation of helping to make bread and piecrust, and to cut up
apples in Professor Clinton's mode'st household. What a grand
lady she looks now, Nat thought. But indeed, she looked a lady
always, he said to himself; and in her home of late he always
called her " Minnie " as her folks and friends did.
While he was thinking whether it would be right to call her
Minnie in her blue silk, and while he was still casting uneasy
eager eyes this way and that, it suddenly seemed to him as
though the lights danced and twinkled, and the floor rocked, and
some heavy, dizzying sounds were dinning iu his ears. For in
one of the recesses in the library—a recess set out with a table,
whereon were engravings and photographs, and gaily ornamented
with ferns and flowers—there at last ho saw Miss Challoner.
She was seated, and was looking, or affecting to look, at
photographs, and Professor Benjamin was actin.c; as showman;
and a thrill of absurd delight went through Nat's heart as he
saw that it was Professor Benjamin and not a young unmarried
man. Mrs. Benjamin was there too, and round-eyed little Miss
Benjamin. It was clear that Miss Challonor had withdrawn for
the time with these two or three friends from the central throng.
She looked weary. Natty thought, and distraite, and very pale.
But how beautiful she seemed to him, with the dark hair thick
around her neck, and coming somewhat low upon her forehead ;
and the eyelashes long and dark, under which now her eyes
-were hidden!
" Isn't she real splendid !" a youth near Nat asked of
another.
" I expected to see an English girl more ruddy-like," the
other replied, a young Western giant overlooking the crowd.
" She looks proud and stuck-up rather."
" Mrs. Benjamin says she's just lovely," the other rejoined
emphatically, and using "lovely" as English people employ
" amiable."
"She don't seem like it," the young giant remarked. Natty
turned round and glared on him, but the young giant did not
observe the glare.
Now, Nat said to himself, was his time—now or never!
Now, while she was thus secluded and only the kind Benjamins
were near. He pushes his way through the crowd; he is near;
he is nearer ; he is within the recess; he is close to the table ;
the Benjamins already see him, and smile on him, and interchange significant glances with each other. Nat's forehead is
hot, and his tongue is dry, and falters; but there is no escape
noAV, and he desperately says " Miss Challoner I" and Lady
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Disdain looks up and turns the deep light of her eyes on
him.
A moment of doubt and wonder, and then " Natty! " comes
from between the surprised and parted lips, and Dear Lady
Disdain, all astonished but kindly, holds out her friendly hand
to the palpitating youth.
" You didn't expect to see me here," the tremulous, delighted
Nathaniel said.
"No, we have been so long away from home, and your
mother did not know when I saw her last. But I am glad to
see you. Natty—Mr. Cramp, I mean." Lady Disdain corrected
herself -with a gleam of brightness coming into her smile.
Then she bade Nat to tell her all about his adventures, and
said her father would be glad to see him, and in a moment was
conversing quietly with him like an old friend. But in the
intervening moment the Benjamins had seen enough. For
nothing could be more clear to them than the fact that the first
sight of Nat had filled Miss Challoner with emotion. Confused
and palpitating as Nathaniel was, she was far more obviously
and deeply moved. The colour rushed at first into her cheeks,
and her voice failed her, and then her eyes drooped and her lips
trembled, and Mrs. Benjamin declared afterwards that she saw
the tears come into the dear young lady's eyes, and that she
thought she was then and there going to faint. Marie did not
faint however, but recovered her composure very soon. Yet was
kindly Mrs. Benjamin not wholly mistaken. For the unexpected
sight of poor Nat had been to Marie like the arising of a ghost
from some far dim grave. It was not Nathaniel Cramp she saw,
but the place, the past, the memories of which Nat's was a chance
and incidental figure, yet charged with all the full force of irresistible association. She saw Durewoods and her home and her
girlhood; she saw again her dreams and longings; she saw youth
and emotion and the hope of love, and Dione Lyle, and Dione
Lyle's warnings, and the hollow in the woods—and Christmas
Pembroke!—and at the same moment there came on her, drawn
by an inseparable link of contrast, the shadow of the life that
was awaiting her in London, the marriage, with no love in it on
her side, the barren ambition, the dull self-repression, the drilled
and disciplined heart, and all the unsatisfying succession of
empty, monotonous to-morrows. All this and much more came
rushing on Marie as she saw the poor lad from Durewoods
standing there before her, and her colour did deepen, and her lips
did tremble, and it may even be that a tear did start into her
eyes.
But a very pretty little chapter of romance began to circulate
in the library of the New Padua University that night.
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CHAPTER XXII.
LOOKING

THROUGH

THE GOLDEN GATE.

had seen many strange, delightful, wonderful
sights in the New World before she arrived at New Padua. She
had looked upon Niagara, and had crossed the Mississippi; had
been among the Rocky Mountains and passed through the superb
canons, and along the edges of precipices having more than
Alpine steepness and grandeur, as her way led her through the
gorges of the Sierra Nevada, in California. She had watched
the soft Pacific steeped in its sun-streaked mist as it heaved
slowly to and fro through that Golden Gate of which she had
dreamed so much. From the sandhills of San Francisco, and
from the balconies of the Cliff House where the visitors crowd
to watch the never diminishing swarm of seals barking and
struggling on the rocks, she had looked across those sleepy
waters, and in sight of the Pacific remembered Durewoods. Tho
Golden Gate had a marvellous fascination for her. When her
journey turned back eastwards again, she seemed as if she were
parting from some dear familiar scene of childhood.
Sir John Challoner could not understand the change in his
daughter's manner. She was alternately listless and satirical.
Sometimes it seemed as if nothing could interest her. She lay
back in her seat in their " palace car," and for hours together
hardly looked at anything. Again she would sometimes suddenly engage in conversation, and talk and laugh and say sharp
bright things in a way which much perplexed him. A sort of
distance seemed to be opening between him and her. It made
him sometimes angry and sometimes gloomy to observe this.
" I suppose children are always ungrateful," the successful man
of the world said to himself^ and he sometimes almost wished
that he never had a daughter. At least he sometimes wished that
he had come out on his journey alone; he often wished that he
was back again with his offices and his City companies, his clubs
and the House of Commons,' Then, when he saw Marie occa^
sionally looking so bright and handsome, and so much admired,
he was delighted with her and proud of her, and felt terrorstricken at the thought of her possibly sinking into bad health.
She was always sweet and good in her manner to him—only not
so affectionate, not so confidential, as she used to be. It was
not the same thing—and why?
" I am sorry to leave San Francisco because of the Golden
Gate," she said languidly to him one day when they were in the
railway on their return towards the east.
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" San Francisco disappointed me," her father remarked, " I
didn't expect to see it such a sandy and dusty place. I t seems
like a little London set in sand,"
" I don't care about San Francisco, but I love the bay, and
Saucelito, and the rocky islands, and the Golden Gate."
"Why the Golden Gate, Marie?"
" Perhaps because it reminds me of Durewoods, dear."
Sir John smiled, " How on earth can anything near San
Francisco remind you of Durewoods ? "
Marie hesitated a moment, and then said, without replying
to his question—•
" How strange it was to sit in the balcony of that hotel—
the Cliff House, wasn't it ?—and watch those seals perpetually
scrambling up the rocks and then plunging down into the
waves, and always barking and restless! Some of them never
seemed to keep quiet. One would scramble and fight his way up
to the very top of a rock and then only plash down again. They
seemed to me very like human creatures—only, I suppose, every
one has said that already."
"Yes; people find out resemblances in particular seals to
particular men. Don't you remember that they told us one seal
was called after
" a well-known American politician whom
Sir John named.
" Oh, yes; and I think I detected several striking likenesses
to people whom we know at home. But it was not that I meant;
I -was thinking of mortal ambition and projects, and that sort
of thing. Almost everybody is trying to scramble up to something ; and when he gets there he will want to get to some other
place—unless he splashes down before he is halfway up and
disappears altogether; and the human race, too, is noisy all the
time. Why not rest in the sunlight, or be happy to sink do-wn,
down in the soft waves ? "
" I didn't know that you were moralizing so much when
watching the seals; I dare say I could have helped out your
comparison."
" The moralising was much too simple and commonplace to
disturb you with then—I feel rather ashamed of it. It is too
like Sturm's Reflections,"
" Still you have not told me why the sight of the Pacific
reminded you of Durewoods; I don't see anything to remind
you,"
Had Marie been evading the question? Not consciously,
perhaps. But now, when she did answer, it was with a little
hesitation,
" I think because I was on the hill at Durewoods one day,
looking out over the bay, when that poor boy, Christmas Pembroke, began to tell me of the Golden Gate. I believe I told
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him then T didn't care much to see it ever, I wish I hadn't
said that."
This was a particularly irksome turn for the conversation to
take, so far as Sir John was concerned. They had a little
chamber or compartment of the palace-car all to themselves,
and Marie had taken off" her hat and Avas leaning back with her
head and her ruffling hair against the crimson velvet that
covered the back of the seat. She looked strangely young and
almost childlike to her father at that moment. He could not
tell Avhy. Perhaps it was the half-languid, half-impatient Avay
in Avhich she moved her head from side to side, regardless of the
condition of her hair, which gave him the impression.
" Why do you Avish you hadn't said it, dear ? " he asked
tentatively, and in something like the tone one might use to a
child.
" Because it must have seemed so cold and careless, and he
loved the place so much, poor fellow ! "
" Why poor fellow, Marie ? "
Sir John's smile was now a good deal forced, and he studied
her expression Avith sudden anxiety.
" I don't knoAV. I suppose because he's going to be married.
There Avill be no more cakes and ale, I suppose, Avhen he is
married."
" I presume he likes it," Sir John said, with affected carelessness.
" I suppose so. Is he not very young to be married.
" N—no, I don't think so," Sir John said, with an appearance
of easy deliberation. " I rather think not, Marie. I think he
must be older than I was when I married."
" Yes, that is true. But then you married very young. And
you were very happy ? "
" Very happy, dear."
" I hope he will be happy."
Then there was a pause, and it may well be imagined that
Sir John Challoner did not feel greatly inclined to renew the
talk on the former ground. He thought long and deeply over
his daughter's Avords, and a new fear came on him.
Meanwhile he had in his pocket a letter from Christmas
Pembroke of which he had said nothing to his daughter. The
letter had only reached him the very morning of their departure
from San Francisco. It was short, friendly, and melancholy,
written soon after Christmas had been to Durewoods, thanking
Sir John for his many acts of kindness, but expressing a desire
to leave England, and a wish that Sir John would, if convenient,
release him from whatever engagements they had together, and
so allow him to go at once.
• , , „ . , ,
Nothing could now happen better, it seemed to Sir John,
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than that Christmas should leave England and betake himself
to Japan or any place out of the way of some of his friends. A
terrible suspicion was beginning to pass through Sir John's
mind. He had before this feared and guarded against the possibility, remote and wild though it then seemed, of his daughter's
coming to take too deep an interest in the young man. To guard
against this possiblity he had deliberately deceived her. Now
the fear struck painfully to him that his precaution had been
taken too late and that his deceit had been in vain. He was
enraged with himself—almost with her, and certainly with Christmas. He chafed to think of the possibility of such a boy, without name or money, or any place whatever in society, interposing
for a moment between his daughter and a marriage with a man
like Ronald Vidal.
Especially was he made angry by the simple directness of a
short postscript to Christmas Pembroke's letter:—
" I have heard with a great deal of pain that there is an
absurd story about my being engaged to a young lady here in
London. I need not tell you how utterly untrue that is, but I
should take it as a great kindness if you would contradict the
story whenever you have an opportunity of doing so, with delicacy, of course. You will understand how painful such a foolish
story is to me."
This was poor Christmas's almost despairing appeal. It was
written in the sad hope, that if, owing to any misunderstanding
or any false idea of thus preventing the truth from being discovered. Sir John had allowed Marie to be deceived by a wrong
guess or a foolish rumour, he would at least undeceive her as to
that—now that Christmas was not likely to see her any more.
It made Sir John feel doubly annoyed, this throwing on him
an insufferable responsibility. It seemed like forcing him to
remember and admit that he had told a falsehood. " I must get
this fellow out of the way at all risks before we return to London,"
was the resolve in his mind which made him compress his lips
as he studied his daughter's face and wondered whether his
terrible suspicions could really be well founded.
" We may be looking forward to London already, Marie,"
her father said after a while, fearing that the journey was wearisome to her.
"So soon, dear? Oh, surely not. Our holiday can't be
coming to an end yet ? "
" I t hasn't been much of a holiday to you, Marie, I am
afraid."
" Dear, I have enjoyed it very much all the time; I don't
think I Avant it ever to end."
"' You seem to be weary somehow, and not to enjoy things."
" And you are hurrying home to dull and dreary London on
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my account ? I know I am driving you home. Will you stay
longer here if I show that I really do enjoy everything ? Only
promise me and you shall see!"
" I am a busy man, Marie; I can't afford long holidays.
Don't you want to return home at all ? "
" No, dear. At least not to London; I am very well at home
here. Home ?—that is you and I—is it not ? We are here, papa,
and remarkably well off, I think."
" And Ronald ? " Sir John tried to seem easy and playful.
Marie coloured a little.
" Ronald is very busy and very happy, I dare say—and he is
a good kind creature," she added, hastily.
" He is giving up everything for you, Marie," Sir John could
not help saying."
" And I have nothing to give up for him. If I had
"
"Well, d e a r ? "
" I suppose I should not be so magnanimous as he."
" Have you answered his last letter, Marie ? "
" Not yet, dear, but I will when we stop at some place; only
I don't well know what to say. It's of no use doing guide-book
work.' Guide-books in print are bad enough, but in Avriting!
And no one cares to hear about anybody's travels. I didn't
listen to half the things poor Christmas—Mr. Pembroke, I mean
—used to tell me at first, though I see now that- he described
places wonderfully well. Did you like Miss Jansen, papa ? "
" I hardly noticed her."
" I wish you had; I should like you to have told me what
you thought of her. Was it not strange that he never should
have told Miss Lyle ? "
Sir John was glad when they reached Sacramento, the first
city at which they were to make any stay on their way eastward.
From Sacramento he wrote to Christmas Pembroke, and Marie
wrote to Ronald Vidal. Thus they came in process of time to
New Padua, where they met Nat Cramp, and where Marie's
reception of him diffused the little romance we have already
mentioned.
How proud that reception made Mr. Cramp no words can
tell. When he had been seen to sit beside Miss Challoner and
talk to her, he walked the rooms with the air of one who belongs
to another world. He went boldly up to Mrs. Clinton's sister
and called her " Minnie " in the full face of her blue silk; and
he patronised her and everybody, and put on airs at once romantic
and lordly. He alternately looked or tried to look pensive and
sentimental, like one of Angelica Kauffmann's heroes, or proud
and grand. Poor Nat was always ready to soar from abject
depression into ridiculous exaltation. He delighted to be questioned about Miss Challoner, and to put the questions aside with
a mysterious and somewhat of a wounded manner.
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" Who is your friend, Marie ? " Sir John said to his daughter
as they were leaving the university rooms—" your young English
friend ? I can't remember his face, but I know I have seen him
before."
" Papa ? Not to know Natty Cramp!"
" My dear, who in the world is Natty Cramp ? "
" Oh, for shame—to forget Sarah Cramp, our faithful old
Sarah Cramp—of Durewoods, you know."
" Was that old Mrs. Cramp's son—that young man ? "
" Yes, dear, that is Natty himself."
" He has greatly changed, improved, I think—he used to be
an awkward, sheepish looking cub, Marie—Avas it not so ? "
" Oh, no, dear, at least not very awkward, and not at all a
cub. A good poor fellow; clever, I think, in a sort of way; and
£hy and rather ridiculous; but I used to like him. You must
really promise me that you will try to do something for him
here, papa. You will speak to somebody, won't you ? He looks
upon me as a sort of protector of his, and I should like to be so.
I am afraid I rather like to play the part of a lady patroness."
Sir John was glad to have a chance of pleasing her,
" Anything I can do, Marie, I'll do gladly, and I suppose we
may be civil to him out here. Nobody knows, I dare say
"
" Knows what, dear ? "
"Well, about his mother, and his early condition, and all
that."
" Oh, nobody would care here," Marie said, enthusiastically.
" Here there is perfect equality. A man here is a man, and only
a man. He told me. He says he is happy here because he is
the equal of any man—and I should be happy too if I were
he."
Sir John smiled.
" Very good, Marie—only, for all that, I think we will keep
the mother and the hairdresser's shop to ourselves. He won't
be sorry for that you may be sure."
Sir John and Marie were waiting for the carriage of their
host and hostess, which was to carry them to the private
residence of the president of the university across the grounds.
Meanwhile the president himself came up, and at the same
moment Mr. Cramp.
" Papa, this is Mr. Cramp," Marie said. I think you hardly
caught his name when you met to-night before."
Nathaniel bowed with dignity. Even the haughty father
could not abash him now. But to his surprise the father proved
not to be haughty.
" Mr. Cramp, I am greatly pleased to meet you," said Sir
John, extending a friendly hand. "You will forgive my not
remembering you to-night at first, I have been seeing so many
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new faces lately, and I never expected to meet an old acquaintance here."
" Mr. Cramp is one of our rising young citizens, sir," the
president good-naturedly observed. " We mean to be proud of
him, sir, some day. I hear a great deal of Mr. Cramp through
my esteemed friend Professor Clinton."
Mr. Cramp murmured his thankfulness and delight,
" Professor Clinton, sir," said the kindly president," is coming
to breakfast Avith me to-morrow, Mr. Cramio, to meet our distinguished friend Sir John Challoner. If you Avill give us the
pleasure of your company, Mr. Cramp, Ave shall be delighted."
Oh, happy, happy Nathaniel! The noise of Avheels scraping
up the gravel, a light touch of gloved hands, a sensation blended
itrangely of dark eyes, rustling skirts, the sound of a carriage
door shut to—and Nat was standing on the threshold gazing uja
to the stars at the end, or nearly so, of the happiest night he had
CA'er spent.
Nat was not alone, however. The president was still there,
he and his Avife being bound to stay until all their guests had
taken their leave.
" I shall be pleased to present you to my wife, sir," the
president said; " she will be delighted to know you. I am
sorry to say that hitherto we know you only by hearsay. We
have only gentlemen at breakfast to-morroAv ; but after breakfast you must come and see the ladies of our family, and Miss
Challoner, I have no doubt, will be pleased to see you."
Up came Professor Clinton and his womankind.
" Cramp, my boy," said the blue-eyed Professor, " will you
take my wife and Minnie home ? I want to arrange one or two
things here with the president; but if you wait for me at our
place I shan't be long, and we'll have a Avalk and a star-gaze
together."
Nat had proposed to himself a walk round and round the
president's house, and a star-gaze for some particular window
Avhich he could fancy to be Miss Challoner's. But he Avas so
happy this night that he could have done anything with pleasure.
There Avas a certain soothing sensation, too, in the thought of
Avalking home with these tAvo kindly, simple women, in Avhose
eyes Nat kncAV that he was by this time established as a sort of
hero of romance. They looked very pretty, both the women,
with their heads and shoulders enveloped in soft and fleecy white
" clouds "—the time for furs and overshoes had not come as yet.
Miss Minnie carefully, and Avithout any affectation of indifference,
gathered up her blue silk all round, and with fond deliberation
arranged it over her arms so that its skirts should not by any
chance descend to touch the gravel and kiss the earth. Thus
kilted, and with a great display of Avhite petticoat, she gave her
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arm to Nathaniel. Ladies in Chicago and New York may be
prodigal of their dresses, and Saratoga may be reckless about a
blue silk once or twice worn, but in the small and inland toAvns
the lasses do not find that blue silks come home to them every
day; and they are almost as careful of their little fineries as a
Swiss lady might be. Nathaniel's lofty soul was a little disdainful of Minnie's neat and careful adjustment. Despite his
principles of equality and of democracy, his admiration and
homage went up more readily to ladies who had no need to
think about saving their silks, and who moreover went home in
carriages at night when their revels were ended.

CHAPTER XXIIL
NAT IS CRUSHED.

THE few days that the Challoners spent in New Padua promised
to be the most delightful that Nathaniel Cramp had ever knoAvn.
Nay, they were, until the close, an ideal time to him. They
soothed every vanity, gratified every sense, and inflated him with
the most fantastic hopes. He could hardly believe his senses
when he found himself one of a small company of men brought
together to breakfast with Sir John Challoner. When Sir John
appealed to him at breakfast once or twice to confirm his recollection or impression of something in London, Nathaniel felt his
ears tingle with pride. Sir John was particularly gracious,
partly because Marie had asked him to be so, and partly because,
since Nathaniel had been somehow assigned to them as an old
acquaintance, he thought it judicious to make the most of him,
and so avert any suspicion of Nat's lowly rank. Sir John himself
Avas far too new a comer into the upper air of society not to be a
little nervous about his companionships. Therefore he was
specially friendly with Nat. Once he referred to "my friend
Cramp." Nat felt his heart sing with joy.
Nat often saAv Marie. Wherever her father and she went noAV
he was always, and as a matter of course, invited to make one of
the party. His consideration in New Padua begun to go up immensely. His natural hesitancy and alarm Avhen he heard that
the Challoners were coming there was noAV misinterpreted in a
sense particularly delightful for him. He Avas considered to be
remarkably modest and reticent about his intimacy with the
British aristocracy, for of course Sir John Challoner was popularly regarded as a man from out the very heart of the British
aristocracy. Many people called his daughter Lady Challoner or
Q
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Lady Marie Challoner, and there was some discussion as to
whether it was proper to address her father as the Honourable or
Eight Honourable Sir John Challoner. Natty explained all that.
He had not sprung from the servants' hall or curled hair in a
West End saloon for nothing. He acquired new consideration
by his precise knowledge of the manner in which British titles
are distributed and applied. If the Prince of Wales had paid a
visit to NeAv Padua soon after, it would have been the confident
expectation of most persons that Mr. Cramp would prove to be
an old and intimate friend of his Eoyal Highness. To do Sir
John Challoner justice, he had a kind of idea that it might serve
Nat in New Padua, where he assumed that the lad was about to
stay for the rest of his natural life, if he was understood to have
been on terms of friendship with great British financiers. It
would probably help Nat, and it could not. Sir John thought,
harm him in any way,
Marie, on the other hand, was moved solely by simple kindliness and good feeling towards the young man who used to be a
sort of humble playfellow of hers when she was a little girl, as
yet uninstructed as to differences of rank and social state, and who
was the only son of a faithful old servant. She was undisguisedly
friendly with him. Everything, therefore, conspired in Nat's
favour, or rather conspired against him.
One day, when the stay of the Challoners was nearly at its
end, there was an excursion to some mineral treasure or other
which was giving evidence of its existence near New Padua, and
of which Professor Benjamin was particularly proud. I t was but
a short distance, and everybody walked. Some dozen or more of
professors and professors' wives were there, with a sprinkling of
daughters. They followed the.windings of the river. Nathaniel
placed himself resolutely by Marie's side and walked Avith her.
There were two or three others with her also; Professor Clinton,
for example, and Mrs. Benjamin, and little round-eyed Miss
Benjamin; and therefore Sir John did not mind his daughter
having Nathaniel as one of her escort. Probably Nat Avalked
rather quickly. Somehow or other, no one could tell why, the
remainder of the escort dropped behind, and at one winding of
the path Marie found herself alone with Nat, She was glad of a
moment's opportunity to ask him all about his prospects, that
she might bring a full and true report to his mother; and she
had not hitherto had any chance of making a direct inquiry,
Nat's heart beat too violently, when glancing backward he saw
that they were alone, to allow him readily to begin the conversation. But Marie saved him all embarrassment by beginning at
once—
" Then you are settled here for good. Natty ? "
" I don't know that. Miss Challoner; I like this place, and the
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people are kind to me—but it is narrow and small. Not much
of a career here. Miss Challoner, for a man's ambition; and in
this country one feels that he has a career open to him if he has
intellect and courage," Nat added, with careless grandeur.
" Oh, I didn't mean New Padua. I didn't suppose you would
stay here always, although it seems a delightful little place. So
full of quiet and simplicity; and people only caring about books
and education, and not about making money and getting on in
the world. But I know, of course, that men must have ambition " (and Natty for the moment whimsically presented himself to Marie's mind in the form of one of those seals swarming up
and down the rocks near San Francisco)," and I only meant that
you were settled in the States."
" I don't know that I can be called settled anyAvhere yet, miss
—I mean Miss Challoner. I should like to make a name and
a fortune, and go back then to Europe; I should like to show
England what manhood can do elsewhere."
Marie Avas amused in a pitying sort of way by Nat's idea about
astonishing England's weak nerves in the person of her unprized
son, successful in a more appreciative land. But she was in a
soft and indulgent mood, and in a strange sort of way she seemed
almost to cling to Nathaniel Cramp for the sake of the memories
that his presence brought.
" I am so glad to hear that you are likely to do well," she
said, gravely. " We heard rather discouraging accounts at first;
your mother was greatly alarmed."
" Things did look bad at first," and Nat remembered, with a
twinge, that the first difficulties had overwhelmed him with as
unreasonable a depression as the first little movement upwards
had elated him with an absurd self-confidence. " They did look
bad at first. The Americans with all their many great qualities
—which no one is more proud to recognise than I am "—Nat interjected oratorically—"are a little jealous of strangers. Not
unnaturally, perhaps."
" I should not have thought that. People always tell us
that they are anxious to get all maimer of help from the Old
World."
_" In a manner, certainly. But there may be, in certain cases,
a little jealousy too—in certain cases, I only say. They like their
own orators—I don't blame them. Miss Challoner; far from it. But
I have got over all that, I am happy to think. It was indeed but
momentary I may say. Now my way is clear," the rising youth
said proudly. In fact, Mr. Nathaniel, with his few dollars a week
in a village, saw himself already swaying the destinies of parties,
editing leading journals in New York, making and unmaking
Presidents, and perhaps eventually accepting the post of United
States Minister to the Court of St, James.
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His confident manner quite imposed upon Marie as it had
imposed upon himself, and she felt a throb of generous gladness.
" I am delighted to hear of all this," she said ; " I shall tell
your mother. Natty, and I can see her joy already. She has no
idea of anything so good. I suppose you did not like to tell her
too much until things became quite certain, lest there might be
any disappointment ? "
"You have diA'ined my motive. Miss Challoner," said Nathaniel, grandly. " One must not announce a victory before he
has Avon it."
"Still, Natty, I think I would have told her something of the
good news. I would have prepared her a little; it would have
cheered her up. She suffered a great deal, I know."
" Men must work, and women must weep," said Nat, with
dignity.
" But she is not young, and suppose anything had happened
and she had died not knowing of your success ? Could you ever
have forgiven yourself?"
Nat modestly confessed that he could not, but he pleaded that
it Avas only very lately that his prospects had begun to open with
such a roseate glow.
" What a beautiful scene this i s ! " said Marie, suddenly.
" And this is winter with us. That sunlight is more beautiful
than summer sunlight; it is so soft and mild. It is the moonlight of the year, I think"
" It is—^just that," said Nathaniel, who had not been observing
the sunlight.
" I don't see any of our company. We must have walked
very quickly. I think Ave had better turn back. Natty."
" May I offer you an arm ? " Nathaniel said with sudden
courage, and hearing his heart beat loudly the while.
Marie would have had no hesitation in saying to any one else
that she did not need support and preferred not to take an arm.
But she was afraid that if she said this to Nat he would have
been hurt, and Avould have thought, quite wrongly, that she
refused his arm because he was the son of her old servant. So
she thanked him and leaned on his arm, and they turned to walk
back. Nat moved very slowly.
" HoAV strange it is," he said, " us tAvo—I mean we two—•
Avalking in this way—on this side of the ocean—and your arm
leaning on mine! Miss Challoner, it's like a dream."
Marie looked up at him in wonder.
" I don't knoAV how it is to you," the infatuated Nat went on,
" but to me. Miss Challoner, to me it's Heaven! "
Never woman could have been more amazed than Dear Lady
Disdain. She did not as yet think of being angry or quite know
that there was any reason why she should be so. Her first im-
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pression was that her unfortunate companion was really out of
his wits. It came on her like a flash that his talk had been
marvellously grandiloquent and full of pride and confidence, for
Avhich she did not understand that there could well be any
justification. Could the poor creature really be out of his wits ?
In the same instant Marie's kind heart thought of his mother.
" Natty," she said in a tone of soothing remonstrance; and
perhaps for the first time in her life Avith a tremor of timidity in
her voice as she glanced eagerly around. There was no one
near.
" Oh, hear me out! " the wretched Nathaniel went on; " I
can't stop now—I must speak—you have a sympathetic soul, you
are above the miserable ways and prejudices of meaner minds.
I know you are. You do not look down upon me as others do—
as others did at home; you do not despise me because my birth
was lowly and my occupation Avas at one time mean."
" No, Natty, certainly not. I always thought the higher of
you for endeavouring to raise yourself. We were always friends,
Natty; but I don't think any one we ever knew Avas mean
enough to think less of you for—for not being rich."
Marie now believed that she was only soothing an outburst of
the morbid and half-crazy egotism of a self-conceited lad smarting under the memory of fancied humiliations. She would as
soon have thought of her groom, or her Newfoundland dog, or
old Merlin at Durewoods making love to her, as of Mrs. Cramp's
Natty.
" Oh, yes, I have suffered; but not from you—never from
you. Now things are changed. NOAV we are in a free and equal
land, where a man may make his way to anything and be equal
to anybody. Here, Miss Challoner, I may dare to say—with you
leaning on my arm
"
Marie quickly withdrew her arm.
" Don't be afraid. It's only this—we two alone, and I must
say it here—under this bright heaven," Nat exclaimed, wfldly,
" that I love you—oh. Miss Challoner, yes—that I love you!"
Marie was bewildered by this outburst. She was not sure at
first if she had understood him rightly. Then, when there was
no possibility of farther misunderstanding, she was startled,
angry, full of shame and pity, and withal vexed by a shocking
inclination to laugh.
" Natty, how can you speak in such a way ? " she said at last,
" I could not have expected this, or believed it of you, I was
always friendly with you. Is this my return ? "
" I can't help it," he exclaimed, passionately; " I love you :
I 'ave always loved you " (in his emotion he went back to the
pronunciation of his early days, and he became conscious of the
fact in a moment, and it added new agony to his sufferings); " I
loved you since I was a boy
"
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" Why will you speak in so foolish a way," she said, more
gently, " and so prevent me from ever being friendly with you
any more ? Your mother was a dear old friend of mine, and I
am sorry for this—^for her sake,
" Ah, but there it is," he broke out, wildly; " that's where it
is—that's why you despise me! My mother was a servant—a
servant—a servant—and I'm only like a dog in your eyes. But
you are wrong. Miss Challoner. I ain't—I mean I am not—a
dog here. This is not your country of aristocrats and caste and
class. A man is a man here."
" A man ought to be a man anywhere, and not a fool," Lady
Disdain said, likely to lose her temper now,
" Is a man a fool because he loves a woman above him in
rank ? Half the best men in the world have been fools, then!
I am not ashamed. Call me anything you like—I must love you
all the same. You despise me because I am poor and low ! Oh,
but if you have a woman's heart at all you might feel for
me, and make some allowance for me, and not trample on
me, trample, trample on me, just because I come of humble
people.
The unfortunate youth was trembling and shivering from
head to foot with emotion. His cheeks were lividly pale, and
his eyes, always rather small and lustreless, were winking and
Avatery with tears. He seemed, indeed, like a half-mad creature;
like a loving dog whom his master spurns and curses. Lady
Disdain looked at him with alarm, and her anger all melted
aAvay and only pity remained.
" It is not because you are poor, indeed," she said earnestly,
and trying to soothe him; " but you know how absurd all this
is; and it is wrong of you to expect me to listen to it. I ought
not to allow you to talk to me in such a way; but you are an
old friend, and I know you only forgot yourself for the moment
and that you will never do so again. Come, Natty, say that we
may be friends again as we used to be. Did you not know, you
foolish boy, that I am engaged to be married ? "
" Enga.ged to be married!" he stammered.
" Yes, Nat, I knew you never could have heard of it, or you
would not have talked such nonsense. Come, let us bury all
unkindness and forget it
and never speak of this folly any
more."
" Engaged to be married to him ?" Nat asked fiercely, and
following out a track of his own ideas,
" Indeed yes, Nat, to him," she answered, follov«ng out a
track of her own ideas, " And so you see you are late in any
case," she added, with a smfle, trying now to make as light of the
whole affair as possible.
"But he ain't a gentleman neither," Nat interposed
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vehemently. " A t least, he isn't what you would call a
gentleman. I don't see why he should look down on me and
give himself airs. What was his father but a civil engineer—
what is himself ? "
" Nat," said Lady Disdain turning rather pale, " you don't
know what you are talking of, and I deserA'e anything for having
listened to you so long."
" Then it isn't he ; it isn't that Japan fellow—he saved my
life though," Nat struck in, with sudden penitence. " Oh, but
don't go until you say you forgive me. Oh, don't despise me
and hate me. Oh, Miss Challoner, you have made my life so
wretched—so awfully wretched! "
" If I have, she said, " I am sorry for it; I would have been
your friend gladly. I—I am not so very happy myself. But I
will not listen to any more, Nat, and I will not stay here."
" Don't tell any one," he pleaded, with a pitiful last outburst;
" don't set them laughing at m e ! "
" I shall tell no one," she said, unable wholly to suppress her
contempt for him. " I suppose if it were told they would laugh
at me more than at you; and I deserve it."
So she was turning from him, for she felt anger and scorn in
one moment. She pitied him again, for the unfortunate wretch
had flung himself grovelling on the ground, and clasped his
hands over his head as if he would shut out the sense of his
disappointment and his humiliation. She glanced at him and
then along the path where their friends might soon be expected
to appear.
" Natty! Get up, you foolish fellow, and show yourself like
a man. These people will come along soon—do you want them
to see you, and have all this talked of ? What do you think my
father would say ? Get up, and help me to conceal this ridiculous affair. I promise to do my best to forget it, if you will."
Dear Lady Disdain was growing so impatient and alarmed
at the prospect of their friends coming up that she felt incHned
to rouse her grovelling admirer with a thrust of her parasol.
Nat got slowly up, looking wild, haggard, and scared.
" What am I to do ? " he stammered.
" Here," and a flash of inspiration enlightened her, " you see
that little tuft of—malloAV is it ?—no matter what it is, down
there, just at the water's edge—no, no, not that way—doAvn the
bank just beneath us. Climb down and get me that. There's
no danger—I could do it myself," she added, with an emotion of
irrepressible contempt; " it will give you time to get composed,
and will turn away their attention."
Poor Nat obeyed as a frightened child might do, hardly yet
understanding why she wanted him at such a moment to perform
a feat of chmbing. He was awkward enough at it, too, for his
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boots were new and very tight, and he had his gloves on, and the
clayey, crumbling bank was rather deep, and there Avere only
little brambles and branches to cling to. But Marie's point was
gained. If Nat were now found puffing and excited there would
be sufficient reason for it. He was already nearly down to the
water's edge when Professor Clinton, Mrs. Benjamin, and Miss
Benjamin appeared.
"Thank Heaven!" Lady Disdain mentally ejaculated. The
thought came into her mind that that Avas the first piece of
deceit she had ever practised, and she began to think that the
cynical things said of women by old-fashioned railers must be
true, and that the gift of ready deceit is the heritage of all Eve's
daughters. She felt terribly inclined to laugh, with a natural
revulsion of feeling, as she saw poor Nathaniel's awkAvard and
floundering attempts to get up the bank again.
"Mr. Cramp is a gallant cavalier," she said to Professor
Clinton, who, Avith his companions, seemed to be looking in
some wonder at Nat's performance. " I admired the little tuft
of flowers below, near the water, and he has kindly gone to get
it for me. Oh! " for at that moment Nat's foot slipped, and he
seemed destined for a plunge in the stream.
" He'll fall right in! " said little Miss Benjamin, breathless.
" No, he's all right," Professor Clinton coolly said. " But I
say. Cramp, you're not much on climbing—banks of clay at
least. Here, hold on to that."
He extended to Nathaniel the crooked handle of the walkingstick he was carrying. Nat glanced up at first with eyes that
meant indignant rejection. But at that instant he felt the
smooth hard soles of the new boots beginning to slip again, and
in despair he clutched the handle of the stick, and the stalwart
Clinton tugged him safely up.
'•' You are not used to our clayey banks yet. Cramp," Clinton
said, smiling. " I dare say you have often scrambled doAvn there,
little Mollie ? " he asked of Miss Benjamin.
" Oh yes. Professor Clinton; we all do it," was the jDrompt
answer of the httle round-eyed maid. " We all coast down that
bank when the river's frozen."
"Coasting," it should be explained for the benefit of British
youths and maidens, is lying upon a little " sled " or sleigh which
rushes of its OAVU impulse down some steep and frozen descent.
Usually the owner of the " sled " brings it to the verge of the
descent, gives it a push, and then, Avhen it is in motion, flings
himself on it, and is borne along with tremendous velocity. The
regular thing is to sit or he on it feet foremost, but it must be
owned that the daring spirits of both sexes (up to the age say
of tweh'e) find joy in flinging themselves face downwards, head
foremost, on the flying car.
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" Well, I dare say you have. Feet foremost or head foremost,
Mollie?"
" Oh, feet foremost, Professor Clinton—mostly; but sometimes
head foremost," added the little lass Avith a slight blush, and yet
with a certain pride in her daring.
" I thought as much! Never mind your mamma—I dare say
she has run as great risks in her time. Yea see. Cramp, your
feat wasn't very great."
" I don't want to have Sir. Cramp's services and gallantry
depreciated, all the same," said Marie. " Thank you, Blr. Cramp,
I am greatly obliged. What very beautiful flowers—ancl peculiar,
at least they seem so to me. Now, Professor Clinton, I Avant you
to tell me all about these flowers, for I don't think we have anything quite like them at home."
Thus Marie succeeded in changing partners, so to speak, with
Mrs. Benjamin, and she kept with Professor Clinton for her escort
until the whole party came up. No one suspected that Nat had
been making so painful an exhibition of his passion and his folly.
Nat disappeared soon from the party, making some stammering
explanation about "journalistic labour," as he called it, that
had to be accomplished, and he hurried to his quarters in the
Franklin, the most wretched of all self-conceited and humiliated
men.

CHAPTEE XXIV.
" G O AT ONCE!"
CHRISTMAS PEAIBEOKE came down one morning at the beginning
of winter to his breakfast in the room with the painted goddess
on the ceiling. The moment he entered the room he saw one
particular letter among others lying on his table, and he knew
the handwriting of Sir John Challoner. His face fluslied. He
seized the letter eagerly; and then held it a moment unopened
in his hand.
This letter he knew must be in answer to that one which
months ago he had sent out to the States, and which, after
wandering from place to place, always arriving just after Challoner had left, reached him at last the very day when he was
leaving San Francisco. It was written by Sir John from Sacramento, the first town at which he and his daughter stopped on
their way eastAvard. For this letter Christmas had waited and
waited. I t seemed out of all possibility, not to say propriety,
that he should take French leave of one who had been so kind
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to him as Sir John; he must first have his formal sanction and
release. That was the reason Christmas gave to himself and to
Dione Lyle for lingering so long in London. But in his heart
there was another reason, which the postscript of his letter to
Challoner had dimly indicated. He would not leave England for
ever until he knew that Marie Challoner did not believe him to he
in love with Sybil Jansen. It seemed one of the most ridiculous
of ell vanities that he should wish to be assured upon that point,
and yet he would not leave England without being assured of it.
In his heart there was " a kind of fighting " that would not let
him rest about that story which Sir John Challoner had told or
san ctioned—the story of his engagement with Miss Jansen. Christm.as had not told Miss Lyle half what he thought of that strange
story; and we know that she had taken care not to tell him all
she thought. Why had Sir John Challoner told his daughter,
or encouraged her in believing, such a story? The thought
Avounded Christmas in many ways. Did Sir John think so little
of the confession Christmas had made to him—the confession of
his hopeless love and his broken heart—for broken the poor lad
believed it to be; did he think so little of it as to make a jest of
it? Was he so cruelly deceived in Sir John, to whom he looked
U13 with so much regard, and whom he believed to be so sympathetic? Or could it be possible that Marie Challoner's father
really had some deliberate motive in trying to make his daughter
believe that Christmas Pembroke was in love Avith another woman ?
This was the doubt that sometimes made Christmas tremble with
wild fears and angers, and wilder hopes. Many a sleepless hour
of the night, many a dreamy abstracted hour of the day, had that
thought cost him.
" Here is my sentence," he said to himself, taking Sir John's
letter in his hand. This is what he read:—
" MY DEAE PEMBEOKE,—Since you have made up your mind
to leave England, I agree with you in thinking that any further
delay would be a waste of time. Do not let anything stand in
your way so far as tho offices are concerned. I write by this
post in order that arrangements may be made for supplying your
place. I think if I were you I would return to Japan by the
overland route, and so have a passing glimpse at India, etc.,
which you may not soon again have an opportunity of seeing.
" Good-bye, my dear boy; and God bless you! I need not
say how glad I should have been if I could have kept you always
with me. But as you find that your own interests require another
course, it is only for me to speed the parting guest. It is a great
pleasure to me to have made your acquaintance, and I shall
always look back with interest upon the time we spent together.
" I hope you will write to me when you get settled in Japan.
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" My daughter joins me in kind regards and good wishes.—
Ever, my dear Pembroke,
" Your sincere friend,
" JOHN CHALLONEE."

Christmas put the letter down. Then he took it up again,
and read it over—scanned every word of it. No new meaning
shone through it. It was not so much a farewell as a dismissal.
Had Sir John Challoner been turning from his doors an overimportunate dependant, he could not have been more coldly
imperious in his tone. There was no getting over the bitter
reality. Christmas was simply thrust out of the circle of Sir
John Challoner's acquaintance and bidden to begone.
The blood rushed into Pembroke's face. Good God! what
had he done to deserve this ? What change had come over the
man who had always professed such friendship and affection for
him? Or was Challoner simply insincere from first to last?
Often and often had Dione Lyle hinted as much, and he could
never be brought to believe it. Now ?
" My daughter joins me in kind regards and good wishes."
" She never said t h a t ! " Christmas cried out to his solitude.
" She never knew of it. She never Avould have sent me off with
two or three cold words. She would have said something warm
and friendly, or she would have written a few lines of her own.
I know she would! Unless he told her what I, like a fool, confided to him. But even then why should she not feel some
compassion for me, and say a kind parting word, when I am
never to come in her way again ? Oh, no!—she knows nothing
about this letter."
Christmas sat himself resolutely down to think this all over,
as if it Avere some baffling problem. " There is deceit in that
letter, somehow," he thought, "and it must be found out."
Suddenly he jumped out of his chair.
"I'll not go!" he exclaimed, "I'll not stir from England
until I have seen her and spoken to her. There's some infernal
treachery at work in all this. Why did he tell her a lie ? Why
didn't he tell her I was leaving England ? Why does he want
to get me out of the way before she comes back? ''
Then there came a depressing reaction, and he asked himself
what was the excuse for the wild sort of hope that would keep
burning within him—the hope that Sir John Challoner had some
strong motive in preventing Marie from seeing him any more.
We don't live in the days when flinty hearted fathers can compel
their daughters to marry, and Miss Challoner did not seem the
sort of girl who could very easily be coerced in any case. Still
there remained the unmistakable fact that for some reason, be it
what it might. Sir John Challoner was playing off a piece of
deceit—even of treachery.
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"No, come what will," Christmas vowed once more, " I'll not
go until I have seen her, I can only make a fool of myself and
be laughed at, and I don't care about thcxt."
A new life and courage seemed to animate him. It was
strange how completely he had become possessed all at once
Avith the conviction of Sir John Challoner's treachery. He had
not the faintest doubt on that point any more. " Perhaps if I
Avere wise and self-denying," he thought, " I would go away all
the m. re quickly, and not interfere any more. Suppose I find
out that her father is an insincere friend, will that please her or
make her think any the more of me ? Can I do anything but
mischief by remaining ? " Yet ho could not shake his own
resolve. " I AA'ill not go!—I Avill not go! " h e said again and
again.
A whole hour must haA'o passed away before he thought of
looking at the other letters on his table. One was in the writing
of Miss Jansen :—
" D E A R MR. PE.MEKOKE,—Mamma has been very ill, but is
now better. She wonders that you never came to see her; but
perhaps you did not hear. She would be glad if you could come
to-night, as she wishes to ask your advice about something. She
sends her kind regards,
" SYBIL JANSEN."

" What an idiot I am!" Christmas thought, " and a shabby,
ungrateful idiot ' at that
' " and he mentally used an Americanism. For he had to confess he had rather avoided the
Jansens of late, feeling a little sore about the absurd stories
which connected Sybil's name with his, and being ashamed to
meet Sybil's eyes. Our youth had been brought up so far aAvay
from modern civilisation that he was strangely and perhaps
savagely modest about women, and assumed that every pretty
girl could have her pick and choice of lovers, and that, therefore,
Miss Jansen could not possibly care to have her name connected
Avith his. Therefore, he had kept out of her way, fearing lest
she should think he had been vain enough to encourage such
reports. Besides of late he had felt little inclination for women's
society of any kind. The small needful gallantries and courtesies
irritated him, and he preferred to nurse his pain in sullen
solitude.
A loud and resolute tapping at his door disturbed him.
Christmas opened the door, and the martial figure of Captain
Cameron entered. Our hero had not seen the Legitimist since
his somcAvhat unsatisfactory return from the wars. The Dux
redux looked in no wise disconcerted. His manner was as
jaunty, self-reliant, and good-humoured as ever. Ho might, so
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far as all appearances went, have just seen Don Carlos seated in
triumph on his ancestral throne.
" Delighted to see you, Pembroke, my dear fellow," Captain
Cameron said, as he grasped Pembroke's hand. " I have been
resolving to look in upon you this some time. Having breakfast
—eh? I think you are ahvays having breakfast. 'You young
fellows now have such healthy appetites."
Christmas expressed his satisfaction at the sight of Captain
Cameron, and he thought with a pang that his first acquaintance
with Sir John Challoner was made in that room through
Cameron's introduction.
"But I say, you are not looking all right," Cameron said,
" Growing thin, I think, and pale. Ceasing to be a boy, eh ?
Man's estate; and a very pretty estate it is to succeed to! I am
disgusted with the world, Pembroke; disgusted, sir!"
" Well, I don't know that I am greatly charmed with it,"
Pembroke said.
" Poof, my dear fellow! Avhat do you know about it ? What
does a fellow of your years know about disappointment and
ingratitude and treachery and all that ? A smile from a pretty
girl, I dare say, would raise you into the seventh heaven. Wait
till you come to my time of life! Wait till you have your soul
in some great cause, and Avork for it and sacrifice your time and
your money—and your blood, by Jove!—and see everything
going to the dogs—and your advice neglected and yourself put
aside. Well, Avell!"
" The Carlist affairs are going badly ? "
"Badly? Wretchedly. Shamefully. They are blind, sir,
mad! Quos Deus vidt—but that's an old quotation. I give you
my word, Pembroke, that if my advice had been taken, the King
would have been in Madrid before now. Look here; I'll show
it all to you. You know Spain ? "
" No—I am sorry to say I don't."
" Never been there ? Well, no matter. Just see now—follow
me. Here are the mountains—this toast-rack. Very good.
Here are our head-quarters; yes, this cruet-stand. Now the
advance of the Madrileuos is just there—jammed up there, sir;
in a cleft stick. Now, you see what our course ought to be."
Captain Cameron paused and looked triumphantly at Christmas.
Christmas studied the field of battle with an air of profound
interest.
" Of course you see i t ; a school girl couldn't miss it. There's
the way to the capital throAvn right open—clear as the Thames
embankment, by Jove! Just make a feint here—swing round
your left—keep the felloAvs engaged—easy AVork; and then on
with your main force slap into Madrid! I showed it to them,
sir ; I showed it to them just as clearly as I am showing it to you
now!"
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Christmas thought if that was so he could perhaps excuse
the Carlist generals for not seeing it precisely at a glance.
" And they couldn't see it ? " he asked.
"Couldn't see it? They wouldn't see it, sir. It wouldn't
suit the book of some of them—oh, no! What would become
of the influence of certain persons—I mention no names—of
cor tarn persons over his Majesty" (and Cameron performed a
military salute in honour of the absent prince), " if a foreigner,
a mere foreigner, were to be alloAved to show the way to victory ?
No, no, that would never do. You have no idea, Pembroke—you
can have no idea—of the jealousy of these Spaniards where a
foreigner is concerned. I beheve they would rather be whipped
by a Spaniard than led to victory by a foreigner. So I left them.
What could I do ? You heard that I was taken prisoner by the
other fellows ? "
" Yes, I heard that. It made some stir over here."
" Stir ? I should think it did. But England is of no account
now. I almost wish they had shot me, Pembroke, just to see
whether anything could arouse England to a sense of her degradation. We are pigeon-livered, my good fellow, and lack gall to
make oppression bitter—Shakespeare, you know. You can have
no idea what they think of us in other countries. They laugh
at us. This affair of mine created quite a sensation in the
United States, I can tell you."
"Indeed?"
" Oh, yes. Isabel—Mrs. Seagraves, you know—has had some
American papers sent to her with some splendid leading articles
on the Cameron affair, as they call it. I have the papers—published in a city called New Padua—evidently a very important
journal—jDitching into England terribly for her want of spirit,
I have a strong notion myself that the articles were inspired, you
knoAV, from the White House. General Grant must knoAv my
name Avell enough; he must have heard of me when I fought
under poor Robert Lee for the flag of the Stars and Bars; and I
know he wants to pick a quarrel with England."
Christmas had received some newspapers containing articles
with Natty Cramp's name written in Nathaniel's handwriting at
the bottom, and coming from New Padua. He therefore did not
feel quite so confident about the inspiration of the White House.
But he was not inclined to get into any discussion, or to dash
Captain Cameron's opinion of his own international importance.
" Well, all that is past and gone," the brave Cameron resumed ; " and I looked in to talk about you and not about me.
Isabel tells me you are leaving England."
" Yes, I think so—before long,"
" Quite right, my boy! England's no place for a man of
spirit any longer. "Where are you going ? "
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" Back to my old ground. Japan, I think,"
" Japan ? Well, yes—let me see, Japan ? To be sure; why
not ? I have an idea of offering my military experience and
services somewhere, I thought of Siam—and I thought of
China; and I have been thinking too a good deal of Brazil, I
wonder would there be a good opening in Japan? There's
nothing to hold me to Europe any more, I am afraid the cause
of Legitimacy is lost, Pembroke, for our generation! Have you
heard from the Challoners ? "
" I had a letter from Sir John this morning," Christmas said,
with a pang shooting through him,
" They're coming home very soon, Vidal tells me. You know
she's going to be married to him
Dear Lady Disdain, we used
to call her."
" Yes; I know."
" I suppose it's a good match for both parties ? Challoner
has plenty of money, and the young fellow has family and rank,
and all that. But I don't know; I shouldn't like it if I Avere
her father—I think. Should you ? "
" I don't know much about him."
" Oh, he's all well enough for our time. He ought to be a
gentleman; but what does a gentleman want mixing himself up
with stock-jobbing speculations, and theatres, and actresses, and
harlequins, and all that sort of thing ? Let a man be in business—if he can't help it; all right. But if you are a gentleman,
continue to be one, I say. It's all right, however, I dare say.
They know best. He's well enough for our time. But I shouldn't
have thought Marie Challoner would care about him."
" He's a good-looking fellow," said Pembroke, generously;
" and clever, I believe."
"Good-looking!—yes, like a fiddler or a dancing-master.
Clever!—a sort of cross between a stockbroker's clerk and a
third-class painter. And that's the son of an earl, the scion of
a noble house, sir, now-a-days! And that's to be my dear little
Lady Disdain's husband! "Well, it's no affair of mine. I say,
Pembroke, why the deuce didn't you make love to her yourself ?
You're a deuced deal more like a gentleman and an earl's son
than he is. Tell you what, you might have had a chance.
Think of Jock o' Hazeldean."
Pembroke made no answer to this suggestion, and Captain
Cameron took his leave after a while, promising to look in again
very soon and talk with his young friend on the possibility of
there being a good opening in Japan for the brains and sword of
the experienced soldier of a lost cause,
" Everything fails us in life," Pembroke thought, " but selfconceit ! If all else fails with me, I shall try to persuade myself
that the world was unable to appreciate me, I believe a man is
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capable of dying consoled alone in a garret if he has self-conceit
to comfort him. That is really humanity's last friend!"
But Pembroke Avas now far from being all unhappy, even
though the thought that Sir John Challoner had been treacherous
Avas bitter, and seemed to shake the realities of things. A IICAV
hope was exciting his brain and filhng his heart. There Avas
something yet to be done before he wholly succumbed and disappeared. If Sir John Challoner had been treacherous to him,
he was released from all fealty. His heart echoed again and
again the words of Captain Cameron, and he did not belieA'e that
Eonald Vidal was Avorthy of Marie, or that she could have loved
him. A thousand little memories crowded back upon him, consiDicuous among them the memory of her pale, Aveary expression
Avhen he saw her last, that day in Mrs. Seagrave's house, and of
the touch of her hand when she said " Good-bye!"
" She doesn't care for him," he said aloud, in his excitement.
" I am not an idiot—any more. She does not care for him; I
know that much at least! "
He felt a strange lightness all through him ; the exalted sensation of a man AVIIO finds that there is one last chance, yet one
blow to be struck, one decision to be given; and that, let it fall
out as it will, all the old chapters of life are closed for him. Let
it end this Avay, let it end that, a new life begins. If only the
time Avould pass quickly over! It is the interval that is hard
to bear.
Christmas went down to the City treading upon air, and took
formal leave of his business connection with the house of
Challoner, and ascertained the exact date when Sir John was
expected to return to England. He was pervaded and sustained
by a strong resolution which he could not have set forth in plain
Avords for the life of him. Did he propose to rush in at the last
moment and carry off Marie Challoner like young Lochinvar ?
Did he think to break in on her bridal party like Edgar Ravenswood ? Did he expect that an inundation would arise somehow
and wash Marie Challoner out of her engagement with Ronald
Vidal and into the arms of him who conceived himself a worthier
lover, as happens to one of Mr. Charles Reade's heroines ? No,
he did not propose or expect anything of the kind. All his
excitement and his recklessness of meaner considerations came
out of his resolve—that at least he Avould speak Avith her once
ao-ain, that she should know hoAv he loved her, and that he
\vould live and die loving her. Then he Avould take Avhat happened. Let her then dismiss him to the other end of the earth.
At least she would have known that he loved her, and only she
Avould have spoken his sentence.

(
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CHAPTER XXV.
ANOTHEE PIOUS PARENTAL FRAUD.
POOR Sybil Jansen sat long and wearily at her Avindow waiting
that evening for the coming of Christmas Pembroke. The once
ardent and disinterested priestess of the future, whose whole
soul was concerned in the mission of women and the perfection
of the human race, had grown very morbid and discontented.
She found her hopes of the coming time as unsatisfying as the
applauses of Avenir Hall. She had not seen Pembroke for some
time. He never went to Mrs. Seagraves' Sunday afternoons now,
and was seen no more at Avenir Hall. But Sybil had heard that
Miss Challoner Avas soon to be married to Ronald Vidal, and
there was just enough of comfort in that to prevent her from
ever settling down contented to take up the thread of her old
career.
Mrs. Jansen had seen her daughter's condition. She understood it only too well. But the mother and daughter never
spoke on the subject. Mrs. Jansen Aratched her daughter's eyea
as they turned eagerly now and then of evenings towards the
door when a knock was heard. He did not come, and Mrs.
Jansen went so far as to try a pious little fraud. She invented
to herself some excuse of believing that she wanted Mr. Pembroke's advice, and she bade Sybil write to him. The mother
had something of a reward when she saw her daughter's cheek
colour with pleasure and a kind of shame. What was the good
of asking him to come for one evening, one hour, more ? Only
somebody in love, or the mother of somebody in love, could tell.
What was the good of that last ride together, which yet Mr.
Browning's lover thought better Avorth than all the dreams of
poet, artist, or statesman ?
Well, Christmas Pembroke came that evening. His own
excited and exalte condition made him animated and sympathetic.
He looked very handsome. There was, with all his masculine
strength of frame, and what seemed to the Jansens his world-wide
travels and experiences, a certain boyish simplicity and freshness
which made him peculiarly attractive. He seemed to be absolutely without affectation or even self-consciousness. Mrs. Jansen,
for her own part, had conceived a sort of maternal affection for
him, and felt his absence, and thought that his friendly smile,
generally with a tinge of a boyish blush accompanying it, lighted
up their melancholy little room. But Mrs. Jansen had clear
enough eyes, for all her mother's partiality, and she did not see
B
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in the young man any sign of more than friendship for her
daughter. Yet she had practised her pious little fraud, and
induced him to come that evening, and was glad when he came.
The business on which she wished to consult him was not much
—did not even look to be much. It concerned the investment
of some small, small savings in some Eastern railway project,
which made Christmas tremble to hear of. Heavens! with what
superfluous elaboration of argument and energy of description
he showed Mrs. Jansen that such a scheme could not by any
possibility begin to pay for at least fifty years, supposing it ever,
by any rare combination of fortune and skill, to be made to pay
at all. Christmas had not the least suspicion that any arrierepensee or pious fraud lurked in the mind of the good and anxious
Avoman to whom he was expounding the principles on which
alone such projects could be made to pay. Sometimes, in enforcing his argument, he addressed himself to Sibyl, in order to
have her assent and attention too.
" But Miss Jansen doesn't care for all those dry unpoetic
details," he said, fearing that he was wearying the young woman.
" Sybil is very, very fond of hearing anything that instructs
her," Mrs. Jansen hastened to say.
" You explain it all so well," Sybil herself said, gently. _ " I
begin to be afraid we women have not the heads for business
that you men have." This was a meek propitiatory concession
to the stronger sex, which a year ago the young Hypatia would
not have believed herself capable of making. It was something
very like a hauling down of the colours.
" V/ell, you see, this is the sort of thing I have always been
•p'orking at," the unconscious Christmas replied. " I n Japan
perhaps a project like that may work well. I may be able to
give you some information, or put you in the way of doing something." (He AA'as really quite concerned about the small means
whicli their frank disclosures showed them to have. He considered himself poor, but he Avas a young Croesus compared with
Sybil Jansen.) " I shall be a good deal in that line when I go
back to Japan."
" But are you going back really ? " Mrs. Jansen asked.
" Oh, yes ; I intend to go back very soon."
" You are tired of us already ? "
" No, indeed ; but I don't seem to find my right place here;
and I feel somehow as if I were driven back. It's just that, Mrs.
Jansen. I can't stay."
The little servant came in at that moment and brought soma
message to Mrs. Jansen, who thereupon excused herself, said she
would return immediately, and left the room,
Sybil had risen, and was standing near the hearth, Christmas
was seated at the table, with the papers which he had been looking
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through lying before him. He rose and went towards the hearth
also, where the fire was burning brightly, and Sybil -was busying,
or seeming to busy, herself in preparing tea. His heart was
touched with regret for the kind and simple friends whom he
was so soon to lose for ever; the modest and quiet little household of mother and daughter, who Avere so poor, so good, so
friendly to him, and whom he was not to see any more,
" Yes, I am sorry to leave England," he said.
" Why should you be sorry ? " Sybil asked, without looking
up, " I wish I were a man and could leave England,"
" Where do you wish to go ? "
" Anywhere, I don't care—anywhere out of this—away, far
away,"
" Well, I suppose we are restless beings, most of us. But I
feel sorry, too."
" I don't see what you have to be sorry for. You lose
nothing."
" I lose some very dear friends," the young man said, softly.
'•' Oh, friends are nothing. You will soon forget your friends."
" I shall not forget you
"
Sybil's cheek glowed and her hand trembled.
" Nor your mother."
Sybil shrugged her shoulders.
"You will not think much about us. I t is not we, Mr.
Pembroke, who are driving you out of England."
" No, indeed! Who ever thought of such a thing ? Why
should you drive me out of England ? "
" I said so," the young Hypatia went on viciously " I said
it was not we who are driving you away."
" Why, of course not. Nobody is driving me away."
" Oh, yes; somebody is." And Sybil shrugged her shoulders
again. " I know quite well."
" Come now, tell me what you mean."
" I know that you are brokenhearted and despairing, and
that you are flying to the desert—and—all that. You are off to
the wars again, like the sentimental youth in the song, because
the lady you love is to be a bride with a diadem on her brow!
What feeble creatures you men are! You are always making
yourself ridiculous about some woman. There now—^you are
angry!"
" No, I am not angry," said Christmas, feeling, however, a
good deal embarrassed, and wondering why a kind and clever
girl could descend to such commonplace and trivial teazing;
" and this is an old story of yours. Miss Jansen—I am used to it
now. It doesn't disturb me."
" I don't want to annoy you," she said," especially as you are
going away— and we have not so many friends. We are not rich
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and sought after like the lady who is to be a bride with the
diadem upon her brow! Well, let us say no more about her—
only it is no use your trying to conceal from me the real cause
of your returning to Japan. That sort of thing may deceive
mamma, but not me."
" But I don't want to deceive any one, and least of all such
friends as you and your mother."
" Then why invent excuses ? Why evade ? Have men no
courage ? If I were a man, I should not feel ashamed
"
"But—Miss Jansen, in Heaven's name," Christmas asked
warmly, " ashamed of what?"
" Ashamed of being in love and of being disappointed—thrown
over for a greater lover—for the son of an earl! There! Of
course I know that you are in love with her—with Miss Challoner;
and that you are leaving England because you can't endure the
idea of seeing her married to Another, as the romances say."
Sybil's eyes were sparkling, and her lips were trembling. It
must be owned that at the moment Christmas thought her an
ill-natured and vehement little person, and wondered why, if she
believed all she said, she did not sympathise with him rather
than thus rail upon him. He drew a great breath, and then
faced the situation boldly.
" If I were in love with her," he said, gravely—" I'll not
mention her name. Miss Jansen—I don't think we have any
right to mention her name in talk like this—if I were in love
with her, and were throAvn over as you say, that would be a great
misfortune for me, Avould it not ? "
" I suppose so."
" Suppo.-^e you had a brother, and it were his case—it might
be, you know; would you not feel .sorry for him and try to cover
his misfortune, and to lighten it if you could ? Yes, I know you
would, for I know that you have a good heart."
" How do you know ? "
" I can see what you arc to your mother, and I know well
enough. Put me in your brother's place
"
" Oh, in one's brother's case one would know the truth."
" Well, you may knoAv the truth from me, if you will. I am
not ashamed, and I had rather you did know the truth than hear
you talk—in that Avay. I never was thrown over for a richer
lover. It never entered into Miss—into her mind—to think of
me as a lover. 1 never thought of putting myself forward in
such a way. I never thought myself worthy! But if you will
know all—well I can't conceive how any man could be brought
so near her and so often as I have been—without loving her!
There, you have the whole truth; and that's all! "
Christmas stared doggedly at the fire. Poor Sybil was cold,
pale, and trembling. Her excitable temperament had so nearly
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betrayed her! She felt penitent, ashamed, degraded; and yet,
as he stood there, so full of jealous pains and futile anger and
love.
" You'll not forgive me," she said at last, in trembling tones,
" for speaking in such a Avay ! You think me mean and malicious.''
" Oh, no," Christmas said, turning to her, " I am not so unreasonable. Miss Jansen ; I don't bear malice."
" You mean that / do ? " she said piteously.
" No, no; I didn't mean that; I knoAV that what you said
was only mere badinage."
" I didn't knoAv," the poor little priestess pleaded, "how
serious it was. I didn't know that you cared—for her—so A'ery
much—as all that."
Christmas took her hand in signal of complete forgiveness.
It was very cold. She drew it quietly away.
" I should not like you to think badly of me," she went on;
" I am not mean and spiteful and small minded, Mr. Pembroke
•—like so many women. At least I try not to be. But I am unhappy in many Avays; and disappointed; and people don't like
me; and think I am unwomanly—because I make speeches and
all that—and I am not unwomanly! Oh no—only much too
womanly, I think, and you think now, perhaps ? "
i-- " I never thought you unwomanly," said downright Christmas ; " I told you this moment that I knew what a kind good
heart you had."
" Thank you very much. Well, I am glad you are not angry
with me. Now, when mamma comes back she will ask you, of
course, to stay this evening with us and have tea."
" Yes ? "
" Well—please don't stay. Don't! You must have some
pleasanter place to go to; and we should be so dull."
Christmas was beginning an energetic protest.
" No—please don't stay. I had rather you didn't. I am not
very well—and you don't mind ?—you are not offended ? Thank
you a thousand times. We shall see you some other time—
perhaps—before you go."
So when Mrs. Jansen returned and asked Christmas to stay,
he excused himself and went away. That night poor Sybil
sobbed and cried a good deal in her mother's arms, and her
mother for the first time was alloAved to know all without
pretence at concealment.
That was the end of poor Mrs. Jansen's pious little fraud.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
FAREWELL TO NEW PADUA.

FOR some days after the walk by the river the Clintons saw
nothing of Nathaniel Cramp, At the departure of the Challoners
eastward they were accompanied to the railAvay station by a large
concourse of friends—the president of the university and his
wife, the professors and their wives, the various officials, the
ministers of religion, the editors; but Nathaniel Cramp was not
there. Clinton's womankind soon began to urge him to go and
see Avhether Mr. Cramp was not sick, or whether something
strange had not befallen him.
Professor Clinton was superficially something of a martinet
and disciplinarian with his womankind, but in the end it was
found that they generally had their way. They looked up to
him as intellectually the greatest man in all the world, and submitted meekly to his discipline as regarded their general opinions,
their reading, and their parts of speech. In the latter respect
obedience sometimes brought its trials with it. For Professor
Clinton was rather a purist as regarded the use of good Saxon
English, and he rigorously forbade his wife and sister-in-law to
use any of the euphemisms with which certain half-educated
classes of persons in the United States, women more especially,
are fond of disguising their ideas. If Jessie or Minnie had any
occasion to speak of tho lower limbs of herself or anybody else
she was compelled to say " legs " plumply out; and if she proposed to go to bed she had to say she was going to bed,
not "retiring"; she had to speak of "undressing," not of
" disrobing," and so on with many other phrases which seemed
very shocking indeed to some of the ladies of New Padua. Likewise they were forbidden to speak of any of their acquaintances
as " a very lovely lady," or " a very pretty lady," but were told by
Professor Clinton that at all events where the person under discussion had to be described by any qualifying adjective, complimentary or otherwise, she must consent to be spoken of as a
" woman." In all these matters of discipline Professor Clinton's
wife and sister-in-law were obedient at any peril of misconstruction.
But in many or most other matters they generally contrived to
shape their ends, and where questions of feeling were concerned
the Professor was found at last a not unwilling subject of
petticoat government. The two simple-hearted and kindly
women were just copies of each other; an elder and a younger
sister, no more; and Clinton was one of the men who like to
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have out Avith men all their intellectual and masculine talk, their
arguments, dissertations, and speculations, and to have only
sweet, familiar, easy conversation at home.
Gradually, therefore, the feminine influence had been working
more and more on Clinton in favour of Nat Cramp. The women
did not see anything ridiculous about him, and could not have
understood hoAV Clinton could laugh at him and yet like him at
the same time. Clinton therefore of late ceased to invite their
attention to any of what he considered Nat's absurdities, and
only amused himself with them. In obedience partly to domestic
urgency and partly to his own concern for Nat, he set out one
evening for the Franklin House. He was told Nat was in his
room, and he went upstairs and knocked. There was no answer,
and he opened the door and looked in. There, to be sure, was
Nat, bending over an opened trunk. Ho looked round in a
startled way when he heard the sound of the opening door.
" Why, Cramp, my boy, what have you been doing with
yourself? We have missed you all this time ; and my wife and
Minnie have been so much alarmed that I thought I had better
come over and see about you; I called at the office; and of
course you were not there."
Nat came forward, looking yellow and ghastly. He was in
his shirt sleeves, and had clothes, books, and properties of
various kinds heaped about him. He seemed as if he had not
slept for a long time.
" You are looking very bad," said Clinton—" and what are
you doing ? "
" I—I'm going to Europe. I've had bad news from England.
My mother's dead." And Nat began to toss things rather wildly
from one trunk to another.
" Come, come," the kindly Professor said, taking him by the
arm: " You are hardly in a condition for this kind of work just
now; and you are not going to Europe to-day anyhow. Let
these things alone; and put on your coat and come out with me
for a quiet walk by the river. "We are safe not to meet anybody
at this hour, and you shall talk or be sOent just as you like. I'm
an older man than you; and yet it's not long since I lost my
mother; and I felt like a child, I tell you."
" It isn't that," Nat stammered; " but I feel as if I was so
ungrateful. And I was; I was ungrateful! "
Nat was indeed looking white and scared like a man
thoroughly conscience-stricken.
" Well, I dare say -n'e were none of us as grateful as we ought
to have been either to our mothers or to the Power that gave us
them and life," said the Professor soothingly, " But you don't
seem a lad likely to have been any worse than the rest of us.
Cramp. Come, walk out with me and tell me all about it; or as
much about it as you feel like talking of just novv^."
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But Nat drcAv back, and seemed like a frightened bat that
could not bear the light.
" I haven't been out ever since," he stammered.
" EA'er since ? "
" Since I heard the news."
" Well, but look here—the mails from Europe only came in
last night, and you appear to have been out of our sight for
nearly a week. Why, I never saw you since the day we were out
with the Challoners and Benjamin."
Nat looked confused and scared worse than ever, and he
rubbed up his hair wildly, perhaps to hide his confusion. Professor Clinton had touched unwittingly the raw place of his
remorse. It was not grief for his mother which had kept him
hidden from the light of day. He had, indeed, only heard of
her death the night before. He had been crushed by the weight
of humbled self-love and of bitter disappointment. When after
his abasement before Marie Challoner he had crept back to his
lodgings he flung himself on his bed and lay there grovelling like
a trampled worm. He hated the outer air. He believed that
every one must be laughing at him and despising him. The
A\'hole story, he felt sure, Avould be all over New Padua. Sir
John Challoner must hear of it, and in his anger he would be sure
to tell that it was a hairdresser's apprentice who had made love
to his daughter. Nat was not one bit a coward so far as physical
courage went, and yet for two days and more he trembled and
started at every sound upon the stairs. He had vague terrors of
Sir John's anger and of Sir John's vengeance.
The shock of the news which told him of his poor mother's
death came in positively like a strengthening relief to the pitiful
tortures of his disapiDointment and his seared self-love. Much
of his present agony of remorse was owing to his consciousness
that his grief for his mother was swaUowed up in mere selfish
regrets and pangs. He tried to chastise himself into a more
fitting mood of sorrow by thinking of her and of all she had
done for him and suffered. And she was dead now—and long
before this the grave had closed over her coffin. He remembered
how she had nursed his childhood, and how fond he was of her
and delighted to be with her once. He thought of the glad
holidays when he used to hurry to Durewoods from London, and
she used to do all she could to make him happy, and have her little
sweets and preserves for him; and how he used to rejoice in
making her his confidante, and telling her every small hope and
trouble and pleasure; and how, then, he began to think that she
didn't quite understand him, and was not up to his mark
intellectually; and how proud she was ahvays of his uniform
and of himself—proud of him whom everybody now despised!
and hoAV ungrateful he was. And now he should never see her
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any more! Thus at last he wrought himself up to the boiling
l")aint of emotion, and his feelings broke into the steam of tears,
and, disregarding all Clinton's efforts at consolation, he flung
himself down upon his half-packed trunk and cried like a
child.
The Professor let him have his Avay. In truth, he thought
all the better of Nat for his irrepressible burst of grief, not
knoAving by Avhat mental process of irritating the feelings this
Avholesome relief had been brought about. Grief for a mother
is the emotion with Avhichan American,like a Frenchman, finds his
heart most readily sympathise. In the sentimeutal and pathetic
song-writing of the country the mother's name is the special
Open Sesame of the feelings. Even the songs of the war were
most often laments for or by absent mothers. Professor Clinton
looked on sympathetically, and resolved to tell his Avife and
Minnie Avhat a good heart young Cramp had, and how he was
not by any means the merely egotistic and feather-headed young
fellow he, the Professor, had sometimes suspected. " The
women are generally right in these things," Clinton mentally
acknowledged, remembering how his wife and Minnie had
always stood up for young Cramp.
The tears did poor Natty great good. They relieved his
feelings and his conscience both. How could he any longer
accuse himself of being ungrateful to his mother, or failing in
profundity of sorroAV for her, when he had felt his own hot tears
run down his cheeks at the thought of her ? The tears came
again and again, until at last he rose, relieved, and told Clinton
he was going to be a man once more.
" A man's never more of a man," the Professor said, " than
when he is lamenting for his mother. Bat it's as Avell to rouse
yourself. Cramp, if you can, and think of Avhat you have to do.
Come, we'll go into the open air. Put up all these things for
the moment, and you Avill tell me why you are going to Europe,
and when, and all about it."
Nat allowed himself to be persuaded to dress and to shut up
the lids of his trunks for the moment, and the Professor and he
walked out together. They made a little circuit to avoid the
town and the grounds of the university; and to use the language
of the place, they " struck " the river a little higher up. They
walked on by the bank of the stream in silence for a while.
Evening was coming on and was growing a little chilly. The
skies were very clear, and the sun, sinking on the one horizon,
Avas beginning to be reflected in saffron, violet, and purple on
the verge of the other. When Nathaniel was yet new to the
place and fresh from the more misty and less luminous skies of
England, the Clintons used to " chaff" him mildly because he
often mistook the glowing mirage of the sunset that showed
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itself in the east for the genuine pageant that was burning like
a superb sacrifice in the Avest.
Clinton put his hand gently upon his companion's arm, and
they stopped for a moment. Clinton looked along the path of
the river, sunlit between its quiet hills.
"And are you really going back to Europe?" he asked
gently, turning Nathaniel to look upon the peaceful and lonely
beauty of the scene, as if in remonstrance against the thought
of his deserting all that so soon for the noise and smoke of
London.
" I must go back," said Nathaniel in a tone of melancholy
dignity. " My poor mother has—has left me some money in
fact, and there are things to look after. I must go back at
once."
" But only en conge, I hope ? You will come back to us ?
You can easily arrange things with the paper so as to have your
place kept open for you. They'll do that for me, I know; and
if you like I'll arrange it all."
" I—I really don't know—I haven't thought, of it—taken so
suddenly you see—and all that. I can't tell. Professor Clinton,
what may happen to me. I don't see v/hat I want here or anywhere—or in life at all."
" You think so now, and that's natural enough. But you'll
soon live that down. I hope we shan't lose you. Cramp."
" You're very kind," Nat ansAvered gloomily, " but I am well
aware that I ain't much—that I am not much of a loss anywhere."
" My good fellow, don't be too modest. I assure you that
you are well liked here. My Avife, and Minnie (and he gave a
curious look out of his blue eyes at Nat), like you ever so much,
and would be sorry to lose you, and so should I. You seem to
have taken hold here, as we say, remarkably well."
Truth to say the Professor and his kind little wife had lately
begun to suspect that in Minnie's quiet bosom there Avas groAVing up a sort of tenderness for the tall and fair young Englishman Avho sometimes talked so eloquently and poetically. Clinton
himself even when he amused himself with Nat's little vanities
and nonsense liked the young man; and liked Nat all the more
because he had so served and befriended him. Clinton assumed
that nothing ever would or could come of Nat's passion for Miss
Challoner; and he thought little Minnie, who would always if
she were allowed the chance look up to Nathaniel as a great
man, would be a far more suitable partner for him than the
brilhant young Enghsh heiress—even if there were the remotest
possibility of such a partnership as the latter ever being accomplished. So he gave a quick experimental glance at Nat when
he mentioned his wife—and Minnie.
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" I have been very happy here," Nat said, " but I suppose a
man must follow his destiny."
" Hum—ha—I fancy we can all generally make our destiny
for ourselves, my boy—barring accidents, at least. Are you
ambitious of trying your fortune in the great city,—in London,—
again ? Do you think that the only stage worth playing to ? "
" No," said Nat, with some hesitation, " it isn't that exactly."
" Well, I once thought no stage in life was worth playing to
but that of some great city. I tried it. Cramp—in New York
Avhen I was much younger; and in London not so long ago. I
might have settled in London : I had strong inducements. Your
great scientific men are just too kind for anything; and they
nearly turned my head Avith their friendliness and their attentions—which I never expected, you know—and they told me if
I remained in London I should be a sort of little great man. I
had made one or two hits, you know—stumbled on an odd
asteroid or two—watching and calculating here of nights in the
observatory yonder, and they made much more of me and my
doings than I deserved. But I came back here."
" I think I'd have stayed," said Nat.
" I f I had been a younger man perhaps: and yet I don't
know. I should always miss those quiet bluffs and the sound
of that river; and I like our pleasant peaceful ways here. I tell
you what. Cramp—I have made a moderate success in my own
Avay—more than ever I dreamed of when first I came a poor lad
out West thus far; and I have had some little triumphs—such
as I told you. But the sweetest memory I have is just the
memory of the evening walks that Jessie and I used to have
among the trees and along the bank here before we were married.
And we'll have many evening walks here yet, please God! And
she is not a very brilliant woman—my Jessie—she doesn't know
quite as much about astronomy as your Mrs. Somerville, and she
couldn't write like your Mrs. George Eliot, but she's made me
so happy."
" That's all very well," said Nat, with a wan smile; but there
is no one to make me happy."
" You don't know, my boy—you don't know yet. Come, let's
get on a bit; I want to show you our new lot."
They walked on a little farther, drawing at every step nearer
to a spot surcharged with recollections peculiarly painful to poor
Nat. The " new lot" which Professor Clinton wished him to see
was a piece of ground which Clinton had lately bought, and on
which he was going to build a new house. He was very proud
of the spot he had chosen, and had often spoken to Nat about it,
and told him that when he first came to New Padua he had
fixed upon that particular spot as the place where he should like
to have a house if ever he could afford to buy land and build.
Now he was at last about to gratify his ambition.
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"• Our house is all right enough at present," Clinton explained,
as they walked along, " and it suits us quite well; but it liasn't
such a view as this new one will have ; and besides, this has been
a dream of mine so long that I may as Avell gratify it. You sco
we haven't any children, and so AA'O may as Avcll indulge our
whims, Jessie and I. We shan't sell the old house though."
" No? " said Nat, interrogatively, and trying to seem as if he
were listening with interest.
" Well, no. We feel more like keeping it among us. Very
likely we'll give it to Minnie as a wedding present Avhen she
marries. She'll be marrying, one of these days. She's a dear
good girl, Minnie."
Professor Clinton glanced again at Nathaniel; but the young
man was only becoming more and more depressed and embarrassed. Clinton said no more on that subject. Suddenly he
touched Nat's arm and said—
" Stay, Cramp, my boy. This is the place
"
" Come on!" Nat said, hurriedly.
"No, no. This is tho place."
" Do you think I don't know it ? Do you think I forget it ? "
" Well, I didn't think you knoAv it. AnyhoAv, take a look at
it and tell me what you think of it."
" I don't want to look at it—I won't look at it; I've seen
enough of i t ! " Nat exclaimed, wildly. " Come on—what did we
come here for ? "
" Well, this is my noAV lot, you know, that I've been telling
you about. I'm afraid you were not listening to all my gossip,
my poor boy."
" Oh," said Nat, coming to himself and sinking at once from
excited nervousness into deep depression—" This is your new
place ? Yes, yes, to be sure. It's very nice."
But he only looked at the spot and its surroundings in a
furtive, timid, unwilling way, as a murderer in some old story
might try to look with seeming indifference and ease at the
hollow in the wood beneath the mossy earth of which he has
buried his victim. For this Avas the very spot where he had
broken out with his fatal love declaration to Miss Challoner—
Clinton's new homestead was to rise on the very ground where
Nat had grovelled in his shame and agony. He wondered hoAV
Clinton could have forgotten that it was just near this he helped
him, Nathaniel, up the steep and clayey bank. But that incident
was not fastened into Clinton's mind as into Nat's by the spearhead of a painful memory, and Clinton just now remembered
nothing about it.
" Well," the Professor said believing that Nathaniel's grief
for his mother was too heavy on him yet to allow him to withdraw his thoughts for a moment to the concerns of others—
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" we'll como and have a look at this place another day, AnyhoAA',
you'll carry the place in your mind. Cramp, if you do go aAvay;
and you'll remember what it looks like—and that some of your
friends are living there."
"Aye," Nat said, gloomily; "I'll remember. I shan't forget
tills spot."
" And you'll go back to the old country ?—there's no Avay of
inducing you to stay ? "
" Ko ; Professor Clinton—I must o;o back."
"Trmpted by the big sta.go and the Avorld for an audience,
eh ? Well, Cramp—still you kuoAv the big stage requires a great
strong actor, my boy! You haven't got the big buskins of rank
and wealth to raise you up and add to your size, remember. I
don't Avant to discourage you—far from it; but it takes great
lungs to fill that theatre! "
" B u t it isn't that. Professor Clinton. It isn't that, I do
assure you. I haven't any ambition in me any more. I may
have had aspirations once—I don't say I didn't have them. I
may have thought there was something in me," and Nat smote
his breast energetically; "and I may have hoped to make the
Avorld hear, not without respect, the name of—my name, you
know," he added, somewhat hastily, for it suddenly struck him
that "the name of Cramp" Avould not close a period with dignity.
" But all such ideas are dead Avithin me noA\'—dead; I am
crushed!"
"Oh, no; nothing of the kind."
" I am crushed! " Nat repeated, solemnly. " I only ask now
for one thing, and that, Profe;-sor Clinton, is death! "
Nat was theatric, and so far was a sham in his way of expressing his emotions. But there cannot be a greater mistake
than to suppose that sham expression always denotes shara
emotion. Nat's feelings were well nigh those of despair. He
was scorched by love and hate, by the bitter agonies of mortified
self-conceit, by grief and shame. He was just in the mood when
the old stories would have made a man sell his soul for the
promise of satisfaction to vanity and vengeance. If the false
and baffled suitors could have presented themselves with their
perfidious device for taking in the proud beauty now, this Claude
Melnotte would probably have jumped at it no matter how
preposterous.
Professor Clinton might have chaffed Nat openly about his
tragedy airs at another time, and he might have smiled even now,
but for the young man's miserable expression, haggard cheeks,
and twitching lips. " This is not merely the grief for a mother,"
he thought. " I suppose the poor young fellow really is in love
with that handsome Enghsh girl. What a hopeless look-out!"
" Well, Cramp," he said quietly, " if you only want Death, I
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guess you might as well wait here and'spare yourself the trouble
of going to Europe. He'll come and find you here, you may be
sure, if you only wait long enough. Seriously, my boy, I doubt
whether you will do any good in any way. Cramp—in any way,"
he repeated, with emphasis, " b y going to Europe. I know
something of England, and what the differences are of money
and position there; and take the advice of a friend, Cramp, and
think no more of that—you know what I mean."
" Professor Clinton," Nathaniel said, solemnly, " If you think
I'm going to thrust myself on people that don't want me, you
are mistaken. If you think I don't know what British pursepride is, and what the barriers of class—of money,' that is—are
in a country like mine, you are mistaken! But a sacred duty
calls me to cross the ocean, and perhaps a Fate! You .may
chance to hear something of me. I don't know. But think well
of me, if you can. Think the best of me you can."
Despite all the grandiose inflation of Nat's language (a style
to which Clinton had indeed grown somewhat accustomed of
late) there was a certain earnestness, a sort of desperation, in his
manner, which impressed the Professor and made him think of
it long after. They walked home presently, and almost in
silence. It had grown quite dark by the time they reached New
Padua. Nat hurriedly declined an invitation to step in and see
Clinton's " folks," and went to the Franklin House alone.
The next evening, when Clinton and his wife and sister-in-law
were sitting down to their modest supper (the final meal of the
day was called supper there, and took place at least three hours
earlier than an ordinary London dinner), a letter was brought to
him from the Franklin House, accompanied by a parcel.
" This is from Cramp," he said to his Avife, and both glanced
ominously at Minnie.
The letter told in a few confused lines, written evidently
under the influence of some excitement, that the writer would,
"before this reaches you," have left New Padua. It thanked
Clinton for all his kindness, and declared that he was Nathaniel
Cramp's best and only friend. It conveyed the writer's kind and
grateful regards to Mrs. Clinton and to Minnie, and finally begged
that Clinton would accept the copy of the Girondists, by Lamartine (Bohn's translation), sent herewith, that Mrs. Clinton would
accept the photographic album, and Minnie the copy of Miss
Jean Ingelow's poems, also sent in memory of their devoted
friend Nathaniel Cramp.
There were soft tears in the eyes of both the kindly young
women. It was like Nat Cramp's luck, or, as he would have
preferred to call it, his Destiny. A sweet and pretty girl might
have loved him and looked up to him always, and he never
knew it.
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"Poor fellow!" Clinton said, " h e has taken his mother's
death greatly to heart."
After his supper Professor Clinton went to the Franklin
House to find out something about Nathaniel. He could only
learn, in addition to what he knew already, that Nathaniel had
gone eastward on "the cars," and had had his baggage "checked "
for New York. He had not said anything about the probable
time of his return. The people at the Franklin House assumed
that he was only going to be absent for a few days.
So Professor Clinton went home and told his Avomankind.
"He'll come back soon, I dare say," he added, cheerily,
although somehow he did not expect to see Nat return.
The misgivings were prophetic. When the train plunged
into the deep catting just outside the town, and Nat instinctively ran to the end of the carriage to get a glimpse at parting
of the university buUdings on the bluff above the river, he saw
New Padua for the last time.

CHAPTER XXVII.
" WHY WEEP YE BY THE TIDE, LADYE ? "

V\''iLD and whimsical were the purposes which filled Nat Cramp's
mind as he journeyed back to New York—his career all over, he
said to himself; the star of his fate declined. It may be questioned whether to youthful self-conceit there is any pleasure of
sense or soul more exquisite than that of despair.
" Is it even so ? "—says Eomeo—" then I defy ye, stars!"
Nat Cramp felt all the way as one who could defy the stars.
The petty annoyances, discontents, disappointments of life
troubled him no more. He was released from all responsibilities.
He hugged to his breast with all the satisfaction of mortified
self-conceit seeking redress the thought of an early death and of
the sensation it must cause and the tragic dignity it must shed
over him. " They won't laugh at that," he said to himself.
But death will not come by mere asking; and Nathaniel was
not quite clear as yet how it was to come to him. He had always
been fascinated by the manner in which the hapless hero of
Victor Hugo's " Travailleurs de la Mer" contrives to finish his
career—standing on a rock which the rising tide must cover, so
that just as the ship bearing his beloved away, the wife of
another, sinks below the horizon, the water—the same water
which bears her—closes over him. If he could do that! If he
could stand upon some rock near Durewoods—far from help and
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yet within her sight—and thus be submerged! But it would be
hard to bring about all the conjunction of favouring circumstances which alone could render possible so effective a catastrophe. Nat felt even some painful misgivings that he might not
at such a moment have control enough over his nerves and
instincts to enable him to cling to his rock and not to make
unseemly struggles for dear life—that dear life that he detested,
He had therefore at present some vague idea of finding out the
steamer in which the Challoners were to sail from New York,
taking a passage on board it, suddenly when in mid-ocean presenting himself before Marie, once more declaring his love, and
then plunging into the sea beneath her eyes. Something, he felt
assured, must happen, or be brought about. The career must
close dramatically; the curtain must fall at the right time. Thus
alone could ridicule be changed into respect and failure be
converted by the glamour of tragedy into something as fascinating as success.
His poor mother had, as he told Professor Clinton, left him
some money. He had put it rather vaguely and grandly to
Clinton as if it were a sort of property. It was really a good
deal to Nat—two hundred and fifty pounds in money, and the
little house in which she had been living. A day or two before
her death she had sent him an order on a New York house for
fifty pounds. She had only then learned that he was in New
Padua, and she feared he was not doing well, and she therefore
sent him that money and begged that he would come back, as she
feared she was growing weak and ill. The same steamer brought
him the news of her death and of the fact that she had left him
what little she had managed to save and scrape together. Long
before he reached England the grave, he knew, must have
covered her. He had been attached to her in his way, and he
thought now with many a pang that lately he had been ashamed
of her. Now somehow he laid the blame of her death on the
same blighting influences of adverse fortune and caste and class
and Destiny, and all the rest of the cruel agencies which had
marred his own career. He had now no consolation left on earth
but the despair which was only self-conceit driven to bay.
Mingling up with all his misery was a curious sense of satisfaction in having for the first time in his life money which he
could freely spend. The fifty pounds which had been sent by his
mother would pay for a first-class passage to Europe in one of
the Cunard steamers in which he assumed that the Challoners
Avould travel, and would keep him in New York at some firstclass hotel until the time of his departure. Then when he got
to England—if he did ever reach England—he should find money
there—" quite enough to last my time " he grimly and complacently thougli-t. He had some idea of having a marble menu-
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ment erected out of his mother's savings over his mother's grave,
with the inscription, "By her unworthy but penitent son,
Nathaniel Cramp." But for all that there was yet time enough.
Meanwhile he could do as he pleased with what money he had;
and he would at least be a gentleman, in whatever despair, for
the remainder of his time.
How much of this was nonsense and idle self-delusion, and
how much was the set, unconqueiable purpose of despair which
makes dignified even frivolity itself Avhen it comes to that Avith
friA'olity, -the course of this story does not allow us to know for
certain. It is true that no emotion by which men's hearts are
swollen—not love, not patriotism, not thirst of money, not craving for revenge—has ever inspired more desperate and dogged
deeds than mortified self-conceit. It may be that Nat would
have held firmly to some suicidal purpose none the less because
he felt a pride in ordering a hack when he reached New York
and driving at once to the Fifth Avenue Hotel, and in dressing
rather carefully when he got there, and then in descending to
stand with air of lordly Briton among the group who lounged in
the hall and at the entrance.
He stood there for some time and looked vacantly enough
over the bustling and varied scene—a scene which now, when
evening had refined whatever of the commonplace and the
colourless was in it, showed singularly bright and picturesque.
Through the broad stretches of Madison Square the many lamps
glittered like fireflies among the dark trees. At one side, as he
stood at the entrance of the hotel, extended the monotonous
stately length of Fifth Avenue, its solemn gentility scarcely
disturbed by even the passing of a street omnibus, its rows of
brown stone houses making a line of contrast with the animation, rattle, and flashing lights of Broadway (which here suddenly
slants across it) and of Madison Square, not unlike that which a
dark and silent canal might make between populous quays and
glittering windows. An unceasing rattling, bell-ringing, stamping procession of heavy street cars, and of little staggering, restless
omnibuses or " stages," was in motion before the doors of the
Fifth Avenue Hotel; passengers were always jumping off and
jumping on the cars; the whole population of New "Vork seemed
to stream up and down that one great channel of Broadway.
The hall and entrance and the steps of the hotel were alive with
New York loungers; with solemn, sallow Southerners, always
seeming to be oppressed somehow with a sense of offended
dignity; with dark-skinned Cuban swells, tremendous for shirtfronts, and diamond studs; with Irish porters and negro barbers,
and " h e l p s " of all kinds. Noise, clatter, light, bustle, were
everywhere. No street-scene in London gives the same idea of
restless and exuberant vitality. It impressed Nat Cramp rather
s
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sadly. He thought of the time when he first looked on Broadway
and believed he had come there to conquer fortune and fame.
He could not endure the crowd and the noise and the glare. He
knew New York well enough to know what a city of sudden
contrasts it is. He walked down through the solemn silent
dignity of Fifth Avenue, then dining grandly inside its brownstone fronts, until it declined mournfully into the vast, gaunt,
and desolate expanse of Washington Square; and there he sat
on a bench under a dismal tree and looked at the stars burning
in fullest lustre from the deep purple of the evening sky, and he
was as lonely to all intent as if he had been in some midnight
mountain pass. Nat never knew hoAV long he remained in that
drear inclosure; but when he returned to his hotel the doors
were all closed and he had to ring for admittance.
Next day he was astir early, and set himself to work to find
out something of the Challoners. This was an easy business in
a city like New York, where everybody's movements are in the
papers, and where the registers in the hotel-offices are open to
all eyes at any moment. He found that they were in the city,
that they were to remain there or in the neighbourhood for a
few days more, and that that very evening they were to leave
the city for tlie purpose of paying a visit to a distinguished
scholar and author who had a home in one of the islands. He
also learned the name of the steamer by which the Challoners
were to return to Europe, and he hastened to the office and
endeavoured to secure a passage on board her. His attempt
was hopeless. Every berth had been taken long since. That
mad whim, at least, was not to be gratified.
Then another whim seized him. He would accompany the
Challoners unseen on their visit to their friend in the island, and
he would look on her again. This whim, at least, was easily
gratified. He had simply to ask at any of the ferries (it may be
well for the instruction of English readers to remark that New
"York is girt with water almost as completely as Venice itself,
and is therefore ringed with ferries—walk straight on in any
direction and you come to a ferry-gate and a steamer just on
the point of starting), and it was easy to learn what steamer
went to the island, and to that part of it where the Chahoners
were to be entertained. It was one of the longer trips, and the
steamer only went a few times in the day. Nat spent the rest of
that day watching the departure of the boats.
Evening was coming. I t was still the Indian summer. Except
that the air grew chilly after sunset, there was scarcely yet a
hint that such a season as winter could be expected. Soon over
the New Jersey shores the sun Avould begin to go down. Even
the rough, prosaic, unadorned, grimly-unpicturesque piers and
wharves around the river-front of New York were glorified into
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something poetic and beautiful by the magic of that atmosphere
and those skies. Even Natty, as the soft sunlight fell upon him,
began almost to think that life ought to be worth something.
Evening is coming, and there is the last steamer, and people are
already going on board. Should he go and risk being disappointed ? Perhaps it was all a mistake; and she is not coming ?
The sun will soon begin to sink, but long before he sinks that
steamer will have pushed out into the broad Sound. Ah!—and
see, there is fair Inez to dazzle when the sun goes down!
For at that moment a carriage drove up to the ferry-gate,
and Sir John Challoner got out, calm, portly, and dignified.
Then a tall gentleman with a long grey beard and a snowy head
gave his hand to Marie Challoner as she dropped lightly down.
There was the chatelaine of Durewoods again—there on those
rugged, dusty paving-stones, amid those bustling, hustling
croAvds, amid baggage and carts and porters and hackmen and
negroes! How beautiful she looked in her hat and feather, and
Avith that all unconscious expression of pride in her eyes and on
her lips Avhich poor Nat but too well knew was ready to give
place at a word to the bright, fresh look of kindly sweetness.
She took the arm of the grey-haired man, and they hurried on
board. The skirt of Marie's dress almost touched Nat as she
passed him in the crowd, for he had not a moment's time to
withdraw from the spot where he had been standing and hide
himself. But he had not been seen—she would never have
expected to see him there. Nat paid his fare and went on
board; and stationed himself for the present behind a huge
pile of baggage, where he could easily see without much chance
of being seen by those whom he was Avatching.
The steamer soon left the ill-paved, dusty, noisy wharves, and
struck out straight for the sunset. Then she turned her side to
the sun and glided swiftly along among small islands and large,
by shores which lay low and soft under young trees from amid
which every now and then a spire looked up, past great ocean
steamers and vessels lying at anchor, and tiny tug-boats puffing
with supernatural impatience and hurry. Nat saw from his
retreat that Marie Challoner was walking up and down the deck
leaning on the arm of her stately grey-haired host. Sometimes
they passed quite near him—close to him, even—and he could
hear them speak. Once he heard the grey-haired gentleman ask
Miss Challoner if she had ever read Cooper's " "Water Witch,"
and when she answered that she had read it long ago, and used
to be very fond of it, he stopped in their promenade and pointed
to one of the islands and told her that there was the spot where
the Water Witch was supposed to be lying when the story opened,
Nat looked out from his lurking-place that he might see the
island and the whole scene for himself. For one moment ho
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almost forgot his love, his shame, his wretched failure, in the
memories that came back upon him. Oh, the days when he read
the " Water Witch," and delighted in it, and longed for a world
of adventure like that w^orld of story ! Oh for the happy boyish
days when illusion could still seem to be the soft-creeping
shadow of the reality coming on, and the romantic dream might
be interpreted as the faint saffron light heralding the early
daAvn!
An Irishman, a labourer, apparently, of some kind, but welldressed and independent-looking, was standing near Nat talking
to a companion. Doubtless they were going over some recollections of old days at home, for the first man, looking out across
the purpling waters, said, in a low tone and in words common in
his country, and thrilling with all the half-poetic, half-devotional fervour of the Celt—
" Well, God be with the old times ! "
Nat only faintly caught the meaning, perhaps, but his soul
sadly echoed what it did receive. Oh, God be with those old
times when he was yet only reading romances, and his poor
mother lived!
The sun was gone, and there was no twilight, and a faint moon
arose. The skies were wan and chilly. Most of the passengers
had entered the great saloon, which, with its sides all Avindow,
covered a large part of the deck, and within which lights were
burning and stoves were glowing. Nat could see that Sir John
Challoner was there reading letters and newspapers. But Marie
and her companion remained on deck and walked up and down,
and looked on the skies, and the shores, and the water, and
talked. It was so dark now that Nat could emerge from his
hiding-place and, with his hat over his forehead, look boldly
around him, having little fear of being observed. It was strange
to be so near her! Never before had he such a time to feed his
senses in gazing on her and thinking of her. Whenever she
turned he saw her face looking pale in the faintly rising moonlight. Sometimes he could not see the outlines of her stately
figure, but only the pale face and the dark hair against the
deepening shade of the evening. A beautiful face it seemed to
poor Nat, and melancholy, divinely melancholy, he thought. He
could hardly feel angry with her any more, although he had
abased himself through her and she had been so cruelly kind to
him, and his life had been so ruined and made hateful because
of her. He felt a kind of ignoble satisfaction as she looked so
pale and melancholy, for he sprang to the conclusion that she
did not care about the man she was going to marry—and then
suddenly another conviction pierced him like the puncture of a
dart, and he had almost screamed out with rage at the thought.
It remained with him and tormented him, and he began to hate
her again.
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" That's why she's so pale—that's why she's unhappy!" he
repeated to himself. " She's got to marry somebody else, and
she's in love A^'ith that felloAV from Japan!"
The steamer noAV dreAV near to a long, low, softly-outlined
shore covered with young trees almost to the edge of the Avater,
and si^arkling here and there with the lights in homesteads and
little villages. Close by the shore the steamer held her way,
and Nat could hear from the woods the shrill double-throb of the
katy-did, Avhich seemed to him to havo a doleful and boding
sound, congenial with the darkling hour and his own condition.
The shore Avas indented by many little bays and creeks, and
sometimes the steamer ran into one of these and landed some
passengers. Each' time Nat shivered with excitement, he knew
not why, believing that they had come to the end of their voyage.
What he proposed to do Avhen they did come to an end of it he
had not yet asked himself.
At length the steamer splashed into a bay or inlet, running
apparently rather far inland. The moon had now risen in
stronger light, and Nat could see that they were narrowed in by
shores on both sides, so that for a time there was nothing but
trees and water and sky; the white gleam of the moon above,
and the yellow glow from the saloon windows below.
Marie Challoner and her companion stood close to him now.
" Vv^e are near the end of our voyage," her companion said.
" I don't know whether I ought to be glad or sorry," she
ansAvered. " I t has been such a delicious little voyage among
those islands, but this place is most beautiful of all. I love this
place."
" I am so glad you like it," her companion said, smiling at
her enthusiasm—" for this is my home."
" Is it wrong of me," Nat heard outspoken Lady Disdain
answer, "if I say that I love it already because it is so like my
home ? "
And now a pier was seen, a rude, somewhat rickety wooden
pier, with twinkling lights, and sound of bustling men and stamping horses. Sir John Challoner came out from the saloon, and
Nat drew back again to escape observation. The boat panted,
puffed, stopped, backed, went on again, and finally settled at the
pier, and planks were run out. Two negro servants leaped on
board and bustled up to Miss Challoner's companion, and took
some orders fjom him. Then he and she and Sir John went
ashore. Nat followed them with a little crowd of other passengers. He saw them get into a carriage with flashing Ughts
and drive away.
Natty's first impulse was to run after the carriage. He
thought of himself, hoAvever, before he had ventured on this ridiculous proceeding, and was content to walk leisurely in the direo-
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tion it had taken. There was only one road that he could see,
and therefore there could be no going wrong. When he had
mounted the road, which ascended gently, far enough to be clear
of the httle crowd around the pier, he came to a stand for a
moment and endeavoured to get his thoughts into order. What
did he mean to do—what did he Avant to do ?
All his ideas resolved themselves into a vague purpose to see
her again. He strode on without thinking any more about the
matter—doggedly, and with his head down. He crushed the
fallen leaves under his feet, and looked neither to right nor to
left. The sound of feet coming towards him soon caused him to
look up, and he saw in the moonlight a little boy and girl trotting
hand in hand down the hilly road. He asked them where the
host of the Challoners lived. Everybody in that region knew
him by name, and the children both in one breath told Nat to go
" right on," and that he would see the gate in a few minutes,
Nat went right on and came to the gate, opened it, and Avent in.
He followed the path of an avenue, dark between young trees.
He heard no sound but that of the katy-dids and the murmur of
the woods. The moonlight hardly made its way to the path he
trod. He was ready, if he heard a step anywhere, to plunge into
the plantation at either side, but no footfall sounded except his
own. Suddenly the path ended, and a scene opened before Nat
the beauty of which even at that moment he could not fail
to see.
A broa'd expanse of lawn, valley, and Avater lay before him.
An amphitheatre opened among the trees; its sides made of
grassy laAvn, its basin filled with a beautiful lakelet fed by a
stream that descended under a pretty bridge from amid the trees
on the side opposite to where Nat was now standing. On the
lawn stood a long, low, wooden house with windows all round,
and a great verandah or " stoop " on which were seats, and which
was reached by a broad flight of steps. The house and the
verandah were almost embowered in plants and shrubs and fruit
trees. Grape-clusters hung in huge masses along its sides.
The tulip tree and the hemlock, and. the enormous willow—so
unlike, in dimensions, the willow which Nat associated in memory
chiefly with burial grounds at home—were planted here and
there near the house. The lake glittered, pure and cold in the
now chilly moonlight. The yellow lights streaming from the
windows of the house filled Nat with a wild yearning for shelter
and friends and welcome, and a bitter sense of his own desolation. The whole scene made up fitly the home of a poet—even
Nat was conscious of a sense of its beauty borne in upon him
with a rush of thought that the world was full of such homes
and scenes, and of happiness, and success, and brilliancy—and
love; and that he was out in the cold from everything.
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He wandered round and round the house, and even ventured
to peer in through a window here and there, but the blinds inside were all drawn doAvn, and he could see nothing. He could
hear many voices, however, and animated talk, and after a while
ho heard music. Then some of the windows on the verandah,
which opened level to its floor, were raised, and people came out
on the verandah and the steps. Nat hid himself behind a little
clump of trees in the shadow.
Marie Challoner came out with her host and stood on the
steps. She had a white " cloud " round her head and shoulders,
Nat could hear her voice, though he did not catch the words she
spoke, and she seemed to be animated with a sort of reckless
good spirits. She brought her host down to the verge of the
little lake, and several of the company foUoAved them there; and
she insisted, apparently, on getting into the boat, Nat could see
that Sir John Challoner and their host appeared to remonstrate
with her good-humouredly, but that she would not be persuaded
out of her enterprise, and so she got into the boat, and another
girl with her—a slight, fragile American, looking like the ghost
of a girl beside the full, noble figure of Lady Disdain, Lady
Disdain took the oars and practised the craft she had learned of
old Merlin in Durewoods waters when she was a little girl, and
with a few light, strong strokes, sent the boat shooting across the
little lake and under the bridge and up to where the water grew
narrow in its basin, and where the feeding stream poured in. So
the boat disappeared out of the moonhght, and was lost among
trees and shadows, but when it had gone Nat could hear that
Marie was singing in her full, deep contralto voice. How happy
she is—how happy they are all! poor Nat thought, and he almost
hated her for being happy, because she had scorned him.
Again he heard the plash of the oars, and he saw several of
the company run round the edge of the lake and station themselves on the bridge to see the English girl shoot her boat beneath. Nat emerged boldly and stood upon the laAvn. There
AA'ere several stray spectators lounging about, and there were
gardeners and " helps," and Nat had no fear of being noticed by
any one except Sir John Challoner, whom he would take good
care to avoid, and Nat had eyes like a lynx. Straight under the
bridge and into the moonlight shot the boat, swift and black,
across the water. Marie as the rower had her back turned to
Nat. Her " cloud" had fallen round her shoulders, and her
thick hair was seen. Then as the boat darted in towards the
bank the rower suddenly rested upon her oars, and turned quickly
round to see whither she was impelling herself, and Nat saw her
face full in the moonlight, with the pale forehead and the careless hair coming low on it, and the sparkling eyes and the lips
firmly set with the eagerness of her exercise and her responsi-
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bility as a rower. Then the boat touched the shore, and before
any one could come to her help Marie had leaped out and taken
her fragile companion under the arms and landed her liglitly on
the bank.
Nat droAV back to the shelter of his clump of trees, and he
heard laughing and talking and moving feet, and in a few
moments the lawn and the verandah Avere lonely and silent
again.
He hung about the house, about the plantation, and on the
lawn for hours. He heard music now and then, and some men
occasionally came on the verandah and smoked and talked. Nat
saw Sir John Challoner among the rest. Then all these disappeared, and the sounds from within the house grew less and less,
and at last the lights in the room where the company had been
were put out, and Nat saw negro helps bustling about here and
there, and he crouched on the ground among the trees to escape
discovery. All was quiet at length. Lights twinkled in rooms
on the verandah level and above, which Nat assumed to be bedrooms. He felt very miserable, and wished now that he had not
come on this idle expedition. What was the good of seeing her
for a few moments ? Where was he to go now ? Suppose he
should be found lurking like a robber, near the house, and treated
as a robber, or turned from the grounds with ridicule and disgrace ?
At that moment a window on the verandah opened and Marie
Challoner herself came out and stood in. the moonlight. She
leaned on the railing and looked over the -scene. Dear Lady
Disdain was not inclined to sleep. She had forced herself into
spirits all the evening, and now the reaction had come. Perhaps
it w'as merely the physical reaction which affected- her. Perhaps
it was the resemblance which she fancied that she saw between
the Avhole place and that Durewoods home from which and from
all its sweet associations she now began to regard herself as
parted. She Avas very melancholy—depressed almost beyond
endurance, and she had panted to be alone for a moment, and in
the open air—the cold, clear night air.
Nat Cramp was quite near to her—so near that if he emerged
for one moment from behind his trees into the moonlight of the
laAvn she might have seen him—perhaps must have seen him.
He was so near that he could hear every rustle of her dress as
she moved, so near that he held his breath lest she should hear
him breathe and take alarm. Sometimes an insane desire seized
him to come boldly forward and speak to her, and then he thought
of her anger, her scorn, the certain exposure and ridicule. More
than once'he thought of going down into the little lake and lying
there; and it fascinated him to picture the sensation which would
be created Avhen next morning his body should be found, and she
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at least must then know that his feelings were deep, and that he
hated life, and knew how to die.
She bent her head down upon the railing of the verandah,
and he suddenly knew that she had burst into tears. He heard
her sobbing. He gave a cry of rage and despair which startled
her very quickly from her hysterical mood, and made her stand
up ashamed, affrighted, Avith wonder and excitement. But he
heeded nothing. He had lost even all sense of dread at the possibility of discovery. He ran through the plantation, crushing
among the trees in his blind wild flight. He reached the avenue
and tore furiously along it until he actually ran against the gate.
He scrambled over somehow, and gained the open road, and
threw himself down there, panting, exhausted, indifferent for
the moment whether he were pursued or not, discovered or not.
But he was not pursued. Nobody thought of him. When
Marie's first alarm was over, and she could see nothing, and only
heard a crash among the trees, she thought it must have been
some dog or other animal loose in the plantation. She retreated
very quickly to her room, however, and waited for a while with
beating heart; but as she heard no further sound outside the
house, and heard within the house the subdued, reassuring tread
and voices of servants, she thought little more of the occurrence
Avhicli had startled her. So when he had lain long on the road
outside the gate poor Nat got up and slowly dragged himself to
the steamer pier. He would hang about anywhere until the
morning, he thought, and then go back to New York by the first
steamer, and return to England to see his mother's grave. Even
his death now, he believed, would hardly interest Miss Challoner,
for he told himself Avith agony that she was sobbing because of
" that fellow from Japan."
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CHAPTEE XXVIII.
IN THE SAME BOAT.

Two or three weeks after the time of the last chapter, Christmas
Pembroke was in London one streaming night of rain and wind.
He had been leading a strange sort of life lately. He had
severed himself from all association with acquaintances, and
passed a moody, lonely, semi-savage existence. He had not for
some_ time even written to Dione Lyle, and for aught she knew
he might have been on his way to Japan. He had deliberately
abstained from writing to her because he feared that she would
try to prevail on him to leave England before the Challoners
should return, and he had not the courage to confess to her the
hope and the purpose which kept him in London and upheld
him in life. He felt himself for the present a sort of enemy to
the human race, so bitter had he grown in his exaggerated sense
of the treachery of Sir John Challoner.
This particular night he turned into a colonial club, of which
he was a member, to see something about the mail steamer next
expected from New York. As he was passing out again through
the hall he suddenly ran against Mr. Eonald Vidal. Of all men
he, Christmas, would have avoided him. They ought to be
enemies, Christmas thought; it would be a relief to him if they
Avere; and yet they were not.
On the contrary, Mr. Vidal was more friendly than usual, for
instead of passing on with the genial " How do ? " and graceful
nod which constitute our warm-hearted English way of acknowledging an acquaintance, he came to a stand, and had evidently
something to say to Christmas. It ought perhaps to have been
a mortal defiance in order to fall in with Christmas's mood; but
it was not.
" Seen the Challoners yet 1 They've come, don't you know ?"
Vidal added, observing that Christmas looked as if he did not
quite understand.
" Have they come ? I didn't know—you didn't expect them
this week I thought."
" No; Challoner had to cut things a httle shorter than he
intended. They came by Havre."
" Oh! Are they in London ? "
" No; they have gone to Durewoods—only passed through
town. Challoner will be here to-morrow or next day. Miss
Challoner won't come to town—just for the present,"
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Christmas thought he knew what t h a t meant, and his heart
beat fiercely.
" I hear you are going back to Japan—is that so ? " Vidal
asked.
" Yes; I am going back."
" Y o u don't like u s here—can't stand our winter fogs, I
suppose ? Well, such beastly weather as this would make one
glad to get out of England anywhere. We shall see you before
you go, I hope ? " Mr. Vidal added with a faint consciousness
now growing u p within him t h a t Christmas being considered as
a stranger in London he really ought to have been more attentive
to him and to have had him to dinner at his club or Greenwich
or somewhere.
Christmas said something civil in reply, and they went their
ways. Short as their conversation was, it was about the longest
they had ever carried on together. They had never seemed to
approach each other in the least. F r o m the first our young
liero had felt a dislike to Vidal, not unnaturally, although
perhaps very unreasonably. He disliked him first because he
was a young m a n of position whom Sir J o h n Challoner would
evidently like to have as a husband for his d a u g h t e r ; and more
lately because Vidal was apparently destined to hold t h a t place.
On this substantial basis of antipathy it was easy to construct
many little separate objections and dislikes, and Christmas
found great fault with a m a n who cared about lace and old china.
Mr. Vidal h a d not the slightest ill-feeling to Christmas, about
whom indeed he hardly ever thought at all. Like most persons
Avho are quick in observing externals • and noticing little weaknesses, Vidal had scarcely any perception of character or faculty
of arriving at the real feelings of others, and he had never
supposed t h a t his approaching marriage with Marie Challoner
could concern Pembroke in any way.
Christmas felt his heart beating so quickly as to be painful
and almost unbearable when he left Vidal. They had come then,
and she was in Durewoods again, and evidently she was soon to
be married—and meantime what was he to do ? How hopeless,
how insane now seemed t h a t purpose which had kept him aliva
while yet the ocean was between t h e m and the purpose was only
a vision! W h a t a romantic madman he m u s t prove himself to
b e ! People would pity him, or laugh at him. She would blame
him perhaps, and he should have to leave England with her
words of blame and the knowledge t h a t he had offended her for
his farewell!
No matter. Blame or contempt, anger or laughter might fall
on him—what did it matter to him now ? After all, what he
was going to do was very simple. I t was only to ask a girl who had
always l^en kind and friendly beyond measure to let hirn see
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her for a few moments and say good-bye to her in person before
he left England for ever, and then while they were together just
to tell her in plain simple words that he Avas not in love with any
other girl, that he had never dreamed of marrying any other girl.
And even if he should be carried a little further and should say
he had loved and did still only love her—what harm Avould that
do to her ? What kindly-hearted woman would think the Averse
of him for that? He would leave her in a moment, and she
A\-ould be troubled with him no more. Why should she be
angry with him for his tribute of a hopeless love that asked not
even a word of kindness in return ?
Christmas hurried to his lodgings, and packed up a few
things and Avrote a foAV letters and put his affairs, such as they
were, as much as possible in order. For he was determined that
his leaving London—Avhen he had seen her for the last t i m e ^
should be rapid as a flight. He would go to Durewoods tomorrow by the earliest train, he would endeavour to see her at
once, and that interview over he would hasten to Miss Lyle's,
say a few words of good-bye, then back to London, and fly thence
across the Continent to take passage for the East in the first
steamer that would receive him on board. Dione Lyle knew
nothing of his rush to Durewoods or its purpose. When it was
over she might guess it if she would, but there would be little
time for guessing anything then.
He smoked many cigars and walked up and down his room
and thought a great deal and burst out every now and then into
wild fragments of song and felt very much as a man might do on
the eve of a battle or a duel. He did not go to sleep until very
late and he had to be up early. He anticipated his hour of
rising several times, fearing he had overslept himself, and sprang
out of bed and turned his gas full on and looked at his watch
only to find that there Avcre hours yet, between him and the time
for starting.
At last he got up and found that it was six o'clock. His
train was to leave at half-past seven. The station was but a few
minutes' walk from his chambers. He tried to look out of his
Avindows, but there was a driving rain plashing against the
panes, and a fierce wind was shaking the trees and rattling the
Avindow-frames, and there Avas outside a denser than midnight
darkness. It suited his mood of mind, this furious winter
weather, this wind and this fog; he was grimly glad it was not
summer or even a bright winter's day. He wondered to himself
hoAV the hollow among the trees at Durewoods where he and she
had stood alone that first day—would look on such a day as this.
He determined that after he had seen her for the last time he
would go and stand there—and so bear with him into his exile
a memory of the place not gladdened by summer and soft blue
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skies, and her sweet companionship, but lonely, wintry, scourged
Avith rain and tossed Avith cruel wind.
" It's a pity I can't see her there to-day for the last time," he
said half aloud in his excitement, and bitterly. " That would be
something like what- they call the irony of fate indeed !"
Then to be prepared for cA-erything and make sure that no
time should be lost, he sat doAvn and v/rote a few lines to Miss
Challoner, saying he particularly wished to speak to her before
he left England, and asking if he might see her. He made his
request as simple and friendly as possible, avoiding all appearance of high-tragedy airs. He put the note into an envelope,
and wrote on the envelope her name and address. Then he tore
off that envelope and burned it at the gas; and he wrote on
another only the words " Miss Challoner," without any address.
For he thought that in the remote possibility of his losing the
letter on the way—the most unlikely, surely, of all imaginable
contingencies—or of the train breaking down, or anything whatever happening to prevent him from presenting the letter at the
Durewoods Hall himself, would be much better that it should
not be found and sent on by any other person. Then he put the
letter into the breast pocket of his overcoat, and opened his door
and went out.
Such a morning for a trip to the sea-shore! The streets were
deserted, although it Avas past seven; the wind blew the rain in
sheets along them; the jets of gas in the lamps winked and blinked
every now and then as if they shrank and cowered before the
gusts. The great railway station looked utterly forlorn; it
seemed hardly possible to believe that there could be any evidence
of such life and activity as the starting of a train on such a
morning. Christmas really had an absurd misgiving as he
entered the station that the officials would tell him there Avas no
train for Durewoods that day. This misgiving, however, was
not realised. The train was to go its Avay independently of
wind, darkness, and the pains of wild young lovers. Christmas
got into a carriage and tortured himself with wishing that the
moment was come for the train to start. It wanted not quite ten
minutes of the half-hour; but Christmas chafed about these
ten minutes as if the train was doing him some personal injustice
by not starting before its time, or as if it mattered in the least
to him even though it were an hour behind it.
The ten minutes did at last pass away, and the train left the
station. All was blackness outside except where a flash of gas
now and then streamed across the windows and allowed a
glimpse of rain-beaten roofs and chimney tops. There were two
or three other passengers in Christmas's carriage, but he spoke to
nobody. Could it be that through this wind, rain, and darkness
\t Avas possible to arrive at Durewoods, and its memories of th§
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sun and the bright water and Marie Challoner? Could it be
that Marie Challoner herself was now there ? Could anything in
life ever be bright again ?
The livid spectral morning at last crept over the fields. The
rain gradually abated, and towards noon a dismal glint of ghostly
sunlight broke through the clouds. Then this again was lost in
masses of heaped-up cloud which the wind drove together. The
rain and wind seemed to be contending which should put down
the other. At present the wind appeared in a fair way to
succeed, althoug'h every now and then a reinforcing gush of rain
occupied the landscape to show that the contest was not
yet over.
The train reached the junction where Christmas had to leave
the main track and take the little branch line which led to the
sea. Only one other passenger besides himself got out here.
Christmas did not look at the other, but the other looked at him
curiously, AA'onderingly, and then came up to him, and Christmas, to his amazement, recognized the face and figure of
Nathaniel Cramp,
" Why, Cramp! What on earth brings you here ? I thought
you were four or five thousand miles aAvay."
" I have come back, Mr. Pembroke—as you see. But I
thought you had left England before this."
"Take your places, gentlemen," cried the raiUvay guard.
" Train for Baymouth " the little port from which they were to
cross to Durewoods.
"Are you going to Durewoods ? " Christmas asked as they
took their places, with a faint hope that Cramp was perhaps not
going there, and very reluctant to be troubled with his or any
other society just then.
" Yes, I'm going to Durewoods," Nathaniel ansv/ered grimly.
" Are you ? " And he chafed at the notion of Christmas going
there.
" I am going there—yes. But what on earth has brought you
back from the States, Cramp ? I thought you were getting on
famously there."
" So I was. My way was open there. But a sacred call has
brought me back; and I am going to Durewoods to perform a
sacred duty."
Christmas looked up surprised.
" I am going to see my mother's grave and to raise a monument to her."
Christmas's heart was touched in a moment. He had not
heard of the death of Nat's mother—indeed he had for some
time been engrossed solely with his own affairs and disappointments. Now he felt repentant for having wished to get
rid of poor Nat, seeing that Nat had lost his mother. There-
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fore he did his very best to show that he could feel for the poor
fellow's loss.
" I am very unfortunate, Mr. Pembroke."
"Never mind the 'Mr.,' Cramp. We are brothers in misfortune I think—in many ways."
" I believe wo are," Nat interposed, with an emphasis which
even then struck Christmas as a little odd. But almost everything about Nat was odd, and Christmas thought the loss of his
mother had made his manner particularly wild now. Even grief
somehow fafled to render poor Cramp quite tragic or heroic.
There was always a dash of the ludicrous about him.
Christmas drew him to talk about his mother, and his prospects and plans. Nat spoke with vague and awful foreboding
about some mysterious fate, which he seemed to regard as
certainly impending over him. All that did not much impress
our hero, however. He remembered with mingled pain and
humour his meeting with Nat on the Durewoods pier, when Nat
talked so grandly and tragically and they both presently fell into
the sea.
As the train ncared Baymouth they ceased to talk. Christmas
found his anxiety and impatience become almost intolerable, and
Nat remained buried in gloom. The sea came in sight. I t was
tossing in sharp broken waves, and was a livid greenish grey
under a grey sky, from which even the wind that stfll blew
fiercely could not pack the clouds away.
" Looks wild, don't i t ? " said Nat.
" Very wild indeed, I wish we were across," Christmas said,
in an impatient and vexed tone, not thinking about any danger
in crossing, but only of any possible difficulty or delay.
" Perhaps we may not get across ever," said Nat, tragically.
" Why not ? Of course we shall get across."
"These waves are deep and wild," the prophet of evil
gloomily remarked.
" Why, Cramp "—and Christmas laughed an impatient laugh
—"you've crossed the ocean twice, and you must have seen
rougher seas than that. You ought not to be alarmed."
" Oh, I ain't alarmed!—I am not alarmed, I mean. No, not
in the least. The waves don't matter to me."
"Baymouth!" called the guard, as the train ran up to the
little station. Christmas leaped out and made for the pier, not
waiting to see whether Nat followed him, Pembroke's mind
misgave him, and he tormented himself by conjuring up obstacles
and difficulties to prevent him from getting on. The first sight
of the pier confirmed his forebodings. No Saucy Lass or other
steamer was there. But that was nothing, he thought. She was
delayed in her trip from Durewoods by the wind and weather.
She would be here presently. The delay was vexatious, however.
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But Nathaniel, who had not hastened so wildly from tho
station, had time to get some news there, Avhich he brought to
Christmas noAv with the morose satisfaction of one who is rather
pleased by anything that crosses the mood of any one else. The
Saucy Lass had received a severe injury to her machinery that
morning owing to the weather. She had been rescued from utter
destruction by a chance steamer of much larger size, Avhich had
towed her into a little port near, and there she was helpless for
the present. There would be no steamer to Durewoods that
day, and possibly not even the next day.
Christmas assailed the railway-guard and station-master, who
were, however, utterly indifi'erent, and who blandly explained
that their company and their line had no more to do with the
steamer traffic than he, Christmas, had. Were there no people
about who had anything to do Avith the steamer? No, the
officials thought not; they had probably gone round to the port
A^'here she was now laid up. Moreover, the station-master
calmly expressed a doubt whether " anything much " would come
of their being near at hand, seeing that they certainly had no other
steamer ready. Further, he informed Christmas that the Saiccy
Lass often did not move from the pier for days in winter, when
the weather was bad, " like now "; there were so few people
who wanted to cross to Durewoods in such a season.
" But if people want to go, and have to go—what then ? "
Then he supposed the Saucy Lass could take them. But she
couldn't take any one to-day, anyhow.
" Surely you don't mean to say there is no way of getting to
Durewoods to-day ?"
There was the road; but that went all round the bay—a
matter of thirty miles and more.
" Come, that can be accomplished. Is there any sort oi
carriage or conveyance to be had in this confounded place ? "
The answer Avas decisive. There was none whatever.
" Great heavens! what a place; what a country; what a
people! Think of this,—Cramp—you who have been in the
States!" Christmas exclaimed. Thereupon the station-master
set them doAvn as two Yankees disparaging the institutions of
Old England, and he withdrew from the consultation.
" A boat," said Christmas, " can't we have a boat ? " But he
thought of the hours it would take to cross to Durewoods Avith
/uch a sea running, and such a wind blowing; and he began to
despair.
.
rr,, ,
, ,
A friendly porter offered a suggestion. The bay took an
immense stretch inland—just there. If they could get a boat—
if any one would give his boat in such weather, they could run
across that stretch of sea to Portstone pier—a matter of five
miles of water, and that would cut off more than tAventy miles of
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road. They then Avould be less than ten miles from Durewoods,
and they might get a carriage at Portstone. Besides, if they
only ran in for Portstone pier they Avould have the wind right
behind them all the way.
Christmas was delighted with the suggestion, and thrust a
croAvn-piece into the hand of the man who had made it. Filled
Avith gratitude for this generosity the porter set to work to help
him to get a boat. This was hard work. The fishers were all at
sea—had been out some days. There was only one small boat
available anyhow, and only a couple of boys to row it, and their
mother seemed a good deal alarmed at the thought of their
venturing out in such weather, although the lads themselves
Avere eager for the enterprise and the pay.
Christmas and the railway porter and the boys declared that
there was not the slightest danger. The wind was falling, and
anyhow it would be with them for Portstone that far.
" You don't want to go to-day particularly. Cramp," said
Pembroke, turning to him. "You needn't come if you think
there is any risk. I have a special reason for going to-day."
"Have you, Mr. Pembroke?" Nat said, with deepened
emphasis. " Then so have I. I'm going in that boat." And he
wildly waved all objection away.
"Well, then, look here; if you will go—— "
" I will go. I have said it."
" Very well—can you pull an oar ? "
" I used to pull an oar often—on the lake in St. James's
Park."
Christmas shrugged his shoulders.
" Well, no matter. I don't think it will be much a matter of
rowing at all. With any scrap of a sail—I'll manage it—we'll
run across as quickly as a bird; and we needn't take these lads
at all. We'll leave the boat at Portstone, and have it sent back,
to-morrow."
" That's the best thing to do,'' said the railway porter, with
an approving nod.
The proposal was a great relief to the mother and a corresponding disappointment to the boys. Christmas gave the lads a
shilling a-piece and that reconciled them to safety on shore. He
paid what the woman asked for the hire of the boat, which was
not very much, for she was an honest creature who declined even
to consider the possibility of her boat being lost or injured.
" Do you really think that there is danger ? " Nat asked in a
loAv tone, and with a tremor of the hp, which Christmas set
down to fear.
" Why do you ask me that ?"
" Not taking the boys, you know."
" I don't think there's any danger. I have told you that I
T
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particularly want to get to Durewoods to-day—and being
droAvned would not bring me there. But if you think there is
any danger. Cramp, why on earth do you go? I t will be a case of
a straight run under sail; and if the boat doesn't turn bottom
upwards she can't help getting over to Portstone, and I don't
want anybody."
" I am not afraid of the danger," Nat replied, with a sickly
smile. " I t isn't that, Mr. Pembroke; you are quite Avrong;
never Avere more out of your reckoning in all your life."
"Come along, then! Now, boys, to launch her." A little
crowd of boys and girls had got round. " You had better get in.
Cramp, and sit in the stern. I'll jump in after."
" Watch your time," the railway porter recommended,
" watch your time. There's a stiff wave coming." He, too, prepared to lend a hand. The oars were put in, and the little mast
shipped, and the sail—a small square thing—reefed up for the
moment, and Nat scrambled into the boat and sat in the stern.
" Take my coat. Cramp," Christmas called out, as he pulled
off and handed to Nat his thick Ulster overcoat, which threatened
to be in his way during the rough work of launching the boat.
" Now, then, lads, all together,"
Christmas and the railway porter and the two boys, with
various amateur assistance, ran the boat down to the very edge of
the surf.
" Lie down. Cramp," Christmas called, " it's the best thing
you can do for the moment; " and Nat threw himself down.
Then Avith a rush they sent the boat sliding on the back of a
receding wave, and when Christmas had given a final push he
sprang upon its bow, and got lightly in and seized an oar, ready
to push off from the shore if needs were. But the wave took
them fairly out and tossed them all dancing and whirling round
to another wave; and wind, sea, and all were making for them,
so that when Nat Cramp struggled into a sitting posture they
were already a long way from the line of little figures still gazing
after them.
" Are our things in. Cramp ? "
"The two portmanteaus? Oh, yes; and your coat, Mr.
Pembroke ? "
" I shan't put it on. Holding this sheet and managing this
sail will keep me warm enough, I think. Cramp, I had better
steer unless you are quite sure of yourself ? "
" It's so very rough>—it tosses one so,"
" Well, it isn't like St, James's Park, No matter; I can
manage it all. In fact there's nothing to do but to keep her
head up and run right for Portstone with such a wind and sea
as this."
•The wind had abated somewhat, but it was still strong, and
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the sea was very rough. Christmas now had got his little sail all
right and was seated in the stern holding the sheet and managing the rudder at once. Cramp sat in the bow. The stout little
boat tumbled about a good deal, and Nat, despite his longing for
death, sometimes started a little when the bow was deep down in
a greyish green valley and some great wave seemed about to fall
upon it, Christmas felt his spirits rise immensely. There was
something exhilarating in this battle with the sea and the knowledge that so much depended upon his eye and hand. For there
Avas enough of wind and sea to make a small boat with a square
sail a dangerous vessel for a clumsy hand or an uncertain eye.
The two companions did not speak much at first; it needed
something like a shout to be heard through the wind and waves,
" It's very cold!" cried Nat,
" What do you say ? " his fellow-voyager shouted.
" I t ' s very cold!"
" Put on my coat. Cramp; I don't want it—I couldn't wear it
—I am very warm; put it on,"
Nat managed to put it on, not without greatly shaking their
little ark,
" But I say, don't jump about in that way, Cramp, or you'll
capsize us! It wouldn't take much to do it."
Nat crawled along the seats until he had got his head under
the sail and within easier speaking distance of Christmas. He
looked particularly livid and ghastly, and Christmas assumed
that he was terribly frightened.
" I wish you would keep quiet. Cramp," he said. " There
isn't the remotest danger as long as you keep quiet and don't
capsize us."
The sky was all grey and dark, and the dull green of the
sea, brightened by no ray or relief from above, had something
funereal and boding in it.
" Wouldn't it be an odd thing," Nat said, " if you and me—
I mean to say you and I—were to be drowned here to-day ? "
" It wouldn't be at all odd if you keep moving about in that
way."
Nat laughed defiantly.
"You saved me once off Durewoods pier, Mr. Pembroke,
You couldn't save me in that sea now,"
" No, Cramp—nor myself,"
" Not much chance for us there ? "
" Not any, I should say,"
" I saw a sail—far off yonder. She couldn't save us ? "
Christmas shook his head.
" Even if she saw us we should be down among the dead men
long before she could bear down upon us, I fancy. For which
reason, my good felloAv, keep quiet,"
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" But, Mr. Pembroke, I don't know why I should want to live.
I'm sick of life—I hate it all."
" Well, Cramp, I don't know that I have any great motive in
living. But I want to live for this day anyhow. Wait till tomorrow or next day, and then perhaps I should care as little
about living and be just as heroic as you."
Christmas spoke with a kind of''contempt for Nat, whom he
believed to be only in one of his familiar mock-heroic moods, a
little swollen by the excitement of the situation.
" To-morrow ? " Nat screamed, like one frenzied with sudden
passion and despair, " To-morrow! I know what that means!
No, no! To-day's our time! We'll never see Durewoods again,
you and I. You will never see her! " And he jumped up in the
boat and gesticulated like a madman, as he shouted " Hurrah,
hurrah!"
" By the Lord, Cramp, you've done it now! " Christmas cried.
He flung himself to the other side of the boat, tried in one
terrible moment to keep her steady, to keep her head u p ; was
conscious of a bewildering sensation, as if the whole world were
upturning, and the sky and sea crashing down upon him together, and in another instant the boat turned over and the two
young men A\'ere in the waves.

(
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CHAPTER XXIX.
HOME AGAIN.

THE Challoners were home again in Durewoods. They had
crossed the Atlantic in winter, and were lucky enough to have
some calm seas; and Sir John observed with pleasure that on
more than one clear and cold day, when the waters were quiet
enough to allow of pleasant walks on deck, Marie showed unusually good spirits and seemed to enter a little into the enjoyment
of existence again. He had watched her with some uneasiness
as she sat on deck the day they were leaving New York. The
steamer was crowded with friends taking leave of friends whom
the vessel was to bear away, and there was a great deal of kissing
and embracing, and there were many tearful eyes. Sir John
observed with wonder and anxiety that his daughter sat there
cold, apathetic, and silent, looking on the emotional crowd out
of eyes that seemed hardly to take an interest in anything. His
mind misgave him. Was she really unhappy, or was her once
magnificent physical health giving way ?
Therefore, when they were fairly on the ocean, and she
brightened up, and talked to people, and seemed like her old
self—perhaps a little exaggerated at times—he was greatly
cheered. There was a handsome vivacious young French naval
officer on board who seemed to lose his heart at once to Lady
Disdain, and with whom Lady Disdain was pleased to talk a
great deal—and if it were not Lady Disdain one might perhaps
even say to flirt a great deal—and her spirits sometimes seemed
to rise almost too high. But Sir John was reassured and
dehghted. "It's all right," he said to himself. "She will be
perfectly happy yet. When she is married and settled in London
life and moving in society she will be as happy as a queen." He
felt little fear thenceforward even when her bursts of high spirits
were followed occasionally by hours of gloom and apathy ; even
when he observed that the first sight of the shores of her own
country made her start as if in repugnance or dismay.
Ronald Vidal met them at Southampton. He looked very
handsome, and blushed in almost a boyish way when he saw
Marie. She held her hand out to him, and said " How are you,
Eonald?" and Ronald took her hand, but seemed somehow a
little dashed by this reception, and he did not kiss her.
Ronald went off presently to see about having their trunks
quickly through the Custom-house, and Sir John was left alone
for a few moments with his daughter.
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"1 think you frightened our young squire, Marie,"
" How so, dear ? "
" Well, I don't know; you w^ere not very warm in your reception of him, I thought."
" Was I not ] I meant to be very friendly."
" He didn't venture to kiss you," Sir John said with a smile.
" Would it have been the right thing to do ? "
" Well, I don't know whether there is much either right or
wrong about it under the circumstances. But I should think he
might have ventured."
" Oh,'yes; if it is the right thing to do. But I really didn't
know. I suppose he hardly expected me to kiss him. I confess
I am not equal to that."
" He seemed a little discouraged, I thought," Sir John said,
" Some people are so easily discouraged," his daughter replied,
" Here he comes," her father said hastily in an undertone,
rather glad that the conversation was brought to a close.
They got through the Custom-house, and Ronald had
engaged a carriage for them in the express to London,
" Marie looks pale, I think," Eonald said when they were in
motion,
"Everybody tells me I am looking pale," she said, with a
touch of petulance in her voice, " I am perfectly well. I am in
rude and vulgar health. But it is so cold and wet here—how
could any one help looking pale ? Has it been raining all the
time, Eonald?"
" A good deal. It's been a very dreary time to me, Marie."
" Indeed ? I didn't think you cared about the weather."
" You know I don't; and you know it wasn't that."
" What have you been doing all the time ? I saw that you
have been speaking: we got the papers—and I read the speeches,
and liked them very much." A burst of kindness dictated her
words, for she thought he did seem dashed, and she asked
herself what earthly right she had to find fault with him and
make him uncomfortable. "And you are quite a public man
now! Leading articles in the papers about you! The Times
insists that what you said was entirely inappropriate and unseasonable, and I don't know what else; and the Daily News declares
that you said just the right thing at the right time. I agree with
the Daily Neivs."
Eonald was perfectly happy now. He started off with a
full account of all that he had done and said, and why he did it
and said it, and what everybody said to him about it: how
his father told him that if he kept on that way and dropped
his confounded play-houses ("And settled myself down in
life," Eonald added, with a glance at Marie) he might come to
something; and how Gladstone complimented him; and Dizzy
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was wonderfully civil in his reply; and how Bright came up to
him in the smoking-room and told him he had made a fine speech,
but recommended him to use shorter words, and to study the
early English poets, and not to quote too much Latin—" And
he's right, by Jove!" Mr. Vidal exclaimed, " and Bright's the
only great—really great—artist in oratory that we have, Marie."
He streamed away with a good deal more of political talk, and
he was very much dehghted with Marie and himself and everything else.
Marie's cheek brightened a little now and then. This did
seem a fairer prospect than a life spent with financiers and the
magnates of the railway and men whose talk was not of oxen,
but of bulls and bears. She did think that it would be something
to move in a society made up of great political chiefs and their
followers. She had even across the Atlantic read with a certain
kindling pride of the speeches made by her lover just towards
the close of the Session, and of the comments and criticisms they
called forth; and she felt convinced that there was in Eonald
Vidal a capacity to rise in politics, and in herself a capacity to
understand them. She told him in a few warm words how glad
she was that he had made such a success.
" I owe it all to you," he said in a low tone.
Eonald Vidal should then, if he only could have kno-wn, and
the fates and the railway had allowed, have taken her hand in
his and kissed her boldly, perhaps twice, and gone instantly away
and left her to think of him all the rest of the day and the evening, with a favourable recollection and with something like the
sense of having willingly given up her life to make part of his.
But Mr. Vidal did not know this, and did not think about it;
and in any case the express was rushing along at full speed for
London, and he could not possibly get out except with the
result of making a corpse of himself. Therefore he remained
by Marie's side and talked to her while Sir John read the
newspaper.
Mr. Vidal was now made so happy that he became quite
himself again, and fearing lest Marie should be bored with too
much pohtics he passed on to personal news. He told her about
various persons whom she knew, and ever so many more whom she
did not know. He told her of the new actors and singers, and
the winter exhibitions of pictures, and all the latest fashions,
whimsies, and fads of society. He had no end of descriptions
of this, that, and the other lady, and her dress, and her drawingroom, and her china. He talked of marriages which were coming
off, and once or twice he began some story of private life in this
or that family, and suddenly broke off in the middle and seemed
a little confused; and altogether he did not show to so much
advantage as when they were talking of politics.
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Marie wondered how so clever a young man just entering on
so interesting and noble a career could care for all the things he
was now talking about. She wondered he did not ask her about
anything she had seen in all the travels that seemed to her so
marvellous and delightful: and she even asked him why he
didn't ask her anything of the kind. So he had then to express
a polite desire to hear everything : but he did not listen to anything long. Mr. Vidal was not good as a listener, and he did
not care a straw for travel, except as a means of meeting new
men and women. There was hardly anything Marie had to tell
him about people he cared to hear of, and he was always begging
pardon and breaking in upon her description of something just
to tell her about the absurd house that Lady Jervis was having
built, lest he should forget, "and everybody is talking about it
—old Lady Jervis, you know "—or some recital of equal interest.
Marie thought of the day when she walked with him up the
Durewoods hill, and tried to get him to look at the scenery and
talk about it, and could not succeed. She gave up any further
attempt to interest him now in what she had seen, and she
listened with all the attention she could give to everything he
had to tell, and Mr. Vidal bacame happy again.
When they reached London, Marie saw a lady get out of the
train whom she knew to have been a fellow-passenger of hers
from New York, and in whom she had xan.en a great interest,
although she saw her but once or tAvice. The lady had beei;
very sick nearly all the way, and was seldom visible. She was
very handsome, Marie thought, although she looked a little
wasted. There was a shade of darkness round her eyes which
gave her a melancholy and romantic aspect. She had a superb
mass of golden hair, and a very stately presence. Now as she
got out at the station she was giving directions to her two maids
and a man in livery, and two or three friends were in waiting for
iicr, and she seemed to Marie like some foreign princess or other
such distinguished person. In the little bustle about Sir John
Challoner's carriage, and servants and luggage, Marie saw that
the handsome lady saluted Eonald Vidal, who went up and shook
hands with her and spoke a few friendly words.
" Who is t h a t ? " Marie asked, Avhen they were in the carriage
and driving away—" that lady with the beautiful face ? I do so
Avant to know who she is."
Vidal laughed.
" That's Eosamunda Shirley—Mrs. Mattocks is her real name
now. So she's been your fellow-passenger ? She's been starring
it in the States—making a lot of money, she tells me. She'll
want it all, I dare say—Mattocks plays like anything—can't
stop—always loses."
" But who is Eosamunda Shirley ? "
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" Oh, she's an actress, you knoAv. We had her for a season
at the Mayfair—I mean the people Avho owned the Mayfair then
engaged her. She married a man named Mattocks, Avho used to
be in a cavalry regiment; he had to sell out—a regular black
sheep—he lives upon her now. But he wouldn't go to the States
with her, all the same."
" She looks very unhappy," said Marie. " I knew she had
some melancholy history. Is she a great actress, Eonald—does
she play in tragedy ? "
"Tra.e:edy! oh dear, no. Burlesque—tights—that sort of
thing. No, she isn't much of an actress, but she can sing a
little and dance a little, and she has a fine figure, and looks very
well on the stage. That hair isn't her own, you know," the
candid youth continued.
" Oh! I thought I should like to know her so much ; but if
she is not really an artist, I don't think
"
Vidal looked amazed.
"Oh, you couldn't know her," he said. "She's all right
enough—I never heard anything much said against her, but
they are a queer lot, husband and all."
" In any case," Sir John remarked coldly, " I don't suppose
ladies usually make the acquaintance of burlesque actresses."
Sir John was rather displeased that this incident had occurred,
and Eonald now began to see for the first time that it had probably been an unlucky affair. Vidal hardly ever made account of
any point of view different from his own, and it had not occurred
to him as possible that Marie could be displeased at his knowing a burlesque actress whom she, of course, was not to know.
" There never was any harm in poor Eosie," he thought: and
his mother and sisters knew perfectly Avell that he had lots of
acquaintances in Eosie's world, and they never cared.
" I haven't seen her—Mrs. Mattocks—this long time," he
hastened to say. " Our acquaintance was very slight. I always
thought him a black sheep."
Nobody said anything more on the subject, and Eonald talked
of something else. The rain streamed down, and Marie thought
London looked unspeakably dismal. She looked from the carriage
v/indows, and wondered once or twice whether there was any
possibility of her seeing Christmas Pembroke in the streets as
they drove along, bhe was more than once on the point of
asking Mr. Vidal if he knew anything about Pembroke, but
some reason which she could hardly have explained to herself
kept her from putting the question. Vidal never said a word
about Pembroke because, as it has been remarked already, he
rarely remembered that young man's existence.
At last the drive came to an end, and Marie was at home in
Kensington. Not long, however, did she remain there. Her
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father hurried her off to Durewoods, and she was glad to go—
perhaps all the more glad because Eonald Vidal was not to
accompany them. He was to follow them soon: " when things
had been arranged," He took leave of Marie again with a
pressure of the hand she held out to him, and he did not
venture to kiss her.
The Challoners went by train to Baymouth, and thence went
all the way round by carriage, avoiding the sea passage, although
the Saucy Lass had not yet met with her accident. Sir John was
unwilling to subject his daughter to the rough wind, the tossing
sea, and either the drenching rain on deck or the stifling cabin
of the Saucy Lass. They had a very dreary drive of it with the
windows closed and the rain beating against the glass. They
could see nothing of the country, and they talked but little.
They approached Durewoods, it might be said, by the back way,
and Marie had nearly reached her own gate before she knew
where she was.
" Can this be Durewoods really ? " she asked, trying to peer
through the mist and rain; " this frightful place, so drenched
and desolate ? "
" This is Durewoods indeed, Marie. Welcome home, dear!"
" It seems a strange welcome home! Can it be that the hill
I loved so is hidden somewhere under that sky, and that dear
Dione Lyle's balcony and her roses can be within sight ? W e l l perhaps it is all the better."
"Why, Marie?"
" It will be the easier to part from Durewoods, dear."
" You talk of parting from Durewoods as if you were going
into exile, Marie. DurcAvoods Avill be here all the same—for you
and Eonald always."
" Yes, it will be here," said Marie, and she stopped: and presently the carriage drove in through their own gate and along the
avenue and up to the door.
" I shall be glad to see good old Sarah Cramp," said Marie.
" If she knows that we are coming she will be here to meet me, I
am sure."
But Sarah Cramp did not know that they were coming; and
one of the first pieces of news given to Marie when she entered
the hall was that poor old Mrs. Cramp was dead and buried.
Marie could not restrain her tears for her faithful old friend who
was gone: and such was the condition of her welcome home to
Durewoods.
But there were a great many things to do, and persons to see, and
instructions to give and questions to ask, after so long an absence.
Marie, as we know, had always liked to be her own housekeeper,
and there was an understanding that after her marriage she was
still to be housekeeper of Durewoods whenever she and her husband
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had to be in the country. In town, too, she was to look after her
father's house a good deal, and was to sit at the head of his table
when he had to give dinner parties with ladies. Therefore let
us do justice to Dear Lady Disdain and admit that she did not
Avaste much of the active time of the day in mere regrets. In the
country—or at at all events in a place like Durewoods, where
servants are stfll a little primitive and simple in their ways, and
keep their eyes fixed rather wearisomely on the hand of the mistress—Marie had reaUy a great deal of ordering, instructing, and
marshalling to do. She sometimes compared herself to Squire
Hardcastle drilling his domestics: and sometimes, when she was
inchned for a more heroic similitude, to Alexander Farnese, who
used to say that for ever so many years, the exact number of
which she had forgotten, he had never passed an uninterrupted
hour of day. Our heroine's sitting up late of nights became a
fashion with her chiefly because of this daily occupation.
Marie was greatly pleased to hear her father say that they
must at once have the carriage out and pay a visit to Miss Lyle.
" That must be done before dinner, Marie," he said. " She would
take it ill if we did not go at once."
This seemed very thoughtful and kind of Sir John, who of late
had not often time to indulge in thoughts of mere kindness. But
other feelings than those of old friendship were inspiring Marie's
father. He had been haunted by a dread of Christmas Pembroke
turning up in some inconvenient way, and by the fear of the young
man having perhaps told his whole story to Dione Lyle. Sir John
did not knoAV whether the young man was still in England or not,
and he longed to know. If he had fairly left the country Sir John
would have been happy, and if he could have knoAvn this for certain while he was in London he would not have hurried his
daughter down to Durewoods and thus brought her within reach
of Dione Lyle. But he had not a chance of speaking to Eonald
Vidal alone, and even if he had it is doubtful whether he would
have asked Vidal a question about Christmas Pembroke. Sir
John's exaggerated caution made him dread to say anything about
Pembroke to anybody, lest that person should suspect something
or say out something which would set other people suspecting.
Sir John's knowledge of human nature and the springs of human
action was of a very simple kind, which yet passes off generally
for piercing sagacity. He came to his conclusions on the assumption that everybody else was influenced by the same motives and
interests that influenced him, and in the same way.
Therefore Sir John was anxious to see Miss Lyle as soon as pos_
sible, and was determined that the first meeting of his daughter"
and her should be in his presence. He had great faith in his own
power of averting the worst consequences in the way of awkward
disclosure or question by some personal intervention if needs
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were, and by preventing things from being talked out to any
clear understanding. A timely muddying of the waters is often a
great advantage in such cases, and Challoner had great faith in
muddying of waters.
They visited Miss Lyle in a semi-formal sort of way, the formality, however, being a little disturbed by Merlin's enthusiastic
joy at the sight of Marie, and by his first kissing her hand and
then shaking it several times vehemently from left to right. The
brave Merlin was especially proud of his knowledge of English
customs, and he always shook hands in this lusty fashion with
Miss Lyle's more favoured personal friends. Sometimes, indeed,
when a strange visitor came for the first time, if Merhn happened
to be in a very gracious humour he shook hands with the stranger
even before he allowed the latter an opportunity of inquiring if
Miss Lyle were at home.
Miss Lyle, of course, was at home, and she was delighted to
welcome Marie. These tAvo women were really very fond of each
other, and faithful to each other. It seemed odd to John Challoner, but there was no mistake about it, and he was glad of it,
because he suspected that Dione Lyle disliked him, and distrusted
him, and owed him a grudge, and as a sensible man knows that
you can never tell when, where, or how some enemy may injure
you, he was pleased that Dione should be fond of his daughter,
for that would secure her to him—except, perhaps, in some
romantic and absurd love affair such as that of young Pembroke.
The visit was friendly and agreeable, and there was no bringing up of unpleasant associations. The hostess was not this time
in her balcony room.
" I hardly know you. Miss Lyle, out of your balcony room,"
said 31ario. " May I go there and look out ? "
" But the balcony is closed, dear, and it's so wet and miserable."
" Still, I should like to look out. I have not yet seen the
sea."
" I should have thought you had enough of sea, but, my dear,
do go and make the balcony look bright a moment by standing
there if you will."
" Take care not to catch cold, Marie," her father added.
When she had gone Dione turned to Sir John and said suddenly and sharply—
" John—do you know anything of Christmas Pembroke ? "
" Nothing, Dione; I haven't heard anything of him since my
return; haven't had much time, you know. Has he left England?"
" I presume he has, but I don't know. I have heard nothing
from him. He has not come near me or written to me—not a line
to say good-bye even. I think that rather strange—ungrateful.
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perhaps. He is a good boy, and there must be some cause. I
thought somebody, perhaps, had been putting him against me."
" I know nothing of it. He Avrote to me long since to say that
he was going to Japan at once: I suppose he has gone."
" I suppose so: but
• Well, Marie, how do you like the
view under these skies ? "
Sir John went home with his daughter greatly reassured,
Christmas had evidently gone, and Dione was not in league with
him, and she was not inclined to talk to Marie about him. Sir
John began to think that things were going very well.

CHAPTEE XXX.
SHE WOULD AND SHE WOULD NOT.

THE rain fell heavily upon Durewoods next day, turning the roads
into mere mud-channels, and shutting out sea and sky alike from
the sight. Dione Lyle was sitting in the room which had the
balcony: but the balcony itself had long ceased to be an endurable station. Miss Lyle was alone, and was seated near a little
table, on which she leaned her elboAV. It was evening, and the
wind screamed among the trees like a screech-owl. Dione felt
very much depressed. Suddenly she heard a sound, and looking
towards the door of the room, which was open, saw Marie Challoner standing there.
" You looked so picturesque. Miss Lyle, that I could not help
stopping for a moment to study you."
" I am so glad you have come, Marie. I was beginning to
feel very lonely. I suppose we feel that sort of sensation more
and more as we grow old—I used to like it once."
" But you never grow old; you are always the same age—
like a picture. When you come to die. Miss Lyle, I feel certain
that you will not die in the way that is appointed for us common
people—you will simply change into a picture and ornament this
house for ever."
" That is rather a pretty idea, Marie. Will you have a cup
of t e a ? "
" Yes, please. I came for some tea—and to see you again,
I was growing very lonely, too."
" Come near me, dear, and let me see how you are looking.
Stay, I will ring for the lamps, it is so grey and dark."
" No, Miss Lyle: please don't examine me by the light,_ The
dusk suits me much better: I couldn't stand an inspection by
lamplight to-day."
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"You don't look well, Marie. Why are you so pale and
thin, girl ? Tour long travelling has done you no good but only
harm, I think. What is the matter with you ? "
" Nothing, Miss Lyle: I am very well; but it is such miserable weather. Nothing looks like itself now."
" You don't look like yourself, Marie. You look unhappy.
Are you sorry to be back among us all again ? "
" Well, Durewoods isn't the same. Do you remember telling
me once that Durewoods would never be the same to me again
Avhen once I had left it for London life ? I think you were
right. It never has been the same to me since. When we were
in America we went of course to see Niagara. Oh, what a lovely
place! I don't mean the Falls merely, but the woods—Goat
Island and its delightful woods—no, I'm not going to describe—
don't be afraid! It was such beautiful weather—early autumn!
Well, when we were returning to New York in the winter somebody persuaded us that we ought to see Niagara in that season
too. How I wish we hadn't gone! The trees were naked: the
air was cold: the Avoods were like grave-yards: the skies were
black with the promise of snow; the whole place was dreary,
gaunt, and wretched. I t was the same place and not the same.
It was Niagara under crape: Niagara's corpse lying in its
shroud. It was a Niagara of the under world—it was schauderhaft."
" You are growing quite eloquent, Marie," Miss Lyle said,
with a smile.
" Because I felt it so much! Very well: to me now Durewoods is just the same. It is the melancholy ghost of my
Durewoods."
" You ought to be pretty well used to Durewoods in winter,
3faric."
" But I don't call this winter merely: this is Durewoods in
dt^crepit old age, just about to die. Everything seems to tell me
of death hero. I feel like the hero of' Maud.'"
" I think the lamps would make us a little liveher."
"Let us just wait a little yet. To tell you the truth. Miss
Lyle, I don't want you to examine me under the lamps just yet,
until I have had some hot tea and plucked up my spirits a little.
I don't want to be told that I am looking pale and Wretched.
Merhn has just kindly informed me that I am looking bad, bad
—none-good."
" Well, I suppose you are a little anxious just now," Dione
said, gravely, " on the threshold of a great event, dear."
" Oh, n o : it isn't that. I have had that before me long
enough to get used to it, I should think. Do you know it was a
great shock to me the very moment I reached home here in
Durewoods to be met with the news that my poor old friend
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Sarah Cramp was dead and buried ? She was such a dear, kind,
good old creature, and I have such happy memories associated
with her name. And I met her son—that absurd, foolish
creature—in America, and altogether it seemed so miserable,"
Marie felt her colour come as she remembered unfortunate
Natty Cramp and the exhibition he had made of himself when
last she saw him. It made her doubly sorry for his poor old
mother.
" Is he likely to do any good, that creature?" Dione asked.
" Oh, I don't know—I'm afraid not, but I hope so," Marie
said, not very coherently; " but the news of poor Mrs. Cramp's
death was a great shock. The whole place seems hke death."
" You ought to have other thoughts, surely, Marie! "
" I suppose so. Well, I will try. Let us be merry."
" I should like to see you a little brighter, dear, I confess. If
I Avere—some one—I should feel rather shocked at the thought
of your seeming so miserable—at such a time."
" Nobody knows anything about it but you. Miss Lyle. I
pour out all my dolefulness on you. I don't treat papa to it—or
anybody. Men would not understand such unreasonable ways,
I suppose."
" I am not a man, dear; and I confess I don't quite understand you just now. You are not really unhappy, Marie ? Certainly I don't see why you should be—if you have always told
me fairly."
" I ought to be the happiest of women, I suppose."
" You ought to be," said Dione, emphatically," or else you
ought to acknowledge that you are not, and
"
" Well, Miss Lyle—acknowledge that I am not, and what ? "
" And act accordingly."
" Act as if I was not the happiest of women ? "
" Yes. Don't go on doing that which you have no right to
do unless it makes you the happiest of women."
" But happiest of women is all nonsense—is it not ? Why
should I be happiest, or what right have I to expect to be happy
at all ? I am well enough. I am about as happy, I suppose, as
anybody else, or as I desire to be. My wants are few. Miss
Lyle. A house in Park Lane, I think: or Berkeley Square, perhaps : a box in both Opera-houses: unlimited credit with
Madame Elise: an acquaintance with three or four duchesses:
a handle such a s ' Honourable' to my name: old china and lace:
and my own way in everything."
Dione moved her shoulders impatiently.
" That isn't much. Miss Lyle, and—yes, there is one little
thing more. I should like the name for which I surrender my
own to be a pretty one, and composed of four syllables: two
names, you understand, of two syllables each. I should not like
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+^ Ko Eimnlv Mrs Briggs. Well, in this too I am to be gratified.
T h e r e ™ oh 1 am I nf^ happy ? ' I am, I am ' - a s the dear little
Peri says who is being admitted, like me, into the best circles of
" I don't care to hear you talk in this way," said Dione,
almost angrily. " I t isn't real, my dear; and it is thrown away
on me. If you were just a cold-hearted and ambitious girl I
should give myself very little trouble about you. You don't put
your cynicism on well, Marie. You lay it on too thickly, child;
we can all see the paint. You are not ambitious, and you are
not cynical."
" Indeed, Miss Lyle, I think you are wrong. I think I am a
little ambitious, and I rather believe I am developing a certain
gift of cynicism which will look very pretty when it has been
properly cultivated. Our American journey a little dashed my
ambition perhaps."
" Really ? I was not aware that society in America Avas such
a school of modest contentment."
" No, it was not in that way that my ambition became
rebuked."
" How was it then ? "
" One met with such hundreds of communities where they
talked our language and read oiu: books—and didn't comprehend
our ambition."
"Yes?"
" What is a woman's ambition in London, Miss Lyle ? "
" Really, my dear," Miss Lyle said, drawing her shawl around
her and settling down iu her chair with a less dissatisfied air,
" you must tell me all about that. I have to be taught, and you
.•^ay you understand the thing."
" Well, I take it that the ambition of a London girl meansputting it roughly, you know—living in Belgrave Square instead
of Russell Square. These two extremes, I suppose, represent
A'ictory and Defeat. I am speaking, of course, of people worth
considering. You would hardly expect me to take Clapham or
Ilampstcad into account at all."
" I have forgotten most of the landmarks of fashion, dear, but
I'll take your definition if you like—on your authority. Well,
what then ? "
" Well, you see in America there are such millions of people
who don't know the difference betAveen Russell Square and Belgrave Square, It's discouraging. So many people asked me if
I knew Herbert Spencer—and I didn't; and if I knew George
Eliot—and I didn't. I felt rather ashamed; and it would not
have helped me a bit to tell them—if I could have told them—
that though I didn't know Herbert Spencer yet I lived in Belgrave Square."
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" But," Miss Lyle said slowly, " they have their distinctions
between their Belgrave Squares and their Russell Squares—or
their friends and enemies sadly belie them."
'•' Oh yes, indeed they have. But there it is, you see. Thero
is the rebuke to ambition conveyed in my satire—it is satire, you
know. You don't understand the difference between Madison
Avenue and Washington Place ? "
" No indeed, dear."
" Yet look at the difference to a New York girl of my age and
expectations! Well, there it is. What is the use of an ambition
the symbols of whose triumphs are only understood in one's own
parish ? "
" But, my good girl, all your argument is against yourself,
and on my side. You tell me you see the folly of ambition, and
all I said was that when you gave yourself out as ambitious you
Avere only affecting it."
" I may have my philosophic moods, may I not, without being
a downright practical philosopher? I think I have heard of
such a thing with men."
" My dear Marie, this is useless beating about the bush. I
think you are not as happy as I should like you to be, and
I think you are not satisfied Avith yourself—shall I go on ? "
" If you please. Miss Lyle."
" I don't like to see you going into this marriage—in this sort
of way."
" How should women go into a marriage ? "
" I shouldn't mind an ordinary woman. I know she would
be made happy by what people would call a brilliant match.
She would have all she wanted : and I don't know that I should
blame her for not stipulating for anything else any more than a
woman who, not caring for a piano in her room, didn't stipulate
for a piano. But you are different."
" "Zou don't know. I suppose Ave are all much the same."
" Marie," said Dione, taking the girl's hand and looking into
her eyes, " I have always seen in you something that young
women don't have generally—something very rare among us
altogether, I believe—a sort of thing that men call honour. Now
if you will tell me on your honour^if you will for the moment
suppose yourself a man—and tell me on your honour that you
really are glad of this marriage because of the position you think
it will give you, and that you are going into it willingly—I'll
promise not to trouble you any more about it."
Marie gently withdrew her right hand and placed it on her
breast.
" On my honour," she said gravely, " as a gentleman, I am
going into this marriage with my eyes open and of my own free
will."
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Dione shook her head.
" Gentlemen, good Master Challoner, don't evade questions
when on their honour. I asked you if you Avere marrying willingly for the sake of the position you expect to get in society,"
Marie's eyes turned downwards,
" Miss Lyle," she asked, " Avhat provision does the code of
gentlemanly honour make for one when a question is put which
he cannot answer directly without the certainty of being misunderstood ? "
"That's answer enough for me, Marie, I don't want any
more,"
" But you don't quite understand—you don't indeed, I mean
this, I don't myself know or care a great deal about society and
all that. But I must marry some one—papa says so and everybody—and one might as well have a name as not. I am not
marrying for money. Mr. Vidal—I suppose I ought to call him
Ronald—hasn't a great deal. He brings the name, and I suppose
I am to bring the money. So it isn't such a pitiful bargain on
my part."
"Bargain!"
" Well, it is a sort of bargain, you know: but most marriages
are, I suppose. One thing I do wish. Miss Lyle, with all my
heart."
" Yes, dear ? "
" That my father had a son. Then he must have most of the
money, and he would be the hope of the famfly, you know; and
all the responsibility would rest upon him; and I should have so
little money that people wouldn't trouble themselves about me;
and I might perhaps be allowed to marry my brother's tutor if
he was nice, or some poetical young creature, as the good girls
do in the books."
Dione looked at her silently, pityingly.
" Or, Miss Lyle, faihng that, I do sometimes wish—shall I
confess it ? "
If you like, my dear."
" I do wish sometimes that as my father has not a son—= "
"Yes—well?"
" That he had not a daughter either."
" I knew it," said Dione. " I knew that you were only a
victim in all this."
"No, no," Marie said eagerly, and looking up so suddenly
that she forgot how Miss Lyle must see the tears in her eyes,
" indeed, indeed, I am not a victim. Papa would not for anything in the world urge me or press me. He has told me again
and again that he would rather sacrifice anything than allow me
to marry if I was not quite satisfied. I am satisfied—as satisfied
as I could be with any thing—since my father has a daughter and
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she is expected to marry somebody. You know how good
Eonald Vidal is, and clever, and he is young, and handsome, and
everything."
" I never heard a word," Dione quietly observed," said against
the County Paris—did you ? He was good and clever—I suppose
—and young and handsome—and yet Juliet took poison rather
than marry him."
" Ah, but then there was Eomeo," Marie said quickly, and
then she grew red and felt ashamed and wished she had not
said it.
Dione saw the blush, and was more surprised than she would
have cared to admit. " Can there be any feeling in this girl that
she is purposely keeping back from me ? " she thought.
" And there is no Eomeo in your case, my dear," she said
rather as a quiet statement of fact than an inquiry.
" None, Miss Lyle. Eonald himself is the nearest approach;
so you see the cases are very different."
" Suppose the Eomeo should come after ? "
"After—what?"
" Should come too late. Suppose some one should come a
year or two hence, who would have been just the Eomeo if fate
had sent him sooner. I am not jesting, Marie, I am serious, and
I want you to put that question to yourself very, very seriously.
You are not a child, Marie, and mind, dear, I couldn't believe
in any wrong thought in either Juliet or you—only would not
your life then become miserable : and would ambition and the
world content you if you found that there was a man who might
have been—the one, the only one, you know ? Just think of it,
dear, and answer the question—to yourself, Marie, and not to
me—I don't ask you for such a confidence as that. Don't be
afraid—ask it boldly of yourself, and answer it—to yourself."
There was a moment's silence.
"Shall I ring for lamps now. Miss Lyle?" Marie asked,
rising.
" If you please, dear."
" And I must go. I have kept the carriage waiting—papa
wants me back very soon, but I would come and talk with you."
The little maid, Janet, entered the room with lamps. 'When
she had gone Marie said—
" What a pretty girl Janet grows. Miss Lyle!"
" Janet is going to be married soon."
" Oh, is she ? I am so sorry! I mean I am so glad, of course
—if she wishes it. But why does she get married ? "
" What would you have her do ? "
" Stay with you, of course, and be happy. I wish you would
let me keep house for you. Miss Lyle. I think Janet ought to
be the happiest girl in the world—I have often envied her of
late. Now I don't envy her any more."
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Marie presently took her leave. Miss Lyle remained filled
with perplexity and much distressed. The thoughts and doubts
brought up by her conversation with Marie did not alone distress
her. Neither she nor Marie had in the course'of their talk made
any allusion to tho name of Christmas Pembroke. Yet Dione, at
least, was thinking much about him all the time. For he had
lately disappeared altogether from her knowledge, " dropped out
of the tissue " of her life. He had not written: he had not come
to see her: she did not know Avhere he was, or what had become
of him. She was sometimes alarmed and sometimes angry. She
Avas well inclined to make every allowance for a disappointed
lover, and his moods and sudden resolves and changes of purpose,
but still she could not help saying to herself that he might have
told her of anything he proposed to do, that he might have said
good-bye, even by letter, before leaving England. Anyhow she
Avas both perplexed and pained by his silence, and she would not
even mention his name to Marie.
The evening was peculiarly dull and trying to Marie. Her
father and she dined alone. At one time their having an evening together, all to themselves, was one of Marie's special joys.
But noAv things had changed. He did not seem the same person:
they were not companions now as they used to be. Sir John
treated her with an almost deferential politeness which irritated
her sometimes. He conducted himself a little too much as if he
was entertaining the Honourable Mrs. Ronald Vidal, not dining
alone with his daughter Marie. Sir John did this unconsciously,
but it is certain that his mind was filled Avith a sense of the
dignity Avhich was now so soon to descend upon him. He thought
Marie looked handsomer than ever. His mind fed itself on the
satisfaction which fortune seemed to have in store for him. At
one moment it occurred to him that, after all, such things have
frequently happened—elder brothers often die young: and who
knows—Mario might one day be the Countess Paladine. The
thing was by no means impossible. He offered his daughter
some grapes with a graceful deference that seemed almost like
homage.
Then during the evening he talked a great deal about their
future arrangements. The honeymoon was to be spent at Lord
Paladine's country place. Lord Paladine himself was, at present,
in Sicily. The newly married pair were not to return to town
until the opening of Parliament. Sir John asked Marie a great
many questions about the house that was to be taken for her in
town—where she would like it to be, furnished in what way,
and all that sort of thing, which rather distressed her just at
present.
" I am very glad to leave all that to you and Eonald," she
said. " He knows all about these things, and I don't. He has
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peculiar tastes too—very good tastes I dare say—and you know
I never had any in particular. I am sure you and he will
manage it all beautifully. I know I shall like Avhatever you do."
" Thank you, my dear. Still a woman's taste is often so
good."
" Not mine, dear. I scarcely know one thing from another."
"You see, Marie, you'll only A\'ant a small house. Young
people now all begin in nice little houses. Great establishments,
even if people have the means to keep them up, only look well
for middle-aged people. And then you know, my dear, you and
Eonald will have to live rather modestly. You really haven't
much to spend. He has something from his mother, but not a
great deal—by no means a great deal—and then there will be the
interest on your fortune. Well, I don't see that you can possibly
have more—fcfr the present, I mean—than two thousand five
hundred a year."
" Perhaps that isn't enough," Marie said, with a sudden little
display of interest and even eagerness. " Perhaps we ought not
to marry on so little—is it little? Does Eonald know? It
might be well to wait, perhaps, until we grow rich."
" What nonsense;" her father said, smiling. " I t ' s plenty of
money for you two—you are not such a pair of spendthrifts."
" But is Eonald quite aware of all this, papa ? He may not
think it much, you know."
" Of course he knoAvs all about it. He is not such a mercenary
creature, Marie. It isn't money he wants, dear; it's you."
"Oh!"
Marie had been leaning forward: she now subsided back into
the armchair, Avhere she was rather languidly resting.
" Besides, look at the career he has before him: and then you
know, of course, all that I have will come to you—to you both—
some day."
" Perhaps you will outlive us, papa. I should not be at all
surprised."
" My dear, what an absurd idea! But now let us just turn
to this household business for a moment," and he branched off
into a variety of details, to which his daughter hardly even tried
to give much attention. At last he became a little impatient
when he could not help seeing her indifference.
" Marie, I believe you take no interest at all in these arrangements."
" Well, dear, not much; I think I would rather leave it all to
him and to you."
" But don't you think Eonald will expect you to show some
little interest ? "
" Oh no: I think not. I think he would rather be let alone
—left to his own choice, I mean. He understands all that sort
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of thing so well, and he likes it. I cannot do better than leave
it all to him. I shall be sure to like whatever he likes."
Sir John almost sighed.
"Well, Marie, as you please. But I should have thought
you would feel a little more curiosity even
"
" It will come in time, I suppose; but I don't think I much
want to anticiiiate the time. I think until it does come I would
rather keep it out of sight, and not think about it so very much."
There was a pause in the conversation then, and Sir John
gave up all idea of getting the prospective Mrs. Eonald Vidal to
take any concern in the arrangements for her entrance upon
married life in town.
A gust of wind sent the rain streaming among the trees
outside.
" What a melancholy time it i s ! " said Marie, " nothing but
rain and wind since we returned to Durewoods. Such a welcome
to give to wanderers returned."
" This must be a bad night at sea," Sir John said. " I am
glad we escaped this, Marie. This wouldn't be pleasant on the
Atlantic."
" Yes; it must be terrible at sea now—everywhere I suppose.
Will there be wrecks ? "
" I fear so—off this coast perhaps in particular."
" I hope we have no friends at sea."
There was another pause. Marie sat thinking. Suddenly
she looked up—
"Papa?"
" Yes dear."
" Do you know anything about Mr. Pembroke?"
Sir John did not show any of tho irritation which he felt.
"No, Marie, I haven't seen him. When I go to town,
probably
"
" But he is in England ? "
" I suppose so; I presume so."
" I t is rather strange. Miss Lyle never said anything about
him since we have come home."
Sir John was glad to hear it, but made no remark, and that
conversation also dropped.
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CHAPTEE XXXI.
THIS LOOKS NOT LIKE A NUPTIAL.

wet day Marie saw, as she looked next morning from
her window over the tossing branches of the leafless trees. " I
begin to think now I shall be glad to leave Durewoods," she said.
There was no use in thinking of going out in rain and wind
among soaking shrubs and plashy grass. Marie had the best of
it up in her turret, for whatever of the picturesque is in an
English wet day, was to be found among the trees that beat
against her window panes, and the grey clouds that seemed to
rest like a canopy on the tree-tops. The height of her refuge
did for the scene something like that which dim moonlight often
does—it left the commonplace features and the mere details out
of sight, and only showed the more grand and massive effects.
Another time perhaps Marie would have delighted in looking
through the rain-vexed branches and at the heavy grey curtain
that hung around them; but now it all seemed too dreary to be
endured. She had enough of melancholy within, and could
scarcely bear it when nature chose to strike the same dismal
chord without.
She set herself to a task which she had for a long time contemplated. This was the destruction of all her old letters—•
attempts at poetry, unfinished diaries, trivial fond records, and
such relics as her desk contained, and which she thought—why
she could not tell—she ought to get rid of formally before entering upon her new life. There was indeed no particular need of
this holocaust. But it soothed and pained her to make it. It
seemed a befitting ceremonial wherewith to take formal leave of
her girlish life and enter upon a new existence. She opened her
jlesk, drew her chair near to the bright fire, and began her work
bS sacrifice.
What trifles most of these scraps now seemed to her which
once she thought important or interesting! There were ever so
many things she had begun and never finished. Like every
bright clever girl who has read a good deal and been a good deal
alone, Marie had at one time fancied herself a poetess: and there
were many scraps of verses here which then she had taken for
the offspring of inspiration, but which now seemed palpable,
passionless, cold, imitation. There were the verses done under
the impulses of the first fresh dehght in Tennyson; and here
were some, all plaintive with early springs and stars and tears,
which came up when she was in love with the German minor
ANOTHER
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•noets • and here again were some heroine-like attempts to sound
the iron harpstring of " Men and Women." There were the beginnings of one or two tragedies: and there were some hymns
to " Marie, Star of the Sea," written when our heroine was under
the influence of a young friend, a girl devotee from a French
convent, who made Marie love to be a Eoman Catholic and be
glad that her own name was that by which her friend invoked
her celestial patroness. This girl had given herself formally up
to the convent now, and Marie envied her. There were the
opening passages, too, of essays in which Marie felt called upon
to set right generally the warped order of things, but which she
had not completed. There were diaries in which at one time
she had proposed to record all her thoughts, and in which for a
time she did record them, until it occurred to her that they must
be rather too much like the thoughts of everybody else, and that
not much advantage came of her setting them down.
Then there were the letters. These were chiefly from girlfriends, most of them now well-nigh forgotten. The letters of
the young devotee were numerous, and were even now interesting with the strange, pure, passionate white-heat of their devotion. There were no love -letters in Marie's desk—no love-verses,
unless, indeed, such name may be given to one or two early
attempts at poetry by Nat Cramp, which that unfortunate amateur
had been prevailed upon years ago to submit to Marie for her
judgment, and in Avhich she now for the first time began to perceive certain allusions to respectful adorers not daring to lift
their eyes to the stars, and other similar flights, which she clearly
had not taken in their right sense before. Marie laid them very
hastily on the fire, but was sorry for the poor fellow too—and
hoped he Avould do well yet, and marry some one who would be
fond of him, and would even think him clever.
But there were no love-letters. This beautiful frank fearless
girl had had, without even knowing it, admirers without end,
and hail been friendly Avith all of them, but never one of them
had got the length of a letter with her. Many a man wfll love
a2;iiin and marry, and be fond of his wife, and have his heart in
Ins home, his children, and his ambition, and yet never hear
Marie Challoner's name without a little throb of reviving emotion
and romance; and she remembered none of them. She had
never yet been kissed by a man except her father—not even, as
we have seen, by her accepted lover. So her desk contained no
secrets. Nothing but the ashes of the papers she was burning
so fast lay smouldering in her grate. Yet it was not without a
strange little heart-throb that she came on one letter amid her
collection. She read it twice over, and thought at first that,
perhaps, she would save it from the general burning, and keep it
as a memorial of a bright, SAveet, passing time.
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" Shall I keep it ? "
I t was a letter—a very short one—from Christmas Pembroke
to her, written many months before.
Marie had often, of course, seen Pembroke's writing, but it
so happened that she had only this one little scrap of it among
her papers. Their acquaintanceship or friendship had been for
the most part so close and so personal that there was hardly any
need of a correspondence by letter between them. But she had
received this httle note from him on some unimportant subject,
and she had written a reply to it, and put the note in her desk,
where it lay until now, and she found it.
" I had better burn every scrap that belongs to the old life in
DureAvoods," she thought, " and begin quite new, with nothing
to remind me of the past days at all."
Still she held the little letter in her hand, and looked at the
signature, " C. J, Pembroke," and wondered whether he was
married yet, and whether he would be happy; and was holding
the letter still, and looking at it thoughtfully, regretfully, when
she heard a tap at the door, and, to her own surprise, she found
herself starting and blushing, and in a moment her father entered
the room. The sensation which Marie Challoner felt at that
moment she had never felt in her life before. Never before had
she known herself to start, and blush, and tremble at her father's
coming, as if she were trying to conceal some guilty secret. The
newness and wonder of the sensation added unspeakably to her
confusion. I t would have been impossible for Sir John Challoner not to notice her embarrassment. She held the letter
crumpled in her hand: and the very action of so holding it only
drew his attention all the more. His quiet look studied her.
" I hope I have not disturbed you, Marie," he said, very
composedly.
Marie recovered herself and her fearless candour, and put
the letter plainly out on her desk, but her colour was still
glowing.
'• No, dear; only I did not know who was coming; and I was
looking over and destroying old papers—scraps of poetry—of
verse, I mean—and letters."
" Shall I leave you to your work, Marie, and come in again ? "
" Oh, no! T am very glad you came. "You have come just in
time. Papa, I have something to say to you."
Marie rose from her chair and went towards the fireplace and
leaned her arm on the chimney-piece and looked into the fire.
She had Christmas Pembroke's letter in her other hand. In the
few moments or seconds since her father's coming disturbed her,
and set her blushing and trembling, she had made up her mind.
Sir John waited. He had a vague foreboding that he was to
hear something unpleasant. There was a painful silence for a
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moment. Marie dreaded the results of her resolve, but the resolve was made when she found herself trembling at the sound
of an opening door because she had a letter in her hand.
" Well, Marie, what is it ? "
" Papa, I can't marry Mr. Vidal! I must not do it! I can't
do i t ! "
Sir John stood up. This was what he had expected. This
was what he knew was coming. He looked at his daughter for
a moment with eyes of blazing anger. But he had long schooled
himself into the knowledge that in our modern ways anger counts
for little, especially with women, since one cannot very well beat
them. So he moderated his looks and tried to speak with easy,
half-bantering composure.
" My dear, what is the meaning—pray, may I ask—of this
sudden change of mind ? "
He was a good deal more stammering and less fluent than
usual, and he tapped the palm of one hand with the back of the
other nervously. He was afraid a trial of strength was in preparation, and he had never had such a trial with Marie; but
there seemed something about her ways which told him that if
the girl once rebelled she would not very easily be put down.
" It is sudden, and I know you will blame me; and he will
think I have treated him so unfairly—if he cares."
" If he cares, Marie! You know how much he cares. It
may be very foolish of him, no doubt; but you know how he
cares, and I hope, Marie, you are not serious in this. You should
remember that you are dealing with a man, and that you are
not a child."
" I am very sorry and ashamed of myself," Marie said,
humbly; and she longed to burst into tears. " I know I ought
to have found out my own mind long ago. But I have found it
out now—and it is not too late
"
" Nonsense!" Sir John interrupted, deeply regretting that it
was not too late. " What do you call finding out your mind ? Be
a little more distinct, Marie, if you please, and let us talk in the
language of reasonable people, dear, and not in the language of
flowers or romances. What do you mean by finding out your
mind ? "
" I know now that I never could care enough about Mr, Vidal
to marry him, I never could—if I say love him, you will call
it the language of romance; but that is what I mean, and I
can't express myself any better." There was now a little of the
rebellious tone in her voice, and it admonished Sir John to be
cautious in his tactics.
" But, my dear child," he said, soothingly, " I don't know
that you ever gave Eonald Vidal to understand that you had
that kind of feeling for him. He knows quite well that you have
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not. Don't give yourself any trouble about that. Eonald
Vidal hopes that that feeling—love—will come in time, and so
it will."
" Oh no—it would never come."
" Well, he is willing to take his chance and do his best. He
understands your feeling towards him perfectly, and he doesn't
expect too much. He is a very'sensible and modest young fellow,
and he thinks himself very happy to get such a wife on such
conditions, I can assure you."
" I don't think so. I am sure he has far too much spirit to
take any girl on such conditions. I never could care about him
—never in all my life! Papa, it is no use. I will never marry
Mr. Vidal."
" But, Marie, this will be shameful—it will be a disgrace!
Do you think you can deal with a grown man in that sort of way?
Do please to look at his side of the question—do try to be a
reasonable creature for a moment, even though you are a girl.
You accepted this young man's offer deliberately months ago,
and on those very conditions. You never pretended to have any
romantic love for him, and he never asked you for it. I told you
over and over again not to engage yourself if you did not feel
quite satisfied. Did I not, Marie ? "
"You did, dear," Marie answered, feeling that with every
word a wider gulf opened between her and her father.
" "Well! Then—yet you accepted his proposal. Nothing has
changed since that time, and yet we hear all this nonsense."
" Oh, yes, something has changed."
"What has changed?"
" I have changed," said poor Marie.
" But, good Heavens! that is not his fault, and he is not to be
punished for that. Besides, you haven't changed. You never
said you had any love for him, and how could you have
changed ? "
" It is so hard to explain," pleaded Marie, and she was very
meek and humble, for she felt in many ways ashamed and
conscious of unhappy weakness, " but I must try to explain it—
if you like. I promised him because I believed then—that—
that I had none of that sort of feeling in me, and that there was
no reason why I might not marry him—as well as another—
though I didn't want to marry any one. But now—it's different."
" I n Heaven's name, Marie, how is it different? There is
nothing different."
" Yes, dear, I know now that I was mistaken about myself.
I know that I could have that feeling, but not for him. Now you
know."
With what an effort that confession was made—with what
slow, difficult, and formal words! It ought to have been sobbed
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out on a mother's breast. It was made by Marie standing at one
side of the hearth to him standing at the other, both erect and
cold and separated. Marie spoke rather as a woman who, under
the impulse of over-mastering necessity, explains to a doctor the
symptoms of some physical illness than as a motherless daughter
confides her heart's secret to the father who is her only friend.
" Marie," said her father, " you cannot have been deceiving
me all this time. I could not believe you capable of that." He
spoke with as much of the severity of austere truthfulness as if
he never had deceived her; and for the moment he felt all that
stern virtue.
" I have not been deceiving any one—except myself," said
Marie sadly; " a n d even that I did not mean to do. You see
that I don't deceive even myself any more."
" Then how long have you known—that you didn't know
your own mind ? "
" I came to know it—for the first time
"
" Yes, go on, Marie. For the first time—when ? "
" Just as you came into the room—noAV!"
" What nonsense! Why, Marie, I never before heard such
nonsense as this. My dear, you really must not behave so like
a child. How could I tell Eonald Vidal such a tale as that ?—•
what would he say ? To tell him that for months and months
you thought you knew your own mind, and that one fine day all
in a moment you found out that you didn't!"
" It is true—just the truth, and it will have to be told to him.
I will tell him myself if you think I ought to bear my own
shame."
" You speak too lightly of this, Marie."
" Do I ? I don't feel lightly about it. I never knew what it
was to feel such pain and shame before."
" You don't seem to have thought about the matter at all.
Do you fancy that he has no feelings ? "
" Indeed, indeed, I have thought about him. Oh, I am so
sorry for him—if he does really care for me. I would pray to
Heaven, if that Avere any use, that he didn't care for me. But
how could I do him a greater wrong than to marry him when
I
"
She stopped, and leaned both her elbows on the chimney-piece
and made a hiding-place of the hollow of her hands, in which
she buried her face.
" Yes, yes, we know all that," her father said. " We know
that you don't particularly care about him—love him—whatever
it is; but we knew all that before."
She raised her head and looked at him imploringly.
" Oh, it isn't that—there is more than that. Oh, can't you
guess? I t isn't only that I don't care for him; it is that I do
care for somebody—not him."
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Sir John flung himself from his place by the chimney-piece.
" Good God, Marie! what do you mean, and what are you
talking about ? It can't be."
" It is—it is."
" Where is that letter you had in your hand when I came in ?
What is it? Give it to me."
She had put it on the chimney-piece noAv. It had been in the
hollow of her hands when she leant her forehead on them. She
took it up and gave it to her father without a word, but with
trembling hand and face all crimsoned by shame and resolve.
Sir John looked at the paper—the few lines of writing with
the signature of " C. J. Pembroke," and something like an oath
broke from his lips.
" When was this thing written?" he asked, with a tremendous
effort not to lose his self-control.
" I don't know—I forget. Months ago—a year perhaps."
" Have you been corresponding with him ? "
" No," poor Lady Disdain answered. " I don't think I ever
had another letter from him."
" But you said you only found out all this—about your
feelings and so on—a fcAv minutes ago ? "
" Yes, that is the truth."
Sir John was now puzzled as well as angry. Let us give him
all the credit he deserves for his effort at self-control. He was a
sleek, portly, polished gentleman noAv, who had society and its
proprieties always before his mind to school and mould him.
But it would have relieved him now if he could have beaten his
daughter. He walked up and down the room once or twice,
blowing off the steam of his anger.
" Marie," he said, suddenly stopping, " I wish you would just
be good enough to explain all this to me in plain English—clear
words to everything—and as little romance as may be. I want
to understand, if I can. That letter—I don't see anything in it—•
is ever so many months old. Yet you never thought of this—
this nonsense—until now. What is the meaning of that ? "
" I don't know—indeed, indeed I don't. I never knew that I
cared about him in that sort of way. I was very, very wretched
lately; but I didn't know even then that was the reason. It
came on me now in a flash, the moment I took up that letter.
I couldn't help it—I couldn't understand it—and then you came
in, and I started so like one doing something wrong, and then I
knew." Her voice broke down in a little sob.
" This is the greatest misfortune that ever fell on me," Sir
John said, clenching his hands to keep down his anger.
" I t is the greatest misfortune that ever fell on me," his
daughter pleaded.
"But, good God, you might have known your own mind!
What are we to do ? Where is he—do you know ? "
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" I don't know."
"Has he left Jingland? "
" Oh, indeed, I don't know."
" Tell me—has he ever guessed at anything of this? "
" Papa, how can you ask such a question ? " Marie said, with
some of her old vivacity and energy coming back to her under
the influence of what seemed almost an insult. " J didn't know
—how could he know ? And if I did know—well, I would never
have promised Mr. Vidal; but nobody then should ever have
known. I would have kept that to myself. Oh, I wish I had
known, for that very reason."
" I don't understand—what do you mean, Marie ? " her father
asked sharply. In his confusion and anger he had forgotten his
own fiction.
" You know he never cared about me," poor Lady Disdain
pleaded piteously. " He told you himself that—oh, you know
what he told you."
Sir John pulled himself together in time and remembered his
pious fraud. He resolved to turn it to the best account he could.
" I am glad, Marie," he said coldly, " that you have common
sense—and—and—well, yes, propriety, let us say, left in you to
keep you from letting all the world know that you have fallen
over head and ears in love with a young man who—to say nothing of other considerations—^happens to be in love with another
girl. I am glad you have no idea of entering into the arena and
competing for Mr. Pembroke."
"Oh!"
He saw that he had stung her, and he was glad. He began
to have a reviving hope from her wounded pride.
" Still, you know, Marie, people will talk, and your affairs and
mine can't claim special exemption. Everybody knows that you
are engaged to Eonald Vidal—there was a paragraph in the
papers the other day—and of course if the thing is to be broken
off' there will be a talk. He will have to get some explanation of
your very sudden change—he has a right to that, you know, after
having been placed in such a position—and of course the thing
will get about. We shall have the pleasure of knowing that
everybody says.you would not marry Vidal because you were
in love with another person—who didn't care three straws about
you."
Marie quivered as if she had received a stroke of a whip.
But the words gave her renewed firmness. She now saw that
she could look for no sympathy and even for no mercy from her
father. She must act for herself and defend herself, alone.
" What would you have me to do ? " she asked, coldly.
" Do ? Do what every sensible girl—yes, every modest girl
would do. Conquer this silly sentiment—this sudden feehng
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that began, you say yourself, ten minutes ago. Stamp it out.
I t will die in a few days or weeks. Don't insult and ill-treat
the gentleman—the gentleman—whom you have engaged to
marry by throwing him over, and making a fool of him, and
all in obedience to some ridiculous, romantic, schoolgirl whim,"
" Papa, is that really your advice ? "
" Of course it is. I t Avould be the advice of every sensible
person. What nonsense!"
Marie shook her head.
" Then I am glad I am not a sensible person, for I'll never do
that, I'll never marry Mr, Vidal. Oh—well ? "
For Marie's maid had entered the room. Sir John walked
towards the window, afraid some of their words had been overheard. He looked out upon the dripping trees blown by the
wind that still, on the third day, fought its course against the
rain. He was trembling with disappointment and anger. All
his little world seemed to have been shattered by an impetuous
touch from the hand of a foolish, romantic, headstrong girl.
" Please, miss," the maid began, " there's a person—a man—
below who wants to speak to you particularly,"
Sir John turned sharply round,
" To me, Sophy ? not to papa ? "
"No, miss; to you. He said he must speak to you particularly."
" What is his name ? "
" He said his name it didn't matter; you wouldn't know his
name, he said."
" I s hs anybody from Durewoods—anybody I have ever
seen ? "
" I never saw him before, miss."
Marie looked inquiringly at her father,
"Send him up here," said Sir John; " I ' l l see what his
business is," His mind misgave him: he was ready to suspect
anything now,
" It must be somebody wanting money, A subscription, or
charity, or something," Marie said, when the maid had left the
room,
" I really cannot guess who it is," her father said, coldly,
" but I shall soon know,"
It took some time to bring the visitor from the hall up to
Marie's turret-room. No word passed -between her and her
father in the interval.
" This is the gentleman, please miss," the maid said.
He did not look quite like a gentleman somehow, but he was
a remarkably self-possessed, orderly sort of man, with formal
whiskers and the air of one who declines in advance to consider
himself an intruder anywhere.
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" My respects to you. Sir John," he said, with half military
decorum; " and I beg the young lady's pardon. My name is
Sands."
" Yes, yes. I thought I knew your face. You are the police
inspector from Portstone ? Do you want to see me, Mr. Sands ?
The servant asked for my daughter."
" It was the young lady I wanted to see, but I am glad to
find you here. Sir John; and glad to see you home again, sir.
I hope it is not a painful duty. Sir John, but I am afraid I shall
have to ask the young lady to assist us in a matter of identification."
Marie turned round surprised.
" Identification of whom, or what, Mr. Sands ? " Sir John
asked. "My daughter is very much engaged at present, and
if it isn't a very important matter
"
" Well, Sir John, it may be important in a manner." He had
now taken out a pocket-book, from which he took carefully a
discoloured letter; and then turning to Marie he said—•
" Perhaps, miss, you wouldn't mind telling me if you know
that writing—and if you think it's meant for you."
Marie took the letter without a word. It was merely addressed
to " Miss Challoner," but she knew the writing perfectly well.
" Where did you get this ? " she asked.
" What is it, Marie ? Do you know the writing ? Say Yes
or No." Sir John seemed even more disturbed than she.
" Oh, yes! I know it—it's Mr. Pembroke's."
Sir John gave her a warning look—a look of anger and
caution. It seemed to say, "Recollect yourself now—no ex)-)osure, no scene. Remember it is you who have brought all
this on u s ! "
" Then you think it is for you, miss ? "
" I suppose so. Where did you get it ? "
" Would you please to open and read it, miss ? "
Marie 0}>ened it. It was wretchedly discoloured, and the ink
had r u n ; but it bore date the day but one before that day; and
this was what it said:—•
" M Y DEAR M I S S CHALLONER,

" I cannot leave England without seeing you and saying
good-bye. I have a strong reason for asking you to give me a
few minutes of your time, and it shall not be more. You will
not refuse me this, I know. I wish particularly to speak to you
alone.
" Ever truly yours,
" C. J. PEMBROKE."

" But where is he ? and where was this found ? " she asked.
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" Give me the letter, Marie. Didn't you know anything of
this?"
" No, dear; how should I knoAv ? Where was this found ?
Papa, ask him where this was found."
" Well, miss, that's the painful part of i t ; but we mustn't
come to think the worst all at once. This gentleman was a
friend of yours ? "
" He is a friend of ours."
" Yes, miss—leastways, I'm sure I hope so. Is he a young
gentleman twenty-four or five maybe—tall, fair complexion ? "
" He is—he is! " Sir John said impatiently. " But now tell
us Avhat this is all about, Mr. Sands."
" Well, Sir John, we've had bad weather here, and there must
have been accidents round this coast, and a body's come ashore
at Portstone
"
" Oh, God! " Marie cried.
Sir John put his hand firmly on her shoulder.
" And, of course, we tried for marks of identity, and found
money, but no card-case nor letters—but that in one of the
pockets. I knew Miss Challoner's name, and thought it best
to come along. It may be all some mistake, you knoAV, Sir
John, and truly sorry I am if the young gentleman was a friend
of yours."
" H e was coming to see me, Marie said; " a n d he is
drowned!"
" Well, miss," said the inspector, seeing with some pain the
stony paleness of her face, " we never can be sure of these sort of
things until we actually see, and that's what I was going to ask
—whether you would mind coming to Portstone and just looking
at the
1 mean, seeing if it was the young gentleman. But as
Sir John knovre him too, perhaps Ave may spare you the trouble,
miss."
" Oh, yes; Miss Challoner couldn't attempt it, Mr. Sands,
nor is it necessary; I will go. My daughter feels this, as you
see. It is a shock, of course. He was a very dear friend of
ours."
" I'll go," said Marie; " I'll go with you if you please, papa.
I—I must see him again!"
" If you'll be kind enough to wait for us in the library, Mr.
Sands, I'll come to you in a few moments and let you know
what we think best to do." He was longing to have the man
out of the room, for he feared that Marie's unnatural calmness
must give way.
Mr. Sands bowed and backed himself out of the room. Sir
John carefully closed the door after him, and then returned to
his daughter. Marie was now leaning one arm on the chimneypiece and looking at the fire. There were no tears in her eyes,
s
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but her breast was heaving abruptly like to one in physical
agony which she will not confess. "When she spoke there was
a dry sob in her voice.
" He was coming to see m e ! " she said, " and now he's dead!"
" Marie, my dear," her father said, " this is a terrible blow,
and a very sad thing. But we can't help it, my—my love; and
it's the will of Providence, you know."
Sir John was not cut out for a religious consoler. He had
all through the successful part of his career gone in for strict
morality and propriety, but he had not given himself any religious airs. Indeed he thought that sort of thing in an active
modern financier savoured rather of hypocrisy and looked
suspicious; or at all events had an unprepossessing aspect of
Nonconformity or Wesleyanism about it, and would be bad form.
He was therefore a little constrained and awkward now in his
recognition of Providence, and he feared that he was not very
impressive: and made himself the less impressive by the fear.
" He was coming to see me," said Marie again. " Well, I'll
go to see him! I'll go with you, papa."
" My dear, we must be very careful. The thing is beyond
help now, and I'm very sorry for the poor young fellow—and of
course, Marie, I am not so unfeeling as not to symyathise with
you, after what you have told me to-day. But then, my dear
child, you cannot want to make an exposure of your feelings and
have people talk. You know how they would talk, and then
if you had been engaged to the poor young man it would be
different; but you must remember that at this very moment
you are engaged to Eonald Vidal; and that poor Pembroke
was" Was in love with somebody else! Yes, you have told me
that. I t always seemed so strange to me. Now she has lost
him. Ah, poor girl, how she must have loved him! What
will she do ? And he was coming to see me! I wonder why he
tared to see me ? I didn't deserve it."
Sir John looked at her in wonder. He always regarded women
as hysterical creatures with natures at once little and tempestuous,
who were easily shocked and made angry and made glad: who
cried at a word of contradiction, and hated all other women, and
when any sad news arrived screamed and threw themselves about
the floor or went to bed and drenched themselves in tears there.
He was surprised and alarmed at the stony composure of his
daughter. She was speaking in low monotone, and except for
the quick movement of her chest, and the occasional short sob
which now was hardly heard, there was no sign in her of any
overwhelming emotion,
" This will be sure to break down," he said to himself. " This
•will never last."
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" I really think you had better not come, Marie, dear," he
said hurriedly. " We must think of others in this matter. We
must think of Vidal, you know. It's no use having things talked
of now which can be avoided. For your sake and for Vidal's, we
cannot have it said that you were in love with one young man
while engaged to another,"
" Nobody shall know that. I don't care about myself—oh,
not one single straw—what people say. I deserve anything for
not knowing my own mind in time—well! well! But it is right
on Mr. Vidal's account, I see that, and I owe him something.
But I will go with you, please—and I will not make any scene.
Nobody shall know—and I should only go mad if I were left
alone here."
Sir John felt that there was nothing for it but to give way.
His sympathy with his daughter was not so great as he professed.
He was much rather inclined to be angry with her, but he knew
that it would never do to show any anger towards a girl under
such circumstances. The one uppermost feeling in his mind
would have been best expressed, if it might be, in the angry
question, " Why did she bring all this nuisance on me ? What
did she mean by being such a fool as to fall in love with that
young feUow?" Never in his hfe did Sir John admire his
daughter so little as since her confession. Before that he had
been not merely a loving, but an admiring father. He was proud
of his superb daughter, with her self-sufficing intrepidity and her
ambition, and her prospects. He saw her in his mind's eye the
peer and the rival of peeresses. Now there seemed to him something mean in the love she had confessed. In his secret heart he
was not sorry to hear that the waves had removed Christmas
Pembroke out of the way. • That matter was settled, at all events,
and with good management he did not despair of being able to
bring Marie to marry Eonald Vidal yet. His course for the
present was clear, he thought. He must sympathise with this
girl, humour her, give her her head in everything, try to induce
her emotions, if possible, to flame and blaze themselves away unseen before Eonald came down; and perhaps, after a while, when
the thing was over, she could be brought to listen to reason. On
the whole things were really looking better than they did an
hour ago. There was no reason now why she should not marry
Vidal; and Vidal was so sensible that he would wait another six
months, if necessary; and even if Vidal suspected that she had
had a little tenderness for Pembroke, he was so generous and so
much a man of the world that he wouldn't think too much about
it now that the poor fellow was dead. Sir John himself had
a settled conviction that every woman had been profoundly in
love with some other man before she accepted her husband, and
he didn't see that they made any the worse wives for t h a t
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I t was well that the future seemed to him to open a little
brighter than it did a few moments ago. He might not, Avith all
his sleek self-control, have been quite able to conceal his anger
from Marie if his plans were hopelessly spoiled. But now he
showed himself very tender.
" "VA'ell, my dear, he said gently," I will not cross you in this.
I know I can trust to your self-control and your sense of what
you OAve to your own dignity as a Avoman. You shall go with
me. I'll order the carriage at once to take us over. "We'll be
there before it gets dark. This is indeed a terrible trial for you,
and, of course, it is all the heavier because you cannot indulge
your feelings openly. My poor Marie!"

CHAPTEE XXXIL
WHAT THE SEA GAVE UP.
MARIE was alone for a few moments when her father left her
room and went to make arrangements for their dismal journey.
Something in his manner distressed her. In all her personal
pain and grief she had a vague consciousness that he did not
seem to her very sorry. His change in manner since the terrible
news made her heart sink. She suspected that since Christmas
Pembroke was now removed from the way he would try all the
more to persuade her to marry Mr. Vidal, and she should have
fresh arguments and new struggles. In a day or two perhaps
Vidal would be in Durewoods, and nothing in life seemed to her
now half so hard to bear as the thought of her engagement with
him. She pressed her. hands to her forehead. A resolve came.
" I'll break it off myself! " she determined. " I have a right!
My life is my own—and I will do i t ! I t is no shame now, since
he is dead. I may love him now to my heart's content—and I
could not even think of him while I remained still bound to Mr.
Vidal."
" Marie," her father said, quietly entering the room, " get
ready dear, if you will come. We shall start in half an hour
exactly. I have a letter or two to write first, which must go to
the post."
" I, too, have a letter to write," Marie thought.
" In half an hour I'll come," Sir John said.
" I shall be quite ready, dear," Marie replied with a composm-e
which puzzled him.
The moment he had gone she went to her desk and began to
write. The purpose that she had in writing kept her nerves calm
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and steady. Her composure was surprising to herself now.
Even while she wrote she found herself coldly looking the
situation full in the face and resolving that this was the best
thing and the right thing to do. Her whole soul was now set
on being free of her engagement with Eonald Vidal—free to
think always over Christmas Pembroke and to own to herself
that she loved him. This step, too, would save her father the
pain of having to tell her story with his own lips to Eonald, and
it would prevent the possibility of his trying to induce her still
to marry Vidal. She grew sick at the thought of his cool and
man-o£-the-world arguments all over again.
She felt, too, as if she could not look on Christmas Pembroke's
dead body until she had released herself from her engagement
with Mr. Vidal. That seemed an indispensable and sacred duty.
Not that she feared to indulge in any burst of grief over the
body of the young man whom she had known, all too late, that
she loved. Lady Disdain believed that, broken as she was, she
still had strength and pride enough not to betray herself before
vulgar lookers-on. But her soul would at least be free; and she
could own to herself that she loved him. A girl beguiled into an
engagement during the absence of the lover whom she was taught
to believe dead could not have panted more eagerly to free herself from it in order honestly to meet the lover come safely back
than Marie longed to be free from her engagement with Mr.
Vidal before she went to look on Christmas Pembroke dead.
This was the letter she wrote. She wrote it " at one stroke."
and as fast as her pen could go. Her mind was mistress of its
subject—
" D E A E MR. VIDAL,

"This letter will give you pain to read, I fear. I t
gives me pain to write, but I cannot help writing i t ; and I have
not asked the advice of any one about it. I wonder if you
already guess what I am going to say.
" I cannot keep my promise. I must ask of you, and beg of
you, that you will release me from it. When I promised I did
a great wrong to you and to myself; but I did it partly without
thought, and partly through ignorance of my own feelings. I
know now that I ought not to marry you. I know that I never
could care for you as you deserve and as your wife ought to care
for you.
"This is not all. Perhaps you might be generous enough
and hopeful enough to overlook that. But I am going to say
what, perhaps, no girl ever wrote before at such a tirne, and
what, perhaps, I ought to be ashamed to confess. I know now
what I did not knov/ then—that there is some one I do care for
more than ever I can care for you or any other being. He does
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not know this, and never can know it now; but I do. I loved
" I suppose this is an unwomanly confession. If so it will
make you feel the less regret when you receive this letter. You
could not care to make any girl your wife who could have written
it. I shall be glad to believe that—if it is any relief to you to
condemn and despise me. I don't knoAV what the usage of the
world may be, but I have made up my mind that there should
be truth between you and me.
" I do not ask you to forgive me. I ought to have asked your
forgiveness when I promised—not now when I release you from
your engagement, and set you free.
" M A R I E CHALLONER."

" W h e n that leaves Durewoods," said Marie, " I am free!"
She made up the letter, addressed it, went dowstairs herself and
placed it in the old-fashioned post-bag, and having met nobody
on the way came quietly back to her room. There was a strange
feeling of exaltation—almost of exultation—about her. All high
emotions are in the same key; and with resolve there always
comes some thrill of the exultant mood. When Juliet's lover
knows all and has surveyed in mind the worst and made up his
resolve, there is something like exulting pride in the declaration
that noAV after all he Avill visit Juliet, and that very night. Our
heroine thought with a kindred pride that now she was free to
look on the face of the man she loved. At that moment came
back to her the quiet, warning words of Dione Lyle the day
before.
" Miss Lyle was right I suppose," she thought. " I may think
of him so now at least, since he is dead. Even the poor girl whom
he loved Avould not blame me now, if she could know."
Her father came and quietly handed her to the carriage,
maintaining a dignified ease while in the presence of the servants,
but relapsing into ostentatious sympathy when they were alone
together and on their way. It was little more than mid-day, but
the skies were covered and the scene was dim with mist. They
had a long drive, and they did not talk much. The momentary
elevation of spirit which Marie had felt when she made her resolve had passed away, and she had now only a sense of utter
loneliness. She looked into the future and shuddered at its
blankness: and she looked back on the past and wondered why
she ever was happy.
For all the sympathy Sir John Challoner now expressed his
daughter could not bring herself to turn towards him in confidence and love. It was not merely that she could not bring herself to this; but it did not seem in the nature of things that she
should make the attempt, or that there could be any confidence
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between them any more. Some vague idea that she had not been
fairly dealt with floated across her mind. I t had not much
shape; but there it was. Why did Christmas Pembroke want so
much to see her before he left England for ever ? Why was he
leaving England for ever ? Why had he never told Miss Lyle
about—all that about Miss Jansen ?
Looking back now upon the past she wondered at herself, and
that she had not sooner understood the secret of her heart. Now
she knew. She had loved him this long time. She had unconsciously tried to close her breast against him when she heard
tliat he was in love with another girl, but he had gone with her
inseparable as her shadow everywhere. His memory had oppressed her always. The darkness in which she sat, the pain
constantly in her heart, had been because of him. But for her
father and for the sake of Mr. Vidal, to whom she owed something,
she would not have cared now who knew it. She wished that
she might go to Sybil Jansen and say:—" I loved him too. I
may tell you, now that he is dead," and let them be sisters in
misfortune.
What things that formerly were bewildering to her, a,s to her
own moods, now seemed clear, and how strange many things appeared that concerned him! Why did he tell her father that he
Avanted to marry Sybil Jansen, and not tell Miss Lyle ? Why did
he always seem unwilling to hear anything about Mr. Vidal?
That day—that last day—when she saw him at Mrs. Seagraves'
house, and when she sent through him a message of friendliness
to Miss Jansen—^why did he look so blankly, as if he didn't
understand ? Why was Miss Jansen so cold and rude to her ?
Why did she hear of his love for Miss Jansen the very day when
Mr. Vidal came with his proposal to her ?
Thus vainly she tortured her mind, as people will do—as if
dead were not dead—as if things might be set right yet—as if it
mattered now asking why or how when all was finished for ever.
NOAV and then she remembered with a sickening pang that it was
vain to think of all this, and then she began to think of it all
over again. Each moment she became more and more conscious
of a creei^ing, chilly sensation of distrust towards her father.
It was not strong and decisive enough to be suspicion—what
was it ?
She looked thoughtfully at him as he sat in the carriage, and
she remembered the years when they were such companions, and
when his coming always made her holiday, and she wondered
why her heart should be so cold to him now. He looked up and
her eyes met his, and his were full of pity she thought. She was
touched, and she gently put her hand upon his arm.
" Papa, dear ? " in the old loving, childlike way which she had

some time disused.
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" Yes, my love."
" Have you any idea—can you think—why he wanted to see
me before he left England ? "
For a moment perhaps Sir John was tempted to tell her the
truth and give her in her grief the poor consolation of knowing
that he loved her. She looked so wistful and eager and piteous.
But Sir John was a prudent and calculating man. He had made
most of his successes in life by the capacity to survey the AvhoIe
of a situation in a moment, compare the " fors " and " againsts,"
and make up his mind. To tell her the truth would do her no
good—it would only prevent her recovering from all this folly,
and it would for ever damage him and his authority in her eyes.
The present pain was only for the present. Did he not remember his own love pains about Dione Lyle? and now hoAV
absurd they appeared! So he decided.
" Well, Marie, we were always very kind to him—you particularly; and he seemed very grateful, poor fellow. It was only
natural he should like to see you and say that he felt thankful;
and then, perhaps, he fancied I didn't quite approve of his
throwing up his career in England in that hasty sort of way, and
might have thought you would serve as a peacemaker. I should
say it was something of that kind : very likely. Poor fellow—
poor fellow!"
Marie sank back again into her former attitude. It did seem
likely—and yet!—and so all the vain tormenting questioning
began over again.
They were passing some scattered outlying houses at last, and
boats and nets, and posts with chains and ropes attached.
" Now, my dear," her father asked, in a tone of thrilling,
startling, laboured gentleness, like that which tells the patient
that the operation is about to begin, " are you quite sure that
you can go through all this ? A great deal depends upon your
self-command. There is no necessity at all for you to get out of
the carriage, and it will be so painful
"
" Are we at the place ? "
" Yes; very nearly. I really think you had much better not
get out."
" It seems to me at present," Marie answered, " that I have
only one desire left in the Avorld."
" Yes : well; what is that? "
" To see him once more."
Sir John shrugged his shoulders and felt bitterly angry.
" This is what one brings up daughters and loves them for.
Some young fellow comes from God knows where, and they have
no feeling left in them for any one else! "
" As you please, Marie—if you will. But remember not to
make an exposure of yourself. Don't let us play a scene in a
tragedy for the edification of Portstone."
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" Why should I expose myself ? " she asked. " I know all
that is to be known—the worst is over. I only want to see him
noAV and to know that I have seen him."
The carriage stopped, and Mr. Sands opened the door. Sir
John got out and gave his hand to Marie. She alighted with a
firm and easy step, and glanced quickly around her. The look
of the place, or as much of it as she saw, became stamped upon
her mind. They were at a doorway in one of the three sides of
what might have been called a square, if a quay and the water
did not form its fourth side. The grey misty sea was plashing
every moment over the quayside, and the rain was driving across
the irregular pavement. The houses of the place were ancient
and tumble-down looking structures for the most part. There
Avere lights already blinking in the windows of some of them,
although the evening had not yet set in. In one house there
Avere red curtains drawn across the lower windows, which, with
light behind them, gave the one cheery jjatch of colour to relieve
the drear monotony and worse than Avintry dismalness of the
place. There were boats here and there, and there were posts
Avith chains, and there were a few men in oilskin coats mooning
about.
" Just this way. Sir John," Mr. Sands said, " this way, miss;
three steps down. The light here, Euggles."
Euggles, whoever he was, held a lantern, and Sir John and
his daughter descended some steps into a long central passage or
hall. Marie felt her heart beat painfully, but she kept her selfcontrol completely. She was conscious of carefully holding up
her dress that it might not trail on the damp and dirty steps.
" What place is this?" she asked quietly.
" This is the police station and thefire-office,miss," the polite
Sands replied. " We ought to have a deadhouse here, but we
ain't got one yet."
Marie shuddered. This seeemed like enough to a deadhouse.
They went through the central passage, which was very dark,
but which had rooms with stone floors on either side, that
appeared tolerably well lighted with windows. Marie observed
that there was a bird in a cage in one of the rooms.
Then they passed through a backdoor and crossed a little illpaved yard, Mr. Sands obligingly holding an umbrella over
Marie. They came to a sort of outbuilding like a stable or a
laundry, and Mr. Sands, going on before, opened the door with
a latch.
Marie drew back for one instant. She knew this was the
place.
" You will be firm, my dear child," her father said imploringly. His whole soul was filled with the longing to get all this
over Avithout a scene. If he could once have her safely back in
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the carriage, she might faint then, or cry, or do anything she
liked. He did not himself think now of the sight they were to
see. It was nothing to him. If he had come alone and with a
mind free there might be some room for a thought about the
fate of his old friend's son. But now he could only think of the
possibility of Marie's making a scene which might lead to gossip
and talk and scandal. A girl in such a case might, for all he
knew, throw herself on the body. He drew Marie's arm more
firmly within his own, and they went in.
This place was better lighted than the more habitable part
of the building. I t had great sloping skylights that almost
made a roof of glass. The daylight was tolerably clear yet.
There was nothing in the room but a broad bench; and on
this lay something covered with a great rug or blanket. Marie
held her breath. The time has come, she thought to herself
now. A strange conceit passed through her. " I know now
that I could walk quietly to execution—it wouldn't be half so
bad as this!"
" This is the body," Mr. Sands said with superfluous explanation. The body covered with its rug seemed to lord it over the
place like visible King Death himself. Mr. Sands spoke in a IOAV
tone as one might in the presence of a king.
Sir John and Marie looked on in silence. It seemed to her
that her very heartbeats now stood still.
" Shall I ? " Mr. Sands asked, putting his hand upon the rug
and making a motion as if to remove it.
" If you please," Sir John ansAvered.
Marie found herself murmuring some prayer—to whom, for
what, she scarcely knew.
Mr. Sands turned doAvn the rug. A pale, waxy face was seen.
It did not look awful; it did not look human; it did not seem
as if it ever had belonged to life at all; it was only like a waxen
mask. Marie stooped over it for a second, holding her breath.
Sir John bent down too, puzzled, amazed; and then Marie tore
her arm from his and gave a great cry that rang through the
gaunt empty room, " Oh, it's not he I Oh, thank God!"
" Oh, the young lady!" Mr. Sands exclaimed, and ran to lift
hei', for she had fallen all in a heap upon the floor.
" No; thank you, don't
1 can lift her," Sir John cried
furiously. "This has all been a confounded mistake, Mr.
Sands! This isn't the person we supposed. Can't you get a
chair somewhere ? No; I say, don't mind. We'll come out of
this place."
Sir John was a strong man still in his prime, and he made
no more account of lifting and carrying his daughter than he
used to do in the days when it was his delight to bear her himself to her cradle. But he did not feel tenderly to her now in
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his heart. He felt impatient and angry. He was angry with
her for making what he would have called an exhibition of her
feelings, and he was angry with Mr. Sands for having brought
about the mistake; and with Christmas Pembroke for not being
the dead body; and with the dead body for not being Christmas
Pembroke. In his haste he had not seen whose body it was.
He had not known that poor Nat Cramp was lying there with all
his foolish story of vanity, ambition, love, and disappointment
brought to a sudden end.

CHAPTEE XXXIII,
"BUT NO MOEE LIKE MY FATHER."

had been prepared for everything but for
what she saw. She had schooled herself, steeled her heart and
her nerves, and she could have looked without giving way on
the cold, dead face of the man whom now she knew she had
loved. She thought she could bear with anything rather than
not see him for the last time. The last time—and also surely
the first time! She never saw him before in the true light—as
the one she might have loved. She had torn herself free from
her engagement in order that, when she had seen him for the
last time, she might be able in the secrecy and solitude of her
own room at night to indulge in her grief for him without feeling
shame. But she had not been prepared for what she did see and
for the wild reaction of joy that he was not dead. Therefore, a
sudden stifling sensation seemed to cling upon her brain and her
pulses, and there was an instant's, a second's intolerable struggle :
strange lights flashed before her eyes, and there was an unearthly
singing in her ears, and for the first time in her life she fainted.
She recovered very soon, and she found that her father had
been wetting her forehead with a handkerchief dipped in cold
water, and she smiled a faint thankfulness and said she was
better—was quite well; and her father, who did not speak much,
brought her to the carriage where he said she could rest more
comfortably, and she reclined there feeling like a prisoner reprieved before his death sentence has been wholly carried out
and who has not quite recovered himself so far as to understand
his joy.
She saw her father and Mr. Sands talking together. She
was now reviving rapidly and beginning to feel her relief.
Presently Sir John came and took his seat in the carriage next
to her.
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" The young lady is better, I hope ? " Mr. Sands asked, putting
his head (which he respectfully uncovered despite the rain) in
at the carriage window.
"1 am quite well now, thank you, Mr. Sands," Marie
answered, glad to speak to anybody. " I never fainted before.
But I was so glad to find that it was not the friend we
thought."
Grief we all know is easier to keep in its place than joy. But
it is especially hard to keep from talking of one's joy. Dear
Lady Disdain found it a severe trial not to pour out to her
father all the sense of gladness which had so completely overmastered her. Something told her, however, only too surely
that he would not share her emotion, and it was therefore a
sort of relief to her even to express them thus faintly to respectable Mr. Sands.
" From what Mr. Sands has been telling me, however, I fear
we must not look on things as quite so certain," her father said,
chillingly. " Two young men, you say, took a boat at Baymouth,
Mr. Sands."
" TAVO young men. Sir John, Such is the information we have
received—IAVO young men take a boat at Baymouth; no one goes
Avith them. This body is supposed to be one of them."
" I am sure he is not drowned," Marie said, in a low tone.
" I know he is safe."
" Well, well, we needn't try to argue that point," Sir John
said. " Of course we all hope he is safe."
" Odd, this one having the letter to the young lady in his
possession," Mr. Sands remarked.
" No, not particularly odd," Sir John was quick to observe,
for he did not choose to have it supposed that any odd things
could happen where his daughter was concerned. " I dare say
this poor fellow was a messenger. Mr. Pembroke's servant very
probably. Do you know Pembroke's servant, Marie? Was
that he ? "
" Papa—don't you know ? "
Sir John thought she was hastening to explain that Pembroke
probably did not keep a servant, and he considered any such
explanation unnecessary.
" Ah, well—you didn't recognise him ?"
"But—surely—did not you? The poor fellow. It seems
cruel and heartless to have been so glad—^seeing him there
dead; but I couldn't help it."
" Do you know who it was, Marie ? "
" Oh yes, dear. It is that poor unfortunate creature Nattv
Cramp. I should have been so sorry for him "—and Marie turned
pale and felt sick at the thought of the dead body and of what
it might have been.
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" Nonsense!" Sir John said—" it can't be!"
" B u t indeed it is—poor Nat Cramp. So soon after his
mother! " Marie tried to feel very, very sorry; but the knowledge that it was not Christmas Pembroke kept sorrow asleep
for the present. "When sorrow slumbers wake it not," says
the German song. Marie felt it a pious duty to stir her sorrow
and try to rouse it; but it had drunk of an opiate and would
not wake.
" Why, we left him in America the other day," Sir John said.
" One of the young men, it would appear, was understood to
have come from America, Sir John," Mr. Sands explained.
" H e would have come on hearing of his mother's death,"
said Marie. " But that is poor Natty. His dreams are all
over."
" My daughter must be right," Sir John said. " This was
the son of an old person lately dead who had been a servant at
DureAvoods, Mr. Sands."
" Very s a d ! " said Mr. Sands; " b u t we must all come to it."
" Wait for me, Marie. I'll just go with Mr. Sands and look
again. I did not look very closely when I saw that it wasn't—
it didn't occur to me."
Marie was left alone for a moment. The whole mystery
seemed clear to her. Poor Nat Cramp was hastening to Durewoods on account of his mother's death, and Christmas had
given him the letter to carry to her. The thought of their
being together seemed to her out of the question. If they were
together how could Nat come to have the letter intended for
her ? The suggestion did not even trouble or alarm her. Oh,
no! he was alive! and she was happy. For the present she
had not even time to think that if he lived he hved for some
one else. It was enough now to know that he was not dead.
Sir John came back looking a little pale.
" It is poor Cramp sure enough," he said—" why the deuce
didn't he stay in the States where he was doing well ? "
Sir John was very angry with Cramp for not being Christmas
Pembroke. Or it seemed to him perhaps that if Cramp had only
remained in New Padua Pembroke then must have been drowned.
He gave directions, however, to Mr. Sands that when all the
formalities of the law were over, the body should be removed to
Durewoods, and buried therg near that of Mrs. Cramp, and that
he. Sir John Challoner, would bear all the expenses. He also
requested Mr. Sands to let him know if anything else came to
light—about the boat and the other young man—and the carriage
drove away.
"Why was this young fellow bringing a letter to you, Marie? "
her father asked sharply.
" I don't know, indeed, papa. But I suppose Mr. Pembroke
must have asked him to bring it to me."
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Sir John shrugged his shoulders.
" It seems to me that there was a kind of plot going on all
around me, and that everybody had some mystery, which was
carefully kept from me. "Was Dione Lyle mixed up in all this
work ? "
" In what work, dear ? I don't know of any."
" All this letter writing and fetching and carrying, and love
secrets and the rest of it. The whole parish, I suppose, will
know that Miss Challoner was in love with some young fellow—
while she was engaged to Lord Paladine's son. Good God! what
a state of things!"
" Oh, but nobody knew it," Marie pleaded. " Oh, why can
you not believe me ? Nobody knew it. I didn't know it myself.
Don't make me miserable by telling me that I have disgraced
myself I have not disgraced myself. Nobody ever shall know
it, if you don't betray it."
" Marie, let me know this distinctly, once for all. Has nobody
else ever heard of this?"
" Nobody else—oh, no!"
For the moment she did not remember that in her letter to
Vidal she had made a confession which only wanted the name
to be complete.
Sir John threw himself back in his seat with a sort of sigh as
of one who mournfully resigns himself to the dubious consolation that things might have been worse. Marie was left to her
own thoughts for the rest of the journey homewards. It was not
her father's fault if she did not regard herself as a very wrongheaded young woman, who was bringing trouble upon her family
and friends. All this kind of thing was very new to Marie, who
had been a sort of princess in her home before this, and whom
her father would have spoiled—if she could have been spofledby petting and by something like homage.
When she returned to her own room it came on her mind
that there would seem to her father an inconsistency between the
assurance she had given him that nobody knew of her secret but
himself, and the sort of confession she had made to Mr. Vidal.
He must come to know what she had written to Vidal, and she
felt that it would be unworthy on her part not to tell him at once.
She had written the letter with a set purpose which nothing
could shake: and why should she be afraid to say that she had
done so ? What, indeed, could it matter now ? She could not
and would not do the only thing that would have pleased her
father—what then did it matter whether his displeasure fell upon
her a little more or a little less sharply, a little sooner or a little
later?
Stfll she felt a kmd of dread at her heart. She shrank back
from facing the unknown consequences of what she had done
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She was alarmed at the thought of seeing her father in some
mood such as she had never known in him before. She had
heard and read of fathers who were violent and fierce. Her father,
of course, had never been like that. It was hard to believe in the
possibility of his ever being like that. But he had spoken to her
that very day as he never spoken to her before, and as she could
not yesterday have believed it possible that anybody would ever
speak to her. Who could say what might not happen next? All
strange and inconceivable things had lately broken in upon her
life. A great sea had rushed over it and swept all the old landmarks away. Nothing could be surprising any more. Therefore
her heart beat quickly. .Like all women she was inclined to
tremble at the unknoAvn and the possible.
But the one thing which she could not do was to deceive.
" If this remains unknown to him one hour longer I shall have
deceived him," she said. In that moment of confused emotion
there came to her recollection that Dione Lyle had praised her
for having something like a man's sentiment of honour. She
went resolutely to her father.
She knew she should find him in the library. Only the other
day it seemed when she used to run in and scramble into his
arms, and sit on his knee and make him put away whatever book
he was reading and talk to her. How kind and patient he always
was! Again she remembered what a holiday his coming used
to "be! Now she was almost afraid to go to him. But she put
her fear down and went in.
Sir John was leaning on the chimney-piece with his back
turned to her, and looking moodily at the fire. As he heard the
rustle of her dress he looked up and their eyes met in the glass
over the chimney-piece. There was no sympathy in that momentary interchange of glances. Each looked away at once,
" Have I disturbed you, papa ? " she began, with an effort at
ease,
" No, Marie, I was not busy." This was said in a tone and
with a manner which conveyed as plainly as any words could
have done—" My mind w^as too painfully occupied with the trial
imposed upon me by an ungrateful daughter to allow of my
devoting myself to my usual occupations."
" I wanted to.say something to you."
" Yes, Marie.'' There Avas a slight relaxation of the melancholy rigour of his face. "Has she come to announce submission ? " he asked himself.
" I know you will be displeased
"
"Oh! Well, Marie?"
" I told you to-day that nobody could possibly know anything
about—about all that—but you."
" Yes, you told me that-—and I believed you. Well—was it
not true ? "
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This harsh, cruel way of taking her up shocked Marie and
almost made her repent of her candour.
" It was true," she said quietly. " At least I meant it for the
truth. But I didn't remember then that I had told another
person something of it."
" I thought as much, Marie," Sir John said with a halftriumphant, half-contemptuous smile. "You women never, I
believe, tell the v/hole truth at once. Well, I suppose I know the
rest. "You told this Tomantic secret, of course, to Dione Lyle!
I might have known it. I believe in my soul that woman was at
the bottom of the whole affair. She hates me I know. Well,
she has her revenge now. I can't deny that."
" No, I never told Miss Lyle," Marie said, surprised amid all
her nearer personal emotions at the words he had spoken—the
Avords about hatred and revenge. " She knows nothing about
it."
" Then who in the name of the
I want to hear who
knows anything about it."
" I wrote to Mr. Vidal to-day."
" You—Avhat ? You wrote to Eonald Vidal ? "
" I wrote to him to-day."
" Marie ? You wrote to Vidal to-day—about what ? "
" I told him that I couldn't ever marry him—because I didn't
care about him—and because
"
" Well, go on in God's name and let me hear it all."
" Because, I cared—very much—for somebody else."
Sir John Challonor had been nervously turning in his hand a
large vessel of Venetian glass Avhich he found on the chimneypiece, lie now dashed it on the hearth, where it broke in pieces
Avith a crash that made Marie start and tremble. Women are
greatly frightened by a dispute which begins with a loud noise
and breaking of glass.
" j^Iarie—you didn't do this. I don't believe it. You never
Avould havo dared to do it without telling me."
^
" Oh yes, I did it. I thought it very right to do
"
" Do you mean to say that you have actually sent that letter
—sent it away A\-ith that shameful confession iu it ?"
" Yes : it is gone."
"Great God! What did you do such a thing as that for?
Have you no sense of shame—have you no thought of me or of
anything ? Why did you not tell me ? "
"Oh, because you would have tried to persuade me. AndAve
should only have had useless arguments—and you don't understand hoAV a woman feels—or, at least, how I feel Pans T am
sorry if you are angry, but I couldn't help it I felt tha? f nui^
set myself free from this miserable enRaeement aiirl l^fj}
f f!
too--good, kind Eonald Vidal-and the o^ly Wohf w! ^'"* ^'f
toll him the truth."
^ ^ " * ^^^ was to
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" We are disgraced for ever I"
" There is no disgrace," Marie said bravely—" but there would
have been disgrace to me if I had married that kind-hearted,
honourable man, when I had no love for him, but only for somebody else. Oh yos, that would have been disgrace. I am not
ashamed of what I have done."
" I am, by God!" her father cried out so furiously that she
started—" and I am ashamed of you! Yes, I am—and I ought
to be! Did any one ever hear of such a thing? Why didn't
you let me write ?—if you must break off the whole thmg—I
could have put it in some decent light."
" I Avrote because I wanted just the plain truth to be known."
Sir John looked at her with fierce inquiry. Could it be that
she meant to imply anything against him—that he would not
have told the truth ? But his daughter had no such meaning.
" I knew," she went on simply, " that you would not like to
tell that—and Mr. Vidal might stiU think that he was bound to
press me, and might think there was nothing really in the way
—and so I wanted him to knoAV once for all that it would be
impossible."
" My God, what deceivers w^omen a r e ! " Sir John cried in
his indignation against the whole sex, about whom it was one of
his articles of faith that men were not bound to tell them the
whole truth in anything. " To think that you could be with me
all this day, Marie, and never tell me that—and look me in the
face and keep such a secret as that! Have you told Vidal his
name as well as everything else ? "
" Oh n o ; " and she found the colour all mounting to her
forehead.
" But, of course, he'll easily guess; and this will be the talk
of the town! Marie, I am glad your mother is dead."
He walked up and down the room, and kept sajang in a loud
tone, " What are we to do ? What are Ave to do ? "
Marie felt nearly crushed. She had not before regarded her
offence in this odious light. She had not supposed that it was
an actual sin against Avomanhood to be in love even with somebody who was not in love with her—so long as she kept her
secret to herself—and whose fault was it that she had not kept
it to herself ? Surely only theirs who would have her to marry a
man whom she never could love. Therefore while she regarded
herself as very unfortunate and beset by very peculiar trials, and
was prepared even to own that she must now be a great trouble
to her father, still she had not thought of herself as a mere
.scandal upon womanhood. But it is hard to hear one's self beAvailed and cried out against as a shame to one's household and
not to droop the head. A sense of one's innocence, we are told,
sustains and consoles all the good people we read of. But there
¥
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are some very good people who are not quite so complacently
satisfied of their own goodness, and who, therefore, when they
hear themselves vehemently denounced as guilty are startled for
the moment into almost fearing that they are not innocent.
Sir John suddenly stopped.
" I wish to God I had never had a daughter!" he said. " I
wish you had died when you had that fever long ago—and I sat
up all night—night after night, and I wouldn't let the nurse
watch you—I did, by God! I've worked for you more than for
myself. I have had ambition for you—I speculated and saved
and schemed and planned for you. A match-making mamma"
—he changed his tone for a moment to one of savage sarcasm—
" a match-making mamma couldn't have done more for her
daughter than I did for you—and now this is what it all comes
to!"
He was working himself up into a fury which Marie thought
terrible to look at. It was strange indeed to her, and had long
been strange to him. John Challoner had been born poor and
among the humble, and he had been born with a passionate and
in many qualities a vulgar nature. He had gradually risen in
the world; he was endowed by Nature with just the combination of faculties which mean rising in the world, and no more.
Getting up and up, he had schooled himself into the proprieties
and the manners of the people with whom it was his ambition to
associate, and he had disciplined his bursts of anger. But, as
we have seen, a certain taint of the original vulgarity of nature
always remained in him. So, too, the deep, coarse passion
remained down in his breast somewhere. It was always only
smothered—not extinguished. It broke out now and blazed;
and Challoner liked it to blaze. Now that there was nobody
looking on but his daughter—for whom, since she was not likely
to be the Honourable Mrs. Anything, he had no longer much
respect—he was glad to give his old nature its full way. It
relieved him, and his disappointment was almost unbearable.
Mario was startled and shocked out of all thought for herself.
" Oh, papa—dear, dear papa, don't speak and look in that
way ? You are not like yourself. Oh, I am so sorry if I have
disappointed you."
She put her hand gently on his shoulder. He flung it off—
and flung her off so roughly that she found herself shaken against
the chimney-piece. Then he stood near her, with his face
purpling and his large white hand clenched, and her heart stood
still, for she thought he was going to strike her.
Then he drew back and tossed his arms loosely about as if to
shake off the temptation that beset him.
" Go out of the room! " he cried. " Get out of the room and
don't stand there to provoke me! You are a disgrace to me "
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He turned his back upon her and strode to a window, and
stood there chafing and tossing his arms almost as Avildly as the
trees outside were tossing their boughs.
Dear Lady Disdain, white as ashes, went out of the room.
She went to her turret-room where she had been so happy, where
she had been such a princess. She could not yet find any relief to
her agony in tears. She felt a dry, catching, choking sob every
now and then rending her throat, but she could not cry. The
whole thing was so frightfully strange. Was it her father—or a
madman—or some hideous creature of a dream—who had heaped
such insults on her, and flung her away with his hand, and
driven her from the room ? Her misery was too new for her to
realise its shape as yet. One thing only was pressing down upon
her—the consciousness that all was changed—that nothing ever
again could be as it was for her. Where was her father—the
kind, fond, petting companion of her chfldhood and her youth ?
That strange, wild, choking, red-faced man below, who flung his
arms about and stamped and broke glass things and rated at her
and flung her away ?
Her heart leaped with a nameless, indefinable terror as she
heard a tap at the door, and then saw it open and her father
come in. Instinctively she drew back and almost cowered in the
corner beside the chimney-piece. Dear Lady Disdain had never
before known fear. She had never had anything to be afraid of:
and the common terrors of deaths, storms, wrecks, and such like
Avould have found her brave and brilliant. But she was for the
moment cowed by this strong, furious man, who she supposed
might beat her and kill her if he liked. If she was capable or
conscious of any distinct wish or hope at the time it was that he
would kill her in some quick way, and not strike and beat her
first.
Sir John Avas now as pale as she, and he trembled more than
she did.
" Marie—Marie," he said, " I have come to beg your pardon,
my child. I—I Avant you to forgive me. I do not know what
came over me—but I didn't mean what I said. I used to be very
passionate once, but not this long time—only it came out then in
a moment. Won't you forgive me, my dear ? "
He mistook Marie's hesitation. She was too much bewildered
and alarmed to collect her senses and reply, for this presentation
of her father was as strange and dreadful as the other.
" My dear, my dear, do you refuse to forgive me ? Good God!
are you afraid of me ? I'll go on my knees to you."
" Oh, my dear," the poor bewildered, heart-torn girl cried,
throwing her arms round his neck, " don't speak in that way; it
is like madness ! I forgive you, dear. I forgive you, a thousand
times. I know you didn't mean it—it was nothing. Do not
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think about it any more. I am not afraid of you, dear—oh no,
not a bit. Why should I be afraid ? "
She now petted and soothed him almost as one might a child.
He seemed, indeed, a sort of child to her. At first she feared in
her ignorance that he was really going mad, but at last she came
to understand things better. It was only the furious outburst
of a disappointed and a not noble ambition. This it was which
had made her father first rage and then grovel. Oh, how truly
she forgave him, and felt pity and regret all unspeakable for
him! How she prayed for him and wept for him that sad night!
But the dear, dear father of her girlhood whom she admired as
Avell as loved—the strong, serene, stately father on whose arm she
Avas so proud to lean, and whose smiling presence made her best
festival—that friend and father was gone for ever.

CHAPTEE XXXIV.
ONE TAKEN—THE OTHER LEFT.

ONE of Nat Cramp's Avild dreams had been realised. That far-off
night when he walked on the Durewoods pier he found a certain
delight in wishing that he had perished in the sea and that his
body had been washed ashore, and that she might hear of his fate.
A kind Heaven, pitying and indulgent even to his nonsense, had
granted at least half his prayer—as Apollo dealt with the hero in
the "iEneid." The sea has washed his dead body ashore and
brought it under her very eyes. It would probably have reconciled him to death in any case if he could have known for certain
that Marie Challoner would bend over his dead face and recognise
him. Poor Nat, what a pity he cannot know! Ah, it is humiliating to think that there is no heroism in life half so desperate
as the heroism of self-conceit! Yet suppose Nat could have
known ? Suppose he could have seen Marie Challoner fall in a
faint from very joy that it was he who was dead and not Christmas Pembroke ? Suppose he could have known that his life or
death Avould hardly be thought of by her, provided only that
Christmas Pembroke were alive ? Surely, one might say that
the Devil himself could have invented no more cunning, cruel
trick than that—to entrap poor Nat into throwing away his life
only that his very death might show more clearly than ever his
utter insignificance in her eyes. To die for the sake of giving
her at least a pang; and to find that the pang was only one of
joy because he and not somebody else was dead! ¥/hat but this
could be indeed " the fiend's arch mock ? "
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The sea keeps some of its secrets. It will always keep secret
the answer to the question whether Cramp really meant that day
to drown himself and his companion. "Was his conduct only an
ebullition of meaningless bravado ? Was it merely the irrepressible extravagance of a fantastic, morbid mind strained to its
utmost by excitement ? Had he thought of what he was doing
at all, or was he unaccountable for any freak and impulse as a
drunken man might be ? That cannot be settled. There was so
much of self-conceit and sham and mountebankery about the
poor youth at his best that he could never know himself how far
he was in earnest. But it is probable that his condition then
was desperate enough for anything, and there was always a preposterous amount of earnestness under his most grotesque folly.
The one certain thing is that wilfully or otherwise, by blundering
bravado or set purpose, he turned the boat over, and that next
day his body lay cold under the eyes of Marie Challoner. All
the dreams and hopes and romance, the nonsense, the Claude
Melnotte visions, the Eepublic, and the Church of the Future
had conducted him to this. His epitaph, perhaps, might fitly be
embodied in the cry of joy with which Marie welcomed the discovery that it was he and not another whom the chilly, broken
waves of the winter sea had washed ashore.
Meanwhile what of the chance companion who had come
down from London with Cramp that day, and whose Bellerophonletter poor, cold, unconscious Cramp had brought with him safely
to land in order to torture our heroine and take all the tragic
dignity out of his own fate ?
When the boat turned over and flung Christmas Pembroke
and Nat Cramp into the sea, the two parted company in a
moment. Christmas rose to the surface at once, and kept his
nerves steady and tried to look about him. The waves were
sharp and rough, and buffeted him hither and thither as the
gusts of sudden wind varied. They struck him in the face and
beat him on the back of the head and blinded his eyes, and sometimes threw him clean over on his back. They seemed to own no
regular rise and fall to which a stout swimmer might suit himself. Perhaps, in such a condition of things, if a man really can
swim, he is apt at first to lose his temper rather than his courage.
It is almost impossible not to be angry with the waves, very hard
to keep from shouting at them and cursing them. They seem to
play so unfairly; to give their enemy no chance; to fall upon
him from all sides at once; to hit him when he is doAvn; to fling
themselves on him most viciously Avhen he is most embarrassed.
The swimmer becomes infuriated against them and hates them
as if they were living, treacherous, pitiless enemies; and indeed
there seems something perversely human in their malignantly
boisterous behaviour.
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If Christmas denounced or cursed them, however, it was from
the teeth inwards. He had far too much sense to waste any of
his breath and his strength in outcry when he had such a fight
for his life before him. One passionate resolve filled him. He
would not die: the waves should not kill him. He made up his
mind to take things coolly. Swimming with any definite purpose
would be a sheer waste of power. He did not know where to
swim. The only thing he could do was to keep himself afloat
with as little waste of strength as possible and hold as well as he
could that position with regard to wind which would best save
his face and eyes from the beating of the waves, " I shall do wefl
enough for a good while longer," he thought, " if I don't freeze
with cold." But heavens! how cold the water was! And how
dreary the whole scene was—the grey sky: the black waves!
Christmas looked round everywhere when he could use his
eyes to any advantage, but could see no sign of unfortunate Nat
Cramp. I t was probably a lucky thing for him that he did not
see his late companion, for if he had he would certainly have
tried to save him, and they would both in all probability have
been washed ashore at Portstone together. Such a struggle for
life, however, leaves no time for regretting lost companions.
Every moment that Christmas tried to raise his head a little
dbove the waves to see if anywhere he could descry unhappy Nat,
he was so beaten and buffeted and flung about and fallen upon,
that all his attention had to go back at once to himself alone.
At one moment, however, he saw that he was very near the upturned boat. A thrill of hope and joy went through him. It
was not easy to get to the boat without the chance of being dashed
against her or sucked under her, and Christmas dreaded almost
above all things a disabled hand or arm just now. Nor was it
easy being near the boat to do anything better than allow himself
to be dashed against her and take his chance. So he made for
her anyhow, and presently he was flung forward and felt a sensation as if some giant had flung him up against a wooden
gate, and uncertain whether his ribs were dashed in or not he
found himself lying across the upturned boat and clinging to her
keel. This was the moment for safety. It was at all events a
relief not to keep his limbs and senses employed in the mere
struggle to remain afloat. He was afloat noAV easily enough, and
the only thing was to keep himself from being smothered by
waves breaking against the boat, or from being torn away from
her, or having his head beaten against her keel. " Luckfly there
are no sharks about here," our poor hero thought.
Far away he saw the sail of which Nat Cramp had spoken.
The wind, however, blew from her to him, and he did not beheve
there would be the slightest chance of sending his voice across
the gusts to her. So he prudently spared his lungs and did not
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try. It was raining and the sky was all clouds, and he did not
think he could do anything to make her see him. Still he had
great hopes from her, and while that sail remained above his
horizon he felt that no chilling sea could cause him to give up
the struggle. For he seemed to have made up his mjnd that the
sea should not swallow him before he had given his last message
to Marie Challoner. " Die here noAv," he- thought," and she never
to know how I loved her ? No—I'll not die ! I'll never give in!
I'll get to Durewoods yet!"
It was strange how queer and drowsy and dreamy he seemed
to grow. He was lying now not very uneasily along the back of
the boat and holding on to her keel and was nearly out of the
water, and there was a warmish and thick drizzle of rain faihng
around him, and the tossing motion and the hoarse roaring of
the waves seemed to dull all his senses. The sharper tension of
the struggle was gone and his frame was relaxed, and he felt inclined to go to sleep. He seemed to himself less like one clinging
for dear life to an upturned boat in an angry sea -than like one
who lies in his bed and dreams of being in such a plight. But
that the light had not changed he would have thought he must
have been hours in the water. It seemed half a lifetime since he
left London in the pouring rain that very morning. Was it that
morning or when ? Had he really met Nat Cramp at aU ?
Sometimes he found his eyes closing, and he once must have
dozed for an instant, for he thought he was travelling in the
sleeping-car of a raflway at night, and that the noise of the waves
was the rush and rattle of the train. Then he came to himself
Avith a start, fearing he was about to be washed off the boat.
Sometimes his mind wandered and he fancied he was in Japan
with his father; in San Francisco; in Durewoods with Marie
Challoner in the hollow among the trees holding her hand, and he
talked to her quite aloud. More than once when his tired, languid eyes closed, he fancied he was lying in the chair in Sir John
Challoner's library at Kensington asleep, and he believed that he
had but to open his eyes and see Marie Challoner bending over
him. So he looked up and saw the grey sky and felt the tossing
of the pitiless waves, and clung all the faster and with strength
renewed to the slippery boat and compelled his nerves to keep
under his control, for if he lost his self-discipline for even a single
moment he knew full well that he should never see Marie Challoner again. These httle half-unconscious moments, these fits of
sleepiness, were probably his salvation. Perhaps without them
his nerves could never have endured the strain put on them—the
strain of watching his safety and holding on to the boat.
What gleams of pleasure Avere extracted from the most
unpromising condition, like the sunbeams from the Laputan
cucumber? A chance change of position bringing a sense of
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freshness and relief to tho overstrained frame, to the uneasy
limbs, was for the moment a delight, as it is to the sick man
on a bed of pain. Then he allowed his mind to enjoy the respite
for an instant, and it went off guard and stood at ease. Sometimes he found himself shouting out scraps of song in answer to
the hoarse roar of the waters. Sometimes he talked to himself
and sometimes he shouted to Nat Cramp. Then he grew lazy
and languid again, and felt very cold, and when his mind was
awake and active enough to take in the reality of his condition
he began to fear that he could not hold on any longer, that he
must drop off and die, and never see Durewoods more. But
again some change of position gave him fresh relief and he
presently found himself back in Durewoods among the trees
talking with Marie Challoner. Then he grew so languid that
even when he once became vaguely aware that the sail he had
seen was much nearer to him than before he only made mental
observation that it was a schooner and did not seem to be conscious of his having any personal interest in it. But he suddenly
awoke with a start that nearly lost him his place on the boat,
and he cast away this languid, dying mood, and, tossed by the
waves and soaking in the rain and chilled in the feet and legs as
he was, he found the lifeblood bubbling and dancing in his veins
again, and his mind told him " I shall see Durewoods again, after
a l l ! " and he shouted to the schooner with a lung-racking effort
Avhich made his voice little good for singing for many a day after.
Again and again he shouted till he fell back quite exhausted,
only able to wait for any fate.
Afterwards he had a consciousness of being dragged and
heaved on board a vessel, of having some delicious, divine,
reanimating, burning liquid poured down his throat—only
brandy and water—of seeing several faces round him, of asking
if any one had seen poor Cramp, begging them to look out for
Cramp, and then falling asleep.
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CHAPTEE XXXV.
" YOU ARE AND DO NOT KNOAV IT."
A NIGHT of broken rest, of short, horrible dreams from which it
was a relief to start, and sweet dreams still shorter from which
it was a pain to awake; a night which seemed long as a lifetime,
which was divided into intervals and chapters that were like
years, brought Marie Challoner to her next morning. Until the
slow dawn had come and familiar objects could be seen, the
sleeping and the waking alike seemed a nightmare. A profound sense of strange, immeasurable misfortune was over Marie
all the night through. What was to happen to her now ? What
was to happen to her next ? How were she and her father to
live together henceforward ? Was it possible or right that they
should live together ? For when all his passion had passed away
and he had put on an apologetic and subdued manner towards
her, it was still just as clear as before that he considered her to
have broken up all his plans and spoiled his life. He had the
manner of one prepared to bear anything that might fall on him
by or through his child, but who could not quite conceal the
cruel pains of his martyrdom. Marie felt already like a stranger
in the house—like one who had no right to be there, who had
forfeited her claim to her father's love and shelter. Could a highspirited girl endure this long? Would life on such conditions
be worth having ?
What she felt was that she had not merely lost her father,
but that fate had changed her father, given her a new and sadly
different father—one whom she hardly knew how to speak to,
whom she looked at with uneasiness and dread, who seemed to
shrink from her and to dislike her even when he was most civil
and kind in words. The changeling of the fairy story is always
the strange, unfamiliar, uncanny child whom the perplexed parent
cannot warm to—here the changeling was the parent. Seldom
surely was a girl's heart more peculiarly tried. For the new
vein of love whj'ch had been breathed in it, exquisite as was the
sensation it brought, only seemed to have been opened that her
heart might bleed to death. Her love was to be barren—an
endurance, a miserable secret, not a blessing. She had found
out that she could love and that she did love, only just in time
to find out that she could not have a lover. If Christmas Pembroke was not dead—if that hope and belief brought a rush of
joy, what a cold reaction followed it! His name was nothing
to her but a name to make her blush. By f,he strangest com-
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bination of unhappy chances, love seemed to have brought to
her nothing but the need of renunciation, of repression, and of
concealment.
Yet in one way her heart and her spirit never changed. She
was still glad that she had broken suddenly and decisively from
her engagement with Eonald Vidal, She felt her cheek burn
with shame as she thought of him. She could have thanked
Heaven now that he had never kissed her. I t was well to have
any little sense of relief anywhere, for the background as well as
the foreground of her thoughts was nearly filled up with figures
of pain. When for one moment her anxious mind ceased to
brood on the possible fate of Christmas Pembroke, or the future
of her father and herself, it rested on the wrong she had done to
Eonald Vidal and the pain she must have caused him, or on the
stark dead body of poor Nat Cramp,
The storm that had swept the skies and the seas for so many
miserable days was over, "The rain had ceased and the clouds
had broken, A pale mild sunlight shone from a cold blue streak
of sky. There was something even in that. The world was not
all given over to mist and rain and racking wind. The gleam
of pale sun was a touch of inspiration to her sinking, sickening
heart. I t seemed to Marie like the long-withheld smile of God's
compassion, and it brought tears into her eyes.
What a forlorn meal was that breakfast when she and her
father sat together and tried to seem as if they believed they
were the same to each other, and talked a little on indifferent
topics, each well knowing what was at the other's heart! How
often did each look up and find that the other's eyes were suddenly
withdraAvn!
" I have had a letter from Mr. Sands this morning, Marie,"
her father said at last, " I am going over to Portstone after
breakfast. There is to be an inquest, and I am to identify poor
Cramp. Then I shall have him—the body—brought here and
buried properly near his mother. That will be only right, you
know."
" T h e widow's son by the widow," said Marie. "Poor
Sarah Cramp! She worked and saved—and loved—to little
purpose."
Sir John shook his head.
" Yes," he murmured audibly, but as if unsconsciously, " she
did. We all work and save—and love—to little purpose, I think!
"Yes, yes—well, well!"
Marie's cheeks coloured a little, but she said nothing. She
was not probably of an age or in a mood to make allowance
enough for her father's point of view. He had, indeed, loved
her much, in his own way, and had worked for her and saved
for her, and was proud at the thought of having his life's ambi-
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tion gratified through her, by her—and she had bloAvn down all
his plans and schemes and hopes with the breath of what seemed
to him a girl's foolish whim. His ambition truly had not been
noble, but its dying agonies were keen, and the first passion of
disappointment over he did not bear them badly.
But if Marie did not yet make mental allowance enough for
her father's disappointment, she at least was reasonable enough
not to embitter it by any remonstrance, even if it did give forth
a petulant wail now and then. She only said—•
" I am glad that we can show our kindly memory of her—
and of him too—even in that poor way."
" Then," Sir John went on, " I am going on to Baymouth at
once. I am going to town—I shall return here the day after
to-morrow, I think."
"You are going to London to-day?" she asked, with
tremulous lip.
" This evening—yes. I must see Eonald Vidal at once, of
course—that is due to him—and put things in the best way I
can. There is no need of your seeing him any more. There is
nothing to explain—^which I cannot explain better; and it would
be painful to you and to him. After all, the main fact is the
great thing—and explanation can't do much with that."
Marie had nothing to say. Perhaps she ought to have thrown
herself into his arms and poured out some words of regret for
his disappointment, and of tenderness and affection. But she
felt that she could not do this. There was a chiUing distance
between them; and in her heart she resented, more profoundly
even than she knew, the manner in which he would have disposed
of her in marriage. She said nothing.
Presently Sir John rose and looked about him irresolutely.
Then he said, without looking at her,
" I don't exactly know what I shall do, Marie, I have been
thinking; but I haven't yet quite made up my mind, I don't
care, of course, to be seen much in London until all this thing
has blown over. And one's plans have to be altered in every
way. I think I shall let the house in town, and this place
perhaps. We might go somewhere abroad and live quietly
there for awhile. I almost think I shall resign my seat in
Parliament, I t seems hardly worth while keeping on. But
I don't know yet,"
" If you would let me go and live somewhere away," said
Marie,-with her eyes full of tears,—"and you need not disarrange
all your life—or if you would let me stay for awhile with Miss
Lyle—or the Elvers in Paris "—some school friends of hers,
" I don't think Miss Lyle is much of a friend of mine," Sir
John said, coldly, " or that her influence has been so very happy.
Besides," he added, with the affected cheerfulness of a martyr,
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" I am not going to turn you out of doors, Marie, in that Ava}'.
I am not one of the flinty-hearted fathers you read of in your
romances. But when all one's plans are altered one has, of course,
to make new arrangements. I always said you must not be
pressed to marry any one against your will; only it is a pity, of
course, that you didn't find out a little sooner; but we have
talked of all that, and it can't be helped now."
So he went away, and Marie was left for awhile to herself
She felt very miserable, and was oppressed with the conviction
that the very servants must knoAv that she was fallen from poAver
and was in disgrace. I t Avas in some sense a relief to her when
Janet,.Dione Lyle's little maid, presented herself with a message
from her mistress to say that Miss Lyle would hke most particularly to see Miss Challoner if Miss Challoner would not mind
venturing out, as the day was fine. Miss Chafloner would not
have minded venturing out in very bad weather that day for a
kindly look and a loving word from any one, and she promised
to go to Miss Lyle at once. But she went with a palpitating
heart, for she felt convinced that Miss Lyle's message must have
something to do with Christmas Pembroke. " Perhaps I shall
know in five minutes that he is safe, or that he is lost!" Marie
said to herself; and come what might she must, for her own sake
and for woman's dignity, not show what she felt too much. Then,
again, Miss Lyle might have sent only to ask something about
him, having heard vague rumours perhaps. And Marie must be
careful not to alarm her too much where she could not yet believe
there was serious ground for alarm; and still must not give her
too mucli hope, where, after all, the Avorst might have occurred,
Marie had been greatly touched always by Dione's affection for
Christmas Pembroke,
And then Marie's own personal troubles—they must not be
told. Her father's secrets and her own—they must not be told,
even to such a friend as Dione Lyle. To no human heart could
she reveal the melancholy truth that her father and she were
divided for ever—that her father, as she had known him, was lost
to her. Nor would she tell that she had broken with Eonald
until Eonald himself had accepted the fact that their engagement
was at an end. What secrets she went burthened with to meet
the one only friend in the world to whom she would gladly open
all her heart! And Dione had keen eyes and would see any
sudden evidence of peculiar emotion, and would ask the reason,
and if she did ask, what could Marie answer? There was
nothing for Marie, she thought as she went along, but to school
herself into the most absolute self-control, and let no surprise
betray her into emotion or into inconsiderate words. Of all tasks
that could be imposed on her, any task of concealment, the
accomplishing of eA'en the most pious fraud, was the hardest
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strain to put on Dear Lady Disdain, Avhose words folloAved her
thoughts as the sound follows the flash.
She found Miss Lyle alone, holding in her hand a halfcrumpled paper, which Marie knew to be a telegraphic despatch.
When one is in anxiety about a human life, the sight of such a
paper sets the heart beating, and Marie had hard work to speak
a few sweet composed words of ordinary familiar greeting to her
friend. Then Dione Lyle's first question nearly startled her out
of all her pre-arranged self-control. It came out quick and
sharp.
" Do you know anything of Christmas Pembroke^that unfortunate boy ? "
" No," said Marie. " I—I very much wish I did. But I hope
he is well?"
She was going to say " I hope he is safe ; " but she checked
herself, remembering that this would be to betray to Dione Lyle
her fears that he was not safe. So her sentence had to end rather
feebly.
"Yes; I hope he is well—and I hope he is in his right senses.
Have you heard nothing about him lately ? "
All the composure vanished.
" Oh, Miss Lyle, you know something—I see that you do.
Pray—pray tell me—don't keep me any longer in suspense !"
" My dear, what in the world are you in suspense about ? "
" About him. Where is he? Oh,do you know—is he safe ? "
Miss Lyle opened her eyes.
" Why, Marie, you do know something about him, after all!
You know more than I do, for you know that he was in some
kind of danger. Perhaps you wouldn't mind telling me what it
was all about ? "
" But he is safe—he is living ?''
" He is living," Miss Lyle said, composedly. " At least he
was living when he sent me that message. But it doesn't at all
follow that he should be living now, for you see that the message
got to Baymouth and was allowed to toss about there until there
was a chance of somebody coming over here, who kindly put it
in his pocket and brought it along with him. You have an
energetic father, my dear, who is always busy in schemes for the
development of everything, I wonder he wouldn't apply his
mind to the task of getting a telegraph wire stretched along to
Durewoods."
Marie was not listening to these latter words. She had taken
the telegram and was reading it as well as she could, while it
fiuttered in her trembling hands:—
" Don't be alarmed about me, if you should hear any reports.
I am all right; I will get to Durewoods as soon as possible. Do
you know what has become of poor Cramp ? I hope he is not
lost, but I fear the worst has happened! "
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" He is safe—I knew i t ! " Marie said, and a rush of tears
blinded her eyes for the moment. Let us not blame her if in the
very moment when the full knowledge of his safety sent such a
thrill to her heart there came with it the recollection that he was
not saved for her,
"Where did this come from?" she asked, with faltering
tongue—when she could speak, and cowering rather under the
keen clear eyes of Dione Lyle.
" If you look at the telegram in your hand, my dear, you Avill
see that it comes from Calais, But why should he be in Calais,
or why he should have poor Cramp with him—I suppose it
means that young fellow from Durewoods—I thought he was in
America—all this passes my understanding."
" He was with poor Nat Cramp then! " Marie said. " I did
not know that. I should have been so much more alarmed if I
had. He was coming to Durewoods in a boat, I suppose. They
told us of a boat and two young men—and I suppose they must
have been upset—and perhaps some steamer picked him up and
carried him to Calais. Poor Nat Cramp is drowned, Miss Lyle."
" I am sure I am very sorry," Miss Lyle said; but she was
evidently not thinking much over his fate just then.
" Such a strange escape! So wonderful! But I knew he was
not lost. Something told me that he would come back safe—and
he will come! Was it not a strange thing that I should have
known i t ! "
" I should take a little more interest in the story," Miss Lyle
said, " if I knew what it was all about. Why was he coming to
Durewoods in so tremendous a hurry ?—and how did you know
that he was coming? I hope, Marie, you were not keeping up a
correspondence with this poor boy ? "
" We had no correspondence," Marie answered, with downcast
eyes. " Why should we correspond ?—or why should we not,
Miss Lyle, if we had anything to say ? "
" B u t you should have had nothing to say," Dione rephed
warmly. " What could you have had to say to him ? You were
engaged to be married—what had you to do with that boy ? I
do think there is something very mean about women. You
haven't escaped it even. "Why torment that poor young fellow ?
I wish you had never seen him, Marie."
" Well—so do I, Miss Lyle! It has made me very unhappy."
" And I don't wonder ? You have spoiled his life for him. I
knew you would."
" Miss Lyle, why are you angry with me, and what have I
done? I don't understand a word. Surely you don't think
I knew—oh, no. I didn't know that he was coming here to see
me."
" Oh! He was coming here to see you, then ? "
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" So he said—in the letter."
" I thought as much! I knew he was coming to see you! I
knew the whole thing had some such mad freak at the bottom of
it! And what did he want to see you for ?"
" I don't know—to say good-bye as he was leaving England—
perhaps," Marie said piteously. She felt weak and humbled, for
everybody seemed against her, though she was not conscious of
having injured any one except Eonald Vidal. She had come to
Dione Lyle for sympathy, and found that there too she was looked
upon as a sort of wrong-doer.
" I don't see what he wanted of farewells under such circumstances. What good could come of that? He knew you
were engaged to be married."
Marie plucked up a little spirit now. " I don't see what
that has to do with it. Miss Lyie. I suppose people are not to
be cut off from every word of kindness and friendship in this
world because they are engaged to be married. We—we—liked
each other always—he and I. We were friends. At least I liked
him—of course I did—and I think he liked me. Why should he
not wish to say good-bye to me when he was going away ? It
was very, very kind of him—and I don't think I deserved it."
" How would Mr. Vidal have hked it, do you think ? "
" I shouldn't have thought it necessary to ask Mi". Vidal's
consent even if I had known," Lady Disdain said, colouring.
" I didn't know. But he^would never have thought of objecting
—why should he object ? I am sure she would not have objected
unless she is a greater fool than I hope she is, for his sake," she
added, with one womanUke and irrepressible touch of bitterness
towards " the other."
"Who is she?"
" That young lady—Miss Jansen, of course."
" What has she to do with this, dear ? "
" The girl to whom Mr. Pembroke is engaged ? "
Dione had almost forgotten that old story, and in her present
impatience she could not even pretend to believe in it. For the
moment she really supposed that Marie was indulging in some
little coquettish affectation,
" Stuff and nonsense! You don't believe that story, dear.
You know you don't. Y"ou know very well that the poor lad
cares no more for that girl than I do who never saw her,"
Marie opened wondering eyes.
" But he did care for her—^he said so," Marie faltered, almost
breathless.
" Not he, dear; he never told any such untruth,"
" But, Miss Lyle, whom then did he care for ? "
Dione looked into her open, wondering eyes.
" Either you are a better actress than I thought, dear, or you
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are more innocent than some of us were at the age of ten. Did
you never knoAv Avitli Avhom Christmas Pembroke really Avas in
iove?"
" Never — except Miss Jansen.
Every one said Miss
Jansen
"
" And you don't know still—you don't guess even now?"
" Oh, I can't guess. I'll not try to guess," Marie said, growing very red; " and it couldn't be. Miss Lyle," she added rather
inconsistently.
" It could be, dear—it was—and it is; and I can tell you I
wish it had never been, for his sake. Indeed, I thought you
must have known it,"
"Oh!"
The exclamation was partly "a protest: but it was also a cry
of wonder and delight.
" And that was Avhy I was a little sharp, my dear," Dione
went on, " I thought you kncAV it, and were pleased with it—I
mean I began to think this when I got his message to-day, and
found that he had been trying to see you. I never thought it
before, and I don't think it now. Yes, Marie, he was in love
with you all the time."
" It can't be," said Marie, " I don't think it can be."
" He told me so, Marie,"
Another irrepressible note of delight was heard.
" Yes, I extorted it from him. Poor fellow! Well, I am
glad to tell you all this now, Marie, because it is better you
should know. I wish I had told you before."
" So do I," Marie said in a low voice.
" Yes, you might have known better how to act. Now, you
know, and your course is clear, Marie."
" Is it ? I wish it were."
" Of course you must not see this poor lover of yours any
more."
Marie started.
"You wouldn't surely think of seeing him again after that?
V\"hat would be the use of it ? Why should you torment him for
no purpose ? I think it would be very wrong of you, Marie; and
I know you too well to believe you would do anything wrong.
Promise me, Marie, that you will not see him."
Marie was silent. Her soul was too much absorbed in wonder
and delight to allow her to follow the words of her friend. He
loved her; and had loved her always! The strangest thing,
perhaps, was that the longer it rested in her mind, the less
strange it seemed to be. It seemed so natural—and yet she had
never thought of it. It fell in now and fitted with and made
part of every look and word and act of his that she could recall,
and yet it never occurred to her then. After the first shock of
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surprise and doubt the doubt vanished and never reappeared.
Oh, yes; it was all clear now as the sunlight. He loved her as
she loved him. All the world now seemed filled with happiness
for her. She was so happy that the tears came into her eyes at
the thought that she might possibly die, or he, before they met
again.
" You will promise me this, child ? " Miss Lyle said softly.
" You will trust me. Miss Lyle, won't you, without asking for
any promise ? I'll not do anything that you will blame. I will
think of Avhat is good for him a thousand times more than ot
myself. Yes, you may be sure of that! But I didn't know of
this; and it has come on me suddenly, and there is so much to
be thought of. I can't speak of it now—even to you, dear, dear
friend. May I go away ? I will come again whenever you want
me."
" When I send for you, dear," said Dione, kissing her forehead, " and not before! I will ask you to come when you may
come. I see you have taken this as—weU, as I ought to have
known that my poor Marie Challoner would take it. We must
think of him, poor fellow! "
" We must, indeed," said Marie, looking up with a bright
look through her tear-flashing eyes, that almost dazzled Dione;
and then she kissed Dione and went away.
" She has a good heart," Dione thought to herself, " a kind,
pure, generous heart! She feels for him as a woman ought to
(Jo—in the right way. I wish things had been otherwise! I
wish those two could have loved each other, and married, and
been happy. Well, well!"
The last two words she found herself speaking aloud in her
solitude. Her mind went back to a time when two hearts, each
alike devoted to the other, were torn asunder and sent different
ways for nothing. Here, after all, there was but one heart to
bleed; and men get over these things sometimes, she said: and
then she felt very lonely and melancholy, and the twilight seemed
a pain to bear in such a mood.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
THEY STAND OONEESSBD.

had accomplished his resolve so far as
the getting to Durewoods was concerned. The day was bright,
clear, and cold, when the Saucy Lass, now in good condition
again, brought him safely to the little pier. The village looked
melancholy in the wintry sunlight, and a keen pang shot through
the poor youth's heart as he thought of the bright soft summer
evening when first he landed there; when the whole place came
up for him, rising beautiful and poetic like some Delos-island
over the grey monotonous waters of his life. He could see the
whole scene once more as he saw it then—and the pony-carriage
at the pier, and the dark eyes of Marie Challoner looking kindly
at him.
He had been wild with impatience to get to Durewoods, and
now he walked slowly up the pier, and turned to the left instead
of the right when he reached the road. He lounged along
" melancholy, slow " in the strict sense of " The Traveller," and
feeling unfriended too, although he knew that he had friends.
He stopped and looked at the cottage in which poor Mrs. Cramp
used to live, and he thought of the night when Nat and he,
dripping from the sea, found shelter there. He knew now of
Nat Cramp's fate: the captain of the Saucy Lass had told him all
about it, and how Nat had been buried near .his mother; and
Christmas had communicated to the captain in return his part
of the story, which was news to Durewoods. As Christmas
looked at the house he felt almost as if he were guilty of Cramp's
death, because of the piece of curious misfortune which caused
them to meet at the station that unlucky day. He wondered
what disappointment or disaster it was which had given such
wildness to Cramp's manner, and was sure it belonged to love.
As Lear believes all miseries and madness to come of ungrateful daughters, so Pembroke naturally set down such human
trials to the pangs of disprized love. Then he turned quickly
back, wishing he had not come that way or passed Nat's house,
and thinking that if omens,-good or bad, could matter to him
any more it would have been of evil omen to look on the place.
Now that he was in Durewoods he began to wonder why he
had come there so precipitately; why he had come there at all;
why he had taken such great trouble to save himself from the
sea with tho hope of getting to Durewoods and seeing Marie
Challoner, When he did see her—if she would see him—Avhat
CHRISTMAS PEMBROKE
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was to come of that? What did it matter whether she knew
the whole truth about Miss Jansen or did not know it ? He felt
at moments almost inchned to go back again to London, All
the vague doubts and hopes and perplexing conjectures needing
explanation, which had seemed to him when he was in London
like a summons from Providence or fate bidding him to hasten
to Durewoods, began now to wear a look of blank absurdity.
Probably he would have taken flight and gone back to London
but that he knew full well the moment he got back there the
dreams and longings would all set in again, and he should have
to follow whither they bade him to go. Being here now he would
go through with it; he would see her for the last tune.
He turned again and passed the pier, and held to the right,
and mounted the little hill. Winter now brooded over that scene,
and winter over all his hopes! The very ground was bare of
leaves now. They had Iain there in heaps in the little hollow on
either side of the road for months until the rains rotted them
into the earth or the keen winds scattered them far away. So,
our young hero thought, had all his hopes—the hopes with which
he entered London—been dealt with: so scattered and trodden
into the earth of prosaic commonplace. He was in a sadly
egotistical mood just now, after the fashion of the disappointed,
and he could not help fancying that the wintry aspect of the
place was purposely in keeping with his own desolate condition. Egotism alone, perhaps, could have soothed and consoled
him now.
Yet the day was bright and cheery for a winter day in
England. There was a light frost, and all trace of rain and
mist was gone; and as Christmas turned to look back upon the
sea, one great tract of it glittered with a smfle of sunlight, and
it might have been summer for the moment, and not winter, if
one looked but on the heavens and the waves. Why not accept
the smile as ominous when one is so ready to think of the grey
clouds and the naked trees and the chill earth as symbolic?
Christmas plucked up heart at the sight of the water and the
gladdening sunhght. " Come," he said to himself, " I shall live
all this down ? I'll get this last meeting over, and then I'll go
back to my old home, and work hard there, and never come back
to England any more; and all this will seem like a dream, and
I shall have her memory always. Why, that alone will make
life worth having!"
So he went resolutely on, and even when he came to the gate
of the Hall he did not pause and reconsider, or pass on as if he
had no idea of going in, or were not quite certain whether he
should look in that day, or play any of the other tricks of
indecision. Certainly he did for one moment falter at the gate
—the lodge-keeper's wife afterwards remarked picturesquely that
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he " quivered on his foot like "—but he went in through the gate,
only asking as he passed if Miss Challoner was in Durewoods
and at home. His heart did sink a little within him as he
reached the door, but he assumed as well as he could the easy,
unconcerned air of an ordinary visitor, and he sent his card to
Miss Challoner.
He was shown into the Ubrary, Avhich Miss Challoner was in
the habit of using as a reception-room when her father was not
in Durewoods. Christmas waited there with a beating heart for
what seemed to him an endless time and was in reality about
five minutes. Then Marie's maid came in smiling, and cordially
glad that Christmas was not drowned, and longing to say so in
frank country fashion; and she told him that Miss Challoner
would see him in a moment. Then Christmas looked at the
backs of books, and took a book out now and then, and opened
it and put it back in its place without noticing what it was:
and walked up and down the room, and trembled when he
thought he heard her step, and grew more nervous than ever
when he found himself mistaken and she did not come. What
a long, long moment that was! This time he was not mistaken,
for he looked at the clock on the chimney-piece. Ten minutes
already!
The delay came about in this way. Not long before his
coming, Marie had received a telegram from her father, sent on
from Portstone by special messenger, which at once relieved and
distressed her.
" I have seen R. V. and talked with him a long time. I have
explained all. He is greatly cut up, but admits that things are
hopeless and had better be considered at an end, and is going to
Naples to stay some months. Begs me to give you kind regards
and to say that he does not blame you, and will try to bear up.
I leave for DuroAvoods at once, but wish to let you know this
Avithout delay. R. V. asked if you would like him to write; I
thought better not."
She was free then. She need not think of Ronald any more;
and womanlike she began to think of hira with great compassion,
and to blame herself for ever having listened to his proposal, and
to feel ashamed of herself, and ashamed even of being so glad to
be free. She was in the midst of all this self-reproach, and her
eyes were dimmed with tears, when the card bearing the name
of Christmas Pembroke was put into her hand. Quickly she
dropped the telegram and blushed, and started, and became half
wild with excitement, and it must be owned forgot all about
poor Ronald. When she sent her message to Christmas by the
maid she ran and plunged her face into water to wash away the
traces of the tears, and she looked at herself in the glass and
wondered Avhat she should seem like in his eyes, and remembered
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the day when in his blunt boyish fashion he told her she was
handsome. Strange, at that time she was only amused by his
brusque frankness, and now as she remembered it and looked at
herself in the glass she saw that the mere thought of it made
her blush. " I wonder will he thiak me handsome now ? " she
thought—and then she hastened with her preparations to meet
him, for the absurd idea came into her head, " Suppose I keep
him too long—and he has to go away—and goes to Japan
Avithout seeing me ? "
Christmas Avaiting nervously beloAV heard the rustle of a dress
at last and a light quick tread, and then had a confused impression
of dark eyes and a sweet, fresh voice, and a tall, shapely figure,
and a hand with a kindly pressure; and Marie Challoner was
with him. The whole place for the moment swam before his
eyes, and he looked so pale and half distraught that Marie feared
he must have suffered serious harm by his long wrestle with the
Avinds and the waves.
" It is so kind of you to come to see me all this way," she
said. " But, of course, you would come to see Miss Lyle."
" I have not seen her yet. I—I came to see you first."
" But you look very pale. We were all so glad to hear that
you were not drowned; we never thought of asking whether you
Avere hurt."
" Oh, no, I was only a little shaken—not hurt at all—nothing
to speak of."
" How glad you ought to be—and in such a sea so long!
Hours upon hours, was it not ? "
" It seemed a terribly long time to me. I thought it would
never have come to an end. B u t I don't think it could have been
very long in reality."
There was a moment's pause.
" You had a wonderful escape," said Marie. " You ought to
be very thankful."
"Yes," he answered, " I didn't want to be drowned just
then."
" I hope it did you no harm—being in the cold sea all that
long time."
" No; I don't think it did. I felt very stiff and stupid for
a day or so, and not hke myself: but it didn't do me any harm."
" How strong you are! "
,
, . ,
" Oh yes, nothing does me any harm—nothing of that kind.
Poor Cramp—you've heard, of course ? "
" Yes, I have heard." She did not say that she had fainted
at the sight of Cramp's dead body, or Avhy. " What a terrible
thing! He was so young, and I used to think once that he
Avould come to something."
"ItAvasn't any fault of mine," Christmas hastened to explain.
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" I didn't want him to come into the boat; I begged of him not
to come. But he would have been perfectly safe if he had only
kept quiet. I don't know what came over him, whether he was
frightened out of his wits or not, but he seemed like a madman.
Why, he would have been alive and well now if he wouldn't keep
jumping up and going on like a lunatic. There wasn't the
slightest danger. I do believe he was mad, and I hope he was;
for I feel half guflty somehow of his death, although Heaven
knoA^'s it Avas no fault of mine, and I would have saved him if I
could—at the risk of my own life—not much to risk, certainly."
" I think you risked your life far too much as it was. "Why
did you get into a boat on such a day ? "
" Well, there was no other way of getting to DureAvoods.''
" But why not wait until the next day; or until the weather
Avas fine or the steamer was ready; or go round by the road ?
Why risk your life for nothing ? "
" Yes, there was no need of so much impatience, indeed,"
poor Christmas said disconsolately. " I might as well ha-ve
waited; but anyhow. Miss Challoner, I should hke you to know
that it was only my own life I wanted to risk—if there was risk
—and not poor Cramp's."
" I know very well that you did not think of yourself. That
is why I blame you so much Mr. Pembroke."
She felt it a delightful thing to be talking to him. He was
very much embarrassed. She saw the end of all this, and he did
not. So she trembled a little, but was very happy; and he
stammered and was awkward and miserable. Now that he was
with her he began to think there was not a great deal of purpose
in his coming, and to wish he had stayed away. Yet he longed
to linger still in her presence, trying to say the right thing and
failing; resolved that at least she should know the truth about
him, and yet afraid to come to the point,
" Well," he began with a rush: " I came to see you, Miss
Challoner
"
" Yes, Mr. Pembroke ? "
" Because—I am not taking up your time, I hope ? "
"Not at all."
"Because—you are not particularly engaged just this
moment ? "
" No, indeed."
" If you were, of course another time would suit me, I could
call later in the day."
" I am very glad to see you now or at any time, Mr. Pembroke : and I am not at all engaged. But will you not take a
chair ? "
" Thank you, no; I think not. While I keep standing it
seems as if I were preparing to go."
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" But why want to go in such haste ? I have not seen you for
such a long time,"
" N o ; and you have been to America since, I hope you
enjoyed your trip ? "
" Very much,"
" Do you like tho States ? "
"Very much. I hked San Francisco especially, and the
Golden Gate,"
She thought perhaps he would say something about the unfor^otten day when he first told her of the Golden Gate. She had
said the words to bring some answer from him, and she saw a
sudden little shadow of emotion run across his face, as one sees
a shadow cross a meadow. She knew that the words had touched
him as she meant them to do. But he did not answer to the
touch.
" Well," he said, " I have come to say good-bye. Miss Challoner, and to say how much obliged I am to you for all your
kindness; and how I shall always remember
" He stopped,
" Then you are really going back to Japan, and leaving us all
in England ? "
" Yes ; I have thought of it this long time, so I came to say
good-bye,"
" If you must go really—if it is for your advancement; and
if Ave must say good-bye
•"
"Now suppose—this sudden thought passed through her
mind—suppose he shakes hands and says good-bye and is really
going out of the room without another word—what am I to do
then ? Must I let him go ?
" I couldn't leave," he said, " I couldn't leave, you know,
without saying good-bye,"
" Oh, no! I am sure you would not be so unfriendly as to
do that."
But suppose, she thought, he only did come to say good-bye,
and says nothing else, and goes away then—what am I to do ?
" And besides," he went on in a hesitating way, " it wasn't
only that."
She drew a long breath of relief. She was happy again, since
it was not only that.
" There was something else I wanted to say to you—and I
couldn't leave you for ever without saying it—something I wanted
to explain. May I go on ? "
" Oh, yes, Mr, Pembroke, if you wish! What was it you
wanted to explain ? "
"You won't be angry with me. Miss Challoner, if it seems
odd? You will be a little generous with me, and believe I have
a good motive, won't you ? and you won't be offended?"
" Why, Mr, Pembroke, this is a terrible preface! Why should
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I be offended'? How could I possibly suppose that you meant to
offend m e ? "
^
, ., ^
" Thank you—then I'll go on. I wanted to explain—Miss
Challoner, you heard, I know you did, something about me and
a young lady, whom I needn't name, about my being in love with
her, and our being engaged. Didn't you? "
" Yes. I heard something of the kind."
" Did you believe it ? "
" I suppose so. Why not ? Was it not true ? " She spoke
with her best possible imitation of friendly carelessness.
" It was not true; there was not one single word of truth
in it."
" How absurd of people to spread such reports! I cannot
think how such things get about. But, after all, Mr. Pembroke,
I don't see that you need complain very much. It is much more
unpleasant for her to be talked about. She is a very pretty girl,
I think. And was there nothing in all that, really ? "
" Nothing at all. She never cared anything about me, and I
don't care three straws about her."
" Come, now, what a very rude way to speak of a young lady;
I thought you had more chivalry, Mr. Pembroke."
" "Well, I only meant you to understand that there never Avas
the faintest idea of anything like love between us. I Avant you,
above all things. Miss Challoner, to believe that."
" Of course I believe it, since you tell me—but Avould it not
have been a great deal happier for you if the story had been
true ? "
" I t couldn't be true, Miss Challoner, and I came here to tell
you why it could not be true. I knoAV that it was told to you,
and I do not know why. Not for anything on earth Avould I
leave England until I had told you that that was not true, and
showed you why it could not be true."
" And why could it—not—be true ? "
" Now," thought Christmas, " I cannot stop; now all must be
said."
" Because I loved you, Miss Challoner, and because I do love
you, and shall love you all my life! Because I am all wild with
love of you! No— don't draw away from me, or be angry.
That's all I have to say. It is all over now—and I'll leave you
this moment."
" But why do you tell me this ? " Marie asked, all palpitating
with fear and joy,
"Heaven knows—I don't knoAv! Because I couldn't help
telling you, I couldn't live if I hadn't told you. After all, what
harm has it done you ? "
" But if it were true—if you really felt all that for me "—she
began, not unwilling, perhaps, to tempt him into saying it over
again, that she might hear it again.
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" If it is true ? Shall I tell you a thousand times over. Miss
Challoner, that I love you? I will say it a thousand times
over rather than go away without knowing that you beheve me.
I love you—I
"
" Oh, hush! " said Marie, almost borne down by his vehemence,
and a little afraid of such emotion, which was so very unlike
Ronald Vidal's way. " I do believe you if you say so. But why
do you tell this to me ? It must make me unhappy to think that
I am the cause of your being unhappy."
" I should be ten thousand times more unhappy if I had not
told you. Besides, it isn't any fault of yours. You can't help
my falling in love with you. 1 insist upon my right," Christmas
said, with an attempt at a smile, " to love you if I like, and as
much as I like, and as long, and you can't prevent that. It's a
free country! Well, that's all. I should be perfectly wretched
if you thought I loved or cared a rush for anybody else but you;
and so in listening to me. Miss Challoner, and hearing me out,
you have done all you could do to make my life endurable."
" That is not much," said Marie. " You know I would do a
great deal to make you happy if I could."
" Oh, yes! " Christmas hastened to say, with something like
genuine and manly cheerfulness, " I know all that. I know that
you never felt anything but the kindest friendship to me. Why,
I should call you my dearest friend on earth, if I could only
think of you in that way. And how good of you to listen to all
this! I felt terrified, but you have made it so easy. I felt that
I must tell you this, but I was afraid it was wrong to do and
would offend you, and that you would be angry, and then I
should hate myself and wish I had never told you. Now you
know; and you are not offended
?"
"Oh, no; only sorry
"
" Sorry ? for what ? For shining like a light across a poor
fellow's way, and giving him always something to remember, and
an ideal; and so much that I can't put into words ? Why, I
shall have the memory of your kindness and your friendship
always! I Avould rather have seen you and loved you—and
know that you knew I loved you, and that you forgave me, than
be a king—and I haven't lost you, after all," he added with a
melancholy smile, " for I never had any hope of winning you. So
I am all the gainer you see!"
" You deserve a better fortune, Mr. Pembroke."
" Don't think about that. You have done all you could to
make me happy—and now I've said all I wanted to say—except
good-bye."
"Good-bye," she said very faintly; "if we must say i t ; "
and wondering what she was to do next.
" We must say it! Good-bye. I need not say how I wish
you happiness. You and yours—and all yours,"
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" Yes,—thank you; and before you go—as you are g o i n g should you like
?"
" Should I hke Miss Challoner ? "
"Should you like"—and an insane impulse carried her
away,—" perhaps to kiss me ?"
The blood rushed into Christmas's face and into hers; and
they both trembled, and stood trembling. There was a moment's
silence, and then he threw one hand into the air with the gesture
of a man who flings away some last chance,
" No! " he said, " I shouldn't! I should go wild if I had to
leave you then—and your kisses are not yours to give away!"
"It's not true," Lady Disdain replied with indignant emphasis. " You don't know what you say. They are mine to give
away or I should never have offered them. You may be sure I
never said such words before."
She was as angry with him and with his rejection of her offer
as if he could have known the whole truth. She was angry with
herself for having made the offer. She felt almost inclined now
to let him go.
" I don't understand," he began.
" Of course you don't understand; men don't ever understand anything," and Lady Disdain found herself in her emotion
parroting the commonplace sayings of angry women without
thinking of it. " Do you suppose, Mr, Pembroke, that because
I offered to kiss you I must be in love with you ? "
" Oh, no, no," he exclaimed quite earnestly, and with fervent
disclaimer—"how could I suppose anything of the kind? I
assure you. Miss Challoner, such an idea never entered my
mind—never!"
" Then why did you speak in such a way ? "
"But I didn't—indeed I didn't, I kneAV you only meant
good nature and friendship, and pity and all that; but I couldn't
stand it. Miss Challoner, all the same."
" Well," and she drew a long breath, " it's no matter, I meant
it well. And you are really going to Japan ? "
" Yes. I am going."
" I wish you could take me with you."
"You wouldn't care to be there. You are much happier
here," He thought she was only jesting about her love for travel
and seeing the world,
" I shall not be happy here,"
" But you have everything to make you happy—and when
you are—married—you can travel again, and
"
" I am not going to be married. No,—you need not look
surprised. I t is quite true—I am not going to be married. I
have broken all that off—this long time—^yesterday—I don't
know when. But I am free."
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" "Why did you do t h i s ? " the wondering youth asked.
" "Why ? Because I had made a mistake in hfe. Am I the
first girl who didn't know her OAvn mind ? Because people persuaded me, and I didn't know myself—-not in the least. Now I
do—and I am free. But this is only personal talk—about myself, and I must not detain you. Good-bye, Mr. Pembroke."
Our hero was for the moment all puzzled.
" You changed your mind ? "
" Yes, No, though—I don't think I did, I only found out
my mind—found what I ought to have known long ago."
Was any faint idea breaking in now on the mist of Christmas's
mind?
" What ought you to have known long ago ? Is it wrong to
ask you ? "
" I ought to have known that I cared for—for somebody else."
Christmas was standing with his hat in his hand. He tossed
the hat on the table near, and moved towards her half in hope,
half in fear, hardly knowing what he did or felt.
" Yes," she said, " I am very sorry: it was very wrong and
thoughtless of me to him: but I didn't know—and they told me
you were in love with her—and—will you kiss me now ? and I'll
go wdth you to Japan or anywhere if you like!"
Then Christmas Pembroke for the first time kissed a young
woman's lips.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
"CONTENT SO ABSOLUTE."
WHICH of these two young lovers was the more happy and the
more in love ? A question that probably the wit of man could
not settle until at least the old and general question had first
been settled—is man or woman susceptible of the higher happiness and capable of the stronger love ? The wise person told of
in classic story, whom the gods permitted to be changed for
a time into a woman and then resume the form and the life of a
man, is said to have reported as the result of his experience that
the woman is more loving and the man more happy. If this be a
true report, then let us say that Marie Challoner loved the more
and Christmas was the more happy. The latter part at least
would bear some seeming of truth, for in all her fresh delight of
love and happiness Marie felt some painful thought about her
father arising in her mind, while Pembroke's breast was filled
with his joy, and he could spare no thought for obstacles—cared
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nothing about them, whether they were to arise or not. But,
indeed, all one could say of these two is that he and she were
just as much in love and just as happy as a man and a Avoman
ever could be. Curious to note that their love had been of such
strangely different growth. That of the man had lit up almost
the first moment he and she met, and kept burning always. Her
love had been of slow growth, long unrecognised, unsuspected,
only gradually making its presence felt, until at last it broke and
glowed into full flame.
Perhaps, if any romantic person could have looked into that
library to see a living chapter of love and romance, he or she
might have been a little disappointed and might have wondered
that there was not somewhat more of passionate demonstrativeness. But, indeed, the two lovers were a good deal embarrassed
and even shy. The suddenness of the new relation which they
held to each other made them wonderfully timid.
" I wish we were up in the wood—in that dear delightful
little hollow," said Christmas.
" I don't think I could wish anything to be but just what
it is," Marie answered quickly, for the little hollow in the wood
had to him only a memory of her, but she remembered that she
had been there with Ronald Vidal too, and therefore held it less
sacred.
" I can hardly believe in all this; it is too happy," he said.
" The change is too sudden for me to realise it yet. And I am
afraid, Marie—would you believe it ? "
" Afraid ? Of what ? "
" That I am not half good enough for you, and can't make
you happy enough, and give you the position you ought to have.
You have been always used to such a home—full of luxury and
all that."
" Yes. I have always been used to it, and so I don't care
about it. What good has it ever done for me ? I have always
had money enough—or rather I have never had any money at
all, but everything has been bought for me that I wanted, and
much that I never did want—and now it would please me much
more to buy things for myself. I know that I shall develop a
perfect genius for domestic economy, and I shall be as delighted
Avith it as a child with a new toy, so don't be afraid of that."
" But I haven't much money."
" Oh, but you will get more, or we shall find what you have
quite enough for us—and I don't care. It will not affect me. I
am not talking like the romantic young women in the novels,
Chris."
It sent a delicious thrill through him to hear her call him
" Chris."
She saw the expression of delight that passed over his face.
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" I think I shall always call you Chris. I used to like to hear
Miss Lyle call you Chris. But I wanted to tell you that I am
not like a girl in a romance. I do knoAv the value of money,
and luxury, and all that—to me; and I know that it is just
nothing, and that as long as you care for me I shall never care
what kind of furniture is in the room, or what sort of carpet Ave
are treading on. I know noAV that I never was happy, or could
be—until I found out that I could love some one—and that you
were the some one."
" Marie, suppose I had not come here to Durewoods, but had
gone away—what should we have done ? "
" Oh, you couldn't have gone away—it's impossible. Heaven
would never have alloAved that. But don't call me only Marie—
like everybody else."
" What shall I call you then ? " For he still was shy and
almost afraid to call his own his own.
" I don't know—something tender and loving—something
which will let me feel that you do really love me beyond all the
world. Am I too outspoken and bold, Chris ? I can't help it.
You have saved me from such a miserable life, and I want to be
assured again and again that you love me and that I may love
you."
And so all thoughts and plans for the future were put away
for the moment, and their talk for awhile was given to mere
assurances of love. I t was the youth of the world for them
again. They grew in courage both of them, and Cliristmas
found that he could devise marvellously sweet and tender names
for her.
Yes, it was for the hour a renewal of the world's youth and
golden days so far as these two were concerned. They sometimes walked up and down the room, he with his arm around
her waist and his tall, somoAvhat boyish figure bending a little
down towards her, and his heart filled with a wonderful longing
to be able to go out and fight lions or do something else for her
to show how much he loved her. They seemed to have forgotten
that they were not in Arcadia, but in the library of a London
financier's country house, and that there were such things in the
world as ladies'-maids and butlers, and preparations for luncheons
and dinners, and possible morning calls. The latter events,
however, were only possibilities in Durewoods, so far as Sir John
Challoner's house was concerned when Sir John himself was
absent. He brought his visitors with him from town.
So our lovers walked slowly up and down and talked and
sometimes laughed in that old library as if it were their OAvn
safe retreat, wholly sheltered from the intrusion of the outer
Avorld. It Avas the striking of the clock on the chimney-piece
Avhich first brought them back to the details of common hfe.
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" Can it be so late ? " Marie asked. " Two o'clock! "
" I suppose I ought to go away ? "
" I suppose so. I wonder if I ought to ask you to stay for
luncheon at three ? "
" I don't know. I haven't the least idea," the unsophisticated
youth answered. " But if I go away now you must let me come
again very soon—or let me see you somewhere."
" I used to go to see you at Miss Lyle's long ago without any
hesitation," Marie said, smiling at the thought. " But I suppose
I could not do that now. I wonder what Miss Lyle will say
when she hears all this. She will put all the blame on me, I
know."
" The question is," Christmas said," what are we to do next ?
I suppose we shall have some difficulty with your father. I ought
to go to London and tell him of this at once."
"He will be here, perhaps this very evening," Marie said,
turning a little pale at the thought. " If he will not consent,
Chris?"
" I don't care about his consent, so long as I have his
daughter's. You won't break your word, I know."
" Oh, no—I'll not break my word—nor change. We must
only wait."
" I'll not wait," said Christmas, " I'll carry you off by force
if needs be—and then no one can blame you."
" I don't care about the blame. It is not that, I don't even
care about his anger, I mean it would not alarm me or put me
from my purpose; but I should be so sorry to give him any more
pain, and I should like him to like you. He was always so good
to me and so fond of me, and I used to be so fond of him, and of
course this is a disappointment to him. If we are to be—married
—you and I, Chris
"
" If we are to be married!"
" Well, since we are to be married, I should like our married
life to begin in kindness with him, and if it might be, with his
good will. We are both young, and you seem so very young,
everybody says,—and we could wait, I should be happy, no
matter how long we waited, while I knew that you always
thought of me, and loved me. You will promise me this—not to
have any quarrel with my father if we can—if we can avoid it by
waiting a little. You will promise me this ? "
She threw her arm over the young man's shoulder—it was the
first approach to a caress she had yet made—and looked pleadingly into his eyes,
" My dearest dear, I'll promise you anything," he said. " I'll
do anything you like that will make you happy,"
With a blushing cheek and growing courage she kissed him.
" And then you know," she pleaded, " he has some right to
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complain of me. Yes, and of you too, Chris! Why did you say
that you were in love with that poor girl ? Did you say that ? "
" Oh, I never said it! I never said a word of the kind. How
could I have said that ? "
" Well, but he came to believe it somehow, and he thought
you said so. How could that have been ? "
Christmas had thought of this many times, even during their
first flush of surprise and happiness. Was he to let Marie Challoner know that her father had been guilty of such a cruel fraud ?
" I don't knoAv," he said hastily, " He must have misunderstood somehow. I was awfully confused of course, and I suppose
I didn't know what I was saying, I thought he would understand me, or that he partly guessed already. I t was a very
different love-story I meant to tell him."
" About me ?"
" About you, love; and only you! See what a piece of A\^ork
I must have made of i t ! "
"And what confusion it brought on everybody. If I had
known then
"
" But you didn't care about me then ? "
" Oh yes, I did. I know now that I did. I felt towards you
even then as I never felt to any one else. I ought to have known.
Oh yes, Chris. I was beginning to be in love with you then!
But of course I closed my heart against you when I heard that.
Do you remember the day in Mrs. Seagraves' house?"
" Do I remember it ? Didn't I walk the streets half that night
and think of killing myself? "
" I was very much in love with you that day, only i wouldn't
alloAV myself to think of it. And that was the day when poor
Ronald Vidal asked if he might come and see me."
" I saw him," Christmas said, " and I hated him then, and I
should have liked to kfll him. Now I suppose he would like to
kill me! Well, I don't wonder at that."
" I t was the next day you told my father."
" It was," said Christmas, hurriedly, wishing that her memory
of that fact at least were a little less clear, " It was all my fault,
that terrible misunderstanding. Well, my dearest dear, this
time when I go to Sir John Challoner with my love-story I'll make
my meaning clear."
" What will you say ? "
" Sir John, I am in love with your daughter, Marie Challoner
—in love with Marie Challoner, your daughter—as I do believe
no mortal man was ever in love with a girl before! I am in love
Avith a girl whose name is Marie Challoner, and who is your
daughter! That will be clear enough ? "
" Yes, I think that will be clear enough; but you may add
something."
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" What can I add to strengthen that ? "
" Only this : ' and Marie Challoner, your daughter, is in love
with me.'"
"Yes, I will tell him that too, although I can still hardly
believe in it myself! Shall we go together and throw ourselves
at Sir John's knees ? "
" I fear he would only laugh or say something satirical. I
have an idea, Chris—let us go together to Miss Lyle and tell her
all, and ask for her advice."
" Come," said Christmas, " we will go. You are not afraid to
be seen with me ? "
" I am not afraid of anything, except of being Avithout you,"
said Lady Disdain.
The two lovers went boldly out together, ancl presently appeared hand in hand before the wonder-stricken eyes of Dione
Lyle.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
" T H E ASTROLOGY OE THE EYES."

ONE Sunday Captain Cameron strolled into his sister's house in
Portland Place at the hour when her afternoon reception was
going on. He did not very often go there, for his opinions on
most subjects—social, political, and religious—concurred Avith
those of very few who usually presented themselves in that
drawing-room. Besides, there were a good many visitors there
who had no opinions whatever on such subjects, and these
Captain Cameron regarded as worse than persons with any
sort of wrong and strong creeds. There were some artists and
poets to be found there who hardly knew what sort of Sovereign
or Ministry was in power anywhere, and would not have cared
a rush to know. Some of these persons, indeed, made a point of
frankly declaring that it was a matter of absolute indifference to
them what political principles were up and what were down so
long as there were pictures to paint and music to listen to; and
one had even announced to the appalled Cameron himself that
he didn't care whether England's prestige was gone or not, and
that if half a dozen invading armies were to occupy London in
succession it would not give him the slightest concern so long as
they didn't interfere with the Dudley Gallery and Wagner's
music.
This particular Sunday, however, Cameron had heard a piece
of news A\'hich interested and puzzled him, and about which he
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thought he could probably learn the truth from his sister. With
all his dissent from her opinions and the good-humoured chaff
in which he occasionally indulged. Captain Cameron thought his
sister a very clever and delightful person, and in her strangelychosen sphere a queen of society, and he did not by any means
see her as some even of her friends were pleased to do. He
assumed, therefore, that nothing so strange as the news he had
just heard could be true if Mrs. Seagraves did not know of it,
and he therefore boldly plunged into the midst of her society.
A young lady, whose hair was wreathed in huge coils and
complications of twirls on the top of her head, was singing some
of Lisa's plaints from " Lohengrin " when Cameron entered. In
that odd place the company usually listened when anybody sang
or played. Cameron therefore stayed for a while at the door and
looked for his sister.
He saw her standing near a table and resting one hand upon
a huge blue china jar, while the forefinger of the other hand
touched her chin; and her head leaned gracefully to one side in
the attitude of a pensive listener. She was dressed in a duncoloured silk, which clung so closely to her that it seemed a puzzle
how she ever could have stepped into it, or could now contrive
to step in it. Standing near her was a pale, pretty, and slender
girl, dressed in quiet colours. The moment the music was over
Mrs. Seagraves broke into raptures, which Cameron, making his
way towards her, came just in time to hear.
" So glad I am, Robert, that you heard that enchanting
music."
" Music, eh ? I confess I like something with a tune to it."
"Oh, barbarian! Is he not barbarous, Miss Jansen—my
brother ? "
"Mrs, Malaprop says men are all barbarians," Captain
Cameron observed.
" Does she really ? Does she though ? How very delightful!
I should love her, I know! I am sure I should love Mrs.—who,
Robert?"
Robert did not stop to explain. He did not expect that clever
ladies of to-day would have read Sheridan.
" What's all this cock-and-bull story I hear, Isabel—about my
charming little Lady Disdain and young Vidal ? "
" So delightful, and so strange!" Mrs. Seagraves said, forgetting Mrs. Malaprop in her new enthusiasm. " At least, not
strange—no, not by any means strange, but just what one ought
to have expected, I suppose. One should always look out for the
strange in these matters. But it is delightful! At least it is
delightful to us who hke it, and who love all the people—that is
of course, the principal people. Of course it can't be dehghtful
to Mr Vidal—oh, no. I should say it must be quite the reverse
2A
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to him. And for that reason I am so very, very sorry. I was
very glad at first, but now I am very, very sorry."
" But Avhat is it, Isabel ? I should like to know whether I am
to be glad or sorry—or totally indifferent."
" Robert! Indifferent—totally indifferent—to anything that
concerns the happiness of my dear, sweet girl, Marie Challoner!
Oh, for shame ! But I know you didn't mean it, and I couldn't
think so badly even of a man. But men are very bad—oh, so
very, very bad! Not deliberately bad, perhaps—no, I don't say
that; but thoughtless, perhaps. Should we not say thoughtless ?
I hope you don't admire thoughtless men, Sybil dear ? I think
you girls generally do admire thoughtless men—and spoil them.
I used to love thoughtless men once—I thought it made them
like heroes. Now I don't like them at all."
" About Miss Challoner, Isabel ? That's more to the point
now."
" About Miss Challoner ? Oh yes! Well, you know, she's
not going to marry Mr. Vidal, after all! "
" Indeed ? Well, I'm deucedly glad to hear it," the Legitimist
said, " if it's true."
" But, Robert dear—our dear Mr. Vidal ? "
"Well, he may be your dear Mr. Vidal if you like, Isabel, but
ne isn't my dear Mr. Vidal. I never thought much of him. I
like a gentleman to be a gentleman, and I'm glad to find Lady
Disdain of my opinion at last."
" Oh, I think he is so charming," Mrs. Seagraves said, " so
very, very charming. Not charming, perhaps—not exactly
charming."
" No indeed—not by any manner of means charming, I
should say."
" Well, perhaps not; but so clever, so very clever, and so
handsome! At least, I used to think him handsome once, but
now I don't know that he is so handsome as I thought him. He
used to remind me of a troubadour, and I do so delight in
troubadours. Sybil, my dearest child, you delight in troubadours, don't you ? Oh yes—a girl with your eloquence and your
eyes must delight in troubadours."
" I never saw any troubadours," Miss Sybil curtly ansAvered.
" Never saAv any troubadors ? How very, very strange ! No,
though—I don't mean that it is strange, of course—it couldn't
be strange, for there are no troubadours now any more, and you
couldn't have seen any. Still the imagination does so much,
especially with poetic natures; and I should have thought that
you were just the girl to have loved troubadours. And I am so
sorry, my dear Sybil, to hear that you really don't love troubadours. Robert, shouldn't you have thought Miss Jansen would
love troubadours ? "
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The Legitimist bowed rather stiffly to the little Sybil.
" But I had quite forgotten," Mrs. Seagraves said, " that you
don't know my dear friend Miss Jansen. How very strange!
Dear Robert, how fortunate you are! Not fortunate in not
knowing Miss Jansen—of course not that—what nonsense! But
fortunate in having the opportunity now of being presented to
her. My dear Sybil, Avill you permit me to present my brother,
Eobert—Captain Cameron? You ought to know each other, you
two."
Captain Cameron was dignified, but not cordial. He had
heard of Miss Jansen as a young woman who made speeches, and
he considered that young women A\'ho made speeches were
coarse, masculine, and rather indelicate creatures, utterly unladylike at the best. He had an impression that they were
Atheistical as to their views on the subject of religion, and that
they aspired to the wearing of trousers. When he heard Miss
Jansen's name mentioned he looked in instinctive alarm downwards, and was relieved to see skirts and not pantaloons. " I
look down towards her feet—but that's a fable," murmured the
soldier, one of his few memories of Shakespeare occurring to him
with a whim.sical appropriateness.
" NOAV, Eobert, I shall leave you to talk to Miss Jansen. You
two are just made for each other—of course I mean for intellectual converse, for high argument."
" I never presume to argue with a lady," Captain Cameron
remarked, A^'ith grim and stony courtesy.
"Arguments with gentlemen are usually thrown away, I
fear," Miss Jansen said icily. " They do not consider us worth
listening to, or answering."
" Oh, but my brother is not of that sort, I can assure you:
he is far too chivalrous. Who is it—what great person—who
says that friendship rests on similarity of tastes—is it? and
differences of opinion? There are you two just pictured. I am
sure your inclinations are both just the same—to do good. Oh,
yes! to do good and to elevate humanity: and your opinions are
so very different. Sybil, my dear, I leave to you the charge of
converting my brother! I never could accomplish it, my dear;
but it is reserved for you. Oh, yes! I know it is."
" But, Isabel, just a moment." She was swirling away. " You
haven't finished telling me about Marie Challoner. Why won't
she marry Vidal ? "
"My dear Eobert, you don't think she could marry IAVO
persons ? "
" Gad! I don't know what you ladies mayn't think you have
a right to do now-a-days, with your advanced opinions, and your
rights, and so on. But I don't say that of her. Well! who's the
other person—the one she wants to marry ? "
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" Wants to marry ! What a very, very shocking phrase ! I
wonder at you, Eobert. As if ladies ever wanted to marry—such
an idea! How can you endure this, Sybil ? Of course my Idario
Challoner doesn't want to marry anybody."
" Just so: have it any Avay you like. Who wants to marrv
her, t h e n ? "
" Why, your friend, you know—the young man from Thibet,
from Japan I mean—Mr. Pembroke."
" Hullo! Is_that the way ? And will she marry him ? "
" Oh, yes! it's the most delightful thing you ever heard of!
She was in love with him all the time, and he didn't knoAvit; and
he tried to drown himself several times out of love for her, and
she didn't know it."
" Dear me," said Miss Sybil composedly, " what a very stupid
pair they must have been! "
" But Sybil, my dear, stupid ? My Marie Challoner stupid!
Oh, you don't knoAv her at all. The brightest girl! Why, my
brother will never forgive you. He is downright in love with her,
I assure you, over head and ears! Not really in love, you know,
dear; that's only my jest, of course; but he thinks ever so much
of her, I can tell you."
" So I do," said Cameron; " and I think if I were a matter of
say five and twenty years younger, I would have tried for the
belt—for the zone, anyhow—myself. Well, I am glad to hear
your news, Isabel. He's a fine young felloAV—not at all stupid.
Miss Jansen, I can assure you, but on the contrary very clever;
and he's every inch a gentleman, and she's every inch a lady, and
two such rare beings in these days ought to be brought
together."
" I didn't mean stupid in that sense," Sybil quietly explained.
" I meant stupid in not knowing that they Avere in love Avitheach
other. I could have told them that story long ago. They ought
to have come to me."
"You, my dear? Well, I always say you are an inspired
prophetess! But how did you know ? "
" I saw them both in this room," Sybil said. " It was enough
to look at them, if one had eyes."
" B u t they didn't know it, Sybil."
" That's why I say they must have been stupid. I always
knew that he Avas in love with her, and when I saw her I knew
that she was in love with him."
" By Jove!—excuse me. Miss Jansen—I never dreamed of it,"
said Cameron, " and no more did Isabel. HOAV on earth did you
know ? "
" I knew it by her eyes the moment he came into the room,"
Sybil said contemptuously. " I didn't want any more instruction.
It amuses me to watch the little weaknesses of my fellow crea-
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tures, and I was greatly amused that day when I found her
out."
" _We must watch your eyes, my sweet Sybil," Mrs. Seagi-aves
exclaimed, " one of these days, and we shall read some pretty
story there, for all your marble coldness and your contempt of
our poor human weaknesses. "But not too soon; oh, no! not too
soon. We can't spare you just yet; we Avant you and the world
wants you for nobler work than marriage."
"You. all seem to like marriage pretty Avell, though," said
Cameron.
"And you don't. Captain Cameron, your sister tells me,"
Sybil said with a smile. " For shame not to have made some
woman happy long ago! Women are only supposed to be made
happy when some lordly man patronises them and holds out his
hand."
" I am so delighted to hear you scold him, my dear Sybil. Oh,
he deserves it, and I have often told him so. I am quite ashamed
of him. Not ashamed really, you know, because Eobert, for a
man, is not bad at all; but ashamed that he hasn't been married.
You must look in his eyes and tell me what you see there."
" I shall have to wear blue spectacles, then," the Legitimist
said, not so ill-pleased with the conversation after all, and thinking Sybil not so very disagreeable a person as he had supposed.
" And so you found out my sweet Marie by looking in her
eyes ? " Mrs. Seagraves went on ecstatically. " So delightful and
poetic. Like second-sight, or fortune-telling, or the divining rod,
or any of these charming things. I do so love superstition, and
astrology, and alchemy. Oh, yes, alchemy above all things I
Don't you love alchemy ? I don't love it now though quite so
much as I did : I think it is so deluding and bad, very, very bad.
No, I prefer astrology. You must teach me hoAV to read people's
eyes. I shall call it the astrology of the eyes. Won't that be
prettv—sweetly pretty ? You shall teach me the astrology of the
eyes."
" Well, that isn't half a bad phrase," said Cameron.
" One makes such mistakes if one doesn't know. Why, Sybil,
now that I remember, I really thought I saw in your eyes—or
somebody's—that my young Japanese friend was in love with
you, I did indeed."
" Yes, I knew you did," Sybil said quietly, " but I couldn^'t
betray the poor young man's little secret. I knew he didn't
want to have it known, and of course I wasn't going to put any
one on the right track. He was so very honest that when I
taxed him with his folly he confessed it all frankly; and then of
course I would not betray him for the world."
" Bravo!" Cameron exclaimed. " That's genuine and honest
camaraderie. I like that. I didn't think women Avere capable of
that sort of thing."
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" Well, you shall teach me the astrology of the eyes," said
Mrs. Seagraves.
" To begin with, let us see your own eyes. Miss Jansen."
" With pleasure."
They were very bright eyes, and Miss Jansen opened them
slowly and looked steadily in the face of the Legitimist. He
read nothing in them. "She's a nice little girl," he thought,
" but cold and hard. I shouldn't like to be the young fellow who
marries her. That's what woman's rights and such stuff bring
girls to. It's like a Palais Eoyal flower of porcelain to the
' Flower of Dumblane.'"
He did not remain long near Sybil after Mrs. Seagraves had
floated away. The marble hardness of the girl repelled him,
although she was far more gracious to him and pleasant with
him than was her wont where men were concerned. Some one
else came up and spoke to Sybil, and Cameron drew away, and
presently left the house and went to his club, where he sat down
and began a long letter of congratulation to Lady Disdain and
another to Christmas Pembroke. The brave Legitimist was
almost inclined to be sentimental. He remembered that pretty
poetic Nannie Langdale whom he used to know—well, perhaps
a matter of thirty years ago. People used to quiz them both a
good deal then about each other. Well, well! Who was this
Nannie got married to? He did know all about it surely, but
now he had forgotten. By Jove! Nannie would have married
him then if he had only asked her. Perhaps he was a little sorry
now he didn't ask_her. He hummed a bar or two of " Oh, Nannie,
wilt though gang with me ? " but it was rather too late now, anyhow, and probably Nannie was better off as things were; and
she presently passed out of his mind, which became perplexed
with the thought of what sort of wedding present he ought to give
to Dear Lady Disdain.
When Sybil Jansen had talked a little to this person and that,
she too quietly withdrew from the room, and from the house, and
walked homeward. She felt a certain pride in herself such as the
Spartan lad might have felt before the teeth of the fox jDrevailed
and he fell and revealed his secret. Sybil had succeeded completely in hiding the wound in her bleeding breast. She had
freed herself fom the slightest suspicion of having been hurt.
She could not perhaps have held out much longer, but so far she
had succeeded, and she had a right to be proud. She tripped
along the crowded Sunday streets quite lightly, and many an eye
glanced as she passed after that neat figure and that pretty ankle.
Her heart seemed bursting within her, and she walked so quickly
because the streets seemed to rock under her and she longed to
be safely home. When she got home she spoke to her servant
with unusual softness and sweetness, and to her mother she Av^as
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careful to show the gentlest temper and not on any account to
make a short answer. As the bleeding away of a wound sometimes changes fiercfe battle-natures for the time to a feminine
gentleness, so Sybil's heavy heart seemed to have reduced to mildness and docility the impatience and occasional sharpness of an
eager, feverish temper. Mrs. Jansen had had a headache in the
morning, and Sybil asked so kindly and so much about it, and
offered such suggestions of remedy and relief, that one might
have thought her mother's headache was all the girl had to
trouble her in life. She helped to arrange their modest little
Sunday dinner and she tried to seem as if she was helping to
eat it.
After dinner she remained a good long time in her own room,
Mrs. Jansen did not go to her. She knew her daughter's ways
and weaknesses. She knew that when Sybil remained alone it
was better not to disturb her, and of course all Sybil's brave little
play-acting had never deceived her mother for a moment. Her
quiet watchful eyes had followed every motion of her girl, and
she knew that something had happened. But she knew better
than to ask any questions. She would let the gui alone, and in
good time Sybil would tell her all.
That night Sybil had to speak at a little meeting in some one
of the secluded, almost subterranean, buildings where on the
Sunday evenings in London minds of an advanced order lay themselves out to instruct the race. Mrs. Jansen Avas sitting by the
firehght without a lamp, when Sybil came quietly in.
" "Would you like me to light the lamp, mamma?"
" If you will, dear."
" Well, in a moment, just."
Sybil came and sat by the fire near her mother. Then she
laid her hand gently on Mrs. Jansen's knee, and the mother laid
her hand over her child's. Mrs. Jansen knew now that Sybil Avas
going to say something.
" Mamma, Mr. Pembroke is going to be married."
This was what Mrs. Jansen had been expecting to hear.
" Indeed, Sybil ? To that young lady ? "
" To Miss Challoner—yes."
" But I thought she Avas engaged to some one else."
" She was—but she—was in love with him all the time."
'.' How very strange—how very wrong!"
" They say she is giving up everything for him,^'^' Sybil said.
" People are happy who have something to give up."
" I hope she will make him happy," Mrs. Jansen said with a
sigh. " I liked him very much."
" So did I," said Sybil
Mrs. Jansen put her arm round her daughter s neck and said
quietly " You will get over this, my darling child: and thci-e
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are worse things in life—and in love too—than such a disappointment as yours."
" I have been crying a great deal," SyMl said, " but I am
better now, and I shall try not to think of it any more."
" Perhaps you had better not go to the meeting to-night.
Perhaps you could not speak ? "
" Oh yes, mamma, I must go. One ought to do any good one
can. And I should only die if I didn't do something. I don't
mean to be merely a good-for-nothing old maid."
Sybil tried to smile and look as if she were not utterly
miserable. Her mother might be excused if she thought that
night that fate had deal rather heavily with her and her daughter.
So pretty a girl too, it seemed doubly cruel of hard fortune to
lay its icy hand upon that pretty young head. Mrs. Jansen
went with her to her meeting, and wondered at her fervour and
eloquence, and clung to her and watched her with eager following
eyes, as Ave watch some loved and frail creature Avhom we fancy
death will take from us if once we look away.
Yet perhaps Sybil Jansen is not the least fortunate of all our
people. She at least has something which can never be taken
from her—an ideal. She has an ideal lover who never can
change and can only die Avhen she dies, and an ideal married
life which is all unclouded and which calamity cannot touch.
Of all our people she is henceforward the most secure against
disappointment. May Ave not say too that she has another
sweetener of life—not only an ideal love but an ideal grievance ?
The wrongs of women will wake her sympathies more than ever,
'and into their cause she will throw all the passionate energies of
her fervid little soul: and be happy even in her wrath against
the injustice of the world. For her sake at least let us hope
that the suffrage may not soon be granted to women, that some
little of man's tyranny may continue yet awhile to oppress his
Aveaker companion, so that poor Sybil may have a cause to occupy
her energies and to keep her attention distracted from her own
lonely state. MeauAvhile it is known that Sybil has refused many
apparently eligible young men who have supplicated her; and it
is generally believed that her sense of the injustices done to her
sex by the oppressor is so keen that she has registered a vow
never to marry while the least remnant of those grievances still
remains. If she is to die an old maid, then it is at least understood that this fate is of her own deliberate choice. So she can
cherish her ideal love in secret, and keep the fire burning at its
altar Avhere the breath of change can never blow it out, nor the
smoke of human weakness or passion obscure its brightness.
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CHAPTEE XXXIX.
THROUGH THE GOLDEN GATE TOGETHER.
WHEN Sir John Challoner returned to Durewoods he was not
surprised to find a letter awaiting him from Christmas Pembroke
containing an earnest request to be allowed a few minutes' conversation with him. Sir John could hardly now be surprised at
anything, and he knew what was to come, and had no idea of
struggling any longer. His castle of cards had all tumbled down,
and he knew that it was hopeless to try to bufld up another of
the same kind. Perhaps a little compassion, or at least a little
pity, may be spared for him. His ambition and his schemes had
not been meaner than those of the average middle-class man,
straining with all a life's fervour to reach the higher class; and
he had been so very near to the fulfilment of his desires! Now
that the whole thing was over, he especially dreaded the open
proclamation of the little piece of treachery by which he had
tried the more surely to compass his ends. Success bought by
falsehood is not always enjoyable, even to natures more thoroughly
case-hardened than Challoner's; but it is cruel indeed when the
falsehood remains, having failed to accomplish the success.
As Challoner read over Christmas's letter, and saw that it
came from Dione Lyle's house, he could not help thinking that
there must occasionally be a sort of retributive justice in human
affairs. Some five and twenty years ago or more he had succeeded
by some treacherous devices and stories in separating Christmas
Pembroke's father from Dione Lyle. It had profited him nothing.
Dione did not marry him, and the time soon came when he was
very glad that she did not. Dione never knew the worst part of
Challoner's deceptions, but she knew that he had come between
her lover and her. She forgave him afterwards, for she was of a
sweet, soft, and yielding nature, and she did not know all, and
he had pleaded for pardon in the name of his youth and of his
overmastering love for her. In a strange way, too, she yearned
a little towards him because he had been young with her, and
to see him brought back the memory of the dear, brief days of
her love. As he rose and rose in the world he still always showed
himself a devoted friend to her; and he was a widower and lonely;
and then there grew up the little Marie, whom Dione loved more
and more. The disappointed woman who had won success and
found it worth little, and quietly quitted the fieldin time, lived
at Durewoods in a sweet melancholy retirement, in a conditioi?
of dreamy present happiness and memory of the past—almost a
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sensuousness of the soul. As Marie grew, her fresh, vigorous,
and vivid nature was very pleasant companionship, and Dione,
who called her Dear Lady Disdain, and fancied wrongly that she
could only inflict and not suffer love, was rather glad that the
girl should be spared from disappointments.
Now, behold!—time has come round, and the son of Challoner's old rival has come back from the other end of the earth,
and has ruined his plans, and is to carry off his daughter. In
his heart John Challoner still believed that Dione Lyle had
brought all this about, for he feared that she knew more than
she actually did, and he looked upon her as likely to show herself even yet his enemy. He was wrong, as we know, but he
told himself that she had had the best of it here, and he respected
her perhaps rather the more because she had won. Now he was
chiefly anxious to save some wreck of his old character and
authority in his daughter's eyes, and not to be mercilessly exposed to her by Dione and by Christmas as a deceiver and—what
other word will serve ?—as a liar.
He received Christmas with cold urbanity, and listened to
the young man's short, clear story. Then Christmas quietly
said, without looking directly at him—
" I am afraid you will think me rather blunt. Sir John, in
my way of putting this; but I want to be very clear this time,
I am afraid I must have made a sad bungle the last time when
I told you my story, and led you into a misunderstanding which
Avas near setting us all astray."
Sir John looked up quickly, and then their eyes met, and no
doubt the two men quite understood each other. Sir John drew
a long breath and felt relieved,
" I told Marie," Pembroke said—Sir John almost started at
the " Marie "—" what a bungle I must have made of it the last
time, and how I was resolved to be clear this time."
" Well, Pembroke, you certainly have been clear this time,
and I thank you for that." (Probably the two again understood
each other.) " Now what do you expect me to say to all this ?
To give my consent ? I presume Marie and you have given each
other away without asking me ? "
" We do love each other very, very much, and I have not
such bad prospects; and even now. Sir John, she wouldn't be
quite poor: I have some means, and she does not care to be
rich. We shouldn't be paupers, you know, I am much better
off—you have often told me yourself—than lots of the younger
sons of your aristocracy—and I mean to make my way, and to
rise,"
" I needn't have any hesitation in saying that this is a disappointment to me," Sir John said, " You know all that. I had
different views for my daughter. I haven't a word to say against
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you personally, Pembroke, but you know—I told you from the
beginning—that ambition and the world count for something
with me. I am disappointed—I don't deny it."
" Still, when Marie has not the same kind of ambition her
feelings ought to count for something."
" I think they have been alloAved to count for a great deal in
this instance," Sir John said, Avith a smile of melancholy irony.
" I think her feelings havo it all their own way, Pembroke. I
am not a man to talk eloquently about ungrateful children and
that sort of thing, but I was very fond of my daughter, Pembroke, and devoted to her—and—well, you may have a daughter
some day, and devote yourself to her, and find after all t h a t well, find that you will understand better what I mean."
" But Marie is devoted to you—no better and more loving
daughter ever lived," the young man protested warmly.
" Yes, yes, of course, we know all that. Still, Pembroke, I
am a little cut up, you perceive. One can't help it; that's the
way fathers are made. Well, let us pass over all that and come
to the more practical question. Is there anything for me to
settle ? "
" I don't quite understand
"
" No. Well, I'll make it plain. Have you and my daughter
already arranged all the details of your future life ? "
" Oh no. She wouldn't think of such a thing Avithout consulting you, even if I had wished her to do so—Avhich I never
did."
" How considerate you young people are," Sir John said, with
the smile of melancholy irony again, "when once you have
settled the main point to your own satisfaction! Well, then,
really I think you had better carry out your original plan, Pembroke, in the first instance. Go to Japan and see what you cau
do to set up a house there. Let it be in connection with ours.
I wish that. Stay there for a while, a year say, and come back
then. This thing Avill all have been forgotten by that time. Let
me see—what with going out and coming back and all, a year
and a half will have passed. That will do. The people we
know in London will have forgotten by that time that I ever had
a daughter! Come, what do you think of that ? "
" A year and a half is a very long time—a terribly long time,"
said Christmas, with a gloom-stricken face. " Why, it's like a
life banishment. One might die in the mean time. But you havo
met me fairly, I must say, and I pledged my word to Marie that
I would try to do anything you asked."
" I am very much obliged to Marie. But I don't think you
quite understand me, Pembroke—you clearly don't mean what I
mean. I don't want you to go into banishment, as you call it,
alone."
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" Oh! " Christmas exclaimed, delightedly, and blushing like
a boy.
" No. Take Marie with yoU'—I dare say she would go."
" Oh yes," the lover declared, with fullest confidence.
"Yes. I suppose so. Very well; take her with you. My
good Pembroke, how do you think my daughter and I could get
on together all that time ? I mean after what has passed. No,
no; the best chance for all of us is to break up our little camp and
go different ways. When we meet again we shall meet on a new
footing, and perhaps we shall then be better reconciled to each
other, and I shall have forgotten all this, and shall be glad to
w-elcome Marie on any terms. Will that do ? "
" It will do for me. Sir John, and I think I can speak for
her."
" No doubt, no doubt. But we'll make that certain. We'll
ask her."
Sir John touched a bell and bade a servant tell Miss Challoner that her father Avished to see her in the library.
" Meanwhile," Sir John said,—" and not to bring girls into
money matters—Marie, of course, shall have her fortune
"
" Not if I can prevail upon her," Christmas said, energetically. " Not one sixpence, Sk John—and I know I can speak for
her in that. No one on earth shall say that I married Marie
Challoner for money."
" My good fellow, how is every one on earth to know that you
and she have not got the money? Every one on earth can't
look at your account in the bank."
"Anyhow, Sir John, you shall knoAV it," Christmas said
bluntly.
" I never thought you were looking after her money. I
know how little your father cared about money; how little he
had of what people in the world would call wisdom. But we
may put that aside for the present. I shall only insist upon
your resuming your relations with our house, and you shall rise
there as fast as you can. To tell the honest truth, Pembroke, I
shall be glad to have my son-in-law in the house. And you
know I always thought highly of you in business. For my
daughter's sake you Avill make yourself valuable, I know: and
you will rise—you will rise. Come, that's settled, at least—your
fierce independence won't object to that ? "
" I am only too grateful," Christmas said, " and I'll try to
show that I am."
" Vrell that, you know, is as much for my interest as yours.
I must push my son-in-law; and your being in the house is the
one part of the arrangement that I like. You are not offended
at my frankness, I hope ? Ah, here comes Marie."
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_ One evening in the early summer, some months after this,
Dione Lyle was in her balcony, seated in her usual fashion with
her side to its railings, on the upper bar of which she laid her
arm, and looking through the delicate green of the young leaves
across to Avhere the sun was sinking in the sea. The weather
was mild as yet, with only a gentle foretaste of summer heat, and
the sky was of pale blue, with a silvery tone towards the horizon,
F.nd the moon and sun could be seen at once in the heavens.
Old Merlin was doing some work in the garden below, among
the roses from which Marie had gathered on the evening when
she was leaving Durewoods for her first London season: and he
looked up and pointed to the sun and moon, and said something
with his abundant gesticulation about the beautiful evening
and the coming summer,
" But I shall be lonely this summer, Merlin."
"No, no—none-lone," Merlin said, pausing in his work to
make earnest and energetic remonstrance.
" Janet is to be married, you see, and I must have a new
maid; and Miss Marie is married, and Mr. Christmas ; and they
are gone away—to the other end of the world, you know."
"Miss Leel none-lone," Merlin still protested, smiting his
breast with his wrinkled browm hand. "No, no—Merlin not
married. Merlin not gone to other world (he had not quite caught
her words). Merlin always stay with Miss Leel! No, no—nonelone—none-lone!"
And he turned to his work again, stfll occasionally smiting
his breast, and repeating to himself his reassuring formula.
Miss Lyle smiled good-humouredly, but seemed a little
melancholy nevertheless.
" I wonder where they are now," she said to herself. " They
were to have sailed before this. Well, it is just the sort of evening to begin sailing out into a new life."
Her thoughts began to wander back into the past, wherein
now she lived so much. She remembered sweet calm evenings
like this long ago, and the loves that seemed inseparable, and the
hopes that were so bright and died so soon. She thought of the
young lovers who were sailing away, and was gladdened amid all
her memories.
" I am glad I made them promise me that," she thought.
" They will always keep this place when I have left it; and they
will sit in this balcony—and I do think that I shall somehow
see them."
While the sun and moon together were thus looking down
upon the waters of the bay at Durewoods, and trying to peep
into the little hollow among the trees on the hill side, and throwing a gleam of soft, sanctifying light over the small churchyard
above the village where poor Nat Cramp was lying, a girl looked
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out of a window in the West Centre of London—a pale girl with
bright eyes. There was not much to be seen below but pavement and bustling passengers, and the roofs of luggage-laden
cabs hurrying to railway stations. So Sybil Jansen naturally
looked to the evening sky where the sun and moon were visible
together.
" I wonder where He and She are now," she thought.
She looked into the sky a good while longer, only thinking
about him and her, and where they were, and how happy they
must be, and how sad life was to some, and all other such
thoughts as almost every happy love-union must fill some breast
with, until she heard the voice of her mother calling her, and
then she drew quietly back into her room and showed herself
cheerful, and only at times hung over little deep dark pools of
silent thought, wherein she saw not her own image, but only
" him and her."
Meanwhile the Cunard steamer for New York had cleared
the bar at the mouth of the Mersey, and was leaving the long,
low-lying Lancashire shore on the one side and the sand-hills
and reddish projecting rocks and soft broad beach of New
Brighton on the other. The vessel was throbbing through the
great waters out to sea, and the sea seemed only more tremulous
than the sky—not less quiet.
Marie and Christmas Pembroke had come from the saloon
and paced from the stern quite up to the bow of the steamer, to
be free of other passengers for the moment, and to look out over
the water through which they were cleaving their way. They
were silent for a while with the very fulness of their content.
" This is an evening to begin a voyage," Christmas said at
last in a low tone.
" See—the sun and moon together in the sky!" Marie said.
" I wonder is that a good omen at the beginning of a voyage ?
I hope it is."
" Everything must be a good omen to me," said Christmas.
" You are all the good omens in yourself."
" I wonder is Miss Lyle in her balcony now, looking at that
lovely sky, and does she think of us ? How selfish we are in our
happiness! I should like to know that Miss Lyle was thinking
of us now, and her to know, Chris, that we Avere thinking of
her."
" She will believe that of us, I am sure, and she is so kindhearted and sympathetic I think she wouldn't grudge us a little
forgetfulness of everything but ourselves just for the moment.
I know she would not blame me, for I only feel still as if I had
carried you off somehow, and as if somebody or other might still
come up to claim you. I can't realise it all yet. When we are
far out at sea then I shall begin to believe that I have you safe!
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Then we shall walk the deck of nights, and talk of her and of
the people and the places we have left behind."
" Is it not happy that we parted from my father on such good
terms, and that he is satisfied ? Is he not very kind, Chris ? "
She said this a little eagerly, for she wanted to be reassured
about her father, and to havo his broken image put together
again as much as possible, now that she had had her own way
and was so happy. Christmas did not fail to reassure her.
Then, as was natural, they fell to talking of themselves again,
and their happiness, and their prospects.
" I can hardly believe that we are going all across America,
you and I together," Marie said. " If you knew what a sick, sad
heart I had when I made that journey before! It seems wonderful to me now, but I did not know then why I was so
wretched."
" Ours seems a wonderful story to mo. So wonderful that I
stfll ask myself^can it be true ? The other day I was plunged
in the very depths of despair, and now I am in a dream of happiness."
" And we are going off together for a great holiday in a wonderful new world, you and I alone, and we are to travel together,
and live together, and come back together."
" And we shall stand, you and I together," said Christmas,
" on the shore at Saucelito and look on San Francisco Bay, and
think of Durewoods there."
" Yes," Marie added, " and we shall pass, you and I together,
as we are now, through the Golden Gate!"

THE END.
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Folio, half-bound boards, India Proofs, a u .

Blake (William):
E t c h i n g s f r o m h i s W o r k s . By W . B . S c O T T . W i t h d e s c r i p t i v e T e x t .
" The best side of Blake's work is given here, and makes a really
attractive
volume, which all can enjoy.
. The etching is of the best kind, more refined,
and delicate than the original 'work."—SATURDAY
REVIEW.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, -js. 6d.

Boccaccio's Decameron;
or, Ten Days' Entertainment. Translated into English, with an Introduction by THOMAS WRIGHT, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. With Portrait, and
STOTHARD'S beautiful Copperplates.

Bowers' (G.) Hunting Sketches:
Canters In Crampshire.

By G. BOWERS.

Gorseborough. 11. Scrambles with Scratch Packs.
Stag Hounds. Oblong 4to, half-bound boards, 21^.

I . Gallops from
I I I . Studies with

Leaves from a Hunting Journal. By G. EOWERS. Coloured in
facsimile of the originals.

Oblong 4to, half-bound, axs.

C r o w n Svo, c l o t h e x t r a , gilt, js.

6d.

Brand's Observations on Popular Antiquities,
chiefly Illustrating the Origin of our Vulgar Customs, Ceremonies, and
Superstitions. With the Additions of Sir HENRY ELLIS. An entirely
New and Revised Edition, with fine full-page Illustrations.
Small crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with full-page Portraits, 4s. 6d,

Brewster's (Sir David) Martyrs of Science.
Small crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Astronomical Plates, 41. 6d.

Brewster's (Sir D.) More Worlds than One,
the Creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the Christian.

CHATTO

dr* WINDUS,

PICCADILLY.

Bret Harte, Works by:
B r e t H a r t e ' s C o l l e c t e d W o r k s . Arranged and Revised by thfe
Author. Complete in Five Vols., cr. Svo, cl. ex., ds. each.
Vol.

I. COMPLETE POETICAL ANB DRAMATIC WoKKs. With Steel Plate
Portrait, and an Introduction by the Author.
I I . E A R L I E R P A P E R S — L U C K O F ROARING C A M P , and other Sketches
^ J J O H E M I A N P A P E R S — S P A N I S H and AMERICAN L E G E N D S .
Vol. I I I . T A L E S OF T H E A R G O N A U T S — E A S T E R N S K E T C H E S .
Vol. I V G A B R I E L CONROY.
Vol.
V. STORIES—CONDENSED N O V E L S , &C.

Vol.

T h e S e l e c t W o r k s of B r e t H a r t e , in Prose and Poetry.

With

Introductory Essay by J . M . BELLEW, Portrait of the Author, and 50
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7^. (,d.
A n H e i r e s s of R e d D o g , a n d o t h e r S t o r i e s . By B R E T H A R T E .
Post SVO, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

T h e T w i n s of T a b l e M o u n t a i n .
Svo, picture cover, is.;

By B R E T H A R T E .

T h e L u c k of R o a r i n g C a m p , a n d o t h e r S k e t c h e s ,
HARTE.

By B R E T

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

JeflF B r i g g s ' s L o v e S t o r y .
,

Fcap.

crown Svo, cloth extra, 3^. 6d.

By B R E T H A R T E .

F c a p . Svo, picture

cover, i.f. ; cloth extra, 2^. 6a?.

Demy Svo, profusely Illustrated in Colours, 30J.

British Flora Medica:
A History of the Medicinal Plants of Great Britain.

Illustrated by

a Figure of each Plant, COLOURED BY H A N D .
By B E N J A M I N H .
B A R T O N , F . L . S . , and T H O M A S C A S T L E , M . D . , F . R . S . A New Edition, revised and partly re-written by J O H N R . J A C K S O N , A . L . S , ,

Curator of the Museums of Economic Botany, Royal Gardens, Kew,
THE

STOTHARD

BUNYAN.—Cmwn

Svo. cloth extra, gilt, ys. 6d.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress.
Edited by Rev. T . SCOTT.

With 17 beautiful Steel Plates by

S T O T H A R D , engraved by G O O D A L L ; and numerous Woodcuts.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Byron's Letters and Journals.
With Notices of his Life. By T H O M A S M O O R E . A Reprint of t h e
Original Edition, newly revised, with Twelve full-page Plates^^
Demy Svo, cloth extra, 14?.

Campbell's (Sir G.) White and Black:
T h e Outcome of a Visit to the United States.

By Sir G E O R G B

C A M P B E L L , M . P.

" Fe'w persons are likelv to take it up without finishing it*^—NONCONFORMIST. "
Crown Svo, cloth extra, xs. 6d.

Carlyle (Thomas) On the Choice of Books.
With Portrait and Memoir.
Small 4to, cloth gilt, with Coloured Illustrations, l o j . 6d.

Chaucer for Children:

• -

A Golden Key. By Mrs. H . R. H A W E I S . With Eight Coloured
Pictures and numerous Woodcuts by the Author.
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Demy Svo, cloth limp, ar. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools.
By Mrs. H A W E I S , Author of " Chaucer for Children."
This is a copious and judicious selection, front Chaucer''s Tales, "with full notes
on the history, manners, customs, and language of the fourteenth century, with
marginal glossary and a literal poetical version in modern English in parallel
columns with the original poetry. Six of the Canterbury Tales are thus presented,
in sections of from. lo to 200 lines, mingled with prose narrative. '^ Chaucer for
Schools " is issued to meet a widely-expresed want, and is especially adapted for
class instruction. It may be profittxbly studied in connection with the maps and
illustrations of^' Chaucer for Children."
Crown Svo, cloth limp, with Map and Illustrations, 2J. bd.

Cleopatra's Needle:
Its Acquisition and Removal to England. By Sir J . E A L E X A N D E R .
«»—.
•
.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, js. 6d.

Colman's Humorous Works:
" Broad Grins," " My Nightgown and Slippers," and other Humorous
Works, Prose and Poetical, of G E O R G E COLMAN. With Life by G.
B. B U C K S T O N E , and Frontispiece by H O G A R T H .

Conway (Moncure D.), Works b y :
Demonology a n d Devil-Lore.
By MONCURE D . CONWAY,
M.A. Two Vols., royal Svo, with 65 Illustrations, 2Zs,
•* A valuable contributio7i to mythological literature.
. There is much
good 'writing, a vast fujid of humanity, undeniable earnestness, and a delicate
sense of humour, all set forth in pure English."-—CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
A Necklace of Stories.
By MONCURE D . CONWAY, M.A.
Illustrated by W. J. HENNESSY. Square Svo, cloth extra, ts.
" This delightful * Necklace of Stories' is inspired •with lovely and lofty
senti7nents."-—ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS.

Demy Svo, cloth extra, with Coloured Illustrations and Maps, 24J.

Cope's History of the Rifle Brigade
(The Prince Consort's Own), formerly the 9Sth.
By Sir WiLLlAM
H . C O P E , formerly Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with 13 Portraits, -js. 6d,

Creasy's Memoirs of Eminent Etonians ;
with Notices of the Early History of Eton College. By Sir E D W A R D
CREASY, Author of " T h e Fifteen Decisive Battles of the W o r l d . "
.^

. . — „ • — . . ...——

"...—-.

.—.

Grown Svo, cloth extra, with Etched Frontispiece, •js. 6d.

Credulities, Past and Present.
By W I L L I A M J O N E S . F . S . A . , Author of " Finger-Ring L o r e , " &c.

NEW

WORK by the AUTHOR OF "PRIMITIVE
MANNERS
AND CUSTOMSr—Cm^n Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Crimes and Punishments.
Including a New Translation of Beccaria's " Dei Delitti e delle P e n e . "
By J A M E S A N S O N F A R R E R .

CHATTO

&- WINDUS,

PICCADILLY.
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Crown Svo, cloth gilt. Two very thick Volumes, / i . 6d. each.

Cruikshank's Comic Almanack.
Complete in T w o S E R I E S : T h e F I R S T from 1835 to 1843 ; the S E C O N D
from 1844 to 1853.
A Gathering of the B E S T H U M O U R of
THACKERAY,

HOOD,

R O B E R T BROUGH, &C.

MAYHEW,

ALBERT

SMITH,

A'BECKETT,

With 2,000 Woodcuts and Steel Engravings

by C R U I K S H A N K , H I N E , L A N D E L L S , &C.

Parts I. to X I V . now ready, 21.5. each.

Cussans' History of Hertfordshire.
By J O H N E . CUSSANS. Illustrated with full-page Plates on Copper
and Stone, and a profusion of small Woodcuts.
*«* Parts XV. and XVI., completing the laork, are just ready.
" M.r. Cussans has, from sources not accessible to Clutterbuck, made most
valuable additions to the manorial history of the county from the earliest period
downwards, cleared up many doubtful points, and given original details corf
cerning various subjects untouched or imperfectly treated by that writer.^'—
ACADEMY.

T w o Vols., demy 4to, handsomely bound in half-morocco, gilt, profusely
Illustrated with Coloured and Plain Plates and Woodcuts, price £'] js.

Cyclopaedia of Costume;
or, A Dictionary of Dress—Regal, Ecclesiastical, Civil, and Military—
from the Earhest Period in England to the reign of George the Third.'
Including Notices of Contemporaneous Fashions on the Continent,
and a General History of the Costumes of the Principal Countries of
Europe. B y J . R. B L A N C H E , Somerset Herald.
The Volumes may also be had separately (each Complete in itself) at £2 13*- ^^. each ;
Vol. I. THE DIOTIONAET.
Vol. II, A GENERAL HISTORY OF COSTUME IN EUROPE.
Also in 25 Parts, at 5J. each. Cases for binding, 5^. each.
" A comprehensive and highly valuable book of reference.
. We have
rarely failed to find in this book an account of an article of dress, while in most
of the entries curious and instructive details are given. . .
Mr. PlanchPs
enormous labour of love, the production of a text which, 'whether in its dictionary
form or in thuit of the ' General History,' is within its intended scope immeasurably
the best and richest work on Costume in English.
. . This book is not only
one of the most readable works of the kind, but intrinsically attractive and
amusing"—ATHENAEUM.

*' A most readable and interesting work—and it can scarcely be consulted in
vain, whether the reader is in search for information as to military, court,
ecclesiastical, legal, or professional costume. .
. All the chroma-lithographs,
and most of the woodcut illustrations— the latter amounting to several thousaruls
—are very elaborately executed; and the work forms a livre de luxe which renders
it equally suited to the library and the ladies' drawing-room."—TIMES.
Square Svo, cloth gilt, profusely Illustrated.

Dickens.—About England with Dickens.
By A L F R E D R I M M E R . With Illustrations by the Author and C H A R L E S
A. V A N D E R H O O F .
\In preparation.
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Second Edition, revised and enlarged, demy Svo, cloth extra,
with Illustrations, 24J.

Dodge's (Colonel) The Hunting Grounds of
the Great West: A Description of the Plains, Game, and Indians of
the Great North American Desert.

By RICHARD IRVING DODGE,

Lieutenant-Colonel of the United States Army. With an Introduction
by WILLIAM BLACKMORE ; Map, and numerous Illustrations drawn
by ERNEST GRISET.

Demy Svo, cloth extra, i2j. 6d.

Doran's Memories of our Great Towns.
With Anecdotic Gleanings concerning their Worthies and their
Oddities.

By Dr. JOHN DORAN, F.S.A.

Second Edition, demy Svo, cloth gilt, with Illustrations, xZs.

Dunraven's The Great Divide:
A Narrative of Travels in the Upper Yellowstone in the Summer of
1874. By the EARL of DUNRAVEN. With Maps and numerous
striking full-page Illustrations by VALENTINE W . BROMLEY.
" There has not for a long time appeared a better book of travel than Lord
Dunraven's ' The Great Divide.'
The book is full of clever observation,
and both narrative and illustrations are thoroughly
good."—ATHEN.EUM.

Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth extra, 2TS.

Drury Lane (Old):
Fifty Years' Recollections of Author, Actor, and Manager.

By

EDWARD STIRLING.

Demy Svo, cloth, 16^.

Dutt's India, Past and Present;
with Minor Essays on Cognate Subjects. By SHOSHEE CHUNDER
DuTT, R4i Bdhddoor.
Crown 8v<s, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 6s.

Emanuel

On

Diamonds

and

Precious

Stones ; their History, Value, and Properties ; with Simple Tests for
ascertaining their Reality.

By HARRY EMANUEL, F . R . G . S .

With

numerous Illustrations, Tinted and Plain.
Demy 4to, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 36J.

E m a n u e l a n d Grego.—A History of the Goldsmith's and Jeweller's Art in all Ages and in all Countries.
EMANUEL and JOSEPH GREGO.

By E.

With numerous fine Engravings.

\^In preparation.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Englishman's House, The:
A Practical Guide to all interested in Selecting or Building a House,
with full Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c. By C. J. RICHARDSON.
Third Edition. With nearly 600 Illustrations.

CHATTO

&> WINDUS,

PICCADILLY.
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Crown Svo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

Early English Poets.
Edited, with Introductions and Annotations, by Rev, A, B. GROSART,
"Mr. Grosart has spent the m-ost laborious and the most enthusiastic care on
the perfect restoration and preservation of the text.
From Mr. Grosart we
always expect and always receive the final results of most patient and competent
scholarship"—EXAMINER.

I. F l e t c h e r ' s (Giles, B.D.) Complete Poems: Christ's Victorie in
Heaven, Christ's Victorie on Earth,
Christ's Triumph over Death, and
Minor Poems. With Memorial-Introduction and Notes. One Vol.

Herrick's (Kohert) Hesperl-

des. Noble Numbers, and Complete
Collected Poems. With MemorialIntroduction and Notes, Steel Portrait, Index of First Lines, and
Glossarial Index, &c. Three Vols,
Sidney's (Sir Philip) ComDavies' (Sir John) Complete
plete Poetical Works, including all
Poetical Works, including Psalms I.
those in "Arcadia." With Portrait,
to L. in Verse, and other hitherto
Memorial-Introduction, Essay on
Unpublished MSS., for the first time
the Poetry of Sidney, and Notes.
Collected and Edited. MemorialThree
Vols.
Introduction and Notes. Two Vols.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with nearly 300 Illustrations, 'js. 6d.

Evolution (Chapters on) ;
A Popular History of the Daiv/in an and Allied Theories of Development. By A N D R E V / W I L S O N , Pn.D., F.R.S. Edin. &c. \_Inpreparation.
Abstract of Contents :—The Problem Stated—Sketch of the Rise and Progress of
Evolution—What Evolution is and what it is not—The Evidence for Evolution—
The Evidence from Development—The Evidence from Rudimentary Organs—The
Evidence from Geographical Distribution—The Evidence from Geology—Evolution
and Environments—Flowers and their Fertilisation and Development—Evolution
and Degeneration—Evolution and Ethics—The Relations of Evolution to Ethics
and Theology, &c. &c.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6^.

Evolutionist (The) At Large.
By G R A N T A L L E N .

Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth extra, cr^.

Ewald.—Stories from the State Papers.
By A L E X . C H A R L E S EvyALP.

[/«

preparation.

Folio, cloth extra, ^ i l u . 6d.

Examples of Contemporary Art.
Et<;hings from Representative Works by living English and Foreign
Artists. Edited, with Critical Notes, by J. COMYNS C A R R .
" It would not be easy to meet with a more sumptuous, and at the same Hint
a fnore tasteful and instructive drawins^-room book."—NONCONFORMIST.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 6s.

Fairholt's Tobacco :
Its History and Associations ; with an Account of the Plant and its
Manufacture, and its Modes of Use in all Ages and Countries. By F ,
W . F A I R H O L T , F.S.A. With Coloured Frontispiece and upwards of
100 Illustrations by the Author.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 4.5, 6d.

Faraday's Chemical History of a Candle.
Lectures delivered to a Juvenile Audience. A New Edition.
by W . CROOKES, F . C S , With numerous Ilhistrations.

Edited
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 4^. 6d.

Faraday's Various Forces of Nature.
New Edition. Edited byW. CROOKES, F . C . S . Numerous Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 7.S. 6d.

Finger-Ring Lore:
Historical, Legendary, and Anecdotal. By W M . J O N E S , F.S.A. With
Hundreds of Illustrations of Curious Rings of all Ages and Countries.
*' One of those gossiping books 'which are as full of aTnusement as of instruct
t'onf—ATHEN.EUM.

NE W NO VEL BY JUSTIN

McCARTHY.

Gentleman's Magazine for January, 1881,
Price One Shilling, contains the First Chaptei's of a New Novel,
entitled " T H E C O M E T O F A S E A S O N , " by J U S T I N M C C A R T H Y ,

M.P.,

Author of " A History of Our Own Times," " Dear Lady Disdain, "&c.
S C I E N C E N O T E S , by W . M A T T I E U W I L L I A M S , F.R.A.S., will also

be continued Monthly.
*»* Now ready, the Volume for']\!L,Y to DECEMBER, 1880, cloth extra,
price Zs. 6d.; and Cases for binding, price zs. each.
THE R US KIN GRIMM.—Sqnaie
Svo, cloth extra, 6s. 6d. ;
gilt edges, 7.?. 6d.

German Popular Stories.
Collected by the Brothers G R I M M , and Translated by E D G A R T A Y L O R .

Edited with an Introduction by J O H N RUSKIN. With 22 Illustrations
after the inimitable designs of G E O R G E C R U I K S H A N K . Both Series
Complete.
** The illustrations of this volume .
are of quite sterling and admiraile
art, of a class precisely parallel in elevation to tlte character of the tales which
they illustrate ,* and the original etchings, as I have before said in the Appendix to
my * Elements of Drawing,' 'were unrivalled in masterfulness of touch since Rembrandt (in some qualities of delineation, unrivalled even by him).
. To make
somewhat enlarged copies of them, looking at them through a magnifying glass,
arui never putting two lines 'wliere Cruiksliank has put only one, 'would be an exercise in decision and severe dra'wing which would leave afterwards little to be learnt
in. schools."—Extract from Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2J. 6d.

Glenny's A Year's Work in Garden and
Greenhouse : Practical Advice to Amateur Gardeners as to the Management of the Flower. Fruit, and Frame Garden. By G E O R G F G L E N N Y .
" A great deal of valuable information, conveyed in very simple language. The
amateur need not wish for a better gui/ie."—LHEDS MERCURV.
New and Cheaper Edition, demy Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, •js.6d.

Greeks and Romans, The Life of the,
Described from Antique Monuments. By E R N S T G U H L and W .
KONER. Translated from the Third German Edition, and Edited by
Dr. F. H O E F F E R . With 545 Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Greenwood's Low-Life Deeps:
An Account of the Strange Fish to be found there. By J A M E S G R E E N WOOD.

With Illustrations in tint by A L F R E D C O N C A N E N ,

CHATTO
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, -js. 6d.

Greenwood's Wilds of London:
Descriptive Sketches, from Personal Observations and Experience, of
Remarkable Scenes, People, and Places in London, By J AMES GREENWOOD. With 12 Tinted Illustrations by ALFRED CONCANEN,
Square i6mo (Tauchnitz size) cloth extra, 2J. per volume.

Golden Library, The;
Ballad History of England. By
W. C. B E N N E T T ,

Bayard Taylor's Diversions of
the Echo Club.

Aims.

Godwin's (William) Lives of
the Necromancers.

Autocrat

of

the

Breakfast Table. With an Introduction by G. A. S A L A .

Holmes's

d ' A r t h u r : T h e Stories of King Arthur
and of the Knights of the Round
Table. Edited by B . MONTGOMKRIK
RANKING.

Byron's Don Juan.
Enierson's Letters and Social

Holmes's

Mallory's (Sir Thomas) Mort

Professor

at the

Breakfast Table.

Hood's Whims and Oddities.
Complete. With all the original Illustrations.

Irving'3 (Washington) Tales of
a Traveller.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A
New Translation, with Historical I n troduction and Notes, by T. M ' C R I B ,
D.D.

Pope's Poetical Works. Complete.
Rochefoucauld's Maxims and
Moral Reflections. With Notes, and
an Introductory Essay by SAINTKBEUVE.

St. Pierre's Paul and Virginia,
and T h e Indian Cottage. Edited,
with Life, by the Rev. E . C L A R K E .

Shelley's

Early Poems, and

Queen Mab, with Essay by L E I G H
HUNT.

Irving's (Washington) Tales of
the Alhambra.

Shelley's Later Poems : Laon
and Cythna, &c.

Jesse's (Edward) Scenes and
Occupations of Country Life,

Lamb's Essays of Elia.

Both

Series Complete in One Vol,

Leigh Hunt's Essays : A Tale
for a Chimney Corner, and other
Pieces. With Portrait, and Introduction by E D M U N D O L L I E R .

Shelley's Posthumous Poems,
the Shelley Papers, &c.
S h e l l e y ' s P r o s e W o r k s , including A Refutation of Deism, Zastrozri,
St. Irvyne, &c.

White's Natural History of Selborne.

Edited, with additions, by

THOMAS BROWN, F . L . S.

Crown Svo, cloth gilt and gilt edges, js. 6d.

Golden Treasury of Thought, The:
An ENCYCLOPEDIA OF QUOTATIONS from Writers of all Times and
Countries. Selected and Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 4J. 6d.

Guyot's Earth and Man;
or, Physical Geography in its Relation to the History of Mankind.
With Additions by Professors AGASSIZ, PIERCE, and GRAY ; 12 Maps

and Engravings on Steel, some Coloured, and copious Index.
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Hake (Dr. Thomas Gordon), Poems by;
Maiden Ecstasy. Small 4to, cloth extra, %s.
New Symbols. Crown Svo, cloth extra, (>$.
Legends of the Morrow. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6J.
Medium Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, 'js. 6d.

Hall's (Mrs. S. G.) Sketches of Irish Character.
With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood by MACLISE, GILBERT, HARVEY, and G. CRUIKSHANK.
'* The Irish Sketches of this lady resemble Miss Mitford's
beautiful
English
sketches in ^ Our Village,' but they are far more vigorous and picturesque
and
bright."—BLACKWOOD'S

MAGAZINE.

Post Syo, cloth extra, 4^. 6d.; a few large-paper copies, half-Roxb., io.r. 6d,

Handwriting, The Philosophy of.
By Don FELIX DE SALAMANCA. V/ith 134 Facsimiles of Signatures;

Haweis (Mrs.), Works b y :
The Art of Dress.

By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS, Author of " T h e

Art of Beauty," &c. Illustrated by the Author. Small Svo, illustrated
cover, IS.; cloth limp, is. 6d.
'* A well-considered attempt to apply canons of good taste to the costumes
of ladies of our time.
.
.
Mrs. Haweis 'writes frankly and to the
point, she does not mhtce matters, but boldly remonstrates
with her c^un sex
on the follies they indulge in. .
. . We may recommend the book to the
ladies whom it
concerns."—ATHKNMUM,

T h e Art of Beauty.

By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS, Author of

" C h a u c e r for Children." Square Svo, cloth extra, gilt, gilt edges, with
Coloured Frontispiece and nearly 100 Illustrations, 10.?. 6d.

*^* See also CHAUCER, pp. 5 and 6 of this Catalogue.
Complete in Four Vols., demy Svo, cloth extra, i2j. each.

H i s t o r y of O u r O w n T i m e s , from the Accession
of Queen Victoria to the General Election of 1S80.

By JUSTIN

MCCARTHY, M . P .
" Criticism is disarmed before a composition which provokes littlebut
approval.
This is a really good book on a really interesting subject, and words piled on words
could say no more for it.
Such is the effect of its general justice, its breadth
of view, and its sparkling buoyancy, that very few of its readers will close these
volumes "without looking forward
"with interest to the two [since published] that
are to follow"—

SATURDAY R E V I E W .

C r o w n Svo, c l o t h e x t r a , 5^.

Hobhouse's The Dead H a n d :
Addresses on the subject of Endowments and Settlements of Property.
By Sir ARTHUR HOBHOUSE, Q . C , K . C . S . I .

Crown Svo, cloth limp, with Illustrations, 2j. 6d.

Holmes's The Science of Voice Production
and Voice Preservation : A Popular Manual for the Use of Speakers
and Singers.

By GORDON HOLMES, L . R . C . P . E .

CHATTO
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, 4?. 6d.

HoUingshead's (John) Plain English.
" / anticipate immense entertaimnent from the perusal of Mr. HoUingshead's
* Plain English,' which I imagined to be a philological work, but which I find to
be a series of essays, in the Hollingsheadian or Sled;^e-Hatnmer style, on those
ntatters theatrical with which lie is so eininently conversant."—G. A. S. in the
ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, •js. 6d.

Hood's (Thomas) Choice Works,
In Prose and Verse.

Including the C R E A M O F T H E C O M I C A N N U A L S .

With Life of the Author, Portrait, and Two Hundred Illustrations.
Square crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.

Hood's (Tom) From Nowhere to the North
Pole : A Noah's Arkasological Narrative.
W.

B R U N T O N and E. C.

With 25 Illustrations by

BARNES.

" The atntising letterpress is profusely interspersed with the jingling rhymes
which children love and learn so easily. Messrs. Brunton and Barnes do full
justice to the writer's meanitig, and a pleasanter result of the harmonious cO'
operation of author and artist could not be desired." — TIMES.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, is. 6d.

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Humorous Works,
including his Ludicrous Adventures, Bons-mots, Pans, and Hoaxes.
With a new Life of the Author, Portraits, Facsimiles, and Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, -js.

Home's Orion:
An Epic Poem in Three Books. By R I C H A R D H E N G I S T H O R N E .
With a brief Commentary by the Author. With Photographic Portrait
from a Medallion by SUMMERS. Tenth Edition.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, yj. 6d.

Howell's Conflicts of Capital and Labour
Historically and Economically considered.
Being a History and
Review of the Trade Unions of Great Britain, showing their Origin,
Progress, Constitution, and Objects, in their Political, Social, Economical, and Industrial Aspects. By G E O R G E H O W E L L .
" This book is an attempt, and on the whole a successful attempt, to place the
work of trade unions in the past, and their objects in the future, fairly before tht
public from the working man's point g/'pzgm."—PALL MALL GAZETTE.
Demy Svo, cloth extra, I2i. 6d.

HuefTer's The Troubadours:
A History of Provencal Life and Literature in the Middle Ages.

By

FRANCIS H U E F F E R .

T w o ^ o l s . Svo, with 52 Illustrations and Maps, cloth extra, gilt, 14s,

Josephus, The Complete Works of.
Translated by W H I S T O N . Containing both " T h e Antiquities of the
Tews " amd " T h e Wars of the Jews."
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BY

A N E W E D I T I O N , Revised and partly Re-written, with several New
Chapters and Illustrations, crown Svo, cloth extra, 7J. 6d.

Jennings' The Rosicrucians:
Their Rites and Mysteries. With Chapters on the Ancient Fire and
Serpent Worshippers. By H A R G R A V E J E N N I N G S . With Five fullpage Plates and upwards of 300 Illustrations.
Small Svo, cloth, full gilt, gilt edges, with Illustrations, 6s.

Kavanaghs' Pearl Fountain,
And other Fairy Stories.

By B R I D G E T and JuLlA K A V A N A G H .

With

Thirty Illustrations by J . M O Y R S M I T H .

" Genuine new fairy stories of the old type, some of them as delightful as the
best of Grimm's * German Popular Stories* . .
. For the most part the
stories are downright, thorougii-going fairy stories of the most admirable kind.
Mr. Moyr Smith's illustrations, too, are ad-mirable."—SPECTATOR.
Fcap. Svo, illustrated boards.

Kitchen Garden (Our):
T h e Plants we Grow, and How we Cook Them. By T O M J E R R O L D ,
Author of " T h e Garden that Paid the Rent," &c.
[In the press.
Crown Svo, illustrated boards, with numerous Plates, 2.s. 6d.

Lace (Old Point), and How to Copy and
Imitate it.

By D A I S Y W A T E R H O U S E H A W K I N S .

With ry Illustra-

tions by the Author.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, loj. 6d.

Lamb (Mary and Charles):
Their Poems, Letters, and Remains.
by W . C A R E W H A Z L I T T .

With Reminiscences and Notes

With H A N C O C K ' S Portrait of the Essayist,

Facsimiles of the Title-pages of the rare First Editions of Lamb's and
Coleridge's Works, and numerous Illustrations.
" Very many passages will delight those fond of literary trifles ; hardly any
portion will fail in interest for lovers of Charles Lamb and his sister."—STANDARD.
Small Svo, cloth extra, y.

Lamb's Poetry for Children, and Prince
Dorus. Carefully Reprinted from unique copies.
" The quaint and delightful little book, over the recovery of which all the hearts
of his lovers are yet warm, 'with rejoicing,"—A. C. SWINBURNE.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Portraits, "js. 6d.

Lamb's Complete Works,
In Prose and Verse, reprinted from the Original Editions, with many
Pieces hitherto unpublished. Edited, with Notes and Introduction,
by R. H . S H E P H E R D . With Two Portraits and Facsimile of a P a g e
of the " Essay on Roast Pig."
** A complete edition of Lamb's 'writings, in prose and verse, has long been
wanted, and is now sttpplied. The editor appears to have taken great pains
to bring together Larttb's scattered contributions, and his collection contains a
number of pieces 'which are novo reproduced for the first time since their original
appearance in various old periodicals."—SATURDAY REVIEW.

CHATTO

<S^ WINDUS,

PICCADILLY.

Demy Svo, cloth extra, with Maps and Illustrations, \Zs.

Lament's Yachting in the Arctic Seas;
or. Notes of Five Voyages of Sport and Discovery in the Neighbourhood of Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya.
By J A M E S L A M O N T ,
F.R.G.S. With numerous full-page Illustrations by Dr. L I V E S A Y .
After wading through numberless volumes of icy fiction, concocted narrative,
and spurious biography of Arctic voyagers, it is pleasant to meet with a real and
genuine volume.
He shows much tact in recounting his adventures, and
they are so interspersed with anecdotes and information as to make them anything
out wearisome. . .
The book, as a whole, is the most important addition
made to our Arctic literature for a long time."—ATHEN.EUM.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Lares and Penates;
Or, T h e Background of Life.

By F L O R E N C E C A D D Y .

Crown Svo, cloth, fuU gilt, -js. 6d.

Latter-Day Lyrics:
Poems of Sentiment and Reflection by Living Writers ; selected and
arranged, with Notes, by W . D A V E N P O R T ADA.MS. With a Note on
some Foreign Forms of Verse, by A U S T I N DOBSO.M.
Crown Svo, cloth, full gilt, 6s.

Leigh's A Town Garland.
By H E N R Y S . L E I G H , Author of " C a r o l s of Cockayne."
** If Mr. Leigh's verse survive to a future generation—and there is no reason
why that honour should not be accorded productions so delicate, so finished, and so
full of hum.our—their author will probably be remembered as the Poet of tke
Strand."—ATHEN.^UM.

SECOND EDITION.—Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 6s.

Leisure-Time Studies, chiefly Biological.
By A N D R E W W I L S O N , F . R . S . E . , Lecturer on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the Edinburgh Medical School.
"It is well when we can take up the work of a really qualified investigator,
who in the intervals of his more serious professional labours sets himself to impart
knowled<^e in such a simple and elementary form as may attract and instruct,
with no^danger of misleading the tyro in natural science. Such a w>,,'i is this
little volume, made up of essays and addresses written and delivered by Dr.
Andrew Wilson, lecturer and exaTniner in science at Edinburgh and Glasgow, at
leisure intervals in a busy professional life. .
Dr. Wilson s pages teem itdth
matter stimulating to a healthy love of science and a reverence for the truths
of nature."—SA-TVRDAY

REVIEW.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Life in London;
or. The History of Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian T o m . With the
whole of C R U I K S H A N K ' S Illustrations, in Colours, after the Originals.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Lights on the Way:
Some Tales within a Tale. By the late J . H . A L E X A N D E R , B . A .
Edited, with an Explanatory Note, by H . A. P A G E , Author of
" Thoreau: A Study."
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Longfellow's Complete Prose Works.
Including " O u t r e Mer," " H y p e r i o n , " " K a v a n a g h , " " T h e Poets
a n d Poetry of E u r o p e , " a n d "Driftwood." W i t h Portrait and Illustrations by V A L E N T I N E B R O M L E Y .
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Longfellow's Poetical Works.
Carefully Reprinted from the Original Editions.
fine Illustrations on Steel and W o o d .
Crown Svo, cloth extra, ^s.

With

numerous

Lunatic Asylum, My Experiences in a.
By a S A N E P A T I E N T .
** The sto-ry is clever and interesting, sad beyond measure though the subfeci
be. There is no personal bitterness, and no violence or anger.
Whatever "may
have been the evidence for our author's madness when lie was consigned to an
asylum, nothing can be clearer than his sanity 'when he wrote this book; it is
b'Hf;ht, calm, a7id to the
point."—SPECTATOR.
Demy Svo, with Fourteen full-page Plates, cloth boards, ISJ-.

Lusiad (The) of Gamoens.
Translated into English Spenserian verse by R O B E R T F F R E N C H D U F F ,
Knight Commander of the Portuguese Royal Order of Christ.

Macquoid (Mrs.), Works b y :
In

the Ardennes.
By K A T H A R I N E S . M A C Q U O I D .
With
so fine Illustrations by T H O M A S R . M A C Q U O I D . Uniform with " P i c t u r e s
and Legends." Square Svo, cloth extra, lo^. 6d.
P i c t u r e s a n d L e g e n d s from N o r m a n d y a n d Brittany.
By
K A T H A R I N E S . MACQUOID. With numerous Illustrations by T H O M A S R .
M A C Q U O I D . Square Svo, cloth gilt, lo*. 6d.
•* Mr. and Mrs. Macquoid have been strolling in Normandy and B-rittany,
and the result of their observations and resea7-ches in that picturesque
land
of romantic associations is an attractive volume, which is neither a tvork of
travel nor a collection of stories, but a book partaking
alm-ost in equal degree
oj each of these characters.
. The illustrations,
'which are numerous^
are drawn, as a rule, with remarkable delicacy as well as 'with true artistic
feeling."—DAILY
NEWS.
Through Normandy.
By K A T H A R I N E S . M A C Q U O I D .
With
90 Illustrations by T . R . MACQUOID. Square Svo, cloth extra, 7^. 6d.
" One of the fetv books -which can he read as a piece of literature, -whilst at
tlie same time handy in the knapsack."—BRITISH
QUARTERLY REVIEW.
Through Brittany.
By K A T H A R I N E S . M A C Q U O I D .
With
numerous Illustrations by T H O M A S R . M A C Q U O I D . Square Svo, cloth
extra, 'js. 6d.
•* The pleasant companionship which Mrs. Macquoid offers, 'while 'wandering from one point of interest to another, seems to throw a renewed
charm
around each oft-depicted scene."—MORNING
POST.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 2J. 6d.

Madre Natura v. The Moloch of Fashion.
By L U K E L I M N E R . With 32 Illustrations by the Author.
E D I T I O N , revised and enlarged.

FOURTH
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Handsomely printed in facsimile, price 5^.

Magna Charta.
An exact Facsimile of the Original Document in the British Museum,
printed on fine plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by 2 feet wide, with the
Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours.
Small Svo, is.; cloth extra, ij. 6d.

Uillilton's The Hygiene of the Skin.
A Concise Set of Rules for the Management of the Skin ; with DirecSons for Diet, Wines, Soaps, Baths, &c. By J. L. MILTON, Senior
Stirgeon to St. John's Hospital.
By the same Author.
Th<3 B a t h in Diseases of t h e Skin. Sm. Svo, ij-.jcl. extra, is.dd.

Mallook's (W. H.) Works ;
I s laife "Worth Living ?

By W I L L I A M H U R R E L L MALLOCK.

N e w Edition, crown Svo, cloth extra, 6.y.
** This deeply interesting volum.e.
.
It is the most powerful
vindication of religion.^ both natural and revealeat that has appeared since Bishop
Butler wrotey and is much yjtore useful than either the Analogy or the Ser^
mons of that great divine^ as a refutation of the peculiar for7n assumed By
the infidelity of the present day, . . .
Deeply philosophical as the book
is, there is not a heavy Page in it,. Tke writer is ''possessed^^ so to speak,
with his great subject, has sounded its depths, surveyed it in all its extent^
and brought to bear on it all the resources of a vivid, rich, and impassioned
style, as luell as an adequate acquaintance
with the science, the philosophy^
and the literature

of the day**—IRISH

DAILY NEWS.

T h e N e w Republic ; or, Culture, Faith, and Philosophy in an
English Country H o u s e .

By W I L L I A M

E D I T I O N , in the "MayfairLibrary.'*

HUKKELL MALLOCK.

CHEAP

Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d,

T h e N e w P a u l a n d Virginia ; or, Positivism on an Island. By
WILLIAM HURRELL MALLOCK.

brary.''

C H E A P E D I T I O N , in the

*'Mayfair

Li-

Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s, 6d.

Poems. By W. H. MALLOCK. Small 4to, bound in parchment, SJ-.

Mark Twain's Works:
T h e Choice W o r k s of Mark Twain.

Revised and Corrected

throughout by the Author. With Life, Portrait, and numerous Illustrations. Crown Syo, cloth extra, 7^-. 6d,

T h e Adventures of Tom Sawyer. By MARK TWAIN.
100 Illustrations. Small Svo, c\.Qx.,'js.6d.

With

C H E A P E D I T I O N , illust. boards, 2s.

A Pleasure Trip on t h e Continent of Europe : The Innocents
Abroad, and T h e N e w Pilgrim's Progress.
illustrated boards, zs.

By M A R K T W A I N .

An Idle Excursion, a n d other Sketches.

Post Svo,

By MARK TWAIN,

Post Svo, illustrated, boards, 2s.

A Tramp Abroad.

By MARK TWAIN.

With 314 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7^-. 6d,
" The fun and tenderness of the conception, of which no living-man but
Mark Twain is capable, its grace and Jantasy and slyness^ the wonderful
feeling for anim.als that is manifest in every line, make of all this episode of
yitn Baker and his jays a piece of work that is not only delightful as 7nere
readi?ig, but also of a high degree ofjneHt as literature,
.
The book is
full of good things, and contai?is passages and episodes that are equal to the
funniest of those that have gone
befoi'ej'—ATHEN^UM,
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Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. per vol.

Mayfair Library, The
T h e N e w RepubUc.

By W. H .

Muses of Mayfair.

Gastronomy as a F i n e Art. 3y

T h e N e w Paul a n d Virginia.

BRILLAT-SAVARIN.

By W. H. MALLOCK.
By E . L Y N N L I N T O N .

S. L E I G H .

OldStoriesRe-told. By W A L T E R

Literary Frivolities, Fsncies,

THORNBURY.

Follies, and Frolics.

Thoreau : His Life a n d Aims.

Pencil a n d Palette ; Piographi-

By W I L -

cal Anecdotes chiefly of Contemporary Painters, with Gossip about
Pictures Lost, Stolen, and Forged,
also Great Picture Sales. By R O B E R T

LIAM SENIOR.

Jeux d'Esprit. Edited by H E N R Y
S. L E I G H .

Puniana.

By the Hon. H U G H

KEMPT.

ROWLEY.

More Puniana.

The Agony Column of " T h e

By the Hon.

Times,** from 1800 to 1870. Edited,
with an Introduction, by ALICE CLAY.
\_Nearly teady.
T h e B o o k of Clerical A n e c dotes : A Gathering of the Antiquities,
Humours, and Eccentricities of " T h e

H U G H ROWLEY.

Puck

on Pegasus.

By H .

CHOLMONDELEY-PENNELL.

The

Speeches

of

By IVILLIAM

T . DOBSON.

By H . A. P A G E .

By s t r e a m a n d Sea.

[B5RT.

Original Plays. By W. S. fiiLCarols of Cockayne. By HINRY

T h e True History of Joshua
Davidson.

Edited b/

H . CHOLMONDELEY-PENNELL.

MALLOCK.

Charles

Dickens. With Chapters on D i c t e n s
Cloth." By JACOB LARWOOD.
as a Letter-Writer, Poet, and Public
[^Nearly ready.
Reader.
*#* Other Volum.es are in preparation.

New Novels.
OUIDA'S

NEW

A V I L L A G E COMMUNE.

WORK.

By OuiDA.

Two Vols., crown

8vo, cloth extra.

U-ust

ready.

JAMES
PAYN'S
NEW
NOVEL.
A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT.
By JAMES PAYN.
W i t h 12
Illustrations b y A R T H U R H O P K I N S . Three Vols., crown 8vo.
NEW NOVEL
BY JULIAN
HA
WTHORNE.
E L L I O E Q U E N T I N , a n d other Stories. B y J U L I A N H A W THORNE. Two Vols., crown Svo.
MR. FRANCILLON'S
NEW
NOVEL.

QUEEN COPHETUA.

By R. E. FRANCILLON. Three Vols.,

crowD 8vo.
MRS.

HUNT'S

NEW

T H E L E A D E N CASKET.
Three Vols., crown Svo.
NEW NOVEL

NOVEL.

By Mrs. A L F R E D W . H U N T .

BY MRS.

T H E R E B E L OP T H E FAMILY.

LINTON.

By E. LYNN LINTON.

Three Vols., crown 8vo.
NEW NOVEL
by the A UTHORS
OF "READY-MONEY
T H E T E N Y E A R S ' T E N A N T , and other
W A L T E R B E S A N T and J A M E S R I C E .

MORTIBOY."
Stories.
By

T h r e e Vols., crown 8vo.

\_Nearly

ready.
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Small Svo, cloth limp, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

Miller's Physiology for the Young;
Or, The House of Life: Human Physiology, with its Applications to
the Preservation of Health. For use in Classes and Popular Reading.
With numerous Illustrations. By Mrs. F. FENWICK MILLER.
^An admirable introduction to a subject 'which all 'who value health and enjoy
life should have at their fingers'
ends."—ECHO.

Square Svo, cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, gj.

North Italian Folk.
By Mrs. COMYNS CARR. Illustrated by RANDOLPH CALDECOTT.
A delightful book, of a kind which is far too rare.
If anyone wants to really
know the North Italian folk, 'we can honestly advise him to omit the jowmey, and
sit down to read Mrs. Carr'spages instead.
. ,
Description with Mrs. Carr
is a real gift.
. . It is rarely that a book is so happily
illustrated."—ConTBMPORARV R E V I E W .

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Vignette Portraits, price 6s. per Voi.

Old Dramatists, T h e :
Ben Jonson's Works.
With Notes, Critical and Explanatory,
and a Biographical Memoir by W I L LIAM GiFFORD. Edited by Colonel
C U N N I N G H A M . Three Vols.

Chapman's W o r k s .

by A L G E R N O N C H A R L E S S W I N B U R N E .

Vol. I I I . the Translations of the Iliad
and Odyssey.

Marlowe's Works.
Including his Translations. Edited,
with Notes and Introduction, b y Col.
CUNNINGHAM.

Now First Collected.
Complete in
Three Vols. Vol. I . contains the Plays
complete, including the doubtful ones;
Vol. I I . the Poems and Minor Translations, with an Introductory Essay

O n e Vol.

Massinger's Plays.

From the Text of W I L L I A M G I F F O R D .
With t h e addition of the Tragedy oi
** Believe as you List.*' Edited by
Col. C U N N I N G H A M .

One Vol.

C r o w n Svo, r e d c l o t h e x t r a , 5^. e a c h .

Ouida's Novels.—Library Edition.
Held in Bondage. By O U I D A .
By O U I D A .
Strathmore.
By O U I D A .
Chandos.
U n d e r Two Flags. By O U I D A .
By O U I D A .
Idalia.
Cecil Castlemaine. By O U I D A .
By O U I D A .
Tricotrin.
By O U I D A .
Puck.
By O U I D A .
Folle Pilrine.
*,* Also a Cheap Edition of all but

Dog of Flanders.
By O U I D A .
Pascarel.
By O U I D A .
Two Wooden Shoes. By OUIDA.
Signa.
By O U I D A .
I n a W i n t e r City. By O U I D A .
Ariadne.
By O U I D A ,
Friendship.
By O U I D A .
Moths.
By OUIDA.

the last, post Svo, illustrated boards,

25. e a c h .

____^______
P o s t Svo, c l o t h l i m p , is. 6d.

Parliamentary Procedure, A Popular H a n d book of. By HENRY W . LUCY.

_

C r o w n Svo, c l o t h e x t r a , w i t h P o r t r a i t a n d I l l u s t r a t i o n s , 7J. 6a?.

Poe's Choice Prose a n d Poetical Works.
With BAUDELAIRE'S " Essay."
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Crown Svo, carefully printed on creamy paper, and tastefully bound
in cloth for the Library, price 3^. 6d. each.

Piccadilly Novels, The.
popular ^tortE^ fig tije ^e^t authors.
R E A D Y - M O N E Y MORTIBOY. By W. BESANT and JAMES RrCE.
M Y L I T T L E G I R L . By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
T H E CASE O F MR. L U C R A F T . By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
T H I S SON O F VULCAN. By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
W I T H H A R P A N D C R O W N . By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
T H E G O L D E N B U T T E R F L Y . By W . BESANT and JAMES R I C E .

With a Frontispiece by F. S. WALKER.
B Y C E L I A ' S A R B O U R . By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
T H E M O N K S O F T H E L E M A . By W. BESANT and JAMES R I C E .
' T W A S I N T R A F A L G A R ' S BAY. By W. BESANT & JAMES R I C E .
T H E SEAMY SIDE.

ANTONINA.

By W A L T E R BESANT and JAMES R I C E .

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

and ALFRED CONCANEN.
B A S I L . By W I L K I E COLLINS.
and J. MAHONEY.

HIDE AND SEEK.

Illustrated by Sir J. GILBERT

Illustrated by Sir J O H N

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

GILBERT

Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and J. MAHONEY.

T H E DEAD SECRET.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and H. FURNISS.

QUEEN OF HEARTS.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and A. CONCANEN.

MY M I S C E L L A N I E S . By W I L K I E COLLINS. With Steel Portrait, and Illustrations by A. CONCANEN.
T H E W O M A N I N W H I T E . By WiLKiE COLLINS. Illustrated
by Sir J. GILBERT and F. A. FRASER.

THE

MOONSTONE.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by G.

Hx! MAURIER and F. A. FRASER.

MAN AND W I F E .

By W I L K I E COLLINS. Illust. by W M . SMALL.

POOR MISS F I N C H .

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

lUustrated by G.

Du MAURIER and EDWARD HUGHES.

M I S S OR M R S . P

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

lUustrated by S. L .

FILDES and HENRY WOODS.

THE

N E W MAGDALEN.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by

G. DU MAURIER and C. S. REINHART.

THE FROZEN DEEP.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by G.

Du MAURIER and J. MAHONEY.

THE

L A W A N D T H E LADY.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illus-

trated by S. L. FILDES and SYDNEY HALL.

T H E T W O D E S T I N I E S . By WiLKiE COLLINS.
T H E H A U N T E D H O T E L . By WiLKiE COLLINS.
ARTHUR HOPKINS.

THE

FALLEN LEAVES.

By W I L K I E COLLINS.

Illustrated by
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PICCADILLY NOVELS—continued.

J E Z E B E L ' S D A U G H T E R . By W I L K I E COLLINS.
D E C E I V E R S E V E R . By Mrs. H . LOVETT CAMERON.
J U L I E T ' S GUARDIAN.
By Mrs. H . LOVETT CAMERON.

IUUS-

trated by V A L E N T I N E B R O M L E Y .

F E L I C I A . By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS. Frontispiece by W. BOWLES.
OLYMPIA. By R. E. FRANCILLON.
GARTH.

By J U L I A N HAWTHORNE.

R O B I N GRAY. By CHARLES GIBBON.
F O R LACK O F GOLD. By CHARLES GIBBON.
I N L O V E ja.ND W A R . By CHARLES GIBBON.

W H A T W I L L T H E W O R L D SAY ? By CHARLES GIBBON.
FOR T H E KING.

By CHARLES GIBBON.

I N HONOUR BOUND.

QUEEN

By CHARLES GIBBON.

OF T H E MEADOW

By CHARLES GIBBON.

Illus-

trated by ARTHUR HOPKINS.

U N D E R T H E G R E E N W O O D T R E E . By THOMAS HARDY.
T H O R N I C R O F T ' S M O D E L . By Mrs. A . W. H U N T .
F A T E D TO B E F R E E .
CONFIDENCE.

By JEAN INGELOW.

By H E N R Y JAMES, Jun.

T H E Q U E E N O F C O N N A U G H T . By HARRIETT JAY.
T H E DARK C O L L E E N . By HARRIETT JAY.
NUMBER SEVENTEEN.

OAKSHOTT CASTLE.

By H E N R Y KINGSLEY.

By H E N R Y KINGSLEY,

With a Frontis-

By E. LYNN LINTON.

With a Frontis-

OF LEAM DUNDAS.

By E. L Y N N

piece by SHIRLEY HODSON.

PATRICIA KEMBALL.
piece by G. Du MAURIER.

THE

ATONEMENT

LINTON.

W i t h a Frontispiece by H E N R Y W O O D S .

T H E W O R L D W E L L LOST.

By E. LYNN LiNTON.

lUustrated

by J. LAWSON and HENRY FRENCH.

U N D E R W H I C H LORD .» By E. LYNN LINTON'.
W I T H A S I L K E N T H R E A D . By E. LYNN LINTON.
T H E W A T E R D A L E N E I G H B O U R S . By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
M Y E N E M Y ' S D A U G H T E R . By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
L I N L E Y R O C H F O R D . By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
A F A I R SAXON. By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

D E A R LADY D I S D A I N . By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
M I S S M I S A N T H R O P E . By JUSTIN MCCARTHY. Illustrated by
ARTHUR HOPKINS.

DONNA

QUIXOTE.

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

ARTHUR HOPKINS.

Q U A K E R COUSINS. By AGNES MACDONELL.
LOST R O S E . By KATHARINE S . MACQUOID.

lUustrated by

BOOKS
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PICCADILLY NOVELS—continued.

T H E E V I L E Y E , a n d other Stories.

By KATHARINE S . MAC-

QUOID. Illustrated by THOMAS R. MACQUOID and PERCY MACQUOID.

OPEN!

SESAME I

F. A. FRASER.
TOUCH AND GO.

WHITELADIES.

By FLORENCE MARRYAT.

lUustrated by

By J E A N MIDDLEMASS.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.

With lUustrations by A.

H O P K I N S and H . W O O D S .

T H E BEST OF HUSBANDS.

By JAMES P A Y N .

Illustrated by

J. MOYR S M I T H .

F A L L E N F O R T U N E S . By JAMES PAYN.
H A L V E S . By JAMES PAYN. With a Frontispiece by
MAHONEY.
W A L T E R ' S W O R D . By JAMES PAYN. lUust. by J. MOYR S M I T H .
W H A T H E COST H E R . By JAMES PAYN.

L E S S BLACK T H A N W E ' R E P A I N T E D .
BY PROXY.

By JAMES P A Y N .

By JAMES PAYN.

lUustrated by A R T H U R H O P K I N S .

U N D E R O N E R O O F . By JAMES PAYN.
H I G H S P I R I T S . By JAMES PAYN.

H E R MOTHER'S DARLING.
B O U N D TO T H E W H E E L .
GUY WATERMAN.

By Mrs. J. H . RIDDELL.
By JOHN SAUNDERS.

By J O H N SAUNDERS.

ONE AGAINST T H E WORLD.

By JOHN SAUNDERS.

T H E L I O N I N T H E P A T H . By J O H N SAUNDERS.
T H E W A Y W E L I V E N O W . By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. lUust.
T H E A M E R I C A N S E N A T O R . By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
D I A M O N D CUT DIAMOND. By T. A. TROLLOPE.
Post SVO, illustrated boards, 2.5. each.

Popular Novels, Cheap Editions of.
[ W I L K I E C O L L I N S ' N O V E L S and B E S A N T and R I C E ' S N O V E L S may also be had in

cloth limp at 2i. bd. See, too, the PICCADILLY N O V E L S , for Library

Maid, Wife, or W i d o w ?

By Celia's Arbour. By WALTER

By

'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay. By

B E S A N T and J A M E S R I C E .

Mrs. A L E X A N D E R .

Ready-Money Mortiboy.

Editions.^

By

WALTER BESANT and JAMES RICE.

T h e Golden Butterfly. By Authors of " Ready-Money Mortiboy.'*
This Sonof Vulcan.By the same.
My Little Girl. By the same.
T h e Case of Mr. Lucraft. By
Authors of "Rcady-MoneyMortiboy."

W i t h H a r p a n d Crown. By
Authors of "Ready-MoneyMortiboy."

T h e Monks of Thelema. By
WALTER BESANT and JAMES RICE.

WALTER BESANT and JAMES RICE.

Juliet's Guardian.

By Mrs. H .

L O V E T T CAMERON.

Surly Tim. By F . H. BURNETT.

The Cure of Souls.

By MAC-

L A R E N COBBAN.

ThB W o m a n in White.

By

W I L K I E COLLINS.

Antonina. By W I L K I E COLLINS.
Basil. By W I L K I E COLLINS,

Hide a n d Seek.

By the same.

CHATTO

&- WINDUS,

PICCADILLY.
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POPULAR NOVELS—continued.

T h e Queen of H e a r t s .

By

T h e Queen of Connaught. By

T h e Dead Secret. By the same.
My Miscellanies. By the same.
T h e Moonstone. By the same.
M a n a n d Wife. By the same.
Poor Miss Pinch. By the same.
Miss or M r s . P By the same.
TheNewMagdalen. By thesame.
T h e Frozen Deep. By the same.
T h e L a w a n d t h e Lady. By

T h e Dark Colleen. Bythesame.
N u m b e r Seventeen. By H E N R Y

WILKIE

WILKIE

HARRIETT JAY.

COLLINS.

COLLINS.

T h e Two Destinies. By W I L K I E
COLLINS.

T h e H a u n t e d Hotel. By W I L K I E
COLLINS.

Roxy. By E D W A R D EGGLESTON.

Felicia. M. BETHAM-EDWAKDS.

F i l t h y Lucre.

By ALBANY DE

Olympia. By R. E. FRANCILLON.
R o b i n Gray. By CHAS. GIBBON.

F o r Lack of Gold. By CHARLES
GIBBON.

W h a t will t h e W o r l d Say .» By
CHARLES GIBBON.

I n Love a n d W a r . By CHARLES
GIBBON.

By CHARLES

I n Honour Bound.

By CHAS.

GIBBON.

Temple.

By

JAMES

GREENWOOD.

Under t h e Greenwood T r e e .
By T H O M A S

HARDY.

An Heiress of R e d Dog. By
BRET

HARTE.

T h e Luck of Roaring Camp.
By B R E T

HARTE.

Gabriel Conroy. B R E T H A R T E .

F a t e d to b e Free.

By JEAN

INGELOW.

Confidence.

Jun.

By E . L Y N N L I N T O N .

The W o r l d Well Lost.
LYNN

By E .

LINTON.

The W a t e r d a l e

Neighbours.

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

My Enemy's Daughter. Do.
Ltnley Rochford. By the same.
A F a i r Saxon. By the same.
DearLadyDisdain. By the same.
Miss Misanthrope. By JUSTIN
Lost Rose. By KATHARINE S .
MACQUOID.

The Evil Eye. By the same.
Open! Sesame! By FLORENCE
MARRYAT.

Whiteladies.

Mrs. O L I P H A N T .

Held i n Bondage.

Idalia.

By OUIDA.

By OUIDA.

Cecil Castlemaine. By OUIDA.
Tricotrin. By O U I D A .
Puck. By O U I D A .

FoUe Farine.

By OUIDA.

Dog of Flanders. By OUIDA.
Pascarel. By OUIDA.

Two Little Wooden Shoes. By
OUIDA.

Signa.

By OUIDA.

I n a Winter City.
By H E N R Y JAMES,

By OUIDA.

Strathmore. By OUIDA.
Chandos. By OUIDA.

Under Two Flags.

GIBBON.

Dick

LINTON.

TheAtonement of L e a m D u n d a s

MCCARTHY.

FONBLANQUE.

F o r t h e King.

KINGSLEY.

Oakshott Castle. By the same.
Patricia KembaU. By E . LYNN

By OUIDA.

Ariadne. By OUIDA.
Friendship. By OUIDA.

BOOKS
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POPULAR NOVELS—continued,

Fallen Fortunes.
Halves.

By J. PAYN.

One Against tho World.

By

J O H N SAUNDERS.

By JAMES PAYN.

W h a t H e Cost Her. By ditto.

T h e Lion in t h e Path. By JOHN

B y Proxy.

Tales for t h e Marines.

By JAMES PAYN.

Less Black t h a n We're Painted.
By J A M E S P A Y N .

T h e Best of H u s b a n d s . Do.
Walter's W o r d . By J. PAYN.
Tho Mystery of Marie Eoget,
By E D G A R A. P O E .

H e r Mother's Darling. By Mrs.
J. H . RIDDELL.

Gaslight

a n d Daylight.

By

GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.

B o u n d to t h e W h e e l . By J O H N
SAUNDERS.

G u y W a t e r m a n . J . SAUNDERS.

and K A T H E R I N E S A U N D E R S .

By

W A L T E R THORNBURY.

T h e W a y we Live Now.

By

ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

T h e American

Senator.

By

ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

By
Diamond Cut Diamond.
T . A. T R O L L O P E .
An Idle Excursion. By MARK
TWAIN.

Adventures of T o m Sawyer.
By M A R K T W A I N .

A Pleasure Trip on t h e Continent of Europe. By MARK TWAIN.

Fcap. Svo, picture covers, \s. each.
Jeff Briggs's Love Story. By BRET H A R T E .
T h e Twins of Table Mountain. By BRET HARTE.
Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds.

By J U L I A N HAWTHORNE.

Kathleen Mavourneen. By the Author of " T h a t Lass o' Lowrie's."
Lindsay's Luck. By the Author of " That Lass o' Lowrie's."
P r e t t y Polly Pemberton. By Author of " That Lass o' Lowrie's."
Trooping with Crows. By Mrs. P I R K I S .
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Planche.—Songs and Poems, from 1819 to 1879.
By J. R. PLANCHE.

Edited, with an Introduction, by his Daughter,

Mrs. MACKAKNESS.

Two Vols. Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, loj-. 6d.

Plutarch's Lives of Illustrious Men.
Translated from the Greek, with Notes, Critical and Historical, and a
Life of Plutarch, by JOHN and WILLIAM LANGHORNE.

New Edi-

tion, with Medallion Portraits.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 'js. 6d.

Primitive Manners and Customs.
By JAMES A. FARRER.
" A book 'which is really both instructive and amusing, and 'which will open a
new field of thought to many
readers."—ATHENAEUM.
^^ An admirable example of the application of the scientific method and the
working of the truly scientific spirit."—S.^TURDAY
REVIEW.

CHATTO

&- WINDUS,

PICCADILLY
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Small Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 35. 6d.

Prince of Argolis, The:
A Story of the Old Greek Fairy Time.
130 Illustrations by the Author.

By J. MOYR SMITH.

With

Proctor's (E. A.) Works:
E a s y Star Lessons for Young Learners.

With Star Maps for

Every Night in the Year, Drawings of the Constellations, &c. By RICHARD
A. PROCTOR. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.
\_ln
preparation.

Myths and Marvels of Astronomy.

By R I C H . A. PROCTOR,

Author of " Other Worlds than Ours,"&c. Crown Svo, cloth extra, ds.

Pleasant Ways in Science.

By

RICHARD

A.

PROCTOR.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Rough W a y s m a d e Smooth: A Series of Familiar Essays on
Scientific Subjects.

By R. A. P R O C T O R .

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6J.

Our Place among Infinities : A Series of Essays contrasting
our Little Abode in Space and Time with the Infinities Around us. B y
RICHARD A. PROCTOR.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6.?.

The E x p a n s e of Heaven : A Series of Essays on the Wonders
of the Firmament.

B y R I C H A R D A. P R O C T O R .

Wages a n d W a n t s of Science Workers.
PROCTOR.

Crown Svo, is.

Crown Svo, cloth,

ts.

By RICHARD A.

6d.

"Mr. Proctor, of all writers of our time, best conforms to Matthew
Arnold's conception of a Tnan of culture, in that he strives to humanise
knowledge and divest it of 'whatever is harsh, crude, or technical, and so
•makes it a source of happiness and brightness for
all."—WESTMINSTER
REVIEW.

Crown SVO, cloth extra, gilt, js. 6d.

Pursuivant of Arms, The;
or, Heraldry founded upon Facts. A Popular Guide to the Science of
Heraldry. By J. R. PLANCHE, Somerset Herald. With Coloured
Frontispiece, Plates, and 200 Illustrations.
Crovm Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 75-. 6d.

Rabelais' Works.
Faithfully Translated from the French, with variorum Notes, and
numerous characteristic Illustrations by GUSTAVE DORE.
" His buffoonery was not merely Brutus's
rough skin, •which contained a rod
of geld: it was necessary as an amulet against the monks and legates; and
he must be classed with the greatest creative minds in the world—•with
Shakespeare, nuith Dante, and with Cervantes."—?:. T . COLERIDGE.

Crown Svo, cloth gilt, with numerous Illustrations, and a beautifully
executed Chart of the various Spectra, -js. 6d.

Eambosson's AstronomyBy J. RAMBOSSON, Laureate of the Institute of France,
by c ' B. PITMAN. Profusely Illustrated.

Translated
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Richardson's (Dr.) A Ministry of Health,
and other Papers.

By B E N J A M I N W A R D R I C H A R D S O N , M . D . , &c.

" This highly interesting volume contains upwards of nine addresses, 'written
in the author's 'well-kno'wn style, and full ofgreat and good thoughts. . . The
work is, like all those of the author, that of a man of genius, of great power, of
evperience, and noble independence of thought."—POPULAR

SCIENCE REVIEW.

Square Svo, cloth extra, gilt, xos. 6d.

Rimmer's Our Old Country Towns.
With over 50 Illustrations.

By A L F R E D R I M M E R .

{^Nearly ready.

Handsomely printed, price K,S:

Roll of Battle Abbey, The;
or, A List of the Principal Warriors who came over from Normandy
with William the Conqueror, and Settled in this Country, A . D . 1066-7.
Printed on fine plate paper, nearly three feet by two, with the principal Arms emblazoned in Gold and Colours.
Two Vols., large 4to, profusely Illustrated, half-morocco, £2 1.6s.

Rowlandson, the Caricaturist.
A Selection from his Works, with Anecdotal Descriptions of his Famous
Caricatures, and a Sketch of his Life, Times, and Contemporaries.
With nearly 400 Illustrations, mostly in Facsimile of the Originals. By
J O S E P H G R E G O , Author of " J a m e s Gillray, the Caricaturist; his Life,
Works, and Times."
" Mr. Grego's excellent account of the works of Thomas Rowlandson
.
illustrated with some 400 spirited, accurate, and clever transcripts from his
designs. . . . The tiianks of all who care Jor what is original and personal in
art are due to Mr. Grego for the pains he has been at, and the time he has expended, in the preparation of this very pleasant, very careful, and adequate
tneinorial." —VAIA, MALL GAZETTE.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, profusely Illustrated, 4J. 6d. each.

" Secret Out" Series, The.
The Pyrotechnist's Treasury;
or. Complete Art of Making Fireworks. By THOMAS KENTISH. With

numerous Illustrations.

The Art of Amusing:
A Collection of Graceful Arts, Games,
Tricks, Puzzles, and Charades. By
FRANK BELLEW.

300 Illustrations.

Hanky-Panky:

Very Easy Tricks, Very Difficult
Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of Hand.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. 200 Illustrations.

The Merry Circle:

A Book of New Intellectual Games
and Amusements. By CLARA BELLEW.

Mary Illustrations.

Magician's Own Book:
Performances with Cups and Balls,
Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All
from Actual Experience. Edited by
W. H. CREMER.

200 Illustrations.

Magic No Mystery:

Tricks with Cards, Dice, Balls, &c,
with fully descriptive Directions ; the
Art of Secret Writing; Training of
Performing Animals, &c. Coloured
Frontispiece and many Illustrations.

The Secret Out:
One Thousand Tricks with Cards, and
other Recreation.'!; with Entertaining
Experiments in Drawing-room or
"White Msgic." By W. H. CEKMBR.
loo Ene;ravings.

CHATTO

<&» WINDUS,
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Senior's Travel and Trout in the Antipodes.
An Angler's Sketches in Tasmania and New Zealand. By WILLIAM
SENIOR ("Red Spinner"), Author of " Stream and Sea."
" In every way a happy production.
. . What Turner effected in colour on
canvas, Mr._ Senior may be said to effect by the force of a practical mind, in langtiage that is •magnificently descriptive, on his subject.
There is in both painter
and writer the satne magical combination of idealism, and realism., and the same
hearty appreciation Jor all that is sublime and pathetic in natural scenery.
That
there is an undue share of travel to the number oJ trout caught is certainly not
Mr. Senior's fault;
but the comparative
scarcity of the prince of fishes is
adeq^uatel^y atoned for, in that the writer was led pretty well through all the
glorious scenery of the antipodes in quest of him.
. So great is the charm, and
the freshness and the ability of the book, that it is hard to put it down when once
take7i up,"—HOME

NEWS.

Shakespeare:
Shakespeare, T h e First Folio.

Mr. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies.
Originall Copies.

Published according to the true

London, Printed by I S A A C I A G G A R D and E D . B L O U N T ,

1623.—A Reproduction of the extremely rare original, in reduced facsimile
b y a photographic process—ensuring the strictest accuracy in every detail.
Small Svo, half-Roxburghe, sos. 6d.
" To Messrs. Chatto and Windus belongs the me^rit of having done tnore
to facilitate the critical study of the text of our great dramatist than all the
Shakespeare clubs and societies put together.
A co-mplete facsimile of the
celebrated First Folio edition of itz^^for half-a-guinea is at once a miracle of
cheapness and enterprise.
Being in a reduced form., the type is necessarily
rather diminutive,
but it is as distinct as in a genuine copy of the original,
a^nd tuill be found to be as useful and far more handy to the student than the
latter."—ATHEN.«UM.

Shakespeare, T h e Lansdowne.

Beautifully printed in red

and black, in small but very clear type.
With engraved
DROESHOUT'S Portrait. Post Svo, cloth extra, 'js. 6d.

facsimile of

Shakespeare for Children: Tales from Shakespeare. By
C H A R L E S and M A R Y L A M B .

plain, by J . MOYR S M I T H .

With

numerous Illustrations, coloured a n d

Crown 4to, cloth gilt, xos.6d.

Shakespeare Music, The Handbook of. Being an Account of
Three Hundred and Fifty Pieces of Music, set to Words taken from the
Plays and Poems of Shakespeare, the compositions ranging from the Elizabethan Age to the Present Time. By A L F R E D RoFFE. 410, half-Roxburghe,
7^

Shakespeare, A Study of.

By ALGERNON CHARLES S W I N -

BURNE. Crown Svo, cloth extra, Zs.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with 10 full-page Tinted Illustrations,
JS. 6d.

Sheridan's Complete Works,
with Life a n d A n e c d o t e s .
Including his Dramatic Writings, printed
from t h e O r i g i n a l E d i t i o n s , h i s W o r k s i n P r o s e a n d P o e t r y , T r a n s l a tions, S p e e c h e s , J o k e s , P u n s , &o. ; visth a C o l l e c t i o n of S h e r i d a n i a n a .
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, 7J. 6d.

Signboards;
Their History.
Characters.

With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and Remarkable
By J A C O B L A R W O O D and J O H N C A M D E N

HOTTEN.

With nearly 100 Illustrations.
" Even if 'we were ever so maliciously inclined, we could not pick out all Messrs.
Larwood and Hotten s plums, because the good things are so numerous as to defy
the most •wholesale depredation."—TIMES.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s. 6d.

Slang Dictionary, The:
Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
An E N T I R E L Y N E W
E D I T I O N , revised throughout, and considerably Enlarged.
* * We are glad to see the Slang Dictionary reprinted and enlarged. From a h igh
scientific point ofvie'w this book is not to be despised. Of course it canTiot fail to
be amusing also. It contains the very vocabulary of unrestrained hu-mour, and
oddity, andgrotesqueness. In a word, it provides valuable material both for tht
strident of language and the student ofhu-man nature."—ACADEMY.
Exquisitely printed in miniature, cloth extra, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

Smoker's Text-Book, The.
By J. H A M E R , F . R . S . L .

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5^-.

Spalding's Elizabethan Demonology:
An Essay in Illustration of the Belief in the Existence of Devils, and
the Powers possessed by them, with Special Reference to Shakspere
and his W o r k s .

By T . A L F R E D S P A L D I N G , L L . B .

" A very thoughtful and weighty book, which cannot but be welcome to every
ea^mest student."—ACADEMY.
Crown 4to, uniform with " C h a u c e r for Children," with Coloured
Illustrations, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.

Spenser for Children.
By M. H. TowRY.

With Illustrations in Colours by WALTER J.

MORGAN.

" Spenser has simply been transferred into plain prose, with here and there a
line or stanza quoted, •where the meaning arid the diction are within a child's
comprehension, and additional point is thus given to the narrative without the
cost of obscurity.
. Altogether the work has been well and carefully done."
— T H E TIMES.

Post Svo, cloth extra, e,s.

Stories about Number Nip,
T h e Spirit of the Giant Mountains. Retold for Children, by WALTER
GRAHAME.

With Illustrations by J . M O Y R S M I T H .

Demy Svo, cloth extra. Illustrated, 21s.

Sword, The Book of the :
Being a History of the Sword, and its Use, in all Times and in aH
Countries. By Captain R I C H A R D BURTON. With numerous Illustrations.
[/« preparation
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, gj.

Stedman's Victorian Poets:
Critical Essays,

By EDMUND CLARENCE STEDMAN.

" We ought to be thankful to those who do critical work with competent skill
and understanding.
Mr. Stedman
deserves the thanks of English
scholars;
.
he is faithful,
studious, and discerning."—SATURDAY
REVIEW.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Strutt's Sports and Pastimes of the People
of England ; including the Rural and Domestic Recreations, May
Games, Mummeries, Shows, Processions, Pageants, and Pompous
Spectacles, from the Earliest Period to the Present Time, With 140
Illustrations.

Edited by WILLIAM HONE.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with lUustrations, js. 6d.

Swift's Choice V/orks,
In Prose and Verse. With Memoir, Portrait, and Facsimiles of the
Maps in the Original Edition of "Gulliver's Travels."

Swinburne's Works:
T h e Queen Mother a n d Rosamond.

Atalanta in Calydon.
A N e w Edition.

Crown Svo, ts.

Chastelard.
A Tragedy.

Bothwell:
A Tragedy.

Fcap. Svo, 5s.

An Essay.

Crown Svo, yj.

Songs of Two Nations.

Crown Svo, 75.

Crown Svo, 6s.

Poems a n d Ballads.
F I R S T S E R I E S . Fcap. Svo, 95.
in crown Svo, at same price.

Crown Svo, 12s. 6d.

George C h a p m a n :

Also

Poems a n d Ballads.

S s s a y s a n d Studies.
Crown Svo, 125,

Erechtheua:
A Tragedy.

Crown Svo, 6s.

SECOND SERIES. Fcap. Svo, <js. Also
in crown Svo, at same price.

N o t e of a n English Republican

Notes on " P o e m s a n d Ballads." Svo, IS.
William B l a k e :

A Note on Charlotte Bronte.

A Critical Essay.
With Facsimile
Paintings. D e m y Svo, i6i.

Songs before Sunrise.
Crown Svo. SOS. 6d.
NEW
VOLUME

Studies in Song.

on the Muscovite Crusade.

Svo, is.

Crown Svo, 6s.

A Study of Shakespeare.
Crown Svo, 8s.

Songs of the Spring-Tides. Cr.

Svo, cloth extra, 6s.
OF POEMS
BY MR.
SWINBURNE.
Crown STO, cloth extra, 75-.

By ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

Contents :—Song for the Centenary of Walter Savage Landor—Off Shore—
After Nine Years—For a Portrait of Felice Orsini—Evening on the Broads—The
Emperor's Progress—The Resurrection of Alcilia—The Fourteenth of July—A
Parting Song—By the North Sea.—&c.

mcHVBD

Medium Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Syntax's (Dr.) Three Tours,
in Search of the Picturesque, in Search of Consolation, and in Search
of a Wife. With the whole of ROWLANDSON'S droll page Illustrations, in Colours, and Life of the Author by J. C. HOTTEN,
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BOOKS

PUBLISHED

BY

Four Vols, small Svo, cloth boards, 30J.

Taine's History of English Literature.
Translated by HENRY VAN LAUN.

*,* Also a POPULAR EDITION, in Two Vols, crown Svo, cloth extra, 15^.
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, profusely Illustrated, 6s.

Tales of Old Thule.
Collected and Illustrated by J. MOYR SMITH.
"It is not often that we meet with a volume of fairy tales possessing more fully
the double recommendation
of absorbing interest and purity of tone than does the
one before us containing a collection of ' Tales of Old Thule.'
These come, to
say the least, near fulfilling
the idea of perfect •works of the kind; and the illustrations with which the volum-e is embellished are equally excellent.
. We
commend the book to parents and teachers as an admirable gift to their
children
and pupils."—LITERARY

WORLD.

One Vol. crown Svo, cloth extra, -js. 6d.

Taylor's (Tom) Historical Dramas:
" Clancarty," "Jeanne Dare," " 'Twixt Axe and Crown," "TheFool's
Revenge," " Arkwright's Wife," " Anne Boleyn," " Plot and Passion."
*,f* The Plays may also be had separately, at Is. each.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Coloured Frontispiece and numerous
Illustrations, js. 6d.

Thackerayana:

Notes and Anecdotes.

Illustrated by a profusion of Sketches by

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY, depicting Humorous Incidents

in his School-life, and Favourite Characters in the books of his everyday reading. With Hundreds of Wood Engravings, facsimiled from
Mr. Thackeray's Original Drawings.
"It would have been a real loss to bibliographical
literature
had
copyright
difficulties deprived the general public of this very amusing collection. One of
Thackeray's habits, from his schoolboy days, 'was to ornament the margins and
blank Pages of the books he had in use •with cancature illustrations
of their
contents.
This gave special value to the sale of his library, and is almost cause
for regret that it could not have been preserved in its integrity.
Thackeray's
place in literature is eminent enough to have tnade this an interest to future
generations.
The anonymous editor has done the best that he could to compensate for the lack of this. It is an adtnirable addendum, not only to his collected
tuorks, but also to any memoir of him that has been, or that is likely to be,
ivritten."—BRITISH

QUARTERLY REVIEW.

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, js. 6d.

Thornbury's (Walter) Haunted London.
A New Edition, edited by EDWARD WALFORD, M.A, with numerous
Illustrations by F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.
** Mr. Thornbury knew and loved his London.
.
He had read much histor'y, and evety by-lane and eve^ry court had associations for him. His viemory
and his note-bcoks were stored -with anecdote, and, as he had singular skill in the
matter of narration, it will be readil^v believed that trhen he tooklo
writingaset
book about tlte pla.es he knew and ca-ed for, the said book 'would be charming.
Charming the volume before us certainly is. It may be begun in the beginning, or
middle, or end, it is all one: wherever one lights, there is some pleasant and
curious bit of gossip, S0me amusing fragmefit of all-usion or
quotation."—VANITY
FAIR.

CHATTO

cr'

WINDUS,

PICCADILLi.
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Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges,, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Thomson's Seasons and Castle of Indolence.
With a Biographical and Critical Introduction by A L L A N C U N N I N G HAM, and over 50 fine Illustrations on Steel and Wood.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

Timbs' Clubs and Club Life in London.
With Anecdotes of its famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries, and Taverns.
By J O H N T I M E S , F.S.A. With numerous Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, js. 6d.

T i m b s ' E n g l i s h E c c e n t r i c s a n d Eccentrici-

ties: Stories of Wealth and Fashion, Delusions, Impostures, and
Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights and Sporting Scenes, Eccentric
Artists, Theatrical Folks, Men of Letters, &c. By J O H N TIMBS,
F.S.A. With nearly 50 Illustrations.
Demy Svo, cloth extra, 14J.

Torrens' The Marquess Wellesley,
Architect of Empire. An Historic Portrait.

Forming

CoNSUL and T R I B U N E : W E L L E S L E Y

and

Portraits.

I n Two Vols.

By W . M. T O R R E N S , M . P .

Vol. I. of P R O -

OCONNELL :

Historic

Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Coloured Illustrations, js. 6d.

Turner's (J. M. W.) Life and Correspondence;
Founded upon Letters and Papers furnished by his Friends and fellowAcademicians. By W A L T E R T H O R N B U R Y .
A New Edition, considerably Enlarged. With numerous Illustrations in Colours, facsimiled
from Turner's original Drawings.
Two Vols., crown Svo, cloth extra, with Map and Ground-Plans, 14J.

Walcott's Church Work and Life in English
Minsters ; and the English

Student's Monasticon.

By the Rev.

M A C K E N Z I E E . C . W A L C O T T , B.D.

Large crown Svo, cloth antique, with Illustrations, 7^. 6d.

Walton and Cotton's Complete Angler;
or. T h e Contemplative Man's Recreation : being a Discourse of Rivers.
Fishponds, Fish and Fishing, written by IZAAK W A L T O N ; and Instructions how to Angle for a Trout or Grayling in a clear Stream, by
C H A R L E S COTTON. With Original Memoirs and Notes by Sir H A R R I S
NICOLAS, and 61 Copperplate Illustrations.
Carefully printed on paper to imitate the Original, 22 in. by 14 in., 2s.

Warrant to Execute Charles I.
An exact Facsimile of this important Document, with the Fifty-nine
Signatures of the Regicides, and corresponding Seals.
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BOOKS PUBLISHED

BY

CHATTO

&-

WINDUS.

T h e Twenty-first Annual Edition, for iSSr, cloth, full gilt, 50J.

Walford's County Families of the United
Kingdom. A Royal Manual of the Titled and Untitled Aristocracy of
Great Britain and Ireland. By E D W A R D W A L F O R D , M . A., late Scholar
of Balliol College, Oxford. Containing Notices of the Descent, Birth,
Marriage, Education, &c., of more than 12,000 distinguished Heads of
Families in the United Kingdom, their Heirs Apparent or Presumptive, together with a Record of the Patronage at their disposal, the
Offices which they hold or have held, their Town Addresses, Country
Residences, Clubs, &c.
'
\_Nearly ready.
Beautifully printed on paper to imitate the Original MS., price 2S.

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of Scots.
An exact Facsimile, including the Signature of Queen EHzabeth, and a
Facsimile of the Great Seal.
Crown Svo, cloth limp, with numerous Illustrations, 4^. 6d.

Westroppi's H a n d b o o k of Pottery and P o r c e lain ; or. History of those Arts from the Earliest Period. By

HODDER
M. W E S T R O P P , Author of " Handbook of Archaeology," &c. With
numerous beautiful Ilhistrations, and a List of Marks.
SEVENTH EDITION.

Square Svo,

\s.

Whistler v. Ruskin: Art and Art Critics.
By J . A. M A C N E I L L W H I S T L E R .

Crown Svo, cloth limp, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

Williams' A Simple Treatise on Heat.
By W . M A T T I E U W I L L I A M S , F.R.A.S., F.C.S., Author of " The Fuel
of the Sun," &c.
A HANDSOME

GIFT-BOOK.-

Small Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Wooing (The) of the Water-Witch :
A Northern Oddity. By EvAN D A L D O R N E . With One Hundred and
Twenty-five fine Illustrations by J . MoYR S M I T H .
Crown Svo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, -js. 6d.

Wright's Caricature History of the Georges.
(The House of Hanover.) With 400 Pictures, Caricatures, Squibs,
Broadsides, Window Pictures, &c. By T H O M A S W R I G H T , M.A., F.S.A.
Large post Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with Illustrations, "js. 6d.

Wright's History of Caricature and of the
Grotesque in Art, Literature, Sculpture, and Painting, from the
Earhest Times to the Present Day. By T H O M A S W R I G H T , M.A.,
F.S.A. Profusely Illustrated by F, W , F A I R H O L T , F.S.A,
J. OGDEN A N D CO., P R I N T E R S , 172, ST. JOHN S T R E E T , E . C .

WHELPTON'S

PILLS

Are one of those rare Medicines which, for their extraordinary
properties, haVe gained an almost
U N I V E R S A L
R E P U T A T I O N .
During a period of more than F O R T Y F I V E Y E A R S they have been used most
extensively as a Fatnily
Medicine,
thousands having found them a simple
and safe remedy, and one needful to
be kept always at hand.
These Pills are purely Vegetable,
being entirely free from Mercury or any other Mineral, and those who may
not hitherto have proved their efficacy, will do well to give them a trial.
Recommended for Disorders of the H e a d , C h e s t , B o w e l s , L i v e r , a n d
K i d n e y s ; also in R h e u m a t i s m , U l c e r s , S o r e s , a n d a l l S k i n D i s e a s e s
—these Pills being a direct Purifier of the Blood.
In Boxes, price 'J]4.d., is. lyid.,

and zs. ()d., by

G. WHELPTON & SON, 3, Crane Court, Fleet Street, London.
And sent free to any part of the United Kingdom on receipt of 8, 14,
or 33 Stamps.
Sold by all Chemists at Home and Abroad.

PARTRIDGE^ & ^OOPER,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STATIONERS,
191 and 192, Fleet Street, and 1 and 2, Chancery Lane,
LONDON.
Carriage paid to the Country on all
Orders over 20s.
The Public supplied at Whole
sale Prices.
Relief Stamping,
Die Sinking,
.-^
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TOUWSt C«S03,
Despatch BOXES,

Stationery Cabinets,
Photographic Albums, Purses
^\©'^
aEd Pocket Books. Letterpress
^f.<^^
and Lithograpbic Printing. ACCOUNT
^
BOOKS, an immense assortment always in Stock.
Illustrated Catalogues forivarded post free.
EXTENSIVE SHOW ROOM FOR FANCV STATIONERV
AND ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR P R E S E N T S ,
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BRILLIANT WHITE SILENT LIGHT.
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WILLIAIVI SUGG'S
"London" Argand & "Ghnstiania"

FLAT-FLAME GOVERNOR BURNERS,
PREVENTING WASTE AND FLARING.

SHOW ROOMS, STRAND, L O N D O N ,
(Exactly opposite Charing Cross Post Office.)
W I L L I A M SUGG, Vincent Works, Westminster, S.W.
N.B. All Burners and Glasses bear my Trade Mark, and can be had
through all Gas-fitters.

Artificial Teeth. Painless Dentistry.

E8KELL & SONS,
4 4 5 , S T R A N D [Opposite Charing Cross Station),
And 55, L U D G A T S HILL, L O N D O N .
Send for Pamphlet (enclosed) gratis and post free, which explai;
their celebrated system of Painless Dentistry.

GIVES HEALTH TO ALL.

DR. ROOKE'S

ANTI-LANCET.
•VNri3:jL.a? i s I T ?
A Handy Guide to Domestic Medioine. Every
Household sliould possess a Copy.

DR.ROOKfMKTI-LAECST. DE.E00KE'SAKTI-U1ET.
All who wish to presewe health, and
All Invalids should read the Chapter
on th§ Functions of Digestioti, showing thus prolong life, should read DR.
by what process food is converted into ROOKE'S ANTI-LANCJ^T, or HANDY GUIDE
blood—How blood sustains the whole TO DOMESTIC MEDICINE, which can be
system—How nervous power influences had gratis from any Chemist, ov post free
all the bodily organs to perform their from Dr. Rooke, Scarborough. Concernallotted functions — Principles of life ing this book, the late eminent author,
fttid death unfolded—Dying seldom ac- Sheridan Knowles, observed:—"It will
companied with pain — Mental vision he an incalculable hoon to every persori
amplified prior to the death of the body •who can read and thinlc."
—Immortality of the intelligent principle.

l]R.RCOKE'SHTiMCET.

DnEOOKpANTmiET,
The Nervous, thw Dyspeptic, or the
Hypochondriac, should read the Chapter on the Origin of all Diseases from
depression of nervous or vital power —
How explained—Producing or excitia<^
causes of nervous depression—Etteots
of the mind on the body—Blfooti? o" excessive joy—Anger—Grief and, suspense—Sudden surprise and fright—
Hard study—Hot relaxing fluids—Tntemperance in eating and drinking —
Spirituous liquorS—Loss of blood—Impure Air.

DR.ROOKfSiJTI-UNCET.
Read thfs Chapter on the Destructive
Praotic'> of BleedJn!j,:'illtlstrate(l TsySRe
cases oi ^ ord B-rroti, Sir Walter Scott,
Mafia) jlaliui -.h, CountOavour, Genepff"'
ii- ^ewa'l" Jackson, and o,ther

rrl:
• E ar.._,_

A clergyman, writing to Dr. Rooke,
under date, July 15th, 1874, speakiag of
t)ie "ANTI-LANCET," says:—« Of its
style and Taatter I can judge, for I have
been an author on other themes for
thirty years. None but a master-mind
among men could have conceived or
written your Introduction. It is the
most perfect delineation I ever read of
the human frame, and the links between
the material fabric and the spiritual
unison of body and soul."

DKROOKS'SAITI-LANCET,
Or, HANDY GUIDE TO DOMESTIC MEDICINE, can be had gratis of
all Chemists,orpost/?-ee from Dr.Rooke,
Scarborough, Eiiu'and.

DRROOE'SANTI-UNCET.
Ask your Chemist for a copy (^gratis) 1
of the last edition, containing 172 pages.

